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Charles Grafton Page.

Prof. Chaeles Grafton Page, whose death at his residence

in Washington, D. C, was announced in the last July number
of this Journal, was born in Salem, Mass., on the 25th day of
January, 1812. He was prepared for College in the G-rammar
School at Salem, and entered Harvard University in 1828,
graduating in 1832. He studied medicine at the medical
school in Boston, and in the year 1838, he removed with his

parents into Virginia, pursuing there the practice of his pro-
fession. About the year 1841, he was appointed one of the
Principal Examiners in the United States Patent office. At
that time there was but one other Principal Examiner, and
the office was one of great responsibility, since upon the Prin-
cipal Examiner alone generally depended the decision of all ap-
plications for patents in the classes of inventions under his

charge.

In 1844, he was elected Professor of Chemistry, in the Med-
ical Department of Columbian College, D. C, but in 1849, he
resigned his professorship on account of the pressure of his

duties in the Patent Office. In the year 1852, he retired from
the Patent Office for the purpose of devoting himself to the
effort in which he was then engaged to introduce electro-mag-
netism as a motive power. This enterprise having been relin-

quished with the failure of means to extend his experiments, he
associated himself with Messrs. J. J. Greenough and Charles L.
Ffeischman in the publication^ of the American Polytechnic
Journal, which commenced with the beginning of the year
M,u Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLVIII, No. 142.—July, 1869.



1853, After tlie discontinuance of that Journal with the close

of the year 1854, Prof. Page does not appear in any puhlic

capacity until the year 1861, when he again entered the Patent
Office as Examiner of Patents, a position which he held for

the remainder of his life.

Prof. Page is best known to the scientific world as an elec-

trician. We have learned, moreover, "from his mother and
other near friends that he evinced a most remarkable fondness
for natural science in all its branches at a veiy early age.

Once when about nine years old he was missing during a severe

thunder storm, and on being sought by his anxious friends he
was found on the top of the house, holding up at arm's length a
fii'e shovel to see if he could not catch a shock of electricity

from the surcharged cloud 1" It has been related also by his

early friends that at ten years of age, having begged a lamp
glass of his mother, he in due time surprised her with a suc-

cessful electric machine made by himself. Entomology re-

ceived a portion of his attention while a school boy, and he
had a passion for botany and floriculture and indulged in it to
the extent of his ability. Respecting his school and college

life we extract the following from a communication of Dr.
Henry Wheatland, President of the Essex Institute, of Salem,
Mass, " My acquaintance with C, G-. Page commenced when
we were classmates in the Salem Latin School. At that time
he had the reputation of being interested in electricity, hav-
ing made or was making an electric machine. * * * * * The
same taste f<il]owed him in his college course. In our junior
year several of us, including Page, organized a chemical club.

Each of the members was expected to lecture in alphabetical

order. Page lectured on electricity, the air pump, &c. At
this time he had a large collection of apparatus for a student,

an electrical machine, air pump, &c. Several of us were also

interested in natural history, as botany, mineralogy, insects,

&c. Page was also enrolled in our number. After leaving col-

lege, whilst a medical student, he carried his investigations

still further, taking up voltaism and constructing batteries of dif-

ferent kinds, culminating in his extensive researches in 1836,
or thereabouts, which resulted in producing motion by the

magnetic power.* During his medical studies he delivered a

course of lectures in chemistry to a class in the Lyceum Hall.

Page during his school and college days, was always full of

fun and frolic and took a lively interest in all boyish occupa-

tions. He was a leader among the gymnasts, a famous skater,

a good singer, a loved companion, and a very great favorite

Polytechnic Journal, vol. i, p. 6, attributes t.'ie
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with all." To this, aen. H. K. Oliver, of Salem, his early in-

structor and friend, adds, " I myself remember seeing during

Prof. Page's residence here—at his office—a miniature railway,

an elliptic curve of about twelve feet long and six wide, around
which travelled a miniature magnetic engine drawing at high

speed a miniature car."

The zeal and activity in the pursuit of electrical science and
experiment, which marked especially these few years that he re-

sided in Salem, after completing the study of his profession,

are evidenced by his numerous contributions to this Journal

about that time. He had much fertility of invention, and de-

lighted in mechanical contrivances for the practical application

and for the interesting illustration, of the laws of electric and
electro-magnetic action. He was not only a skillful experi-

menter, weU versed in the theory of electricity, but was also a

ready and spirited writer, and his published papers must^ have

contributed greatly to extend the knowledge of, and excite an
interest in, electrical science. The ^vriter of this notice can

certainly testify to his own obligations to him in this respect.

In the year 1836, he made a valuable series of experiments,

published in the 31st volume, 1st series of this Journal, upon
the induction of electric currents, following up the previous

discoveries of Prof. Faraday and Prof Henry on that subject.

Prof. Henry (this Journal, 1st series, vol. xxviii, p. 328) had
obtained sparks and shocks from the " Calorimotor " by means
of the induction of the current upon itself in a long copper
riband wound into a close flat spiral, after having been wrap-
ped with an insulating covering. Prof. Page repeated and va-

ried these experiments with a spiral riband an inch wide and
220 feet long, and made the important step of augmenting the

intensity of the shock by means of a reduced length of bat-

tery circuit in conjunction with a greater length of induction

circuit, the induction circuit being, of course, in part or in

whole exterior to the battery circuit. Among other forms of

experiment detailed in the paper alluded to, he obtained the

shock from a part of the spiral entirely external to the part in

the battery circuit, which is in conformity with Faraday's

elementary observation of the induction of a current upon a
neighboring conductor, but he ascertained that the greatest

shock was obtained, with that helix and the battery of a sin-

gle pair used, when the whole length of the spiral was in-

cluded in the induction circuit, and a fraction only of its

length in the batteiy circuit. He did not offer any theory in

explanation of this result, but at this day, when the laws of

the voltaic circuit have become not only known but familiar,

and since the laws of induction have become better under-
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of investigations made
Heniy about two years afterward, it is easy to see that' after g

given volume of conducting metal has been filled (so to speak)
with a current by an amount of battery surface proportional
to the volume of metal, the effectiveness of the resistance of a
break in the circuit in the rapidity with which it destroys

the current, is measurably proportional to the smalluess of

the number of plates into which the battery surface is divi-

ded in series, with the volume of metal disposed in a length

itable thereto, and that the intensity of the shock f

induction circuit, the length of the latter remaining unchanged,
will in this way be increased by reducing the length and inten-

sity of the battery circuit. Or, to state the same otherwise, if

spark formed by a break in the induction circuit is to be of

must be in like ratio greater than that of the battery circuit ; and
it is in this point of view that Prof Page himself has stated the

primary characteristic principle upon which the voltaic induc-
tion coils depend for their effects. The step made by him in 1836,
as above mentioned, was, so far as we are aware, the first step

made in this direction. An account of it was carried to Eu-
rope by the late Francis Peabody of Salem, and communica-
ted, rather imperfectly, to the English philosopher Sturgeon,
in advance of its publication here. This communication
would appear, by Sturgeon's account, to have given the first

impulse to a quite extensive series of experiments made by the

latter, and, within a year from the time of his interview with
Peabody, he constructed an induction coil, described in the

Annals of Electricity for Oct., 1837, vol. i, p. 477, in which the

battery circuit consisted of an inner helix of rather thick bell

wire 260 feet long, and the induction circuit of an outer helix

of 1300 feet of very thin wire. This he used sometimes with,

and sometimes without, an iron core in the common axis of

the two helices, and obtained strong shocks in either case. In
the meantime, however, Prof. Callan of Maynooth_ College,

Ireland, had been making experiments on an extensive scale,

and had carried the multiplication of the length of the induc-

tion circuit, as compared with that of the battery circuit, to

a much greater extent than was done in the coil of Sturgeon,

just noticed, and his results had been published in Sturgeon's

Annals. But in his experiments he used the induction of very

large solid masses of iron, and by overlooking the interference

of the electric currents that must be induced in the solid me-
tallic mass of the electro-magnet, he was prevented from dis-
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covering one remaining step of primary importance in tlie im-
provement of these machines. The electro-magnet and induc-

tion coil in which he first, and several months earlier, used the

shortened Lattery circuit, was in this particular, very nearly a
repetition of Page's coil, giving an induction circuit of double
the length of the battery circuit, but Page preceded him three

months, as shown by the date of Page's paper in this Journal
for Jan., 1837, and that of Callan's paper in the London and
Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine for Dec, 1836. Mr. Pea-
body's communication to Mr. Sturgeon and Mr. Clarke, is sta-

ted by Sturgeon to have been made one or two weeks before

the Bristol meeting of the British Association. This meeting
took place Aug. 22d, 1836, and Callan's last mentioned paper
was dated Maynooth, Aug. 23d, 1836. While, therefore, there

appears no doubt that Prof. Callan was quite independent of

Prof Page in making this important step, it is clear that pri-

ority belongs to the latter.

We have thus dwelt at some length upon this subject be-

cause we have not found it possible otherwise to do justice to

Prof Page, and to all most directly concerned.

Related to this principle, another discovery of interest which
Prof. Page made in the same series of experiments was that

the intensity of the shock was increased by making the break
of the battery circuit (over mercury) take place under a non-
conducting liquid. The question suggests itself whether this

ohservation might not deserve renewed attention.

(this Journal, I, vol. xxxiii, p. 118), and thus added one more to

the links which Faraday had already supplied to demonstrate the
identity of thermo-electricity, voltaic electricity, and statical

electricity. He also succeeded in charging a leyden jar by
means of the induced current, a result belonging to that class

of facts which wai-rants the use of the term current as cor-

rectly expressive of the actual relation existing between stati-

cal electricity and voltaic, or dynamic electricity, and after hav-
ing increased his flat spiral to the length of 320 feet, he even
succeeded in doing this with a voltaic battery of a single pair.

It should also be mentioned that he projected the induced cur-
rent (this Journal for Oct., 1837, p. 355) between charcoal
points " before contact."

To Prof. Page also belongs the adaptation to the induction
coil, of the self-acting circuit breaker, that is, a circuit breaker
operated by the current itself. The circuit breaker he first

used (1836), was Barlow's spur wheel, which turns between
the poles of a permanent horse-shoe magnet. Soon afterward,
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(this Journal, 1st series, vol. xxxii,) he contrived several other

forms of self-acting circuit breakers, one of which consisted of

a miniature vibrating lever moved by the action of the current

and so limited and regulated in the extent of its motion by a

set screw as to give it the extremest rapidity of oscillation de-

sired. The breaking of the circuit of a voltaic current by the

action of the current itself was done some years previously in

the electro-magnetic motor of Prof. Henry, already mentioned,

but Prof. Page appears to have been the first to contemplate

the availability of this mode of action to produce the extreme

rapidity ol alternation called for in these induction machines,*

and to make and bring before the public a construction em-
bodying this idea. This early instrument is, in this respect,

the type of the self-acting circuit breakers now very generally

used with the voltaic induction coil.

The discovery of the remarkable effect produced by substi-

tuting iron wires for a solid iron bar in induction coils, was
made by Sturgeon, by Bachoifner, and by Page, all indepen-
dently of each other, but the discovery by the English phi-

losophers was prior in time. In April, 1838, Daniel Davis, Jr.,

of Boston, made, under the direction of Prof. Page, a coil ma-
chine embracing all the discoveries and improvements made up
to that time by himself and others, including a provision for

making the break of the battery circuit under a liquid ; and
with some variety in the accessory details these machines were
soon manufactured in large numbers in this country. The
only considerable improvements made since that time, apart

rather inaptly called, and Richie's improved mode of winding
the secondary, or induction, coU of fine wire, so as to divide,

in an extreme degree, the strain upon its insulation.

The United States Government has testified its appreciation

of Prof. Page's share in the invention and development of this

class of machines, by the enactment of a special law author-

izing the grant of a patent, at the discretion of the Commis-
sioner of Patents, which accordingly was issued to him in the

last days of his life, after going through the usual course of

examination in the Patent Ofiice.

The italics are ours.-
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Anotlier machine constructed by Prof. Page, and described

in this Journal for Oct., 1838, consisted of a U-formed electro-

magnet of iron wires, around this an extra coil of wire for in-

duced currents in addition to the coil for the battery current,

and an iron armature made to rotate before the poles of the

electro-magnet, together with a rotating circuit breaker for the

battery current made adjustable on the shaft of the rotating

armature. Induction could be produced in the extra coil of

wire, without breaking the battery circuit, by the magnetic

disturbance consequent on the passage of the rotating arma-
ture across the poles of the electro-magnet. But on bringing

into play, and properly setting, the breaker of the battery cir-

cuit, the motion of the armature was maintained by the bat-

tery, and by leaving opened or leaving closed the circuit of the

extra, or induction coil, and varying the set of the rotating

circuit breaker on the armature shaft, some curious and in-

structive results were produced in illustration of the influence

of induced currents upon the motion of electro-magnetic en-

gines, for the detail of which we must refer to the paper al-

luded to.

In the same volume of this Journal he also describes a mag-
neto-electric machine, similar to the machine of Saxton, which
he constructed on a large scale, and in which he provided the

rotating pair of armatures with commutators by which the al-

ternating induced currents of the armature coils were made to

pass all in one direction through a conductor joining the ex-

tremities of the wire of these coils. The
straight iron bars ten inches long, parallel to the axis on which
they rotated, and covered, each, with 800 feet of No. 20 cop-
per wire, and were placed between a pair of powerful com-
pound permanent magnets, one at each end of the armatures.

The two coils could be used as 800 feet of double wire, or

1,600 feet of single wire. With this machine water was de-

composed very rapidly, and by breaking the circuit of the coils

a half inch spark was produced, and a variety of interesting

results is detailed which we have not room to repeat here.

Another magneto-electric machine constructed by him, and
still more remarkable for the results obtained with it, is the
subject of a notice in the Patent Office Keport, for 1844, re-

produced in the 48th vol., 1st series, of this Journal. By the

current from this machine an electro-magnet was charged to

Buch a degree as to sustain one thousand pounds. Unfortu-
nately, no complete description of the machine is in existence

so far as we know. The machine itself was presented to the

Smithsonian Institution, but was destroyed by the fire that

swept away a part of the contents of the building a few years
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ago. It was, however, similar in its general construction to

the last mentioned machine, except that the helices around the
rotating armatures were " made up of a series of copper discs,

instead of wires, each disc being split, and one of its split

edges joined to the edges of the adjoining disc/' Prof. Page
has also informed us (History of Induction, p. 124), that " the
steel magnets weighed about sixty pounds each, and when first

charged would each sustain its own weight," and that " the

combined lifting power was not at any time more than one
^ undred and thirty pounds." It is obvious that the length of

" ' " " " ' onstruction was comparatively
of the wire that surrounded

the electro-magnet of one thousand pounds we find no direct

information. But that the length was far greater than the
virtual length of the rotating armature helices of the machine
is fturly deducible, we think, from the result. The current in-

duced in the rotating armature helix must be generated in a
half revolution, and the limit which is set to its quantity by
its induction upon itself, and by its reaction upon the magnet-
ization of the armature, is the same for all velocities of rota-

tion however great. But if a resistance interposed between
the terminals of the helix prevent the current from reaching
that limit of quantity, the electro-motive force with which it

will break through that resistance may be increased indefinitely

by increasing the velocity of revolution. Hence, an outside
wire joining the terminals of the helix, provided only the cur-
rents of the helix are discharged, by means of a pole-changer,

in one constant direction through this outside wire, so that
there is no induction in it of the cun-ent upon itself, may have
its length greatly multiplied beyond that of the helix conduc-
tor, without any proportionate reduction in the quantity to

which the current is at any rate limited. Hence the powerful
electro-magnet that can be produced by forming this length-

ened outside wire into a coil around an iron bar. Admitting
that this must be, in fact, the principle of action to which
Prof. Page resorted in producing an electro-magnet of a sus-

taining power of 1,000 pounds, from magnets whose united

sustaining power was not over 125 or 130 pounds, we have in

this result one main element of the recent famous Wilde ma-
chine, which uses the powerful electro-magnet so formed, for

the magnet of a second magneto-electria machine.
The "History of Induction," to which we have referred

above, a work of 124 octavo pages, was written by Prof. Page
in the last year of his life, while laboring under his fatal mal-

ady, and contains a detailed history of discovery and inven-

tion relative to this branch of electrical science.
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The greatest enterprise of Prof. Page's life was his effort to

introduce electro-magnetism as a substitute, to a greater or

less extent, for steam power. He was an original, though not
the first projector of electro-magnetism as a motive power, and
his first investigations on that subject were made in the latter

part of 1836. In 1839 he pubUshed in this Journal, vol. xxxy,

p. 106, a very instructive paper on the conditions of action in

electro-magnetic engines composed of electro-magnets. The
peculiar difficulties of this class of engines led him to rely-

more on the force with which the pole of an electro-magnet

is drawn into its magnetizing helix. The availability of this

force for electro-magnetic motors, as we learn from his own
account, suggested itself to him on seeing an electro-magnet

of Mr. Vail, in which the minute force exhibited by an iron

needle drawn into a small helix, was augmented to half or

three quarters of a pound, though the electro-magnet and he-

lix were still of quite small size. Our friend was quick
to perceive that on further increase of the size, a prodi-

gious development of the force was to be expected, being
in somewhat duplicate ratio, and that this form of force

offered far greater facilities for combining the force with
a wide range of motion, than does the mutual action be-

tween pieces of magnetized iron. He accordingly projected

an engine in which a large range of motion is obtained by
making the pole of the electro-magnet traverse the axis of a*

number of wire coils in series, the voltaic current being sent
first through one coil, next through a second, next through a
third, and so on, following the pole of the electro-magnet.
A small engine of this description was constructed, with the
aid of means furnished by a friend, about the year 1846. It

contained a pair of reciprocating U-shaped electro-magnets
formed of one-inch round bar iron, and these were formed
with brass connecting pieces, into one moving piece, in such a
way as to come into action alternately with each other. The
writer was present at a trial of this engine in July, 1848. The
Grove's battery used contained fifty platinum plates, each four
inches square. The same reciprocating engine with, we be-
lieve, the same battery, was also exhibited in a short course of

public lectures on electricity and electro-magnetism which he
delivered in Washington in the month of February, 1849.
On that occasion, in presence of a committee of the U. S.

Senate headed by Mr. Benton, the engine was used to drive a
smaU planing machine, and pieces of board a few feet long
and three or four inches wide were planed. On the same oc-
casion a bar of iron weighing fifty pounds was lifted by its

magnetizing helix. It is worth stating, as illustrative of his
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experimental judgment and tact, that though this last is but
the second advance step he is known or believed to have made
beyond the scale of the one-inch round bar of the engine, the

writer had the opportunity to admire the success of both steps

at the first trial of each. On the 1st of March the same en-

gine was employed to run at the rate of 1,200 impressions per

hour, a single Napier printing press, bed 24 by 41 inches, with
1^- square feet of printed page at each impression. The Senate
committee were so favorably impressed with the experiments

they had witnessed that on their report an appropriatic

ray the expense of experiments i

_

were immediately commenced. Nu-
iratory experiments were made with iron 1

and qualities of iron, solid and hollow,

series with the bars motionless in their magneti

another series with the bars moving in a small experimental
engine specially constructed for the purpose. It is much to

be regretted that the record of these preliminary experiments
has been lost. And, indeed, of the great engines afterward
built, and the experiments made with them, with the excep-
tion of a few, the records remaining, mostly already published,
are very incomplete. In the course of his experiments large

round iron bars, hundreds of pounds in weight, were lifted

from the floor by their magnetizing helices, with more than
fhe weight of a full sized man in addition. Of one experi-

ment the result is thus stated by Prof. Page, in a letter to

the editors noticed in this Journal for Jan., 1851. " The bar
loeighing 532 pounds placed loithin the helix, is made to start

up in the coil and vibrate in the air without visible support.

It requires a force of 508 pounds additional to its own weight
to pull it out of the helix, so that it is equivalent to lifting a
bar in the helix, of 1040 pounds in weight." Collating this

with his Keport to the Secretary of the Navy, copied in vol.

X, 2d series of this Journal, from the National Intelligencer

of Sept. 4th, 1850, where mention is made of bars from two
to eight inches in diameter, and generally three feet in length,
we conclude that this bar of 532 pounds was eight inches in

diameter, and consequently about three feet in length.
The first large engine built, or at least the first of which

we are able to give anything like a particular account, had a
pair of rounfl iron bars, each six inches in diameter and three

feet long, balanced against each other in a two foot vertical

stroke by means of opposed cranks on a common fly wheel
shaft. The lower end of each bar played in the vertical
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of the writer's recollection, must have been not far from fifteen

inches. But the coil was composed of a large number of very

Bhort sections, of an axial length or thickness of something
like perhaps three inches each, made separately and joined end
to end, with a iiat metallic contact piece connected to eachjoin-

ing, for contact with one pole or the other of the battery. The
several contact pieces formed together a continuous plane sur-

face from end to end of the entire coil, with the exception of

spaces between them sufficient to secure them from contact

with each other. Over these contact pieces travelled the poles

of the battery, taking their motion direct from the iron bar,

the one pole near the lower, or advancing end of the bar, and
the other pole above or in the rear (this was the arrangement
in effect, though in this one machine there was a separate line

of contact pieces for each pole), so as to include between them
and take simultaneously into the battery circuit a number of

short sections of the coil around the advancing end of the

bar. In this way, during the downward stroke, a single short

section at a time would be taken into the circuit in advance,

and a single short section at a time dropped off in rear. So
far the induction sparks, which gave the Professor great

trouble, were rendered comparatively Kght. The difficulty,

however, in dropping the current entirely off at the end of
the stroke still remained, particularly in this one engine in

which the magnetism of the bar was not kept up, and in

which, if the recollection of the writer is correct, the upward
stroke was not used. Even in the engines which succeeded
this, and in which the magnetism of the bar was kept up by
using both strokes, the transfer of the current from one end
of the bar to the other was not effected without a still re-

maining very heavy spark, very destructive to the contact

pieces employed for this purpose. We shall see that he after-

ward devised what he thought a partial, but what we think
would have been found a pretty complete remedy for this diffi-

culty, though too late to carry it into effect.

After a variety of experiments with this engine, it was
taken down " and its available parts employed " in construct-
ing a horizontal reciprocating engine of two foot stroke.

Whether in this last were used the identical coils and one of
the bars (six inch) of the upright engine we are not able to
affirm, but it appears that a single bar was used, with coils at
each end, so as to keep up the magnetism of the bar by their
alternate action upon it in the direct and return stroke. The
coil at each end of the bar in this machine had precisely

the same serial arrangement that either coil had in the upright
engine just described, and substantially the same way of trans-
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ferring the battery circuit along the serial coil. This horizon-

tal double acting engine was exhibited in a public lecture at

the Smithsonian Institution, where it was employed to do
some mechanical work, sawing we believe. Systematic exper-

iments were, however, made to measure its power. The ex-

periments of which we have the most complete account were
conducted by the late Prof. Walter K. Johnson, and his re-

port of them appears in the Appendix to the 10th vol., 2d se-

ries, of this Journal. According to his determinations, which
seem sufficiently reliable, though not very exact, the engine

made, in his experiments, about seven horse-power at the max-
imum. In a letter to the Editors of this Journal, Prof, Page
announces that the engine had subsequently reached ten horse-

power. The inquiry will of course arise what fractional part

this engine realized of the whole power due to the galvanic

current of the battery used, which, if the determination of

Petrie in 1850, may be relied on, is one horse-power for one
and a half (1-56) pounds of zinc per hour consumed in a Dan-
iell's battery, or about six tenths of that weight consumed in

a Grove's battery. This point does not appear to have been
tested at all in the experiments made by Prof. Johnson. Some
observations were made by Prof. Page himself and his chief

engineer, of the consumption of zinc to the horse power in one
of the engines tried, but it was our impression at the time
that they were not carried far enough to give reliable results.

In fact Prof. Page thought these tests of less importance than
attention to the working of some of the details of the engine,

and in an important sense he was right in this, since the theo-
retical mechanical equivalent of zinc consumed is best found
without aa engine, and the elementary conditions of high eco-

nomic efficiency in the action of the galvanic current in these

"axial engines" are easily recognized. One of these is to

avoid the waste of power in heavy induction sparks, and to

the subject of these induction sparks he gave a great deal of
attention, though, till after the close of his experiments, he did
not hit upon a method of getting rid of the particularly heavy
induction spark at the end of the stroke. Subsequently, how-
ever, he devised and described in the American Polytechnic
Journal, vol. i, p. 369, a device by which this may be effected.

By this device no coil circuit need be broken with a current
in it, and we do not think, as he seems to, that its use need be
restricted to a slow motion of the engine. We also believe
that he modestly overrates the objection to the momentary
closing of the battery, incident to this device, in a short cir-

cuit or by a resistance wire, and the spark from the immediate
breaking of the battery circuit so formed. If a resistance wire
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be used, its induction, as is well known, can be almost de-

stroyed by doubling it upon itself.

Altbough Prof. Page failed to realize bis first cberisbed hope
of seeing electricity take tbe place of steam for a motive power
on a large scale, for whicb be underwent so much labor, and
for tbe pursuit of whicb be relinquished bis hold upon a lucra-

tive office, yet bis labors bad this result ; the concentration

within a moderate space, and by simple means, of a large

amount of electro-motive mechanical power, and so soon as a
galvanic battery shall be discovered which is easy to manage at

the same time that it gives its current by the consumption of

cheap materials, or as incidental to some extensive chemical

manufacture,* his engine is ready we think to perform a large

part of tbe work done by the steam engine.

In the electro-magnetic locomotive, which our readers will

remember, two engines were used to act upon the driving wheels

at quarter crank. These engines did not diifer essentially in

their construction from tbe stationary engines last described.

The locomotive did not allow of any exact measure of the

power, and was intended chiefly as a demonstration to the

public, so that the single trip whicb was made with it added
little to the results already obtained with the stationary engine.

Unluckily, the credit of the experiment with tbe public was
greatly marred by a series of accidents in the rupture of porous
cells in the Grove's battery, and in the encounter of repeated

obstructions and delays on tbe track, so that although, accord-

ing to tbe timing of the driving wheels by a gentleman on
board, on what was said to be a level track, tbe highest speed
noted was 19 miles per hour, tbe whole time occupied by tbe
entire trip from Washington to Bladensburg and back, a dis-

tance of five miles, or a little over, from place to place, was
about two hours and a half. To those who, with tbe writer,

were on board, it was evident the machine could give a better

account of itself than this. But tbe battery was now seriously

reduced by the loss of porous cells which could not be replaced,

and Prof. Page found that bis expenditures over and above the
appropriation from government, bad left him at this unsatisfac-

toiy point without means to perfect the experiment. The
Grove's battery used in this locomotive trip, before it was re-

duced by the breakage of cells, contained one hundred plati-

[)lates of between 100 square inches and 1 square foot
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L by J. J. Greenough, Esq., in the American
al, vol. iv, p. 257.

Of the experiments subsequently made in a course of lectures

delivered in New York city, some account was given in the

Scientific American, and they need only be- mentioned here, as

they were chiefly a repetition of such as we have already de-

scribed.

The grand scale on which these experiments were conducted
afforded a rare opportunity for observing some very interesting

and instructive incidental phenomena, which were published

by Prof. Page partly in this Journal at the time, and partly in

the American Polytechnic Journal, and are worthy to be re-

called here. When the battery circuit through the great coil

around the great electro-magnet was broken, the prolongation

of the falling current by the induction upon it of itself and of
the falling magnetism, became so extraordinary as to be dis-

tinctly cognizable to the senses, and when the battery was cut

out by making metallic contact of the extremities of the coil,

then a renewed break in the metallic circuit showed a spark at

any time within half a second. With the coil alone he esti-

mated the time of the rise and fall of the current, by aid

of a metronome, at |th or ith of a second, and with the soft

iron bar included at from ^ to fths of a second. He concluded
that the time of fall of the current on breaking the battery
circuit was about the same as the time of rise of the current.

But the time of rise, with abundant battery surface, is prob-
ably about the same as the time of fall in the closed metallic

circuit, and hence it seems probable the result mentioned was
incidental to the intensity of the particular battery used, which
may have been somewhat equal to the resistance of the " arc

of flame." In the case of the electro-magnet of 532 pounds,
before mentioned, he found the ''full time required to charge
this magnet and raise the voltaic current to its maximum"
to be two seconds. " Nine-tenths of the charge is attained in

one second."

When the break of the circuit took place at a distance from
the electro-magnet, the induction spark, though heavy from
the quantity and unusually long continuance of the current,

was quiet ; but when the break was made near the pole of the

dectro-magnet, the connecting wires being drawn somewhat
quickly and widely asunder, the conflict of the current in the

opening with the powerful deflecting force of the electro-mag-
net was very remarkable, and produced a loud report, and vivid

flash oi light. Prof. Page varied and studied the conditions

of this interesting phenomenon with considerable care, and
described them in this Journal for March, 1851.
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Of similar interest are other phenomena of which we extract

the following account from a paper by him in the American
Polytechnic Journal, vol. i, p. 305, on the subject of the diffi-

culties encountered in the great electro-magnet engines, from
the destruction of metallic contact pieces by the induction

sparks, ''In the attempt to remedy this defect, our first ef-

forts were directed to the entire suppression of the combustion.

The current was first broken under oil, naphtha, and other hy-
drocarbons, with the expectation that the absence of oxygen
would give a favorable result. To our surprise, however, we
found that when the current was broken between two metallic

surfaces entirely covered with oil, the consumption of the metal

was much greater than when the break occun-ed in the air be-

tween clean metallic surfaces. The hydrocarbons were rapidly

decomposed by the intense heat, and a black powder formed
which appeared to be a carburet of the metal, though it was
not chemically examined. This curious result we explain as

follows :— The hydrocarbons are non-conductors of electricity

and heat, and when the metallic surfaces are separated, the

secondary spark is concentrated, and its action upon the metal
becomes topical and intense. The action is analogous to that
in the familiar experiment of perforating a glass bottle with
the electric spark ; a very feeble spark passing through oil, be-
ing sufficient to make a hole through a thick glass bottle. When
the secondary current is one of great power, the oil is thrown
about with considerable force. To illustrate this, we broke the

, under oil contained in a small cavity in a block of wood,

out with g

"We next tried breaking the circuit in the following manner;—We procured two thick plates of glass, ground carefully to-
gi'tlier so as to exclude ttie air from between their surfaces.

Through each of these plates we drilled a hole one quarter inch
in diameter, and when the plates were so arranged that the
holes corresponded with each other, they were filled with mer-
cury in the following manner :—The under side of the hole in
plate 6, fig. 1, was stopped by a plate of copper, and mercury
then poured in so as to form one column. Another plate of
(op[)er was laid over the hole in plate a, and thus between these
twu plates of copper there was a complete metallic circuit.

Th(.' proper connection being formed, it will be seen that by
sliding the plates a and h upon each other, the mercury in a
must separate from that in h, and the break produced under
the entire absence of air. Here occurred a brilliant and unex-
pected phenomenon. Whenever the break was made, the spark
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was intense, and it was soon noticed that the glass around the

edges of the holes was undergoing decomposition, and upon
separating the plates, loose gritty particles were found between
them, and their surfaces furrowed so as to present the appearance
represented in fig. 2. The mercury was also oxydized at the

expense either of the alkali or silicic acid of the glass. The most
interesting result, however, of this experiment, was a fitful repe-

tition of sparks after the circuit was broken. That is, the sec-

ondary sparks were kept up in quick succession without any
repetition of contact. It would be foreign to our present pur-

pose to discuss now the cause of this singular phenomenon.
We next tried breaking the circuit in vacuo, in the ordinary

mode of producing the arc of flame in the receiver of an air

pump. But we were also baffled here. The metals were rap-

idly wasted by mere volatilization from the intense heat."

Of the large number of machiijes invented by Prof. Page
in the early part of his career, illustrative of electrical science,

we cannot in this notice even give a list. Among the instru-

ments of his invention we will mention, as not having been de-

scribed in this Journal, a voltameter of very convenient use,

which measures the volume of the gas by that of the displaced

liquid. This is described in the American Polytechnic Jour-
nal, vol. ii, p. 15.

Among his earlier discoveries, in 1837, was the production,

in a horse-shoe magnet, of musical vibrations, like those of

a tuning fork we believe, by the establishment, and espe-

cially the interruption, of a voltaic current in a flat spiral

placed between the prongs of the magnet, with the plane of

the spiral at right angles to the line of the poles of the mag-
net. A year or two afterward he made a series of experi-

mental investigations on the action of the voltaic batter/,

which were published in this Journal.

While engaged in his college lectures as professor of chem-
istry, he discovered the curious action of the rocking of a

rounded metallic bar, laid across a pair of parallel horizontal

metallic rails, made to fonu the poles of a voltaic battery.

The action is apparently similar to that of the heated brass

bar of Trevelyan, rocking upon a cold plate of lead. But the

new voltaic experiment does not depend upon dissimilarity <.^

composition in the bar and rails, which may be all of the same
metal, though it may depend, as its discoverer supposes, upon
heating at the points of conrtact. The rocking of the bar is

maintained by the passage of the voltaic current through its

points of contact with the rails, at which it shows frequent

slight sparks. This experiment was reproduced about ttn

years since by the English philosophers, with some variations,
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but tliey must have overlooked the much earlier discovery of

Page, as they made no mention of it.

After the close of his experiments with electro-magnetic en-

gines, he discontinued, for the most part, his labors in electri-

cal science, and devoted himself largely to horticulture, in the

rural homestead where he then dwelt, near the suburbs of the

city of Washington. It was here that he had conducted the

greater part of his experiments on electro-magnetic power. It

was here, too, that during the war of the rebellion, a party of

soldiers broke into an outhouse containing the most of his

philosophical apparatus, and destroyed nearly the whole, the

accumulation of thirty years labor, little thinking, and, it may
be feared, too little caring, that their owner was as good a friend

as our government had.

Professor Page was married to Miss Priscilla S. Webster in

1843, who survives him with three sons and two daughters.

He always took a lively interest in the great questions of

the day, and in his home circle, and in all the relations of life,

he was ever distinguished by the same lively geniality and ami-
ability of temper that was so characteristic of him in his

school and college days. L.

Art. II.

—

On Hortonolite, a neio member of the Chrysolite

group; by Geo. J. Brush, with measurements and obsei-va-

tions on the crystalline form of the mineral, by John M.
Blake.

Several years since Mr. Silas E. Horton called my attention

to j.cculiar dull black crystals from an iron mine at Monroe, in

Orange county, New York. On a simple inspection I deter-

mined that the crystals represented two species, the one,

uiagnetite, in dodecahedrons ; the other a prismatic mineral

witii somewhat rounded planes, which I took to be pyrox-

t^ne. At the time I was deterred from making a chemical

examination of the latter mineral by the fact that the crystals

appeared to be \erf impure from admixture with magnetite

and grai)hite. I have, however, never been quite satisfied that

it was correctly determined, and on recently selecting with
care a portion of the substance free from impurities, it proved
to gelatinize with acids and to have the pyrognostic charac-

ters \)f an iron chrysolite ;
and on a more careful examination

of the crystals they seemed to be orthorhombic rather than
iniiu'jciiiiic. a conclusion confirmed by Mr. Blake's measure-
ments, turtheron.

The mineral has a yellow to dark yellowish green color on the

fresh fracture and a vitreous to resinous luster, although the

AM. JoL-K. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XLVIII, No. 142.—July, 1869.
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crystals have a black coating and are quite dull. In large

masses the mineral is sometimes nearly black, but on the thin

edges by transmitted light the color is almost honey-yellow.

Minute specks of magnetite are disseminated through the mass

with occasional flakes of graphite. The crystals are some-

times imbedded in calcite, as also associated in cavities with

dodecabedral magnetite. Tbey are frequently half an inch

long by one quarter broad and one eighth of an inch thick,

in some instances much larger. H. = Q5. Sp. gr. = 3-91.

Before the blowpipe in the closed tube no change takes place
;

in the open tube and on cbarcoal the mineral becomes dull and
magnetic, and fuses in the platinum forceps at 4 ; with borax

and salt of phosphorus, it reacts for iron and silicic acid, and
with soda for manganese. The pulverized mineral forms with

chlorhydric acid a gelatinous mjiss and is almost completely

decomposed. Qualitative analysis showed the presence of silica,

protoxyd of iron, manganese and magnesia, with a minute quan-

tity of potash and a trace of lime. It was found by pul-

verizing the mineral and suspending the fine powder in water

in a beaker and stirring with an electro-magnet of soft iron,

that the magnetite could be completely separated from the sili-

cate. Two quantitative analyses made on material thus pre-

pared gave Mr. Wm. G. Mixter

—

Silica, 33-52 33-66 33-59 17-91

Ferrous oxyd, 44-28 44 -46 4437 9-85
^

Manganous oxyd, 4-72 3-98 4-35 -98 i

Magnesia, 16-79 16-56 16-68 6-67 )> 17-56

Potash, -30 -47 -39 -06
J

These analyses represent two different samplings by means
of the electro-magnet, and demonstrate that the method of

purification was as perfect as could be desired. In the decompo-
sition by chlorhydric acid it was found that the silica separated

contained a veiy small portion of undecomposed mineral, and
this was consequently fused with carbonate of soda to effect a

complete decomposition. The iron was separated as basic ace-

tate, redissolved and reprecipitated ; the manganese in the solu-

oxydized and separated by bromine, then :

ana precipitated as phosphate. The magnesia was weigliea as

pyrophosphate, and the alkali determined by Smith's method.
spectroscopic examination of the concentrated chlorhydrit

solution showed sodium, potassium and calcium lines only. A
direct determination of the protoxyd of iron on mineral selected
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as free as possible, by aid of the magnifier, from magnetite, gave
42-69 per cent ; tbis, considering the difficulty of selecting abso-

lutely pure material and the fact that the mineral, although
almost entirely, is not completely, decomposed by acid, shows
that the iron is most probably present only as protoxyd.

The calculation of the oxygen for the mean of the two analy-

ses gives the ratio of Si: R as 17'91 : 17'56 or 1 :l,in which the

relation of the iron to the magnesia is very nearly as 3 : 2, and
the composition of the mineral is that of an iron-magnesia-

manganese chrysolite. In chemical composition this member
of the chrysolite family is between hyalosiderite and fayalite,

although it differs very materially from both, as will be seen by
comparing the analysis with these and allied varieties.

Si 51 iFe 30[ii Sig Ca K Cu
1. Hyalosiderite, 31-63 2-21 29 tl 0-48 32-40 2-79 Cr tr.=99-22, W.
2. Dalarne chrysolite, 35-20 1-93 35-55 0.58 2624 tr. Ni.Sn tr.=99-51, S.

3. New chrysolite, 33-59 44-37 4-35 16-68 tr. 39 =99-64, Mixter.

4. Eulysyte " 29 16 1-56 55-87 8-47 3-23 2-29 — =100-58, Erdm
5. Fayalite, Fayal, 28-27 3-45 6380 tr. 0-45 — 1-29 FeS3-35=100-61,B*

1. Hyalosiderite, "Walchner, Schweigger, Joum. xxxix, 65. 2. Analysis made
by Struve, given by Svanberg in i ' „.,,,,, .^,„ „ „ „

The new mineral contains more iron than hyalosiderite, with
a correspondingly smaller amount of magnesia, while the oppo-
site is true with fayaUte. It more nearly approaches the vari-

ety of iron-manganese chrysolite described by Erdmann as oc-

curring near Tunaberg in Sweden, associated with garnet and
augite forming a rock which has been named eulysyte; from
this, however, it differs in containing 13 per cent more magne-
sia, and about 16 per cent less iron and manganese, and no lime.

The mineral therefore, forms a marked variety of iron-magnesia-
manganese chrysolite.

In view of these facts, it is proper to designate this new vari-

ety with a special name, and I propose for it the name Hor-
tonoUte, after Mr. Horton, who first discovered the mineral. If
found in quantity, this may prove to be a valuable iron ore, if

smelted with more basic or calcareous ores. It is free from
undesirable impurities, while it contains a considerable amount
of manganese. There is reason to believe that it may occur in
sufficient abundance to be of economic importance.

^ ; gives me pleasure to acknowledge my indebtedness \ ~
'

laboratory, for aid in the chemical investigation ; and to Mr.
John M. Blake for his discussion of the crystallographic char-
acters of the mineral which here follows.
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The examination and measurement of crystals of Hortonolite,

which were placed in my hands for this object by Prof, Brush,
show unmistakably that the mineral belongs to the chrysolite

group. A comparison was made with other members of the

group, to determine its relation to them. For this purpose,

several species were measured, crystals having been placed at

my disposal by Prof. Brush. The points compared were the

occurrence and proportional development of planes, and to

some extent the optical properties and cleavages. This exami-
nation is not yet completed, but it being desired that a descrip-

tion of this mineral should be furnished as soon as possible, the

results must be given in a form that will require the least expla-

nation. For the present purpose, the symbols of Des Cloizeaux
are adopted, so that comparison can be more readily made with

. . 1 ^~h 1-^) 1-2 and 1-4.

A deposition of some foreign substance had destroyed the

brilliancy of the planes, and this could not be entirely removed
so that they would give perfect reflections ; and, besides this,

i parts of crystals appear to have been originally rounded.
Fig. 1 is proportioned from the larger crystals.

They were partially imbed-
ded, so that but a portion of

/i 'i—\r^ r~ , ' ,

-

" '

1 *^^® planes could be distin-

/_W«f brifi [r
Ij^ I

guished on any one of them.

The intersections with the

other planes satisfactorily de-

tennined the planes &I, on

these particular crystals.

Fig. 2 is a common form of

the medium-sized crystals.

The upper planes on the front side, can be explained as the

planes y. The directions of their intersections with e ' and an
approximate measurement of their inclination on g^ leaving
little doubt of their identity with this plane. The goniometer
readings were as follows on this crystal.

For the prismatic zone: sr«,0^; e",65°35'; e%116°15'; g\
\%\ 20; e', 245= 50'; e', 295^15'.?, g\ 0M5'.
For zone 2, including the front upper planes: g', 0°; r,

78'

to 80 : J-,
100= to 101=

;
^', 178^

Zone 3, including the back, upper planes : a', 0": 61, %^°\

a',90 .? &i, 110\
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From thie first zone the average inclination of ^^ on e' is 65'

(normals) ; Brooke and Miller give 65^ 2'. From the second

zone we have y on g\ 77^ to 80'
; B. and M. give 79° 40'.

From zone 3 : g' on &5, 69° to 70o. The same authority

give 69^ 57'. The following readings were taken from another

crystal having the planes g^ better defined: g\ 0=; g^, 320°;

h\ 268' 20'
;
g^, 220° 30'

;
g' 179°. From this the average

for ^' on ^^^ is 40° 45' ; B. and M. give 40° 27'.

An examination of the measurements above recorded will

show that although the mean values deduced from them ac-

cord well with the angles of chrysolite, yet there is some varia-

tion when the angles are taken singly. This variation is not

greater than the imperfections of the planes gave reason to

expect.

It is probable that the planes y, a', and h^, occur together

on some of the crystals. These planes lie very near together,

and a slight rounding of the crystal might be expected to

obliterate them. Fig. 3 represents an occasional form. It is

3 introduced to show the variation in crystals upon the

y-a^psfc same specimen. Another small crystal had the pris-

/ A/ \ matic planes nearly equal in breadth, and g^ largely

\ developed, while the other terminal planes were
rounded.

Notwithstanding this great variation in develop-

ment, the crystals do not at all resemble those of
hyalosiderite in habit ; neither do they resemble cer-

' ' tain crystals occurring as furnace products, which I
have directly compared with them.

The crystals appear black externally, but some small portions

are found which are transparent in thin sections, and have a
yellowish color. A portion was selected from a section parallel

to ^', which admitted of an approximate measurement of the

separation of the optical axes. The acute bisectrix was found
perpendicular to ^

'
, and the axes to lie in a plane parallel to

h\ Their separation was, from 83° to 86', measured in olive

oil.

The smallness of the transparent part of the section and
the presence of one or more oblique cracks in its interior, ren-
dered it difficult to determine satisfactorily the direction of
the dispersion of the axes, but it was judged that the separa-
tion of the red rays was greater than for the violet about the
bisectrix normal to ^'. This agrees with Des Cloizeaux's ob-

he found the separation to be 86° to 87'' about a bisectrix nor-

mal to p, and in tephroite the separation of the axes for the
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red rays was 83° 41', and 80° 29' for tlie blue, measured in oil.

The bisectrix in this case being negative, and normal to g\
For comparison, a measurement was made of olivine occur-

ring in lava from the Sandwich Islands, and the separation of

the axes about the normal to gr' was found 107°
; in a fur-

nace product 68°. Both were measured in olive oil. Eeducing
the measurement on the chrysolite, from Torre del Greco, to the

same bisectrix, but without making a correction for the refrac-

tion of the oil, and of the mineral which would be necessary

to make the results compare accurately with the others meas-

ured in oil, we have 94"^.

It so far appears that the optical axes in this group
plane parallel to A

'
, but vary in separation with the

1 composition, according to some law. It seems gene-

rally preferable to make sections parallel to ^ • , for the pur-

pose of comparing species ; since this is usually a cleavage

plane, and there is then a better chance of success in cutting

some varieties which are brittle, and the planep seldom occurs,

while g^ is often well defined, and serves as a guide. It is to

be understood that reference is made to such sections as can be

The cleavage which occurs parallel to h\h perhaps most
clearly defined. There are two cleavages about the plane g ^

, and
possibly one not well defined parallel to this plane. They lie

in the prismatic zone, g\ e\ etc. This was first discovered

in the following way : a fragment showing several cleavage

surfaces, and at least one plane of the crystal, was measured
on a zone with the following result : first cleavage (goniometer

reading) 0° ; second cleavage, 49° 30' ; a plane of crystal {g^),

203° 30'. On plotting the normals, it was found that the nor-

mal of the plane of the crystal, when extended, bisected the

angle of the normals of the two cleavages. Hence the cleav-

ages are symmetrically situated about the plane g ' , and in the

zone, gr • ,e % e^, etc. ; since another cleavage was found on this

fragment perpendicular to the intersections of the two others,

giving as an approximate measurement an inclinatic

age parallel to the basal plane JiK No reflection from a

cleavage was detected on this specimen parallel to gr'. The
three cleavages actually found gave bright reflections in a good
light, but admitted of no very exact measurement ; though
sufficiently exact to show that those on the prism are not par-

allel to any observed plane, except it be the rarely occurring

planes e\ or e\. The inclination of ej to g\ is given as 28°
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13', and of ei, 23° 13', (normals). The cleavage as above deter-

mined measures 24° 40' on g\ This result appeared so extra-

ordinary, that a piece was clipped out of the plane ^
'
, on a

crystal upon which there could be no mistake as to the exact

location of these cleavages ; for the crystal had the prism well

defined, with terminal planes, and a basal cleavage. The re-

sult just given was verified, although the measurement could

not be so exactly made as upon the first fragment. The zone

readings were : g\ 0°
; cleavage, 24°

; e', 67° ; e', 114°
; g',

176° ; cleavage, 337° to 340°. It now becomes a matter of

interest to discover these cleavages upon other members of the

group. A rounded grain of olivine washed from the lava of

the Sandwich Islands, was cleaved, and presented a bright sur-

face judged to be the cleavage plane g ' . This gave three reflec-

tions, the readings for the instrument being :
0°

;
6°

;
13°,

approximatively. In olivine in lava, also from the Sandwich
Islands, there were indications of cleavages about the plane ^',

but they are not well defined, while, parallel to g\ this variety

cleaves readily ; although the surfaces developed are not bril-

Besides the interest these cleavages have crystaJlographi-

cally, they may be found to have an important bearing, in com-
paring some members of this group, which do not occur in

well defined crystals.

Art. III.

—

Notes on some points in the Structure and Habits

of the Paleozoic Crinoidea j"^ by F. B. Meek and A. H. Wor-
then, of the State Geological Survey of Illinois.

Through the kindness of Mr. Charles Wachsmuth, of Bur-
lington, Iowa, we have recently had an opportunity to examine
some unique and exceedingly interesting specimens of Carbon-
iferous Crinoids, presenting parts of the structure of these ani-

mals, in some instances, never before observed, so far as we are

at this time informed. In a few instances, these specimens
show internal organs entirely free from the matrix, and although
like all the other solid parts of these curious creatures, composed

i calcareous pieces, really surpassing in delicacy of
: the finest lace-work, and so frail that a touch, or even

a breath, might almost destroy them.-j- Some of these speci-

mens we propose to notice here, but, before proceeding to do

* From the Proceedings of the Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1869, p. 323.

\ By Mr. Wachsmiith's permission, we have prepared for future publication,

drawings of all of these instructive specimens.
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so, we avail ourselves of this opportunity to express our thanks
to Mr. Wachsmuth for the zeal, industry, skill and intelligence

he has brought to bear, in collecting and preparing for study,

such an unrivaled series of the beautiful fossil Crinoidea of this

wonderfally rich locality. Some idea of the extent of his col-

lection of these precious relics may be formed,, when we state

that of the single family Actinocrinidce alone, after making
due allowance for probable synonyms, he must have specimens
of near 150 species, or perhaps more, and many of them show-
ing the body, arms and column.

It is also due to Mr. Wachsmuth, that we should state here

that he is not a mere collector only, but that he understands

what he collects, and knows just what to collect, as well as how
to collect.

Below we give substantially some notes of observations made
in his collection, followed by some remarks on other specimens
at Springfield

:

1. Synhathocrinus Phillips.—Some of Mr. Wachsmuth's
specimens of a species of this genus show that it is provided
with a long, slender, pipestem-like ventral tube, or proboscis,

apparently equahng the arms in length. Also, that a double
row of minute alternating marginal pieces extends up within
the ambulacral furrows of the arms, apparently all their length.

We are not aware that these characters have been hitherto

noticed in any of the publications on this genus. It will be
seen, however, farther on, that minute marginal pieces probably
occupied the furrows along the inner side of the arms of other

types of Crinoidea, as well as this.

2. Goniasteroidocrinus Lyon and Casseday.—Some unusu-
ally fine specimens of the typical species of this genus {G.

tuherosus) in Mr. Wachsmuth's collection, from Crawfordsville,

Ind., show the slender pendent arms much more distinctly than
any we had before seen, and from these it seems evident that

these arms are stouter than we had supposed, and that there are

not more than five or six of them to each of the ten openings.
In the specimen figured by us on page 220 of the second vol-

3 of the Illinois Reports, these arms were only imperfectly
I by working away, with great difficulty, the hard matrix

between two of the produced rays of the vault, which we have
termed pseudobrachial appendages, or false arms. In clearing
away the matrix of this specimen, we had cut just far enough
to expose the edges of the arms on each side of the deep ambula-
cral furrow, so that each of these edges presents the appearance
of being a separate and distinct, very slender arm, composed
of a single series of pieces, and without any ambulacral furrow
on the outer or ventral side ; whereas there is a well-defined
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ambulacral furrow, bearing the tentaciila along its margins, on
the outer side of the arms, and when the matrix is removed
from these ambulacral furrows, the arms can be seen to be
composed each of a double series of small alternately-arranged

pieces. It is barely possible that in specimens of this species

with the arms perfectly preserved, the ambulacral furrows may
be covered on the outer or ventral side by a double series of
alternating pieces, and that the tentacula* may connect with
little openings along each side, though there certainly appear
to be only open furrows in the specimens examined.

It is worthy of note, in this connection, that there certainly

are species, agreeing exactly in all other known characters with

this genus, that have no open furrow along the outer or ventral

side of the arms, which are distinctly seen to be round on the

outer side, and show there a double series of interlocking pieces

along their entire length, while the tentacula connect along the

inner, or under side, as the arms are seen hanging down. This
is clearly seen to be the case in a beautiful specimen of G. typus

{^Trematocrinus typus Hall) in Mr. Wachsmuth's collection,

and we can scarcely doubt that in this species there is an open
furrow on the inner (under) or dorsal side of the arms. If not,

the arms must be tubular, in consequence of having the ambu-
lacral canal enclosed all around, excepting at the points where
the tentacula connect along each side.

3. CyatJiocrinus Miller. Specimens of this genus showing
the vault (more properly the ventral disc) have very rarely been
seen. In England a few examples have been found, and these

have been supposed to show two openings, one central and an-
other lateral ; the latter, according to Prof. Phillips' and Mr.
Austin's figures, being provided with a slender marginal tube,

or so-called proboscis. Some of Mr. Wachsmuth's specimens,

however, of C. malvaceus and C. lowensis Hall, showing the

vault, have led us to doubt the existence of a central opening
in the vault of this genus, when the specimens have this part
entire. The specimen of C. malvaceus shows the remains of
the usual narrow lateral proboscis, and also has an opening in
the middle of the vault, but from the appearance of this open-
ing, as well as from the structure of the vault of a specimen
of C. lowensis, in which this opening is closed, we can scarcely

doubt that it was also closed in the specimen of 0. malvaceus,
when entire. The remaining parts of the vault of the C. mal-
vaceus mentioned consist of only five comparatively large pieces,

alternating with the upper inner edges of the first radial pieces,
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—tlie one on the anal side being larger than the others, and
forming the base of the inner side of the proboscis. These five

pieces connect with each other laterally, and extend inward
some distance, but not so far as to meet at the center, where
there is a subsemicircular opening, nearly as large as that in

the remaining base of the proboscis. Along each of the sutures

between the five vault pieces mentioned, a comparatively large

furrow extends inward from each arm-base to the central open-

ing. These we regard as continuations of the ambulacral fur-

rows from the arms, though there is also a minute opening at

each arm-base, passing directly downward into the cavity of

the body, which was probably for the passage of the £

Looking at this specimen alone, one

that there must have been, during the 1

tinct openings in the vault, as appears to De tne case m tne speci-

men of 0. planus Miller, figured by Prof. Phillips and Mr, Aus-
tin. But on examining the specimen of G. lowensis mentioned
above, we find that it shows the base of the small lateral pro-

boscis, with the five principal vault pieces alternating vdth the

first radials (the one on the anal side being larger than the oth-

ers), and the same ambulacral furrows extending inward from
the arm-bases, all exactly as in the C. malvaceus. But here

we find the central opening undoubtedly closed by several vault

pieces, while the ambulacral furrows, extending inward from
the arm'bases, pass in under these central pieces, and are them-
selves occupied, or covered, by a double series of alternating,

very minute pieces, which probably also extend on, all the way
up the ambulacral furrows of the arms as marginal pieces.

From our examinations of these two specimens, which are

the only examples of the genus we have seen, showing the

vault pieces, and seem to be typical forms of the genus in all

other respects, we are strongly inclined to think the specimen
of O. planus, figured by Prof. Phillips and Mr. Austin, has had
these central vault pieces removed by some accident. The fact

that these pieces in the specimen examined by us, in Mr. Wachs-
muth's collection, seem not to be deeply implanted between
the five larger surrounding pieces mentioned, but rather rest as

it were, partly upon the narrow beveled points of the inner

ends of the latter, between the ambulacral furrows, so as to al-

low room for these furrows to pass under, would render them
less firm, and more liable to be removed by any accident, and
may possibly account for their absence in the English specimen
mentioned.

In regard to the pieces covering the central part of the vault,

and which, from the way they are arranged for the ambulacral
ftirrows to pass under them, were apparently more liable to be
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removed than the others, we would remark that they do not

present the prominent appearance, and uniformity of size and
lorm, of the movable pieces composing what is often called the

ovarian pyramid in the Cystids, but certainly have all the

appearances of true fixed vault pieces, and scarcely project

above the others surrounding them. Consequently we cannot

believe it at all probable that this genus had a central mouth,
opening directly through the vault ; though its ambulacral

canals evidently converged from the arm-bases to the middle of

the vault, partly above the outer vault pieces, and under those

composing the middle of the vault. That these furrows termi-

nated at the entrance of the alimentary canal, under the middle

of the vault, as those of Gomatula converge to the mouth, in

the same central position, is highly probable ; and, as will be

seen furt.her on, we are much inclined to believe that the minute

organisms upon which we are led, from analogy, to think these

animals subsisted, were conveyed to the entrance of the alimen-

tary canal along the ambulacral furrows, without the agency
of any proper mouth, opening directly through the vault.

Hence we think it probable that the small tube, usually called

the proboscis, situated near the posterior side of the ventral

disc, rather corresponds to the tubular anal opening similarly

situated in Gomatula Mediterranea.
From our description of the vault of these species, it will be

seen to present considerable similarity to that of Grotalocrinus

rugosus, excepting that in that genus, owing to its great num-
ber of arms, the ambulacral furrows, or canals, bifurcate seve-

ral times between the middle of the vault and the arm-bases,

while in Grotalocrinus there is no lateral proboscis, nor, appa-
rently, even any visible opening, judging by the figures we
have seen, though we suspect it may have a small opening at

the periphery of the ventral disc, on the posterior or anal side.

In the group of depressed Platycrini for which Troost proposed
the name Gupellcecrinus we observe a somewhat similar vault,

at least in some of the species ; also in Goccocrinus. In such
forms there would seem to be, as it were, an intermediate gra-
dation between the modern Crinoids and the prevailing Paleo-
zoic types, as has been pointed out by Mr. Billings.

4, Gonvoluted support of the digestive sack, in the Actino-
crinidce.—The presence of a large convoluted body, resembling
in form the shell of a Bulla or Scaphander, within the body
of several types of the Actinocrinidce, was noticed by Prof.

Hall [this Journal, volume xli, p. 261], in 1866, though he
made no suggestions there in regard to the functions it prob-
ably performed in the internal economy of these animals. In
the second volume of the Illinois Geological Keports, published
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soon after, we figured, on page 191, a specimen of Strotocrinus,

with this body seen in place, and stated that we regarded it as

having been connected with the digestive apparatus of the

animal.

Both in Prof. HalFs, and our own remarks, this organ was
spoken of as a convoluted plate. This, however, we now know
is not strictly correct, for although composed of hard calcare-

ous matter, and in some species somewhat dense in structure,

it seems to be always constructed of a great number of minute
pieces, and generally has a more or less open or porous texture;

while in some cases it presents the appearance of an exceed-

ingly delicate net-work. It seems never to be attached to the

bottom of the visceral cavity, though it extends down nearly

to the bottom. It is open at both ends (the opening at the

lower end being generally smaller than the other), and is pla-

ced with its longer axis nearly so as to coincide with that of

the body of the Crinoid. In some species it is more or less

dilated at the upper end, while in others it is contracted at

both ends, so as to present, as above stated, the form of the

shell of a Bulla. It has apparently no columella, but is

more or less loosely convoluted, with a spiral ridge descending
the interior, and sometimes another ascending the exterior.

Its walls are generally of moderate thickness, but they often

appear to be thicker than natural, in consequence of the pres-

ence of inorganic incrustations, of calcareous or siliceous mat-
ter, which also disguise its real structure.

In Actinocrinus Verneuilianus Shumard, this body is nar-

row below, and subcylindrical above to the top, which is

slightly dilated. The small opening at the lower end has a

thickened rim, which passes around spirally, so as to ascend

the outside, as a rather stout ridge, all the way to the top,

making nearly two turns, and apparently also forming a rim

partly around the top. The surface of the whole organ, as

well as of its external spiral ridge, has the usual rough appear-

ance, and when fragments of it are held up, so as to be exam-
ined by transmitted light, through a good pocket-glass, it is

seen to be composed of a great number of very minute polygo-

nal pieces, varying somewhat in form and size. When these

pieces are examined under a magnifier, by reflected light, they

show shining facets, like crystals, though they are evidently

not surface incrustations, but actually compose the walls, or

substance of the organ itself. No pores or meshes were obser-

ved passing through the walls of this organ in this species,

in which it appears to be more than usually dense.

In another specimen in Mr. Wachsmuth's collection, appar-

ently of Actinocrinus prohoscidialis, this organ, as seen with
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one or more of the outer turns removed, has an oval or subel-

liptic form, being contracted and twisted at both ends, so as

to present very nearly the appearance of the shell of some spe-

cies of Ovulum. Its walls are quite thin, and seem to form
more convolutions than in any other species in which we have
had an opportunity to examine it. As seen by the aid of a
magnifier by transmitted light, it presents a veiy beautiful

appearance, being composed of a great number of minute
pieces, with numerous openings passing through between them.
The little pieces and the openings between them are of nearly

uniform size, and arranged so that there are usually one or

two of the former intervening between any two of the openings.

Another of Mr. Wachsmuth's specimens of Actinocrinus
securus Hall, has one side of the body removed so as to show
about two thirds of the convoluted organ, the upper part of

which is broken away. The part remaining has a short wide
subcylindrical form, with a rather broad, obliquely truncated

lower end, which is not tapering, as in the other species.

Under a magnifier it is seen to be composed of an extremely
fine net-work, far surpassing, indeed, in delicacy ofstructure, the

finest laces that it is perhaps within the power of human skill

to fabricate ; and as it is entirely free from any surrounding
matrix, excepting at one side below, the specimen has to be
handled with great care, as a mere touch of this delicate part
would probably cause it to fall into hundreds of minute frag-

ments. On examining it under a magnifier, the little bars of
which it is composed are seen not to intersect each other at any
uniform angle, but anastomose, so as to impart a kind of irreg-

ular regularity, if we may so speak, to the form and size of
the meshes. Of these little bars there are two sizes, the larger

forming the larger meshes, while within the latter a smaller

set of processes extend partly or entirely across, so as to form
more minute meshes ; the whole presenting a beautiful appear-
ance, of which it would be difficult to convey a correct idea by
a mere description alone, without the aid of figures.

From analogy, judging from what is known of the internal
structure of the recent genus Oomatula, in which several au-
thors have noticed a reticulated calcareous structure secreted
within the tissue of the softer parts of its alimentary canal, we
may infer that this convoluted organ was, as it were, a kind of
frame work, secreted for the support of the digestive sack,
which was probably more or less convoluted in the same way
in many, if not all of the Paleozoic Crinoids, though not ap-
parently, in all cases, endowed with the power of secreting a
sufficient dense structure of this kind to leave traces of its ex-

istence in a fossil state.
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So far as we are at this time informed, this organ has yet

been veiy rarely observed in any other family than the Actino-

crinidce, though it was probably more or less developed in va-

rious other groups. In one instance Mr. Wachsmuth found it

in a Platycrinus, but here it seems to be, in the specimen

found, merely a spongy mass, not showing very clearly the

convoluted structure. Some traces of what was supposed to

be something of this kind were also observed by him in one of

the Blastoids.

5. Amhulacral canals passing under the vault in the Actino-

crinidce.—In the third and fourth Decades of descriptions and
illustrations of the Canadian Organic Eemains, Mr. BiUings,

the able paleontologist of the Geological Survey of the Cana-
dian provinces, gives some highly interesting and instructive

remarks on the amhulacral and other openings of the Paleozoic

Crinoids. In these remarks he noticed, at length, some strik-

ing differences between the vault, or ventral disc, of these

older types, and that of the few living examples of this ex-

tensive order of animals. That is, he noticed the facts, that

while in the living Comatula and Fentacrinus, the amhula-
cral canals are seen extending from the arm-bases across the

surface of the soft skin-like ventral disc, to the central mouth,
and these genera are provided with a separate anal opening,

situated excentrically between the mouth and the posterior

side, that in the paleozoic Crinoids the ventral disc is very

generally, if not always, covered by close-fitting, solid plates,

showing no external traces whatever of amhulacral furrows ex-

tending inward from the arm-bases ; and that in nearly all

cases they are merely provided with a single excentric, or sub-

central opening, often produced into a long tube which, like the

vault, is made up of solid plates. He showed that there is no

evidence whatever that the amhulacral canals, in these older

types, were continued along the surface of the vault from the

arm-bases to the only opening, whether subcentrally or late-

rally situated, and that in cases where this opening is pro-

duced in the form of a greatly elongated proboscis, or tube,

such an arrangement of the ambulacra would be almost a phys-
ical impossibility. Hence he concluded that the amhulacral
canals must have passed directly through the walls of the body
at the arm-bases ; and he gave several figures of various types,

showing openings at the base of the arms, through which he

maintained that the ambulacra must have passed to the inte-

rior of the body from the arms.

Although these arm-openings had long been well known to

all familar with our numerous types of western Carboniferous

Crinoids, in which they are very conspicuous, and we had never
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entertained any other opinion in regard to them, than that they
are the only passages of communication that could have ex-
isted between the softer parts occupying the ambulacral fur-

rows of the arms, and the interior of the body, Mr. Billings

was the first author, so far as we are at this time aware, who
called especial attention to them in this regard. We regret

that we have not space to quote a portion, at least, of his re-

marks on this subject, and would advise the student to read
attentively the whole of both of his articles alluded to.

The specimens at Mr. Billings's command enabled him to

trace the courses of the ambulacral canals from the arms,
through the walls of the body at the arm-bases, and to ascer-

tain the additional fact that, after passing through the walls,

they seemed to have turned upward ; but beyond this he had
not the means of tracing them farther.

A single specimen of Actinocrinus prohoscidialis, however,
in Mr. Wachsmuth's collection, is in a condition (thanks to the

great skiU of that gentlemen and the exceedingly fortunate

state of preservation, by which its delicate internal parts re-

main almost entire, and without any surrounding matrix) to

throw much additional Hght on this subject. By very dextrous
manipulation, Mr. Wachsmuth succeeded in removing about
half of its vault, so as to expose the internal parts, in place,

and in an excellent state of preservation. The convoluted
organ already described in other species is in this comparatively
large, subcylindrical in the middle, apparently tapering at the
lower end, and a little dilated at the upper extremity. It

seems to be rather dense, and shows the usual rough appear-
ance, but as we had no opportunity to examine any detached
fragments of it by transmitted light, we did not determine
whether or not it has pores passing through it, though it prob-
ably has, at least when entirely free from any inorganic incrus-

tation. Its slightly dilated upper end seems to stand with its

middle almost, but apparently not exactly, under the middle
of the nearly central proboscis of the vault ; while at the an-
terior side of its upper margin, and a little out from under the
proboscis, it shows remains of a kind of thickened collar, which
we found to be composed of minute calcareous pieces. From
this there radiate five ambulacra, composed of the same kind
of minute pieces as the collar itself, each ambulacrum consist-
ing of two rows of these minute pieces alternately arranged.
They are each also provided with a distinct furrow along their

entire length above. As they radiate and descend from their

connection with the top of the convoluted frame work of the
digestive sack, they all bifurcate, so as to send a branch to

each arm-opening, those passing to the posterior rays curving
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^ little at first above, so as not to pass directly under the pro-

boscis. These ambulacra, although passing along obscure fur-

rows in the under side of the vault, which are deepest near the

arm-openings, are not in contact with the vault, or visibly con-

nected with any other parts than the top of the convoluted

digestive sack, and the outer walls at the arm-openings. Each
of their subdivisions can be traced into an arm-opening, and it

is very probable that they continued on out the ambulacral

furrows of the arms and tentacula. At one point in one of

these ambulacral canals, beneath the vault, some evidences of

the remains of two rows of minute pieces were observed alter-

nating with the upper edges of those composing the under side

of these canals, and thus apparently covering them over. The
condition of the parts is such however, as scarcely

the assertion that this was really the case, though we are much
inclined to think it was. If so, these canals must have been,

at least under the vault, hollow tubes, formed of two rows of

pieces below, and two above, all alternately arranged.

We are not aware that any evidences of the existence of

these delicate ambulacral canals, composed of minute calca-

reous pieces, and passing beneath the vault from the arm-open-
ings to the summit of the convoluted digestive sack, have
ever before been observed in any Crinoid, recent or extinct

;

and we can but think it probable, that the extremely rare com-
bination of circumstances that brought them to light in this

instance may not again occur for centuries to come, with regard

to another specimen. That they correspond to the ambula-
cral canals seen extending from the arm-base to the mouth,
on the outside the ventral disc in Gomatula, is clearly evident.

The presence of furrows radiating from the central region of

the under side of the vault to the arm-openings, in various

types of paleozoic Crinoids, must have been frequently ob-

served by all who have had an opportunity to examine the inner

surface of this part. Messrs. de Koninck and Lehon figure a

portion of the vault of Actinocrinus stellaris, in their valuable

Beckerches sur les Crinoides du Terr. Carl, de la Belgique, pi.

iii, fig. 4 f., showing these furrows, which they seem to have

regarded as the impressions left by the muscles of the viscera.

The inner surface of the vault of most of our western Carbon-
iferous Crinoids is known to have these furrows more or less

defined, either from specimens showing this inner surface, or

from natural casts of the same. In some instances they are

very strongly defined from the central region outward to the

arm-bases, to each of which they send a branch. In Actinocri-

nus ornatus Hall, for instance, they are generally so strongly

defined as to raise the thin vault into strong radiating ridges,
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separated by deep furrows on the outer side. In Strotocrinus,

the vault of which is greatly expanded laterally, and often flat

on top, these internal furrows, in radiating outward,' soon be-

come separated by partitions, and as they go on bifurcating, to

send a branch to each arm, they actually assume the character

of rounded tubular canals, some distance before they reach the

ai-m-bases.

That these furrows or passages of the inner side of the vault

were actually occupied during the life of the animal by the

ambulacral canals as they radiate from the top of the convo-

luted digestive sack to the arm-openings, we think no one will

for a moment question, after examining Mr, Wachsmuth's spe-

cimen o{ Actmocrinus prohoscidialis, which we have described,

showing all these parts in place. It is also worthy of note,

that in all the specimens of various types in which these fur-

rows of the under side of the vault are well known, whether
from detached vaults, or from casts of the interior of the same,

they never converge directly to the opening 0/ the vault, hut to

a point on the anterior side of it, whether there is a simple

opening or a produced proboscis. The point to which they con-

verge, even in types with a decidedly lateral opening of the

vault, is always central or very nearly so, and evtn when the open-

ing is nearly or quite central, the furrows seem to go, as it were,

out of their way to avoid it, those from the posterior rays pass-

ing around on each side of it to the point of convergence of

the others, a little in advance of the opening. That the ambu-
lacral canals here, under this point of convergence of the fur-

rows in the under side of the vault, always came together and
connected with the upper end of the convoluted frame-work of

the digestive sack, we can scarcely entertain a doubt.

Now in looking at one of these specimens, especially an
internal cast of the vault, showing the furrows (or casts of them)

starting from a central, or nearly central point, and radiating

and bifurcating so as to send a branch to each arm-base, while

the opening or proboscis of the vault (or the protuberance re-

presenting it in the cast) is seen to occupy a position some-
where on a line between this central point from which the fur-

rows radiate, and the posterior side, one can scarcely avoid
being struck with the fact, that this point of convergence of
the ambulacra, under the vault, bears the same relations in

position to the opening of the vault, that the mo uth of a Coma-
tula does to its anal opening. And when we remember that

eminent authorities, who have dissected specimens of the exist-

ing genus Comatula, maintain that these animals subsisted on
microscopic organisms floating in the sea-water, such as the

Am Jour. Sci—Secdsd Series, Vol. XLVIII, No. 142.—Jclt, 1869.
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Diatomacece, minute Entomostraca, etc.,* which were conveyed

to the mouth along the ambulacral canals, perhaps by means
of cilia, we are led from analogy to think that paleozoic Crin-

oids subsisted upon similar food, conveyed in the same way to

the entrance of the digestive sack. If so, where would there

have been any absolute necessity for a mouth or rather opening

directly through the vault, when, as we know, the ambulacral

canals were so highly developed under it from the arm openings

to the entrance into the top of the alimentary canal.? Indeed

it seems at least probable, that if the soft ventral disc of Coma-
tula had possessed the power of secreting solid vault pieces, as

in most types of paleozoic Crinoids, that these vault pieces

would not only have covered over the ambulacral furrows, as

in the paleozoic types, but that they would also have hermeti-

cally covered over the mouth, and converted the little flexible

anal tube into a solid calcareous pipe, such as that we often

call the proboscis in the extinct Crinoids.

From aU the facts therefore now known on this point, we are

led to make the inquiry whether or not, in all the paleozoic

Crinoids in which there is but a single opening in the vault

—

whether it is a simple aperture or prolonged into a proboscis,

and placed posterally, subcentrally, or at some point on a line

between the middle and the posterior side—this opening was
not, instead of being the mouth, or both mouth and anus as

supposed by some, really the anal aperture alone ; and whether
in these types the mouth was not generally, if not always, her-

metically closed by immoveable vault pieces, so far as regards

any direct opening through the vault ?

We are aware of the fact, that at least one apparently strong

objection may be urged against this suggestion, and in favor of

the conclusion that the single opening seen in these older Crin-

oids was the" mouth, or at least performed the double office of

both anal and oral aperture. That is, the frequent occurrence

of specimens of these paleozoic species, with the shell of a

Dujardin and Hup6 also state (Hist. Nat. de Zoophyte
iving Comatula was " nourished by microscopic Algce ana tloating coi

(Thich the vibratile cilia of the ambulacra brought to the mouth." That t]

.ave sometimes swallowed a larger object, that accidentally floated into th(

.owever, is not improbable, and would not, if such was the case, by an]

isprove the generally accepted opinion that these annuals received their

lost entirely through the agency of their ambulacral canals.
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Platyceras in close contact by its aperture, either with the side

or the vault of the Crinoid, and not unfrequently actually cov-

ering the only opening in the vault of the latter, so as to have
led to the opinion that the Crinoid was in the very act of devour-
ing the Mollusk at the moment when it perished.

Amongst the numerous beautiful specimens of Crinoids

found in the Keokuk division of the Lower Carboniferous se-

ries at Crawfordsville., Indiana, there is one species of Platycri-

nus (P. hemisphcericus), that is so abundant that probably not

less than two hundred, and possibly more, individual specimens

of it have been found there by the different collectors who have

visited that noted locality ; and, judging from those we have
seen, apparently about one-half of these were found with a

moderate sized, nearly straight, or very slightly arched and
conical Platyceras {P. infundihulum) , attached to one side by
its aperture, between the arms of the crinoid, and often so as

to cover the single lateral opening in the vault of the same.-'*

From the direction of the slight curve of the apex of the Pla-
tyceras, it is also evident that it it is always placed in such a
manner, with relation to the Crinoid, that the anterior side of

the mollusk was directed upward, when the vault of the Crin-

oid was turned in that direction.! A species of Goniasteroid-

ocrinus {G. tuherosus Lyon & Casseday), found at the same
locality, also has frequently a Platyceras attached to the top
of its nearly flat vault, so as to cover the only opening in the

same. It is worthy of note, however, that it is always another,

subspiral, Platyceras (very similar to P. cequilaterum), that

we find attached to this Crinoid, so that here at least, it would

a of the opening in this species, and had supposed
from its similarity to Platycrinus granulatits Miller, and other species without a
lateral opening, that such was also the case with this. We have since seen speci-

mens, however, showing that it has a lateral opening, and therefore belongs to the
group Pleurocrinus, so that it is probable these shells often cover this opening.

f Prof. Richard Owen has noticed, in his Report on the Geological Survey of
Indiana, p. 364 (1862), tho frequent occurrence of a Platyceras attached to this

same Platyainus, at this locality, and proposed to name the Platyceras P. pabulo-
crinus, from the supposition that it formed the chief food of these Crinoids. It is

probable thac the Platyceras for which he proposed this name, is the same we
named P. infundibulum, but as he gave no description of the species, and but an
imperfect figure, we cannot speak positively as to its identity. Prof. Hall has also

m this geim Prof

I '^mo,

r different, New York, Devonian species

Platyceras apparently attached to its vault,

ngst all the Crinoids found at Burlington, Iowa, we ai

gle instance of one being found with a Platyceras attached, a
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seem that each of these two Crinoids has its own particular

species of Platyceras.

In all of these, and numerous other examples that might be
mentioned, it is worthy of note that it is to species of Crinoids
with a simple opening in the vault, and not to any of those

with a produced proboscis, that we find these shells attached
in this way;'* and it is so rarely that we find shells of any

tact with, v^ J ^ , ™^~ .^ ^v.^^.. j^.^^^„.^ „x.v.xv.

other shells are occasionally so found, that their connection with
the Crinoid may be merely accitlental. If it could be estab-

lished as a fact, that these Crinoids were actually devouring

these mollusks, by sucking out, or otherwise extracting and
swallowing their softer parts, in any instance where they have
been found with a shell attached over the opening of the vault,

this would, of course, establish the fact that this opening is

the mouth, or, at least, that it must have performed the office

of both oral and anal aperture. But to say nothing in regard
to all that is known of the habits and food of the recent Crin-
oids being so directly opposed to such a conclusion, the fact

that so large a proportion as nearly one-half of all the individ-

uals of some species should have died at the precise moment
of dme when they were devouring a Platyceras, and should
have been imbedded in the sediment and subsequently fossilized

without separating from the shell, seems, to say the least of it,

very improbable.

And it is even more difficult to understand upon what prin-

ciple an animal with its viscera incased in a hard unyielding
shell, composed of thick, close-fitting calcareous pieces, and
with even its digestive sack, as we have reason to believe, at

least to some extent, similarly constructed, could have exerted

such powers of suction as to be able to draw out and swallow,

through an aperture in its own shell, often less than one-tenth
of an inch in diameter, the softer parts of a moUusk nearly or

quite equal in volume to the whole of its own visceral cavity.

That they ever did so, however, becomes still more improbable,
when we bear in mind the fact, that the animal supposed to

have performed this feat, lived, at least during the whole of its

adult life, attached to one spot by a flexible stem, that only al-

lowed it a radius of a foot or so of area to seek its prey in ; while

the moUusk it is supposed to have so frequently devoured, from
its close affinities to the genus Capulus, may be supposed to have
almost certainly lived most of its life attached to one spot.f

In such a case, why should the Crinoid have so frequently left

* Possibly due to the fact, that in species with a proboscis there ia much less

f Most of the best European authorities on paleontology refer these shells
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the Platyceras to grow within its reach to nearly its adult size

before devouring it ? But if from sonae unknown cause it

should have done so, by what means could the Crinoid have
pulled loose the mollusk (which from analogy we may reason-

ably suppose held with some degree of tenacity to its place of

attachment), and placed it with the aperture of its shell over

the opening supposed to be its own mouth ? That it could

have used its arms and tentacula as prehensile organs, in this

sense, is extremely improbable from their very structure, so

much so indeed that few if any of the best authorities who
have investigated the recent Crinoids, believe that they ever

used these appendages to hand directly to the mouth, even mi-

nute organisms.*
But we believe the strongest argument against the conclu-

sion that the Crinoids, so frequently found with the shell of a

Platyceras attached to them, died while in the act of sucking

out, or otherwise extracting the softer parts of these moUusks,
remains to be stated. In the first place, if such really was the

nature of the relations between the Crinoid and the mollusk,

it is of course self-evident that the continuation of the life of

the latter must have necessarily been of very short duration

after it came in contact with the Crinoid. Yet we have the

most conclusive evidence that such was not the case ; but that

on the contrary, in most if not all of these instances, the Pla-
tyceras must have lived long enough in contact toith the Crin-

oid to have adapted the sinuosities of the margins of its shell

exactly to the irregularities of the surface of the Crinoid.

We have taken some trouble to examine carefully i

I Platyceras attached, and in all cases where the' specimens

tre not too much crushed or distorted, or the hard argillaceous

* In many instances it is clearly evident that it would have been an absolute

npossibility for certain types of our Carboniferous Crinoids to have handed any
bject great or small, directly to the only opening through the vault : that is,

rhere this opening is at the extremity of a straight rigid tube, often nearly twice
tie length of the arms, even to the extreme ends of their ultimate divisions. We
re aware that some have supposed this '

urpose of sucking out the softer parts of Polyps. K f

bat in those cases where it was so much longer than the arms, it c

ave been curved so as to bring its extremity within reach of the ends of the ai

e evidently flexible, folded
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between the shell and Crinoid to be clearly seen, the sinuosities of

the lip of the former closely conform to the irregular nodose

surface of the latter. Owing to the fact that in some cases the

shell has evidently been forced by accidental pressure against

the surface of the Crinoid, so as to become somewhat crushed,

this adaptation is not always so clearly evident ; but in most
cases it is more or less visible, while in some it is strikingly

manifest. In one instance of a Platycrinus now before us,

with a Flatyceras attached, as usual, to its side, between the

arm-bases of two of its adjacent rays, and of rather larger size

than those usually found attached to this species, the adapta-

tion of the irregularities of its lip, so as to receive the little

nodes and other prominence of the Crinoid, is so clearly man-
ifest that a moment's examination must satisfy any one that

the shell must have grown there. Being, as we stated, a lar-

ger individual than we usually see so situated, it not only occu-

pies the whole of the interradial or anal space to which it is

attached, but its lateral margins on each side coming in con-
tact with the arm-bases of the Crinoid, as the shell increased

in size, had formed on either side a profound sinus in its lip

/or the reception of these arms. These sinuses are not only in

precisely the properplaces, but of exactly the proper size and
form to receive the adjacent arm on each side ; the entire ad-
justment being so exact, that it seems scarcely possible that

the shell could have been removed during the life of both ani-

mals, and after the mollusk had attained its present size, with-
out either breaking its lip or breaking off the arms of the

Ciinoid. Unfortunately, in clearing away the rather hard ar-

gillaceous matrix, before the arrangement of the parts was
clearly comprehended, these arms were broken away, but their

stumps are still seen protruding from the sinuses, which are so

deep as almost to present the appearance of isolated perfora-

tions, though it is evident, on a careful examination, that they

are only deep emarginations extending up from the edge of the

lip.

In lookmg at the sides of this Flatyceras which has the
form of a very slightly arched cone,* and stands out nearly at

right angles to the side of the Crinoid, it is easy to see, from
abrupt cm*ves in the lines of growth, along up its sides, on a
line above the sinuses mentioned, that these sinuses com-
menced forming abruptly at points about half way up ; and on
measuring across between these points with a pair of dividers,

* It being the common species of Flatyceras that is usually found attached to
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the space between is found to coincide very closely witli tliat

between the inner sides of tbe arm-bases protruding from the

sinuses. Hence it is evident that the shell had commenced
forming these sinuses in its lip exactly at the period of its

growth, when it had attained a breadth that brought the edges

of its lip in contact with the arm-bases. After this, it had in-

creased very little in breadth between the arms of the Crinoid,

though it had grown somewhat wider above and below, and
nearly doubled its length. Whether or not it covers the open-
ing in the side of the vault of the Crinoid we are unable to

say, since the folded arms (which are, as usual in these cases,

well preserved), and adhering matrix, cover the vault. We
have scarcely any doubt now, however, that the Platyceras

does, in this, as in most of the other cases, actually cover the

opening in the side of the vault of the Crinoid.

From the facts stated it is, we think, evident that these

mollusks actually lived long enough after their connection

with the Crinoids, to which we find them attached, not only to

have adapted the edges of their lip to fit the surface of the

Crinoid, but to have generally increased more or less in size,

and in some instances, at least, to have actually nearly or quite

doubled their size. Admitting this to be the case—and we
think there can be no reasonable doubt on this point—^we can
no longer believe that these Crinoids were preying upon the

mollusks ; and we therefore think no well grounded arguments
can be based upon the fact of their being so frequently found
attached in the manner described, in favor of the conclusion
that the opening in the vault of these Crinoids is the mouth.

But, if they were not in the habit of eating these mollusks,

it may be asked what could have been the nature of the rela-

tions between the two, that so frequently brought them to-

gether as we now find them ? The first explanation that sug-

gests itself is, that possibly the mollusk may have been preying
upon the Crinoid. But the fact, already stated, that these

mollusks evidently lived long enough attached to these Cri-
noids, as we have every reason to believe, during the life of the
latter, to have at least increased the size of their shells con-
siderably, if not indeed during their entire growth, is alone an
almost insurmountable objection to such a conclusion. Doubt-
less, like other marine sedentary animals, these mollusks, when
very young, floated freely about in the sea, until they found a
suitable station to attach themselves, where they remained
during life. May they not, therefore, have been attracted to

the bodies of Crinoids by the numerous little organisms
brought in by the action of cilia, along the ambulacral furrows
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of the arms of the Crinoids, or in currents produced by the

motions of the arms of the latter ? The excrementitious matter

of the Crinoid could doubtless have passed out under the foot

of the Platyceras, supposing the opening in the Crinoid some-

times covered by these shelb to have been the anus, but it is

difficult to conceive how food could have passed in, if we sup-

pose this opening to be the mouth.

Art. IV.

—

On the effect of Atmospheric Air when mixed with

Gas in reducing its illuminating power; by B. Silliman,

and Henky Wurtz.

The data given in this article were obtained during an inves-

tigation of the Hydrocarbon G-as Process by the " Gwynne-Har-
ris" or ^^ American System" some notice of the results of

which we propose to publish in a future number of this Jour-

nal. In the course of this investigation it became important

to measure exactly the effect of atmospheric air in reducing

the illuminating power of gas. Owing to a mechanical defect

in the apparatus connected with the exhauster, it was found
that a variable quantity of air had for some time found its

way into the gas holder, the influence of which in diminishing

the brilliancy of combustion was sufficiently conspicuous be-

fore the cause was ascertained. The only experiments on this

subject known to us when its study was undertaken by us were

those of Messrs. Audouin and Berard* (also quoted in the

American Meter Cos. Pocket Almanac.) By these results

the ratio of loss in illuminating power by the addition of each

one per cent of air appeared to us so enormous, that we were

desirous of confirming them. Subsequently we became ac-

quainted with an important paper on this subject by Mr. Carl

Schultz,f the main points of which are reproduced in this ar-

ticle ; as they appear to have escaped attention ; the author hay-

ing modestly given us only his initials, and the journal in

which they appeared being almost inaccessible to scientific

readers.

In conducting this research we soon found that the attempt to

introduce by measure a given volume of air into the gas holders

connected with the photometric apparatus, was attended with

many sources of error, and that the requisite accuracy could be

obtained only by the eudiometrical analysis of each successive
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iture.* The apparatus employed consisted of two ga

of ten cubic feet capacity each, connected in such i

that each could be used independently, or the cont(
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one transferred to the other and back again to secure a com-
plete admixture of the contents. The air was introduced by
opening a stop cock connected with the interior and adding
* Our labors in this research have been greatly aided by the facilities courte-

ously extended to us by t!ie officers of the Manhattan Gas Light Company, in

New York, who with great liberality placed at our disposal their weU appointed
experimental laboratory and apparatus at their Eighteenth-Street Station.
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weights to the counterpoise, measuring the influx by a cen-

tissimai scale of equal parts attached to the drum of each
holder. This rude admeasurement was controlled by an analysis

of each mixture. This required also the prior analysis of the

street gas on each occasion, columns 3, 4, and 5 of the accom-
panying Table I, show the results of these mixtures as made
known by the eudiometer. The illuminating power of each

sample was determined by the Bunsen photometer on the av-

erage of fifteen successive observations of one minute each

with the usual corrections. Columns 6 and 7 give these re-

sults, and in columns 1 and 2 will be found the corresponding

densities determined by diffusion.

Since the air added in each case is rendered as gas by the

meter during the photometric measurement, it is important to

determine the illuminating power of the gas alone after deduct-
ing the known volume of air present. The results of these

calculations are given in coluain 8. In coluams 9 and 10 the loss

of illuminating power is given : in 8 in terms of the candle power
lost for each admixture, and in 9 this loss is stated as a per-

umn 12 is the loss of power corresponding to each one per

cent of air added.

The results of the analyses and photometric measurements
are more conspicuously seen in the curve projected from col-

umns 5 and 10 of the table upon the annexed diagram, on
which the vertical and horizontal scales are as 1 : 3.

The following inferences depend upon the data herein given,

Ist. For any quantity of air, less than five per cent,

mixed with gas, the loss in candle power due to the addition

of each one per cent is a little over j-V of a candle (-611 ex-

actly) ; above that quantity the ratio of loss falls to |- a candle

power for each additional one per cent up to about 12 per

cent of air ; above which, up to twenty-five per cent, the loss

in illuminating power is as shown by column 12 of the table,

neariy /^ths of a candle for each one per cent of air added to

the gas. In column 11 of Table I, the ratio of loss in candle

power is given in percentages for the several volumes, while

in column 10 the destructive effect of air upon the illuminating

power of gas is most conspicuously exhibited, twelve per cent of

air destroying over 40 per cent of the illuminating power.

In the diagram this loss of power is represented by the nume-
rals in the right hand column, which are inverse to those in

column 10, and stand with the maximum intensity =100.
2d. With less than one-fourth of atmospheric air, not quite
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15 per cent of the total illuminating power remains ; and
with between 30 per cent and 40 per cent air, it totally dis-

appears.

Now, dm-ing December and January the hydro-carbon gas

made at Fair Haven had often as much as 12 per cent of air

during the month of February the air by analysis aver-

. nearly 9 per cent ; while in March after the separation of

3 pump from the exhaustion apparatus, the air was reduced

at times to nearly nothing. By column 3 of the Table it will

be observed that the air found by analysis in the street gas
at the Eighteenth-Street Station of the Manhattan Gas Light

Campany, New York, averaged nearly 2 per. cent, and the

New Haven City Gas contained about the same quantity. We
allow, therefore, this quantity (2 per cent) as a normal amount
of air in street gas ; and consequently in the Journal of the

daily operations with the hydro-carbon process at Fair Haven,*
these corrections have been applied

;
giving in two columns

the " corrected candle power," by the addition of the ratio de-

termined in our Manhattan experiments, and the " corrected

volume," or yield per pound of coals carbonized, air being de-

ducted. It is obvious that the records of the station meter
give the contaminating air as gas, and without the correction

thus obtained the apparent yield is too great.

In large gas-works the liability to contamination by air ac-

cidentally introduced from various causes, diminishes in pro-

portion to the total make of gas, and an amount of air which,
when diffused in a very large volume of gas, becomes insigni-

ficant, if confined to ten or fifteen thousand feet daily product,
will become a most serious injury to its illuminating power.
This cause of deterioration in gas has been overlooked almost
entirely by gas engineers ; but in all small gas-works :'

'

^

'
' ' ^3ubt r3 special attention, and we have no doubt that the low

illuminating power too often obtained in such works is largely

due to this cause.

Results of Messrs. Audouin and Berard.—We have al-

ready alluded to these results obtained by Messrs. A. and B.
which form part of an important memoir published in 1860,
under authority of the French Government ' upon the various
burners employed in gas lighting and researches on the best
conditions for the combustion of gas.' Their table, which we
append for the sake of comparison, shows " a considerably
higher ratio of loss than we have obtained, being rather more
than six per cent loss for each one per cent of air added to the

* The Hydro-carbon Gas Process. Report of working results on a large scale
under the Gwjnn-Harria Patents, Nov., 1868, to May, 1869, by Benjamin Silliman,

M.A , M.D., and Henry Wurtz, M.A., N. T. 8vo, pp. 126, printed for private
distribution.
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gas, reaching a total loss of 80 per cent with 15 per cent of air

added ; while we obtain 57-53 per cent loss with 16 per cent

;

and 93 per cent loss with 20 per cent air, while with the lat-

ter volume of air added we get 72*90 per cent loss. These

differences may be accounted for by the French trials being

made upon a gas of not more than 12 candles power, our trials

being made on a gas averaging nearly 15 candles. Also, by the

fact that in the French experiments the gas was burned from

a batswing burner, ours from a standard Argand.

In the experiments of Messrs. Audouin and Berard, two gas

holders of equal capacity were filled, one with standard gas

and the other with the same gas mixed with 1, 2, 3, etc. per

cent of air. Each fed a burner of the second class, regulated

to a consumption of 140 litres of gas per hour. The illumi-

nating power of the two were compared by making that of

the pure gas equal unity. The results are given in the fol-

lowing Table, where each figure gives the mean of 6 or 8 con-

cordant observations.

Table showing t'l

Comn^onGaa. Ga.m n^ledwit

Intensity Size of flame. S' Inten^lt.» Size of Flame.

H^i^txT Breadth. H^ht^Breadth.

100
Is"

92"
0-89 11

43'

100
0-82

0-74 26 42

i i 0-47 40 i
48 93

10

036
67 38 89

45 11 20 0-07 93
35

86

45 92 30 0-02 98 26
60

45 0-00
" 50 0-00 100 12 24

By this table it appears that the introduction of 6 to 7 per

100 of air, suffices to diminish the intensity by one half, and

a mixture of 20 of air with 80 of gas leaves almost no illumi-

nation. Unfortunately Messrs. A. and B. do not record the

actual illuminating power of their standard gas, which however

we are led to believe cannot be more than 12 candles of the

English and American standard.
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We have already alluded to the experiments of Mr. Carl
Schultz, and annex below a summary of his results.

Mr. Schultz concludes from his experiments, that the loss

of illuminating power due to the addition of air to gas, is

about one-half of one candle for each one per cent of air

added. He makes the very remarkable observation, that,

within limits, the addition of air to very rich cannel gas, up
to 12 per cent of air, was followed by no loss of illuminating

power, but, on the contrary, by a small gain. Thus boghead
cannel gas, giving for 88 per cent gas an illuminating power of
27-47 candles, or for 100 per cent gas 31-32 candles, with 12 per

cent of air, gave 28*29 candles, showing that 12 per cent of at-

mospheric air had increased the illuminating power of the flame

by 0-82 candles. These results are obtained only by the use

of an Argand burner. By substituting an intensity burner
for the Argand, the results obtained with gas from boghead
conform to the rule of half a candle loss for each one per cent

of air. (Kev. Mr. Bowditch also states fgenerally, that " im-
purities are far less destructive of light in Argand burners.")

Mr. Schultz sums up his results in the following propo-

i coal gas is mixed with atmo8ph(
- for all five feet burners is redi

Lrd candle to every 1 per cent ol air pr

ent, except in case of very rich gas burned with a 15 hi

minating power for all five feet burners is reaucea m tlie pro-

portion of half a standard candle to every 1 per cent of air pres-

Argand.
2. One cubic foot of atmospheric air will destroy an amount

of light equal to 10 English standard candles, during one

3. This loss being constant, the percentage of aggregate
loss will vary with the illuminating power of the gas used.

While our results confirm in general those of Mr. Schultz in

1860, and of Messrs. Audouin and Berard, in 1862 ; it is ob-
vious that the ratio of loss, with equal increments of air added
to a 15 candle gas, is by no means constant. The difficulty of
obtaining exact results, by the method of mixture of measured
volumes is so considerable, especially with quantities below
10 per cent, that the only safe control of the results is that which
is obtained by eudiometrical analysis of the several mixtures test-

ed, as w-as done by us in all cases both before and after the

addition of air. It is obvious that the surprising loss of in-

tensity by the addition to illuminating gas of small percent-

ages of air must be owing not merely to the interior combus-
tion due to the presence of oxygen, but still more, probably, to

the associated nitrogen which acts not only as a diluent, or

deductive quantity, but its specific heat is an actual divisory

function in diminishing the flame temperature. The interest-
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ing observation, first made by Mr, Schultz, that in very rich

cannel gas, there is actualy an increase of intensity within

certain limits due to the presence of oxygen, suggests another

series of experiments with successive additions of oxygen to a

gas of high illuminating power, which we propose to under-

take at our early convenience, as also another series upon mix-

tures of progressive quantities of carbonic acid.

May 17, 1869.

Gaspriifer of Erdmann.

Art. Y.—Description of a new Species of Protichnitesfrom
the Potsdam Sandstone of Neiv York; by O. C. Marsh, Pro-

fessor of Paleontology in Yale College.* (With a plate.)

The first discovery of footprints in the Lower^ Silurian of

this country appears to have been made in 1847, in the Pots-

dam sandstone at Beauharnois, Canada East. In 1851 an ac-

count of the locality was published by Sir Wm. E. Logan, and

with it appeared a short description of the impressions them-

selves by Prof. Owen, of London, who then considered them
tracks of a Tortoiscf Subsequent explorations by the Geolog-

ical Survey of Canada brought to light new localities and ad-

ditional specimens in the same region, and in the following year
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tlie geological age of the strata containing them was fully dis-

cussed by Sir Wm. E, Logan^ and a more detailed description

of the footprints was given by Prof. Owen, who now regarded

them as made by a large crustacean, probably allied to the mod-
ern Limulus.^ He applied to these impressions the generic

name Protichnites, and distinguished six species, or varieties,

apparently quite distinct from each other.f A trail of a different

character was afterwards discovered in the same formation, near

Perth, Canada West, and described by Sir Wm. E. Logan, un-

der the name Climactichnites Wilsoni.% This was supposed

to be the track of a Gasteropod, but Prof Dana has smce sug-— ' ' ^ ' ' -ge Trilobite.§ Up
)0tprmts have been f(

. the Potsdam sandstone of Canada, along the strike of the

gested that it may have been made by a large Trilobite.§ up
to the present time, eight localities of footprints have been found

formation for about 400 miles, and all at about the 5

zon, or within 50 to 70 feet of the top.
[[

From the Lower Silurian of the United States, no footprints

appear to have been described hitherto, although their existence

in these strata is now clearly established. Am interesting series

of impressions was discovered by the writer on the western shore

of Lake Champlain, during a visit to that region in August,
1867. They were found on a ripplemarked surface of Pots-

dam sandstone, just above the then water-line of the lake, a
short distance north of the village of Port Kent. The rock is a
hard, white quartzite, resembling that containing the footprints

in Canada, although probably belonging to a somewhat lower

horizon. The impressions obtained, which indicate a new form
of Crustacean track, were in two portions, on the same surface,

and evidently made by the same animal. They form together

a series of footprints, about six feet in length, consisting of

two parallel rows of impressions, separated from each other by
a space of about one and three fourth inches, and having an
extreme width between their outer edges of two and a half

inches. Their form and general appearance is represented,

one fifth the natural size, in the accompaning plate, which does

not, however, give all of the minor impressions.

One of the most striking features of this series, which read-

ily distinguishes it from the Protichnites already described, is

the absence of a medial trail, or tail-mark. No indication of

such an impression can be detected, even when the track passes

over the ridges of the ripplemarks, where it certainly would be

lis opinion has since been confirmed by Dr. J. W. Dawson, after an exami-

of the tracks of a living specimen of L. polyphmm. Canadian Natural-

urnal of the Geological Soc. of London, viii, pp. 199 and 214.

i Canadian Naturalist, v, p. 279, 1860.

§ Manual of Geology, p. 189. j Geology of Canada, 1863, p. 108.

I 1
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seen if at all. The footprints indicate, moreover, a muclismaller

animal than those which made the other forms of Protichnites,

the width of this series being in general less than one half

that of the other species, excepting P. multinotatus, from
which, however, it differs in the absence of the medial groove,

and in the less numerous, and more irregular footmarks.

The margins of the individual impressions are not in most
instances accurately defined, partly perhaps owing to the fact

that the surface of the sandstone has been somewhat worn by
the water and ice of the lake. In this way some of the smaller

impressions may have been obscured or obliterated, as it is now
difficult to trace with certainty through the whole series the

groups of footprints which correspond to the repeated ap-
plications of the same limbs of the animal ; although such

a repetition is easily recognized where the tracks are best pre-

served. In such places the impressions are seen to be arranged
in groups of six, which in each row evidently represent succes-

sive applications of the same series of limbs, the corresponding

set on the other sijle making a group nearly or quite opposite

when the animal moved directly forward, but partially alternat-

ing when it turned to the right or left. Each group appears to

consist of four impressions in the direct linear series, and two
additional ones inside, and a little behind the last two. The
divergence of the impressions thus produced probably indicates,

as Prof, Owen has shown in regard to the other species, the di-

rection in which the animal was moving.
The bottoms of some of the tracks are sharply defined, and

were evidently impressed by hard pointed limbs. This would
show conclusively that they were not made by a Trilobite, to

which their origin might otherwise naturally be attributed
;

while the absence of a medial groove would probably exclude a

Crustacean of the type that made the other Protichnites. The
points of difference between this species and those hitherto de-

scribed are sufficiently marked to justify its separation, and it

may very appropriately be named, Protichnites Logananus, in

honor of Sir Wm. E. Logan, Director of the Canadian Geol-

The peculiar interest attached to these various footprints on

the oldest Silurian strata depends in part upon the fact, that we
thus have evidence of forms of life before unsuspected ;

since

no other indications of the animal that made them have as yet

been discovered. An exception should perhaps be made of

the small Limuloid Crustacean (Aglasjns Barrandi,) de-

scribed by Prof. Hall, from the Potsdam sandstone of Wis-
consin and Minnesota, which may have made footprints - ". -
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what similar to the Protichnites.^ Indistinct impressions, re-

sembling those of Canada, have indeed been observed by Mr.
Daniels in this formation in Wisconsin, although not at the

same horizon in which the remains were found. The Aglaspis
of the Potsdam, and the Eurypterus of the Upper Silurian at

least indicate the general affinities of the Crustaceans that have
recorded their existence in the Protichnites, and the remains of

the animals themselves will doubtless be brought to light at no
distant daj, and thus reveal their true nature.

Art. Yl.—Notic

5. On the formation of sugar in the liver,

[Concluded from vol. xlvii, p. 398.]

(64.) On the 24th of January, 1861, De. Pavt presented

a paper to the Royal Society,f upon the influence of alkalies

on the production of sugar. His previous experiments showed
that the introduction of sodic carbonate into the circulation of

an animal whose sympathetic nerve was divided, prevented the

diabetes which would normally result ; that on excising, for

example, the superior cervical ganglia, or on dividing the as-

cending branches of the superior thoracic ganglia of a dog,

nd that in ten ex-

^ ^ - , -.-^ „ f crystallized sodic

carbonate, introduced into the jugular vein before the opera-

tion, entirely prevented this diabetic state. Under this treat-

ment, the urine is copious, light-colored, and alkaline to test-

papers, effervescing strongly on the addition of an acid. But
on the other hand, if life be destroyed after the introduction

of the carbonate of sodium, and the circulation be artificially

maintained, the appearance of sugar in the urine is not pre-

vented. This must be so, since the post-mortem changes pro-

duce it in the liver, whence it enters the blood and is elimina-

ted by the kidneys. In two experiments 200 grains sodic car-

bonate were introduced into the jugular vein previous to the
destruction of life by pithing ; the circulation being main-
tainid by artificial respiration, an enormous flow of alkaline-

took place, which was saccharine. If, however, the so- .

!' snate reaches the liver in sufficient quantity, it pre-
iic production of sugar there, and of course, its appear-

nth Regents' Report oq N. Y. Cabinet, p. 181, 1863.

A.M. JuUR. SCI.-SECOND Sebies, VOL. XLVIII, No. 143.—JULT, 1869.
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ance in tlie urine also. If the injection be made into the gen-

eral venous system, the amount which reaches the liver is too

small to produce the effect ; but if introduced into the portal

vein, all must go to the liver and exert its action. 200 grains

sodic carbonate dissolved in an ounce of water, were injected

into a branch of the portal vein of a dog, and the

then killed. Artificial respiration was kept up for If hours,

he heart beating vigorously all the time. The urine which
oUected in the bladder was pale and alkaline, and efi"ervosced

with acids, but gave no trace of sugar. The liver was also

devoid of sugar, but became saccharine in 24 hours. Dr. Pavy
then investigated the action of an alkali on the hepatine dur-

ing life. He had long before noticed that the ingestion of po-
tassic carbonate caused the hepatine to disappear very rapidly

from the liver ; and this without the production of sugar. 200
grains in two ounces of water, injected through the esopha-
gus into the stomach of a dog recently fed, caused the death of

the animal within 12 hours ; no trace of hepatine or sugar ex-

isted in the liver. If the carbonate be injected into a branch
of the portal vein, the disappearance of the hepatine takes

place in a proportionally shorter time. In one experiment, 80
grains sodic carbonate in 6| ounces of water were injected into

one of the mesenteric veins, and the dog was killed in one

hour. The liver was somewhat congested but contained

neither hepatine nor sugar. Hence it appears that by the in-

fluence of this salt, the whole of the hepatine may be rapidly

destroyed during life, without the formation of sugar. To
ensure success, however, in such experiments, Pavy found it

necessary to use the solution quite concentrated, and to

throw it in rapidly ; it then seems to suspend the liver cir-

culation, and to exude into the tissue. Holding the muzzle

of the animal so as to check his breathing, has the same efiect.

Using the cautions suggested by his experience, Pavy was able

to cause the disappearance of the hepatine in even a few min-

utes ; 100 grains sodic carbonate in half an ounce of wat' r

were injected into one of the mesenteric veins of a large di^g.

and the liver tested at once ; it contained a trace of sugar but

no hepatine. Caustic alkalies cannot replace the carbonuu'd,

since they coagulate the blood, and perforate the vessels. l)r.

Pavy next asks how this disappearance is effected, and what

the- substance is into which the hepatine is transformed.

First, he proves that the hepatine is really absent or trans-

formed in these cases, and is not merely masked in its reactions

by the injection. Moreover, the presence of alkalies or of their

carbonates does not prevent the precipitation of hepatine by

alcohol; the solution is still lactescent, is colored red by iodine,

and when boiled with acids or acted upon by saliva, is conver-
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ted into sugar. In tlie cases mentioned, however, all these tests

failed. Again, the hepatine is not changed into sugar by the

alkaline carbonate ; inasmuch as, were this the fact, an ordi-

naiy liver weighing 7|- lbs. and containing 7 per cent of hepa-
tine, ought to yield—allowing 1|- parts of hepatine to produce
1 of sugar—over one hundred and fifty grains of sugar, an
amount readily detected. Nor, further, is it decomposed as

fast as formed ; at least not by the carbonate, which appears

to have no action on sugar. 200 grains each of sodic carbonate

and grape sugar were dissolved together in an ounce of water,

and the solution was injected into a mesenteric vein of a good-

sized dog. Blood afterward drawn from the carotid was sac-

charine; and in half an hour when the animal was killed, both

the liver and the blood contained sugar. The urine was bloody

—as is always the case when so much sodic carbonate is in-

jected—and contained sugar. Finally, the hepatine does not

seem to disappear from any direct chemical action of the car-

bonate upon it ; since even caustic alkalies at a boiling heat

are without effect. Pavy therefore concludes " that the rapid

disappearance of hepatine is due to one of those catalytic ac-

tions of which we have such numerous examples occurring

amongst the phenomena of life." Another remarkable fact

which Pavy states is that while the post-mortem injection of

sodic carbonate into the liver prevents the production of sugar,

it does not cause the disappearance of the hepatine. Moreover,
in the liver of a cod-fish which he examined, the ordinary post-

mortem production of sugar seemed to be spontaneously resis-

t' I ; no sugar appearing after 24 hours repose nor after expo-
ii • to warmth for three hours. In this liver either the he-

!iu' was protected, as in the experiments with sodic carbon-
,11 , or the catalytic agent was wanting to effect the change.

Pavy also notices that after the introduction of sodic carbon-

ate into tlje liver, this organ yields on analysis a very high

percentage of fat. The usual quantity being from 4 to 6

per cent, Pavy's analyses of livers after the above treatment
showed them to contain from 10 to over ] 3 per cent of fat

;

viously establishing a close connection between hepatii

. From the results obtained, Pavy concludes : Ist, That
lie carbonate introduced into the blood, prevents the pro-

ctiou of saccharine urine after lesions of the sympathetic

, which otherwise occasion it. 2d, That this salt injected

the general venous system, does not prevent the diabetic

>ion after death when the circulation is artificially main-
V I ; but injected into the portal system so that it all may
ss into the liver, it keeps the urine free from sugar. 3d,

lat sodic carbonate when injected into the portal system dur-
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ing life causes a rapid disappearance of hepatine from the liver

without any evidence of the production of sugar, 4th, That
in this disappearance, the hepatine is not concealed, nor trans-

formed into sugar, nor destroyed by any direct chemical power

possessed by the carbonated alkali ; but the facts suggest its

transformation by a process like catalysis, the products yet es-

caping discovery. 5th, That sodic carbonate injected into the

liver after death, does not cause a disappearance of hepatine, but,

even in moderate quantity, holds its change into sugar com-
pletely in check. 6th, That there is probably a close connec-

tion between the disappearance of the hepatine, the produc-

tion of fat, and the state of the bile.

{Q5.) On the ninth of December, O. Colin communicated
to the French Academy* a paper on the various conditions of

the cellules of the liver, in their relation to the activity of

glycogeny. According to the facts which have now been es-

tablished, says the author in conclusion, it will be seen that

the condition of the fat in the liver presents the following

well characterized differences : 1st, in the herbivora, as the

horse, the ox, and the sheep, the fatty matters collect in

the cellules in large amount, and in the form of large drop-

lets ; 2d, in the case of flesh-eaters, as the dog and the hedge-

hog, the fat of the cellules is always much more finely divi-

ded, and is not therefore easily distinguished from the fine

granular corpuscles with which it is mixed ; and 3d, in birds,

—where the hepatic cellules are very small,—and especially in

fishes, the fat is extra-cellular in large part, and is entirely

free in the tissue of the organ. These differences Colin does

not attempt to explain fully, but suggests that the route which

the products of intestinal absorption take in these ' classes of

animals, may well be one of the principal causes. With ani-

mals whose chyliferous system is highly developed, and whose

enormous villosities are well arranged for absorbing fats, these

take in great measure the channel of the lacteals and do not

therefore traverse the liver in order to reach the general circu-

lation. With birds, on the contrary, and especially with fishes,

in which the chyliferous system is atrophied, the portal vein

takes almost the whole of the fatty matters brought into the

intestine. They may therefore be arrested in the liver, and a

large quantity be retained.

{QQ^ A memoir on the amyloid substance of the liver and

its ultimate destination in the animal economy, was pre-

sented to the Royal Society by Dr. McDonnell, on the

13th of February, 1863.t After a recapitulation of the views

* C. K, liii, 1063, f Proc. Roy. Soc, xii, 416.
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tlius far held on this subject, the author states that his experi-

ments sustain Pavy's view, that the amyloid matter is not
changed into sugar during life. Hence, it becomes necessary

to account for the disappearance of this substance and to show
what its function really is in the animal economy. In the

opinion of the author, the amyloid substance is "on its way
upward toward the more exalted or complex animal j)rinci-

ples ;" and he accordingly suggests three points to be inves-

tigated : 1st, The chemical and physiological relation of amy-
loid substance, not only in the liver but also in other tissues.

2d, The comparison of portal and hepatic blood with each

other, and with arterial and venous blood from other parts of

the body. 3d, The relation which the different functions of

the liver bear to each other. The last of these is the most im-
portant, since, if it be true that the fibrin and albumin of portal

blood disappear in the liver, forming the amyloid substance, and
at the same time only a trace of nitrogen is excreted in the bile,

then we may infer that this nitrogen issues in the hepatic blood

united to amyloid substance as a new nitrogenous principle,

which is the protoplasm, from which according to Bernard, or-

ganic evolution is to be accomplished. McDonnell then calls at-

tention to the occurrence of the amyloid substance in the foetal

placental cells, and also in their tissues, as shown by Bernard
andRouget; and remarks that these tissues are "so impregna-
ted with amyloid substance, that it appears to be the formative

material from wliich these tissues are evolved," being related

to their growth and development, as starch is to that of vege-

table tissues. He observes that the horny tissues contain it

plentifully ; enough for a chemical examination may be ob-

tained from a single hoof of a foetal calf, and from the mus-
cles of these embryos from three to seven months old, from

changed into glucose, and having himself proved the accuracy

of the facts stated by Bernard and Rouget concerning the rela-

tions of this substance to the foetal tissues, McDonnell asks "may
not the liver do for the adult what the foetal tissues do in the

embryo ? may not this great organ form with the help of the
amyloid substance secreted in its cells, a nitrogenous compound,
just as the muscles of the foetus convert the amyloid substance
contained in them into the highly nitrogenous material oi
muscular tissue ? May not the amyloid substance of the liver

be the basis of an azotized protoplasma forming a constituent

of the blood of the adult animal, as the amyloid substance of

muscle is the basis of the material from which the evolution

of muscular tissue is accomplished ?" The author is disposed
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to answer these questions in the affirmative, since the disappear-

ance of portal fibrin and albumin leaves so much nitrogen un-
accounted for. He supposes this nitrogen to be united with
the amyloid substance and to leave the liver as a newly-formed
proteic compound, partly perhaps as globulin, and partly

as a body intermediate in properties between casein and
albuminose. As to the function of the liver, three points

need investigation ; 1st, what is the action of this organ

on the fibrin and albumin of the blood ; 2d, what are the

nitrogenous constituents of healthy bile ; 3d, what is the

relative composition and character of the blood which en-

ters and that which leaves, the liver. McDonnell's experi-

ments confirm Lehmann's opinion of the fibrin-destroying

function of the liver ; and they appear to show that the quan-
tity of nitrogen eliminated in the bile is very small in compari-
son with that which disappears; and also that the blood in pass-

ing through the liver becomes greatly enriched in colorless cor-

puscles, and contains a peculiar azotized body termed blood-

casein. The blood which leaves the liver therefore, is richer

in this compound than arterial blood ; and this again is richer

in it than venous blood. Moreover, it contains five or ten

times as many colorless corpuscles as portal blood. It is hcuce
fair to infer that these colorless corpuscles are formed witliin

the liver by the union of amyloid substance with nitrogen de-

rived in some form from the retrograde metamorphosis of tissue.

(67.) The same year Winogradoff published* a method
for quantitatively estimating the glycogen and the sugar of

the liver. A piece of this organ is sliced off, at once weighed
and plunged into boiling water, then finely divided and rub-

bed to a pulp with boneblack in a mortar, thrown on a filter

and washed with distilled water till the filtrate passes through

clear. This filtrate is then poured into five times its bulk of

strong alcohol and allowed to stand. After 24 hours, when
the glycogen is completely deposited, it is brought on a filter

and washed with alcohol; it is then dissolved in distilled water,

again precipitated by alcohol, the alcohol carefully decanted,

the precipitate collected on a weighed filter, dried at 100^ C,
and weighed. In the first alcoholic filtrate after evaporation

to dryness and re-solution, the sugar is estimated by means of

a freshly prepared Fehling's solution. Fresenius, after quot-

ing this method,f remarks that it can make no claim to accu-

racy, since it is well known that glycogen so prepared is tough

and contains albuminates ; these may be easily and completely

removed by boiling with potassic hydrate, which leaves tlie

glycogen unaltered. The purification may also be effected by

precipitation with glacial acetic acid.

» Yircliow'a Archiv., xxvii, 543. f Zeitschr. f. Analyt. Ch., ii, 453.
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(68.) In his notices of the progress of physiology in 1862,*
Meissner gives Pavy's views at length,f and remarks that they
are sustained by his own experiments. He had proved that
blood removed from the right side of the heart of a healthy
dog during life—the animal not being narcotized—contained
only minute traces of sugar ; no more indeed, than was
found in the blood of the femoral artery drawn at the same
time. He confirms the statement that plunging the liver into

boiling water immediately after death, prevents the production
of sugar ; a piece of liver, cut from a living rabbit and thus

treated, yielding not a trace of sugar, while another piece of

the same organ, taken a short time after death, was saccharine.

He maintains too, the correctness of Pavy's conclusions (1) that

the blood of the general circulation always contains traces of

sugar ; and (2) that the liver is either entirely free from sugar
during life or contains but a trace ; though after death, as well

as during certain abnormal conditions in life, the amyloid sub-
stance is converted into sugar with astonishing rapidity.

(69.) In a second communication, made to the Royal Soci-

ety, May 30, 1864,| McDonnell continues his observations on
the amyloid substance of the animal economy. Pure amyloid
matter, whether obtained from the liver, or from fcEtal tissues,

has the composition €gH, „0j, according to his analyses. His
previous assertion that this substance is dextro-rotatory like

dextrin, he has been unable to verify, as even half a grain in an
ounce of distilled water produces an opalescence,—due to par-
tial solution,—which prevents its use in the saccharimeter.
As to the amount of amyloid substance in the different tissues

and in the same tissues at different periods of foetal life, the
author thinks that the extreme delicacy of the acidulated tinc-

ture of iodine test is such (one-tenth of a grain of amyloid
matter in an ounce of water being readily detected) as to lead

to error in its estimation. McDonnell maintains too, that the
amyloid substance grows less and less in proportion as the tis-

sues are developed, and that, contrary to the opinion of Ber-
nard, it disappears long before birth. In cartilage it very early

appears in the cellules, but very soon afterward disappears.
The epithelial cells of the skin, particularly where these cells

aggregate together for the commencing development of a feath-
er or a hair, show a great abundance of the amyloid matter.
So also the horny appendages of the skin, as the bill

of the chick, the claws, hoofs, etc., all contain it in large
amount up to a certain stage of development. From seven
grains of the horny tissue of the feet of a foetal calf of four

* Bericlit uber die Fortschritte der Physiologie im Jalire 1862, 310. Leipzig, 1864.

f Researches on the nature and treatment of Diabetes, London, 1862.

J Proa Eoj. Soc, xiii, 317.
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montlis, dried at 212° F., 1'3 grains

obtained. An examination of the g

a nearly full-grown foetus, gave an amount too small to be es-

timated. If the tails from a series of foetal lambs of differ-

ent ages be placed in a weak acidulated tincture of iodine, the

gradual increase of the coloring up to a certain period of in-

tra-uterine life, and then its diminution from that point, is

well exhibited. In the sheep the maximum amount is found

in the foetus of nine inches. The lung-tissues of mammalian
embryos contain at certain periods an immense quantity of

amyloid matter ; this substance constituting more than 50
per cent of the dry residue. Before the animal has drawn its

first breath, however, it has all disappeared. In voluntary

muscle, the amount is not as uniform ; and, though it dimin-

ishes before birth it does not entirely disappear, since volun-

tary muscle can hardly be said to reach maturity at birth.

The muscle of the heart, however, which attains maturity
earlier than any other muscular tissue, loses its amyloid mat-
ter earlier. The amyloid substance in the liver increases up
to and after birth, though it does not make its appearance in

that organ until a late period. The quantity is small even at

birth, being only two per cent in a foetal lamb 20 inches long.

The rapidly-growing horn of a young stag, on the other hand,
contained no amyloid matter, nor did the horn of a calf ; the

hair bulbs of adults do not contain it, nor is it to be detected

in the new muscular fibres of the uterus after delivery. It

does not change into sugar during foetal life, nor does it give

rise to fat ; it seems rather to be a formative material which,

uniting gradually with nitrogen, gives origin to the azotized

structures.

(70.) The results above given were communicated by Mc-
Donnell to the French Academy nearly a year later, May 8,

1865.* With them, however, some new facts were given.

His experiments show that with animals living on their usual

food, and apparently healthy, not only the weight of the liver

varies considerably as compared with that of the entire body,
but the proportion of starchy matter in this organ also varices

greatly, as is shown in the following table, which gives the m< <.

:

of six experiments upon each kind of animal

:

Weight of liver compared Proporii '

Animals. with that of entire body. amyloid nir

Dogs, as 1:30 4-5

Cats, " 1:19 l-o

Rabbits, " 1:35 3-7
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From this it will be seen that tlie volume of the liver of the

cat in a state of health and when fed on meat is almost double
that of the rabbit at the period of most active digestion

;

nevertheless, the liver of a large well-fed cat gives not more
than I the quantity of amyloid matter yielded by the liver of

a rabbit fed on carrots, bread, and parsley. Saccharine food

causes the production of amyloid matter in the liver much
more readily than nitrogenous food ; although it is a well es-

tablished fact that this organ can make the amyloid substance

from blood-fibrin, from wheat-glutin, or from fresh meat.

McDonnell claims also to have proved, contrary to the opinion

of an eminent physiologist, that there is no more amyloid mat-
ter in the liver of an animal fed on gelatin than there is in the

liver of a fasting animal. Gelatin therefore, is not trans-

formed into amyloid matter by the liver. The same is true of

fat.

(71.) The same year F. Kitter published* some experiments

upon the normal conversion of glycogen. His paper begins by
stating the views at that time held upon this subject. As to

its origin he inclines to the belief that it comes from the split-

ting up of albuminates, rather than from a metamorphosis of

carbohydrates. Pavy's assertion of its non-conversion into

sugar is easUy verified ; but, though confirmed by McDonnell,
who showed the absence of sugar in the blood of the rig*ht ven-

tricle, and by Meissner, who found no sugar in perfectly fresh

liver, the need of further proof was still apparent ; his experi-

ments were undertaken to furnish this proof, being made under
Professor Meissner's direction. The method which he pursued
is as follows : the abdomen of a living rabbit, firmly held by
an assistant, is opened by a single stroke of a sharp knife, a

piece of the liver cut or torn off, and cut into fine pieces, which
are plunged into water kept actively boiling. The use of too

large a liver-fragment is to be avoided ; and the author prefers

to use scissors in cutting it fine, holding it over the boiling

water so that the pieces as cut shall fall therein. The solution

is freed from coloring matter and albumin, by adding a few
drops of acetic acid ; on filtering, an opalescent, weak wine-
yellow colored liquid is obtained. In all the experiments made,
in which the above process was performed expeditiously, not a
trace of sugar was detected in this liver-extract, which was tes-

ted as follows: a small quantity of cupric sulphate solution was
added to the still warm extract, and then potassic hydrate. If

on heating to boiling no separation of cuprous oxyd took place,

a few drops of a freshly prepared solution of potassic ferricy-

anid were added ; a pure yellow precipitate proved the absence

Zeitsclir. f. rat. Med., HI, ixiv, 66, 1865.
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of all reducing substances. Eitter believes that the use of pure

solutions of cupric sulphate and of potassic hydrate, mixed
only when used, prevents many errors which arise from the use

of tests prepared beforehand with some organic substance.

That the failure of the reaction in the above experiments was

not due to the presence of a substance which either prevented

the oxydation of the sugar or masked in some way the reaction,

is shown : 1st, by the fact that no other test detected sugar
;

and 2nd, that on digesting the liver-extract with saliva or boil-

ing it with a dilute acid, it afforded the reaction distinctly.

Moreover, a solution of the same liver, less rapidly prepared,

reduced readily the copper-tests. A series of experiments were

then made by taking a number of capsules containing boiling

water, and in the first, converting a piece of liver into extract

at once, as above; a second piece of liver was then taken, the an-

imal having died meanwhile, and treated in the second capsule
;

in the third, a third piece was treated, taken still later ; and so

on. All the solutions thus prepared, excepting only the first,

reduced the copper-tests ; the reaction always being stronger,

the longer after death the piece was taken ; thus proving that

the absence of sugar in the first specimen is due to the fact

that the time was too short for the post-mortem changes to take

place. .Bernard admits only an increase of the sugar after

death ; these experiments show that it is rather a production
of this substance. If the pieces put into boiling water are

moderately large, then the heat penetrates them slowly and

sugar is found in the extract. Bitter finds therefore that it is

better to divide them finely, since there is less change during this

process than during the time required for the heat to penetrate^

a large mass. These experiments, repeated a great number of

times on rabbits, gave in every case save one—where too much
time was used in the preparation—a uniform result. " The
liver of a healthy living rabbit, though rich in glycogen, con-

tains not a trace of sugar ; though after death the formati u

of sugar begins at once." Eitter also experimented on \\\-o

dogs, two cats, and three pigeons, with the same results, TIic

process is easiest with birds. With larger animals, their strug-

gles interfere with the liver-circulation and sugar is produced
in that organ, even before death. The dogs were killed by a

blow on the head, and liver was instantly examined ; no sugar

was found in it, though glycogen was abundant. Kitter finds

moreover, that Bernard's method of removing hepatic ven.'Urf

blood is faulty, since the time occupied in reaching and ligatiim'

these veins, suffices to cau^ the production of sugar in the liy-.v.

The easiest mode of procuring pure hepatic blood is to cafhr-

terize the right ventricle, since hepatic blood constitutes a large
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proportion of its contents. The experiment is easily performed
with dogs by passing an elastic catheter through the right jug-
ular vein for a distance equal to that of the heart ; the animal
must not be too tightly bound, nor the quantity of blood remov-
ed too great. The blood as drawn, is allowed to flow directly

into an equal volume of boiling water, a trace of acetic acid is

added, the albumin—thus coagulated—with the adhering col-

oring matter, removed by filtration, and the scarcely colored

filtrate tested, either directly or after extraction with alcohol, for

sugar. Blood taken from the artery or vein of an extremity at

the same time, was examined in the same way. The results

show that the blood of the right ventricle, as well as arterial

blood, contains a minute quantity of sugar, like all healthy

blood ; but that no more is contained in the blood of the right

ventricle than in other blood. That it was really sugar that

reduced the copper-tests was proved by fermentation. In one

experiment, a dog was catheterized as above, and a portion of

blood taken from the right ventricle. The catheter remained,
while blood for comparison was drawn from the thigh. After
this operation, which occupied some minutes, a second portion

of blood was drawn from the catheter. On examination, the

first portion of ventricular blood contained only the trace of
sugar ordinarily found; while the arterial blood from the thigh,

and also the blood subsequently taken from the ventricle, were
rich in sugar. Hence, the blood had become saccharine in the

sugar reappeared in the ar-

„ oved in the lunjjs.

regard to the influence exerted by i

when morphine was injected under the skin of a dog, the blood
of the femoral artery and vein, as well as that of the right

ventricle, taken fifteen minutes afterward, was rich in sugar,

about an equal quantity being in each specimen; the urine was
also diabetic. Pavy's assumption that both the liver and the

blood contain a ferment, founded on the injection of amyloid
substance into the blood and the consequent increase of sugar,

Eitter had not been able to confirm. He injected 15 or 20 c. c.

of a warm concentrated solution of glycogen into the femoral
veins of rabbits. Nothing abnormal was noticed in their be-
havior, and scarcely a perceptible increase of sugar was ob-
served. He suggests that possibly the glycogen may have been
changed to lactic acid. Nor do his experiments show that amy-
loid substance can be changed into sugar by the action of freshly-

drawn blood. Bitter maintains therefore, that the ferment it-

self is a post mortem production ; and inclines to the belief

that the amyloid substance is a stage in the physiological pro-

duction of fats.
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(72.) A paper by Michael Foster, on the existence of gly-

cogen in the tissues of certain entozoa, was presented to the

Royal Society, November 4, 1865.* Although this substance

has been found in many of the invertebrata by various obser-

vers, no one has thas far noticed the very large amount ob-

tainable from certain entozoa. This fact was first observed

by Dr. Foster in a tape-worm, though the exact quantity was
not determined. His principal observations were made on the

round worm (ascaris lumbricoides ?) found in the intestines

of the common pig. When minced and boiled with water, a

milky decoction is obtained, which is turned port-wine red by
iodine and does not reduce the copper tests. When treated

with saliva at 35° C, however, the liquid becomes clear and
then reacts for sugar. On pouring the milky solution into al-

cohol, an abundant white precipitate falls. Glacial acetic acid

causes the same precipitation. As only a minute trace of su-

gar, if any, accompanies the glycogen, Foster estimated the

amount of the latter substance existing in these animals by
converting it into sugar and determining this by a copper-t'--^.

From two worms weighing when fresh 102 grams, witli ti,

others weighing ten grams, he obtained 2*2 per cent of - .

a very large amount when compared with vertebrate ti--

or, indeed, the invertebrate in other cases : a caterpillar wi : .
-

ing 6 grams yielding only traces, and a handful of maggots, nii

glycogen. In the ascaris this substance seems to be located lu

the muscular parietes. The author calls attention to the lin-

gular fact that an animal living in the midst of fluids, one ^t'

whose chief functions is to change starch into sugar, sliouM
thus accumulate glycogen in its body. He accounts for ir l".'

the fact that no ferment exists with the glycogen in the en >-

zoa to change it into sugar. The use which this glycogen 1. 1-

is a difficult question. The intestinal worms being anini iN,

must consume oxygen; but the amount which they tind in

the intestinal juices is very small. Nor can they be supp')^' d

to need "respiratory or calorifacient material," since they an

kept warm by the animal in which they live. Whatever pk-

use of glycogen in the mammalia, no heat-producing funcJci
can be offered as the reason of its presence in the ascaris. '• 1"^~

abundance in the muscular parietes might suggest that it \n".^^

material on its way to become muscle. If so, since th(^ ani-

mals I studied were adults and ova-producing, the anal"^; -

this glycogen would be, not with the glycogen of the n.:

of the early mammalian embryo, but with the glycogen •

ring in small quantities in the full-grown muscles (unl -

were to push an idea, and say that the tissues of the -
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animals were chemically homologous with the embryonic tis-

sues of the higher ones)." Its quantity as compared with that

in the caterpillar and maggot excludes the hypothesis of im-

mature chifcin. Nor in the tenia, certainly, can it have a mus-
cular future, though it might he there provided for the use of

the ova. The small amount in the generative apparatus at

first opposes this view, but the analogy between the ascaris,

with its glycogen, and the plant, with its blanched starch-

storing tissues, is striking. May not "migration" occur as

well in the animal as in the vegetable economy ?

(73.) Jaffe has published the results of some examinations

of the. organs of persons variously diseased, for glycogen.*

Only in rare cases was he able to find this substance in the

organs of diabetic patients, and then only traces were detect-

ed. Once he found it in the brain, once in the spleen, and
once in the pia mater ; in the latter case the patient had died

from suppurative meningitis.

(74.) A paper was sent to the French Academy on the 19th

of March, 1866,t by Bizio, in which, after alluding to the

discovery of amyloid matter by Bernaed in the liver and the

foetal tissues, he notices particularly McDonnell's research,

and states that the large amount of this substance found by
him—50 per cent of the dried foetal pulmonary tissue— led

him to undertake the examination of this question. In reflect-

ing upon the conditions of animal life at the period when this

glycogen is so abundant in the tissues, aided also by other

considerations, he concluded that this substance was the more
abundant the less the energy with which the force of innerva-

tion acted, a view which the facts have subsequently confirmed.

Proceeding from this hypothesis, he argued that the glycogen

should be as abundant in the classes of adult inferior animals

as in the embryonal tissues of superior ones. Certain acepha-

lous .moUusks were first examined for glycogen ; as, for exam-
ple, the oyster {Ostrea edulis L.), the Cardium edule L.,

the Mytilus edulis L., the Solen siliqua L., and the Pecten
jacoboeus L. They all contained it, some of them in large

proportion. To extract it, the finely-divided mollusk is boiled

for a long time in water, the water poured ofi", and the opera-
tion repeated twice or thrice. The liquids thus obtained are

concentrated, precipitated by alcohol, and the precipitate
treated with strong acetic acid. Only a portion dissolves

;

the supernatant liquid is decanted, and the residue is washed
with acetic acid. The acid solution is precipitated again with
alcohol, and the precipitate is again dissolved in acetic acid

;

* Virchow'B ArcMv., xxxiL, 20 ; Jahresb., 1866, 153. f C. R., IxiL 675.
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the process being repeated until the glycogen is freed from i

organic matter, and particularly from magnesia, of which i

; _ __
^ ^- '>, the]

tvhich it still contains, is well washed, first with alcohol, and

first contains a large quantity. Finally,

digested in glacial acetic acid to remove the proteic

then with ether, and then dried at 100° C. To compare
weight of the glycogen thus obtained with that of the molhisk,

it is necessary to know how much each of the species mention-

ed loses in weight by desiccation at 100° C, a datum easily

obtained. Proceeding as above, Bizio found 14 per cent of

glycogen in Cardium edule, and 91 per cent in Ostrea edvUs.

while Solen siliqua gave a precipitate too small to be deter-

mined. These numbers acquire significance when it is remem-
bered that they refer, not to one single organ, but to the whole
body. He calls attention to the rapidity with which tliese

mollusks pass into the lactic fermentation, and states that

where the glycogen is present in considerable quantity, the

lactic acid produced suffices to keep the animal from putrefac-

tion. Hence, from the more or less ready putrefaction of the

animal, the quantity of glycogen may be inferred. Experi-
ments show that while the Mytilus edulis and the Cardium
edule are thus perfectly preserved, the Solen siliqua and Pec-

ten facobceus, which contain less glycogen, readily putrefy.

Arguing from this analogy up to the tissues of the higher

animals, Bizio took a piece of human liver, and a piece ot ox

liver, and kept them seven days. The acidity of the former

was less, and it evolved no odor, while the second gave an un-

pleasant odor of volatile acids, and gas slowly escaped. In

these cases the result is complicated by secondary actions
;

there is analogy with the mollusks, but not identity.

(75.) A note, by Bizio, was presented to the Academy, July

22, 1867,* on some new researches on glycogen. He had
established the identity of the amylaceous substance which he

had discovered in the invertebrates, with glycogen. He states

that this substance, however prepared, always aggregates into

a gummy transparent mass, when, after being precipitated by
alcohol, it is allowed to dry slowly in the air at ordinary tem-
peratures ; the reason of which is, that, after the evaporation ol

the alcohol, it absorbs atmospheric moisture. The pulverulent

state in which it has generally been obtained, depends on its

being rapidly dried. Bizio also remarks that the lactic fermenta-
tion which glycogen suffers when in contact with fibrin or

casein is exceeding slow. The principal point which he exam-
ined, however, was the composition of the glycogen. He finds

that this substance, whether dried at 100° C, or at the ordinary

* C. E., Ixv., 175.
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temperature in a vacuum over sulphuric acid, has uniformly

the composition ^e t^io ^s- ^ portion was then exposed to

humid air till it was perfectly hydrated, and then dried over

chlorid of calcium at the ordinary temperature, until it ceased

to lose weight. This specimen yielded on analysis the formula

€12 H22 01 1- A molecule of water remains united in this case

to the group <^i2 H20 Oio. which is the glycogen formula giv
' ve, doubled.

"''•'
•'

"' ^ • " '

1 of glycogen,

. views of Musculus on dextrin, and also with the current

views on this class of bodies. Moreover, the lead compound
obtained by precipitating a solution of glycogen with basic

plumbic acetate is €j2H,gPb"0,(,.

(76.) On the 15th of March, 1868, Eulenbukg published*

the results of some experiments which he had conducted in the

laboratory of Professor Stadeler, on the sugar-forming power
of the liver. He had repeated the experiments of Eitter, fol-

lowing most explicitly his directions ; and to his great surprise

obtained a distinct sugar-reaction several times. Indeed, if

sufficient potassic hydrate was added, and the boiling continued

for a long time, the reaction never failed. The liver-extract,

therefore, prepared by Hitter's method, contains uniformly a

trace of sugar. To settle the question whether this sugar ori-

ginated in an imperfection of this method, Eulenburg modi-
fied the process as follows : the abdomen of a rabbit was opened
by a transverse incision just below the sternum, a fragment was
torn from the liver, and immediately triturated in a mortar
with pounded glass and strong alcohol. Every trace of fer-

ment-action is excluded by the instantaneous action of the al-

cohol ; in a few seconds, the piece taken is bruised to the finest

pulp. The alcoholic extract is digested at a gentle heat, fil-

tered, the alcohol evaporated, the residue dissolved in a little

water, precipitated by a few drops of plumbic acetate, filtered,

the lead removed by sulphydric acid, again filtered, warmed to

expel excess of the gas, exactly neutralized with sodic hydrate,

and then used for testing. A somewhat more rapid method is

to treat the filtrate, after precipitation with plumbic acetate,

with sodic hydrate till the turbidity at first produced disap-
pears ; tlie excess of lead left in the solution being without ef-

fect on the sugar-reaction. In testing, for sugar, Eulenburg
prefers Stadeler's mixture.f It is raised to boiling, the liquid

1252of oxyd
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to be tested is added, and the ebullition continued for three

minutes. If at the end of this time, no reaction takes place, the

absence of sugar may be assumed. With six healthy rabbits, ex-

periments conducted in this way gave a negative result through-

out; hence not a trace of sugar exists in the livers of these ani-

mals during life. With five other rabbits, two parallel series of

experiments were made; two pieces of the liver were taken from
each animal and examined, the one by the method now given,

the other by Eitter's mode. In some instances the latter

process was at once applied to the piece first taken. In every

case, the piece of liver treated with boiling water gave the

reaction for sugar, while the piece prepared by trituration with

alcohol, never afforded the slightest trace of sugar. Eulen-
burg differs also from Eitter on the effect of narcosis on the pro-

duction of sugar. He shows that the ether-narcosis, at least,

when not carried too far, does not cause the appearance of sugar

in the liver, by the following experiments : two powerful albino

rabbits inhaled pure sulphuric ether for 1 or 1|- minutes to com-
plete insensibility to mechanical irritation, when the abdomen

ved and examined as usual.

was the urine. After the death of the animals, however, the

liver reduced readily the copper-test. A third rabbit was nar-

cotized with carbonic tetrachlorid, until serious disturbances of

the respiration, facial breathing and dispnoetic convulsions ap-
peared. At this stage, the animal seemed dead ; the abdomen
was opened—

f

liver removed,

saccharine. " It appears therefore, that only a narcotization by
inhalation rising to a fatal, or at any rate to an extraordinarily

intense intoxication, can cause the ante-mortem production of

sugar in the liver." In conclusion, Eulenburg maintains vrirh

Eitter, that "even instantly after death, a fragment of the W

ever so carefully triturated with alcohol, shows itself dist'

saccharine."



) the Aurora at Toronto.

Aet. VI.

—

Aurora at Toronto, Canada ; by G. T. Kingston.

A VERY grand exhibition of aurora, occupying more or less

the whole sky, took place on the night of April 15, and con-
tinued with but slight interruption from dusk till daylight on
the following morning.

tive rarity was a dark segment similar t

in the north, though not so well defined, which appeared about

9 p. M. in the south, with an altitude of about 25^ But the

feature of still more unusual occurrence consisted in a belt of

luminous haze from 5° to 10° in width, extending through the

zenith from the eastern to the western point of the horizon,

the material of which (in appearance) moved like a torrent

from east to west with prodigious velocity.

The apparent movement of translation continued from
about 13h lO™ to 13^ 50^", when the matter composing the

belt became affected by pulsations, which succeeded each other

in the order from east to west, and with a rapidity still greater

than that of the previous apparent motion of translation.

About 14^ the belt broke up and the pulsations became visi-

ble over the whole sky, the order of their succession being
from the horizon to the zenith. At IS*" the pulsations became

" nt and ceased to maintain any apparent order in their

they gradually became more feeble and ceased with
daybreak.
Throughout the night a generally diffused luminosity pre-

vailed, such as is commonly seen with a full moon and hazy
sky. This was evidently not occasioned by the moon, which
was scarcely four days old, and was low in the horizon, but was
part of the aurora itself, the brilliancy of whose more active

features it greatly impaired.

s Throughout the day and night a considerable magnetic dis-

turbance was going on.

From a table giving the digressions of iJie declination, total

force, and inclination from their respective standard values the
rem.uks which follow have been derived. The standards em-
ph^yt'd f )r the sake of brevity for the declinometer and the hor-
izontal and vertical force magnetometers were the approximate
muin normals of those instruments relative to the tvhole day.
The digressions therefore are affected by the diurnal variations
pr()])('r to the times of observation

; but as these are small
CDiupared with the actual digressions, the inaccuracy occasioned
by u^ing the same standard throughout will not materially dis-
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guise the changes batween coQsecutive observations. The di-

gressions of the total force and of the inclination have been

computed from those of the horizontal and vertical compo-
nents of the force.

omjxinied tJte Au-

of the declination, total fore
ons of the declination are e:

pressed to the nearest minute of arc, those of total forca ai]

inclination are expressed in terms of the disturbance limit

The disturbance limit of the total force is four times the tt

thousandth part of the force, and the limit for the inclinatic

is one minute of arc.

1°'^'^- s^omn^aunorn^

Astron^^al :Declination Dip. Astrouomical unitwf Dip.

to^e. -^ ,4^.
14. 18 6 \^^il "a 1*5

15'

1

15 ^2
J 14 E."

-
\

+ 4

10 1 ^6e' + 1

93 E.

42 E.

5 W.
11 + 21

21 W."
4 15 7 B.'

9 W. 25 e!
4 45 12 W. 12 c 9 E.
5 3E.

X u lis 12 3C
~

\ t '5

31 W. 18 e!

+ 7 11 E.

13 15

15 E.'

14 1 B.
6 45

+ 15

6 k'

19 E."

28 E. 11 e!

9 8 E. - 6 ±..^
Declination,—As regards the declination the average d-

tion was 15' of arc, or three times the limit required "to cut

a disturbance to be considered as large. The easterly deviati

were the more numerous, but the westerly were on the aver
50 per cent greater in extent.
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The greatest easterly deviation was 93.' at 3 p. m. and the

greatest westerly deviation 85' at 7^ IS"" p. m.

The deviations after midDight were nearly all easterly.

Total Force.—The disturbances of the total force were on
the average nearly seven times what may be designated as the

inferior limit of a disturbance, or -0004 of the total force.

The number of the disturbances which increased and ot

those which diminished the force were nearly equal ; but the

average magnitude of the latter was to that of the former in

the ratio of 8 to 5.

The greatest disturbance which increased the force was 11

(the unit being -0004) and occurred at 5^ IS'" p. m., while the

greatest disturbance diminishing the force was 23 and occurred

at 8 p. m.

The disturbances which diminished the force nearly all took
place between 6 30 p. m. and midnight.

Inclination or Dip.—The disturbances of the dip had an
average value of about 15', or 15 times the disturbance limit.

The disturbances which increased the dip were the more num-
erous, but those which diminished the dip were of nearly twice

their magnitude. The greatest increase of dip was 35 and oc-

curred at lO'^ 30'° P. M., and the greatest diminution of dip was
64' and occuired at 3 p. m.

The disturbances increasing the dip nearly all took place

after 7 p. m., those that diminished the dip having occurred
during the day,

Ou the whole, the aurora, together with the magnetic distur-

bance which preceded and accompanied it, was more remarka-
ble than anv that have been witnessed at Toronto since Sep-
tember, 1859.

:^Iag:netic Observatory, Toronto, May 1, 1869.

Although the methods employed for the quantitative sepa-
ration of cobalt and nickel are exceedingly exact, none of them
are suflEiciently convenient for ordinary qualitatfve work. Stro-
meyer's process is tedious, and Gibbs's modification of Liebig's
method cannot be used with certainty by beginners, although
excellent for experienced chemists. Of the purely qualitative
methods hitherto recommended, none are wholly' reliable, nor
particularly delicate,—probably the blowpipe tests are the best.
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1 findj however, that the different properties of their ferricy-

anids afford an easy means of distinguishing between these met-

als. As is well known, potassium ferricyanid precipitates co-

balt and nickel from their solutions. The cohalt precipitate is

of a deep reddish brown color, while the nickel compound is of

a dirty yellowish brown. The nickel ferricyanid, however, dis-

solves with the greatest ease in ammonia water, or in solution

of potassium cyanid, while the corresponding cobalt compound
is absolutely insoluble in either. It is a noteworthy f ' '

that the previous presence of either f

lid,

rfact, how-

tassium cyanid, entirely prevents the precipitation of cobalt

by the ferricyanid ; the solution, when ammonia is present.

merely assuming an intense blood red color. This coloration

has, I believe, been recommended as a test for cobalt, but 1 ly

whom I do not know.
It is always best to employ the ammonia to dissolve the nickel

precipitate, since the presence of a cyanid renders the subsi-

quent detection of that metal rather difficult.

In an analysis I proceed as follows. To the slightly acid s

the two metals, I first

is causes the cobalt precipitate,

) would run through the filter, to fall in a densei

ling the two metals, I first add an excess <

chlorid. This causes the cobalt

and also of a much darker color, often nearly black,

add the potassium ferricyanid until the precipitation is com-
plete, and afterward agitate strongly with a considerable ex-

cess of ammonia. U])on filtering, all the cobalt remains upon
the filter, being recognized by the characteristic color of the

precipitate, and the nickel is readily detected in the filtrate, by
means of ammonium sulphid. If, upon filtering, the portion at

first running through is turbid, it may be disregarded, or re-

turned to the filter, that which filters through subsequently.

being almost invariably clear.

I offer this process merely as a convenient means of detect-

ing cobalt and nickel in presence of each other in ordinary
analyses. It is not particularly delicate, for, although the mi-
nutest trace of cobalt is detected, very small quantities of nickel

will escape recognition. For exceedingly delicate work it is per-

haps better to employ some good quantitative process, but for

all ordinary purposes I find this metliod very convenient, and
quite reliable. It has been employed wdth success 'in the labo-

ratory of Cornell University, and beginners have found no diffi-

culty in using it.

Cornell University, May 13th, 1869.



Art. YIII.—Notes on the structure of the Crmoidea, Cystidea

and Blastoidea; by E. Billings, F.G.S., Paleontologist of

the G-eological Survey of Canada,*

The earlier Paleontologists, Gyllenhal, Wahlenberg, Pander,
Hisinger and others, described the large lateral aperture in the

Cystidea as the mouth, apparently on account of its resem-

blance to the five-jawed oral apparatus of the sea-urchins. In
his famous Monograph " Uber Cystidcen," 1845, Leopold von
Buch advocated the view, that it was not the mouth but an
ovarian aperture ; and that the smaller orifice usually situated

in the apex, from which the ambulacral grooves radiate, was
the true oral orifice. These opinions were adopted by Prof. E.

Forbes in his Memoir on the British Cystidea, by Prof. J. Hall
in the Paleontology of New York, and by most others who have
described these fossils, including myself, in my first paper on
the Cystidea of Canada, published in the Canadian Journal in

1854. In 1858 I re-investigated the subject while preparing

my Decade No. 3, and came to the conclusions that the lateral

aperture was the mDuth, in those species which were provided
with a separate anus ; and that in all others it was both mouth
and anus. The small apical orifice I described as an ambula-
cral aperture. According to these views, the mouth of a Cys-
tidean does not stand in the center of the radial system, as it

does in all the existing Echinodermata, On this point Prof.

Wyville Thompson has the following observations ;

" I can see no probability whatever in the opinion lately ad-

vocated by Mr. Billings, and which has received some vague
support trom the writings of De Koninck and others, that the

''pyramid" in the Cystideans is the mouth, and that the aper-

ture whence the ambulacra radiate is simply an " ambulacral
orifice." Such an idea appears to me to be contrary to every

analogy in the class. There can be no doubt of the existence

of distinct openings for the passage of the ambulacral nerves

* This paper waa prepared for the press last December, but, as my collection of
I thought it best to delav publ

• ' ^ .rVlap 3 S. _S. Lyon, I

JeffersoQville, Indiana, and he replied that, if I would let hira know what
)ints I wished to investigate, he would supply me with the materials. On my
v-ing him the desired information, he, in the most liberal manner, sent me a large
illection—much larger than I expected to receive—consisting of numerous speci-

eus of several genera, many of them in the state of preservation best adapted
r investi.fration—some of them empty and others silicilied in a matrix of lime-

one. Prof. E. J. Chapman (Prof, of Geology s

iito) also kindly supplied rae with several Russian Cystideans". To both of these

>:itlemen I here tender my thanks.
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and vessels from the calyx of many of tlie paleozoic ciin'uc

but I think we must certainly assume that in this, as in

other known instances, these \esscls had their origin in an am
lar vessel surrounding the mouth. In the whole class the a

l^hageal circular canal seems to be the origm and center of

ambulacral system. It is the fiist j)art which makes its i

pearance in the embryo, and is so permanent and universal t!

one could scarcely imagine a I'adiating ambulacral vessel li^

from any other source. The early origin of this important \

cular center, in this annular foini and m this position, cviden

depends upon, and is closely connected with, the origin of

nervous system in the oesophageal nerve ring, constant in

whole invertebrate series."*

With all due deference I cannot admit that we must n^ -u

that, in the Cystidea, the ambuiacial tubes had thni (-11

'• an annular vessel surrounding the month." It Is t u

such a vessel does surround the mouth (>f cxihfng Tj^h ,

mata, but there is no essential or diiect jdi} siological c

tion between the two organs, Their functions aie ex

independently of each other. There is no organ issuino >

the alimentaiy canal that communicates v,itli the annuLu
sel. This latter might be situated in any othei part < t

body and still perform its functi )ns, provided tliere a\

connection between it and the; ainbulacra. In this cla-^-

position of the various organs, in relation to eacli other, ai

to the general mass of the body, is subject to very great M

ations. Thus, the mouth and vent aie sci)arpted in some
groups, but united in others, while either, or both, ma^
out to the surface directly U{)^vard, or downward, oi <

lateral point. The ovaries may be either doisal or vent-

ternal or external, and associated with eith. r the niou^

anus or with neither. The ambulacral skeleton may 1'

bedded into and form a portion of the general covering

body or lie upon the surface, or borne njion fiee movinu
In genera belonging to the same family these relations a.

stant, or nearly so, but are foimd to be extremely variahl

different orders or when remotelv allied faniili(^s au- c^v
While preparing my Decade Xo. 3, I in\estigatcd tip-

jectand satisfied myself that in, at leist, a largo prop.^
the paleozoic Crinoids, the mouth was discunnected ah _
from the radial system. A great many species might i

ferred to in which we can see both the center, from wlii'

ambulacra proceed, and the mouth ; and at th(^ same iv

that they are not in the same place. A long train of i

ing is not necessary—only simple inspection. It v,i

* Edinburgh N. Phil. Jour, vol xiii, p 112 18C1
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quite sufficient to notice a few of these species to prove that the

rale laid down by Prof. Wyville Thompson, is not a general rule.

1 9 3.

-This figure is a diagram of the interior of the vault

of a Crinoid which appears to be Batocrinus icasodactylus

(Oassiday), a fossil that occurs in the Carboniferous rocks of

Kentucky. It was sent to me by Mr. S. S. Lyon of Jefferson-

ville, Indiana, several years ago. The test is in a beautiful

state of preservation and perfectly empty, so that all of the

markings on the inner surface can be distinctly seen. There
are twenty-one arms, aiTanged in five groups (a), and the

same number of ambulacral openings (^), each just large

enough to admit of the entrance of a slender pin. The mouth
(mv) is nearly central, and close to it, on the posterior side,

there is a small rudely pentagonal space (c) with no markings
except several small tubercles. The grooves are scarcely at all

impressed and, indeed, I think they never are so in any Crinoid,

except in those which have a thick test. In this specimen
their course is clearly indicated by the remains of the thin par-

titions which either separated them or to which the vessels were
attached. They do not run directly toward the mouth, as

they would do if that organ were the center of the ambulacral
system, but to the small space (c)- behind it where there ap-

pears to have been situated a vesicle or some other apparatus,

to which all of them were united. Whatever may have been
the structure of this central organ, from which the five main
grooves radiate, it no doubt represented the annular vessel of
the recent Echinodermata to which Prof Thompson alludes.

Fig, 2—represents the structure of an Amphoracrinus from
the Carboniferous rocks of Ireland,—precise locality and spe-
cies not determined. There are ten arms ; the test is very
thick; the ambulacral channels converge to the central point (c)

but do not quite reach it ; the mouth {mv) is about half way
between the center and the margin. In this Crinoid it is per-

fectly impossible that the mouth can be the center of the radial

system because the two anterior passages, between which it is

situated, are for their whole length tunneled, as it were,
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through the substance of the plates, and only penetrate down-
ward into the interior at the central space (c).

Fig. 3—is a plan of the summit of the widely known and

remarkable fossil Caryocrinus ornatus (Say). In this spe-

cies there are only three, instead of five, groups of arms. In

large individuals there are from twelve to twenty free arms

(but always arranged in the three groups) with a small pore at

the base of each. This pore is about the size of the ovarian

pore of an Echinus and can only be seen in well preserved and

clean specimens. The ambulacral grooves have not yet been

observed but their course is indicatd by three low rounded

ridges, which may be seen, in some specimens, radiating from

a large heptagonal plate situated at (c). The mouth ('//?r) is

valvular, composed of from five to eight or ten plates, and is

always situated near the margin between the two ant(.'ri.»r

groups of arms. With the exception of the ambulacral poi{^<

there is positively no other aperture in the summit of Cari/o-

crinus. If it be true that the mouth of an Echinodt'r.o

must be always situated in the radial center, then Garyocr''

and also nearly all the paleozoic genera were destitute oi"

Caryocrinus is a genus which seems to form a conir

link between the Crinoidea and the Cystidea. By exa^.ui'

numerous well polished sections I find that the structure oi rti
•

respiratory areas is the same (in general plan) as that of tiu

genera Glyptocystites, Pleurocystites and Echinocncrinitts. ii-

will be shown further on. The arms are also arranged in thri *'

groups as in Sphceronifes and Hemicosrnites, while the mou*h
is valvular. On the other hand, the long cylindrical coluiuri

and the arrangement of the arms around the margin, with tu.'

ambulacral pores at their bases, are crinoidal characters.

In addition to the above, the following species may be re-

ferred to, as examples of Crinoids with the mouth separate

• of the radial system.

Amphoracrinus tesselatus (PhilUps).—Figured by J. Koi

Esq., Greol. Mag., vol. ii, p. 8, £ 3. The figure represents a c<i

of the interior of the vault showing the five ambulacral gruov

in relief The mouth is situated in the angle betwa^en the tv

anterior grooves.

Strotocrinus ptrumhrosus (Hall, sp.).—^Figured bv ^M'"

and Worthen in the Geology of Illinois, vol. ii, p. 188, f

The specimen is 13 lines in diameter, the ambulacral cent

13 lines from the anterior margin, and the mouth 11 lines."-"'
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Glyptocrinus armosus (McChesney sp.).—This extraordin-

ary Crinoid is figured by McChesney in his " New Pal. Foss.",

pi. 7, £ 6, and also hy Prof. Hall, in the 20th Reg. Rep., N. Y.,

pi. 10, f. 11. The specimens are between 2 and 3 inches in

length. • There are ten arms, the anterior side is much inflated,

the proboscis appears to be large at its base and excentric in

its position, but instead of standing erect, it bends down to

the surface of the vault, and lies upon it, crossing (
'

-^

rgin. J ' '^

at least one-fourth of the whole width of the vault. 6r.

siphonatus (Hall), figured on the same plate, shows, that the

anterior grooves curve round to the posterior side of the pro-

boscis, as they do in B. icosadactylus above cited.

I should also state here that two or three years ago, Mr.

Meek, to w-hom I had written for information on this subject,

wrote me that in all cases, where he had observed the grooves

on the interior of the vault, they radiated, not from the mouth,
but from a point " in front of it." (This would be not in front

of, but behind the mouth, according to the terminology used in

these notes. I think that the side in which the mouth is situ-

ated should be called " anterior " or " oral " even although both

the mouth and anus should be included in it.)

In all the species above cited, the figures (with the exception

of O. ornatus) exhibit the relative position of the mouth and
radial center, as it has been actually seen in casts of the inte-

rior of the vault. But besides these, numerous examples may
be found in the works of Miller, Austin, De Koninck, Phillips,

Meek, Worthen, Shumard, Hall, Lyon, Cassaday and others,

at least so it appears to me, is the most interesting and important. It ia written

with a clearness and particularity rarely to be seen in paleontological memoirs.

In some respects it confirms the opinions advocated in these notes, but bears

directly against my views on the question here under discussion, i. e.
—"the posi-

tion of the mouth with relation to the radial center." As I wish to give the re-

markable observations of the authors full consideration, I aliall not discuss them
now but delay until the September No. of this Journal. [Meek and Wortlien'a
paper is given in this No., p. 23.—Eds.] I shall only state here, that I believe
that the grooves on the ventral disc of Cyathocrinm and. also, the internal '^con-

t'oZ'./i't'i^jto/e" of the Paleozoic Crinoidg, with the tubes radiating therefrom, be-
long to the respiratory and, perhaps, in part, to the circulatory systems—not to

its tliickened border, seems to foreshadow the " jesophageal circular canal" with
a pendant madreporic apparatus is in the Holothuridea. To me the final deter-
mination of this question is of much importance, for, if Meek and Worthen are
right, then I must be wrong so far as regards nearly all that I have published
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of Crinoids whose external characters show that, in them, the

mouth cannot be in the central point from which the grooves

With respect to Prof. Thompson's theory, I freely admit that

if it is tme that in all the echinodermata, fossil and recent,

the mouth is the radial center, then, that aperture, must he

the one which I call the ambulacral orifice in the Cystidea. The
views, however, advocated by me in my Decade No, 3, appear

to be gradually gaining ground. As these fossils are rare, few

have occasion to study them, and consequently the subject has

not been much discussed since 1858, the date of the publica-

tion of that work. The following are the only authors, so far

as I have ascertained, who have given their opinions on this

vexed question during the last eleven years :

—

Prof. Wyville Thompson, op. cit., p. Ill (1861), agrees with

me that the lateral aperture is not an ovarian orifice, but, as we
have seen, is strongly opposed to the view that it is the mouth.

He calls it the anus
Prof. Dana (Man. Geol, p. 162, 1863) recognizes it as the

homologue of the simple aperture (oral and anal) in the sum-
mit of those Crinoids which have but one. This is exactly my
view. [J. W. Salter agrees with Prof. Thompson that it is the

anus, not the ovarian aperture. (Mem. Geol. Sur. G. B., vol. iii,

p. 286, 1866.) Prof. S. Loven of Stockholm has described,

in the " Proceedings of the Royal Swedish Academy", 1867,

the remarkable sea Urchin, Leskia mirahilis (Gray), which has

the mouth constructed on the same plan as that of the Cystidea,

that is to say, with five triangular valve-like plates, which are

immediately attached to the interambulacral plates, without

the intervention of a baccal membrane. After comparing this

structure with the valvular orifice of Sphceronitespomum (GyU-)

he says, " that the ' pyramid,' which in Leskia is the armature

and covering of the mouth, is the same thing in the Cystidea

is now quite certain ; in the last-named group it was, doubtless,

also the vent. The mouth does not lie where J. Miiller and

Volborth sought for it, viz : in the center of the ambulacral

furrows
; and the organ, interpreted as the vent by Volborth

and von Buch, is more correctly regarded as an external sexual

organ." Geol. Mag., vol. v, p. 181, Dr. Ltitken's trans.]

2. 0?i the pectinated rhombs and calycine pores of the Cystidea-

None of the organs of the Echinodermata have been the

subject of so much speculation as the calycine pores and the

so-called "pectinated rhombs" of the Cystidea. Their re-

lations and function long remained in doubt but there seems

to be, now, sufiicient data to show that they are respiratory
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organs, and also, that they are the homologues of the tubular
apparatus which underlies the ambulacra of the Blastoidea.

J. Miiller suggested a comparison between these peculia:

giiiis and the respiratory pores of the Asteridce. (Uber den
Ikiu dur Echinodermen, p. 63, 1854.) Prof, Huxley has placed

I the same relation. (Medical Times, Dec. 1856.) Eich-
A\,;ld calls them respiratory pores. (Lethaea Eossica, vol. 1, p.

Ci-i. 1 860.) Prof. Dana says " they are probably connected with
;i;! ;ujuiferou8 system and respiration." (Man. G-eol., p. 162,
li^'lo.) Mr. Rofe, after showing that their structure is the

-;c1:m' as that of the striated surfaces between the rays of Co-
dfisfvr, says, "Prom the constniction of these striations on the

f;ic(' of Godaster, and on the ' pectinated rhombs ' of the cys-

tid^'a, may we without assumption suggest the possibility of

tlieir })oing respiratory sacs, lined with cilia, and constructed
ol' a ])orou8 test, through which air from the water could pass
by ditfusion." (Geol. Mag., vol. ii, 251, 1865.) As for myself,

^v\\^n 1 prepared my decade on the cystidea, I gave this sub-
ject a great deal of consideration, and studied a large number
<'f >i)t'cimens, but could arrive at no conclusion satisfactory to

iiiys(.-If. I am now convinced that the view of the above
n;imed distinguished authors is the coiTect one. These are

respiratory organs. In all the species in which they occur,

they s('(^m to be constructed on the same general plan, i. e.,

th(^ interposition of an exceedingly thin partition, between the
circumambient water, and the fluid within the general cavity
of the body. They are usually of a rhomboidal shape— each
rhomb being divided into two triangles by the suture (c, c,

figs. 4, 5,) between two of the plates. In several of the gen-
era the two halves of the hydrospires are reniform, ovate or

lunate, and either internal or external.
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In order to avoid the use of double terms, I propose to call

them " hydrospires," and their apertures, ^^pores," "fissures,"

or " spiracles " according to their form.

Jn Oaryocrinus ornatus the hydrospires (fig. A,) are of a

rhomboidal form, and have each of the four sides bordered by

a single row of small tubercles. Some of these tubercles have

a single pore in the summit, while others are perforated with

a variable number,—from two to twenty, or perhaps more,

—

thus becoming vesicular or spongy. It is only the apex of the

tubercle, however, that has this structure, for, when this is

worn off, there is only a single pore to be seen. The pores

penetrate through the plates but do not communicate directly

with the general cavity of the body. Internally each hydro-

spire consists of a number of flat tubes arranged parallel to

each other and lying side by side, in the direction of the dot-

ted lines in fig. 4, a. Each tube receives two of the pores

seen on the exterior—one pore at each end. These tubes are

composed of a very thin shelly membrane, which although pos-

sessed of sufficient rigidity to maintain its form, was no doubt

of such a minutely porous texture as to admit of the transfu-

sion of fluids in both directions, outward and inward. In a

large hydrospire there are about twenty of those tubes. Their

greatest breadth is at their midlength where they are crossed

by the suture c, c ; and as they become narrower accordingly

as their length decreases, the one in the middle projects the

deepest into the perivisceral cavity. In consequence of this

arrangement when a section is made across the hydrospire at

the suture c, c, fig. 4 a, the form b, is obtained where c, c, is

the surface of the shell, while the comb-like structure below

represents the tubes.

Specimens of 0. ornatus almost entirely empty are often

found and in some of these the internal form of the hydro-

spires is sometimes preserved. Those that I have seen have

the form . of small rhomboidal pyramids, with four slightly

convex sloping faces, and composed of a number of vertical

parallel plates—the casts of the interior of the tubes—the
substance of the tube itself not being preserved. I have, how-
ever, several polished transverse sections, in which I think the

thin walls can be seen.

The structure of the hydrospires is such, that there can

scarcely be any doubt that they are respiratory organs. The
sea-water entered through the pores, and aerated the chyla-

queous fluid, contained in the perivisceral cavity, by transfu-

sion through the exceedingly thin membranous shell, that

composed the walls of the tubes. The number of pores varies

with the size of the individual. In large specimens these are

from 800 to 1000.
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It has been stated by some authors that the pores were pas-

sages for the protrusion of internal organs connected with the

vitality of the animal. The fact, however, that the pores do
not penetrate into the general cavity of the body, disproves

this theory ; and, moreover, through many of the tubercles

—

those with a vesicular and spongy summit, such protrusion

would be utterly impossible.

In Caryocrinus ornatus there are thirty hydrospires ar-

ranged as follows :

1. Ten at the base—^half of each on a basal plate and the

other half on one of the subradials, their longer diagonal ver-

tical.

2. A zone of sis around the fossil at the mid-height—their

longer diagonals horizontal. These seem to be imperfectly

developed, for, on the inside, the tubes occupy only a small

space in the center.

3. A third band of fourteen—two of them with their longer

diagonals vertical and the others arranged in six pairs, the

diagonals of each pair inclining toward each other, upward,
at an angle of about 30°. There are only three interradii in

Caryocrinus : the mouth is placed in one of them and the two
hydrospires with vertical diagonals in the other two.

In Fleurocystites the hydrospires are also of a rhomboidal
form, but instead of having the tubular structure of Caryo-
crinus, they consist of a number of parallel inward folds of an
exceedingly thin part of the sheU. These folds no doubt re-

present the tubes of Caryocrinus. If we grind down a hy-
drospire of this latter, so as to remove all the shell, and ex-

pose the edges of the tubes, it then exhibits precisely the same
form as fig. 5 a, i. e., the form of a rhomb, longitudinally

striated at right angles to the suture, and with no pores. The
transverse section in Fleurocystites only differs from that in

Cori/ocrinus in having no shell between the points c, c. In
the hydrospire of Fleurocystites robustus, of the Trenton
limestone, we have the commencement of the formation of an
ipternal gill with a single spiracle. The surface is not flat, as

it is in many species, but concave as shown in the section
;

aiul it is evident that if the concavity should be carried fur-

tin r, and at the same time the points c, c, made to approach
eai-b other, the effect would be to produce an elongated sack,
dee[)ly folded on one side, and with a fissure extending the
whole length on the other side. The transverse section of such
a sack would be fig. 6, the same as in Fentremites. Again, if

w' contract the four sides, gradually curving them outward
'^^ til- same time, but not diminishing the superficial extent

v walls of the folds although.altering the form to coitcs-
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pond with the decreasing aperture, the result would be a

deeply folded, flask-shaped sack, with a small round orifice

like fig. 7, which is the internal gill of a spider.

In Palceocystites tenuiradiatus, a species very characteristic

of the Chazy limestone, the whole surface (in the condition in

which the fossil is usually found) is covered with deeply striated

rhombs, the fissures being deepest

and growing gi-adually shallower as

the plates, where they die out altogel

cur in vast abundance but no perfec^

found. I discovered, however,

sufficient to give the general form and to show that, when the

by a very

al fragments of the body

pore]
Ther

! in the bottom of each which penetrates to the

! rhombs of this species are thus external hydro-

spires. The fissures seen in the ordinary weathered specimens

are the remains of flat tubes like those of Caryocrinus, situa-

ted on the outer instead of the inner surface of the test. The
chylaqueous fluid passed outward through the pores and filled

the tubes, to be aerated through the thin external covering by
the surrounding water. In Caryocrinus the water passed in-

ward, through the pores, into the tubes and aerated the fluid

within the general cavity of the body.

The discovery that the fissures and pores of the Cystidea, do

not communicate directly with the general cavity of the body
is entirely due to Mr. Eofe. After reading his highly impor-
tant paper, I re-examined a great number of specimens and
found sufficient to confirm his observations.

Every author who has described a species of this genus has

remarked the peculiar striated areas in the interradial spaces.

Prof. McCoy, the founder of the genus, pointed out their re-

semblance to the hydrospires of the Cystidea, but it was Mr.
Rofe who first showed that they were also identical in struc-

ture^ therewith. On comparing one of those with that of the

cystidean Pleurocystites, fig. 5, we at once perceive that they
are the same in the external form while Mr. RofVs figures show
that the section at d, d, has the structure of fig. 9, which only

differs from fig. 5 b, in being straight above instead of con-

cave, and in being divided into two parts. This division is

the result of the position of the arm which cuts the hydro-
spire in two, in a direction parallel to the fissures. By draw-
ing the points d, a, and a, d, together we get figure 10, which
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is, in general plan, a section across one of the ambulacra of a

Pentremite, On examining nearly all the published figures of

species of this genus I find that there is a series of forms
which exhibit a gradual passage, from those 'with the hydro-

I almost entirely exposed, as in fig. 8, through others in

wded more and more under the arms, until

hjdrospire from d to d,

1 1 . Summit of Pentremites canjophyllutus Be Koninck.

In O. acutus, fig. S, only a small portion of the hydrospire

is concealed under the arm. In C. Canadensis, a new species

lately discovered in the shales of the Hamilton group in Can-
ada West, each of the four interradial spaces, in which the

hydrospires are placed, is excavated, in such a manner as to

form a small triangular 'pyramid, with two of its faces slop-

ing down toward the sides of the two adjacent arms. On
these two slopes are placed the hydrospires, which appear to

have one fissure entirely under, and another partly under the

arm, five others being fully exposed. S. S. Lyon has described

a species under the name of C. alternatus in the " Geology of
Kt utucky," vol. iii, p. 494, from the Devonian rocks of that
Stat«% which closely resembles C. Canadensis, but is still dis-

•in I therefrom. Speaking of the structure of the summit
\s : "the depressed triangular intervening spaces are
vith seven or more thin pieces, lying parallel to the
aubulacral fields, articulating with the summit of the
I radial, and the prominent ridge lying between the

iiMudambulacrae. These pieces were evidently capable of
being compressed or depressed: the "^omi" at the lateral
junction of the second radials is in some specimens folded
over toward the mouth so as to entirely obscure these trian-

niil ir spaces by covering them." This important observation
- that even in the same species the hydrospires may be
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either partly or wholly concealed under the arm. The ^^point"
to which Mr. Lyon alludes is seen above, in fig. 11, just helow

the letter h. It is the same as the " small triangular pyra-

7nid" in C. Canadensis. It is evident that (supposing the shell

to be flexible) if these points were to be drawn inward, the

movement would gradually cause what remains exposed of the

hydrospire to be covered until at length it would be entirely

concealed under the arm. The five points would then be sit-

uated in the angles between the five ambulacra as they are

in the genus Pentremites, fig. 15. The concealment of the

hydrospires may also be the result of the widening of the

arm. This is well shown in P. caryophyllitus DeKoninck,
(P. Orhignyanus according to Roemer,) P. SchuUzii Be Vei.,

and several other species. In these the apices of the pyra-

mids remain near the margin, but the hydrospires are nearly

covered by the wide arms. This is shown in fig. 11, where the

ends of the fissures of the hydrospires are seen along the sides

of the angular ridges which extend from the apices of the

pyramids to the angles between the arms. I do not think that

such species can be referred to Pentremites, and if I had spe-

cimens before me instead of figures only, I would most prob-

ably institute a new genus for their reception.

Our specimens of C. Canadensis are well preserved and show
the characters of the arms perfectly. After many careful <

; under the microscope, I can state positively that

species the so-called " pseudambulacral fields" have no
pores. The markings that have hitherto been mistaken for

ambulacral pores in Godaster are not pores, but the small pi

or sockets which received the bases of the pinnulae. The rays

therefore in this genus are not " pseudambulacral fields," in the

sense in which that term is used in descriptions of species of

Pentremites, but simply recumbent arms, identical in struc-

ture with those of the cystidean genera Glyptocystites, Ccdlo-

cystites, Apiocystites, and others. They lie upon the surface

of the plates which constitute the shell of the animals—not

imbedded into them as in Pentremites. The large lateral

aperture is both mouth and vent, and the central opening
heretofore called the mouth is the ambulacral or more prop-

erly, the ovarian orifice. As, therefore. Cadaster has the arms
of Apiocistites, the hydrospires of Pleurocystites and the

confluent mouth and vent common to all Cystideans, I propose

to remove it from the Blastoidea and place it in the order

Cystidea.

4. On the genus Pentremites.

In Pentremites the hydrospire is an elongated, internal sack,

one side of which is attached to the inside of the shell while
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the side opposite, or toward the central axis of the visceral

cavity, is more or less deeply folded longitudinally. There are

two of these to each ambulacrum, attached along the two lines

of pores. There appears to be a fissure extending nearly the

whole length in the direction of the dotted line/. One edge

i^fvf'SL;-the radial plates

ior=>lcle; jr, ambulacral grooves (copied from Dr. Shumard. but with
varian pores added)

isure, is attached to the lancet jdate, along one side

le of pores ; the other to the shell, on the other side
tv. The pores all enter the hydrospire through this

There are ten hydrospires, connected toi^ethcr in
h i)air communicating witli the exterior through a
racle. The arrangement of the folds varies according
lecies. In P. Godoni there are five f jlds, the outer
which are close up to the inner side of the lancet
13. In a specimen of P. ohesns Lvon, nearlv
diameter at the i

'
"

'~
'

'
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inward about three lines, the main body being about one line

from the lancet plate. There are five folds, each two lines

deep ; and thus, if the thin shelly membrane, which consti-

tutes the wall of the hydrospire, were spread out, it would

have a width of 22 lines,—and the ten together would form

a riband, about 18 inches in length, and nearly two inches

wide. The object of the folding is, of course, to confine

this large amount of surface to a small space, an arrangement

which at once proves the function to be respiratory. Of those

figured by Mr. Rofe, P. ellipticus Sowerby appears to have

only one fold, P. inflatus, id., shows eight folds in one, and

eleven in the other hydrospire of the same ambulacrum.
Another specimen figured by Mr. Rofe under the name of

P. florealis Say, has five folds situated at a distance from the

inner surface of the lancet plate as in P. obesus. From the

form of the organ I think that Mr. Kofe's specimen cannot be

the species called P. florealis by Say.

If it be granted that these organs are respiratory in their

function, then, their five apertures should be called spiracles,

—not "ovarian orifices." The large anterior aperture would
thus be the oro-anal spiracle. Applying this system of

terminology to other groups,—the so-called ovarian orifice of

the Cystidea, the homologous aperture of Nucleocrinus, Ca-

daster, Qranatocrinus and of the Paleozoic Crinoidea gene-

rally (but not of the recent forms), should be styled the oro-

anal orifice.

I think that the side of an Echinoderm in which the mouth
is situated should be called "anterior" even although the anus

and the mouth be confluent in one orifice. Most starfishes

have but one aperture for mouth and vent and yet it is called

the mouth by naturalists generally. Why not call the under-

side of a star-fish " the anal or posterior side," and the cen-

tral aperture the "anus ?"

Dr. B. F. Shumard has shown (Trans. Acad. Nat. Sci. St.

Louis, vol. 1, p. 243, pi. 9, fig. 4,) that in perfect specimens

of P. conoideus Hall, the six summit apertures are closed by
several small plates. In a specimen of the same species sent

me by Mr. Lyon, in which those plates are partly preserved, I

find that there is a small pore in each of the five angles of the

central aperture. The five ambulacral grooves enter the inte-

rior through these pores. I have copied his figure but modi-
fied it by adding the pores, fig. 15. He also found that the

summit of P. sulcatus, Roemer, was covered with an integu-

ment of small plates aixanged in the form of a pyramid. From
these facts he infers that in all the pentremites the summit
apertures will be found in perfect specimens, to be closed in a
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Dr. C. A. White, at present State Oeologist of Iowa, in a

per on the same subject, (Best. Jour. N. H., vol. 8, pp. 481-

8,) describes P. Norivoodii Owen and Shumard and P. stel-

) he the mouth"
and I believe that he is the first naturalist who ever published

such an opinion. His idea of its function is thus expressed :

"It seems more probable that as the ova were germinated within

the body, they found their exit through the central aperture,

and were conveyed along the small central grooves of the

pseudambulacral fields before mentioned, beneath the plated

integument, to the bases of the tentacula, where they were de-

veloped- and discharged as in the true crinoids." I perfectly

agree with Dr. White in this view. The central aperture is

not the mouth, in fact it is not a natural orifice, but a breach

in the summit caused by the destruction of a portion of

the vault. The true natural orifices of this part are those

that I have discovered in P. conoideus as above mentioned.

They are the homologues of the ovarian pores at the bases of

the arms of caryocrinus and in part, as I shall show in another
|)avt of these notes, of the ambulacral orifices of the true cri-

noids.

With regard to the structure of the calyx of Pentremites,

it is generally supposed that there are only three series of

plates—the basal, radial and interradial. Mr. Lyon has ad-

vanced the opinion that there are three small plates below
those now called the basals (Geol. Ky., vol. iii, p. 468, pi. ii,

fig. Ic). I have examined a number of specimens with refer-

ence to this point and I think he is right. There are three small

pentagonal basals, the two upper sides of each of which are

excavated to receive the sub-radials, i. e,, those at present de-

signated " the basals." They are, in general, anchylosed to the

snbradials, but in one of Mr. Lyon's specimens that I have seen

tlit^y are distinctly separate,

[To be continued.]

vegetable nature of the Diatomacece is now generally
.'(1, but if any further proof is needed we have it ii;^

[ results from the application of the spectroscope. I

on enabled to prove the absolute identity oi chlorophyl
^aeen endochrome of plants with diatomin or the olive

eudochrome of the Diatomaceee. The spectrum-micro-
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scope is now too well known to need any description here. The
one I have used was made by Browning of London. It is not

at all difficult to obtain a characteristic spectrum from a living

diatom, and to compare it directly with that of a desmid, or

other plant.

I need not here give the results in detail. Suffice it that

from about fifty comparisons of spectra, I can unhesitatingly

assert that the spectrum of chlorophyl is identical with that of

diatomin.

The spectrum in question is a characteristic one, and is fig-

A very black, narrow band in the extreme red, reading at the

lower edge, which appears to be constant, about f of Mr. Sor-

by's scale, is too characteristic to be mistaken. There are two
other very faint bands, not easily seen, and somewhat more
variable in position. The black band in the red is always pres-

ent, and is remarkably constant in the position of its lower

edge. In making comparisons of spectra it is of the utmost
importance that the slit of the spectroscope should be abso-

lutely in the focus of the achromatic eye lens. If this be not

attended to, there will be a slight parallax ; and bands really

identical in position, e. g., those of blood (scarlet cruorine), will

not absolutely correspond when two spectra are formed, one

from blood on the stage of the microscope, and the other from
the same on the stage of the eye-piece.

The dark band of the chlorophyl spectrum is slightly varia-

ble in width—and the action of acids and alkalies i
• -

ward the blue end) and the latter depressing. The endo-
chrome of a diatom after treatment with acid, is green, and the

acid, in this case, produces scarc^y any displacement of the

baud, which may be observed even in the dark reddish mass of

the dead diatomace?e, almost identical in color, with the fer-

rous carbonate, so often found in bogs where the larger diatoms
4re abundant ; and what is more remarkable, is, that the car-

bonate gives no absorption bands at all. As a general rule,

alcoholic solutions of chlorophyl and diatomin have the band
slightly depressed, reading 1 to 1| on the interference scale.
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Art. X.

—

Note on WoUongongite, a remarkable hydro-carhon

found in the WoUongong District of the Illawarra Coal Field,

N. S. Wales ; by B. Silliman.

In the course of a research conducted by Prof. Wurtz and
myself, lately, on the Hydro-carbon Gras Process, my attention

was recalled to a peculiar kind of cannel coal from Australia

which was brought to this country in 1866, by Mr. Hall of

Australia, from whom I obtained my first knowledge of its

existence. As it turns out on examination to be by far the

most remarkable substance of its class hitherto discovered I

propose to describe it.

It is found in the WoUongong district of the lUawaiTa Coal

Field, Xew South Wales, and in the range known as the Kem-
bla Mountains, or Blue Mountain range. The locality appears

to be of recent discovery, as the section taken down from Mr.

Hall's dictation is quite different from any section given by
Prof. Dana in his account of the Illawarra coal field.* Mr.

Hall's enumeration of the strata was as follows.

150 feet superincumbent sandstones.

12 " bituminous coal resembling Newcastle.

30 " bituminous shales.

1\ " cannel.

20 " sandstone,

10 " sandstones.

lA- " kerosene shale,

-11 " coarse conglomerates and shale.

4 " cannel.

14 in. diagonal shale.

Underlying conglomerates.

- .oiated with the bituminous shales is a seam of 18 inches

- iui-elastic material resembling mineral caoutchouc which
iisily with a knife, is easily kindled by a match and yields

lor of a candle when extinguished. It affords about 60
s of crude oil. I failed to note its position in the sec-

' only account we have seen of the geolopT of this region is that given

^
f. Jamea D. Dana, in his Report on the Geology of the Countries visited

ble mineral was discovered long subsequent to the date of Prof. Dana's explora-

•kable body now for 1
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The remarkable substance which is the subject of this note

has been observed only in one place, about 250 feet above tide,

and five miles inland at a point about 40 miles south of

Sidney. Its mineralogical characters are as follows

:

In cubical blocks without lamination. Breaks in broad con-

choidal surfaces, extremely tough and resounding like hard

wood under the blows of the hammer.
H.=2 to 2-5. a.= 1-04—1-49. Luster resinous, somewhat

silky. Color greenish black and brownish black. Streak light

brown to yellowish. No odor when rasped. Tasteless. Sect-

ile, the thin shavings curling up under the knife. Not electric

by friction of the mass, but the chips cut off by the knife are

highly electric. Translucent in thin shavings and under the

microscope transmits amber yellow light. Alone in a test tube

does not melt, decrepitates and distills a copious flow of oil

of a yellow cMor and heavy odor, giving off much gas.

Insoluble in alcohol, ether, or benzole, but is slightly dissolved

in carbonic disulphid to which it imparts a slighty yellowish

tinge. .

It is readily kindled in thin splints by a match, burning with

a brilliant flame and much smoke. The analysis in a platinum
crucible yields the following results.

Volatile matter, 82-5

Fixed carbon, 6 '5

100-0

From these characters this substance obviously resembles suc-

cinite and is probably as well entitled to a place in the system

as bathillite or torbanite. An ultimate organic analysis of the

mineral is required before its true composition can be ascer-

tained. It may provisionally be called Wollongongite.
The following technical results were obtained by us at the

experimental gas laboratory of the Manhattan Gas Light Co.,

in New York, made with a view to determine the technical value

of this mineral as an enriching material in gas making.*

* Mr. Young, of Glasgow, well known for his researches upon coal oils, of

the Wollongong cannel, by distUlation for oil!

The cannel yields per ton of crude oil, Sp. Gr. 0-860=152 gallons, di\-ided as

"iimeral turpentine" (light naphtha,) - Sp. Gr.=0-739=8 galls.

Total - 152 "

Mr. Young, - . . . 16,000 cubic feet per t(

Mr. Hall
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Average yield of (5 charges) gas per ton, - 13,716 cubic feet.

Coke (very light and lustrous), - - - 420 lbs. per ton.

Jlluniinating power of 5 feet of gas burned
ji) Scotoh" fish-tail burner, - - - 132-94 candles.

One busliel of lime purifies, - - - 5686 cubic feet.

Gas from one ton equals si^erm, - - - 6251-26 lbs.*

The gas obtained was so rich that its illuminatingpower could

be measured only by diluting it very largely with common street

gas of known power. Even when 10 per cent of the Wollon-
U'-ng cannel gas \vas added to 90 per cent of street gas, whose
iiluniinating power was 14-98 candles, it was found still too

rii II to burn in the 15-hole standard Argand. But it could be
I- lined, how^ever, at the rate of five cubic feet in a Scotch tip

i'-]i-tail burner, giving from the mixture an illuminating power
' f -li] ~A candles. From these data, the candle power of one

cubic foot of the gas of this laaterial is equal to 26"59 candles
—.1 (Irgree of illuminating power unexampled, so far as we are

informed, in the records of gas-making from any material

herc^tofore cxanu'ned. This appears more clearly on compar-
ing this result with some of the best-known of the cannels of

England and the United States, thus :

—

f sperm per

v">>(Xe^\c:ivtIe),= " " 553 3-33

lorehuid, Pa. =z " "
l|541-25 3-32

theoretical density of the gas obtained in this process is

ng, inasmuch as 181b* pounds avoirdupois of gas gives

a cubic foot of gas 926-72 grains. Now as 536-96 grains

! 120 grains of
DV gas coai is oesi oDiamea oy

yields 13,716 cubic feet of gas,

^0-54 candles, therefore we have
sperm as the value of the gas

- Dr. Fyfe.
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of air make one cubic foot, it follows that the density of the

gas is 1'716, or nearly double the density of olefiant gas. Ee-
frigerated at —6° F. this gas loses 41 'S per cent of its illumi-

nating power, a loss not greater than we have found in common
street gas at the same temperature.

The quantity of this material was represented by my inform-

ant, as extremely abundant, adequate to any demand which
might arise for it in commerce. I have taken steps, since dis-

covering its remarkable technical value, to obtain more exact

data respecting it. The masses which came under my observa-

tion resembled in appearance the finest varieties of English
cannel, but differs in color and especially in streak as already

described. Two of these masses weighed about one hundred
pounds each, were prismatic in form and exhibited no structure,

opposing an equal resistance to the hammer in all directions and
breaking only with extreme difficulty.

Accompanying the Wollongongite brought to New York by
Mr. Hall were specimens of a bituminous shale quite earthy in

its character, of an elastic bitumen, and also of a cannel codl

somewhatresembling ih.Qioollongongitehni\m\\\.Q that substance
in its essential features. It has a well developed laminated struc-

ture, a nearly black color and is streaked with micaceous and
earthy particles visible in its mass. A block of this material,

sent to the Columbia College School of Mines, was examined

Gases, 21-1]

Fixed carbon, - - - - 26-48 )

Ash, 14-00
}

100-00

Comparing this analysis with the results stated on p. ^Qj
we see 20 per cent more of fixed carbon in the ' shale ' giving
40-48 per cent of coke against 17'50 per cent from the wol-
longongite.

The probabilities are that the material occurs in various

degrees of purity, and that these may shade ofl" by imper-
ceptible degrees into each other, as is observed to be true

of many cannel coals. It is therefore quite possible that the

wollongongite may sometimes be found on n
' ^
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ploration free to a greater degree of the contaminating ' ash/

and in that case we may expect to see it-assuming a more or

less transparent honey or wax yellow aspect, such as it now
shows in thin shavings under the microscope.

I should remark that the illuminating power of the gas

from the wollongongite was determined upon its maximum
yield of nearly 14000 cubic feet to the ton of 2240 lbs. Had
the yield been restricted to 10,000 cubic feet it is quite proba-

3 illuminating power would have been at least 150 candles

for 5 cubic feet. This opinion is based on comparati

obtained with the albertite of New Brunswick. The
I yield of gas from this remarkable material is per 2,240

pounds, 15,000 cubic feet with an illuminating power of 58*14

candles. But when the yield of gas is restricted to 10,000

cubic feet per ton of 2,240 pounds the illuminating power

rises to 70-38 candles. The amount of coke left by one ton

of albertite is 946 pounds corresponding very closely to the

results of analysis in a platinum crucible which show for 100

parts :—
Volatile matter, 57-0

Fixed carbon, 42-5

100-00

This ration would require 963 pounds of coke, as near an
approach as operations in the large way can be expected to

give, being within 1-76 per cent. The quantity of sulphur in

the albertite is less than in the wollongongite, the number of
cubic feet of the gas from the former completely purified by one
bushel of lime being 9025 against 5686 feet of the latter.

At —7° F. the gas from the albertite lost 34 per centof its

illuminating power.

I am indebted to J. A, Sabbaton, engineer of the Manhat-
tan Gas Light Company, New York, for the facts here given

as to the technical value of the albertite, being the results of a

recent determination, called out by the remarkable facts fur-

lii-' 1 by the wollongongite.
-

'.ven, May 19, 1869.

• 3, 1869.—Since the foregoing was in press I have had
;.:i

;
jrtunity to test the value oi i\iQ wollongongite, hj th^

lb- ir i-carbon Gas Process, with the following results.

.\ mixture was made of 5 per cent of wollongongite with ^5
|M-r ' cnt tf bituminous (caking) coal of Westmoreland, Penn.,
ilw \;ilue of which coal when treated alone by the same process

had been previously determined. Of this mixture charges of 200
pounds each were employed, and the total yield of gas after
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purification produced measured by the station meter. Also

a mixture of 10 per cent wollongongite with 90 per cent of West-
moreland coal was prepared and treated in the same charges of

200 pounds and the gas produced measured in the same manner.

The time of carbonization was in each case, two hours, and

during all the time the products from the anthracite retort (hy-

drogen and carbonic oxyd) were acting in full force on the

distillation-products of the coal mixture.

The following is a transcript from the record of the experi-

Date, June 2d, 1869. Fair Haven Hydro-carbonGas Works.*
All the retorts hot and ready for action, but the making of gas

suspended preparatory to this experiment. Four charges of

200 pounds each of the above mixture of wollongongite and
Westmoreland coal were carbonized successively, the total

weight carbonized being 800 pounds.
Time of Readinjrs of Sfa- Time of duration of
begmumg. tion Meter. Yield. each charge.
12»i43in 935020 Ih. 2m. -]

935700

937770

938910
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At the end of the second hour from the commencement of the

last charge the operation was closed, giving an average pro-

duct for each charge of 1470 cubic feet of gas, or a yield of
7'35 cubic feet for each pound of the mixture employed. As
by former trials I had determined the value of the Westmore-
land coal alone, by the Hydro-carbon Process, to be 6 27 cu-

bic feet of gas, it follows that the increase of 1'08 cubic feet

of gas is due to the average addition of 7^ per cent of the wol-

T he yield of gas per one ton (2240 lbs.) of such a mixture
would therefore be 16,464 cubic feet.

T-he illuminating Power of the Gas.—The illuminating

voUongongite

t of Westmoreland coal the corrected result of 15

3 gave an illuminating power of 18-79 candles.

26-98 "

Average power for whole quantity containing an
average of 71 p. c. of wollongongite, 22'88 "

These results are given for the usual standard of 5 cubic feet

of gas burned in one hour in an Argand standard burner.

The total economical effect of a mixture containing ten per
cent of wollongongite is best stated in the quantity ofspermaceti,

equivalent to one ton (2240 lbs.) of such a material which in

this case is found to be 1774-9 lbs.

The Westmoreland coal alone when treated by the

same process yields a total economical effect, 797 6 "
Gain of total economical effect due to the use of

10 per cent of Wollongongite, 977-3 "

Equivalent to 221/,, per cent gain.

As the yield of gas per ton of this mixture is 16464 c. f.

And Westmoreland coal alone by same treatment, 14057 "

ident that 71 per cent of wollongongite (o-t vi pej

ve yields168-2 lbs.) have yielded gas, 2407 "

This quantity (2407-^168-8) corresponds to 14-31 cubic feet

of gas to the pound of material. When treated alone by the

common process the wollongongite yields as already stated in

the former part of this paper, 6*11 cubic feet per pound.
Tlicre is an increase therefore of 232y\ per cent in the volume
of the gas obtained from the wollongongite under the influ-

1 : f the hydro-carbon process. It is evident therefore that
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under the influence of this process the extremely dense and

rich gas which the ordinary process returns from this coal is

broken up into a much larger volume of gas of a less density

and lower illuminating power. Wollongongite has therefore

the power to raise the illuminating intensity of gas from common
caking coals when treated by the hydro-carbon process, even

when so small a quantity as five per cent is employed, much
above the average of illuminating gas in common use ;

while

at the same time the volume of the gas produced exceeds

16,400 cubic feet per ton against about 10,000 cubic feet by

the common process, of a much lower illuminating power.

Akt. XI.

—

The Eules of Zoological Nomenclature. From the

Report of a Gom,mittee '•' appointed to report on the changes

tvhich they may consider desirable to make, if any^ in the

Rules of Zoloogical Nomenclature, drawn up by Mr. H. R
Steicklakd, at the instance of the British Association, at

their meeting in Manchester in 1842." With notes by A.

E. Vereill.

That the value and utility of the binomial system of no-

menclature, established by Linne and at once adopted by
nearly all scientific zoologists and botanists, depends directly

upon the uniformity and. universality of the rules regulating

its application is so evident as to require no demonstration

;

yet very many writers, both in this country and abroad, con-

stantly ignore, either ignorantly or carelessly, if not wilfully,

many of the most essential laws proposed by the author of

the system, and confirmed and made sacred by the usage of

the best naturalists of the past, century. The advance of

zoological and botanical sciences has, it is true, made necessary

certain restrictions to and extensions of the rules established

by Linnaeus, but later codes of laws regulating this matter are

based upon and, in all the principal points, are essentially

identical with those originally proposed.*
To secure greater uniformity and bring about certain reforms

in this matter, the British Association in 1842 appointed a

committee, consisting of Mr. C.Darwin, Professor Henslow, Rev.

L. Jenyns, Mr. W. Ogilby, Mr. J. Phillips, Dr. Richardson,
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Mr. H. C. Strickland, Mr^ J. 0. Westwood, to draw up and
report a code of rules " by which the nomenclature of zoology

may be established on a uniform and permanent basis." To
this committee were afterward added W. J. Broderip, Profes-

sor Owen, W. E. Shuckard, G. K. Waterhouse and W. Yarrel.

This committee in 1842 submitted to the Association a " series

of propositions," which were adopted and printed in the Ke-
port for that year.* They were also published separately for

private distribution.

A committee was afterward appointed by the Association of

American Geologists and Naturalists to consider this subject.

The committee reported at the sixth meeting, 1845, in favor

of adopting the British Association's Kules, with slight mod-
ifications, the principal objection being to the writing of

proper names of species without an initial capital, a change
since introduced also by the British Association. The report

was accepted and the amended rules adopted.f Although the

neformatoiT influence of these rules, thus brought so promi-
nently to the notice of zoologists, has doubtless been very
great, yet their success was but partial, even in England, for

siderable number of English authors have either ignored

ogy, especially, the violations of such laws have been lamenta-
bly numerous and disastrous. This result may, perhaps, have
been due in part to a few propositions, which, though of but
secondary importance, were regarded as objectionable, in prac-

. tice, by some of the best writers, and have now been modified.
In 1863, a new committee of sixteen was appointed by the
British Association to consider the "changes, if any, which
they may consider it desirable to make in the Rules." At the
Birmingham meeting in 1865, a Report was submitted and
adopted by the Association,:|: recommending the following :

—

I. That Botany should not be introduced into the Strick-

land rules and recommendations.
II. That the permanency of names and convenience of prac-

tical application being the two chief requisites in any code of

rules for scientific nomenclature, it is not advisable to disturb

* Erport of the twelfth meeting, 1842, p. 106,—also reprinted in Annals of
XaTiir.a History; Philosophical Magazine

; translated mto French, in the Journal
itut'; and translated into Italian and approved bv the Scientific Con-.

amended rules were printed in this Journal, 2d series, vol.

t of the British Association for the Advancement of Science,
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"by any material alterations the rules of zoological nomencla-

ture which were authorized by Section D at the Meeting of

the British Association at Manchester in 1842.

III. The Committee are of opinion, after much deliberation,

that the Xllth edition of the ' Systema Nature Ms that to

which the limit of time should apply, viz., 1766.

works of Artedi and T

used by ichthyologists

that the names contain*

not be affected by this

site as regards the generic names of Artedi, afterward used by

Linnaeus himself*

lof Linnaens waa left

Chester Committee. This was d

In Mr. H. E. Strickland's original draft
' '^''
"

'^nae IIS waa left blar

many species the Xth did not. For these

names would be required, and in c(

IV. In Rule 13th, " Specific names, when adopted as gene-

ric, must he changed." The committee agree that it is ex-

ceedingly injudicious to adopt a specific name as a generic

name, but they are of opinion that where this has been done,

it is the generic name which must be thrown aside, not the

old specific name, and that this rule should be so altered as to

meet this.

V. The recommendations under " Classes of ohjectionaUe

names," as already pointed out, cannot be too carefuUy atten-

ded to. Specific names from persons have already been suffi-

ciently prostituted, and personal generic names have increased

to a large and undeserving extent. The handing down the

name of a naturalist by a genus has always been considered

as the highest honor that could be given, and should never be

bestowed lightly.

* If the Xllth edition is to be adopted as the limit of priority, it wUl be neces-

sary to make additional exceptions. Thus the excellent and important work of Pallas,

s Zoophytarum, was published nearly two years before the last volume of

l^^ftTui*!
difference whether the Xth c
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VI. The recommendation, ^^ Specijic names to he written

with a small initial." The Committee propose that this re-

commendation should be omitted. It is not of great impor-
tance, and may be safely left to naturalists to deal with as

[ley 1

ThThese are the chief alterations and modifications the Com-
mittee have to suggest. It is scarcely possible to make any
code of rules for a subject so extensive as zoology either per-

fect in itself or such as will meet the opinions of every one.

It must be a matter of compromise, and as working by no
rules is creating great confusion and an immense increase in

synonymy, the Committee would ask this Section to approve

their present report or finding, and to give their sanction to

these Kules and Recommendations as now proposed to be

Signed on the part of the members of Committee present

at Birmingham"'-* by Wm. Jardinb, Reporter.

• On the preceding Report being read to Section D, upon
Tuesday, 19th September, the following motion was made and
carried unanimously :

—

Moved by Mr. G-wyn Jeffreys, seconded by Dr. Sclater,

—

That the Report now read he approved of and adopted hy
the Section^ and that the Rules or propositions, as thereby al-

tered and amended, he printed in the Reports of the British

Association and ' recommended for the general use of zoolo-

gists.

proposing
zoological no-

- _ _

'p--—
•

One great c

fie nomenclature -of zoology, has been the frequent and often exclu;

of vernacular names in lieu of the Latin binomial designations, which

to render perfect the Latin or Linnsean method of nomenclature, which, t
' scope of national vanities and modern antipathies, 1
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ndinsr the name of;

thority.*

Little, Armstrong, GoUgUbj, &c., i

or Harvey, that they were devoid ot meaning, and should hence propose to

change them for more characteristic appellations, they would not act more

unphilosophically or inconsiderately than they do in the case before us; for,

in truth, it matters not in tlie least by what conventional sound we agree to

designate an individual object, provided the sign to be employed be stamped

with such an authority as will suffice to make it pass current. Now in zool-

ogy no one person can subsequently claim an authority equal to that pos-

sessed by the person who is the first to define a new genus or describe a new
species ; and hence it is that the name originally given, even though it may

posed, ought as a general principle to be permanently retained. To this con-

sideration we ought to add the injustice of erasing the name originally selec-

and we ishould reflect liow much the permission of such a \practice opens a

door to (jbscure pretenders for drasmnff themselives into noti.

of origiilal observers. Neither ca'n an aiJthor I)e permitted to alter

whichb n accordance ixed and

equitable Deca,ndolle,"L'auteur m^me qui a

'apasplusqu'i
. La priorite (

inautre le droit de ger pour

S=ssst m effet est un terme fixe, positif, qui

§ 1. The name originally given by the founder of a group

or the describer of a species should be permanently retained,

to the exclusion of all subsequent synonyms (with the excep-

tions about to be noticed).

Having laid down this principle, we must next inquire into the limitations

which are found necessary in carrying it into practice/

{Not to extend to avlhors older than Litmeevs.]—As our subject matter is

strictly confined to the binomial system of nomenclature, or that which indi-

cates species by means of two Latin words, the one generic, the other specific,

and as tfiis invaluable method originated solely with Linnseus, it is clear that,

as far as species are concerned, we ought not to attempt to carry back the

principle of priority beyond the date of the 12th edition of the ' Systenia

Nature,' 1766. Previous to that period, naturalists were wont to indicate

cupied a sentence, the extreme verbosity of which method was productive

of great inconvenience. It is true that one word sometimes sufiiced for the

definition of a species, but these rare cases were only binomial by accident
__j__^u :_^- 1. 3 'not therefore in any instance to supersede
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The same reasons apply also to f^eneric names. Linnaeus was the first to

attach a definite value to genera, and to give them a systematic character by
means of exact definitions ; and therefore, although the navies used by
previous authors may often be applied with propriety to modern genera, yet in

such cases they acquire a new meaning and should be quoted on the authority

of the first person who used them in this secondary sense. It is true that

several of the old authors made occasional approaches to the Linnman exact-

ness of generic definition, but still these were but partial attempts ; and it

trace back our authorities into the obscurity which preceded the epoch of its

foundation, we shall find no resting-place or fixed boundarv for our researches.

The nomenclature of Ray is chiefly derived from that of Gesner and Aldro-
vandus, and from these authors we might proceed backward -to Julian, Pliny,

and Aristotle, till our zoological studies would be frittered away amid the

refinements of classical learning.*

We therefore recommend the adoption of the following proposition :

—

§ 2. The binomial nomenclature having originated with
Linnasus, the law of priority in respect of that nomenclature,
is not to extend to the writings of antecedent authors, and
therefore specific names published before 1766 cannot be used
to the prejudice of names published since that date.f

[It should be here explained, that as the works of Artedi and Scopoli have
already been extensively used by ichthyologists and entomologists, the names

sion. This is particularly requisite as regards the generic names of Artedi,
afterward used by Linna?us himself Brisson also, who was a contemporary
of LinnjBus and acquainted with the ' Systema Naturas,' defined and pub-
lished certain genera of birds which are additional io those in tlie twelfth edi-

tion of Linnaeus's works, and which are therefore of perfectly good authority.

tence instead of a word, and therefore while we retain his^defined genera, we
do not extend the same indulgence to the titles of his species, even when the
latter are accidentally binomial in form. For instance, the Perdix rubra of

the generic name of Brisson and the specific name of Linnaeus, the correct

title of the species would be Perdix rufa. (Linn.),

ber of known species which form the groundwork of zoological science is

plete, fresh general iz

ber of genera and ot er groups requiring appellations is
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extensive. It t?ius becomes necessary to subdivide the contents of old groups

and to make their definitions continually more restricted. In carrying out

this process, it is an act ofjustice to the original author that his generic name
should never be lost sight of; and it is no less essential to the welfare of the

science, that all which is sound in its nomenclature should remain unaltered

; additions which are continually being made to it. On this ground

i the adoption of the following rule :—

§ 3. A generic name, when once established, should never

be canceled in any subsequent subdivision of the group, but

retained in a restricted sense for one of the constituent por-

!o be retained for the typical portion of the old genus.]—''''' '
mera, the original name should besubdivided

. )rtion of it

3 as at first defined. Authors freqt

n the greatest degree its essen-

3 one species as a fixed point of reference, which they term the « type

of the genus." When they omit doing s
^

rectly inferred that thefrst species mentioned on their list,"if found accu-
rately to agree witli their definition, was regarded by them as the type.* A
specific name, or its synonyms, will also often serve to point out the particular

species which by implication must be regarded as the original type of a ge-

nus. In such cases we are justified in restoring the name of the old genus
to its typical signification, even when later authors have done otherwise.

§ 4. The generic name should always be retained for that

portion of the original genus which was considered typical by
the author.

Example.—The genus, Picumnus was established by Temminck, and in-

cluded two groups, one with four toes, the other with three, the former of

M'liich was regarded by the author as typical. Swainson, however, in raising

these groups at a later period to the rank of genera, gave a new name, Ast})e-

rect sense, canceling the name, Jisthenurus Sw., and imposing a new name
on the three-toed group which Swainson had called Picumnus.

applied to the earlier writers, since it often happens that the actual positioii of the

first species, in the restricted modern genera, cannot be determined with certainty.

Thus in the Xllth edition, Syt. Nat , Mactra includes eight species, most of which
are now referred to distinct genera, but the original name is variously restricted.

Conrad pretends to take Xhe first species, M. Sprengleri, as the type, and thus forms
a group with hvXfive species, which had long before received another name, while

M. stuUorum (type of Lam. 1801) he applies the name Trigonella Da Costa, but

ghri, he put.s this species also in Trigonella ! Thus we have in the same catalogue
one species of Mactra, and that t)xQ first, appearing in two different genera.—an
instance that might be regarded as an accidental error were it not that other ca^es

appears again as Spisula {MactroTneris) Sayi, on p. 45, being in this case placed

the same page as a synonym o( Periploma inequivalvis,' with no explanation.

(See American Journal of Conchology, vols, iii and iv, Appendix, "Gatalo-ue
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§ 5. When the evidence as to the original type of a genus
is not perfectly clear and indisputable, then the person who
first subdivides the genus may affix the original name to any
portion of it at his discretion, and no later author has a. right

to transfer that name to any other part of the original genus.''

[A hdername of the same extent as an earlier to be icholly canceled.]—When
an author infringes the law of priority by giving a new name to a genus
which has been properly defined and named already, the only penalty which
can be attached to this act of negligence or injustice, is to expel the name so

introduced from the pale of the science. It is not right, then, in such cases

to restrict the meaning of the latter name so that it may stand side by side

with the earlier one, as has sometimes been done. For instance, the genus,

) Lophophorus Temm., 1813,
icies as their type, and therefore,

of time to be divided into two, it

, Monaulus, to one of the portions.

To state this succinctly:—

§ 6. When two authors define and name the same genus, both
making it exactly of the same extent., the later name should
be canceled in toto, and not retained in a modified sense.f

This rule admits of the following exception :—

§ 7. Provided, however, that if these authors select their

respective types from different sections of the genus, and these
sections be afterward raised into genera, then both these
names may be retained in a restricted sense for the new genera
respectively.

Exnmple.—The names, (Edemia and Melanelta, were originally c
synonyms, but their respective types were taken from different si

are now raised into genera, distmguished by the above titles.

[No special rule is required for the cases in which the later o
names is so defined as to be less extensive in signification thai

for if the later includes the type of tlie earlier genus, it would
by the operation of § 4 ; and if it does not include that type,

a'distinct genus.]

e toltrat>'d, if they have bee
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But when the later name is inore extensive than the earlier, the following

rule comes into operation :

—

[A later name equivalent to several earlier ones is to be canceled.]—Tho same
principle which is involved in ^ 6 will apply to § 8.

§ 8, If the later name be so defined as to be equal in ex-

tent to two or more previously published genera, it must be

canceled in toto.

}livs VVajrl., 1827, is , ^,_„
therefore Psarocolius should

following rule is necessary :

—

[A genus compounded of two or more previously proposed genera whose char-

acters are now deemed insufficient, should retain the name of one of them.]— li

one. In such cases the law of priority forbids us to cancel all tlie original

names and impose a new one on this compound genus. We must therefore

select some one species as a type or example, and give the generic name

inal generic names differ in date, the oldest one should be the one adop-

§ 9. In compounding a genus out of several smaller ones,

the earliest of them, if otherwise unobjectionable, should be

selected, and its former generic name be extended over the new
genus so compounded.

Bxample.—The t

name of Accentor, that being the e

aw of priority, and in which it becomes both justifiable and \

alter the names originally imposed by authors.
/

[Ana rne should be chJnged when U^e
XliSfS^d^^SS

oup ichich

still reta.ins {t.]-h bemg essential to the teobjects
iHns^y by m£ns of h^o words^only, without the aid of a

e should only have one i

ny_^further

designat

words, that two genera should i ne.'''"S?ora

^ason, no two species in the same genus should bear the sai

When these cases occur, the later of the
celed, aiid a new term, or the earliest sync3nym,'if Sere beTny! sut)stituted.

* The Principle^of thisjule is sufficiently obvious and simple, Imt its ap-

1 well established snecifi^

found to

synonym.'oVtsHS\5s'Ln^^^^

. antedates Tellina tenera Say, but the former \

le name of the latter was changed. Should it now be c

,
should the rejected name be restored afier the separal
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When it is necessary to form new words for this purpose, it is desirable to

make them bear some analogy to those which they are destined to supersede,

as where the genus of birds, Phdorhynchm, being preoccupied in Ichthyology,

is changed to P/edor/i^/»ip^M5. It is, we conceive, the bounden duty of an

name which he propo-es to employ has not been previously adopted in other

departments of natural history.* By neglecting this precaution he is liable

to have the name altered and his authority superseded by the first subsequent
author who may detect the oversight, and for this result, however unfortunate,

detectors of these errors would, as an act of courtesy, point them out to the

author himself, if living, and leave it to him to correct his own inadverten-

cies.! This occasional hardship appears to us to be a less evil than to per-

mit the practice of giving
'' ' F 7-. -^ .- _

of genera. We submit, t

§ 10. A name should be changed which has before been pro-

posed for some other genus in zoology or botany,| or for some
other species in the same genus, when still retained for such

genus or species.

\A name whose meaning is glfiringlyfalse may be changed.]—

to human infirmity. If such proper names of places as Covent Garden, Lin-
' ' ' "— -

^ Newcastle, Bridgewater, &c., no longer suggest tl

' ' ' - "r the mind with the (

kvhich they respectively designate

equally perform the office of correct indication, even when their etymologi-
cal meaning may be wholly inapplicable to the object which they typify. But
we must remember that the language of science has but a limited currency,

and hence the words which compose it do not circulate with the same free-

dom and rapidity as those which belong to every-day life. The attention is

consequently liable in scientific studies to be diverted from the contemplation
of the thing signified to the etymological meaning of the sign, and hence
it is necessary to provide that the latter shall not be such as to propagate ac-

tual error. Instances of this kind are indeed very rare, and in some cases^

such as that of Monodon, Caprimulgus, Pnrndisea apoda, and Monoculus,
they have acquired sufficient currency no longer to cause error, and are

therefore retained without change. But when we find a Batrachian reptile

named in violation of its true affinities Mastodonsaurus, a Mexican species

v.- ./x^urk of M. A<r;isfciz. entitled '• Nomenclator Zoologicus," and - Index Uni-

;- in unpleasantness, and frequently fails in its object, since many men

uld rcj,'ard it as .1 duty to correct every error in nomenclature at the

plac. - for s'lich changes.—v.

X Tlie number of names now in use and well established in both botany and

aril nearly impossible, as no concert of opinion is likely to be obtained on this

j.oinr But aU appear to admit the necessity of allowing the same name to be

of gardens, fields, castles, or bridges, but refer the mind with the quickn
of thought to the p
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termed (through erroneous information of its habitat) Picus caftr, or an olive-

colored one Muscicapa atra, or when a name is derived from an accidental

monstrosity, as in Ptcus semirostris of Linnajus, and Helix disjiinda of Tur-

ton, we feel justified in canceling these names, and adopting that synonym
which stands next in point of date.* At the same time we think it right to

remark that this privilege is very liable to abuse, and ought therefore to be

applied only to extreme cases and with great caution. With these limita-

tions we may concede that :

—

§ 11. A name may be changed \Ylien it implies a false pro-

position which is likely to propagate important errors.

[Xames notcharly dtjinedmay he changed.]—Unless a species or group is

intelligibly defined when the name is given, it cannot be recognized by

others, and the signification of the name is consequently lost. Two things

are necessary before a zoological term can acquire any authority, viz., defi-

nilion and publication. Definition properly implies a distinct exposition of

essential characters, and in all cases we conceive this to be indispensable,

although some authors maintain that a mere enumeration of the component
species, or even of a single type, is sufficient to authenticate a genus.f To
constitute publication, nothing short of the insertion of the above particulars

in a printed b.ok can be held sufficient. Many birds, for instance, in the

Paris and other continental museums, shells in the British Museum (in Dr.

Leach's time) and fossils in the Scarborough and other public collections,

have received MS. names, which will be of no authority until they are pub-

lished with characters.^ Nor can any unpublished descriptions, however ex-

claim any right of priority till published, and then only from the date of their

publication. The same rule applies to cases where groups or species are pub-

f The custom of establishing genera by merely naming one or more species.

v;-ithout indicating any generic character or even giving figures, is exceedingly

objectionable and liable to lead to confusion, especially when, as often happens,

tlie same author afterward describes the genus and adopts a dilferent type.

Thus Toxopneiiste.^ Ag. was originally named with "Echinus pileolus" as

its typo; afterward it was described and E. tuberculatus Lam. (a species

later (in Catal. Rais.) the genus was extended so as to include not only E. in-

berciilatus and its allies, but also several other forms which have since been

separated as genera, but E. pileolus was not included ; in later works the name
has been restricted to E. Drobachiensis and allied species (our genus. Euryechinus)
which were referred to the restricted genus, Echinus, when Toxopneustes was
originally separated. Finally a new generic name, Toxoddaris A. Ag , has re-

11U3 represented by E. pileolm (Boletia) or to that having E. tuberculatus as its

author's type is incorrectly identified and does not agree with the original species,

bearing the same specific name, even in generic characters.—r.
+ Those MS. names are in all cases liable to create confusion, and it is there-
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useum catalogues, and in Lesson's

ey can be identified. TJierefore :—

been clearly defined in some
chang

[Specijic navies, when adopted as generic, must he changed.]—The necessity

for the following rule will be best illustrated by an example. The Corvns
jnirrhocornx Linn., was afterward advanced to a genus under the name of
Pyrrhocorax. Temminck adopts this generic name, and also retains the old

specific one, so that he terms the species Pyirhocorax pijfrhocorax. The in-

elegance of this method is so great as to demand a change of the generic

name.* We propose, therefore, that:

—

§ 13. A specific name must not be altered in order to use

that name for the genus ; where this bas been already done
the old specific name must be restored, and a new generic

name given to prevent an unharmonious repetition.

.V.jB.—It will be seen, however, below that we strongly object to the

further continuance of this practice of elevating spetiific names into gen-

[Lalin Orthography to be adhered to.]—On the subject of orthography it is

necessary to lay down one proposition :

—

§ 14. In writing zoological names, the rules of Latin orthog-
raphy must be adhered to.

In Latinizing Greek words there are certain rules of orthography known
to classical scholars which must never be departed from. For instance, the

names which modern authors have written Jiipucnemia, Zenoph'sia, poio-
cephala, must, according to the laws of etymology, be spelt JEpycnemic

,

Xenophasia, and paocephaJa. In Latinizing modem words the rules of classic

usage do not apply, and all that we can do is to give to such terms as clas-

sical an appearance as we can, consistently with the preservation of their

best to retain the original form, even though it may include letters and com-
binations unknown in Latin. Such
Knighti, BuUockl EschschoJtzt, would 1

.

Latinized into Vudvnrdi, Cnichti, BuUocci, Essohi, &c. But words of bar-

barous origin, having no fixed orthography, are more pliable, and hence,
when adopted into the Latin, they should be rendered as classical in appear-
ance as is consistent with the preservation of their original sound. Thus

:.-^e numerous iastances where adjective spe-

,'ina was changed to Mercenaria violacea,
restored the old specific name, so that its

-- ,.
- .;, is another marked instance ' of the absurd

-
. ''i ]r 1' • -('-. Sr'i'imacher raised the species to generic rank, under

- term. Gart, and the original specific name having been restored,
^ appears in recent works under the ridiculous "name," Guri garif
.^ said that Gari gari is not the oris^inal soup-shell of Rumph after

"
,
perhaps, less absurd,
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the words Tockus, mcsiiree, argoondnh, kundoo, &c., should when Latinized,

have been written Toccus, au,mre, argundn, cundu, &c. Such words ought,

in all practicable cases, to have a Latin termination given them, especially if

they are used generically.

3 following rules must be attended

tten and its orthography J

:eive that the authority of the origini

3 name, and not that of the person wt

PART II.

appears practicable to invest with the character of laws. We have endeav-

ored to make them as few and simple as possible, in the hope that they may
be the more easily comprehended and adopted by naturalists in general.

We are aware that a large number of other regulations, some of which are

hereafter enumerated, have been proposed and acted upon by various authors

who have undertaken the difficult task of legislating on the subject ; but as

the enforcement of such rules would in many cases undermine the invaluable

principle of priority, we do not feel justified in adopting them. At the same
time we fully admit that the rules in question are, for the most part, founded

on just criticism, and therefore, though we do not allow them to operate re-

trospectively, we are willing to retain them for future guidance. Although

mount to all others, yet we are not blind to the desirableness of rendering
" " holar and the man of taste. Many

with the stamp of perpetual cur-

them without infringing the law of priority may be a subject of regret. With
these terms we cannot interfere, if we adhere to the principles above laid

down ; nor is there even any remedy, if authors insist on infringing the rules

of good taste by introducing into the science words of the same inelegant

or unclassical character in future. But that which cannot be enforced by law

may, in some measure, be effected by persuasion; and with this view we sub-

mit the following propositions to naturalists, under tlie title of i

" the Improvement of Zoolosricid JVomendature infidu,

§ A. The best zoological names are those which are derived

from the Latin or Greek, and express some distinguishing

characteristic of the object to which they are applied.
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[Classes of objectionable names.]—It follows from hence that (he following
lasses of words are more or less objectionable in point of taste, though, in

he case of genera, it is ofien necessary to use them, from the impossibility of
inding. characteristic words which have not before been employed for other
fenera. We will commence with those which appear the least open to ob-

a. Geographical names.—These words being for the most part adjectives

an rarely be used for genera. As designations of species they have been
o strongly objected to, that some authors (Wagler, for instance) have gone
be length of substituting fresh names wherever they occur; others (e. g-.

Swainson) will only tolerate them where they apply exchisivelij. We are by
lo means disposed to go to this length. It is not the less true that the Hi-
undo javanica is a Javanese bird, even though it may occur in other coun-
ries also, and though other species of Hirundo may occur in Java. The

ihole truth. However, as so many authors object to this class of names, it

J better to avoid giving them, except where there is reason to believe that

;ie species is confined to the country w'

h. Barbarous names.—Some autliors
[

:on of exotic words into our Latin no
rith equal warmth. We may remark, first, that the practice is not contrary

} classical usage, for the Greeks and Romans did occasionally, though with
jluctance, introduce barbarous words in a modified form into their respec-

mal. Thus when the name rrogne is given to a SwalL
Hydra to a Polyp, Jlthene to an Owl, Xestor to a grey-

pleasing and beneficial connection is established betwei

and physical science.

e. Comparative names.—The objections which have b

tions of objects, should where practicable, be drawn ft
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i. JVames of harsh andinekgant pronimcialion.—These words are grating to

the ear, either from inelegance of form, as Huhiia, Yuhinn, Craxirex, Esch-

schoUzi, or from too great length, as cMrostrongyloslinus, Opetiorhy^

brnchypor • • — - ,. ^ . . .

five syllables.

k. Ancient names of animals applied in a vrrong sense.— It has been cus-

tomary in numerous cases to apply the names of animals found in classic

the ancients. The names Cebvs, CaUithrix, Spiza, Kitla, Struthus, are ex-

amples. This practice ought by no means to be encouraged. The usual

defence for it is, that it is impossible now to identify the species to which

the name was anciently applied. But it is certain that if any traveller will

take the trouble to collect the vernacular names used by the modern Greeks

and Italians for the Vertebrata and Mollusca of southern Europe, the mean-

ing of the ancient names may in most cases be determined with the greatest

precision. It has been well remarked that a Cretan fisher-boy is a far better

commentator on Aristotle's ' History of Animals ' than a British or German
scholar. The use, however, of ancient names, ichen correctly applied, is most

desirable, for " in framing scientific terms, the appropriation of old words is

preferable to the formation of new ones."*
/. Adjective generic names.—The names of genera are in all cases essen-

tially substantive, and hence adjective terms cannot be employed for them

without doing violence to grammar. The generic names Hinns, C'riniger,

Cursorius, jVitidula, &c., are examples of this incorrect usage.f
m. Hybnd n/fwies.—Compound words, whose component parts are taken

from two dilTerent languages are great deformities in nomenclature, and

naturalists should be especially guarded not to introduce any more such terms

into zoology, which furnishes too many examples of them already. We have

them compounded of Greek and Latin, as Dendroftlco, Gymnocorvus, Mono-

cuius, .%borophila, favigaster ; Greek and French, as Jacamaralcyon, J'lca-

merops ; and Greek and English, as BuUockoides, Gilbertsomniles.

Nov. Org. 1
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I. JVrtmcs closely resembling other navies already iised.—By Rule V
I down that when a name is introduced which is identical with

usly used, the later one should be changed. Some authors have €

same principle to cases where the later name, when correctly

y appioaches in form, without wholly coinciding with the earli*

not, however, think it advisable to make this law imperative, first,
"

'
, which renders it highly difl

other; and, secondly, because of the

degree of approximation beyond which s

We content ourselves, therefore, with putting torth iti

a recommendation to naturalists, in selecting generic

too closely approximate to words already adopted. S(

the judicious naturalist will aim at variety of designation, and will not, for

example, call a species virens or virescens in a genus which already possesses

0. Corrupted icords.—In the construction of compound Latin words, there

are certain grammatical rules which have been known and acted on for two
thousand years, and which a naturalist is bound to acquaint himself with

before he tries his skill in coining zoological terms. One of the' chief of
these rules is, that in compounding words all the radical or essential parts of
the constituent members must he retained, and no change made except in

duced which run counter to this rule, and form most unsightly objects to all

r the Latin language. A name made up

1 examples in the names. Curcorfix [from Corvtis and ryrrhocorax)

oth the simple words is retained in the compound, a fau

d by cutting off too much of the radical and vital porti<

in Bucorvus (from Buceros and Corvus], Ninox [J^isus i

generic names which have not been used before, have adopted the
coining words at random, without any derivation or meaning whatevei
following are examples: Viralva, Xema, ^^zeca, Jissiminia, Qiiedius, .

To the
-

Mh of .llcedo

9 in very bad taste, and is especially calculated to bring 1

ontempt. It finds no precedent in the Augustan age of L
ompared only to the puerile quibblings of the middle ages.

I appear never to produce new words by
spontaneous generation, but always to derive them from some other source,

however distant or obscure. And it is peculiarly annoying to the etymolo-
gist, who, after seeking in vain through the vast storehouses of human lan-

guage for the parentage of such words, discovers at last that he has been pur-

q. Xames previovshj canceled hy the operation o/ § 0.—Some authors con-

'
' " priority, they are then at liberty to apply it at pleasure to any

new group which may 1

1 by re-issuing it with a new meaning attacJ

certainly known whether a name has really

the limits of genera are continually being
id can seldom be again employed with safety.-
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r. Specific names raised into generic.—It has s

in subdividing an old genus to give the lesser ^
of their respective typical species. Our Rule 13 i

new generic nam '

'
'

' " ''

( nomenclator; and it will be seen that the navigation through

constructing a language which shall

y on the one hand, and (

""
'"

supply the demands of scier

elegance on the other, is not to be inconsiderately undertaken by
persons. Our nomenclature presents but too many flaws and inelegancies

already, and as the stern law of priority forbids their removal, it follows

their authors to the latest ages in which zoology shall be studied.

[EimiHes to end in idse, and Subfamilies in infe.]—The practice sug-

gested in the following proposition has been adopted by many recent authors,

and its simplicity and convenience is so great that we strongly recommend

§ B. It is recommended that the assemblages of genera,

termedJamilies, should he unilbrmly named by adding the

termination, idm, to the name of the earliest known, or most
typically characterized genus in them ; and that their subdi-

visions, termed subfamilies, should be similarly constructed

with the termination, mce.

t Strixidft, BuceridfU.

; is frequently

append to tnem the name of the person

m proposed. When the same person is

generic name, the case is very simple

;

author is annexed to the generic name

difficulty occurs. For example, the Musicapa crinita of

to the modern genus, Tyrannus of Vieillot; but Swainson

apply the specific name of Linnajus to the generic one ot

nestion now arises. Whose authority is to be quoted for the

, is equall

il it Tyrai

ich, though expressing the facts <

I as numerous other forms of famil^

I, a little more latitude might well h
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vantage in particular cases where great

pidity. Of the three per-

of a binomial title in the case before us, we
conceive that the author vfYiofirst describes and names a species wliich forms
the ground Avork of later generalizations, possesses a higher claim to have

embrace that species, or who may be the mere accidental means of bringing
the generic and specific names into contact. By giving the authority for the

specific name in preference to all others, the inquirer is referred directly to the
original description, habitat, »Sz,c., of the species, and is at the same time re-

species, may be carried in the memory, or referred to in systematic works
without the necessity of perpetually quoting their authorities. The most
simple mode then, for ordinary use, seems to be, to append to the original au-

thority for the species, when not applying to the genus also, some distinctive

mark implying an exclusive reference to the specific name, as Tyrannus cri-

nitus (Linn.), and to omit this expression when the same authority attaches to

both genua and species, as Ostrea edulis Linn.* Therefore :

—

§ C. It is recommended that the authority for a specific

name, ivhen not applying to the generic ndme also, should be
expressed thus, (Linn.), as Tyrannus crinitus (Linn.).

[JVeio genera and species to be defined amply and publicly.]—A large propor-

tion of the complicated mass of synonyms, which has now become the oppro-

brium of zoology, has originated either from the slovenly and imperfect man-
ner in which species and groups have been originally defined, or from their

definitions having been inserted in obscure local publications, which have
never obtained an extensive circulation. Therefore, although under § 12 we
have conceded that mere insertion in a printed book is sufficient for publica-

tion, yet we would strongly advise the authors of new groups always to give,

in the first instance, a full and accurate definition of their characters, and to

insert the same in such periodical or other works as are likely to obtain an

* If but one person's name can be allowed as authority it should, without
clouni:. l»e that of the author who has given the full name, as adopted, but in

catalr. 'lies and other works where no synonym is given, it would be well to write

also the name of the original deseriber, when not the same, enclosing it in a

author, discoverer or deseriber,—a distinction which often becomes a disgrace if

coupled with bad and careless descriptions or objectionable names.

There is a great disagreement among authors as to the punctuation th;it should

vier, Agassiz, and Linne, whcf often use indifferently a comma or else no punctu-
ation. The best usage appears to be without any punctuation, the authority in this

case being understood to be a noun in the genitive, though written in the nomi-

•f-
Since publication implies both printing and distribution, it is obvious that the

date when a memoir was read (often only by title) is not to be regarded as the

date of 3,ci\ia\ publication of genera and species. And yet many Societies give in
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§ D. It is recommended that new genera or species be

amply defined, published, and eoctensively circulated in the

first instance.

)rm, whatever may 1

of^l^nera agree m.^enrf.,-

groups from which they :

' e changing the gender or termination of a genus already

§ E, It is recommended that in subdividing an old genus in

future, the names given to the subdivisions should agree in

gender with that of the original group.

[Etymologies and types of new genera to he stated.]—It is obvioua that the

names of genera would in general be far more carefully constructed, and

following suggestion :—

§ F, It is recommended that in defining new genera the

etymology of the name should be always stated, and that

one species should be invariably selected as a type or standard

of reference.

In concluding this outline of a scheme for the rectification

of zoological nomenclature, we have only to remark, that al-

most the whole of the propositions contained in it may be ap-

plied with equal correctness to the sister science of botany.

We have preferred, however, in this essay to limit our views

to zoology, both for the sake of rendering the question less

complex, and because we conceive that the botanical nomen-
clature of the present day stands in much less need of dis-

tinct enactment than the zoological. The admirable rules

laid down by Linnaeus, Smith, Decandolle, and other bot-

anists (to which no less than to the works of Fabricius,

Illiger, Vigors, Swainson, and other zoologists, we have been

much indebted in preparing the present document) have al-

ways exercised a beneficial influence over their disciples.

Hence the language of botany has attained a more perfect and

stable condition than that of zoology.; and if this attempt
at reformation may have the effect of advancing zo(»logical

nomenclature beyond its present backward and abnormal state,

the wishes of its promoters will be fully attained.
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1. On the estimation of Carbonic Acid /* by S. W, Johnson.

In the processes usually employed, carbonic acid is deter-

mined by the loss of weight of an apparatus which contains

no caf-bonic acid gas at the beginning and which must be com-
pletely emptied of this gas at the conclusion of the analysis. It is

a matter of experience, however, that accurate results are not

attainable with certainty, in this way. Nothing short of actual

boiling for some time will expel all carbonic acid gas from the

dilute acid liquid. This cannot be done conveniently without

loss of aqueous vapor. The fact that good results are often

obtained is due to the compensation of opposite errors, as the

analyst may convince himself by repeatedly heating and suck-

ing through air. If the suction go on to just the right extent,

the loss of the apparatus will exactly correspond to the car-

bonic acid that was contained in the substance, but further ex-

haustion of the air will diminish the weight of the apparatus,

not by complete removal of the carbonic acid, but by loss of

aqueous, vapor which easily escapes the desiccating material.

By continued working pn a carbonate of known composition

one may soon learn how long to exhaust in order to bring out

the proper loss, but where the analyst is out of practice, an
error of 1 to 2 per cent is not unlikely to happen, and the pro-

cess itself furnishes no means of judging when it will give a

The writer employs a simple modification of this method
which, under proper conditions, gives very accurate results and
furnishes to a great extent its own control. The process is

novel in this particular, viz : the charged apparatus is in the

first place filled with carbonic acid gas, the substance is then

decomposed, and as soon as disengagement of gas ceases, the

apparatus, still filled with carbonic acid gas, is weighed again.

In this manner all aspiration is done away with, and the de-

siccating material has simply to dry as much gas as is yielded

by the substance under analysis.

It is, however, essential that the substance under examination

dissolve freely and completely in cold acid ; it is likewise neces-

sary that the analysis and weighings be conducted in an apart-

ment not liable to change of temperature.

The apparatus may consist of a light flask or bottle with

* The substance of this paper was ve

emy of Scieaces in August, 1S68.
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wide mouth which is closed by a soft rubber stopper, through

which there passes, on the one hand,

a chlorid of calcium tube, the lower

bulb of which contains cotton, and, on

the other, the neck of a vessel which con-

tains the dilute acid. This acid reser-

voir is so constructed that on suitably in-

clininuj it, its contents will flow freely into

the flask. For this purpose the tube

connecting with the latter has an inter-

nal diameter of seven millimeters, and
its extremity is cut off obliquely; at its

other end, the acid reservoir terminates

in an upturned narrow tube, b. . This
and the upper termination of the CaCl
tube are cli(»sen of such diameter that

they fit quite snugly into short, narrow
and thick-walled rubber connecters

which are again provided with glass-i

stoppers ; all these joints must be g
tight. In the figure the apparatus is

represented in one-third its proper dimensions.

The weighed substance, in case of carbonate of liilie, e. g.,

is placed at the bottom of the flask, most conveniently in the

form of small fragments. The acid vessel is nearly filled with

hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1-1. It and the CaCl tube are

tightly adjusted to the neck of the flask, and the glass-rod stop-

pers being removed, the apparatus is connected at c with a self-

regulating generator of washed carbonic acid, and a rather rapid

stream of the gas is transmitted through the apparatus for 15

minutes, or until the liquid in b is saturated and the air is thor-

oughly displaced. Then the opening at d is stopped and after-

ward the apparatus is disconnected with the carbonic acid gene-

rator and stopped at c. During these as well as the subsequent

operations, the apparatus must be so handled that its tempera-

ture shall not change. It is immediately weighed. When re-

moved from the balance, loosen the stopper at d, and, holding

the flask by a wooden clamp, incline it so that the acid may flow

over upon the carbonate. The decomposition should proceed

slowly, so that the escaping gas may be thoroughly dried. As

soon as solution of the carbonate is complete, replace the stop-

per at d and weigh again. Should there be any leak in the

apparatus the fact is made evident by a slow but steady loss

of weight, when it is brought upon the balance. If all the
.,.. „,,«5.;.>,+i„ ^;„k^ ^i,„

-.jgt^t remains the same for at
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When properly executed the process gives extremely accurate

results ; a slight change of temperature or of atmospheric pres-

sure between the two weighings of course greatly impairs the

results or renders them worthless. Since the apparatus usually
rises a little in temperature during the solution of the carbo-

nate, it is better, as soon as the substance is decomposed, to

stopper the CaCl tube and let the whole stand fifteen minutes,
then to connect as before with the CO generator and pass dried
QO., for a minute, and finally to stopper again and bring upon
the balance. In seven analyses of pure calcite in quantities

ranging from 0*5 to 0-9 grm., the writer obtained the following

percentages of carbonic acid, viz : 44-07, 44-07, 43-98, 44-01,

44-04, 44-11, 44-16
; calculation requires 4400.

In case of alkali-carbonates which absorb carbonic acid gas,

it is necessary to modify the apparatus. Instead of the light

flask a we may employ a small bottle of thick glass and wider
mouth, and a thrice-perforated rubber stopper. Through the

third orifice pass a narrow tube 3 to 4 inches long enlarged
below to a small bulb to contain the carbonate. This bulb
must be so thin that on pushing down the tube within the bot-

tle, it shall be easily crushed to pieces against the bottom of the

latter. The carbonate is weighed into the bulb-tube, the lat-

ter is wiped clean, down to the bulb, corked and fixed in the

stopper. The apparatus is filled as before with CO^ and
weighed. Then the bulb is broken and the process finished as

before described. In three estimations on carbonate of soda

the writer found 41-54, 41-64 and 41-58 per cent of CO,. Cal-

culation requires 41-51 per cent.

2, On the construction of Bunsen's Air-Pump.

In supplying the Sheffield Laboratory with the means of

quick filtration, the following plan has been adopted. The lab-

oratory being on the ground floor, with no well accessible, and
having hydrant water under an adequate head, a lead siq^iiily-

pipe of
I"
inch bore was connected with the service pipe and

carried up an empty flue to the garret. There it returned in a
short curve, and at a height of about 35 feet, was soldered into

the end of a vertical piece of lead pipe 8 inches long and of 1

inch bore, within which it penetrated two inches. Another
leaden air-pipe of J inch bore was also soldered into the top of
the inch tube and ran down parallel with the one just men-
tioned, terminating at the laboratory desk below. To the bot-

tom of the inch pipe in the garret flue was attached a third

leaden fcdl-ipipe of \ inch bore which passed down to the cellar

bottom with a vertical height of more than 40 feet, and there

entered into a drain pipe. The supply-pipe and air-pipe were
A.M. JouB. Scl-Second Sebies, Vol. XLVUI, No. 14a—Jclt, 1869.
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brought out at a convenient point above the assistant's desk.

The former was provided with two cocks, one to regulate the

flow of water and another for emptying it in cold weather.

At 3 feet above a shelf of the desk, a branch was fitted to

the air-pipe which was connected by rubber to a vertical glass

tube whose lower end stands in a small vessel of mercury and

serves as a manometer. This arrangement was put up by a

plumber in two days' time and gives the full Torricellian va-

cuum less the tension of water-vapor.

For the working students,, four similarly constructed pumps
were made, each being in the center of a double table that ac-

commodates four operators. In case of these pumps it was not

practicable to place the pipes within flues ; so they are carried

up to the ceiling of the laboratory, a height of 13 feet, and

the fall-pipes pass below into a drain in the cellar bottom.

The pipes are supported on the faces of a narrow vertical plank

secured above to the ceiling, and below to the reagent shelf.

The glass manometer-tube is brought into a slot in this plank

so as to stand in full view of all four operators. The water

supply is regulated from either side of the desk by a cock with

a double lever-handle eight inches long, which works against a

stop when open to the. point of maximum exhaustion. The
air-pipes terminate in a horizontal brass tube screwed on a shelf

and open at either end for connecting with the filtering appa-

ratus. These pumps when in action support a column of mer-

cury of about 19 to 20 inches, which is sufficient for most ordi-

nary purposes, and their use is in great favor with the students.

It is needful to intervene between the filter flask and the metal

pipes a small bottle to collect the liquids which condense in the

latter, as they contain lead in solution or suspension.

Aet. XIII.

—

On the Aurora
1869; by W. S. Gilman,.J
LooMis, Yale College.)

I SEND herewith a brief account of the grand aurora of last

evening, as^seen by a party of three from the roof of the Ob-

ob Campbell, in Brooklyn,
ling out of

'
' '^'

7 in the e

party to thin streaky clouds pointing upward from the horiz'

and remarked that it was the beginning of an auroral displ

Hardly had we paused when by their changing, wavy light

perceived we were not in error, and in a few minutes afterwf

saw the formation of the corona as in the sketch below.
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The nucleus or apex of the phenomenon was a cloud, shaped
like the internal area described

by a how with the string drawn
aside. The southwest was clear,

was generally during the

evening. From this point the

wind had been blowing all day.

To the south the auroral beams
did not extend nearer the horizon

than Sirius, and indeed it was
noticeable that at no time did the

display exhibit great strength on

the horizon.

At 7-40 rosy tints appeared at

different points of the compass.

Eemarkably deep tints were no-

ticed both to the east and west
of the zenith, and generally at an altitude of 45° or more.
At 8 p. M. the phenomenon brightened after a dull period of

some minutes. The rose tints were now very heautiful. In
the west a very deep carmine was observed. Sulphurous-yel-
low and greenish hues were also noted. •

At 10 p. M. the aurora was fliint, but still quite striking in
its arrangement.
At 10-30 it brightened again, the corona reappearing with

redoubled brilliancy. The nu-
cleus of light overhead was much
larger than earlier in the evening,

and in shape resembled the denser

'

part of the Great JSTebula of

Orion. Indeed the entire pheno-
menon wore the appearance of

that nebula, as if it had been
suddenly brought near to our
system, so as to cover a quarter
of the sky.

At 2 A. M. we ceased observa-
tions. At this hour there were
still faint beams in the north
proceeding from the dark seg-
ment along the horizon, from the

H.N.E. to N.N.W.
I rank this aurora as inferior in brilliancy to the grand au-

rora I witnessed at Mount Desert, Maine, on the 15 th of Sep-
tember last, but possessing more interest than the latter in the
greater grotesqueness of the clouds forming the corona, and

Polaris; S,
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^..^^.^ ^^ ..^^ ^.. sides from the nucleus

overhead. The September aurora was grander near the horizon^

and particularly in the N.E., from which point the great

strength of the aurora in appearance originated. The flashings

or flickerings along the beams from the horizon upward were

far more grand in the Maine phenomenon, on which occasion

they were so impressive as to suggest the simile of "a icorld

onfire."

Akt. XIV.

—

Contributions to Zoology from the Museum of

Yale College. No. I.

—

Descriptions of a remarhable new

Jelly-fish and two Actinians f-om the coast of Maine; by

A. E. Vereill,

During an excursion to the coast of Maine and Bay of

Fundy last season, many interesting and rare marine animals

were observed and collected by myself and companions.*

Among the most remarkable new species is a very large and

beautiful Discophorous jelly-fish, which is the type of a new

genus and represents a family previously unknown upon our

Atlantic coast.

In size and general appearance it has some resemblance to

Cyanea arctica, for which it may, possibly, have been hitherto

mistaken by casual observers, for it seems scarcely probable

that such a large and conspicuous species, which occurred twicp

among the wharves at Eastport, could otherwise have so long

escaped observation. Its color, however, is much lighter than

that of Cyanea, and yellowish rather than brown or reddish,

while the much less numerous tentacles are larger, flattened,

with one edge crenulated and bordered with white, while its

entire structure is quite different.

It is far more nearlv allied to Hecccedecomma ambigvMM
Brandt, of the North Pacific, but the latter is represented witli

round tentacles, diiFerent marginal-lobes and ovaries, and

broader and much more complicated mouth-folds.

Callinema Verrill, gen. nov.f

Disk broad, moderately thick, with numerous broad channels

running to the marginal one, arranged in sixteen systems,

two or three parallel and undivided tubes alternating with a

group of five or six branching ones, which unite together into

one, toward the central portion of the disk, each of which cor-
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' responds in position with one of the sixteen, eye-bearing mar-
ginal lobes. Toward the marginal channel the branching tubes
anastomose freely, the undivided ones but slightly or not at all,

though two often unite into one near the margin. Margin deeply
and regularly divided into scoUoped lobes, sixteen of which
bear eyes and are bilobed for more than half their length,
bearing the eye at the division, just below which the channel
in the lobe divides into two divergent branches, one of which
goes to each division. Alternating with the eye-lobes are some-
what longer lobes, which are divided at the edge into two,
three, or four rounded scollops, each of which receives a sim-
ple channel. Tentacles in a nearly regular circle, but arranged
in groups of five or six at the bases of the inter-ocular lobes,
very long, highly contractile, flat ; one edge double, finely scol-

loped, the scollops again finely crenulate. Ovaries large, much
convoluted, pendant pouches. Lobes of the actinostome, four,
large, elongated, pointed, complexly lobed and frilled.

Callinema ornata Verrill, sp. nov.

Disk large, up to 18 inches in diameter, with conspicuous
radiating tubes, -1 to -3 inch broad. Actinal appendages,
when extended, about as long as the diameter of the disk,
broad,^ much convoluted and deeply frilled at base, the edges
with fine papilliform divisions. Ovaries large, hanging loosely
from the under side of the disk, and nearly equal in length to
the radius of the disk. Tentacles -2 inch broad, extending to
the length of at least 15 feet in large specimens, capable of
contracting to a length of less than six inches, about 90 or 90
in number, arranged in a nearly regular circle, one to each of
the marginal scollops, except those of the eye-bearing lobes

;

double edge neatly scolloped, frilled and minutely crenulated.

Disk transparent, the radiating tubes light brownish yellow,
the central area marked interioriy with lines of light orange,

enclosing large, irregularly polygonal areas, below which the
lobes of the actinostome show through, giving a yellow cen-
ter about three inches in diameter ; outside of this the ovarian
lobes, which are light brownish yellow, show through the disk
and extend at times nearly to its margin. They are grouped
somewhat into four divisions, and float about variously as the
animal moves. Eyes pearl-white. Tentacles transparent, the
complex edge flake-white. Actinal folds lemon-yellow or light
ouff. Lobes of the reproductive organs either yellowish white
or brownish yellow, with darker borders of yellowish brown or

orange-brown. Phosphorescent with white light. Diameter
of largest specimen 18 inches ; length of tentacles 15 feet or

^ore, in extension. Another specimen was 10 inches in diam-
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iter ; disk at center V6 inches thick ; largest marginal lobes

.•25 long ; smallest 15 ; actinal appendages 8 to 10 inches

ong ; ovaries hang down 4 inches from disk ; tentacles 12 feet

Edwardsia elegans Yerrill, sp. nov.

Body elongated, slender ; epidermis thick, light yellowish

brown, with entangled mud, the upper edge slightly free and

prominent. Tentacles 16, slender, variously curved and en-

twined, pale flesh-colo¥, with a central longitudinal line of light

orange-red ; naked part below the disk pale pink with longitu-

dinal white lines corresponding with the internal lamellas

;

mouth light yellowish ; disk pale flesh-color.

Eastport, Me., at low water under stones, rare ; also on In-

dian Island, N. B.

Edwardsia farinacea Verrill, sp. nov.

Body small, changeable in form, not very slender, often swol-

len in the middle or near the base, tapering upward ; epidermis

firm, dark yellowish, covered with small, firmly adherent grains

of sand, the internal lamellse showing through faintly, but be-

coming more distinct on the naked, transparent, protruded

basal portion, which is marked by 12 corresponding whitish

sulcations, meeting at the end and alternating with some finer

lines. Upper part of column transparent and nak^d for about

•12 inch: Tentacles 12, short, conical, in a single circle at the

margin of the disk, not crowded, pale yellowish white, sprinkled

with fine flake-white specks w^hich become more crowded on

the inner median line and at the tips. Disk small, protruded

;

mouth largely dilatable, at times elevated on a cone ; lips

vdth 6 to 12 irregular lobes. Disk and naked space below the

t -ntacles pale yellowish white, finely speckled with flake-white,

the disk with faint whitish radiating lines. Length, "5 inch

;

greatest diameter, -15
; diameter of disk, "12.

South Bay, Lubec, on a muddy bottom in 8 fathoms, rare.

Carapax very broad ; lateral border expanded, incision at the

cervical suture closed, and the margin behind it not incised.

Bostrum broader than long, very slightly bilobed. Eyes situ-
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ateil midway between the rostrum and the outer angle ; the
orbits entire, slightly removed from the anterior margin and
connected with it only by a suture. Antenna with the inner
margins approximate.

This genus is most nearly allied to Ibacus and Parrihacus
hut is very distinct from both of them in the entire lateral mar-
gin ot' the carapax, the closing of the orbits in front, and the
i' uin of the rostrum.

Uvibacus princeps, sp. nov.

Wht^le upper surface verrucose and nearly naked ; five low,

TuhiTculose elevations on the median line of the carapas, of
wln(;li one is at the base of the rostrum, two on the gastric

giou, one on the anterior part of the cardiac, and one on
lK>steri<!r margin ; similar elevations on the middle of the s

ond and third seo-ments of the abdomen, and a very slight (

on the fi)urth. Carapax strongly convex transversely ; the i

terior margin nearly straight, except at the lateral angle where
it is slightly curved forward ; lateral margin strongly curved,
with a broad notch at the cervical suture behind which the
margin is very slightly, obtusely and irregularly toothed. An-
tenn;e together as broad as the anterior part of the carapax

;

the outer margins coarsely and irregularly serrate and their out-
hnj fii-ming the segment of a circle. Everywhere beneath
nulvcd and nearly smooth. External maxillipeds with the outer
margin of the merus divided into a number of slender proces-
X'-. Legs so short that when bent forward in their natural

po^^ition they are concealed beneath the expansions of the car-

apax
; those of the first and second pairs with the superior

angle of the merus raised into an obtuse crest ; dactyli of all

the legs short and stout, in the female those of the posterior

psiir closing against a process from the propodus. Abdomen
with tlic lateral projections of the second, third and fourth

- ^"lu-uts long and rather acutely pointed, those of the fourth

"h'TttT and triangular at tip ; lamella of the terminal segment
iiilf as long as broad. Whole length of body, 14 in. ; length
cf carapax, including rostrum, 5"8

; breadth of carapax, 7"9.

A single female specimen of this remarkable species, the first

f>f the Scyllaridse discovered upon the west coast of America,
was sent from La Paz, Lower California, by Capt. Jas. Pedersen.

Arctus Americanus, sp. nov.

Carapax as broad as long, median crest high, covered with
^'j\v ^'[uamiform tubercles, tridentate, the anterior tooth small
''•y •situated half way between the front and the second tooth

;

'
" ! crests very high, anterior portion with two teeth, above

* and separated by a deep notch from the posterior por-
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tion which is covered to the lateral margin with low squamiform

tubercles ; depression between the median and lateral crests

broad and deep, smooth or slightly punctate, with a median

line of four depressed tubercles ; lateral margin broken by a

deep fissure at the cervical suture, and by a slight one a little

more posteriorly. Antipenultimate segment of the antenna

as broad as long ;
anterior angle not prominent ; outer margin

arcuate, bidentate ; anterior margin armed with several denti-

cles ; median carina prominent but smooth and even ; terminal

segment short, the extremity almost truncate and rather deeply

five-lobed, the lobes rounded ; the inner margin bidentate.

Exposed portions of the abdominal segments sculptured as if

covered with rows of scales ; fourth segment with a prominent

median elevation above. Feet nearly naked ; the merus seg-

ments slightly carina ted above. Length, 1-45 in. ; length of

carapax, along the median line, -45, lateral margin, -50

;

breadth, anteriorly, '49. Male and female do not diifer.

Several specimens from Egmont Key, west coast of Florida,

collected by Col. E. Jewett and William T. Coons. It is spe-

cially interesting as the representative of a genus hitherto

known only from the old world.

Carapax transversely and regularly elliptical ; margins thin,

slightly dentate, the denticles separated by broad and very

shallow sinuses
;
posterior margin nearly straight in the mid-

dle ; anterior margip straight and parallel to the posterior

margin for a short space outside the eyes ; front projecting

horizontally, its margin forming a semicircle
;
gastric region

elevated, with a broad median depression extending to the

front ; anterior lobe of branchial region large and prominent

;

the broad space between the branchial region and the antero-

lateral margin concave ; summits of the elevations and a space

along the posterior border tuberculose, rest of the upper surface

smooth ; inferior lateral regions slightly convex and smooth.

Chelipeds fitting closely to the carapax ; the angles projecting

into dentate crests ; outer and inferior surface of the hand

coarsely granulous. Ambulatory legs short ; the angles pro-

jecting into thin, dentate crests. Sternum and abdomen deeply

vermiculated. Length of carapax, 1-39 in. ; breadth, 2-23.
_

A single male of this species, the first of the genus dis-

covered in America, was sent with the Evihacus from La Paz

by Capt. Pedersen. It is at once distinguished from ^. scru-

posa Edw., by the much broader and more regularly elliptical

The genus ^thra should evidently be placed near Crypto-
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podia as has been done by Stimpson. The gastric region is

narrow and projects far forward as in the Maioids. The ex-
pansions on the sides of the carapax, which giyQ it a Cancroid
form, are thin, and contain none of the internal organs, and
tlieir removal would give the carapax very much the form of
Cryptopodia.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTEY.

1. Speoirosfopie ohs<>ri'utions of the, Snn.—Lockyer ]ia'< com-
municated a nurnbor of interesting facts resulting from his fuilher

observations on the speotrosco})ic phen(jmena of the sun. Of
thc>e the following are es])ecially worthy of notice.

(1.) The linc^ of niiignesium, soduim and barium when observed
in a spot, nre thicker than their u^ual Fraunliofer lines.

(2.) The sanie lines when observed in the chromosphere are
thinner than their usual Fraunhofer lines.

The author considers these facts additiojial proof of the truth of
his assertion made in 1865, on telescopic evidence alone that a spot
is the seat of a downrush, as we now know, to a region where tlio

selective absorption of the upper strata varies ''from what it

woul.l be at a higher level. We lia\e then two causes for the

<l:irkcnino^ of a sp'ut:—fii'st, the general absorption of the diromos-
phen>, thicker here than elsewhere as the spot is a cavity, and
sec.)u<lly, the greater selective absorption of the lower sodium, bari-

um, m:igne»iuin >tratum, the surface of its last layer being I)ei<)W

tiu- ordinary level. .Air. Lockyer endeavored to observe titc ><)lar

i>n'-eiit time with(m^ ^atist'actory results. By i
'

phcric spectra beiii^' hidden and the image of the wide slit alone

^i-ihlc, t!ie tele>cot'«' or slit is moved sloWly, when fleecy delicate

(l-'ud-tilms are seen, of various beautiful forms. l>y this method,
tlu- smallest details 'of the prominences and of the chromosphere
are rendered visible and easy of observation. 3Ir. Lockyer found
H licst for sketching purposes to have the open slit m a radial di-

ivcrioii, hut ill studying the chromosphere it is best to place the

^iit tangent to the sun's limb. The outline of the chromosphere
^ arics greatly, being sometimes undulating and billowy, sometimes

niuLTcd' and sometiines nearly even for some distance, hut very un-

, prominence, iiie prommen
[char

- •

arked changes i
^ , .

S a portion of one about 27,000 miles in height entirely dis-

'd, another itortion of the same ])r(nuberance increashig at

le time. In a former paper Mr. Lockver pointed out the
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fact that the F line widens as it approaches the sun, the

line appearing sometimes to extend upon the sun itself, sor

' ; of the dark F line and sometimes upon the othe

I Tin

Frankland and Mr. Lockyer believe that they have found that the

widening of the F line is due to pressure, and not to temperature

2)er se. It is remarkable, however, that the widening does not

always show itself upon both sides of the line F. In one case Mr.

Lockyer found that the bright F line underwent strange contor-

tions, as if there were some disturbing cause which varied the re-

frangibility of the line. At the same time and in the same protu-

berance characteristic lines of barium, magnesium, nickel (?) and

some unknown substance were observed. In this case, therefore,

there was an uprush from the photosphere into the chromosphere,

accompanying which there were changes of enormous magnitude

in the prominence, and when the uprush ceased the prominence

died away. In a subsequent paper Mr. Lockyer communicated
the results of observations made in the neighborhood of a fine spot

not very far from the sun's limb. The author's results, in his own
3 follows

:

certain conditions, the C and F lines may be observed
bright on the sun, and in the spot-spectrum also, as in prominences
or in the chromosphere.

II. Under certain conditions, although they are not observed as

bright lines, the corresponding Fraunhofer lines are blotted out.
^

III. The accompanying changes of refi-angibility of the lines in

question show that the absorbing material moves upward and

downward as regards the radiating material, and that these mo-
tions may be observed with considerable accuracy.

,
IV. The bright lines observable in the ordinary spectrum are

sometimes interrupted by the spot-spectrum, i. e., they are only vis-

ible in those parts of the solar spectrum near, and away from,

V. The lines C and F vary excessively in thickness over and

near a spot, and on the 11th in the deeper portion of the spot they

were much thicker than usual.

VI. Stars in the spectrum of which the absorption lines of hy-

drogen are absent, may either have their chromospheric light radi-

ated from beyond the limb just balanced by the light absorbed by

on the disk, or they may come under the condi-

i (11), either absolutely or on the average.
Lockyer remarks that a mere uprush or downrush at the

sun's limb will not affect the wave length, but that the wave length

will be altered by cyclones or backward and forward movements,
while near the centre of the disk the wave length will be altered

by upward or downward movements. The author remarks that

the fact that the hydrogen-lines do not invariably broaden out on

both sides shows that the phenomena are not always due to great-

er pressure. The F line always widens on both sides, when the

pressure of the hydrogen is increased. In observing a spot very

near the sun's limb, Mr. Lockyer found that the spectrum of the

;rred to in
(
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chromosphere showed that the whole adjacent limb was covered
with prominences of various heights blended together. These
prominences seemed to be fed, as it were, from the preceding edge
of the spot as C. F and the line near D were very bright on the
sun itself. In the prominences C and F were strangely irregular,
and the magnesium lines were seen far above the spectrum of the
limb. Mr. Lockyer infers that a portion of the upper layer of the
photosphere had been lifted up beyond the usual limits of the chro-
mosphere. The vapor of sodium was also present in the chromo-
sphere, in which Mr. Lockyer also for the first time saw the iron
lines.—jProc. Moyal Society, xvii, 3§0, 415. w. g.

2. On the existence of a stratum giving a continuous sjyectrnm
between the chromosphere and the sun's limb.—In a letter to the
perpetual secretary of the Academy of Sciences in Paris, Secchi
states that he has seen between the chromosphere and the limb of
the sun all the finer rays disappear, and the dark rays D and h be-
come almost invisible. The stratum or layer which gives the
almost uninterrupted spectnun in this case is extremely thin. Sec-
chi estimates its angular thickness as hardly two or three seconds.
The observation stands in great need of confirmation by other ob-
servers.— Gom2)tes Iiendus,\xxn\, 5QQ. w. G,

We are indebted to Prof. Winlock for the following interesting

ng in position to the following lines of Mr. Huggins' scale :-

1280 (brightest.)

1400
1550

2640 near G.

On the evening of June 6th, the same lines were again observed,

the brightest corresponding to 1280 of Mr. Huggins' scale. These
lines could readily be seen and measured with an ordinary chemi-

cal spectroscope, with the collimator pointed directly to the hea-

vens. On the 14th of January, a bright solar line was seen near

G, and on May 21st, another line was seen between G and H and
between 4420 and 4430 of Mr. Huggins' scale. This is probably

the fourth hydrogen line first identified by Angstrom.
The spectrum "of Winnecke's comet, as lately observed, resem-

bles that of carbon. The comet is seen as a bright object, with a

telescope of 4 inches aperture, w. g.

3. On a new alkaloid isomeric icith toluidinc.—Prerious to

1863 it was supposed that the production of rosaniline required

the use only of aniline ; but about that time Hofinann showed

„ ^ Attempts
....0 alkaloids pure, in the hope that by their judicious

, the yield of coloring matter would be increased. Cou-

carefuUy fractionating, obtained benzol and toluol pure

;
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but though the former yielded a pure aniline, the latter gave a

toluidine which remained liquid and did not entirely crystallize.

notwithstanding its boiling point wds exactly 198°, and its elemen-

tary composition was that of toluidine. This result was accounted

for by the hypothesis that this substance existed in two modifica-

tions, one liquid, the other solid. The same anomalies have been

noticed in nitro-toluol ; that which crystallizes yielding a crystal-

lizable toluidine. Kekule supposes the crystallization is preven-

ted by some foreign substance ; though the Scotch coals yield a

toluol completely transformab^le into the crystallized nitro-toluol.

These facts suggested to HosEnstiehl the possibility that ordi-

nary toluol is not a single body, but a mixture of two or more
isomers. This view was strengthened by Coupler's announcement
of the production of a red coloring matter from toluidine alone.

He therefore submitted Coupler's toluidine to proximate analysis,

founding his method 1st, on the ciystallization of the toluidine

;

and 2d, on the absolute insolubility of its oxalate in ether free

from alcohol. On cooling the liquid toluidine to 0° and dropping
in a ciystal, the mass becomes almost solid ; on pouring off the

still liquid portion and repeating the operation, more crystals sep-

arate; and finally, after 32 per cent has crystallized, the non-crys-

tallizable liquid is converted into oxalate and treated with ether,

which leaves behind oxalate of toluidine, while it dissolves the

isomeric oxalate. This after recrystallization, yielded, on being
decomposed by sodic hydrate, a liquid base boiling at 198°, not

giving a red Avith arsenic acid, and having the formula -G^HgN.
The amount obtained was 36 per cent of the toluidine used. On
drying the oxalate at a temperature just above 100°, a body was
])roduced which crystallized from solution in water in long beauti-

ful silky needles, markedly in contrast with the oxalate. On
analysis these crystals yielded the formula -G^eHigNaOg. which
is that of the oxalate, minus one molecule of water. The body is

therefore intermediate between the oxalate and the corresponding
oxamid. It possesses the characters of an amid ; salts of <

'

'

ao not precipitate it ; boiling solution of sodic hydrate reacts

with it to produce sodic oxalate, setting the base free ; at 120° it

melts and losing another molecule of water, becomes the true amid
which is insoluble in water, is not attacked by sodic hydrate, boils

at 240° and volatilizes without decomposition. The compound
corresponding to this which true toluidine yields, does not fuse

below 220°, is not volatile, but chars when over heated. The base

yielded by the new compound is identical with that obtained from
the oxalate, and has the precise ultimate composition of toluidine.

Kosenstiehl proposes for it provisionally the name jiseudo-tolmdine.
It is a coloriess liquid when recently distilled, but becomes slowly

colored in the air—though less easily than aniline—it has a feeble

though peculiar odor, is highly refractive, does not affect polar-

ized light, has a density at 16-3° of 1-0002, boils at 198° when dry,

but at 195" if a trace of moisture be present. It appears to be

identical neither with methyl-aniline—which boils at 192° and is
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Limpricht—which boils j . .

"•compare
ogether, it was necessary to prepare them per-

„ ^ ailine was prepared from Coupler's product,
which contained only five per cent of the two other bodies, by
transforming it into oxalate and treating this with ether—in which
it is extremely insoluble—in a Payen's apparatus for SQO
hours. This oxalate, which no longer gave the reaction for pseudo-
toluidine, was freed from toluidine by converting it into chlorhy-
drate and recrystallization. Pure aniline chlorhydrate was thus
obtained, 129*4 parts of which required 100 parts of water at

11-T for solution. Aniline oxalate crystallizes easily in right

rectangular prisms, and is the most soluble in water of the three
oxalates. Pseudo-toluidine chlorhydrate also crystallizes in the
ortho-rhombic system, the crystals having a peculiar tendency to
collect any coloring matter accidentally in the solution at their two
extremities, the middle being colorless ; some of the crystals were
violet-red at one end, and a yellowish green at the other. 3'?'4

parts of this salt dissolved in 100 of water at 15-5°. For the pre-

f pu=

ation
t of ether as above for 1,000 hours ; though

tained traces of aniline. Transformed into chlorhydrate and ob-

tained pure by recrystallization, 22'9 parts required 100 parts of
water at 11° for solution. It crystallizes in the monoclinic sys-

tem. In the production of color from these alkaloids Rosen-
stiehl finds that the solvent as well as the reagent employed, is

of importance
; the former may be either a mixture of water and

ether, or dihydrated sulphuric acid (H^SOJ ; the reagents may
be divided into two classes, whose action is diametrically opposite

:

the one including chlorine and active oxygen, the other nitric acid

and the mixtures which produce it. With the first named he pro-

ceeds thus : dry aniline is dissolved in sulphuric acid of density 1 -84,

and a little chromic acid in the same acid is added ; on dropping
in water drop by drop, an intense blue color is developed which
is deepest after the acid is diluted with one half its volume of

water. Chromates, permanganates, chlorates, hypochlorites, chlo-

I'ine, manganic and plumbic peroxyds, electrolytic oxygen and a

mixture of nitric and chlorhydric acids may be used as oxydiz-
iiig agents. The same colorations are given by pseudo-tolui-

dine, but toluidine is not thus colored. If, however, nitric

acid be used in the same solution, these reactions are inver-

ted
; aniline and pseudo-toluidine give no result, while tolui-

dine is colored strongly blue. This reaction is so delicate that

Piosenstiehl proposes it as a test for nitrates; and as ehlor-

in-esonce of each other as also from chlorids! In one experiment,
l'» grams sodic chlorid and -01 of niter were mixed together and
•01 grm.—corresponding to ystu- of :
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added to the sulphuric solution of toluidine, -^ith the production

of a distinct blue zone. If on the other hand, a mixture of

water and ether be used as the solvent, then chlorid of lime be-

comes the most delicate test for the free alkaloids. Aniline be-

comes distinctly blue even in presence of toluidine, and greenish

in presence of pseudo toluidine. The alkaloid is dissolved in

ether, an equal volume of water is added and then chlorid of lime

drop by drop, agitating strongly till the color appears. On de-

canting the ethereal layer into a tube containing water, adding a

drop of any dilute acid and shaking, there is developed a magni-

ficent red color comparable to that of pennanganate. This is a

most delicate test for pseudo-toluidine ; neither aniline nor tolui-

dine give it. With regard to the influence of pseudo-tolaidine on

the production of fuchsine, Rosenstiehl finds that 2 parts pseudo-

toluidine and 1 of aniline yield 50 per cent of a red substance un-

doubtedly isomeric with rosaniline ; 1 part pseudo-toluidine and

2 parts toluidine yield 25 per cent; 1 part aniline and 2 parts to-

luidine yield 39 per cent. To determine the value of an aniline

for the production of the red coloring matter, it is sufficient to

take its mean boiling point. The same is true for aniline-black.—
Bull. Soc. Ch., II, X, 192, Oct., 1868. g. f. b.

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. Extracts from '' Rejyort on the Precious Metals;'''' by "\V. P.

Blake. (Continued from vol. xlvii, p. 433.)

—

Production of goldfrom placers andfrom veins compared.—It

must be remembered that the production of gold from placers is

necessarily transitory and comparatively abnormal, inasmuch as

the placer miner takes advantage of the work which has been per-

formed by the grand operations of nature extending over enormous
periods of time. He, in fact, " cleans up " gold which has been
already mined. The force required to detach the metal from its

rocky matrix has been applied. The vein-stone has been broken out

and ground up by the power of streams rolling for unnumbered
ages over the rocks, and by the resistless power of glaciers, cover-

ing the mountains, filling the valleys, and everywhere cutting away
the rocks and veins of the mountains, and throwing the fragments

• force. ^^The

grains of gold settle to the bottom.

of gold in placers
that now required t

1 cheapness of produ'

; work of mining and c

placer miner has over the quartz miner is thus made i

The work of mining and crushini
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As soon, therefore, as placer deposits are comparatively exhausted
the miners will be driven to the veins, a normal production of gold
will begin, and it may be said, in general, that every ounce of gold
wherever produced, will require a nearly equal expenditure of
power. Of all metals gold is the most uniform in its mode of oc-

currence. The conditions in which it occurs in veins are nearly
the same in all parts of the world. Its common matrix is quartz,
and the percentage of the metal in the vein-stone in all workable
veins may Be considered as remarkably uniform. Other metals are
found in a variety of conditions ; sometimes with one matrix and
sometimes with another of a very diiferent nature and hardness.
They are also in combination with a variety of elements from which
it is more or less difficult to separate them, and the quantity of such
metals in different veins varies greatly. They may thus be pro-
duced in some places or countries very much cheaper than in others.

The cost of transportation varies greatly. The conditions of pro-
duction are so varied and different in different parts of the world,
that these metals require in some places much more or less labor
than at others, and thus a given weight of the products can never
represent a constant or uniform expenditure of labor. Not only me-
chanical but chemical processes are involved for their isolation.

With the metal gold in veins, on the contrary, the conditions are
so simple and similar that to produce a given weight of it requires
nearly the same amount of labor in any part of"the world,* It

does not occur like the ordinary metals in great beds and masses,
but is disseminated in comparatively small grains in a vast amount
ofhard rock. The operation of separating it from this rock is simply
a mechanical one. The quartz must be crushed and ground, and as

the hardness of this mineral is nearly the same all over the world,
and as the percentage of gold in all workable veins of it is remark-
ably even, compared with workable veins of silver or otlier metals,

it will be seen that gold is the best measure or evidence of ;i])plie<l

power or labor that we can have. It is this, combined with the

other valuable qualities of the metal, its utility, beauty, and inde-

structibility, and its almost univei-sal distiibutionf that renders it

above all other substances the most appropriate and desirable for

Probable rise in the value of gold.—In proportion as the miners
..1.

.
., „ . , ,,' 1-, . .. _ 1 boimteously

become more
equable and constant, and, at the same time, more costly.

_
"We

may confidently rely upon a large production from veins in the
future, especially if such mining is encouraged by suitable legisla-

tion. Yet under the most favorable conditions the production of
gold from veins cannot be expected to be as great and rajiid as it

has been from the placers. With this continued decrease in the

* This, of course, is stated in a very general way. and there mar be exceptions.

t The distribution of gold may be said to be <

chains of the globe. There is no extended region,
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luual i)ro<^lucti()u it pooms proljable tluit gold -will soon l>of»;in t

n^ibly :ii)])reciate in value unless some new and unlooked lor di

.very'of placers shall be made, of which, however, thci-e docs m
)])ea"i- to be much probability.*

It Avas arguetl by Chevalier and others soon after the .Cfrcat di

ivories of gold in California and Aixstralia, that gold wouhl nooo

i be much lessened by the great influx of tlie iiietal from these ne

lurces. But the relative \ahie of gold lias not changed as mm
I was expected, and it would now seem that the supi>ly did ii'

ore than keep pace with the cver-iiicroaMng demands of commevi

•gold. ^Thewonderful increase of the indu'strial activity of tl

orld, resulting chiefly from the varied developments and applic

ons of the phvsical sciences, has been sutlicient to appropriate i

\e excessive production of the past 20 years. * * *

Corps of Minimj Engineers.—In connection with, and as part

rades of tlie corps of military ongii

Such a body of thoroughlv educ;

rith the duty of exploration of our r

?ction of information upon them ; w
]»on mineral deposits, and memoirs
11 of which would form the ha-^is foi

Kngineers, so educated and ^u-taiii

le animated by laudable ambition ai

trengtliened by an esprit d< corps U
hetic elevation. Thev would l)e in ;

nd reliable

•ganization

nterprisini

ion to the highe

i>.'alreu<ly argi

' educali(m, th'.

China, has already been mentioned. There 'is in addition to this a pos
extensive virgin placers being found in Africa; some indications of tlie

of a valuable gold rec^ion there have already been di:>covered. Some r

coverics are reported in Mexico, but these are probably quite local in cs
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)lo, :iik1 giving them a greater power over our vast raate-

\er ixreat means of iuereasing tlio production of the jn'e-

tals is the eoiistriietion of railways across the country, by

(v>rnparati\ely unex})lore(l and unknown mineral regions;
w Inch maehinery can be delivered at moderate cost'to ex-
i\-iou^ already "known, but remaining comparatively dor-
• the want of rapid and cheap communication with the ccn-
siipply both east and -west.—page 241.

'innetit Protection of Mining Enterprises,—It is a primary
the government having a public domain of such great ex-

L wonderful richness to" foster and protect mining enterpri-

onh in order to promote the production of trold, i^ilver,

i.iarV metals, but as one of the best means ofStimulating
tioii; settlement, and the_ march of industry in all direc-

s should be re<>;arded

.e vein< shoul.rbe left

Mild not be com])lete]y

:'t of title**, and the lioldiiiGf of e

all the cfveat exhibitions of miner

iiiilustrv. The iiiosT ^atisfactorv
• made iinder the direct i(m_ of -o

Ilea to conduct them, many coi

•recious and Other metals are com
roducers of gold and silver from <

d >tates would not be regarded r
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be wasted in residues. It Ijas been shown in these pages that gold

ores produced upon the slopes of the Rocky mountains and found

to be " rebellious "—difficult to work—have been transported with

profit, in a partly worked state, over the immense plains and

across the whole breadth of the States east of the Mississippi, and

then shipped across the Atlantic, to be successfully worked at

Swansea, in Wales, simply for the want of a proper development of

metallurgical science and industry in the United States. We
must not lose sight of the fact that we not only send some of our

ores abroad to be worked, but that many of our young men are

sent abroad to obtain that thorough education and training in

government institutions which they £

fcetive

Aiig perman
tend to maintain a large production of the" precious metals, espe-

cially from veins and deep placers, or wherever capital and skill is

required. The dissemination of accurate information regarding
mineral veins and their contents, and upon the various methods for

extracting and reducing the ores economically, would prevent much
ofthe present ill-directed energy and expenditure oftime and money,
often upon localities where there is little room to hope for success.

Such institutions are absolutely necessary to gather the teachings

of experience and to place them in a form available to the many
persons now interested and yet to be engaged in mining, and to the

prospectors who are penetrating our unequaled mineral regions in

all directions and are constantly discovering new sources of wealth.

The country cannot do too much to sustain and encourage the men
who are thus prospecting the unexplored and almost inaccessible

portions of the public domain, and to whom we are chiefly indebted

for the discoveries which have been made. We should not leave

them to labor unaided, but should follow them by organized explo-

rations, by careful examinations of the veins and mineral deposits

which they discover, and by the speedy publication of reliable and

full information upon them. One of the prominent features of a

school of mines should be practical laboratories and metallurgical

works upon a moderate scale, in which the students could take

practical lessons in the working of ores by all the known and ap-

proved methods, including the mechanical preparation of ores, their

concentration by water and by fire in furnaces, or their reduction

in pans or otherwise. These laboratories would be miniature

metallurgical establishments, where ores of all kinds, "docile" or

" rebellious," would be received, experimented upon, and treated by
the best methods, w^hile the theory of the processes would be fully

given and thS chemical reactions explained, so that the students

would obtain a thorough knowledge .and comprehension ef the

principles involved in the chemical treatment of ores and be pre-

l>ared to adapt themselves to other circumstances in which they

might be placed, when called upon to treat ores in regions remote
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ation, tliu results of which woul I bj felt in all our mdustrial pur-
uits.

2. liotes on the origin of Bituoieas, together irlth experiments
"' " " " Asphaltitni; by S. F. Pkckiiam.—This

meeting by Professor J. D. Whitney, was also cominunicated" by
him to the American Philosophical Society on the 2d of October,
and has been published in tlieir Proceedings. x\fter alluding to the
vague character of the nomenclature used to designate natural
hydrocarbons, Mr. Peckham proposes a classification of these sub-
stances on the basis proposed in this Journal (II, xxxv, 157) by T.
S. Hunt ; i.e., tlu'ir volubilltv or iuM)[ubility in bisulj.hid of carbon.

drocarbon-, tliu^ -ohihlc, a^ wvW a^ to tho-^o inineraN from which

;lia3. and gaseous hydrocarbon?,

ng that petn

the lJ:.ku re

then
siblej

hat petrol u

I petroleum, which s
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\ which not only are

not now present, but such as never were universal. Destructive

distillation may form petroleum from either vegetable or animal

matters ; but we have no right to assume that anything analogous

to this has ever been active'in nature. As to Lesquereux's view

that early petroleums are derived from marine algse, Mr. Peckham
thinks that while it is possible, it cannot be established ; since the

differences in composition between this and the animal life of the

deep sea " are too slight to admit of any nice theoretical distinc-

tions being drawn respecting the products of their decomposition."

Berthelot's synthetical theory, he dismisses as insufficient to ac-

count for the different varieties of petroleum in different countries,

or for the uniformity of the product in the same general locality.

Too much weight has been given to identities observed between

petroleums from various parts of the earth's surface. Because

Warren and Storer have shown the same proximate principles in

Rangoon and Pennsylvania petroleum, " it must not be taken for

granted that all petroleums contain those principles." Moreover,

the denser portion of neither has yet been studied ; and this, which

in Pennsylvania petroleum amounts to 30 per cent, rises in other

samples to VO per cent. The theory of the animal origin of these

products, on the ground of their gradually increasing content of

nitrogen as we pass up\\ard in the geologic scale, is the only one

competent to account for the facts. Chemically, it of course is

possible ; and the geologic association of petroleum with animal

remains, as in the Lias of England, the Silurian of Canada, and

the Miocene of California, strengthens the argument derived from

the highly nitrogenous character of the petroleum itself. That the

phosphorus and sulphur of animal tissues is not found in the

hydrocarbons, is to be attributed to their easy oxydation and re-

moval by water; though in California, sulphur and sulphuretted

hydi-ogen are of frequent occurrence.

In view of the foregoing facts, viz: (1) that petroleum is the

primary product of the decomposition of organic matter, and (2)

that this matter is chiefly animal, Mr. Peckham divides all the dit-

ferent varieties into two groups. The first group forms asphaltuna

bv inspissation, if at all ; it contains paraffin, and all the products

of its distillation contain this substance. This group—which he

designates as "Class J."—is represented by the petroleums of Oil

Creek and vicinity, Pennsylvania. The second group yields a^-

phaltuni by deconii.osition ; it does not contain paraffin, nor do its

distillate.^ This group—" Class ^"—includes the petroleums ot

S.)utlH_Tn California. "Naphtha" is a term which he applies t|i

"th()>e extremely volatile and slightly colored mineral oils which

are ocea^ioTially met with in different localities, and which are evi-

dently the product of a distillation carried on by natural pro'

cesse>."" ''Maltha" is allied to tar, and is particularly distin-

guished fre>iu petroleum by its viscidity and by the difficulty oi

freeing it tVnm niechanicaradmixture with liquid or gaseous im-

purities. The same causes which produce maltha from petroleum,
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will, if continued, produce solid asphaltum; and this whether the
petroleum be of class A or B. Asphaltum and pyro-asphaltum

fracture ; the former is soluble in bisulphid of carbon, the latter
not. Asphaltic schists and pyro-schists are produced either by the
saturation of pervious strata Avith petroleum, or by admixture of
earthy with the organic matter, and subsequent conversion into
asphaltum. Under one of these heads is included all bituminous
minerals containing an excess of earthy matter. ,

* ^ to the formation of asphaltum by simple inspissation of the

clmed to attribute the production of so-called inspissated petroleum,
like the albertite for example, to " the distillation of asphaltic or
pyro-asphaltic schists, at a very low temperature." Asphaltum
from decomposition of the petroleum of class B, forms enormous
deposits in Southern California, where every form of bitumen of this
class is found, except naphtha, pyro-asphalts and pyro-achists.
Light petroleums of a beautiful green color pass through every de-
gree of blackness and density to solid asphaltum ; but none of these
either contain paraffin or yield it on distillation. Study of these
deposits had convinced him that even in that warm climate, such
changes could not be produced by inspissation.
Two points were experimentally investigated : 1st, the amount

of nitrogen in the California, as compared with the Pennsylvania
oil; and 2d, the action of oxydizing agents on both these varie-
ties. The former oil taken nine months previously, yielded 1"105,

1'0165, 1'0855 per cent of nitrogen in the three samples; one of
maltha gave -5645 per cent. Three samples of Pennsylvania oil,

taken five months before, gave only '1912 per cent as a mean.
One year later, the first sample above given yielded only -48775
per cent. A sample of Mecca oil gave '230 per cent, and one from
West Virginia -054 per cent. The oxydation of the petndeums
was attempted by means of ozone, obtained from dry potassic per-

manganate and sulphuric acid. The Pennsylvania oil underwent^
no chanire, Avhile that from California deposited a large amount of
solid bitumen, which had all the properties of an asphalt.—Proc.
Am. Phil. Soc, X, 445.

^Ji. Paleontologi/ ^f '^^ Geological Survey of <'aV'f>.rnhi, .T. D.

w. :m. gabb. pp. 300,
:U OS of fossils. 1869. Publis:

California.—The descriptions of tb

>lume by Mr. Gabb are in continii

''-TO number of new species

,nd in addition other species from
^lexico. Prof. Gabb has been led by his investigations

ubdivision of the formation in California, a brief state-

hich is here taken from the Preface of the volume by
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" The Cretaceous formation is found covering large areas on

west coast, from Vancouver and the adjacent ishinds of the iSan J

Archipelago, on the north, through Was^lungton Territoi'v

Oregon to"Southern California, as w\'ll as isolated patches in Easi

Oregon and in Mexico. Except that in Mexico, which seem:

be an extension of one of the best known members of the Te
Group, it is divided into four groups, as follows :

'Mst. The Tijon group, the most modern member, the div"

Mart:
belt in the Coast Ranges to Marsh's, fifteen miles

Diablo, where it sinks under the San Joaquin plain. It wn-^

discovered, by the diiferent members of the Survey, at \:

points on the eastern face of the same range, as far south a> >•

Idria, and, in the summer of 1866, by Mr. Gabb, in Mendociu
county near Round Valley, the latter locality being the mos

northern point at which it is yet known. It is the only coal-pri

ducing formation in California,

This group contains a large and highly characteristic series of

r part peculi *
'

ge is found extending below into the next group
fossils, the larger part peculiar to itself^ while a considerable per

e is found extending below into the next group, and se'
~

; still farther down into the Chico Group. Mr. Gabb
siders it as the probable equivalent of the Maestricht beds of Eu-

rope.

2d. The Martinez Group is proposed provisionally, to include a

series of beds of small geographical extent found at Martinez on

the northern flank of Monte Diablo. It may eventually prove to

be worthy of ranking only as a subdivision of the Chico Group.

3d. The Chico Group is one of the most extensive and impor-

tant members of the Pacific coast Cretaceous. Its exact rehui""'^

with the formation in Europe have not yet been fully detcruiiiii«l.

though it is on the horizon of either the Ujtper or Lower C'h.iil^-

and may probably prove to be the equivalent of both. lti-<-^'

l)eh,w the Chico Group. It contain, lo.sils, see.nin-ly repr.;U.

in- :i^v,s fn)m the Gault to the Xeoromien, inclusiNc, and i^ t-n.i

;.!-i,u-ipallv in tin- moimtahi. wr^t and northwest of tin- ^:u r

mrnf.. VaUev. Two or three of it>^ .'haractoristic fo-iK l'^^^
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Sound. Few or none of its fossils are known to extend upward
into the Chico Group."
The section on the Tertiary also contains many new species, and

Part III a synopsis of all the species which have been hitJierto

described from Oregon as well as California,

The Survey has also issued a large map of the vicinity of the
Bay of San Francisco, on a scale of two miles to an inch, and it

has other volumes in preparation. A catalogue of the series is

given on page 151.

The geological survey of California has been suspended by the
State : we trust, however, only temporarily. The admirable style
of the publications thus far issued, their excellent science, and the
great value of the results, in all these respects unsurpassed by any
other of the geological surveys of the country, may well gratify
the pride of the State, and lead it to continue the work until all its

departments are completed.
4. Reliqui(B Aquitanicm; being contributions to the Arche-

ology and Palaeontology of Perigord and the adjoining provinces
of Southern France, by Edofaed Lartet and Heney Christy.
Edited by Thomas Rupert Jones, Prof of Geology, «fec., Royal
Military College, Sandhurst. Pages 95-102; 97-112, Plates A.
xxi-xxiv. xv-x^I. London: (H." Railli^re.)—We cite here a few
paragraplis from Chai)ter ix by Prof Paul Broca, (General Secre-
tary of the Anthropc>Ioi;ical Society of Paris, on the human skulls

and bones found in thel-ave of Ci-o-Magnon, near Lcs Eyzies, re-

ferring to tlie work itself for more details.

"No discovery could be of greater interest to Anthropologists
than that of these bones. It is the complement, I may say the
crowuiiior^ of the important discoveries made bv 3L Edouard Lar-
tet and his lamented collaborator Henry Christy in the Caves of
Perigord, especially in that of Les Evzies. The objects found in

these Caves not onlv furnished us with the most satisfactory proofs

of the contemporanVitv of Man and the .Muniirioth, but they re-

vealed the most cui-ious details of tlie life and manners of the old

of the anatomical characters of this intelligent and aflij-tir race,

whose clever carvings are objects of our astt.nlshineiit.

"The excavations latclv nuide near Les Ky/ies, by M. L(.ui>^ Lar-

of the authenticity and liiirh antiquitv of tlie human bones there

oxhumed. The strati .graphical details of the contents of the Cro-

-Magnon Cave, furnished by :M. Louis Lartet (see the work, i)ages

perh,

tlie former l)el(

-'riod of the Mammoth; and though a considera

ila])sed between the two periods, yet there is th

le belief of the gradual passage from one to th

ny ethnic revolution, tlie i-aiue race maintainint
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same district uninterruptedly ; so that, if the bones from Cro-Mag-

non are not those of the artists of the Reindeer Period, they are at

least those of the ancestors of that people.
" The remains of the men oi the Quaternary Period that we have

hitherto been able to study belonged, for the most part, to individ-

uals of short stature, with a rather small cranium, and a more or less

prognathous face. Hence it has been concluded that the primitive

population of Europe belonged to a Negroid race, according to

1 according to others to a Mongoloid race, whose stature

this opinion rests I take as exact ; but it rests also on a precoi

ceived idea, which, for my part, I have long combated—namel;

that in Quaternary Europe there was only one race of IMei

g with the ethnogenic theory, that the diversity of the

numau race is produced by the influence of time and circumstances,

the holders of the above-mentioned opinion admit that the typical

differences ought to be less and less as we look back to past ages

;

and when the Polygenists object that the separation of the princi-

pal groups of races was already complete in the earliest historical

times, they are told that it was not in those times, so close to our

own, but in the immense and incalculable preceding periods that

the divergences from the original type w^ere manifested. Reduced
to these terms, the question of the unity of the human race is ad-

journed to the time when Paleontology shall have discovered the

remains of primitive man, or at least relics of the races of the

Quaternary Epoch. The Monogenists suppose that these races,

separated from us by thousands of ages perhaps, and for certain

infinitely nearer to original man than the most ancient of the his-

toric races, ought to present, if not an absolute uniformity, at least

a manifest convergence toward the type of the common mould
whence, they believe, all the races came.

" It comes to this, however, (and it is usually the case,) that facts

begin to contradict a preconceived hypothesis. The Quaternary
race of Dordogne (Cro-Magnon) differs from the Quaternary race

of the Belgian Caves, as much at least as dissimilar modern races

differ one from another. The contrast is complete, not only when
we look at the conformation and volume of the head, but also it

we look at the form and dimensions of the bones of the limbs."

5. Report on the Mineral JResources of the States and Territo-

ries west of the Mocky Mountains; by Kossiter W. Raymoxd,
Special Commissioner of Mining Statistics, Treasury Department.
256 pp. 8vo. Washington, 1869. (Government Printing Office.)-

This report is a continuation of, or a supplement to, the Report
of Commissioner Brown noticed in this Journal, vol. xlvi, p. 430.

Mr. Raymond was appointed to the position of Commissioner,
April Ist, 1869 ; and as he was obliged to submit his report in

October, he had but a few months in the field. He seems, how
ever, to have made excellent use of the time at his disposal :

and

in his notes on California, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Utah, and

Arizona, he has given, in a very systematic manner, the leading
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facts with regard to the present condition of these states and ter-
ritories.

_
His report is illustrated with sections of a large number

of the principal quartz mines, which aid materially in comprehend-
ing the character and extent of the veins and workings.

Mr. Raymond also devotes 40 pages to the discussion of the re-

g edu

lations of government to mining, stating the mining la

cation, with a sketch of some of the principal mining schools
Europe. The following estimate of the annual product of bulli
for 1868 is given by the " "

California, 122,000,000
Kevada, .._ 14,000,000
Montana, _ 15,000,000
Idaho, 7,000,000
Washington and Oregon, 4,'oOo|oOO

Arizona, 500,000
Colorado and Wyoming, 3,250,000
All other sources, 1,000,000

$67,000,000
being a decrease of $8,000,000 from the product of 1867 ; a por-
tion of this is, however, accounted for by the fact that the pre-
vious commissioner estimated the bullion from unknown sources at

$5,000,000, whereas here it is reduced to $1,000,000. For further
particulars we must refer to the report, which will well repay peru-
sal. We understand that the author's edition of the report can be
obtained from D. Van Nostrand, publisher, in New York.

6. On a transparent Wolfram ; in a letter from Mr. DesCloi-
ZEAux to J. Lawrence Smith. (Communicated for this Journal.)—
" I found last summer a Wolfram of JBayonka in the Ural, of which
the composition is

—

Tungstic acid, 74-32

Protoxyd of fron, . - . - - 2-11

ty 7-357. This is about the composition oi hu''nente;
s, this wolfram is transparent in very thin layers, and I was
'd to establish that the bisectrix of the optical axes is

y oldique to the vertical axis about 20°, which confirms my
US observation made on very small crystals from the neigh-

"1 of Limoges, that the form of wolfram is clinorhombic,
i::U the in-imitive form is a rhombic prism very slischtly

• I suppose that the htibnerite is also trans parent." [Hub-
'- tnuisi)arent, and is hyacinth-red in thin scales.—G. J. b.]

>" the Besdoizite of 'the Wheatly mine, Pennsylvania;
f-^WRExcE Smith. (Communicated for this Journal.)—

I

ted a short time since some small crystals of the vanadate
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of lead which I found at the Whcatly mine near Phoonixvino,

Pemi. (see this Jour., II, xx, 24V, 1855.) They were the best crys-

tals that hud been discovered, except two or three a little lai'ir'er,

that were placed in the hands of a crystalloijrapher, who misplaVcd

them before tliev were examined. The results of Mr. DesCloi-

zeaux's observat'ions arc contained in the following conununica-

"I liave examined your crystals of Descloi/.ite. Tliey are trulv

ycry small, and some'what ccmfii^ed ; I haye, however, Vec(.-iii/.c(l

as the form a rhombic table. Tins has the ano-le approxirnati\ ely

ot rrt: w= 4° to eo"", whicli corresponds to the angle of tlie pri'^iu

adopted by mc for Descloizite. This cliaracter, in connection witli

your analysis seems to make it more tlmn prohahle that the min-

eral you found at the ^Vheatly mine is really Descloizite."

8. 'Geological ISurvetjof 7?«7A/y2«.—The Legislature of Indiana

Bureau, in connection with the State Board of Agriculture. The
bill creating tliis bureau provides, also, for a ueohx-ical survey of

the state, and for building up a scientific museum at Indianapolis.

Prof. E. T. Cox has been "appointed, by the Govoriior, state (xcol-

ogist, to take charge of this department and has ah'cady com-
menced work. We anticipate very important results from the

survey under the superintendence of tliis able u-eoloii'ist.

9. Ou ti new locality of FranWnite ; by Wm. A. Foxda.—A
vein of Franklinite has been opened at Centerville, 5 miles above
Paterson, on tlie side of " Second Mountain." The ore has the

same general characteristics with that obtained from the Stirling

Bill and Franklin furnace mines. The gangue is rhodonite, and
calc spar in some specimens.

10. lUmie (7e Geologie pour lesannhs, 18G0 et 1867, par M.
Delksse, Ingenieur en chef des :\fines, Profes^eur de Ge.doiiie a

I'Ecole Xormale, etc., et ^L DeL u-parext, In'^enieur des .Alines,

the proijfress of Geoloory Ijreparc!d by Delesse. and
Like its predecessors, it" < •ettv full abstracts
papers un Lithological, Dv nlu^cai and Stratiu-raphic
especially those bv Euro^i thors, u-ith brief i

many on paleontology.
11. Etudes mr le Mkn ^n. ./.X n<..-L.,. V.

Ingenieur des Mines, Pn. I,

Ouvragc Couronne i):ii-
"

Paris, I860.—This work -

Delesse upon metamor]ihU,

be perused with profit by tho^,. \nU-\\ -'^ d in that '<!

12. i. Refrpparition dn genre Arethusinn Barr.
Silnrienne des environs de Tlof en liavi^re ; par J
EAXDE.—Each of these valuable memoirs by Barrande



by a plate. The first presents new fiicts bearing on his view as 1

the reappearance of types ; and the second describes several ne
Trilobites, Pteropods, Brachiopods and Cystidea from the Sil

III. ZOOLOGY.

genei-al work the same subject has been publishe< i, but a large
imniber of m aphs bearing iupon the development, anatomy
and the clas- on of <bflereri t families of Annuhita have ap-
peared at vaiious tiimes, and are >scattered through scientific jour-
nals. It was a nio;5t i)ropitions time for any one liavi•ng access to
large colleoti. review tlte m aterial accumulated and write a

^zi:::i'}
upon the subject. This has been done\h.^^i^Grube,

<.^uatrefagesf luis taken up all the orders, which, according to the
title of Elder's monograph, did not come within the scope of his
work. l>oth profess to gi\ e the present condition of our know-
ledge of these animals. "Elders' work is based upon the study of
the species to which lie had access from collections made principally
lu European seas, though as assistant to Professor Keferstein he
ha< had access to the collections of the Gottingen Museum and
tho-^o of the Museum of Comparative Zoology of Cambridge. His
Work consists of monographs of the dilferent species to which he
ha>^ had access, connected by general remarks, and illustrated by
excL'IU'nt plates; the whole" oV the descri})tions and illustrations
are thoronuh and mo^t accurate and his minute knowledge of what
l>a>i hft'u d(,ne in his de]>artment will leave the student but little

.
'J'lie vuhiuleTut Quatrefa-i-. can more strictly T)e called a revi-

elf, :ui.l

llju

it'Sri
U' been dra

kiiK-- contr:

^vn from^u
ist to the ci^SomliVndi^hwJ

ilv find in g('u'eral
'tevtl>ooksiin nu>st department'^ of natural

ry. W.
tion of . Vnni

L faii-lv

data,'n

take it as n

n<l it will t

n excellent

ake its i>!ac.

-,ii<le for the deter-

' bv the side of the

al work s of Milne Edwards . a and Polyps, pub-
1 in tlie series. Tt is how.eversomewl .at unfortunate that

. Tiitl inkmiwn siiould have been described by
refairel from aleoh!die specime ns, ANhenth e careful study eveJ
c livino s))e ; of this ch iss is subie. •t to so many diffi-

-.and likely to en(.nnuber us witli additional synonyms for

r K Khloi•S Die, Horstenwumer T^t I, ISeU, Pt. II, 1368.

deQuatrefa^e;3, Histoire NaturcUe des Annelt-s, UJC5.
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want of authentic specimens for comparison. Xor has the author

always paid sufficient attention to the Labors of some of his prede-

cessors, having allowed a number of prominent memoirs by

Skandinavian naturalists to escape him altogether.* The nomen-

clature introduced by Quatrefages is on the whole very accepta-

ble; the statement he makes of several histological and ana-

tomical points is somewhat meager, the results of various German
"writers bearing on the subject having escaped his attention, and

thus due credit is unintentionally not always given to the original

investigator. The chapter on the respiratory apparatus and its

functions is particularly defective and we must go back to t'

first attempt at a geographical distribution ofAnnelids, though the

Faunal works which have appeared since the publication of his trea-

tise, show that he has given too narrow limits to his Faunae, and

that we must have a larger amount of material than can be collect-

ed from the observations of Schmarda,f of Grube| or of Kinberg,§

as the results of various scientific explorations in diiferent parts of

the globe, before any satisfactory conclusions can be reached. We
must look forward to many such Faunae as we now have in the

beautiful memoirs we owe to Malmgren|| on the Northern x\nnelids

and to Clapar^def for the Annelids of the coast of France and Italy

before we can begin to theorize on the subject. Our knowledge of

Annulata is by far too incomplete, and no field offers a richer re-

ward. There is no coast which when explored carefully will not

amply repay its explorer, and no district, however poor in appear-

ance, where a rocky point cannot be found which will reward the

ch ; when such observations are accompanied by bathymetrical""''" '' ' - -' ' g^ ^jjg ^^.Q doublyfigures of distribution like those <

tions, to have a good basis for a bathymetrical distribution c

Annelids of the Northern Atlantic, added to what data we
have from our own coasts and the European coasts of the Atlantic

in memoirs already published and the collections of the various

Museums of the new and old world.
The difference to be noticed in the number of species enumerated

by Malmgren in his two memoirs and the old fauna of OErsted

covering nearly the same ground, gives us a fair criterion of what
we may expect from a thorough exploration of our own coast.

Even on the well explored coast of Europe we find that valuable

* Particularly the monograph of Kinberg in Eiigenies Resa and the smaller

§ Kinberg i,

if
Dr. Malmg

lulater, 1865.

f E. Claparede, Annelidas Turbellariea, Opalines, ;
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additions are made by any careful investigator. This is most
strikingly illustrated in the late publications of Claparede, who
has within the last few years enriched our literature with the best
nionographs on annelids, full of new matter on their anatomy, clas-
sification and development, and written with constant reference
to all that has been done on the subject previously to him. His
memoirs are always well illustrated, his last paper on the annelids
of Naples containing no less than 32 exquisitely drawn plates. His
criticisms invariably show an exhaustive acquaintance with the
subject, though he is at times somewhat too severe when analyzing
opposing views.
We are now fast accumulating materials toward a natural clas-

sification of Annulata. The affinities of the various orders as un-
derstood by Schneider| are a great step in advance of our present
systems, as also the emancipation from the consideration ofsuch char-
acters as were used bv Grube in his classification, and which have
until recentlv received such universal recoirnition. The late em-
bryological invostiirations of Claparede, Krohn, Schneider, A.
Agassiz, Kovalewsky, Kefei-stein, Knapi)ert, Fritz Miiller, Meczni-
kowf have done much toward clearing up the affinities of many
families of Annelids, while the memoirs of JiastianJ and Ebertg on
Xematods, of Van i3enedcn|| and of Van Keneden and Hessel
and Ki-abbe** on intestinal

teinftonSipunculidsandthe
Annelids, have iniincnselv en
this subject. Bastian's attempt'^to prove the affinitie's of the Xe-
matoids to EcluTioderms on anatomical sjrounds, and thus bring up
again the view taken oriiriually by Huxley of the affinities of^\n-
nulata and Echinodermsrhas found no supi)orter except Haeckel;
he has, however, never paid special attention either to Annulata or
Eclimoderms, and merely adopts this view in lii> (k-nen lie .AlorpJio-

olupry of

ulbooks of Entozoa we must special! v i

Nvhich, though not having much clahn

found an excellent compendium, faitl

ite<l, and written with full references l

field up to the present time. Leuckart
has reached the secoiul part of the se

thing coming from the pen of tiiat ii

iful, accu

,) what 1

\-Men^
cond vol

?c]meider, Die Neraatoden, Berlin, 186G.

> not cite the titles of these shorter papers ; they will be
Archiv: Zeitschrift f. Wiss. Zool.; MiJller's Archiv;
irpj Annals Lyceum Nat. Hist., X. Y. ; Journal Bost.

I.HSan, AnguiUulidic, Trans. Lin. Soc, xxiii; Anat

rt. Die Xematoden.
Hene.len. Vers Intcstinaux. Pa>i., ISS'^.

'KeVr'^a-ir''s?p'me\;i£i\n Zdt f. W. Zool. , 1865.
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gator, it promises to be an exhaustive handbook full of original

observations. The text is abundantly illustrated by woodcuts.

It may not be out of place to close this notice, by referring to

two short but capital papers on the development of Bryozoa,*

which throw considerable doubt on their systematic position.

With the exception of Leuckart, almost all naturalists have homo-

logised Bryozoa and Brachiopoda to their complete satisfaction,

and they are universally placed among MoUusks. Smitt's paper

on the development of Bryozoa gave Leuckart an opportunity to

reaffirm his views with considerable force, and now he receives the

support of Schneider,! who in a memoir on the development of

Cyphonantes into Membranipora has attacked the subject from a

new point of view, and has homologised, apparently, the larva of

Membranipora with undoubted Annulate larvte (Actinotroeha),

For the final solution of this exceedingly interesting question, we
must look to the development history of a greater number of Bry-

ozoa than we know at present. a. a.

2. M^moires pour servir d la Connaissance des Crindides

Vivants ; par Michael Sars. Programme de F Universite royale

de Norvfege. G6 pp. 4to, with 6 plates.—Christiania, 1868. (Impri-

merie de Brogger et Christie). In the first part of the memoir the

author gives an elaborate and careful description of the external

appearance and anatomy of a very interesting new genus of at-

tached crinoids {Rhizocrinus Zofotensis), which is'one of tlie

numerous new forms brought to light by the deep-sea dredtrinirs

of Mr. G. O. Sars, at the Islands 5f Lofoten and on the coast of

Norway. This species occurred at depths ranging from 100 to 300

fathoms, and appears to be gregarious, and rather abundant in its

localities since 15 specimens were obtained. It is a small species,

with a long crooked stem, attached only by numerous lateral root-

like cirri, which are scattered along the lower portion. The joints

of the steni are elongated and articulated as in Bourguetocrimts,

nic, and forms the lower part of the head. The arms are undivid-

ed, usually five, but vary from 4 to 7; their length in the largest

specimens was 10 to 11""^, or about one seventh the length of the

stem. The pinnuhe are few, alternating on the two sides, the lower

ones shorter and in one specimen swollen, containing the re-

productive organs. The mouth is circular, in the centfer of tla'

disk, surrounded by a circle of tentacles, two corresponding with

each tentacular groove, alternating with two interradiaf one^.

The mouth and tentacles are enclosed by moval)le, valve-like, prom-
inent laminae, corresponding in number and ])Osition with the iu-

network. Reticulated calcareous plates are also scattered through
the membrane of the disk. The anus is a simple circulai- aperture

through the membrane of the disk, in one of the interradial re-

gions, midway between the mouth and the edge of the disk, not

* F. A. Smitt. Hafsbryozoemas utveckling och Fettkroppar. Stockholm. 1>=65.

t A. Schneider. Zur Entwickelungsgeschichte und Syatematischen Steliung

der Bryozoen und Gephyreen, 1869.
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prolonged into a tube. It is, in foct, according to Mr, Sars, a de-
graded type of the family of Apiocrinida), having most affinity
with Bourguetocrimis, and forming so to speak the transition from
the Apiocrinida3 to the living gQwwi^^Antedon ( Gomatula Lam.), and
especially to its larval state (Pentacrinoid).
This new form* presents many features of interest and will doubt-

less throw light upon some obscure and doubtful points in the
structure of fossil crinoids. So far as its anatomy bears upon
the points discussed in the articles of Mr. Meek and Mr. Billings,
it appears to confirm the views of the former in regard to the
positions of the mouth and anus of the fossil forms. For if we
imagine the convergent valves around the mouth to be enlarged
and united together over it by their edges and summits, we should
have nearly the structure made out by Mr. Meek.
The second part of the memoir is devoted to a description of

the Pentacrinoid state of Antedon Sarsii, illustrated by two elab-

3. Contributions to the Natural History of the Bermudas.,
Coralliaria; by J. Matthew Jones. (Proc. aud Trans, of Nova
Scotian Inst, of Nat. Science, vol. ii,) Halifax, June, 1869.—The
author enumerates 13 species of corals, found at the Bermudas,
and gives accounts of their mode of occurence, etc. The species
are as follows : IsophyUia dipsacea Yerrill, Maandrina cerehri-

formis Lara. {=zI)iploria cerebriformis Ewd. and H.), tSideras-
trcea radians Y., Ocidina diffusa La,m., 0. varicosaljes., 0. Valen-
cienesii E. and H. (= 0. Bermudiana Duch. and M.), Mycediumfra-
gile Dana, Porites clavaria. Lam., Millepora alcicomis Linn., Gar-
goniaflahellum Linn., Plexaura crassa Lamx., P.flexuosa Lamx.,
Bterogorgia Americana Ehr. The synonymy is in some cases
faulty: thus Porites conglomerata is not a synonym of P. clavaria,
but a more massive species from the East Indies ; the massive form-
referred to as a variety of P. clavaria is perhaps P. ustraoides
Les.

; Leptoseris fragilis is very distinct from Mycedium fragile ;
^ladrepora palmata Lam., M. muricata, var. Esp. and J/, alces

l>anaarenot synonyms oiMiUepora alcicomis, but true Mndix'pora',

—the first being alaro-e and common species from tlio Florida reefs

and West Indies. Further exploration will doubtk-s a^.l .iuite a
number of additional species. I have already seen IkTnimla s[>eci-

inens of IsophyUia rigida V., Plexaura hotnonadla Lamx., and
Bterogorgia acerosa Ehr., in addition to those enumerated. v.

4. Occasional Papers of tJie Bostoti Society of Natural His-
\ory^ Vol. L Entomological Correspondence of TJmddeus Wil-
liam Harris., M. D. Edited by Samuel H. Scudder, Boston,
1869. 8 vo, with cuts and five" plates, pp. 376.—This valuable
volume is interestino-, both on account of the numerous accurate
observations upon the structure, habits, transformations, and clas-

sification of insects, with which it is replete, but also for the pleas-

* This species is recrardcd bv Prof. Agassizas identical with the crinoid dredged
»7 Pourtalp« jr, 937 *-' r(w; f-x^^-^v-^ off the coast of Florida, and described under
the name o*' i

-^
; ;

:. , ; - ^i-ri i>'(9r6. in the Bulletin of the Museum of
Comp. Zool.. -_ , ;: : , ,

;~ .-,
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ing picture it gives us of the private life and character of one who
must always rank high among American Naturalists. It contains

a biographical sketch of Dr. Harris, by Col. T. W. Higginson, ac-

companied by a steel engraving ; his entomological coiTespondence

with Ilentz, Melsheimer, Doubleday, Herrick, J. L. Le Conte,

I M. H. H;

and their habits ; unpublishe
-'-^' nd republicati ^ '

Say, and others ; descriptic

lied descriptions of various

; papers. The plates are well executed, from drawings made

5. The Butterflies of North America, with colored Drawings
and Bescriptions ; by War. H. Edwaeds. Part 3, quarto, with

five colored plates. Philadelphia (American Entomological Socie-

ty).—The third part of this admirable work excels, if possible, in

the accuracy and beauty of the figures the two previous parts.

The plates include 24 figures, illustrating Argynnis montlcola, A.
Ilalci/one, liimenitis Proserpina, Lyccena violacea, L. Lygda-
iiiu^, Thechi loita, and T. Acadica. A synoi)sis of North Ameri-
can Jiutterflies, Avith synonymy, is commenced in this i)art, which
will prove of iirreat utility to all students of this interotinir ijroup.

The author bids fair to do for North American Butterilics what
Audiil)oii <]i<l foi- tlic birds. v.

G. Ju,eri.can Cerrus. Read before the Ottawa Academv of

Natural Sciences, May, 1868 ; by JoHX D. C.vtox, LL. D.—In this

paper we have a detailed description of the external covering of

the deer and elk ; and a very interesting account of the phenome-
na connected with the growth and shedding of their horns, both

under natural and abnormal circumstances ;' together with many
observations upon their habits. The author has had excellent op-

portunities for studying large numbers of these animals in his ex-

tensivi' parks, and has made" important additions to our knowledge

of nar ^iJhThUh"^fZuy'n.hJdnn ^ 'nlul^J^r^pthZ'of ^>nr

s,>eci..'^ .,f M,lu„Hl- „n.J rabnlh.o .• by IsAA<' Li-:a, LL.D. Vo1._

he whole ]immber
to be 772 . Dr.

ncluded, (which h

of 3la<h-i. 1,) hav<
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We add here that Dr. Lea, on June 9th, read a paper before the

Philadelphia Academy, on XJnionidte from the Lower Cretaceous
formation of New Jersey, in which he described 10 species, 8 of
'^^ ' ''

T of Anodonta. The specimeni ^ -i ^i-
-.

in which occur the Hadrosaurus and other reptilian remains, be-

sides, in some parts, marine mollusca. Fresh water species had
not before been recognized in it.

IV. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Bemarkahle Meteor of May 20th (from a notice by Prof.

E. LooMis in the College Courant of May 29).—A meteor of unu-
sual brilliancy was seen at New Haven and many other places on
Thursday evening. May 20th, a few minutes after eleven o'clock.

Its light exceeded that of the full moon which was shining at the
time, and was generally compared to a vivid flash of lightning

;

its duration was estimated at five seconds. It left behind a bril-

liant train of light, and finally, exploded, separating into nume-
rous fragments. Its splendor was such as to attract general at-

tention at Philadelphia, Newark, New York, Newburg, Pough-
keepsie, New Haven, Hartford, Springfield, Norwich, Worcester,
Providence and Boston, and doubtless at numerous other places
from which no reports have yet been received.

At New York the meteor was first observed at a point 10°

N.N.W. of the star Altair (in Aquila) and it moved in an arc of
30°, to the N. E. Accordmg to this statement, the point of ori-

gin was about east, at an elevation of 30°, and its termination
about N. 60° E. at an altitude of 15°.

At Poughkeepsie, its course was from the south toward the
east, making an angle of about 30° with the horizon, and it

burst at an altitude of about 15°.

At New Haven it moved from a point somewhat west of south,

to a point somewhat north of east, and its altitude when it explo-

ded was estimated at 30°.

At Hartford its course was from S.S.W. to E.N.E.
From these observations it is not possible to assign the actual

path with much precision, but it is infei-red that the meteor moved
nearly horizontally at an elevation of 50 miles above the earth's

surface and the length of its visible path was about 200 miles.

The point where it exploded was over the Atlantic ocean, some-
what north and east of Boston. The time of flight was estimated
at five seconds, which would indicate a velocity of 40 miles per

Several observers have stated that the explosion of this meteor
was followed by a sound which resembled distant thunder. The
distance of the meteor from New Haven at this time was about
1^0 miles, and sound would require more than ten minutes to

Am Jolk. Scl-Second Sebies, Vol. XLVIII, No. U2.-JcLy, 1869.
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respecting tl

from two persons, Mr. and Mrs. Fling, residing at the time at

Catchogue, 18 or 14 miles east of Riverhead. Mrs. Fling com-

pared the light to the Drummond light which she had seen in

Broadway. The meteor passed from S.W. to N.E., parallel with

the front of the house, (which she says points to the S.E.,) and at an

altitude halfway between the horizon and the zenith. She thought

the hody of the meteor, which sent off constant scintillations, was

about the apparent size of the moon. Mr. F. thought it might he

a shade less. The color varied from reddish to purple, though

different in different parts and times. In about three minvites after

the passanje of the meteor, a terrific sound was heard. Not reali-

zing the character of the meteor, Mrs. F. said she first thought it

was an earthquake ; but on second thought, concluded it must

have come from the meteor. It jarred the whole house, doors,

windows, «fec., to the very foundations. Rev. Thomas Owen, half

- " -^ " '
• ' " ^ " 'or the

-"-^^

I cannon fired from a ship "in distress; others corroborate the

statement of great noise. I have since conversed with Mr. and

Mrs. Clark, very worthy peojie in Centre Moriches, and their ac-

count agrees in all important particulars, with the former by Mr.

and Mrs. F. Taking the diameter at 30', and the distance (from

the time 3m.) 39 or 40 miles, the altitude above the earth must

have been 28 miles ; and the diameter of the body 1843 feet. The

velocity must have been very great, probably equal to that of the

noted meteor which traversed Europe from N.W. to S.E., about H
p. If., Aug. 18, 1783, which it seemed to resemble. The time of

occurrence of the late meteor was about llh. 20m. p. m. (some

say Hi).
3. Aurora Borecdis of the evening of April Ibth.—Besides the

two articles on the auroral display of April loth, to be found on

pages 65 and 114 of this volume, other accounts have reached us

from various correspondents over the country ; and also we have,

through the European journals, notices of its being widely seen

over that continent. We defer to another time a summary of the

A. American Assooiati
Eighteenth Meeting .,

Mass., commencing on Wednesday, August 18, at 10 a

jements are in progress by the Local Committee to make tiie

'ting a scientific success, and a large attendance from all parts

;he country is expected.
m interesting feature of the meeting is anticipated in the pw-

ed microscopical gathering, and a large room will be speciallj
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The Local Committee respectfully requests all persons having

devoted to the display of Microscopes, and all that pertains thereto.

t-class instruments, to bring thei

such apparatus as they have found useful in their manipulation.
Agents and makers of Microscopes are requested to bring speci-
mens of their different manufactures.
On the afternoon of the first day of the meeting, the Associa-

tion will be invited to assist in the dedication of the Museum
of the Peabody Academy of Science. The Rooms of the Essex
Institute and of the Academv, also those of other institutions of
the city, will be open during the meeting.
The meetings of the Association will lake place in the several

halls of the County Court House, which furnish most ample ac-

commodation for the different sections and committees. The
office of the Local Committee will be at the new Court House,
where members will be conducted immediately on their arrival in

the city.

A circular giving all necessary information relating to tlie meet-
ing, will be sent to any one requesting it, on application to the
Local Secretary. The volume of Proceedings for the Chicago
meeting is now nearly printed, and will be ready for delivery at
this meeting.
Any person wishing to join the Association can report his name

to any of the Secretaries. The entrance fee is $5, and the annual
assessment is $3, including the price of the yearly volume of Pro-
ceedings.

Farther information relating to the Association can be had by
addressing the Local Secretary, F. W. Putxam, Salem, Mass.

5. List of pajyers read before the National Academy of Scien-
'""' "*

''^i April Session, 1869.

I planets, by B. Peirce.

ian surface, by J. P. Lesley.

.
4. On the pure phosphate beds of South Carolina, tlicir forma-

tion, age and fossils, including the human remains lately i!isf()\-

ei-ed, by H. S. Holmes.
5. On a new meridian equal altitude iiistrmiuiiT r.-td in the

Coast Survey, by J. C. Hilgard.
6. On tlie deep sea explorations of the Gulf Stream, by A.

7. On tidal researches, bv W. Ferrell,

8. On tidal rainfall, by P. E. Chase.
9. On the products of the action of the alkaline nitrites upon

^iric acid and its derivatives, by Wolcott Gibbs.
10. Upon inversion in Algebra, by B. Peirce.

11. On a mode of examination of potable waters, l)v Dr. Crai^c.

12. On the meteorite which fell in Franklin Co., Alabama, Dec.
5th, 1868, by G J. Brush.

1-i. On a new member of the chrysolite group, by G. J. Brush.
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iu oreological formations, by M. C. Meigs.

15. On the great tornado in Iowa and Illinois, June 3d, 1860, by

W. L. Nicholson.

16. On earthquake waves and the depth of the ocean, by J.

E. Hilgard.

1 7 On the historv and pre'^ent condition of an investigation of

tlu amikK by Jas H. Coffin.
'

'
'

'=!olai •^pot'*, the magnetic lit chna-

the es hibition of the AiiroKi IJoieahs, bv^Elia. Loonu
>n t(il 'thod. ti.citanah.is, ^Mt

oanalU icd' ^^olk done 'theicluth, by B^ Sdhm.

)n"tlie effect fat niospl KM .0 air in uMlunng the illuuun

coil ins b\ J}. Sil UmanandH Wuitz.
J>n an i >dirKM ndiouubon pioct

)l()duCl /gls b> \ SiUiman.
.h%HCll( on^tinotK 1, bv J. II. Lane.

nlhe'l>tt"iodic>. tai r; Aioiis, by Ehas Loomib.

V. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGKAPHY.

1. The Yoseiiiite Giode Bool; A do-ciiption of tlio \

iIUn indthi idiKuitKinon of tiie Siciia ^c\ada, an(

\\s fict^ of Cilifoiiiii. IjO pp huge 8\o, ilhibti itod 1

D
Leg

"pirul a modefGuido Book, \\o:

u{ thcicinaikibU region It ilhi

on the physical tdtuic of Cal
of tlu Mlkv uhichis the >peci

i s to the ^ alh V and tht Bio Tn
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14,740 feet, with 300 or 400 feet of inaccessible rocks still above
him. (See this Jour., xxxix, 10.)

The work contains two admirable maps, one, of the part of the
Sierra Nevada adjacent to the Yosemite valley, from surveys made
by Charles L. Hoifman and James T. Gardner, the other, of the
Yosemite valley itself, from surveys by Clarence King and J. T.
Gardner. The maps are minute in their details of this mountain
region, but not more so than is warranted by the thoroughness of
the surveys. The volume is published in elegant style, and illus-

trated by numerous woodcuts representing with great beauty the
remarkable scenery of the region. The cuts are from among those
used in the first volume of Prof. Whitney's Keport on the Geology
of California.

Tlie Guide Book has also boon issued in quarto form with pho-
tographic illustrations.

2. Investigations in the Military and Anthropological Statis-
tics o/AMerican Soldiers; by Bi:vjamix Arrnoup GorLO, PluD.,
&L'., Actuary to the U. S. Sanitary Commission. Co5 pp. 8vo. Xew
York, 1869.—This volume is one of the ^fomoirs of the recent war,
prci)ared under the authority of, and published by, the United
States Sanitary Commission. * Hardy have circumstances favored
the collection of so valuable a mass of anthropological statistics as
is here submitted to the study of those who are devoted to thi-^

line of research. The investigation is ba<;ed upon a very broad
foundation of facts, the discussion of which has taken a wide range,
embracing the consideration of the military ])opulation and enlist-

nients in the loyal states ; nativity and age of volunteers ; age ot'

recruits, statures, complexion^ color of hair and ojc-^; previoiH oc-

ofil;lead ; weight and

I of these toi.ios are considered in sop:irat oha ptor-. MipjK

mount of detail tabulated m iniin< •u<i- Lubor

xlitilions''for uhite soldiers sail.)!--, st iidl nts, I«ulorc..l sol.

lians, and abnormal cases.
rhe most i nteresting data obtained in t he« e\tended in^e.

lis are laid down upon charts in curves 'to.l to (lev

coSrdinat ion of the facts classified under tlie iini)()rtant -i

ions of the work. These charts; are a*! xampU- ot

>u- of this mode of taking general trut hs n-oJii n

iardil^o^NcuilS whiol 1 ai^pear chaotic even in the bo- t tabu

edwithtl le clearness brought out by t he '. trioai jM-ojoc

thi' same ,lata. It is quite impossible wit liout :! n oxl..na;..l

ich chapter at the clo-e of tlie \ohimo,' co\«-':

)rinted pages. In the preface Dr. Gould do.
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to liis fellow laborers by whose cooperation alone could this labo-

rious work have been brought to a compact and scientific unity.

3. Modern Practice qf^the Electric Telegraph. A Handbook
for Electricians and Operators. By Feakk L. Pope. 128 pp.

8vo. Xew York, 1869. (Russell Brothers.)—This is by far the

best exposition and discussion of the American System of Tele-

graphic Practice which has fallen under our notice; and does

credit to the erudition and practical skill of the author. It is

well known that in every art involving the use of scientific prin-

ciples there are many points of construction and practice familiar

to those skilled in the art which are slow in finding their way into

scientific literature. Mr. Pope, in his excellent handbook, has

given us a clear and exact statement of those features iu the

American system of telegraphic practice which for the most part

are very imperfectly discussed or altogether ignored in the more

elaborate treatises of electricians. Mr. Pope modestly disclaims

the character of a scientist, but his work shows a degree of famili-

arity with the principles of science involved in his art, creditable

alike to his own knowledge and to the present development in the

United States of the important subject on which he writes. The
book is clear and unpretending in style, exact and concise in state-

ment, and remarkably well illustrated by original drawings of the

apparatus and instruments in use in America. These quahties

must secure it a high place and general favor.

4. The Mississippi Valley; its Physical Geography, including

sketches of the Topography, Botany, ^Climate, Geology, andMint-
ral resources; and of the p/rogress of development in population
and material xoealth; by J. W. Fostee, LL.D., President of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science, [for the year

1S69.] 444 p. 8vo. Illustrated by maps and sections. Chicago,

1869. (S. C. Griggs & Co.)—In this volume the author discourses

physical geography, geology, and re-

"alley. The work i
"'

' "
'

^"

of original research to any great extent, or to be

It is - —

ftheM ^^^ ^. ___
i-inal research to any gr<

itment of its topics. It is a readable book coni,amxiig^

information. The author does not confine himself

t<» tlie valley, but has many pages on the general subject of cli-

mate, the origin of prairies, etc., and embraces at times the whole
*ijuntry and nation in his widely ranging observations. He closes

iii< work with brief chapters on the influence of climate on man ;

origin of civilization; colonization and progress of population in

t he valley ; the Indians. The paper, printing and external appear-

ance of the volume are excellent.
.-.. The Origin of the Seasons considered from a Geological

l><nnt of view ; by Samuel Mobsman, with a map and diagrams.

472 pp., 8vo. Edinburgh and London. 1869. (Wm. Blackwood
and Sons.)—This volume on the seasons contains an indefinite va-

riety of facts or statements from astronomy, geology, physical

geography, etc., bearing more or less, often the latter, on the sub-

ject of climate m the past and present ; and in connection, the aa-
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thor offers his views and speculations. The author does not ap-
pear to be thoroughly acquainted with either of the above men-
tioned sciences, and quotes many of his geological facts loosely,
or without fully understanding them. His speculations accord-
ingly are for the most part not well founded, although presented
along with some right views, and in an attractive manner,

6. Lecture JVbtes on Physics. By Alfbed M. Mavee, Ph.D.
112 pp. 8vo.—In the discharge of his duties as Professor of Phys-
ics in the Lehigh University at Bethlehem, in Pennsylvania, Prof.
Mayer has prepared a clear and concise synopsis of the fundamen-
tal principles and notions of physics in accordance with modern
views and the recent progress of science, which will be consulted
with interest by those whose duties lead them in the same direc-

tion. These notes have been republished from the Journal ot the
Franklin Institute where they have appeared during the past year
as a series of articles.

T. Strength of Iron parts of Steam Machinery. By J. D.
Van Burex, Jr., C.E. TO pp. 8vo. New York, 1869. (Van Kos-
trand.)—This is an analytical discussion of the formula employed
by mechanical engineers in determining the rupturing or crippling
pressure in the different parts of a machine. The formulae are
founded upon the principle that the different parts of a machine
should be equally strong, and are developed in reference to the
ultimate strength of the'material in order to leave the choice of a
factor of safety to the judgment of the designer. Engineers will
find this a valuable contribution to the literature of their profes-

b^EOLOGT, vol. i, with 525 pages of text, in royal 8vo form, 81 wood engrav-
ings and 1 steel plate : containing a Report of Progress and Synopsis of the
Field Work, from 1860 to 1864. Price in cloth, $7.50.
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Pal^ontologt, vol. 2, with 299 pages of text, and 36 lithographic plates,

containing the remainder of the Cretaceous and the whole of the Tertiary Palre-

ontology, by W. M. Gabb. Price in cloth, $7.50.

OB]!aTHOLoaT. The birds of California and the adjacent States and Territories

will be described and illustrated in a work now in preparation, which will em-
brace two volumes. The illustrations of the first of these, including the land

birds, are now completed, and the volume is in press and will be ready for de-

livery before the end of the year. The illustrations are on wood and consist of
a full-length figure of one species of each genus, with a diagram illustrative of
*'^" "-^ -

-

1 a full-sized figure of the head of each

lis mode of illustration is believed to be

I of high scientific and practical value,

ible cost. Tne work is based on the ' " "'' ""'

. Cooper, Zoologist of the Survey, and e
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Art. XV.—Ow the nature and duration of the discharge of a
Leyden jar connected loith an induction coil; hj Ogden N.
Rood, Professor of Physics ia Columbia College.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, August, ISQI.I

Pakt 1st.

^
When the terminal wires of an induction coil of sufficient

^izo are connected with the exterior and inner coating of a Ley-
den jar, it is well known that the act of breaking the primary
current charges the jar with electricity, and that a discharge
^viil take place if the distance between the electrodes is not too
givii.t, otherwise the union of the two electricities is effected

backwird in the coil itself The brightness of the light, and
th'j ease with which it is generated, render it the most conven-
ient means in our possession for the production of a nearly in-

stantaneous illumination, while its richness in the violet and
ultra-violet rays, make it suitable for experiments on fluores-

Before, however, it can becomeLud phosphi
for these an3 and other delicate investigations, involving the

appreciation of minute intervals of time, it is of course neces-
sary that the nature and duration of the discharge itself should
1^0 studied, a matter which, so far as I know, has thus far not
received i

The case of a jar charged by an ordinary frictional machine
is quite different from the above : here, during the the act of

charging and discharging, the two metallic coatings of the jar

are entirely insulated, while when the induction coil is used ia

Am. Jo0b. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLVIII, No. 143.—Sept., 1S69.
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tlie manner above indicated, these coatings are during both acts" ' '

which alone might be

to flow for a considerable fraction of a second along the

terminal wires into the jar, which fact renders it questionable

whether the duration of the discharge of the jar itself may not

be proportionately lengthened. Hence it is evident that it

would not be safe to conclude without experiment, that the re-

sults obtained by Feddersen with jars charged by ordinary fric-

tional electricity, were applicable to those connected with an

Historical.—In the year 1835, Wheatstone published in the

Philosophical Transactions, part II, page 583, an account of

his celebrated experiment on the duration of the discharge of a

Leyden jar charged by a common frictional machine. The light

from the spark was received directly on a plane mirror revolv-

ing at rates between 30 and 800 times in a second ; the mirror

was driven by a set of multiplying wheels connected hy strings.

This apparatus was constructed by Mr. Saxton of Washington,
who at that time was residing in London. The eye of the ob-

server was placed near the mirror, and as the image of the spark

was not sensibly drawn out by the rotation of the mirror,

Wheatstone concluded that its duration was less than the one

millionth of a second, a result which was accepted by the sci-

entific world for about a quarter of a century, passing unques-

tioned till the publication in 1858 of the first of an admirable

series of investigations of this subject by Feddersen
;

(Pogg-

Annalen, Bd, 103, seite 69.) This physicist employed a concave

mirror with a radius of half a meter, driven by a train of

toothed wheels, and obtained as high a rate of rotation as one

hundred per second ; the spark was generated in one of the

conjugate foci of the mirror, and its image, formed at the other

conjugate focus on a plate of ground glass, was in a condition

to he conveniently seen and measured by the naked eye or to be

photographed. It was found that the image of the spark was

drawn out by the revolving mirror into a whitish streak, from

20 to 30 millimeters long, which when a large amount of elec-

tricity was employed, was still farther lengthened by the addi-

tion of a red tail of about the same dimensions, this latter

being due to the gradual cooling of the heated particles. With

a jar of 22 fi-et inner coating, the distance of the copper balls

v.liich served as electrodes being 1-5 millimeters, and all the

connections as short as possible, the duration of the discharge

exclusive of the red tail was -00004 of a second. It was also
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found by him, that an increase in the size of the coating of the
jar or of the " striking distance," prolonged the duration of the
discharge ; so, for example with a spark 375 millimeters long,

the duration of the whitish portion was -00007 of a second.

A series of observations detailed at the end of this article,

will point out a probable explanation of the great discrepancy
existing between the results of Feddersen, which are undoubt-
edly correct, and those of Wheatstone. Finally, Feddeisen
in the course of his investigation found abundant proof of
the oscillatory nature of the electric discharge, which had
been predicted from the results of a set of experiments by
Prof. Joseph Henry as far back as 1842.

Apparatus.—I arranged in the first place an apparatus like

that of Feddersen, but it was soon found that to attain a rota-
tion of one hundred per second, it was necessary in my case to

employ a weight of 200 pounds, and in addition when using
this form, I labored under the disadvantage of not being able
to vary the size or curvature of the mirror readily ; in short it

was found to lack flexibility, a quality more necessaiy in the

present case than in the investigation which engaged the atten-
tion of the German physicist. On this account I decided to

employ a plane revolving mirror with a stationary achromatic
]ens._ The addition of an extra wheel, with a few other me-
chanical changes, converted the train of wheels furnished by
Duboscq for BecquereFs phosphoroscope, into an admirable
means lor driving the revolving mirror, and with a weight of

30 pounds, 300 rotations per second were readily obtained, the

motion being smooth and sufficiently uniform. In order to

measure the rate of rotation, the cylinder on the lowest wheel
was made to wind up a fillet of paper, upon which dots were

made by an electro-magnetic apparatus regulated by a seconds

pendulum, when a simple calculation furnished the rate of the

wheel to which the mirror was attached. By this method it

became possible to put to a sharp test the regularity of the rate

of the train, which was found in all cases to be considerably

greater than was at all necessary. These determinations were

afterwards made with a watch having large second spaces, the

dots being made by hand, as the refinement of a seconds pend-

ulum and battery was found for my purpose to be superfluous.

^
The mirrors employed were always plane, being sometimes

silvered at the back, while for the most delicate observations

the rear suiface was painted with black varnish, so as to de-

stroy the second reflection. They varied in size from 1-5 inches
~ uare, down to '2 bv '5 in., and were used sometimes double i)n

back to back, and at other times four mirrors were em-
squ
the
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together. The arrangement i

gla^

For the purpose of measuring the extent to which the imag
of the spark had been drawn out by the motion of the mirro;

H scale consisting of bright lines on a dark ground, was pn
jected on the ground glass, as seen in the figure at CC.Nl;

flame of a small lamp furnishing the illumination. The ;

was generated between the balls or wires of a spark-mi-
ter, graduated in millimeters ; this was placed of course i;

of the conjugate foci of the achromatic lens. An ant^ ;

arrangement for breaking the circuit from three to six n: -

in a second, was employed, mercury and alcohol being u^

in it. The coil was a large one by Eitchie of Boston ; it w;

excited during these experiments by two cups of the Bini^e

form ; the simple sparks furnished by it did not at the ti;:

exceed seven inches in length. The Leyden jar had ;i

ing of 114-4 square inches, and all the connections wer^
as short as possible, so as to offer the least amount vi
tance to the flow of the electricity. The experiments
usually made in a room not entirely darkened, as in a pert, i

dark room it was found difiicult to preser^^e the proper " accuu
modation" of the eyes.

If no means are employed to regulate the moment at whic

the discharge takes place, it is evident that images of the ?p;ii
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will be thrown on the ground glass only when the mirror hap-
pens to he in a favorable position, still as several of them oc-

curred in a second, and as the mirror was always double it did
not very often happen the weight ran entirely down before a
single observation had been made. I selected a certain portion
of the ground glass along the line of images, and exclusively
fixed the attention on it, and disregarding the images formed
in its neighborhood waited for their appearance in this locality.

If the precaution be neglected, much time will be wasted in

accumulating observations of comparatively little value. With
velocities up to 223 per second, I succeeded in causing the dis-

charge to take place when the mirror was in the proper position,

by attaching to its axis a brass wire W, which was made to

complete the connection between the exterior and inner coatings
of the jar. The arrangement is seen in figure 1, and it was
found quite valuable in facilitating the use oj the eye-pieces,

which were employed to magnify the lengthened images of the
spark, or to examine the micrometer described at the end of
this article. I had been apprehensive that this plan would not
answer, as it evidently assumes that the jar remains charged
a fraction of a second before it discharges itself backward
through the coil.

-Appearance pi esenied by the spark, viewed with the stationary

(a) With brass halls as electrodes. Here the spark presented
its ordinary well known appearance, being merely magnified by
the eye-piece.

(6) With pointed loires as electrodes. When the '[ striking

distance" was one millimeter,

the form was that represented

in figure 2 at A, viz : a cen-

tral white portion surrounded

by a yellowish envelop, which

in the figure is shown by the

coarse shading ; the second en-

velop more densely shaded,

being green and much inferior
in brightness. With a "striking distance"' of ten millimeters,
the green envelop was produced only in the neighborhood of
the electrodes, (see B, fig. 2.) In both cases a number of
hrilliant minute jets of white light were seen to issue from
the electrodes

; these are only partially shown in the figures.

The green color was due to the heated particles of metal, and
the bright points of light to successive discharges, as will be
shown farther on.
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(c) With fine platinum wires. The appearance was tlie s.uiic

as the last, except that the green tint was replaced hy a gicy

or violet-grey hue. These ohservations were made with a niii-

ror of plane glass, the rear side being blackened, which reduced

the intensity of the light adequately for the pui-poses of dis-

tinct vision. The ground glass was replaced by a polished

plate, which supported an eye-piece magnifying five diamctei^.

Appearance presented hy the revolving mirror.

(a) With brass balls as electrodes. With a '" striking di-^-

tance" of one or two millimeters, the image being thro-\\ n on

the ground glass and viewed by the naked eye, it was found

that the spark was drawn out into a streak one and a half oi

3. two inches long, according to the rate of the niii i •

-BT the portion at W, (fig. 3) was white ; this ^li

Bxinto a brownish yellow tint, (B Y) the latter p .-

into a pretty distinct green, (G.) It will be foun

I that this result is exactly that obtain* ^ i

with frictional electricity, except th.u .

my case the green color of the tail seems to have U . a

much stronger, which is explained by the lower intc ii-

sity of the illumination.

With the unaided eye and ground glass, nothing ad(liti()n d

of a remarkable character could be discerned, but on usinu tlio

polished plate of glass and an eye-piece magnifying tive diam-
eters, a series of bright dots on each side of the streak ])ecame

visible in the positions indicated by the dots in figure 3.

These resemble the photographs obtained by Feddersen with

frictional electricity. Here it is seen that the bright points be-

before spoken of, correspond to a series of discharges foUo^viug

the first.

(6) With platinum points. Using the ground glass, I found

that the form of the streak was some times identical with th<J

4. produced from brass balls, the gi '
^^

color merely being replaced by a \ i'
'-

let-grayish tint. The form, ho^^ «

^

was more often quite diffei<i'

shown in figure 4, the chai..

shape being due to the partial

pression of the tail, and to it>-

ular prodiiction ; with low vel

the shape was often as in the -

est of the three sketches.

With eye-piece, polished -

and high velocities, the sen

bright points was seen beau'

developed.
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Total duration of the ducharge.

(a) Using brass balls.

No red tail was ever observed in my experiments, the amount
of electricity employed not being sufficient for its production.
The difference in these observations arises partly from the faint-

ness of the terminal portion of the tail, and also from the fact
that its length is a little variable even in discharges following
each other in quick succession. Still on the whole, these re-

sults correspond pretty well with those obtained by Feddersen,
when it is remembered that the coating of the jar employed by
me, was less than one half the size of that used by him, which,

100 10 1 -000025

48 10 1 -000028

(c) When platinum points were used as electrodes, with a
striking distance of three millimeters, the duration, as obtained,

varied between -00004 and -00014 of a second : the variation

seems to be owing to the faintness and narrowness of the tail,

which rendered observation difficult and rather uncertain.

Duration of the white and yellow portion.

As it had all along been evident that the main illuminating

power of the spark was concentrated in the first explosive act,

I made still further efforts to determine the duration of the

white and yellow portion of the discharge. The image of the

spark, using platinum wires as electrodes with a striking dis-

tance of five millimeters, was thrown on the ground glass, a
set of observations being made with the naked eye, and also

with the aid of the magnifying lens. The color was found to

be rather brownish-yellow, shading ofi' and becoming fainter in

illumination toward its farther boundary. This yellow flame-
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like portion was not nearly so bright as the white band, the

latter being to all appearance unaffected by the motion of the

mirror. The appearance was that indicated in figure 4, the

farther boundary resembling the irregular outline and color of

a burning splinter of luood.

The duration was found to vary from
•000003

of a second. The rate of rotation was 206 per second. De-

terminations of this same point had previously been made at

an early stage of the work ; their result was
•000008

of a second. There can be no doubt but that the duration of

the yellow portion in individual sparks varies within limits hke

the above as can be seen by a comparison of successive dis-

charges.

Duration of the white band.—Up to this time I had been

able to obtain no evidence that the duration of the white band
was other than instantaneous, indeed with this mode of experi-

menting the contrary cannot be proved. The preceding analy-

sis had shown that a large portion of the light of the spark re-

sided in this white band, i. e., in the first discharge, and when
points were used as electrodes its superior brightness to some

extent isolated it from the rest of the streak. To ascertain

whether it was to be regarded as a separate act by itself, or as

only the beginning of a continuous action lasting -000005 of a

second or longer, I made the following simple experiment : in-

•14 of an inch in breadth ; this was placed horizontally
direct light from the spark being prevented from reaching
lens by a screen. The "striking distance " was 1-3 milHui
With low rates of rotation, the appearance of the image <

band viewed by an eye-piece magnifying five diameters,
quite unaltered

; as the rates of rotation were increased the .

lumination of the image of the band grew fainter, but wii

the highest velocity, 223 per second, it was distinctly visih

and of the same breadth, as far as could be ascertained by th

use of the micrometer. This proves of course that the tii-

discharge is a simple act, and isolated from those that fd:
Next, as an appropriate termination to this experime;;
blackened all the surface of the strip of white paper exce,

much as served to form a square. On examining the ima-
this with the same rate of rotation, the square was tolti
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visible : it was followed bj a faint flame-shaped tail, coires-
ponding to the yellowish portion of the discharge.
Having thus proved the existence of an isolated discharge,

at once the first and most brilliant act in the explosion, a
method was contrived for measuring its duration, or at all

events for setting a limit to it on at least one side. Ordinary
micrometric methods, conducted on the naked spark or on a
strip of paper illuminated by it, were out of the question, and
would have served no purpose except to lead the observer into
error, so I contrived the following plan, which is moderately
easy of application and safe.

A small piece of cardboard was ruled with two black lines
;

their distance apart was '0067 inches, and they were separated
by a space exactly equal to the width of a single line. A small
dividing engine was used for their production ; they were tested
with a microscope. These lines were illuminated by the spark,
and their image examined by an eye-piece magnifying five di-

ameters. The breadth of the image of a single line on the
ground glass was -Oil inches, that is, each line subtended an
angle of 2' 24", reckoning from the mirror. With a velocity
of 223 per second the mirror is able to move the reflected image
through 2' 24" in the -00000024 of a second. If now this first

discharge had actually lasted this minute portion of time, it is

evident that the motion of the mirror would just have carried
the image of one of the black lines forward, so that at the end
of this infinitesimal period, it would have occupied the space
where just before the white line had been traced : hence owing
to the retention of impressions by the retina the white central

line would have been obliterated, and in place of three lines,

a gray band would have been seen. On the other hand if the

duration had been only j\ or i of the above mentioned inter-

val, the white line not having been much encroached on, would
still have remained visible. The coiTectness of the above rea-

soning can be experimentally proved, by means of a revolving

disc of card board with a single slit cut in it, lines being drawn
on its white side, and viewed by reflection with a mirror through
the slit, the blackened side of the disc being turned toward

To facilitate matters, three sets of these lines were drawn on
the small cardboard at considerable distances apart to prevent

confusion, and while illuminated by the electric spark were ex-

aniined with increasing velocities. With low rates they were

quite unchanged in appearance, with a velocity as high as 102
per second, a duration of the first discharge of -00000052 sec-

onds would just have obliterated them ; they were however

perfectly distinct, though more faintly traced : the rate of ro-
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tation was then by degrees carried up to 223 per second, when
the lines were still distinctly visible, though of course with less

contrast between the white and black, than was the case with

low velocities or a stationary mirror.

This experiment proves then, that the duration of the light

accompanying the tirst dischar|

•00000024 of a second, probably L„. ^.^ .^,. ^ , ^-

less than one ten millionth of a second of time. To make
the observations required some patience, as it was necessary

to use an eye-piece, the ground glass being replaced by a

plain polished plate, and it was seldom that the image of

the lines fell exactly in that portion of the field to which

the attention was directed. To obviate this difficulty, I af-

terward covered a piece of cardboard half an inch broad with

alternate white and black lines of this character, their real di-

ameter was -0075 in., that on the plate of glass being -0125 in.

With these I repeated the above mentioned set of experiments
with rapidity, obtaining with ease the same result, as some of

the lines were almost certain to be in the right part of the field

of view. It is thus shown, that the first act of the electric ex-

plosion lasted through an interval of time so short as to be

immeasurable with the means then at my disposal ; it is not

impossible that it may still be reached by the use of finer lines,

and a lens of greater focal length.

From the foregoing then it appears that if a jar having a

metallic coating of about 100 square inches, be connected as

above described with an induction coil, its discharge will be

effected by a considerable number of acts, of which the first is

by far the most intense. Farther, the metallic particles heated

up by the first discharge to a white heat, almost instantly as-

sume a lower temperature, marked by a corresponding chavj-

from white to brownish yellow, and as their temperature ^

tinues to fall the tint changes in the case of brass electi

to green, in that of platinum to a gray or violet-gray. A ^ i

troscopic examination of these isolated tints would be inter-
ing but not without difiiculty. These observations fartlu r

demonstrated the fact, that two ten millionths of a second is

an interval of time quite sufficient for the production of dis-

tinct vision.

When the light from the spark is received directly "^'

plane revolving mirror, and viewed by the eye as in Wl
stone's original experiment, only the white unanalyzed p"r

of the spark is ordinarily visible ; at least in repeating tli-

periment a few tunes, it is all that I saw. Its form is of c<
'

• -
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that of the spark itself. In all probability this is also the case
in ajar charged by frictional electricity, and may serve to ex-
plain the great discordance between the results obtained by
Wheatstone and Feddersen, the method used by the former
furnishing only a view of the first act, the eye being too much
dazzled to perceive those that are subsequent and of far less

intensity.

Aet. XYI.~T7ie Star-Mapper ; by Heney M. Parkhuest.

Early in the year 1856, I commenced the (

star-mapper, designed to extend the principle of the Chrono-
graph, which maps right ascension only, to an instrument
mapping both right ascension and declination. On the 7th of
October, 1856, having completed with my own hands the
necessary apparatus, I took my first map.

In my first apparatus a concave lens was moved in declin-
ation, perpendicular to the axis of the eye-piece, the telescope
being fixed in the meridian and the stars as they crossed the
field of view were thus optically brought in succession to the
crossing of two fixed illuminated wires. A few levers conver-
ted this motion into a horizontal motion of the marking point

iug the star-key, at the instant of the transit at the center of
the field, mapped the star in its proper position. In order to

take a map several degrees in width, I omitted the concave
lens and moved the telescope itself in declination, with a

slightly varied system of levers.

So far there was no difficulty. But a star-mapper which
would only map in the meridian would have been to me value-

less
; and I reconstructed and rearranged verj' many times the

system of levers by which I could convert the visible motion at

any desired parallactic angle into a horizontal motion of the

star-key. My experience in the fall of 1856 con^dnced me that

my apparatus had two radical defects.

1. The motion of the telescope to obtain the declination was
troublesome, even for a 3-foot telescope, owing to the neces-

sity of overcoming at every star the inertia and momentum of

the whole telescope, and the consequent inaccuracy ;
and it

would have been impossible with my means to mount my 8-

foot telescope, which I procured the following year, with such

accuracy as to make this method of mapping possible. And
further, when the telescope is clamped we have twice the ini-
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tial motion with the same field, and the error from any me-
chanical inaccuracy is therefore proportionally less.

2. Several of my early plans involved the motion of the

star to a fixed point in the field. I abandoned this, substi-

tuting the motion of the point to the star, for two reasons.

(1.) It required a continual motion of the eye-piece, (or tel-

escope,) to bring within the field the stars to be mapped ; for

while mapping a northern star, a southern star which ought to

be mapped would be outside of the field.

(2.) It brought within the field twice as many stars as I

desired to map, with no line of demarcation between them.

In 1860, thinking that I had worked with my pine mappers

and narrow paper long enough, the instrument being readily

adjustible and convenient for mapping in any desired position,

I procured, my first permanent star-mapper, chiefly of brass,

adapted to map 90' in declination upon the scale of the Cha-
comac charts. In 1863, desiring to make charts upon twice

that scale, I had another and larger mapper constructed, vary-

ing only in unimportant details. This latter instrument I

will proceed to describe.

A large diagonal prism placed in the meridian inverts the

image in declination, bringing the north point to the top of

the field, the stars moving toward the left. Then if I wish to

map in the eastern sky, I turn the prism to the left upon the

axis of the telescope, and turn the field-piece with its attach-

ments the same angle upon its own axis, also to the left, the

angle being such as will be most convenient to the eye, the

plane of the field making an angle of about 60° with the hori-

zontal plane.

Figure 1 represents the plane of the field of view. In the

center of the field ot view is represented the star-point, by

which the stars are to be sue- ,

cessively occultated, there being
a projection upon the left, easily

seen in the absence of illumina-
tion, to mark the exact point of
occultation. This star -point de-
scribes an arc, the center of mo-
tion being represented to the
right, outside of the field of view, and being firmly supported

by the field-piece. The line connecting the center of motion
with the center of the field is parallel to the apparent motion

of the stars. Into the field piece is fitted a positive eye-piece

of suitable magnifving power.
The arc described by the star-point is exactly equal to that

described by the star-key ; and the levers connecting the two

are so adjusted that moving the star-key across the width ot
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the map shall exactly carry the star-point across the field of
view. Unless it is desired to record the right ascension of the
stars by the chronograph simultaneously with the mapping, it

is better thus to map in corresponding curves than to provide
means, as I did in my early apparatus, for moving both the
star-key and star-point in straight lines.

The star-point receives its motion from a star-point-bar,
which turns upon the same center of motion. A circular disk
two inches in diameter, carrying the star-point, is clamped to

a similar disk on the left end of the star-point-bar, as repre-
sented, at such an angle that the bar shall be horizontal when
the star-point is in the center of the field.

The star-mapper must next be adjusted at a convenient height
and distance, so that the arm of the star-key, when in the cen-
ter of the map, shall be parallel to the star-point-bar. Fig. 2
represents the connecting levers, as seen
from the left. K represents a cross section
of the further end of the arm of the star-
key, playing, as thus seen, horizontarlly to
the right and left. It is connected by a
rod with a universal joint at each end, to

the right-angled lever pivoted at A. A
pei-pendicular rod adjustible in length com-
municates the motion to a horizontal lever,

whose center C may be adjusted in height.

Turning on the same center C is a bar D,
which communicates the motion through
a rod E, of variable length, with universal

points, to the star-point-bar B, previously

adjusted, a cross section of the further end of which is rep-

resented in the figure. The angle of the bar D to the hor-

izontal bar may be adjusted by a clamp upon the connecting

bar. By the adjustment of this angle, and of the position

of the mapper, the connecting rod E must be brought into

the plane of the motion of the bars B and D, and at right an-

gles with them.
All these adjustments having been properly made, when the

star-key is at the center of the map each connecting rod will

be in the plane of the motion of each bar with which it is

connected, and at right angles therewith ; and these rods being

of suitable length, moving the star-key will not vary these re-

lative positions so far as to produce any important want of

unifonnity of motion of the star-point. The adjustment of the

rate of motion of the star-point may be most conveniently

made, either by varying the effective length of the bar B, or

of the bar D, or both.
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As an illustration of the ease with which the apparatus may
be adjusted with sufficient accuracy for the identification of the

stars, I will state that I have found it easy to take a succession

of twelve ]5-niinute maps, in selected places varying many de-

grees in right-ascension and declination, in hut little over three

The minor details, such as the mode of supporting the vari-

ous centers of motion, the mode of securing the requisite ease

and accuracy of motion at the various centers without lateral

motion, the mode of securing the proper motion of the paper,

the mode of making the universal joints, &c., may be varied ac-

cording to the desired accuracy and the allowable expensive-

ness of the apparatus.

Some of these details it may be well, however, to refer to

more particularly.

The perpendicular arm of the right-angled lever A is ofboaid

about nine inches wide, connected at the left end with the ^tdi-

key and at the right end Avith the levers C D, answering thrt*^

purposes : 1st, it carries the star-key nine inches to the leit,

bringing it into a more convenient position in relation to the

eye-piece ; 2d, lateral motion is obviated by placing the ])ivots

at A, nine inches apart ; 3d, this arrangement protects the

clock movement, which is immediately in front of this bou 1

and beneath the solid framework supporting the pivots.
'!"

clock-pendulum is supported by the stout bar which sup;

the center C.

;-bar, shown in figure 3

clamped upon the respective bars B and D, so as to be fa^ii}

varied in adjusting the rate of motion of the star-point. Ti>'

sim2)lest mode of making a universal joint, and that ^^hl•!

I have therefore adopted in my own mapper, is bending vv

ends of two wires snugly around each other.

The arm of the star-key K moves horizontally, and i-

pivoted opposite the center of the paper, to the left, desciibing

an arc exactly equal to that described by the 8tar-})oint, but

of about three times the radius. It strikes an adjustible stop

on each side by which the width of the map is limited. The
star-key itself I have used in many diiferent forms. The only

form which has been satisfactory, although not constructed

with such perfection as I should desire, is the following
•

The star-key is compound, consia
vertical keys or manuals, either of
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pleasure to impress the paper. These manuals are enclosed in

a cylindrical box, and the series may be revolved horizontally
by turning the knob on the top of the box, a projecting pin
indicating by its direction which of the keys is to the right
hand. This pin having been turned as desired, pressing on the
knob, locks the plate holding the series of manuals from
further horizontal rotary motion, and depresses the manuals
so that they nearly touch the paper. The outside casing is

cut away above the manual to the right, so that at the proper
instant that may be struck by the finger to impress the paper
in the proper position.
Not only are the several manuals thus interchangeable, by

the rotation of the series, but each of the eight manuals may
be turned upon its own axis. Thus, that with which I indi-

cate the 10th to the 13th magnitude, impresses upon the paper
a short dash like a hyphen, pointing in any required direction

;

the horizontal dash indicating the 10th magnitude, and a rev-
olution of 45° being allowed for each lower magnitude. The
brighter stars are indicated by more conspicuous forms ; and
there are special marks for double stars, clusters, nebute, &c.
The approximate form of the impression upon the paper is

given to the top of the manual, so that any error in bringing
the wrong manual to the right, would be instantly detected
and rectified before impressing the paper.
The star-maps thus impressed, if the paper is of good qual-

ity, do not need inking ; but I have marked with pencils and
ink of difierent colors, such stars as I have recognized upon
two or more than two maps, in order that any new stars might
be conspicuous from their remaining unmarked.

I have used paper cut in strips of the proper width and
wound upon a roller at the left of the star-key and beneath
the arm of the star-key. The end is passed between guides
and over the mapping cushion, between the rollers which are

carried by the clock movement, and then the paper is wound
upon another roller, also carried by the clock movement. The
gradually increasing size of the roller on which the paper is

wound, from the addition of the paper, is compensated for by
a spring, which is at first gradually relaxed and afterwards
again tightened ; but which is sufficiently wound up by a key
before commencing to map, to keep the paper always tight.

In the action of the levers of the mapper, arranged as above
described, there is a slight theoretical inaccuracy, which, in my
own instrument, is sufficiently compensated for by two expe-
dients, but which may be entirely removed by a slight change
m the construction. For instance, as described, the motion of

the lower end of the arm A is exactly equal to that of K in
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tlie middle of their motion ; but moving the arm K, either

forward or backward, moves that end of the connecting rod

slightly to the left, and at the same time slightly raises the

other end. Hence the eifective length of the rod will be a lit-

tle less at the edges of the map than in the center, and the

southern portion of the map will be slightly condensed in de-

clination. The same inaccuracy is repeated at the connecting

rod E. In the latter case, instead of adjusting the real rod E
as described, I adjust an imaginary connecting rod, each end of

which is drawn toward the center of the motion of the bar to

which it is attached by one-half the versed sine of the arc

which that bar describes, thus reducing the inaccuracy to one-

fourth. But in the other case I have slightly raised the star-

key, and increased the angle of the lever A by an amount
equal to the mean angle of depression of the connecting rod,

accomplishing the same result. The remaining error from this

cause is inappreciable, unless the connecting rod E is extreme-

ly and unnecessarily short.

In order entirely to remove this theoretical error, it is only

necessary to substitute for those two connecting rods, chains

moving at both ends over arcs, and kept constantly tiglit by

springs. The effective portion of each chain will then remain

in an invariable position and be of invariable length, Wit a

this modification, I believe this construction to bo Oib^ol'.

free from theoretic inaccuracy ; and I believe it to be thi

apparatus yet devised to record with theoretic accural

mechanical means, the right ascension and declination ..

same instant, or in other words, to make a chart of th -

observed, the errors of which shall be entirely errors of pi - -

vation and inaccuracy in the mechanical construction of tin'

apparatus.

The mode of operation will be readily understood. Ecnio\-

ing the cap from the telescope, I take my seat in total dark-

ness, and start the paper. Selecting the first star to be ni.i}'-

ped, with my right hand I move the star-key back and tniin

until the star-point visible in the focus of the eye-piece coini -

into the same declination with the approaching star. At ti.

same time with my left hand I turn the knob of the star-k' \

until the projecting pin indicates that the desired manual i- <''

the extreme right, where it is accessible. Then pressing- d'^w

the knob, I properly turn the manual on its axis, v,\x\v

right hand, and placing my fore-finger upon it, I wait f

occultation of the star opposite the outer edge of the i

ing bar upon the star-point. At that instant I tap •

manual and the star is mapped. I then select another st

.

map it in the same way ; and so on, at a rate varjdng i
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two or three to thirty per minute, and averaging nearly 500
stars per hour. When several stars present themselves almost
at the same instant, I have preferred, rather than to omit any
of them, to divide the error of right ascension and to map
them as rapidly as possible. Usually by predetermining the
order of mapping, I can map six or eight stars in quick suc-
cession, without an error exceeding two seconds. When the
paper reaches the end, a spring constantly pressing upon it,

locks into the star-key, and thus indicates the conclusion of
the map.

It may not be improper for me to add briefly my reasons for
not having before described my invention in the columns of
any scii'ntific journal. I wrote at an early day a general ac-

werc Dr. G-ould, Dr. Bache, and Prof: Mitchell,' who was then
at the Dudley Observatory ; but I desired to give.a practical
illustration of its utility in the discovery of a new asteroid.
On Sept. 30th, 1862, I announced by a printed circular, my
discovery of a new asteroid, ^'by the aid of my star-mapper,"
and briefly stated in that circular the history of my invention.
My discovery of Gralatea was announced in the next number of
this Journal, (page 430), Mr. Tempel's prior discovery being
yet unknown in the United States. On the 18th of October,
the director of the Dudley Observatory called upon me and
saw my apparatus and maps, and they were afterwards shown
by me to Dr. Ooukl, Mr. Hutherfurd, and others who were in-
terested in astronomy. But at that time I had devised an ap-
paratus by which not only the exact places but the measured
magnitudes of the stars observed should be recorded ; and I
decided to defer the publication of the description of the star-

laapper until I should be able to publish in connection with it

a description of my Photo-mapper. With your permission, I
"^ill, in your next' number, proceed to describe this latter in-

strument.

Art. XVII.

—

Additional remarks on the Nineteen-hand Test-
plate of Nohert; bv J. J. Woodward, Asst. Surgeon and
Brevet Lieut.-Colonel U. S. Army. Contributed by permis-
sion of the Surgeon General.

In a former paper in this Journal (II, vol. xlvi, page 352)
I gave an account of certain observations made on the new
nmeteen-band test plate of Nobert with various lenses. The
general result of these observations was, that, with the i^ih

^^t -f'M-u. Scr.-Second Series, Vol. XLVIII, No. 14a-SEPT., 1869.
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of Powell and LealaBcl, with which lens I secured the best

definition, the lines of the fifteenth hand were distinctly re-

solved. In the higher hands spurious lines, fewer in number

than the real ones, were seen. The nature of these lines was

conclusively shown by a count. With the paper, I sent to the

editors a series of photographs, taken by Brevet Major E. Curtis

at the Army Medical Museum, which showed in a satisfactory

manner precisely what had been done. Upon the basis of these

experiments and photographs, I expressed the opinion, that,

those who had previously supposed they had seen the true

lines in higher bands than the fifteenth, had been misled by

the spurious lines described ; an opinion which has been still

further strengthened by subsequent experiments with lenses

by the maker whose objectives were supposed to have been suc-

cessful.

During March of the present year I received from Nobert

another nineteen-band test-plate made differently from any I

have as yet seen in this country. The glass cover measures

but the albfli of an inch in thickness, and this is cemented to

a glass circle the i^th of an inch thick, supported on a strip

of brass. The new plate, therefore, permits the use of lenses of

the highest power, and may be illuminated by extremely oblique

light or by an achromatic condenser of very short focus.

I found, nevertheless, that the -^\ih. of Powell and Lealaml

would go no further on this than on the former plate and their

jVtb gave the same result ; it would not resolve the sixteenth

With a new immersic

these makers, however,
solving the four refractory bands, and Dr. Curtis has prepared for

me photographs of them, which accompany this paper. With
the same lens, also, I satisfied myself more positively about the

real number of lines in the fifteenth band. The counts I oh-

tained were as follows : fifteenth band 45 Knes, sixteenth ban*!

48 lines, seventeenth band 51 lines, eighteenth band 54 lines,

nineteenth band 57 lines. The photographs of Dr. Curtis were

taken without an eye-piece, and with such a distance that the

immersion ^Vth gave 1,000 diameters. The illumination was

by sunlight passed through the ammonio-sulphate of copper,

a |th objective of 148° angle of aperture being used as the

condenser, without diaphragm or stop, and obliquity of ligbt

obtained by means of the centering screws of the secondary
stage.

I send two prints on glass, of which, the first shows the 16th,

17th, and 18th bands, satisfactorily resolved. The second

shows satisfactorily the 19th band only. These pictures should
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be studied under a power of from two to six diameters. In
counting the lines on them some doubt might arise, especially
in the case of the 18th and 19th band, as to the real number
of lines; for certain spurious lines, which are interference-phe-
nomena, may be seen on the margin of the bands, and it is

not always easy to tell which is the last real and which is the
first spurious line. A comparison of several glass positives

from different negatives with each other, and with the bands
as seen in the microscope, where a change of focus materially
aids in the determination, has led me to adopt the count above

Besides the prints on glass, I send some paper prints en-
larged to two thousand diameters. These show the lines verv
well to the naked eye, but the loss of definition, inevitable in
enlarged paper-prints, leaves so little difference in appearance
between the real lines, and the spurious ones, on the edges of
the bands, that they cannot be used for a count.
On comparing other lenses with the new immersion y^th of

Powell and Lealand, thus found to excel so far their dry ^'gth

and ^'jth, I obtained the following results.

An immersion y^h by Wales resolved the sixteenth band
;

an immersion -^-'-th by Wales resolved the seventeenth band.
The same was done by a Hartnack immersion, No. 11, belong-
ing to Dr. Barnard. A Tolles' immersion 4th, just construct-
ed for Dr. J. C. Eives of this city, resolved the fourteenth
band, but failed to go further. I learn also from my friend,

Mr. W. S. Sullivant, who received one of the new Nobert's
plates on thin glass at the same time as myself, that with an
immersion ith just constructed for him by Mr. ToUes, he also

failed to go beyond the fourteenth band. While this paper
was being prepared, I received through Mr, Charles Stodder, a
new immersion j\tb. by Tolles, with an angle of aperture of
175"^ With this lens, after repeated trials, neitht-r Dr. Curtis
nor myself succeeded in seeing the true lines beyond the six-

teenth band, and this was not as well shown as the nineteenth
band was by the PoAvelJ & Lealand lens.

Returning now to this immersion yVtbi, it may be remarked
that the work just done with it has an important bearing on
the question of the real limits of microscopic vision. Nobert
in sending me the plate above described, wrote me, that in his

opinion, the fifteenth band was the limit of possible niicr^.sco-

pic vision. He based this opinion upon Fraunholers forinula

with regard to the spectra of gratings, and upon the kuowii

wave length of light undulations. Dr. Barnard of Culiuuljiii

College, New York, after reading Nobert's letter, writes mv
that in his opinion, Fraunhofer's formula does not apply to the
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visibility of fine lines when observed with a modern microscope

of high power, since the great angle of aperture of the objec-

tive permits oblique rays to reach the eye, and Fraunhofer's

formula applies only when the eye is perpendicukr to the gra-

ting. Dr. Barnard is therefore of the opinion that the limit

suggested by Nobert has no real existence. In his letter,

which I should mention was written before he was aware that I

had satisfactorily resolved any of the bands beyond the fif-

teenth, he proposed that a trial should be made, to resolve the

test-plate with monochromatic light, of colors having longer

wave-lengths than the violet which I had been using. Accord-

ingly, obtaining monochromatic light by a prism on which a

ray of sunlight was thrown, I succeeded after some trials, in

satisfactorily resolving the nineteenth band with each of the

colors of the spectrum, from the violet to the red. It may
therefore be concluded, that, the present limit to microscopic

vision is simply the goodness of the objective, and the rapidity

of recent improvements may well lead us to hope for a still

further advance.

Throughout central Illinois and probably in the corres-

ponding latitude of adjacent States, the ancient Pliocene j^'il

still lies undisturbed beneath the boulder drift. This soil_ h;!^

been met with in excavations at so many independent }>nitit-:.

that in its own region it may probably be consielered a> the

usual floor on which the drift rests. Two of the best observa-

tions upon it were obtained at Bloomington, 111. In sinkin.:

two coal shafts the workmen first passed through 118 feet
"'

unmodified drift clay, whose boulders and pebbles were all "^

northern origin and"^often scratched by the action of ice. 1 di-

rectly beneath this was a bed of ancient soil, on which log-^ "t

wood lay scattered confusedly about, and in which the stuuip

of a tree still stood where it grew. Beneath the soil bed lay

various sands, gravels and clays, and a second dirt bed, but no

more northern drift. The stump was of coniferous wood.
The extensive existence of this preglacial soil has only recently

been realized by scientific men, and hence the efforts to re-

store its fauna have been few, and as yet unsuccessful. Patches

of the same formation exist farther north. One has been ex-

posed by the erosion of the waves of Lake Michigan, twelve mile*

north of Chicago. One has been struck near Beloit, Wiscon'^iTi

:
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another, supposed to be of the same age, lies on the south shore
of Lake Huron ; and others have been struck by sinking wells at
several places both in the northern IStates and in Canada. An-
other fact is of considerable interest, as showing how closely

*

1 of Quaternary formations here follows the rela-

tions in Europe, as shown by Mons. Dupont in Belgium. Upon
the top of the glacial drift, and separating it from the loess

there is another dirt bed, which has been studied mainly at
Davenport, Iowa, by the Davenport Academy of Sciences. It

appears that at the close of the glacial drift in that region, the
waters of the Mississippi subsided within the rock bluffs, and
the drift slopes were covered with soil, which showed its atmos-
pheric exposure by the fact that it was guttered to some depth
by small streams which cut perpendicularly into it. Over this

soil lies the loess often forty feet in depth. The same forma-
tion apparently is exposed at Qiiincy, 111., and traces of it are
seen in other parts of the west. It appears therefore that the
fresh-water submergence which deposited the loess was not a
continuation of the drift action, but was in this region separated
from it by a tranquil period, during which the rivers were down
within their banks, and at or near their present levels. The
loess at Davenport a short distance above the dirt bed, yielded
the skeleton of an Elephas, probably americanus. The shells

found there were all land species so far as yet discovered. The
following comparison shows how closely Quaternary events in
the Mississippi valley have kept step with those in Europe.

European Section,

n Dupont's Belgian Excavations.)

Present s(

Loess. Eitensi I submergence.

X soil and land surface. Streams

.._„ ._in their banks. Middle river drift

s re- of Belgium and France. Great Pachy-
purtea out not established.

j

derms apparently existing. Paleolithic

Glacial DriftT^RoUed stones andTouT- Lower river drift of Belgium and France.

Pre-glacialsoil, probably Pliocene. Fau- Pre-glacial soil seen at Norfolk Crag. (Ly-
na not explored. ) ell.)

Another characteristic of western drift is that as a whole
it is beyond all question a stratified water deposit. There is

probably in no part of the world so good an opportunity to set-

tle this disputed point by field observation. The waves of the

great lakes eroding their shores keep exposed hundreds of miles
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of magnificent drift sections, both modified and unmodified.

Besides there are over fifty railroads which have cut the hills

in every direction, and innumerable wells, coal shafts, tunnels,

and river erosions, making in all probably 2000 linear miles of

drift section exposed to observations. It is impossible to mis-

take the meaning of the facts, and the result has been to oblige

those western geologists most familiar with the sections to

abandon the glacier theory and admit that the boulder drift of

this region is altogether an aqueous deposit, though the waters

floated vast quantities of ice.

It has often been stated that the only stratified drift is

that which has been rearranged by water since its first deposit.

This rule entirely fails in the west, the original drift being

clearly stratified. I ought to remark that the distinction be-

tween the two is easily made out by the form of the surface.

Original drift is marked by a peculiar style of undulation, and

by the frequent occurrence of circular and oval valleys without

any outlet. Modified drift arranges all its excavations with

reference to lines of drainage, and its valleys all have outlets.

The eye once educated to these distinctions will rarely com-
mit an error in deciding between the two. Now the stratifica-

tion, with its beds of clay, sand, gravel, etc., is often just as

clear in the original drift as in that which is modified, and even

jthe summits of lofty hills show both stratification and

cross stratification in the plainest manner, such as water

only can produce. It is true however that there are thick beds

of clay and other materials where the lines of lamination are so

obscure that they escape attention when penetrated with th>"

pick and the shovel, but even then, they are generally inteic -

lated with well stratified layers of sand and gravel so as t^ -

tablish the aqueous origin of the whole. These thick aul

first glance non-laminated beds almost invariably show tli

strata when exposed on the lake shores to the erosion of tii

waves, and of the atmosphere, so that it may be said that a

proper study of the boulder drift is impossible to one who neij-

lects to examine the shore bluffs. Perhaps the most remarkal )le

series of facts connected with the western drift is that which
indicates the energy of the water action during its deposit. T he-

first of these facts was obsei-ved by Prof. Jewell of Chicago.
and was published in this Journal. A brief re-statement mos
be necessary. The city of Chicago pushed a tunnel for tw"

miles in the unmodified boulder clay beneath Lake Michigan iox

the purpose of drawing water from a point distant from short-

contaminations. This clay was stratified in thick beds, ami

contained two kinds of erratic blocks, viz., boulders of rock ami

boulders of loose gravel The latter were sometimes three f.-t r
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in diameter, and had exactly the shape of ordinary boulders, and
terminated abruptly on all sides in the solid clay. In many in-
tances projecting angles near the upper parts overhung their
bases, and in general the whole contour was such as was impos-
sible for loose gravel to assume under the mere action of water.
Every scientific man that saw them was convinced of two things,
viz., that the gravel was dropped from floating ice in frozen
masses, and that it was covered up and supported in position by
the clay before the frozen masses had time to melt, otherwise
the loosened pebbles would have fallen down in conical heaps.
An unavoidable, and, at that time, a very perplexing inference
was, that in order to support the gravel masses before they
melted the clay must have been deposited with enormous and
unacountable rapidity ; but later observations upon the drift
north of us have dispelled the wonder so far as this section is

concerned, by showing a still greater violence of water action
in the regions from which the clay and the gravel came, as the
following facts show.
The state of Wisconsin is channelled with a remarkable val-

ley. Commencing north of Lake Michigan near Lake Superior,
this depression runs southwest and contains in its northern part
the waters of G-reen Bay, and in its southern portion those of
Rock river. It pursues an almost straight course for 400 miles
and terminates at the Mississippi river where Rock river emp-
ties into it.

From the northwest, the country descends by a gentle slope
into the valley, but from the southeast it breaks down suddenly
and often by a perpendicular precipice, as though the rocks on
that side had been lifted along the line of a fault. A rocky
ridge or rather an elevated region of Silurian rock some 300 feet

m height, separates this valley from Lake Michigan, upon
which reposes a thick and remarkable drift deposit. The pe-

culiarity of the formation is that it consists of a vast body of
very coarse stratified, and well water-worn gravel, which for

some distance on the side next the valley is almost pure rolled

stone, but as we recede to the southeast becomes mixed with
clay, and at a distance of 20 miles gradually shades off into
the boulder clay of Illinois, such as contained the gravel boul-
ders above described from Chicago tunnel. This gravel depo-
sit, which is partly described in Lapham's Antiquities of Wis-
consin, rises along its central part into a ridge of lofty hills,

some of which run up in sharp eminences to over 800 feet

above the level of Lake Michigan. The gravel deposit com-
mences on the peninsula between Green Bay and Lake Michi-
gan and runs southwest about two hundred miles, and being

over 20 miles in width it covers an area of over four thousand
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square miles. The hills are often sharp and conical and inter-

spersed with deep circular valleys without outlets, from which

the region has obtained the popular name of " The Potash

Kettles/' In the northern part the gravel is very coarse, many
of the pebbles being more than a foot in diameter, and yet

well water worn, and thrown up into steep round hills so lofty

as to imply great violence in the water action that threw them
up ; but as we trace it southward the material becomes finer

and the hills lower, until they shade off imperceptibly into the

drift clay of the Illinois Prairies. The stratified character of

the gravel, though often obscured by the coarseness of the ma-

terial is on the whole too evident to admit of any possible

doubt, as in innumerable places it exhibits both stratification

and cross-stratification in the plainest mancer. On the oppo-

site or northwest slope of the valley no such gravel formation

exists. It would seem to be an unavoidable inference that our

drift of this region not only came from the north, but it came in

a vast sweep of water deep enough to cover gravel hills more

than 800 feet high, and with velocity enough to throw such coarse

material into lofty and steep summits. It would appear that the

adu
'

uptea sweep of the waters down the gradual northern

slope of the valley allowed no great deposits, but that the cur-

rent striking the precipice constituting the southern edge, was

partly obstructed, and thrown into extraordinary and irregular

commotion, piling lofty gravel hills in some places, and leaving

deep hoUows in others, as it swept across the elevation. The
finer materials would be carried onward and settle as clays far-

ther south as we find actually the case. Under such circom-

stances it is no longer surprising that masses of frozen gravel

dropped by icebergs south of the gravel range, were covered with

clay before they had time to melt. If any one claims that this

gravel range is a lateral moraine of some ancient glacier occupy-

ing the G-reen Bay valley, it is sufiicient to answer, first, that the

gravel in no manner resembles moraine material, and secondly

that such a glacier would have its moraine on both sides, and

at the end, whereas the gravel is only on the southeast flank ot

the valley.

It is interesting to notice that a similar gravel range flanks

the southwestern border of the valley of the Georgian Bay,
which juts out southeast from Lake Huron. This is described

by Rev. Thos. Hurlburt, of Caistorville, Ontario, Canada, in a

paper to the Chicago Academy of Sciences, not yet published.

Another fact which shows the aquatic character of our dritr

agencies, is that the gravel hills, as well as nearly all the other

drift of this region are covered with a thin stratum of orange-

colored loam, which varies from a few inches to several feet in
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thickness, and follows all the undulations of the surface except
the valleys of erosion. This loam is free from boulders, and is

very plainly stratified. It seems to have been a deposit of
quieter water, after the violence of the previous action had ex-
pended itself, or perhaps after the rising again of the crest of
the Laurentian Hills above the waves had cut off the further
progress of both water and floating ice. I am not sure
whether this loam covers the very highest summits, but it cer-
tainly lies like a blanket over all the lower country up to seve-
ral hundred feet above the lake, and seems to prove that this
region remained for a time under water after the boulders
ceased to arrive. That it was not the product of a later

submergence cotemporary with the loess, I infer, because I
have never been able to discover any trace of black soil between
it and the boulder drift, such as would have been found, had
there intervened a period of dry land between the two. This
loam is found both in the basin of the lakes, and outside of
the rim of the latter on all the seaward slopes, except the
northern.

If we follow the western drift toward its sources in the far

north, we are confronted with still further marks of the vio-
lence of the action which transferred it. Eev. T. Hurlburt,
whose paper was quoted above and who has been for forty years
an acute observer of drift phenomena over the whole region
from the Hudson's Bay to the Ohio river, says there is little

or no drift material on the north slope of the Laurentian Hills,

The whole country is scratched and pounded by the drift ac-
tion, but the loose material has nearly all been swept south-
ward. Not even the boulders could keep their footing. The
only exceptions are where abrupt declivities front north in such
positions as to oppose the current. In these cases though the
finer materials are gone the boulders are piled up in vast slopes

with their surfaces rammed together like a pavement. The
soil of the country consists only of vegetable mould resting on
the smooth rock. Prof Dawson of Montreal, whose observa-

tions I presume were made in the eastern part of the range,

says the region of the Laurentian Hills, though well worn by
drift action, is nearly destitute of drift material. He believes

fully in the aquatic character of all our drift deposits. Maj.
Robert Kennicott, whose arctic journal is now being printed

% the Chicago Academy of Sciences, crossed the western part
of the range and remarks that the northern slope for hundreds
of miles is smooth rock, almost absolutely destitute of any
other soil than a few inches of decomposed vegetation. We
seem therefore to have testimony that the drift action for a
thousand miles, east and west along the Laurentian crest, and
an unknown distance north of it was too violent to admit of
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drift deposits, even tlie boulders being swept off. South of the

crest the waters were less violent, and deposits commenced.

In northern Wisconsin, the impinging of the current against

the line of precipice flanking Green Bay valley left the marks

of violent disturbance in the great gravel range. In northern

Illinois the gravel shades off into clay, and in Central Illinois

the ancient Pliocene soil is not stripped from the surface, nor

even the stumps, nor the rotten logs that lay upon it removed.

This could not be had the country been scraped by the ad-

vance of a glacier, but might readily occur were it submerged

by turbid waters coming to rest after their southward rush.

Another remarkable fact, is the sudden retirement of the

drift waters after the deposit of the orange loam above men-
tioned. No sea or large lake remains long at or near the same

level, without throwing up a beach or eroding a bluff which

when produced is as indestructible as any other geological

monument. Ancient beach lines have little tendency to disap-

pear. The basins of the great lakes like so many cups were

left full of water, and the ancient beaches are perfectly distinct

tc-day up to their very brims, but outside, on the seaward slope

there are no such lines. From the uplands of Wisconsin to

the Ohio river there is a descent of over 1300 feet on which

the most diligent search has failed to find a single beach. The

Illinois Central Kailroad, which runs two north and south

lines the whole length of Illinois, has spent much money in

vain, to find such ridges to furnish gravel for their tracks. The

chief engineer, Mr. Clark, informs me that there is positively

no beach line crossing either of their routes. It follows that

the waters at length retired with a degree of suddenness that

left no time to accumulate beaches. It is possible that this

sudden retirement, and the consequent rush of waters was the

cause of the valleys of our streams being excavated to such an

enormous breadth as compared with the feeble brooks that now

meander through them.
I see it stated in a recent Smithsonian volume that the fossils

of western drift are fresh water, and of the eastern deposits ma-

rine. So far as this region is concerned I think this must b«" •'-

mistake, for after fifteen years search I have ne^er been aM-
find nor hear of a well authenticated fossil of any kind iu

true boulder drift, except such as seemed to belong to the ;

-

yious formations—Pliocene, or older; and even these are suri r-
ingly rare, when we reflect that the drift action passed over a le-

gion already teeming with animal and vegetable life. It can-

not be, however, that they are totally absent on any theory we

adopt. If the glacier theory be true, terminal moraines are

haunted by all sorts of land animals, and where the materials are
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fertile they are soon covered with vegetation which is often bur-
ied in situ by temporary advances in the glacier. Besides, in-
sects die on the ice, and falling leaves are blown into its crevasses.
If the theory of submergence be preferred, then aquatic fossils

should be found, and one would hardly suppose that any vio-
lence of the currents would wholly destroy them. If we ad-
here to the theory of submergence we must of course refer the
erosipn and smoothing of the rocks to the violent action of
floating ice. Without venturing any dogmatic opinion on
these difficult points, it seems to me that the phenomena
favor the following inferences.

1. The western boulder drift is a stratified water deposit.
2. A breadth of some 200 miles along its southern border

rests on the Pliocene soil, small patches of which are also found
a hundred miles north of Chicago.

3. The drift does not merge directly into the loess but is

separated from it by a bed of soil.

4. The waters of the drift had at the north a great velocity,
and a depth of over 800 feet above Lake Michigan, but as it

passed southward the water lost its swiftness and deposited its

sediment.

5. A considerable depth
cessation of the great curr
stratum of orange loam.

6. The final retirement
was rather sudden, the wai
leaving any beach lines.

81 Monroe St., Chicago, June 7, :

Art. XIX.—Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory oj

Yale College. No. XX.

—

On Durangite, a fluo-arsenate
from Durango in Mexico ; by George J. Brush.

The stream-tin deposit of Durango in Mexico is well known
among American mineralogists for the remarkable specimens
of tin-stone, as well as for the beautiful crystals of topaz which
It affords. Quite recently a bright orange-colored mineral has
^een found at that locality, and I am indebted to Mr. Henry
G-. Hanks, of San Francisco, for the opportunity of investiga-
^I'lg it. Mr. Hanks generously placed at my disposal three

ill crystals, with the request that I would e

[and describe the species should it prove 1

almost exactly the shade of the Uralian chromate of lead

range-red

of lead
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streak, cream yellow ; lustre, vitreous. Cleavage distinct

two directions, corresponding to two of the planes of the crys-

tals at an angle of 110° 10', according to measurements by Mr.

J. M. Blake, who makes the crystallization monoclinic. (See

note on the crystallization of the mineral, at the close ol this

article.) Hardness —5 ; specific gravity =3 '95 -4-03.

When treated in the closed tube the mineral blackens at a

moderate temperature, but regains its color on cooling ; at a

higher heat it fuses easily to a yellow glass and gives a faint

white sublimate ; this sublimate proved to be volatile, and the

glass appeared dimmed from corrosive action, Not the least

trace of moisture was perceptible in the closed tube. In the

open tube the same reactions were observed, with the addition

that blue litmus paper was reddened when inserted in the upper

end of the tube. On charcoal fuses readily, and in E. F. gives

a strong arsenical odor and coats the coal with a faint white

volatile sublimate. With soda the arsenical odor is more mark-
ed, but in B. F. the assay affords no reducible metal. When
fused with dry carbonate of soda and charcoal powder in a ma-
trass yields a metallic ring of arsenic ; with borax and salt of

phosphorus it gives only a reaction for iron, while with soda it

yields a manganese-green. In the forceps, fuses with intumes-

cence at 2 and gives a strong soda flame.

_
The mineral is only partially attacked by chlorhydric and

nitric acids, but is completely decomposed by sulphuric acid,

with evolution of fluohydric acid. A qualitative examination

showed the presence of arsenic acid, alumina, iron, manganese,

soda, lithia and fluorine. Search was made for other metallic

acids, as well as for the rarer earths and metals, with a nega-

tive result ; it also proved to be free from phosphoric acid and

chlorine.

The very small quantity of mineral which I felt at liberty

! for the quantitative determinations has prevented niv

.1

naking the examination as complete as I could
lave been able to obtain direct duplicate estimf
constituent except fluorine. This last element
considerable quantity in the substance, as the fluohydric
evolved on attacking the mineral by sulphuric acid in a p
num vessel etched glass with great readiness and distinct]

The following results were obtained :

Arsenic acid, 55-10 19^6 53-22
Ahunina, oq-gs 9-63 20-09
Ferric oxyd, 4-78 1-44 5-06
Manganous oxyd, 1'30 0*30 1-28
Soda, 11-66 3-01 IV>^
Lithia, 0-81 0-43 0*70

Fluorine, undetermined.
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In No. 1, the decomposition was effected by sulphuric acid,
the arsenic acid was reduced to arsenous acid by sulphurous
acid, and the arsenic precipitated by sulphydric acid gas as ter-

sulphid
; this last was re-dissolved in fuming nitric acid, and

after freeing the solution from most of the acid by evaporation
it was made ammoniacal and the arsenic acid precipitated by
the ordinary magnesia mixture, and estimated as ammonia-
arsenate of magnesia. The iron and alumina were thrown
down by ammonia and subsequently separated by caustic soda;
the small amount of manganese remaining with the iron was
separated from it by converting the iron into basic acetate and
oxydizing the manganese by means of bromine. A portion of
the manganese also was found with the alkalies ; these were
weighed first as sulphates ; the manganese was then separated
by soda and the lithia determined as phosphate. The precipi-
tates were examined as carefully as possible, considering their
small amount, and found to be pure.

In No. 2, the decomposition was made by fusion with car-
bonate of soda. This was dissolved in water, acidulated with
chlorhydric acid and reduced as before. The low amount of
arsenic acid may be due to the fact that the soda fusion was
made over a gas blast-lamp, and possibly a portion of arsenic
acid was reduced to arsenous acid and volatilized ; or the loss
may be attributed to other accidental causes.

No. 3 was a qualitative-quantitative analysis in which only
the alkalies were estimated ; the soda and lithia were first

weighed as sulphates, then converted into chlorids, and the
alkalies separated by dissolving the chlorid of lithium in a
mixture of absolute alcohol and ether. The alkalies examined
with the spectroscope showed only the lines of sodium and

The oxygen ratio in No. 1, between the protoxyds, sesqui-

oxyds and arsenic acid is 374 : 11-07 : 19'16, or, v.ry nearly,

1:3:5. This involves the assumption that the small amount
of manganese exists as protoxyd, of which we have no proof,

}5ut it seems probable that this ratio is the true one, although
it is impossible at present to determine the exact state of oxyd-
ation of the iron and manganese. This composition and ratio

suggest an analogy between the new mineral and amblygonite,
a fluo-phosptiate of alumina, lithia and soda, and it maybe
viewed as an arsenic-acid amblygonite, containing a small per-

centage ot iron and manganese and more soda than lithia.

The formula may be written (ift''+|S)ls, and, as in ambly-
gonite, a portion of the oxygen is replaced by fluorine. A
number of hypotheses showing the possible relation of the fluo-

rine might be suggested, but until further investigation these
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) sufficient to den

observed naitive Jluo-arsenate.

rangite.

I defer, for the present, a detailed account of my observations

on this mineral, with the hope that I may have an opportunity

to examine other specimens better adapted for measurement,

and the study of the habit of the species. The angular meas-

urements, as well as the optical characters distinguish the spe-

cies, and show that the crystals are monoclinic, and that they

do not correspond either with amblygonite or the other anhy-

drous phosphates and arsenates, of which I have been able to

find crystaliographic descriptions, and belonging in the division

to which the chemical characters appear to assign this mineral.

An approximation in all the angles, to those of keilhauite,

and sphene, is interesting. The figure of keilhauite* is so good

a representation of the crystals of Durangite, that for present

purposes it may be used for illustration, by making I the cleav-

age plane, and omitting and the plane there marked -2/,

which were not found, and adding 4i, which occurs in spliene,

and on Durangite is a small plane of infrequent occurrence.

The constant use of Daniell's battery for nearly ten
]

made us desirous of more fully understanding the mode >

action, and the cause of the decline in the strength of the

trie current. For this purpose, during the past year, a

of experiments were insrituted, with batteries of various \

As they were undertaken solely for the purpose of securin

best form of battery for every day use, delicate instnr
were not provided, and consequently great precision of un .

ment could not be obtained.
The Galvanometer consisted of a steel needle one and

inches in length, attached to a light strip of brass, ha-,

radius of five inches. This needle was mounted horiz ^

over a coil of silk-covered copper wire. The gradual.
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die instrument was effected by two methods, viz : by means of
tlie divided current, and by the revolving disk.

TheRheostat was constructed by winding No. 30 silk-cov-
'.red wire, around a wooden cylinder ten inches in circumfer-
inco and 8 inches in length. The coils were separated in dif-

llTLut groups, and so connected with switches that any number
could readily be introduced in the circuit.

For measuring the comparative resistance of different liquids,

twi) small platinum plates, attached to protected wires, were
fastened to a block of wood, and maintained at a uniform dis-

tance from each other.

DaniclVs Battery,—The battery originally constructed by
DanicU consisted of a copper cylinder 6 inches high and 3^
inches in diameter, with a porous cell or ox-gullet passing
through the center, in which was suspended a rod of zinc 6
inches in length, and \ inch in diameter. The porous cell pass-
ed through the bottom of the copper cylinder and the end was
connected with a glass siphon, bent in such a manner that the
tf']> was on a level with the surface of the liquid. The bat-
t<ry was excited with a saturated solution of sulphate of cop-
}'<'r and water acidulated with sulphuric acid. When -fresh

Wiiter and acid was poured in the top of the porous cell, an
equal amount of liquid was forced out from the bottom through
tlH- siphon. It was intended by this arrangement to maintain
at all times the same strength of acidulated water about the
7M\ii. After this battery came in general use, porous clay cells

were substituted for the membranous bag, and the siphon was
discaided.

UilVs Battery.—As many of our experiments were made
with Hill's modification of Darnell's battery, a description of
itft peculiarity is deemed necessary. This battei-y consists of
a glass jar, with a sheet of copper placed in the bottom and a
disk of zinc, perforated in the center, suspended horizontally

near the top. Protected copper wires are attached to the zinc

and copper forming the two poles of the battery. When thus
aiTanged the jar is filled with a solution of s. z.* after which a
'" w crystals of s. c. are dropped in through the orifice

. and lie on the copi '
' ''"*"'-- '"—'" "— -^ -

copper will lie in a £

' of s. 2., so long as the specific gravity of the latter is less

iri 36^ B. The intervening liquid s.%. acts as a protection
•ii the same manner as the porous cell in Daniell's battery.

The formation of Sulphate of Zinc.—As soon as the poles
of the battery are joined s. 2. is formed in the cell containing
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the zinc, and metallic copper is deposited on the copper ylaiv.

A long series of experiments were instituted to determine the

rate ol formation of the s. z., during the various conditions of

the battery. A Hill's element was put on a closed circuit

through the galvanometer, without any external resistance, and
the specific gravity of the s. z. was measured daily, by means
of a Baumc hydrometer. The indications of the galvanometer

needle and the temperature, was also ascertained at the same
time. The jar containing the liquid was 7 inches high and 6

inches in diameter. The zinc and copper plates each presented

a surface of 28 square inches. The distance between the ])late8

was 5i inches. The battery was started with s.z. at 21° B.

specific gravity. This element was on a closed circuit for 30

days ; at the end of that time the s. z. was nearly saturated 43'

lay to day.

i less than 40^ B., q. was sensibly the

It is a fundamental principle that the formation of s. z. is

directly proportional to the quantity of electricity passing in

the circuit. This would be strictly true, provided there was
no local action ; but actual experience demonstrates that this

condition is never fulfilled. On laying down the daily results

in the form of a curve, having the specific gravity of the s. z.

for one ordinate, and the time for the other, it was found that

the observations could be well represented by an equation of the

second degree in which ^, = +1-66° and ^^ = -0-()8°. For
this element, the amount of liquid saturated with s.z. between

the limits 12° to 40° B., was 3-6 cubic inches daily, A second

element of the same size in which the distance between the

plates was reduced to 4 inches, gave similar results. But the

amount of liquid saturated daily was nearly twice as great,

with but a small increase in the quantity of electricity gene-

rated
; showing a much greater local action.

The experiments with a Daniell's element of the usual size,

using a porous cell 2^ inches in diameter and 7 inches high,

gave 5-7 cubic inches for the amount of liquid saturated daily,

during the normal condition of the element. As q. was nearly

double that of Hill's element, and the amount of liquid satu-

rated, less in proportion, it shows less local action. From
these experiments it follows that once having determined q.

the length of time the battery will maintain the currents at its

normal force can readily be computed ; since it depends en-

tirely on the capacity of the cell holding the sulphate of zinc.

With a porous cell of the usual size, when no external resist-

ance is introduced, the battery will begin to decrease at the
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end of three days and at the end of five days there will be
scarcely any action. On the contrary with Hill's element, of
the size before described, q. will continue uniform for more than
thirty days, and will be but little less at the end of fifty days.

Most of the writers on galvanism seem to imagine that
sulphuric acid is essential for exciting the battery, but our ex-
periments show that this is not the case ; in fact we consider

3tri]

muriatic acid, salt, sulphate of copper, or sulphate of zinc, will

answer equally well. By using a solution oi s. z. of a certain

specific gravity, the same quantity and electro-motive force is

obtained, as with sulphuric acid. This is also true for Grove's
and the bi-chromate of potash battery.

lie use of a number of porous cells in the same Jar.—
decrease of q. is due to the formation of s. z., the qu
urally arises, how can a battery be constructed tha

niform current for a long period of time ? The an-
swer is plain, we must increase the capacity of the cell in which
the zinc is placed.

In a two-gallon stone jar, three porous cells were placed with
a sheet of copper surrounding them. The current was then
passed through the galvanometer and rheostat, and sufiicient

resistance inserted to make q. equal to that due to a single cell,

when used alone. The amount of s. z. formed in a given time
was then measured, when it was found each cell made as much
•5. z. as if only a single one had been employed. This combina-
tion showed very great local action. Nothing, therefore, would
be gained by such an airangement, but on the contrary a much
greater amount of zinc would be consumed without advantage.

We next had constructed large porous cells 6 inches in dia-

meter and 7 inches high having a capacity of 180 cubic inches.

Our previous experiments enable us to calculate with consider-

able precision the length of time one of these elements will

maintain a maximum^ current of electricity. Allowing O'T

cubic inches for the amount of liquid saturated daily between
the limits 12° to 40^. it is apparent that a battery uf this size

should remain constant for more than 30 days/ without any
external resistance being introduced in the circuit. When
electro-magnets are operated, as the external resistance should
at least be equal to that of the battery, the cuiTent would re-

niain constant for more than two months on a continually

closed circuit.

Am. Jocr. Sci.—Second^ebies, Vol. XLVIII, No. 143.-Sept., 1s«'.).
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The relation between the quantity of electricity and the spe-

cific gravity of the sulphate of zinc.—Svanberg's experiments

are quoted by recent writers to prove that the electro-motive

force for DaDiell's battery is not materially changed by the

? of the liquid about the zinc. Although this statement

it does not give us correct views in regard

5 prepared different solutions of s. 2. ranging

from zero to saturation. These were alternately used in the

porous cell and q. measured by the galvanometer. The time

for each experiment was about five minutes. Above the speci-

fic gravity of 15^ B. q. was sensibly the same up to saturation.

These results were so directly contrary to all our experience

with the battery in actual use, that at first we were at a loss

to understand them. The experiments were accordingly con-

tinued, by putting an element on a closed circuit through the

galvanometer. The quantity of electricity and the specific

gravity of the s. z. was then noted from time to time. So soon

as the s. z. approached near saturation, from 43° to 46° B. de-

pending on the temperature, it was found that the element

gradually decreased in force until finally q. was less than one

twentieth of its normal value. As the electro-motive force re-

mained constant it indicated an internal resistance more than

twenty times as great. But we know by direct experiment

that a saturated solution of s. z. is a better conductor than a

dilute solution, and hence we ought to expect the resistance to

be less. A careful study of the phenomena led us to conclude

that the increased resistance was due to the polarization in the

battery itself When the current is passed through a volta-

meter or electrolyte solution, it is found a much greater resist-

ance is introduced, than that due to the liquid alone. This

increased resistance is ascribed to polarization of the electrodes

in the solution and has been ably discussed by a number ot

scientists. But the polarization in the battery itself does not

appear to have been investigated. After an element has been

on a closed circuit for a long time, if the circuit be opened tor

a few minutes, on closing it, the galvanometer will at first indi-

cate the maximum quantity due to the element, but in a fe^

seconds the needle will gradually recede and stand as before.

It appears that when the specific gravity of the s. z. approaches

saturation it becomes charged with electricity like a Leyden
jar or prime conductor. From numerous experiments, we fiD<^^i

q. reaches its maximum when the specific gravity of the s. z. i*

between 20" and 30° B. However, for practical purposes ^the

battery gives essentially the same force between 15^ and 38° B.

Below IS"" B. the conducting power of the s. z. is considerably

less, and consequently the resistance greater, and above 38' B-
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jain increased by polarization. The conduct-
ing power of 8. z. was found to be essentially the same between
30"' B. and saturation. At 1° B. it was one fourth, at 1^ one
half, and at 14° three fourths as great as for a saturated solu-

Onthe use of the negative Tw-tal in DanielVs Battery.—The
negative metal in Daniell's battery is only useful as a conduc-
tor of the cuiTent.

For the purpose of testing the correctness of this conclusion,
experiments were made with the following metals as the nega-
tive plate: 1, Copper; 2, sheet lead ; 3, sheet iron ; 4, sheei
iron tinned (the ordinary sheet tin) ; 5, sheet zinc; 6, cast zinc.

The s. c. was a saturated solution, and the s. z. had a specific

gravity of 25° B. The quantity of electricity and the electro-

motive force was found to be the same for copper, lead, iron
and tin. When zinc was used for both the positive and nega-
tive metal, the action was somewhat different. For two or
three seconds after immersion in the s. c. there was a small nea--

ative current, after which the galvanometer needle
ally deflected until it indicated a
equal to the normal condition of the
mained at rest for a few seconds after which it receded and
stood at a degree indicating about one half the quantity. The
whole time required to bring it to rest, was three minutes from
the time of immersion. During the progress of the experi-

ment the hydrogen was evolved so rapidly from the zinc im-
mersed in the s. c. that the bubbles could be exploded by hold-
ing a lighted match near the surface of the liquid. As soon,

however, as the galvanometer came to rest, the evolution of hy-
drogen had nearly ceased. On removing the zinc it was found
covered with a loose copper powder, not reguline metal but
such as is deposited when a large battery Is employed to act on
a small surface. This powder did not adhere closely to the

zinc, but was separated by a thin layer of s.z. or hydrogen.

On wasliing the zinc and repeating the experiment, precisely

similar results were obtained. Although the zinc w-as capable
of conducting the maximum quantity of electricity, yet the

electro-motive force was considerably less than for the other

metals. A careful examination of these experiments, leads us

to the conclusion that the negative metal in Danieli's battery,

only acts as a conductor of the electricity.

On the internal resistance of the battery.—In a battery with
two liquids the internal resistance is made up of two elements,

viz: the specific resistance of the liquid, and the resistance of

the porous ceU. Although recent writers have remarked the
'-' ' '

~ -
3 due to different kinds of earthen cells, yet
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vv-e have not learned that any one has determined separately

the resistance due to the cell and that due to the liquids. By
our method it is necessary to use at least two cells of different

size. In ihe^e experiments three were employed

—

Xo. 1, White clay cell 0-31 inches in thickness, 6 inches in diame-
ter and 7 inches high.

Xo. 2, White clay cell 0*15 inches in thickness, 3 inches in diame-
ter and 7 inches high.

Xo. 3, Split-leather cell 0-06 inches in thickness, 5 inches in diame-
ter and 7 inches high, fitted to a bottom of inch pine.

The resistance of the element was first determined for each

cell separately. Then the cells were placed one inside of the

other and the total resistance determined as before. After

which it was found for two at a time. These several determin-

ations gave us a series of equations, involving the resistance

of each separate cell together with the specific resistance of the

liquids.

The following are the results expressed in an arbitrary unit.

Xo. -2, " ' 17
Xo. 3,

"
7

Specific resistance of the liquids s. c. saturated solution, s. z.

25° B. 13, From which it appears that the specific resistance

of the liquids is about the same as for a white clay cell of the

ordinary size.

As q. is increased by lessening the internal resistance, other

things being equal, it is apparent that the leather cells are su-

perior to those made of white clay.

On the construction of DanielVs battery.—For a local bat-

tery, where the external resistance is small, two-gallon stone

jars may be use 1 for the vessel holding the s. c. solution. Tbe

negative plate is best made of sheet lead instead of copper as

heretofore ; as it it is less expensive and is easier bent in the

proper form. It is desirable to perforate the sheet with an or-

dinary punch, in order to secure a more free circulation of the

liquid surrounding it. Ordinary sheet tin makes the cheai)e8t

negative plate, but it is unfit for general use, where the hattert

is required to be kept in constant action for a long period.

For if the s. c. solution is not kept saturated, chemical action

takes place between the iron and tin which soon dissolves the

plates. I have, however, used it successfully. If the solution

is kept saturated, in a month or so the sheet will be cover(jd

with a fine plate of copper, which may be easily separated, pro-

vided the original plate has been properly prepared by being

oiled and black-beaded before being used. The porous cell in
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whichthe zinc is placed should have a capacity of at least 150
cubic inches. As the resistance of large clay cells is more than
three times as great as for those made of leather, the latter
are preferred ; since with the same surface of zinc, q, is nearly
doubled. The constant use of leather cells during the

.
past

year fully demonstrates their superiority over those made of
white clay. For it is found in practice that for working mag-
nets such as are used in telegraph offices for local sounders, one
element as described above gives more effective working force
than two of those in ordinary use. . The zinc casting may be
of any form ; for cells of this size, it should have an external
surface of 50 square inches.

The battery should be started with s. z. at 15-° B. specific

gravity. Sulphuric acid should never be used in the cell con-

Crystals of s. c. are suspended in a bag <

a battery has been in constant use for a number of months,
crystals of s. c. will be found precipitated on the bottom of the
jar. When this is the case, the liquid must be poured in
another vessel, and all the s. c. removed, as it seems to lessen

q. During cold weather the battery may be improved by add-
ing occasionally a little sulphuric acid to the s. c. solution.

Between 40° and 100° Fahr., the specific resistance of the li-

quids is increased about one sixth for every 10= decrease of

temperature. It is not desirable therefore, to work the battery
at a temperature below 50° Fahr.
The zinc need not be amalgamated, but it should be cleaned

once in two or three months, and all the sediment removed from
the porous cell.

When the specific gravity of the s. a. approaches 40° B. one
half of the liquid should be removed, and fresh water added.
It is always best, however, to keep the specific gravity of the
s. z. between the limits 15° to 38° B.

If Hill's form of battery is employed, a jar of the same size

may be used. With plates of 50 square inches each, placed at

a distance of 5 inches from each other, q. is the same as for a

Daniell's element of the ordinary size. The negative plate

°iay be made of sheet lead, having a protected copper wire

finnly attached to it. The zinc should be cast with an opening
m the center of one and one half inches in diameter. Iron

hars for supporting it near the top of the jar, can be cast in

the zinc. This battery should be started with a solution of s. z.

having a specific gravity 15-° B. The s. c. is dropped in through
the orifice in the zinc plate. The battery should be examined
occasionally with the hydrometer, and th^ specific gravity of

the liquid never allowed to become greater than 36'° B.
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Art. XXI.—Contributions of the Massachusetts Institute oj

Technology. I.

—

On Nitric Acid and Chlorate of Potassium

as an Oxydizing Mixture applicable to Sulphur, Sulphids,

Chromium, Arsenic, Organic Matters, etc.j by Frank H.

Stoker, Professor of General and Industrial Chemistry in

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Some years since while studying the action of various oxyd-

izing agents upon oxyd of chromium, I was struck hy the

superior oxydizing power of a mixture of ordinary nitric acid

and chlorate of potassium over that of the mixtures of chlorate

jotassium and chlorhydric or sulphuric acid, commonly
. in analysis. Inasmuch as the fact of the great oxydizing

power of a mixture of nitric acid and the chlorate had already

Iseen noticed and explained by several observers,^' I at that

time contented myself with a simple statement of my own ob-

servations of the action of the mixture upon chromic oxydf
without refeiTing in any way to the general value of the mix-
ture as an oxydizing agent. Since that time, however, I have

had frequent occasion to employ the mixture for effecting the

oxydation of many substances, besides oxyd of chromium,
such as present themselves in the ordinary experience of an

analytical laboratory, and have satisfied myself that the merit

of the process has not hitherto been duly appreciated.

Experience has convinced me, not only that a mixture of

nitric acid and chlorate of potassium oxydizes more rapidly

than the common mixture of chlorhydric acid and chlorate of

potassium, but that it is really to be preferred in the great

majority of cases to any of the agents ordinarily employed to

effect oxydation in the wet way. Instead of occupying as now
a secondary or alternative place in the treatises on analysis it

ought to take precedence of the other processes of oxydation.

It may be used with advantage in many instances where dry

methods of oxydation are now recommended. With the excep-

tion perhaps of the sulphids, or other compounds, of anti-

mony and tin, there are probably but few cases where its use

will be found inadmissible.
The following notes include the re suits of several researches

jnade by students of the Massachusetts Institute of Tecbnol-
ugy with the view of testing the capabilities of the process :—

* Compare Gmelin's Handbook of Chemistry, iii, 61.

t Proceedings of American Academy, 1859,' iv,' 342; Journal f



It is easy to determine sulphur in non-volatile organic <

pounds bj oxydizing the substance with chlorate of potassium
and nitric acid, precipitating the sulphi
barium and washing the latter with a soluti

ammonium, to remove any nitrate of bari
have adhered to it,

sulphate of

on of acetate of
hich may

^
To oxydize the sulphur compound, place a weighed quan-

tity of it in a porcelain dish, pour upon it three or four table
•spoonfulls of strong nitric acid (39° B.), free from sulphuric
acid, and add to the acid half a teaspoonful of chlorate of
potassium. Cover the mixture with an inverted glass funnel,
the stem of which has been bent to a right angle. Place the
dish on a wire gauze support and heat its contents. From
time to time lift the funnel slightly and throw a small frag-
ment of chlorate of potassium into the hot acid.

The funnel must be of such size that its rim may fall within
the rim of the disband rest securely upon the sides of the
dish, above the liquid ; it serves to retain the particles of
liquid which are thrown up from the dish by the gas evolved
during the decomposition of the chlorate.
The oxydation will be completed more or less rapidly ac-

cording to the character of the substance operated upon.
Only five or ten minutes are required to completely oxydize a
third of a gram of sulphocyanid of potassium, while from
half to three quarters of an hour are needed to desti'oy the
same weight of ordinary free sulphur. It may be observed in

passing, that sulphur which has just been distilled dissolves

twice as rapidly in a mixture of nitric acid and chlorate of

potassium as sulphur which has long been exposed to the air.

Several samples of sulphocyanid of potassium, oxydized in

this way, gave the following results :

—

A. 0-2015 grm. of the sulphocyanid gave 0-5114 grm. of sulphate

of barium. (I).

A. 0-265 grm. of the sulphocyaniil gave 0'6547 grm. of sulphate of

_ barium. (II).

I. of the sulphocyanid gave 0-3796 grm. of iulphate of bari-0-149 ^rm
J.rn,(I).

the sulphocyanid gave 0-03 grm. of sulphate of hi

num. (II).

t>*101 grm. of the sulphocyanid gave 0-2387 grra. of sulphate c

0-028 grm. of the sulphocyanid gave 0-067 grm, of sulphate of bf

riutn. (I).

0-0S4 grm. of sulphocyanid gave 0-204 grra. of sulphate of bariun
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The sulphocyanid used for the experiments mentioned in

the paragraphs marked "A" was prepared by fusing together

ferrocyanid of potassium, carbonate of potassium, and sulphur

iu the usual way, treating the fused mass with hot alcohol and

allowing the alcoholic solution to crystallize. That used for

the experiments in paragraphs B was prepared in precisely the

same way as the foregoing, but at another time. The salt

prepared in this way is evidently contaminated with free sul-

phur, or some sulphur compound other than the sulphocyanid,

which has been taken up by the alcohol.

The experiment recorded in paragraph C was made with

.

crystals which separated from the alcoholic mother-liquid of B.

The experiments marked D, were made with purified crys-

tals obtained as follows :—A quantity of the crude alcoholic

crystals, similar to those used in experiments B, were dissol-

ved in water, the solution was filtered to separate sulfthur and
placed under a bell glass, over strong sulphuric acid, to crys-

tallize. The crystals thus obtained were redissolved in alcohol,

the solution filtered to separate carbonate of potassium, then

concentrated by evaporation and made to crystallize. The
crystals were quickly pressed between folds of filter paper and
portions of them were weighed out for the analyses.

The crystals obtained directly from the aqueous solution of

the sulphocyanid were contaminated to a considerable extent,

with carbonate of potassium, but after they had been recrystal-

ized from alcohol only traces of the carbonate were found up-

on them.

Stated in terms of per cents, the results may be tabulated

as follows :

—

I. Found. II. Theory.

I Impure
J

34-85

I

crystals. ]
34-98

-- 32-45

---- 32-85 32-86 \
^^"^

I have applied the foregoing method not only to sulpho-

cyanid of potassium and to free sulphur as above described,

l)ut also for estimating sulphur in vulcanized caoutchouc and
in several samples of anthracite and bituminous coal. It is

easy to completely oxydize either of these substances by means
of the mixed chlorate of potassium and nitric acid. Anthra-
cite dissolves even more readily than bituminous coal, since, un-
like the latter, it does not fuse to a single mass in the hot acid.

It is not improbable that by a slight variation of the fore-

going process it may be found practicable to determine the

carbon of an organic compound at the same time as the sul-
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phur. Thus, the oxydation might perhaps be effected in a
flask provided with a wide funnel tube for the addition of the
chlorate and a delivery tube through which the carbonic acid
formed could be led into baryta-water or some other substance
fit to absorb that gas. Upon this point, however, I have as
yet made no experiments.

May, 1869.

Assay of Sulphur in Iron Pyrites ; by A. H. Pearson.

The proportion of sulphur in iron pyrites (" Sulphur-ore ")

may be readily and accurately estimated as follows :
—^Weigh

out a gram or less of the powdered ore, place the powder in a
porcelain dish, together with a small quantity of chlorate of
potassium, pour upon it some 50 c. c. of pure nitric acid of 39°

B., and cover the mixture with an inverted glass funnel, with
bent stem. Set the dish upon a water bath and heat the water
to boiling. From time to time throw crystals of chlorate of
potassium into the hot acid. By adding rather large crystals
of the chlorate at frequent intervals it is easy to oxydize the
whole of the sulphid in half an hour. But since the solution
obtained in that case is highly charged with saline matter it

will usually be found more advantageous to use less of the
chlorate of potassium and to allow a somewhat longer time
for the process of oxydation,
When all the sulphur has been oxydized, rinse the funnel

with water and remove it from the dish. Evaporate the liquid
to a small bulk, then add to it a little concentrated chloihy-
dric acid and again evaporate to absolute dryness in order to

render silicic acid insoluble. Moisten the residue with con-

centrated chlorhydric acid, mix it with water and filter, to

separate silicic acid and gangue.
To the filtrate from the silicic acid add a quantity of solid

tartaric acid about as large as that of the pyrites originally

taken, heat the liquid almost to boiling and add to it an ex-
cess of chlorid of barium to precipitate the sulphuric acid.

After the sulphate of barium has been allowed to subside,

wash it thoroughly by decantation first with hot water and
afterward with a dilute solution of acetate of ammonium.
The latter may be prepared at the moment of use, by mixing
ammonia-water and acetic acid. The purpose of the acetate
of ammonium is to dissolve any nitrate of barium which may
adhere to the sulphate ; that of the tartaric acid is to prevent
the precipitation of iron compounds together with the sulphate
of barium. In an experiment where 07 grm. of pyrites was
oxydized with chlorate of potassium and nitric acid, and the
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filtrate from silica was acidulated with chlorhydric acid without

the addition of tartaric acid, there was thrown down on the

addition of chlorid of barium a bright yellow precipitate

which became darker colored when the solution was boiled. It

was not only found to be impossible to wash out the iron with

which this precipitate was contaminated but the consistency

of the precipitate was such that it was a difficult matter even

to wash away the saline liquor in which the precipitate was

formed.

In another experiment, the attempt was made to remove the

iron from the filtrate from silica before adding the barium

salt to throw down the sulphuric acid. But in that case a

considerable portion of the sulphuric acid was dragged down,

as sulphate of potassium, by the iron precipitate and so lost.

The precipitation of the iron was effected in this experiment

by adding an excess of ammonia-water to the acidulated fil-

trate from silica and washing the precipitate for a long time,

by decantation, with boiling water. To prove that the iron

precipitate really retained sulphuric acid a quantity of the

precipitate was dried, ignited and powdered and the powder

boiled with water. The clear liquid thus obtained was acidu-

lated with chlorhydric acid and tested with chlorid of barium.

An abundant precipitate of sulphate of barium was at once

thrown down.
After the sulphur of the pyrites has been determined by

precipitating it from a tartaric acid solution, as above descri-

bed, the iron might perhaps be estimated in the filtrate by one

of the new methods of titration with hyposulphite of sodium.

I have made no experiments with the hyposulphite, but have

failed completely in several attempts to determine the iron as a

sulphid, by precipitating with sulphid of sodium, as directed by

Fresenius. I found it impossible to wash the sticky, slimy

mass of sulphid of iron. It is not easy, on the other hand, to

destroy the tartaric acid by igniting the dried filtrate, from

sulphate of barium, in a muffle, for on evaporating this solu-

tion the saline matters with which it is charged continually

creep over the edges of the dish.
November, 1868.

Assay of Copper pyrites ; by F. P. Peakson.

The following method of treating copper pvrites has been

found more advantageous than the ordinary process of oxyd-
- the mmeral with aqua regia and subsequently evapora-

+1.0 .r^.,^\ „— ^„ji_ •.^ 1 , rhydric acid, or with

' nitric acid :

—
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Place a weighed quantity of the powdered mineral together
with some chlorate of potassium in a porcelain dish.—Five
grams of a variety of pyrites containing about 18 per cent of

copper was found to be enough for one analysis, and a quan-
tity of chlorate of potassium equal to a small teaspoonful, was
added to the ore.—Invert a glass funnel with bent stem in the
dish above the pjTites and pour upon the latter rather more
ordinary strong nitric acid than would be sufficient to
completely cover the powder. Place the dish upon a water-
bath, and, from time to time, throw into it small quantities of
chlorate of potassium. The doses of the chlorate must be re-

peated at frequent intervals until free sulphur can no longer
be seen in the dish. If need be, add nitric acid also from time
to time, to replace that lost by evaporation.
As a general rule it is safer and more convenient to heat the

mixture on a water-bath than upon sand, though I find that
the oxydation of sulphur can be effected more easily and
quickly when the mixture of nitric acid and chlorate is heated
to actual boiling than at the temperature obtainable by means
of a water-bath. When the last particles of sulphur have
been destroyed remove the inverted funnel from the dish, rinse
it with water and collect the rinsings in a beaker by themselves.
Allow the liquid in the evaporating dish to become cold, pour
upon it a quantity of ordinary strong chlorhydric acid rather
larger than the quantity of nitric acid taken at first, evaporate
the mixed solution to dryness and heat the dry residue, to

render silica insoluble in case any silica be present.

^
Pour water upon the cold residue, and, without filtering the

liquor, wash the contents of the dish into the beaker which
contains the rinsings of the funnel. Heat the liquid in the

beaker nearly to boiling, add to it about 25 c. c. oi a strong

aqueous solution of ferrous sulphate slightly acidulated with
sulphuric acid, and keep the mixture at a temperature near boil-

ing during four or five minutes, in order to destroy the small

quantity of nitric acid which has escaped decomposition in

spite of the evaporation with chlorhydric acid.

The ferrous salt seldom or never acts instantaneously, but
the reducing action proceeds rapidlv and perfectly satisfactorily

when once begun. If need be, add more of the ferrous solu-

tion, little by little, until the entire contents of the beaker
hecame dark colored, or almost black, and no more gas is disen-

gaged.

In order to be sure that all the nitric acid has been reduced,
it is well enough, after the mixture of liquid and solution of

feiTous sulphate has been duly heated, to place a drop of the

laixture upon porcelain and test it with ferricyanid of potas-
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slum. In general, however, the coloration of the liquor in the

beaker due to the formation of nitrous or hyponitric acid will

be a sufficient indication that the copperas has done its work.

The nitrous fumes quickly disappear from the liquid at a sub-

sequent stage of operations when metallic iron is immersed in

the solution.

When enough of the ferrous sulphate has been added, filter

the mixed solution into a wide beaker, precipitate the copper,

in the metallic state, upon a sheet of iron in the usual way
and ignite the copper in a porcelain crucible, in a current of

hydrogen, before weighing it.

By means of the ferrous salt, the last traces of nitric acid

may be got rid of far more quickly, conveniently and certainly

than by the old system of evaporating the pyrites solution with

several successive portions of chlorhydric acid. By treating

the pyrites with chlorate of potassium and nitric acid it is easy

to oxydize and dissolve every particle of the sulphur in the

mineral so that no portion of the latter can escape decomposi-
tion by becoming enveloped in free sulphur. When aqua regia is

used on the othtr hand, or a mixture of chlorate of potassium
and chlorhydric acid, a certain proportion of sulphur almost

invariably remains undissolved and might easily enclose por-

tions of the mineral so as to protect them from the solvent

action of the acids.

The method of oxydation above described can manifestly be

employed with advantage for dissolving many other sulphu-

retted ores besides copper pyrites.

January, 1869.

Estimation of Sulphur in Sulphid of Mercury ; by E. W.
BOWDITCH.

In order to contrast the action of the mixed nitric acid and

chlorate of potassium with that of the mixture of chlor-

hydric acid and chlorate of potassium ordinarily employed by

chemists, as an oxydizing agent, a series of comparative exper-

iments were made upon commercial vermilion.
Eight portions of the vermilion were operated upon in suc-

cession, as follows :—In each instance about 0-5 or 06 grm. of

the vermilion was placed in a small glass flask set in an inclined

position upon a wire gauze support above a lamp. A quan-

tity of nitric acid, of 39" B., or of concentrated chlorhydnc
acid as the case might be, was poured into the flask, a small

quantity of chlorate of potassium was added and the mixture

heated. From time to time small bits of chlorate of potas-

siuna were thrown into the flask, the contents of which were

maintained near the boiling point until all the sulphur, or as

much of it as possible, had dissolved.
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In every instance where nitric acid was employed, the ver-

milion was in a short time oxydized and dissolved so completely
,

that no trace of free sulphur could be seen in the liquor. But
when chlorhydric acid was used to decompose the chlorate,

there remained, invariably, floating upon the liquid, one or
more yellow globules of undissolved* sulphur, varying in size

from that of a pin's head to a flax seed. These floating glob-
ules could not be destroyed by any practicable amounts of the
chlorate and acid'. In fact, it may be said to be impossible to

destroy such globules with these reagents.

Whenever chlorhydric acid was used, therefore, to decompose
the vermilion, the solution obtained had to be filtered, to sepa-
rate the free sulphur, before the sulphuric acid in the solution

could be precipitated as sulphate of barium. The presence of
free sulphur is objectionable not only because time is lost in

collecting, washing, drying and weighing it, but also on account
of its liability to enclose and conceal particles of the substance
to be analyzed, which would be dissolved by the acid if the
latter were able to act upon them. The determination of sul-

phur may thus be rendered incorrect by weighing the undis-
solved substances with the sulphur.
When nitric acid was used with the chlorate, it happened

sometimes, when the proportion of nitric acid was small, that
a considerable quantity of saline matter crystallized in the flask.

It was found, however, that enough water to redissolve this

precipitate migbt be added to the mixture without impairing
to any material extent the oxydizing power of the chlorate

subsequently added. The acid liquor resulting from the ac-

tion of nitric acid and cblorate of potassium upon the vermil-

ion was evaporated to dryness on a water bath and the residue

treated with strong chlorhydric acid in order to destroy most
of the nitric acid before proceeding to precipitate the sulphuric

acid with chlorid of barium. Before adding the chlorhydric

acid to the residue the latter must be allowed to become per-

fectly cold lest the mixture froth violently and portions of it

he thrown out of the flask. After the acid has once been
added, however, the mixture may be heated gently without
risk of loss.

No matter whether chlorhydric or nitric acid is employed
with the chlorate, the solution must at last be largely diluted

with water before adding the chlorid of barium.
In my experiments, nothing but hot water was employed to

wash the sulphate of barium. Naturally enough it was more
difficult to wash in this way the precipitates obtained from
solutions contaminated with nitric acid, than those from the

solutions which contained only chlorhydric acid. But in spite
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of this disadvantage and of the long time required to

wash out the last traces of nitrate of barium I have always

found that a sulphur determination made by the nitric acid

process requires much less time for its completion than one

made by the old way with chlorhydric acid.

In a final trial made expressly for the purpose of testing this

point, the precise times consumed in making each experiment

were carefully noted. Two portions of the vermilion were

weighed out into flasks and treated, one with chlorhydric acid

and chlorate of potassium and the other with nitric acid and
the chlorate. The portion treated with chlorhydric acid

weighed 0-5695 grm. and the other 0-519 grm. The flask con-

taining the sample treated with chlorhydric acid was taken

from the fire a few minutes before the last traces of sulphur in

the nitric acid flask had been destroyed and the separation of

the undissolved sulphur was proceeded with as rapidly as pos-

sible, but in the end it was found that eleven hours and three

quarters were required to complete the determination of sulphur

in the portion of vermilion treated with chlorhydric acid while

the estimation of sulphur in the other portion, treated with

nitric acid was finished in nine hours and a half. 14-32 per

cent of sulphur was found in the portion treated with nitric

acid and 14-25 per cent in the portion treated with chlorhy-

dric acid, instead of the 13-79 per cent required by theory.

February, 1868.

Estimation of Cliromium as Chromaie of Barium; by A. H.

Pearson.

As Prof Storer has shown,* chromic oxyd is quickly changed

to chromic acid, when boiled with a mixture of concentrated

nitric acid and chlorate of potassium. All the chromium m
half a gram of hydrate of chromium or of any of the ordinary

chrome salts can in this way be converted into chromic acid in

a few moments, and even compounds as refractory as chrome-

iron-ore, or oxyd of chromium which has been strongly ignited,

can be oxydized in less time than would be required to complete

their oxydation by the process of fusion ordinarily employed.

As will appear from the experiments which follow, the chro-

mic acid thus formed in the wet way, can be readily and accu-

rately estimated in the form of chromate of barium, if care be

taken to wash the precipitated chromate with acetate of am-

monium or some other saline solution in which chromate oi

barium is insoluble.

I. A quantity of anhydrous chromic oxyd was prepared by

heating bichromate of potassium with an excess of strong chlor-

* Proceedings of American Academy, 1859, iv, 342.
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hydric acid, until cUorine ceased to be evolved, saturating the
acid liquor with ammonia water, washing and drying the pre-
cipitated hydrate and finally igniting it intensely in a platinum
crucible over a blast-lamp.

0102 grm. of this anhydrous oxyd was placed in an evapo-
rating dish, together with a quantity of nitric acid and some
chlorate of potassium, and covered with an inverted funnel
with a bent stem. The acid was heated and fragments of chlo-
rate of potassium were added to it from time to time, until the
chromic oxyd had completely disappeared. This result was
attained in the course of half an hour.
The acid solution was diluted with water, then neutralized

with ammonia and the ammoniacal solution in its turn treated
with enough acetic acid to make it slightly acid. After the
acidulated solution has become cold, a solution of chlorid of
barium was added to it, in slight excess, and the mixture was
left at rest for ten or twelve hours. The precipitated chromate
of barium was washed, by decantation, with a cold solution of
acetate of ammonium, then collected on a filter, rinsed with
water, dried, heated in a crucible to expel the last traces of
water and of the ammonium salt, and weighed.

_The amount of chromate of barium obtained in this experi-
ment was equal to 0-336 grm., which is equivalent to 68-31 per
cent of chromium instead of 68-62 per cent as required by
theory.

The precipitate of chromate of barium must be allowed to
stand for some time before filtering lest it pass through the pores
of the filter and render the filttate cloudy.

_
The acetate of ammonium employed for washing serves to

dissolve any nitrate of barium or chlorid of barium which may
have been precipitated with the chromate. It has the further

advantage of dissolving less of the chromate of barium than
pure water would.

II. A quantity of hydrate of chromium precipitated from a
solution of reduced bichromate of potassium, as in the previous

experiment, was dried at 115° and the proportion of water re-

tained by the dried hydrate was determined once for all by ig-

nition.

0-11 grm. of this dried hydrate, equal to 0-0688 of the an-
hydrous oxyd, was then treated with nitric acid and chlorate
of potassium as in experiment I. It was found that the oxyd-
ation was completed as soon as the acid became hot enough to

decompose the chlorate. Less than five minutes were sufficient

in this instance for the complete conversion of the chromium to

chromic acid.

The chromate ofbarium obtained weighed 0-2286 grm., equiv-
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alent to 68-65 per cent of chromium in the oxyd taken instead

of the theoretical 68-62 per cent.

III. 0-113 grm. of the dried hydrate containing 0-0707 grm.

of the anhydrous oxyd of chromium was mixed with a quantity

of nitrate of magnesium,—prepared hy dissolving carbonate of

magnesium in nitric acid—before the treatment with nitric acid

IV. 0'114 gi-m. of the dried hydrate of chromium, containing

0-0713 grm. ot the anhydrous oxyd, was mixed with nitrate of

aluminum,—prepared by dissolving hydrate of aluminum in

nitric acid—^before the treatment with chlorate of potassium.

0-2356 grm. of chromate of barium, was obtained. That is to

say, 68-31 per cent of chromium instead of 68-62 per cent.

V, A small quantity of chrome-iron-ore was ground to very

fine powder and treated in a dish with nitric acid and chlorate

of potassium as above described. At the end of half an hour,

that portion of the ore which still remained undissolved was

washed with water, dried, fused with a mixture of carbonate of

sodium and nitrate of potassium, and the fused mass boiled

with water ; but the solution thus obtained gave no reaction

for chromium when tested for that substance.
It appears from the foregoing experiments that chromium

can be readily estimated, in this way, in presence of aluminum
and magnesium. The process can doubtless be employed also

for separating chromium from, iron, cobalt, nickel and zinc.

As a matter of course, special care must always be taken to em-
ploy reagents which are absolutely free from any contamination

of sulphuric acid,

April, 1869

On the use of Chromate of Barium in Quantitative Analysis;

by R. H. Richards.

A sample of pure bichromate of potassium examined simul-

taneously by three of the students in the Institute's laboratory

for the purpose of determining the percentage of chromium by

precipitating that element in the form of chromate of barium,

gave the following discordant results. The method of analysis

was similiar to that described below.

Name of Grms. of Grms. of Percentage
experimenter. K^O, 2Cr03 BaO, CrOj of Chromium.

taken. found. Found. Theory.

N. F. Merrill, 0-516 0-8640 34-67 35 •5*3

F. P. Pearson, 0-500 0-8788 36-38 " "

C. E. Avery, 36-31 " "

" " " 36-24 " "
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^
At the suggestion of Prof. Storer, I have examined other por-

tions of the same sample of bichromate of potassium, with the
view of discovering, if possible, the sources of error which viti-

ated the foregoing analyses.

A quantity of the bichromate was heated until it fused, the
cold mass powdered aad several portions of it, weighing from
one to two grams each, were taken for analysis. Each of the
weighed quantities of bichromate was dissolved in distilled water,
the solution was heated nearly to boiling and a lump of acetate
of sodium twice the volume of the bichromate of potassium
taken was thrown into the hot liquor. Acetic acid was then
added to strongly acid reaction, and afterward a solution of
chlorid of barium, with occasional stirring, until no more pre-
cipitate was formed on the further addition of chlorid of ba-
rium and until the supernatant fluid became absolutely color-
less. It is easy to hit this point in a hot solution but not so
easy when the liquid is cold.

After the precipitate had been allowed to stand for some time,
the clear liquid above it was decanted into a filter. The pre-
cipitate was then washed with cold water, first by decantation
in the beaker and afterward upon the filter. The filtrate proper,
that is to say, the clear liquor decanted from the precipitate,
was in every instance colorless. It gave a white residue when
evaporated on platinum foil and no precipitate when tested with
acetate of lead. But all the subsequent liquors obtained by
decantation and washing came through the filter distinctly

.yellow-colored. They gave yellow residues when evaporated
upon foil and bright yellow precipitates when tested with ace-
tate of lead. It was, consequently, no easy matter to determine
when to stop washing. The precipitates were in fact put aside
to dry as soon as there was any reason to suppose that the sa-

line mother-liquor had all been washed out from them.
In the 2nd of the following experiments the chromate of

barium was weighed upon a tared filter, as was the case also in

the experiments cited above, but in Nos. 1, 3 and 4 the dry pre-

cipitate was ignited gently in a porcelain crucible before weigh

-

1. 1-0095 1-7301
-^f^'^i

3.' 1-5456 2-7541 37-74 f
^^'^^

4. 1-5020 2-5696 35-49
J

Experiments 3 and 4 were carried out side by side, and every

ffort made to treat them exactly alike.

Am. Jour. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XLVIII, No. 143.-Sept., 1869.
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above described, it appears that chromate of barium is somewhat

soluble in pure water, but is insoluble in tolerably strong saline

solutions, even in the presence of acetic acid. This observa-

with a statement-'- in Prof. Sttagrees :

Dictionary of Solubilities to the effect that " chromate of baryta

is very slightly soluble in water, and even insoluble when other

salts are present in solution."

On the other hand, the excess of precipitate found in exper-

iments 2 and 3, would go to show that chlorid of barium is

liable to be dragged down by chromate of barium in the same

way that it is apt to go down with sulphate of barium. It

would appear therefore that some saline solution, competent to

dissolve chlorid and nitrate of barium, should be used instead

of water for washing chromate of barium. [P. S.—In accor-

dance with this view Mr. A. H. Pearson has recently employed

a solution of acetate of ammonium, with the best results, for

washing both the chromate and the sulphate of barium,]

! Beterminations of the Soluhilities of Nitrate of
'Barium, Chlorid of Barium, Perchlorate of Potassium and
Chlorate of Potassium in several saline solutions; by A. H.

Pearson.

The following experiments were undertaken in order to dis-

cover a saline solution proper to wash out from precipitated

chromate of barium the difficultly soluble substances which ,

might be thrown down with it 'in the operations described

above, on page 199.

Quantities of dry nitrate of barium, chlorid of barium, per-

chlorate of potassium (tolerably, but not absolutely, pure), and

chlorate of potassium were finely powdered and a number of

.sm.ill equal portions of each of the powders were measured out

into test-tubes. The contents of each of the tubes were then

treated with successive drops of the solvent until the last par-

ticles of the powders had dissolved. A special dropping tube

was provided for each of the solvents and the drops were of

such size that 50 of them were very nearly equal to 1 c. c.

The test-tubes were thoroughly shaken immediately after the

addiiion of each drop of the solvent, then allowed to stand for

some time and again shaken before adding another drop of the

liquid. Due allowance was made for the excess of liquid m
case the last drop of the solvent was manifestly more than suf-

ficent to dissolve the last traces of the salt.

The powdered salts were measured in a small glass tube, such

as is provided in Plattner's blowpipe apparatus, for measuring

* Cited from Dumas's Traite de Chimie appliquee aux Arts.
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j - w (1(M0(1 lead. As the mean of several weighings, it was found
tliiir rhe charge of nitrate of barium weighed 0*15 grm., that

of chlorid of harium 0-12 grm., that of perchlorate of potas-

sium 0-1 grm. and that of chlorate of potassium 0*08 grm.
For the experiments made "at the temperature of boiling

water," long, narrow open tubes, to condense aqueous vapor,

were fitted to the mouths of the test-tubes by means of perfor-

at(Ml corks and the test-tubes were kept immersed in a bath
of boiling water. By means of pasteboard screens the tops of
the tul)es were protected from the steam and heat of the bath.

The results of the experiments may be tabulated as follows :

—

Nitrate of Barium.

I. Experiments made at the ordinary temperature of the air.

qnired t^o^d^BolTe^he^charsre req^ed^t^dissolTe^one

'^Vitif. 100 13-33
'^ lilnri,! of annnomum, 104 IZ'&I
Amnionia Wilier (strong), 110 14-67

Acct.itf of sodium, 110 14-67

Ammonia water (weak), 124 16-50

Acetate of copper, . .
.'. 130 17-33

Gr:i!.<>-<ugrar, 140 18-67

^' Mte of ammoiiium, 180 24-00

l<\dne uc-id (dil.), 210 28-00

'irid, 220 29-00

^ !
'• arid (,iii.)^ Insoluble.

II. Experiments made at the temperature of boiling water.

Acetate of ainmoiiium - 3'3 4-33

Water, '.. 35 4-67

Chlorid of aninioniiira - . 35 4-67

Acetate of so.lium,. .

.'

40 5-33

Ammonia water (strono-), 1 43 5-67

Acetate of copper, .... 45 6-00

Chlorid of Barium.

Experiments made at the ordinary temperature of the air.

:x
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PercMorate of Potassium.

I. Experiments made at the ordinary temperature of 1

Water, 110 22

Nitric acid (dil.), 112 22-4

Acetate of ammonium, 122 24-4

Chlorid of ammonium, . _ 128 25-6

Acetate of sodium, 128 25-6

Cane sugar,... 136 2'7-2

Acetate of copper, 146 29-2

Ammonia water (cone), 148 29-6

" (dil.), 152 30-4

Chlorhydric acid (dil.), 152 30-4

Grape sugar, 184 36-8

Acetic acid, -. 226 45-2,

II. Experiments made at the temperature of boiling ^

Water,.. 20 4-0

Nit
acid (dil.),.

Acetate ot ammoni
Chlorid of i

Acetate of copper.

Acetate of sodium,

Chlorate of Potassium.

I. Experiments made at the ordinary

Water,
Did (dil.)^

Chlorid of ammc
Acetate ofo copper......

ot sodmm,
Chlorhydric acid (dil.),.

^iSB
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(of 39° B.), with 5 vols, water.
Chlorhydric acid, dilute = 1 vol. of the ordinary concentrated

acid with 4 vols, water.
Acetic acid = l vol. of the commercial acid mixed with 1 vol.

Chlorid of ammonium = 1 part of the crystallized salt in 10 parts
of water.

Nitrate of ammonium m 1 part of the crystallized salt in 10 parts

Acetate of ammonium = ammonia-water dilute, neutralized with
the acetic acid of the given strength.

Acetate of sodium was made by saturating a quantity of commer-
cial acetic acid with carbonate of sodium and diluting the
liquid with 4 volumes of water.

Acetate of copper was prepared according to
Stolba.^

sugar = 1 part of sugar in 10 parts cCane
Glucose (starch sugar)r=l part of sugar in 10 parts c

It will be observed that the solvent power of acetate of cop-

per,--.reconimended by Stolba for washing sulphate of barium,
—is inferior to that of several other salts.

It may here be said that contrary to what might be supposed,
no perchlorate of potassium seems to be carried down with
chromate or sulphate of barium when these salts are precipi-

tated, in the estimation of chromium or of sulphur, as described
on pp. 191 and 198. At all events none of the perchlorate

could be detected on searching for it in several samples of sul-

phate of barium precipitated from liquors obtained by oxydiz-
ing sulphur and sulphur compounds with a mixture of nitric

acid and chlorate of potassium.
The method employed in testing for the perchlorate was as

follows :—A few drops of an aqueous solution of iodid of potas-
sium were placed in a porcelain crucible together with a small

quantity of thin starch paste ; the mixture was acidulated with

chlorhydric acid, free from chlorine, and a quantity of the pre-

cipitate to be tested was stirred into the mixture. In no instance
did the starch become blue on the addition of the precipitate,

although nothing but water was u'sed for washing the latter.

But a blue coloration was immediately produced, whenever a

* Zeitschrift aualyt. Cbem., ii. 390.
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small speck of perchlorate of potassium was added to the acid-

ulated mixture of starch and iodid.

January, 1869.

Arsenic Compounds.—Of the experiments with arsenic com-

pounds, it will be sufficient to say that both metallic arsenic

and arsenious acid are easily changed to arsenic acid by the

action of nitric acid and chlorate of potassium, and that the

arsenic acid thus formed may be precipitated without incon-

venience in the form of arseniate of magnesium and ammonium.
Boston, May 20, 1869.

Compounds of uranium were found to be sensitive to the

sun's rays at a very early period in the history of the element.

Klaproth, who discovered uranium in 1789, makes no allusion

to the property in question, but Bucholz in 1805 remarked the

eifect of light on solutions of the sulphate and nitrate. Since

Bucholz's discovery seems to have escaped the observation of

most chemists, I may be allowed to quote from his communi-
cation published in the " Annales de Chimie et de Physique,"

for 1805.
" Sulphate of uranium dissolves in 25 parts of alcohol, and

the solution undergoes remarkable changes on exposure to the

sun, the yellow liquid becomes turbid, and deposits a grayish

green substance. After several days' exposure, the soldtipn

acquires an odor resembling nitric ether, rather than sulphuric;

the filtrate is colorless and contains no uranium; the precipi-

tate is of a green color, and retains sulphunc acid."

Bucholz remarks in another paragraph : "Nitrate of uranium

is very soluble in ether, and the yellow solution exposed to the

sun's rays becomes green, an odor of nitric ether is developed,

and a black substance is precipitated." Chemists added little

to these facts for many years ; Grehlen observed that the oxy-

chlorid was sensitive to the light, when in a solution contain-

ing alcohol ; Berzelius states, in his " Lehrbuch," that the pre-

cipitate formed in the solution of the sulphate is a basic proto-

salt, and adds that the precipitate produced by the reduction

of the nitrate has not been examined.
In 1841, Ebelmen* made a complete investigation of the

decomposition of the oxalate of the sesquioxyd. He writes in
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tlie "_ Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie" :
" On exposing a

solution of the oxalate of the sesqiiioxyd of uranium to the
action of the sun's rays, the liquid becomes turbid and deposits
a brown violet mass. Carbonic oxyd and carbonic acid, in vary-
ing proportions, are evolved throughout the experiment. The
liquid becomes colorless and the precipitate begins to turn yel-
low, and when dried on a filter changes into a yellow mass, the
hydrate of the sesquioxyd. The ease with which the violet pre-
cipitate absorbs oxygen, makes its examination difficult. When
washed and dried in vacuo, it forms a hard black mass, of con-
choidal fracture, resembling some varieties of pitchblend.''

After describing certain experiments with this violet precipi-

tate, Ebelmen pronounces it to be- a hydrate of the green oxyd.
Ebelmen also examined the action of light on the sulphate

of uranium. He dissolved the three-fourths oxyd in concen-
trated sulphuric acid, diluted with water and alcohol, and ex-
posed the solution in a stoppered bottle. Little by little crys-
tals attached themselves to the sides of the vessel, while the
liquid acquired the odor and characteristic reactions of alde-
ityde. The.green crystals proved to be sulphate of the pro-
toxyd of uranium. Ebelmen confirmed Bucholz's observation
with regard to the alcoholic solution of the sulphate of the
sesquioxyd, and established the composition of the green pre-

cipitate formed in the sunlight.- He calls it bibasic sulphate of
the protoxyd, having the formula 2U0, SO 3 +2HO.
A year later, Lucien Bonaparte* found that the Valeriana e

of the sesquioxyd was decomposed on exposure to the sunlight
in a similar manner to the oxalate. He calls the violet pre-

cipitate obtained, valerianate of the protoxyd ; is it not rather

Ebelmen's hydrated green oxyd ?

Peligot, Kammelsberg, Wertheim, and other chemists, who
subsequently made extensive researches on uranium, do not ap-

pear to have examined its actinic reactions. Neither Herschel
nor Hunt, in their valuable researches on light, notice the dis-

coveries made up to this date. I can find no mention of in-

vestigations on this subject, until the year 1857, when C. J.

Burnettf published his discovery of the use of uranium salts

m photographic printing.
It seems strange that attempts to employ uranium were not

niade at an earlier date, when it is remembered that Bucholzr's

discovery, in 1805, was contemporaneous with those of Sir H.
Davy and Wedgewood, who procured the first sun-pictures of

which we have authentic record. Burnett was quickly followed

l>y Niepce de St. Victor,J who rediscovered processes similar to

* J", prakt. Ciiem., ixi, 308. f Liverpool Journ. Phot., 1857.

X Compt. Rend., xlvi, 449.
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Burnett's, and obtained a patent for them in February, 1858.

We have no evidence that Niepce de St. Victor was ignorant of

Burnett's invention. Credit, however, is due to him for an ex-

perimental illustration of the remarkable property possessed by

taining them in

I of absorbing actinic rays of light, and r

uranium, and then hermetically sealed it in metallic

tubes. This paper retains the power of darkening chlorid of

silver, for weeks and even months. On opening a tube, and

placing the paper on a sensitive surface, an image is obtained

identical with that of the negative employed.
In the following year, Niepce de St. Victor, together with

Corvisart,* discovered that the presence of a small quantity of

nitrate of uranium increased ten-fold the action of light on

amylaceous matter, converting it into dextrine and glucose.

They also remarked the decomposition of oxalic acid in pres-

ence of nitrate of uranium, with formation of carbonic acid.

Corvisart's last-mentioned experiment was repeated by See-

kampf with greater accuracy ; he employed solutions con-

taining 5 per cent oxalic acid, and 1 per cent oxalate of ura-

nium ; 100 c. c. of this solution, exposed to light for three

minutes, furnished 22 c. c. of gas, which consisted of carbonic

uxyd and carbonic acid. Seekamp observed the formation of

crystals of oxalate of the protoxyd, and determined the pres-

ence of formic acid in the solution. The same chemist subse-

quently examined the action of light on the succinate and

pyrotartrate of uranium,j The succinate acid is converted in-

to propionic acid, and the pyrotartaric into butyric. A de-

tailed account of these interesting reactions would lead us into

the field of organic chemistry.
The processes for printing with salts of uraaium were modi-

fied by numerous photographers among whom Hagen in Ger-

many, Draper and Gary Lea in this country made the chief im-

provements. In 1860 Wothly§ announced that he had dis-

covered a process for printing entirely dispensing with salts of

silver and requiring no fixing except washing. This statement
attracted much attention and photographers awaited details :

but two or three years afterward when the process became
known by the publication of the specification, its value was
found to be exaggerated. Both nitrate of silver and hyposul-

phite of soda .were employed and the only novelty consisted in

* Corapt Rend., xlii, 36S; also BuU. Soc. Chim., 1862, 62

I
^nn. Chem. Pharm., cxxii, 113. | Ann. Chem. Pharm., cxxxiii, 253.

g Ball. Beige de Phot., 186i. Origiaal announcement in Horn's Photog. Journ,
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the use of collodion and of a method of combining a salt of ura-
nimn with one of silver.

Having thus sketched the history of the action of light on
uranium, I will return to Burnett's and Wothly's photo-
graphic processes. According to Burnett, ordinary paper is

sensitized by floating on a bath of nitrate of uranium and hung
up to dry. By exposing this paper behind a negative from one
to thirty minutes (according as direct rays or diffused light are
employed) a weak image is obtained which is then developed
by a bath of nitrate of silver or of chlorid of gold. Simple
washing being insufficient to remove the excess of silver salt, a
bath of hyposulphite of soda may be used with advantage.
By developing with femcyanid of potassium, red pictures

are obtained, and by floating these red ones on a bath of ses-
quichlorid of iron, green pictures result.* Burnett, who studied
this whole subject with care, did not confine himself to the use
of nitrate of uranium, but experimented with the oxalate, tar-
trate, formiate, citrate, acetate, succinate" benzoate, chlorate,
bromate, oxychlorid, oxybromid, and oxyfluorid. He tried
both acid and ammoniacal solutions. IsTot having been able to
obtain Burnett's original communications to the "Liverpool
Journal of Photography," I cannot give details of results ob-
tained with the various salts, but the nitrate being a commercial
article, is the only one which ever came into use. Burnett's ef-

forts to obtain pictures on glass plates in a camera were unsuc-
cessful. & 1-

Wothly prepares a double salt by crystallizing together ni-
trate of uranium and silver, and sensitizes a resinized collodion
with this substance. Paper prepared in a special manner with
arrowroot starch and albumen is then coated with the sensitized

collodion. After exposing the print, which requires no develop-
ment, it is toned with chlorid of gold, washed with dilute acid
and fixed with sulphocyanid of |)0tas8ium or hyposulphite -of

soda. The pictures obtained by this process are said to be very

beautiful and of a characteristic tone.

In 1866 when studying the compounds of uranium in the
laboratory of the Universitv of Gottingen, I obtained a salt

having the formula 2(U,63F1)+3KF1. It is prepared by
adding a slight excess of fluorid of potassium to a solution of
nitrate of uranium, washing the slightly soluble precipitate
and crystallizing it 'from a hot solution. It forms yellow fluo-

rescent crystals belonging to the monoclinic system.f When
a solution of this salt acidified with formic acid, is exposed to

direct sunlight, decomposition ensues, a green precipitate falls,

* The writer invariably obtained blue pictures; compare photograph No. 15.
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and the liquid becomes colorless ; the precipitate is insoluble

KFl.
mation of Ebelmen's violet hydrate as secondary product. I

have made many attempts to obtain green prints with this

salt. Last winter I exposed behind a negative, paper sensitized

with oxyfluorid of uranium and potassium to which a little for-

mic acid was added. After ten days constant exposure faint

indications of a picture were perceptible.^* This was not very

promising, but I recently repeated the experiment, first floating

the paper on a bath of formic acid and then on a bath of oxy-

fluorid of uranium and sodium, it being more soluble than the

corresponding potassa salt. In one hour a weak print is ob-

tained which scarcely becomes darker by longer exposure
;

owing to the simultaneous formation of the green fluorid and

the violet hydrate, the picture when first printed presents a sin-

gular appearance. Simple washing with water removes the

excess of uranium salt and fixes the green parts, but the violet

parts turn yellow and weaken the image.f Could the forma-

tion of the violet hydrate be prevented, one might obtain uni-

foi-m prints of a delicate green. By exposing paper sensitized

as above for a shorter period, one to two minutes, and develop-

ing with nitrate of silver or ferricyanid of potassium the usual

black and red pictures may be obtained. These, however, are

no novelty, but experiments with certain metallic salts to ascer-

tain their value as developers brought out some interesting re-

sults.J ^

At this time, not fully cognizant of the completeness of Bur-

nett's experiments, I attempted printing with other salts ot

uranium. The formiate I found too insoluble though it lur-

nished pictures, the same objection applies to the oxalate. Ac-

cording to my experience, after the nitrate, the ammonio-ci-

ttate of uranium is the most sensitive salt. This double salt

was prepared by neutralizing a given weight of citric acid with

oxyd of uranium and an equal portion of the acid with ammo-
nia, mixing the solutions and evaporating. The golden yell'^w

solution showing no tendency to crystallize, it was evai^orated

to dryness and gave a semi-vitreous mass somewhat resembling

citrate of iron. The uranium in a solution of this salt is n*>^

precipitated by many reagents ; an excess of ammonia is with-

out eflect, ferricyanid of potassium and sulpliid of ammonium
only darkennhe liquid, the presence of citric acid preventing

their action as in the case of iron, manganese and aluminimn.

On boiling with caustic potash the solution is decomposed with

* See Photograph No. 1. ^ See Photographs No. 2 an;
>'
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precipitation of uranate of potash. The salt is insoluble in al-
cohol which throws it down from an aqueous solution. This
ammonia-citrate is the only compound of uranium which I
have observed to be sensitive to sunlight in the dry state. The
yellow powder turns dark brown on exposure to the direct rays
of the sun. The change is far more striking with the solution,
which rapidly acquires a deep brown red color without deposit-

i precipitate. This red solution turns yellow on standingmga]
afew<

stoppered bottl

bich prevents f ^
yery difficult to determine what compound of
m this solution. On evaporating to dryness on
brown powder is obtained resembling that formed by exposing
the drv salt. Potash rirndnnes in thn re.d solution a ore.en nre-

(which prevents precipitalion after exposure as before) it is

difficult \ ^ ' ^
' "

this solution. On evaporating to dryness on a water bath {

" svn powder is obtained resembling that formed by exposin|^

_
dry salt. Potash produces in the red solution a green pre-

cipitate which gradually turns yellow. This reaction leads me
to believe that the red solution contains the suboxyd U3O2
discovered in 1863 by a French chemist named Guyard. By
the prolonged action of zinc on the sesquioxyd dissolved in

hydrochloric acid, Guyard obtained a deep red solution which
furnished a green precipitate with alkalies.*

Nitrate of uranium is not only very soluble in water, alcohol
and ether, but also in glycerine. Even when deprived of its

water of crystallization the nitrate dissolves in pure glycerine.

The syrupy liquid exhibits the same behavior with reagents
as an aqueous solution. On exposure to the sunlight the yel-

low solution turns green and finally becomes reddish brown
without depositing a precipitate ; no evolution of gas was per-

ceptible. The brown liquid yields a dark brown precipitate

with ammonia and this precipitate washed and dissolved in

acids forms green solutions. It is probably a mixture of pro-
toxyd and suboxyds. An aqueous solution of the nitrate with
a few drops of glycerine, acquires on exposure a green hue and
contains only the protoxyd. The transformation of the glycer-

ine is reserved for further investigation.

_
Solutions of the sulphate, oxychlorid and oxyfluorid of ura-

nium mixed with glycerine, are reduced in a similar manner ;

the double oxyfluorid of uranium and sodium (or potassium) is

reduced more rapidly than with formic or oxalic acids, forming
the green precipitate in an acid solution and the violet hydrate
m a neutral one.

I have printed a number of photographs with' solutions of

various salts to which a small quantity of glycerine was added
;

uy comparing these prints with those obtained without glycerine

I have come to the conclusion that the addition of glycerine
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both shortens the necessary time of exposure and quickens de-

velopment. One minute's exposure yields a clear print when
the paper is sensitized with the oxyfluorid of uranium and so-

dium with glycerine, whereas five to ten minutes is the time

necessary in other processes. I recommend the use of glycerine

to such photographers as may experiment with uranium pic-

The actinic reactions of uranium salts much resemble those

of iron ; like the latter the sensitive uranium compounds all

contain oxygen and the physical and chemical changes are due

to complete or partial deoxydation. We also notice the neces-

sary cooperation of organic matter, the part which the latter

plays being clearly that of a reducing agent. Under influence

of the actinic rays, the uranium salts part with some of their

oxygen, which goes over to the oxydizable organic material.

An aqueous solution of nitrate of uranium exposed to light

in a glass vessel remains unchanged ; but as soon as organic

matter whether in the form of alcohol, ether, glycerine, cellu-

lose or an organic acid, is brought in contact with the uranic

solution a reduction is effected and the organic matter is oxyd-

ized at the expense of the uranium. Accordingly, salts of

uranium with organic acids are for the most part sensitive as

such. In the printing processes, cellulose effects the reduction,

which is, however, assisted by the addition of alcohol (recom-

mended by Hagen) or glycerine.

Attempts to obtain reactions with other agents than the ac-

tinic rays of the sun, gave negative results. A series of 23

uranium salts exposed to the light of magnesium wire, exhib-

ited no fluorescence, nor was a solution of the oxyfluorid with

formic acid reduced by exposure to the magnesium light. An
experiment made with the intention of effecting reduction at

a high temperature under pressure, was also unsuccessful. A
solution of the oxyfluorid acidified with formic acid was heated

in a sealed tube at 100° C, and afterward at 120° C. for many
hours, but without producing the least change.

Details of manipulation, strength of solutions, &c., such as

may be found in any practical work on photography, have been

purposely omitted, it being my object to consider the subject

strictly from a chemical point of view.

Description of Photographs.

No. 1. (Jan. 25, 1868.)—Common filtering paper sensitized

with a mixture of oxyfluorid of uranium and potassium and

formic acid. Exposed ten days. Fixed by washing. Barely

perceptible outline.
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The remaining experiments were made with unsalted non-
albumenized papier de saxe. The prints were well washed be-
fore development. An unvarnished negative was used.

No. 2. (March 11, 1869.)—Sensitized 1st with formic acid,
2nd oxyfluorid of uranium and sodium. Exposed one hour.
Fixed \?) by washing. A ,weak print, green when first ob-
tained, turned yellow on exposure.
No. 3. Sensitized with oxyfluorid of uranium and sodium

mixed with glycerine. Exposed one hour—a violet print, which
turned lemon-yellow on exposure.
No. 4. Sensitized with 1st, oxalic acid ; 2nd, oxyfluorid of

uranium and potassium. Exposed 15 minutes. Developed with
feiTicyanid of potassium—fixed by washing. A red picture.

No. 6. Sensitized with citrate of uranium and ammonia. Ex-
posed 10 minutes. Developed with ferricyanid of potassium.
A clear red picture.

No. 7. Sensitized with 1st, oxalic acid ; 2nd, oxyfluorid of
uranium and sodium. Exposed . Developed first with
perchlorid and then with nutgalls solution. A blue black
negative.

//o. 8. Sensitized with oxyfluorid of uranium and sodium
mixed with formic acid. Exposed 1 minute. Developed with
ferricyanid of potassium. A weak red print not very clear.

No. 9. Sensitized with oxyfluorid of uranium and sodium
mixed with glycerine. Exposed one minute. Developed with
ferricyanid of potassium—a clear well defined red print.

No. 12. Sensitized with nitrate of uranium mixed with gly-
cerme. Exposed 2 minutes. Developed with ferricyanid of
potassium. An inferior red print.

No. 13. Sensitized with nitrate of uranium mixed with glyc-

erine. Exposed 2 minutes. Developed with nitrate of silver

and fixed with hyposulphite of soda. A fair print.

No. 14. Sensitized with oxyfluorid of uranium £

mixed with glycerine. Exposed one minute. Developed with
nitrate of silver and fixed with hyposulphite of soda. An ex-

cellent well defined picture.
No. 15. Sensitizer S= oxyfluorid of uranium and sodium with

glycerine. Exposed one minute. Developed with ferricyanid

of potassium and then with perchlorid of iron. A brown pic-

ture which turned light blue while drying in the air.

No. 16. Sensitizer S. Exposed 1 minute. Developed with

ferricyanid of potassium and then with protosulphate of iron.

A weU defined green picture.
No. 18. Sensitizer S. Exposed 70 seconds. Developed with

1st, ferricyanid of potassium; 2nd, mixture of same with per-

chlorid of iron. A clear snuff-colored print.
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Employed following developing solutions.

A = 1 grm. K,Fe„Cyp in 60 grms. water.

B = 20 drops Fe.Clg* in 60 grms. water.

C = mixture of 1 part A and 2 parts B.

D = mixture of 1 part A and 1 part B,

E — mixture of 2 parts A aod 1 part B.

F = 1 grm. FeO SO 3 in 60 grms. water.

No. 20. Sensitizer S. Developer 0. Exposed
a clear dark lead colored print having a shade of blue.

No. 21. Sensitizer S. Developer D. Exposed (

a brown print with a shade of red.

No. 22. Sensitizer S. Developer E. Exposed one minute
;

a reddish brown picture.

No. 23. Sensitizer S. Developer, 1st, A; 2d, C. Exposed

one minute—a black color nearly resembling nitrate of silver

prints. In several trials a blue color predominated.
No. 24. Sensitizer S. Developers A and FB. Exposed one

minute. A clear greenish black picture.

The photographs enumerated above are but a small portion

of those taken ; some of the processes were repeated and only

the best pictures retained. In describing them it is difficult

to convey in words a correct idea of color, tone, intensity, clear-

ness, &c. Inexperience in manipulation was often a cause of

ill success.

No. 7 is a novelty ; the chlorid of iron penetrates the paper

where not reached by the light and the nutgalls bring out an

ink negative. By comparing No. 8 and No. 9 we observe the

superiority of glycerine. No 14 is a far better print than No.

13, which is taken by known methods. By modifying the

strength of solutions A, B, C, D, E and F, and varying time of

exposure and intensity of development a great variety of colors

may be obtained
;
passing from brick red, through brown red,

brown, black brown, green black, blue black to light blue, be-

sides intermediate neutral tints. The color of nitrate of silver

may be fairly imitated, but I candidly confess I have been un-

able to reproduce the delicacy of line, beauty of tone and finish

characteristic of ordinary gold and silver prints.
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Art. XXIII.

—

Contributions to Chemistry from the Labora-
tory of the Lawrence Scientific School. No. 8.

—

On the
action of the alkaline nitrites 'upon uric acid and its deriv-
atives; by WoLCOTT GiBBS, M.D., Kumford Professor in
Harvard University.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, April 15th, 1869.]

The products of the action of nitrous acid upon the members
of the uric acid group have been little examined. Baeyer has
shown that hydurilic acid by the action of potassic nitrite
yields alloxan and potassic vdolurate, the equation expressing
the decomposition being as follows :

The nitrous acid in this case exerts an oxydizing action and is

reduced to nitric oxyd. The action of nitrous acid upon urea
has long been familiar to chemists, but, so far as I have been
able to find, urea and hydurilic acid are the only members of
the uric acid group the relations of which to the nitrites may be
considered as known. I have undertaken in some measure at
least to supply this deficiency in our knowledge and present the
lollowmg as the result of my work.

Uric acid was diffused in cold water and a current of the red
gas resulting from the action of nitric acid upon starch or saw-
dust passed into the liquid ; effervescence almost at once com-
menced and after a time the acid was wholly dissolved. On
evaporation the liquid yielded an abundance of yellowish crys-
tals together with a small quantity of a brick red insoluble
substance. The ciystals were easily purified by solution, treat-
ment with animal charcoal and recrystallization. They were
then perfectly colorless, but became slightly pink on drying and
possessed all the properties of parabanic acid. On analysis

1'0358 gr. gave 0-1790 gr. water and 1-2103 gr. carbonic acid,

. corresponding to 31-86 per cent of carbon and 1-91 per cent
of hydrogen.

i formula ^^^^^^^^ requires carbon 31-58, hydrogen 1-75
;

substance analyzed was therefore parabanic acid. With
ammonia it yielded ammonic oxalurate, easily recognized from
Its characteristic properties. The red matter mixed with the
parabanic acid dissolved in a very large quantity of water to
^n orange yellow liquid which, on cooling, deposited a reddish
tiocky matter in quantity too small for analysis. The mother-
liquor of this substance fluoresced strongly with a blue color,
in a second experiment alloxan and alloxantin were detected
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in the liquid resulting from the action of nitrous acid gas upon

uric acid ; it is therefore shown that the gas simply exerts an

oxydizing action analogous to that of dilute nitric acid. When
uric acid is heated with an alkaline solution of potassic or sodic

nitrite no sensible reaction occurs. The addition of any strong

acid produces a violent effervescence and the uric acid soon dis-

appears. The solution on evaporation is found to contain only

salts of the alkaline metal and the usual products of the oxyd-

ation of uric by nitric acid. In this case also nitrous acid ex-

erts no specific action.

When on the contrary acetic acid :

the alkaline nitrite acts in a wholly different e

acid dissolves with effervescence arising from the escape of

carbonic acid, nitrogen and nitric oxyd, and a clear pale yeUow

liquid is obtained. The action is greatly facilitated by heating

the mixture upon a waterbath and adding the alkaline nitrite

and acetic acid alternately until- the whole of the uric acid dis-

appears, acetic acid being in small excess. On cooling, the

liquid deposits crystals which vary in composition according to

the conditions of temperature and concentration under which

the experiment is made.
The uric acid employed in the present investigation was ob-

tained from guano, and I am indebted for a liberal supply to the

kindness of Prof. Horsford, by whom it was prepared. As the

crude acid had a well marked yellow tint, various methods of

purification were employed, of which the following modification

of Fritzsche's process was found to be the best. The crude acid

was dissolved in strong sulphuric acid with the aid of heat, and

the dark brown liquid heated for some hours upon a waterbath.

It was then gradually diluted with strong commercial chlorhy-

dric acid as long as this produced a precipitate of uric acid.

After the subsidence of the latter, the supernatant liquid was

poiu-ed off and the uric acid washed with chlorhydric acid by

decantation, and afterward with cold water. The dried mass

had a faint grayish tint, and dissolved in caustic alkalies with

.

a slight brownish color. Fritzsche states that uric acid may be

obtained perfectly white by his process, but in repeated trials I

have never succeeded in getting rid of the last traces of color.

Before the completion of my investigation I discovered, how-

ever, a better method of purifying the acid. Crude uric acid

from guano is to be dissolved in a solution of caustic potash,

any large excess of the alkali being avoided. To the solution

potassic dichromate is added in quantity equal to about 5 per

cent of the uric acid employed. The solution is to be boiled

for a short time, diluted with an equal volume of water, agi-

tated strongly with animal charcoal and filtered. Chlorhydric
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acid then precipitates the uric acid from the solution with a
pale yellowish color. After the complete subsidence of the
acid the supernatant liquid is to be poured off and the uric acid
boiled with strong chlorhydric acid, in repeated portions, until it

becomes perfectly white and gives with caustic potash a color-

less solution. In this manner a kilogram of deep yellow crude
uric acid may be rendered perfectly white in little more than
an hour's time.

Action of potassic nitrite.—When uric acid is heated for

some time with potassic nitrite, the liquid being kept acid by
the occasional addition of acetic acid, a clear yellow solution
finally results, which, after filtration and cooling, usually de-
posits a voluminous potassic salt in fine, pale sulphur yellow
needles felted together. By washing with cold water and re-

peated recrystallizations this salt may be obtained pure. It has
then a very pale sulphur yellow color, from which it cannot be
freed by treatment with animal charcoal, and a peculiar astrin-
gent bitter taste. To the acid contained in this salt I give the
name of stryphnic acid, from aiQvqivo;,^ astriugent-bitter. Po-
tassic stryphnate dissolves readily in boiling water and separates
almost completely on cooling—a character which it possesses
in common with all the soluble salts of the same acid. Its

formula when dried at 102°C., is K(€4ll2X5e2) as the follow-
ing analyses show :

1-3513 gv. salt gave 0-1527 gr. water and 1-2410 gr. carbonic acid

= 1-25 per cent hydrogen and 25-04 per cent^carbon.
1-1617 gr. salt gave 0-1307 gr. water and 1-0684 gr. carbonic acid

= 1-24 per cent hydrogen and 25*08 per cent carbon.
0-8345 gr. salt gave 280 c.c. nitrogen at 4° C. and 757""" = 36-76

per cent.
0-7322 gr. salt gave 224 c. c. nitrogen at 6° C. and 746-5'"™ = 36'55

per cent.
0-8869 gr. salt gave 0-3978 gr. potassic sulphate = 20-1 2 per cent

potassium.
0-6716 gr. salt gave 0-3008 gr. potassic sulphate= 20-07 per cent

potassium.

The formula ^.HpKN.^Oa requires

Carbon, 25-13 25-04 25-08

Hydrogen, 1'04 1-25 1-24

Nitrogen, 36-64 36-76 36-55

Potassium, 20-41 20-12 20-07

Oxygen, IQ-'iS ----

10000

:• Jock. Sol—Second Series, Vol. XLVIII, No. 14.3.—Seft.,
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The combustions were all made with plumbic cbromate, and

tlie nitrogen determinations with the assistance of SpreDgeFs

mercurial pump. Crystallized potassic stryphnate contains

three atoms of water to two molecules of salt

:

0-6338 gr. dried in pleno over sulphuric acid lost by heating to 102°

C. 0*0800 gr. water= 12-62 per cent. 100 parts of the crystal-

Mzed salt,

2{€4H2KN 502)4-3^20, in becoming anhydrous should lose 12'38

The accurate determination of the alkali in this salt is ex-

tremely difficult. The salt on being heated melts and takes

an orange color. It then on carbonization intumesces and

yields a mass from which the carbon cannot be burned off by the

usual methods. The best results were obtained by means of

Kammerer's process,* but as seen above are only tolerably good.

In the mother-liquor from which the potassic stryphnate has

separated, I have succeeded thus far in detecting only allan-

toin and oxalic acid, the quantity of the former being extremely

variable. When the action of the alkaline nitrite has been

continued for a long time, the allantoin disappears entirely.

The mother-liquor in question is to be evaporated on a water

bath to dryness, and the dry mass extracted with alcohol. After

distilling off the alcohol basic acetate of lead yields with the

aqueous solution a more or less copious white precipitate which,

after washing and decomposition by sulphydric acid gas, yields

a colorless solution, from which beautiful prismatic crystals of

allantoin may be obtained. In one experiment, cupric acetate

was added directly to the solution obtained by the action of

potassic nitrite upon uric acid. A flocky blue precipitate was

thrown down, and the filtrate from this deposited on standing

fine colorless crystals which had all the properties of allantoin.

0-8782 gr. gave 0-3077 gr. water and 0-9779 gr. carbonic acid=:

30-37 per cent carbon and 3-89 per cent hydrogen.
The formula €4ll6N4e3 requires 30-38 per cent carbon and 3-80

per cent hydrogen.

*rhe crystals obtained by the decomposition of the last com-

pound obtained as above, were also analyzed
;

0-8650 gr. gave 0-3121 gr. water and 0-9623 gr. carbonic acid=
30-50 per cent carbon and 4-01 per cent hydrogen.

To prove the existence of oxalic acid in the mother-liquor

from the potassic stryphnate, plumbic acetate was added, the

buff colored precipitate washed, treated with very dilute

nitric acid and filtered. The filtrate gave abundance of beau-

* Zeitschrift f iir aaalytische Chemie, B. vi
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tiful crystals of plumbic oxalo-nitrate. Of this salt 0-7315 gr.

gave 0-4933 PbO = 67-43 .per cent ; the formula Vh{^^^^)
+ Pb(Ne3), + 2H,e requires 67-47 per cent. Furthermore
it was found that 664 milligrams of the salt required for

oxydation, 27-63 c. c. of a solution of potassic hypermanganate
of which 27-73 c. c. corresponded to 16 milligrams of oxygen.
This fully identifies the salt.

A portion of the lead salt precipitated by plumbic acetate

from the mother-liquor of the potassic stryphnate was boiled
with an excess of ammonic carbonate and the filtrate allowed to

crystallize. It had all the properties of pure ammonic oxalate.

0-142 gr. required for oxydation 18-56 c. c. of potassic hyper-
manganate, of which 18*51 c. c. corresponded to 16 milligrams
of oxygen.

These results show conclusively that oxalic was the only
organic acid present. The quantity of potassic stryphnate
formed by the action of potassic nitrite upon uric acid is very
small, amounting to not more than five per cent of the latter

;

I cannot, therefore, with any reasonable degree of probability

express the reaction in the form of an equation in which all the

products of the decomposition shall appear. The derivation of
stryphnic from uric acid may ybtj probably be represented by
the equation

^^n^N^Og 4- HNOa = -e^HaN^Oa + -GOa+ IlgO

;

and the formation of allantoin by the equation

^^H^N^Og -f 2IINO2 = ^iHsN^Og + €02 -f- 2NO.

^
As it seemed possible that stryphnic acid might be fornied

directly from allantoin by a reaction obtained by the equation

^4118^^03 + 2(HN02)=:€4ll3N,02+nN03-h2il^e;
I endeavored, but without success, to obtain it by treating pure

allantoin with potassic nitrite.

_
Potassic stryphnate gives with acids, after a short time, a pre-

cipitate of stryphnic acid in pale yellow granular indistinct

coastals. I have not succeeded in forming an acid stryphnate

and consider it therefore as most probable that the acid is

monobasic. The salt gives crystalline precipitates with the

salts of various me'tals ; with cupric sulphate a pale bluish

lather flocky precipitate soluble in hot acetic acid ;
with ferrous

sulphate a flocky precipitate, which soon becomes granular

crystalline and pale yellowish white ; witli cadmic sulphate per-

fectly white granular crystals ; with manganous cblorid a

white crystalline precipitate, and with mercurous nitrate a

snow-white, very copious -precipitate. The salts of barium,

strontium, calcium, magnesium, lead and zinc are easily pre-

pared by double decomposition.
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Sodic stryphnate '^a{<^^R,l^ ,^^)+B.^B, closely resembles

tlie potassic salt, and may be obtained directly by the action

of sodic nitrite upon uric acid. It is^ however, more difficult

to purify than the coiTesponding potassic salt, in consequence

of the insolubility of the sodic oxalate formed at the same

time. The salt crystallizes in pale sulphur yellow needles,

which when large, have a bright yellow color. It is rather

easily soluble in hot water and separates slowly, but almost

completely, from the solution on cooling.

0-5235 gr. biirnt with plumbic chromate, gave 0-4680 gr. £0^ —
24-79 per cent carbon.

0-4352 gr. gave 0-0910 gr. H20= 2-32 per cent hydrogen.
0-2910 gr. gave 125-86 c. c. nitrogen at 18° C. and 559">'" = 36-28

per cent nitrogen.

Carbon ¥1-86 24"79

Hydrogen 2'07 2-32

Nitrogen 36-26 36-28

In the analyses the carbon and hydrogen were determined

separately as, in consequence of the large quantity of oxyds of

nitrogen formed, it was found necessary to add metallic mercury

to the chromate employed for combustion.
Baric stryphnate is precipitated after a short time in pale

yellow needles when a solution of potassic stryphnate is added

to one of baric chlorid. The salt may be washed with cold

water and purified by repeated recrystallization. It dissolves

readily in hot water and separates from the solution almost

completely as it cools.

0-9475 gr. of the salt dried at 102° C. gave 0-1386 gr. of water

and 0-7093 gr. carbonic acid = 20-41 per cent carbon aii't

1-62 per cent hydrogen.
0-4858 gr. gave 0-2384 gr. baric sulphate= 28*74 per cent bariuni-

Carbon 8 20-12 20-41

•Hydrogen 8 1*67 1-62

Barium 1 28-72 28-74

The foi-mula of the salt is therefore Bai^^^^'^,BJ^ + 2H J^-

Strontic stryphnate is formed in precisely the same manner.

and cannot be distinguished in appearance from the baric salt.

It also crystallizes almost completely from a hot solution on

cooling.

Calcic stryphnate closely resembles the baric and
salts. The salt analyzed was prepared by precipitating c
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5553 gr. gave 0-5179 gr. carbonic acid and O-llVl gr. ^

25-43 per cent carbon and 2-34 per cent hydrogen.
3157 gr. gave 0'0454 gr. lime =10-27 per cent calcium.

The salt was dried at 102° C. Its formula is therefore

ea(€4H2N5e2)2 + 2H20
Magnesic stryphnate was prepared by precipitating magnesic

sulphate with potassic stryphnate and recrystallizing. It
forms very beautiful small yellow prismatic crystals. The salt
was dried in pleno over sulphuric acid for analysis.

0-8429 gr. gave 0-2876 gr. water and 0-6833 gr. carbonic acidz=
22-10 per cent carbon and 3*79 per cent hydrogen.

O'oOSO gr. gave 0-0467 gr. magnesia= 5-51 per cent magnesium.

The formula of the salt is therefore ^gi-G.B.^lS ,e^)^ +6H3O.
It IS, of all the stryphnates examined, that which crystallizes

most perfectly.

Plumbic stryphnate ^H^^^B.^^,e^)^+3E^e, is precipita-
ted from plumbic acetate as a very pale yellow granular crys-

talline powder which is almost perfectly insoluble in water. It

l^ecomes basic by treatment with boiling water or even by long
washing with cold water.

1-3839 gr. gave 0-2332 gr. water and 0-8228 gr. carbonic acid=

0-6895 gr. gave 0-0960 gr. water and 0-3219 gr. carbonic acid =
12-74 per cent carbon and 1-53 per cent hydrogen.

1'0874 gr. gave 0-6139 gr. plumbic oxydr=: 52-39 per cent lead.

These results correspond tolerably well to the formula

f '^(^^H^N^e,)^ + PbO + 3H,e which requires carbon 12-48
iijdrogen 1-27, 'and lead 52-54 per cent.
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Zincic stryphnate is a pale yellowish-white granular precipi-

tate nearly insoluble even in boiling water. Argentic stryph-

nate is a white gelatinous precipitate, insoluble in water and

in nitric acid. This salt could not be completely washed and

obtained pure for analysis.

Stryphnic acid.—When potassic stryphnate is dissolved in

boiling water and an excess of chlorhydric acid is added, no

precipitate is at first produced, but after standing, very pale

yellowish white granular crystals are formed, and the whole of

the stryphnic acid present is thrown down. The acid is soluble

in boiling water and. crystallizes, when the solution cools, in small

indistinct crystalline grains, which have a faint but distinct

yellowish tint and an astringent bitter taste. The solution has

no sensible acid reaction. The acid unites directly with alkalies

and expels carbonic acid from the alkaline carbonates when
boiled with them.

0.6257 gr. gave 0-1734 gr. HgO and 0-6578 gr. -GOa := 3-08 per

cent hydrogen and 28-67 per cent carbon.
0-4213 gr. gave 0-1210 gr. H2O and 0-4428 gr. €02 = 3-21 per

cent hydrogen and 28-66 per cent carbon.
0-3636 gr. gave 0-1078 gr. H^O and 0-3837 gr. -GOg =3-29 per

cent hydrogen and 28-77 per cent carbon.
0-8042 gr. gave 282 c. c. nitrogen at 15-2° C. and 758"" = 40-81 per

cent nitrogen.

Carbon, 28-07 28-67 28-66 28-77

Hydrogen, 2-92 3-08 3-21 3-29

Nitrogen, 40-93 40*81
Oxygen, 28*08

100-00

The large excess of carbon in these analyses is due to the ex-

traordinary difficulty of deoxydizing by metallic copper the

nitrous acid formed during the combustion.
From these analyses it appears that the formula of stryph-

nic acid is £;,H3N,02
I have not found it possible to determine with certainty

whether the acid is monobasic or bibasic, and have ther
'

adopted the simpler view. The peculiar color of the uci^ •

well as of its salts, leads to the suspicion that it may be a •

derivative and that its true formula is

€^H3(NO):^40.
Stannous chlorid and chlorhydric acid do not exert n -

ble action upon stryphnic acid. When, however, th*>

digested with metallic magnesium or zinc and chlorhydri
the solution soon becomes yellow and finally orange. ^
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liquid then, on cooling, yields grouped masses of dark dull red
crystals which dissolve to a deep orange red liquid becoming
orange, and finally yellow, by dilution. These crystals may
prove to be amido-stryphnic acid, € ,H

3
(NHJN , O. Want of

material has prevented me from making a more complete ex-
amination.

In my paper on the constitution of uric acid and its deriva-
tives,* I gave to the acid which I now term stryphnic acid the
name urocyanic acid, and attributed to it the formula "C^H,
Ng03. A more extended study has enabled me to coiTect this
formula and to select a more appropriate name. Eetaining the
same views as to the constitution of the members of the uric
acid series respectively, that is to say, considering them as de-
rivatives of the polymeric forms of cyanic acid, I propose for
the atomic structure of stryphnic acid the formula

N r= € — NO

N = € — HO
It is therefore to be regarded as a derivative of the hypothet-

ical tetracyanic acid, and belongs to the same group with my-
comelic acid, aUantoin, &c.

Action ofpotassic nitrite upon alloxantin.—Alloxantin treated
in the cold with potassic nitrite and acetic acid dissolves com-
pletely with effervescence. The solution has a pale purplish
tint and stains the skin to an onion red color. On evaporation
small granular crystals of alloxan are deposited in abundance.
From this it is evident that, under the circumstances, the action
of the nitrous acid is one of oxydation simply. In this con-
nection I may mention that potassic hypermanganate oxydizes

alloxantin to alloxan, the end reaction being tolerably well

defined. In two experiments 322 milligrams of alloxantin re-

quired 27-31 c. c. and 27-26 c. c. of a solution of the hyperman-
ganate, of which 27-5 c. c. corresponded to 16 milligrams of
oxygen. A molecule of alloxantin required therefore one atom
of oxygen for oxydation.
Action oft: '

'

With a solution of sodic nitrite, acetic acia oemg aaat

quantities, an abundant evolution of gas is observed and the
filtrate on cooling deposits a white and rather insoluble salt

^hich is sodic oxalurate. A portion of this salt was dissolved
in hot water and argentic nitrate added, when a white precipi-

tate was formed which was washed on a filter with cold water

* This Journal, vol. slvi, p. 289, Nov. 1868.
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0-3925 gr, gave O-llll gr. silver = 45-12 per cent.

0-2821 gr. gave 0-1277 gr. silvers 45-22 per cent.

The formula -GaHgAgNaO^ requires 45'18 per cent silver.

The formation of oxaluric acid from alloxan might be repre-

sented by the equation

It seems, however, more probable that the alloxan is first

oxydized to parabanic acid which then passes into oxaluric

acid by taking up an atom of water ; thus

€jioN^e.+NsOg = -e3H2N2O3+-e02+2Ne
and -e^H^N^O.-fllse = G^R^N^^^

When alloxan is boiled for some time with an alkaline nitrite

and acetic acid, the oxaluric acid is more or less completely de-

composed into oxalic acid and urea, which last is, however, re-

solved,_as fast as set free, into carbonic acid, nitrogen and water,

according to a well known reaction.

Action of the nitrites upon alloxanic acid.—Baric alloxanate

was boiled with potassic nitrite and acetic acid. The usual ef-

fervescence was observed and after some time a buflf-colored

crystalline barium salt was formed while the supernatant liquid

had a strong yellow tint. The barium salt proved on examina-

tion to be merely not quite pure baric oxalate. It gave 59-8

per cent BaO in place of 58-4 per cent. It is, to say the least,

probable, that in this case oxalic acid is a final product only,

and that oxaluric acid is the intermediate product, since allox-

anic acid differs from alloxan only by the elements of one atom

of water.

Action upon parabanic acid.—Perfectly colorless crystals ot

parabanic acid were treated for a short time only with potassic

nitrite and acetic acid. A strong effervescence ensued, and

after cooling, large colorless crystals of a potassic salt separated,

which were purified by repeated recrystallization.

0-9349 gr. gave 0-1639 gr. water and 0-7230 gr. carbonic acid =

per cent.

Carbon 3 21-17 21-09
Hydrogen 3 1-76 1-94
Nitrogen 2 16-47 16-50

The formula is therefore € 3H 3KN,0„ which is that of potc

ic oxalurate. The salt was dried at 102° C. The acid obtain
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from it possessed the characteristic properties of oxaluric acid.

The corresponding sodium salt was also analyzed. 0-5729 gr.

salt dried at 100° C. gave O'llTl gr. water and 0-4910 gr. car-
bonic acid = 23-37 per cent carbon and 2-26 per cent hydrogen.
The formula egllgNaN^O, requires carbon 23'37, hydrogen
1-94 per cent.

_
From this result it appears that, in the presence of the alka-

line salt, the parabanic acid simply unites with the elements of
water to form oxaluric acid. It is not easy to say whether the
decomposition which occasions the effervescence observed is due
to the direct oxydation of one portion of the parabanic acid or to
that of the oxaluric acid formed. In several experiments I have
observed that when parabanic acid is boiled for some time with
potassic nitrite but without acetic acid, a very distinct odor like
that of formic acid is observed. Only oxalic acid is found
among the liquid products of the reaction when the boiling is

long continued, and the actual quantity of acid vapor is very
snaall. It seems probable that a small portion of the parabanic
acid is decomposed in accordance with the equation :

^3H2^^2<^3 + ^2-^3 = -GH202 + '^^^^2 + ^^^

but further investigations must decide this point.
_A hot solution of parabanic acid in presence of free sulphuric

acid is readily oxydized by potassic hypermanganate. In three

53-6 c. c, contained 16 milligrams of available oxygen,
exactly one atom of oxygen for one molecule of paraban. The
oxydizing action of the hypermanganate is probably represented
oy the equation

€3H2N2e3 + 2H2e 4- O =: 3602 + 2NH3.
I consider it certain that parabanic acid is directly oxydized

by potassic hypermanganate and not after previous conversion
into oxaluric acid, as I shall show that this last can only with
extreme difficulty be oxydized in an acid solution.

Action upon oxaluric acid.—Potassic nitrite in presence of
free acetic acid acts readily upon oxaluric acid with efferves-

cence. After long boiling only oxalic acid is to be detected in
the solution. The effervescence arises evidently from the de-

composition of the urea, the oxaluric acid being converted by
boiling into oxalic acid and urea, which last is decomposed as
fast as formed.

Potassic hypermanganate oxydizes oxaluric acid in an acid
solution with great difficulty, and no well defined end reaction
can be observed. The same remark applies to alloxan, allox-

Q-ntin, and generally to all bodies belonging to the uric acid
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series of whicli urea is one of the products of decomposition

in presence of water.

Dialuric acid.—Pure colorless crystals of dialuric acid, ob-

tained by boiling alloxantin with zinc-dust and small quantities

of chlorhydric acid, were treated with potassic nitrite and acetic

acid. Strong effervescence ensued and on cooling beautiful

colorless prismatic crystals separated in abundance. After

repeated recrystallizations the crystals were burnt with oxyd

of copper.

0*6984 gr. gave 0*2462 gr. water and 0*7694 gr. carbonic acid =
30*2'7 per cent carbon and 3*91 per cent hydrogen.

0*6*730 gr. gave 189 e. c. nitrogen at —1° C. and '761*5""" = 35'40

per cent nitrogen.

Carbon 4 30*38" 30*27

Hydrogen 6 3*80 3*91

Fitrogen 4 35-40 35*40

Oxygen 3 30*42

The results of these analyses agree perfectly with the formula,

C^HgN^Og, of allantoin, with which the substance corresponds

in all its properties. In the mother-liquor from the allantoin I

detected no other organic body. It is therefore most proba-

ble that the reaction resulting in the formation of allantoin from

dialuric acid is expressed by the equation

2€4H.N„0.-f-2N2e3=€.H„N.e„-i-4-eOo-i-H20-|-2]SrO-H'2N.
Dialuric acid. iOlantoin.

I am not aware that allantoin has hitherto been obtained

from dialuric acid. Murexid is not sensibly acted upon by the

alkaline nitrites in presence of acetic acid, even by long boilmg.

My investigation of the products of the action of nitrous acid

upon uric acid and its derivatives was nearly completed when

I became acquainted with the memoir of Sokoloff '* upon the

same subject. By the action of nitrous acid upon uric acid.

Sokoloff obtained a new acid to which he has given the name ot

urinilic acid, and to which he ascribes the formula CgH-N^O.
I have not observed the formation of this acid, but will simply

remark that the Eussian chemist appears to have studied the

action of nitrous acid under whoUy different conditions, so that

the diversity of his results is easily accounted for. The dit-

ference between the properties of urinilic and stryphnic acids

18 too great to permit even a suspicion of their identity. M\

acknowledgments are due to Mr. W. N. HiU for most eflacit-nt

aid in the prosecution of my work.
Cambridge, June 15th, 1869.

* Zeitschrift fiir Chemie, Bd. v, p. 18 (3d Heft June, 1869.)



Art. XXIY.—Account of the Sivedish NoHTi-Polar Expedi-
tion of 1868, under the command of A. E. Nordenskiold
and Fr. W. von Otter.*

The study of tlie natural history of tlie polar regions has
been of late years prosecuted in Sweden with so much interest
that, exclusive of the present year's undertaking, no less than
threef separate expeditions have been sent out from this coun>
try to the arctic seas. When Nordenskiold last winter again
brought forward a proposal for a new expedition, on a different
plan, which was to set out in the autumn from the northern
coast of Spitzbergen and penetrate farther northward, the means
requisite to defray the expenses of the expedition were in a few
days raised in the second city ofSweden, G-oteborg [Gottenburg],
at the instance of the resident governor, Count Ehrensvard.
Vvhen, moreover, the Government, in order to assist the under-
takmg, fitted out and manned the steamship Sofia, well adapted
for the purpose, strongly built of Swedish iron, and originally
mtended to carry the mails over the Baltic in winter, the new
expedition was enabled to assume a more extensive character
and embrace a wider compass than had originally been intended.
Most expeditions of this kind have had for their object to at-
tain as high a degree of north latitude as possible ; but a glance
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at their history will convince us how difficult and i

attainment of this object is, and how frequently an insignificaut

circumstance has obliged the, in other respects, best plannul

expeditions to return without any scientific result whatevei,

—

a contingency which there would have been no reason to appie-

hend if proper care had been taken in the scientific fnrni^lun^

and manning of the expedition. In order to remove all fear (jf

the new Swedish expedition having a result of this kind, it T\as

determined that in this, as in the preceding Swedish arctic ex-

peditions, a continuation, as general as possible, should be madt

of the researches in natural history commenced by their pied(^-

cessors. For this purpose the expedition was provided, b}

the Koyal Academy of Science in Stockholm, with a carcfulh-

selected and appropriate scientific apparatus,* and was accom-

panied by as numerous a body of professional scientific mtn ab

room and circumstances permitted.

The plan of the journey was, during the summer and e iilj

part of the autumn, to pay a visit in the Sofia to Beeicn In-

land and Spitzbergen, and carefully examine both the man ne

and terrestrial fauna of these lands ; their flora, both phaneiDj;-

amous and cryptogamous, as also their geography and geoL)^\,

It was also intended to make deep soundings, and to talvt

meteorological and magnetical observations, &c. A sup] h oi

coal was to have been deposited by a ship, hired for that i—
pecial purpose, at some fitting spot on the northwest coriici ot

Spitzbergen, which is accessible till late in the season ;
v\huli

tract the Sofia was accordingly to visit during the course of tlit.

autumn, and whence some of the scientific men were, m the b( -

ginning or middle of September, to return in one of the collio-

to Norway. The rest were to endeavor, in the Sofia, to ni< kf

their way farther north, and, if necessary, to pass the vMnti i

(circumstances permitting) in some appropriate harbor ol U"^

Seven Isles, which form the Old World's most northern aid i-

pelago.

The gentlemen who took part in the expedition weie -.—G' -

ologist,~K. E. Nordenskiold ;t Captain,—Fr. W, v. Ottt .

i

sw. N.
; Lieutenant,—k. L. Palander, b. sw. n. ;

Phy^''
—C. Nystrom

; Natural Philosopher,—S. Lemstrom ;
/

ogists,-—A. E. Holmgren, A. J. Malmgren, F. A. Smitt
anisfs,—^Y. Berggren, Th. M. Fries; Geologist,—G. Kaui

'

* The London Royal Society and the University of Helsingfoi & cojtr
the instrumental apparatus of the expedition

t The geographical and hydrographical researches were to be pei forme ' '

denskiold, von Otter and Palander. These last—of whom, in conseqnem *
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The vessel was manned by fourteen seamen, together with the
zoological conservator Svensson, and six dredgers, hired in Nor-
way. The ship placed at the disposal of the expedition having
been under the inspection of Captain von Otter, duly fitted out
in Carlscrona, and furnished with provisions for something more
than a year—or, when account is duly made of the game that
in these parts one may always reckon upon, for about a year
and a half—and touched at Goteborg to take on board the scien-
tific apparatus and the men of science who took part in the un-
dertaking, anchor was weighed on the 7th of July. The 16th
-20th Tromso was visited for the purpose of taking in coal, &c.
On the 22nd the Sofia cast anchor in the southern harbor

of Beeren Island, where some members of the expedition lan-
ded to study the natural phenomena of a place diflicult of ac-
cess on account of the want of a good harbor ; while the re-

mainder continued on board the vessel, which cruised in the
neighborhood, and occupied themselves with soundings and
with an examination of the local marine fauna.
The expedition left Beeren Island on the 27th of July. Our

course was directed to the eastern coast of Spitzbergen, which
had not been visited by any of the previous Swedish expedi-
tions

; but already at South Cape we met with ice, which, as
we approached the Thousand Isles, became more and more
abundant, and we were obliged to turn back. After some hesita-
tion as to whether we should wait at South Cape till the water
became more free from ice, in order to proceed farther eastward,
or immediately begin the scientific operations on the west coast
of Spitzbergen that entered into the plan of the voyage, we em-
braced the latter alternative ; and it was very fortunate that
we did so, for on our return home we learned that the east coast,

during the whole summer of 1868, had been rendered completely
inaccessible by the ice.

Our course was now directed to Ice-fjord, where the Sofia
cast anchor on the morning of the 31st of July. We continued
a fortnight in the different harbors of that extensive fjord, and
penetrated, in our boat-excursions, to the innermost parts of
the fjord's northern arm, which had not previously been visited

I'y the Swedish expeditions. During this time all the members
of the expedition were busily occupied in scientific researches,

and in collecting objects of natural history. The change was,

indeed, advantageous, as well for our zoological and botanical
as especially for our geological investigations.

The previous Swedish expeditions had pretty fuUy explored
tte principal features of the geology of Ice-fjord, and had found
itj m consequence of the varying strata on its shores, full of
different types both of animal and vegetable remains, and un-
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usually rich in materials illustrative of the geological history

of the extreme north. Innermost in the fjord are found im-

mense beds of red clay-slate, and sandstone, probably Devonian,

which, however, do not here contain fossils. On them he

k of limestone, gypsum and flint, filled with large coarse-
""

" " ae Trias beds,scaled mountain-limestone brachiopoda ; then c

with large nautilus-forms and remains of saarians ; after these,

Jura strata with amraonites; then Tertiary strata, in many
places rich in plant-impressions, indicating a former temperate

climate ; and, lastly, scanty remains of Post-tertiary strata,

with plant-fragments and sub-fossil marine shells, some of

which now first occur in living condition in the northern pads
of Norway. The preceding Swedish expeditions had brought

home specimens from all these strata ;* not, however, suffi-

ciently numerous to give a geological representation of the

place's former history so complete as the importance of the lub-

jects requires. To supply this defect was one of the chief o'd-

jects of the expedition of 1868 ; and we succeeded in brini^iirii;'

home unusually rich collections, especially of plant-impression^

and Trias petrifactions, which, when duly studied, will, no

doubt, throw much light on the condition of the climate tuul

arrangement of the land of the arctic regions at that icmutt^

period.

^
Spitzbergen, as is generally known, is at present frequently

visited by Norwegian ships engaged in walrus and seal fisliinp:,

or in fishing for the " haakjoering " {Scymnus microcephaUi.^)

on the banks beside the island's coast. The walrus is, li''\\'-

ever, now but very rarely met with on the western side of Sp;''
-

bergen ; and its fjords are therefore only occasionally vi-'"

for the purpose of taking in water or hunting the rein -

On how large a scale the hunting of these animals ma^
carried, is evidenced by the circumstance that the vessels H

out from Tromso alone in 1868, according to official retun -•

killed 996 head. From Hammerfest the returns are s-iii'

greater ; whence we may conclude that, in spite of the w>ti'

of extermination which, under the name of hunting, ha^ t'"'

some time been carried on against these animals, two or t1"

thousand head are annually slaughtered. If we compare ;

number with the scanty extent of ice-free meadow-kii'.
Spitzbergen, we are tempted to suppose that an immigrn

-

; take place from Novaja Zembla, which, neverthel

I of 1858 ; the Trias strata by Blom"

;aimng Mytilus. by ToreU, Malmgren c

a by Nordenskiold in 1864.
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scarcely possible, unless some large island or group of islands
facilitates the communication between these two countries, situ-

ated at a distance of between 400 and 500 nautical miles from
one another. Of late years the Norwegians have resumed the
method, formerly employed by the Eussians, of using large nets,

formed of rope, to catch the Beluga {DelpUnopterus leucas)
;

and in 1868 several vessels were fitted out exclusively for that
species of fishing. Some of the fishermen whom we met had,
on one or two occasions, taken from twelve to twenty head at
a single drag of the net : right handsome sport, when one
considers that the DelpUnopterus is often larger than the
walrus itself.

Ice-:gord, like most of the other gulfs of Spitzbergen, is

surrounded by vast glaciers with their mouths turned toward
the sea, which offer to the geologist an opportunity of study-
ing that phenomenon so important in the history of the earth's

development. But extensive valleys or declivities free from
ice and snow are also met with, especially in the inner parts
of the fjord, and the fertile soil here produces a vegetation
more luxuriant than in other parts of this island group. One
may here see whole fields yellow with poppies [Papaver medi-
cante), or covered with a thick green and red carpet of the beau-
tiful Saxijraga oppositifolia. The fjord, which lies beneath
them, and in the summer months is often as stiU and clear as
a looking-glass, abounds with marine animals of various kinds.

Everything contributes to make this a most important spot for

tlie study of both animal and vegetable life' in the Arctic
regions. The zoologists and botanists of this expedition here

gathered a rich harvest ; among the results of which we may
mention the taking of several fine salmon, and fully-develo2)ed

examples of the esculent mushroom, &c.
We left Ice-fjord on the 13th of August. At the entrance

a boat-party was sent out northward, to map and examine
geologically Foreland Sound. Their work was now—as dur-
ing the expedition of 1861, when Blomstrand and Duner sailed

through the sound—rendered difficult by almost perpetual fog.

During this time the vessel made a somewhat longer excursion

westward for the purpose of taking soundings ; which, how-
ever, were on the occasion rendered almost impossible by the
heavy swell. We had arranged to meet at King's Bay,
whither both parties came on the 17th, in the afternoon,

^everal zoological, botanical, and geological excursions having
been made from this point, and a large number of miocene
fossil plants collected, the Sofia, on the 19th, proceeded o^ her
course farther northward.
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"We had hoped here, in some degree at least, to reinforce our

already considerably diminished stock of coal, but we soon

found that that would necessarily cause too great a delay. In

fact, whereas, more to tbe south, the tertiary formation oc-

cupies the greater part of the extensive peninsula between Ice-

fjord and Bell Sound, and there in many places forms moun-

tains above a thousand feet high, at King's Bay, on the

contrary, its extent is very inconsiderable, so that at present

it forms only a few small hills consisting of strongly-filded

strata, and separated from each other by the furrows cut by

tbe glacier-streams. By this the supplies of coal, notwith-

standing the thickness of the beds by no means inconsiderable

and their accessibility (they lie only a few hundred feet from

the shore of one of the best harbors in Spitzbergen), become

of but little value, especially as the frost, which begins at a

very short distance under the surface, renders the breaking of

them extremely difficult ; in fact, in consequence of the extreme

toughness of the ice-drenched coal, almost impossible without

regular mining. It is even to be expected that the whole of

what still remains of the miocene formation of this spot wall,

I comparatively short period, be washed away.
Late at night, on the 20th August, the Sofia anchored at

Amsterdam Island, and the following day we had the pleasnn^

of hailing the first of the ships which had been hired in ^' -

xpedition for the transport of coals,

having been established on the low tongue of land that sh-

out south-eastward from Amsterdam Island, and five ot

scientific members of the expedition having been land<

Kobbe Bay, together with the necessary tents and boats, t« >
:

ecute their zoological, botanical, and physiological reseai -

the Sofia sailed off with the rest on a sounding-tour t-^

Greenland. Our intention was to penetrate thither along -

80th degree of N. latitude, but before we had reached the lor,,-

itude of Greenwich we were met by impassable masses of drilt-

ice. It was evident that the coast of Greenland was accessiblt^

only at a latitude much lower than was compatible with tlie

plan of our voyage. We therefore turned our course north

and northeast, and gradually, after innumerable zigzags in the

ice, arrived at 81° 16' N. latitude. The temperature had now

sunk to 6° (centigr.), with thick ice, fogs, and snow-storm^.

The ocean was sometimes covered with a thin coating ot ne^

ice, and the old ice northward was quite impassable, so that

we were obliged to seek a passage out in a southeasterly^ direc-

tion. After another vain attempt to reach Depot Point, m
Brandewijne Bay, the Sofia anchored, on the 29th, in Liebdc

Bay.
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During the passage of the Sofia from Norway to Spitzbergen,
its officers, Captain Baron von Otter and Lieutenant Palander,
took a number of soundings in the deeper parts with a " Bull-
dog" apparatus of the same kind as that constructed at
Tromso, by Torell and Chydenius, for the voyage of 1861, and
Tvbich was found to be particularly applicable. These sound-
ings %yere zealously continued during our cruising amid the
drift-ice between 80*^ and 82°, and gave very interesting results

not only as regards the ocean's depth in the parts visited by
us, but also concerning Arctic animal life at the greatest meas-
urable depths. It showed us that Spitzbergen may in a man-
ner

^
be looked upon as a continuation of the Scandinavian

peninsula, inasmuch as that island-group is not separated from
Norway by any very deep channel (not above 300 fathoms),
whereas a little to the north and west of Spitzbergen there is a
depth of 2000 fathoms and more. From these great depths
specimens of clay were brought up by the Bulldog-apparatus,
which, on immediate and close examination, were found to

contain not only several microscopic, but even larger and toler-

ably highly-organized animal forms (e. g., several kinds of
Crustacea and Annellata). The greatest depth from which any
specimen was procured was 2,600 fathoms, and the mass there
raised consisted for the greatest part of white and red Fora-
minifera, in general scarcely as large as a pin's head. It is,

moreover, deserving of remark, that, during our cruisings

amidst the ice, we met with and collected, not only a number
of pieces of drift wood, but also (as, ior example, at 80°
40' E,) glass balls of the kind used by the Norsemen, at their

)vell-es

in a greatly weakened state, even these tracts.

Liebde Bay had never before been visited by any scientific

expedition, and its topography and geology were accordingly

entirely unknown. A boat-party, consisting- of Malmgren,

Nordenskiold, and Nystrom, with three men, were therefore

left here, while the ship went to fetch their comrades who had
teen left at Kobbe Bav. The boat's journey was favored with
calm and mild weather and a clear sky ; although a high wind,

accompanied by snow-storms, prevailed out at sea—a circum-
stance very common at Spitzbergen, and which is said especially
to characterize that beautiful, and, according to the unanimous
testimony of the fisheimen, appropriately named, fjord. We
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were thus enabled, during tlie few days that our boat-voyage

lasted, to map it, and ascertain the character of its somewhat

uniform geology. Its shores are occupied exclusively by the

same red, green, and dark grey kinds of slate, which in Ice-

Ijord are covered by mountain-limestone strata with Producti,

and in Mount Hecla form the uppermost stratum of the

vast series of schists to which the name of that mountain has

been applied. But, as yet, no petrifications had been dis-

covered in these strata. Their age was accordingly somewhat

doubtful, and the probably Devonian fish-remains which we

now found here are therefore a discovery of great value in tlie

explanation of Spitzbergen geology. The lower slatebed^

contained some vegetable remains, though probably of tcu

indistinct a character to admit of identification.

On the 2nd of September, the boat's company and the ship,

returning with our comrades from Kobbe Bay, met at a little

distance off" the promontory that separates Wijde Bay and

Liebde Bay. After remaining in that bay a couple of days

longer, the Sofia weighed anchor and touched at the now ice-

free Cape Depot, in Brandewijne Bay, in order to fetch away

the supply of pemmican that (in 1861) had been left there, an

iron boat, &c. We thence steered northward, with the inten-

tion of passing round Nordostland to Giles' Land. The

greater part of the arm of the sea, that lies between the ?> ^

Islands, Cape Platen and North Cape, which, in 18C1. ^

already, in the middle of August, perfectly free from II

now, in the beginning of September, found covered a\'

firm cnist of ice. It was therefore impossible to reach «

Land by this route, and we were therefore obliged, afti .

ing for the purpose of botanical and zoological rcix.i

remained a short time a Castien's Islands and Parrj's I-

which last, being still encompassed by a girdle of la' >

-

was approachable only walking over the ice, to seek aii'
'

passage, namely, that through Hinloopen Strait. Our n n -

was directed to its southern part.

Already, before the end of September, some sign^ * f '

approach of autumn had been visible, and the hill-t(n^w

frequently in the morning been for some time covered ^

white mantle of new-fallen snow, which, however, had i

away again without causing any hindrance to our b'

pursuits. But now, during our passage to South AV,.

Islands, a copious fall of snow rendered all further re^ai^
'

^

in natural history on land impossible, and gave us pi*

clearly to understand that the season for our purely sciei'i i

pursuits was to be considered as at an end. We accunli'i-^^

turned back at Mount Lov6n, in the southern part ot H-'--
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loopen Strait, having first on that spot collected, from under
Hnow of a foot deep, an additional number of mountain-lime-
stone petrifactions. On the 12th of September we again
anchored at our coal depot on Amsterdam Island, and there
met our second coal-ship, bj which some o^ the members of the
expedition (Fries, Holmgren, Malmgren, Naucldioff, and Smitt)
returned to Norway, carrying with them the valuable collections
of objects of natural history which the expedition had up to
that time succeeded in acquiring. These collections have now
safely arrived in Stockholm, and will, after having been duly
studied, be divided between the National Museum in that citv,
where already the extraordinarily rich Arctic collections formed
by the preceding Swedish expeditions are preserved, and the
Museum of aoteborg, the city whose liberal initiative first

gave occasion to the new expedition. To give an idea of the
extent of these collections, I need only refer to the notices
above given of our geological operations, and remark that the
zoological sciences were represented by no less than three mem-
bers of the expedition, who, besides, had with them a taxider-
mist. Messrs. Malmgren and Smitt had also at their disposal
a boat manned with four men for dredging every day, holidays
excepted, whin the ship lay still. They were thus enabled not
only to make a searching examination of the Arctic marine
launa, which, in individual copiousness at least, is comparable
with that of many more southern countries, but also to pay
due attention to the terrestrial fauna of the locality, more
especially the entomological branch, which is poor both with
respect to individuals and species, and accordingly presented
especial difficulties to its investigator, Mr. Holmgren. The
dredgings also yielded rich contributions to the ocean's alga-
nora. Everv opportunity that ofiered itself for land-excursions
was used by the two botanists of the expedition, both for in-

jestigating the flora and for forming a collection of specimens
for normal herbaria of Spitzbergen's phanerogamia, mosses,
lichens, and alga?.

On the 16th of September we took leave of our homeward-
^ound companions, and immediately proceeded northward.
Our intention was to touch at the Seven Isles, but these were
now found to be stiJl more thickly surrounded by ice than
when we had visited that tract about a fortnight before. We
accordingly determined to avail ourselves of a channel tolera-

Wy free from ice, stretching northward from those islands.

^
After a number of zigzags amidst the drift-ice, our vessel,

m longitude 171° east from Greenwich, succeeded in arriving
at 81° 42' north latitude, probably the highest northern lati-

tude a ship has ever yet attained. Northward lay vast ic<-
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masses, it is true as yet broken, "but still so closely packed that

not even a boat coulcl pass forward, and we were tberel<ae

obliged to turn to the southwest and seek for another dpeiMu--

in the ice ; but we found, on the contrary, that the limit if

the ice stretched itself more and more to the south the i""!v

we went to the west, so that, on the 23rd September, in tlu

longitude of Greenwich, we were south of the parallel of 7Li

N. latitude. On the way we had in several places met with iiL-

black with, stones, gravel, and earth, which would seem to in-

dicate the existence of land still farther north.

The ice itself had, moreover, a very different a])i)eaianci

from that which we had met in these tracts at the vnd "i

August. It consisted now, not only of larger ice-fields, 1 nt

also of huge ice-blocks, so that it seems as if the fornu-r i

had drifted to the south, and given place to new ice-ni .-

coming from the nmth. The temperature had now^ sunk u-
-^

9° (centigr.) below the freezing point, and the ice, wln\i

these parts had before been of tolerably loose textur' . 1

r become so compact that any more violent

mbined with no little danger. Furthermore, th<' nv

7 so dark, that it was necessary at that time to la.

to by the side of some large sheet of ice, at the hnz.'.i

blocked up there ii 'finding

the beginning of September, the surface of the"
somewhat heavy fall of snow, had shown itself, between u

ice-masses, covered with a coating of ice, which, however, ^\ .i

then thin, and scarcely hindered the vessel's progress. N"V,'

was so thick that it was not without difficulty that a '^

could be forced through it. All things clearly indicate.'!

the season ol the year, during which it is possible to -

these tracts, was nearly at an end, and as we intended t.

yet another attempt to find a northern passage Ironi tin-
^

Isles, or seek a harbor for the winter, we determined to n ;'

to our coal -depot.

On the 25th of September the Sofia once more cast aiu ' '

at the north-west corner of Spitzbergen, after having j^li.-lo ;

struck upon a rock situated under the surface of the watrr n
the middle of South-gat, and which has been forgotten m
Buchan and Franklin's admirable chart of the harbor, al-

though it appears, from Beechy's description, that they them-

selves happened to strike on the same shallow.
_ ,

After a few days' rest, spent in inspecting the engim
taking in coal (the last remains of our store of coals ha. I

*

seached for under a thick covering of snow), and after I

placed in the letter-box on the island in Kobbe Bay no;.

our journey and our plans for the future, we steamed
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again, on the 1st of October, northward, notwithstanding a
strong wind and a snow-fog that prevailed in the harbor we
left. Our suspicion that this was only local seemed to be con-
firmed when we got out a little farther north, as the weather
became clearer and calmer, but at the same time we met already,
in lat. 80° 40', sporadic blocks of drift-ice, which, as we pro-
ceeded farther north, increased in number and size. We con-
tinued our northward course during the following day, but it

was soon evident that no open water would be arrived at that
way, and in the afternoon we were again steering in a southerly
direction. During the night we lay to under cover of .a large
sheet of ice. The temperature had now sunk to 14° 5' (cen-
tigr.) so that in calm weather the surface of the water between
the ice-masses was covered with ice of two or three inches'

thickness, which considerably impeded the progress of the ship.

But the following day we stood southward till we got into

something like open water, and then followed the edge of the
ice m a northerly and northwesterly direction. By this means
we again arrived at 81° N. lat., but here the Sofia met with a
misfortune which put an end to all further efforts to proceed
northward. In the morning of the 4th October, during a storm
from the southeast, and with a high sea, the ship was thrown
violently upon a huge ice-block, or rather a small iceberg,

whereby she sprang an extensive leak. We were therefore
forced to turn back immediately and seek our harbor, where
we arrived late in the evening, after eleven hours of incessant
labor to keep the vessel free from water. Nevertheless, though
all took part in this work, the water continually rose, so that,

when the anchor was cast at Amsterdam Island, it stood about

_ , not extinguished.

Had this not been the case, our ship must unquestionably, in

a short time, have been the prey of the storm and the ex-

tremely heavy sea, which now, contrary to our former experi-

ence, raged among the thinly-scattered fields of drift-ice. Im-
mediately on our arrival at Amsterdam Island the ship was
careened and the leak provisionally stopped, so that already
the next day we were in a condition to seek a more secure har-

bor in King's Bay. Here the ship was hauled so close to land
at flood, that we, at ebb, were enabled to come at the leak and
stop it effectually.

King's Bay, which in summer time is almost free from ice,

wa.s now filled with innumerable ice-blocks fallen from the

mighty glaciers of the fjord, which, when carried by the flood-
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tide in toward land, totally barricaded the harbor in ^^\i'

the Sofia had taken refuge ; and, notwithstanding tli,i"

temperature here was considerably higher than in the m
borhood of 81° N. lat., these blocks froze during the t

weather so fast together, that when we on the 12th of Ocin

were again in a condition to sail, it was only with the utiu r

difficulty that our vessel could get out.

Our stay in King's Bay, like all the preceding occasions . n

which the ship remained any length of time still, A\as taLi n

advantage of by our natural philosopher Dr. Lemstrom, tni

the purpose of making observation for the deteimination nt

the magnetic constants and variations. The ground was, ho^\-

ever, too deeply covered with snow to allow of any geological oi

botanical operations. Even the brooks, so copiously sujipliM

I

with water in the summer time, which intersect the lo^^l<lll 1

adjoining the coal harbor, were now so entirely dried up 1 ^

the eiFect of the cold that we endeavored in vain to rtinlciu

our now considerably reduced supply of water.

Our ship, which had had two ribs broken by the blow t'l.it

caused the leak, was now too weak to be exposed, with tl <

slightest prospect of success, in any new attempt to foic< .^

way through fields of drift-ice, as would in all probability !•

necessary, should we endeavor to visit the Se"\cn IsLun'-

which place we had intended to make our winter harbor ;
<"»»-

the wintering in any other part of Spitzbergen not h.umg
entered into our plan, nor promising results commensurabl'
with the costs, dangers, and hardships, we determined to n^tu'n

to Norway. But yet we wished to make an attempt to nuili

Giles' Land round the southern point of Spitzbergen, which ^^a-

probably still free from ice. Already during our jiassage aloiu'

the west coast of Spitzbergen, which in summer is entire!} ti'

from ice, we passed large, though scattered, fields of ice, ^^hi ^

farther to the east, near the Thousand Isles, completely ob^li ut
.

-

ed the way. We were, therefore, constrained to relinijuish tl a

plan also, and to direct our course toward Norway. -^'^"^

having been once more, on the shallow banks off Beeren I-Ia-
'

during a severe storm and in a high sea rendered to th-

degree boisterous by the shallowness of the water, in _

danger of being ice-beset, the Sofia anchored again oi

20th of October in Tronso Harbor, where we had the pi-

of learning that our comrades had happily arrived and i>

home in safety.

From the above it appears that the expedition, as i*

-

its second object—namely, hydrographical investigation^ '

Polar Basin—did not succeed in reaching any remarkabl}
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degree of latitude ; so that the portion of our globe that is

known to us has not been to any material amount increased by
it. I hope, however, that it has afforded a by no means unim-
portant contribution to the solution of the so-called Polar

A lively controversy has, as is generally known, been of late

years carried on between the principal geographical authorities

concerning the real character of the Polar Basin, some geo-
graphers maintaining that it is covered by an unbroken surface
of ice, presenting an impassable barrier to the progress of a
ship

; while others look upon this as only an obsolete pre-

judice, arising in a great measure from exaggerated descriptions
of the difficulties w^hich the sailor encountered at the point
where he turned back. That this latter view, at least as re-

gards that portion of the Polar Basin that borders on Europe
during the actual sailing-season in the Northern Seas, i. e. the
summer, is not in conformity with the real fact, has been
proved, not only by the adventurous journeys of the older
Arctic travelers, but by a number of expeditions sent out dur-
ing the last century for the exclusive purpose of such investi-

gations, among which may be mentioned :

—

TscMtschagaff's 1st expedition, 1765, which with their ship could reach only

Phipps
,
which reached i

It might then have been considered as already absolutely deci-

ded that it was not possible at that season ofthe year to penetrate

very far into the Polar Basin, and any repetition at the above-

named season of the year of these attempts could therefore

only be looked upon as continually treading in old footsteps,

which demonstrably do not lead to the intended object But
one doubt remained. At the season of the year when, in con-

sequence of the heat of the summer and the influence of the

ocean-waves and ocean-streams, the ice-masses have been re-

duced to their minimum—that is to say, in the autumn, before

the formation of the new ice, no ship had ever before visited

tbe Polar Basin. We could with certainty foresee that it

Daight then be possible to go farther than in summer. There
was a possibility that we might at that season be able^ to

penetrate very far, perhaps to some land lying north of Spitz-

* By ship, hut on the ice the party penetrated to 82° 45'.
^

f By ship, but in boats and by land journeys as far as 80 46 .
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bergen, which might hereafter serve as base from whdice to

push still farther onward. These considerations conhtituti d

the ground for the plan of operations for the latter poitioii ol

the Swedish expedition, and it may now be considered as proA » d

that a ship may, during autumn, reach a latitude consiilerdbU

higher than that which has been attained by most of the sii ai-

mer expeditions. Unless this year is to be considered .i^

unusually unfarorable with regard to the condition of tla ii *

we might in all probability have proceeded a considerable di'--

tance farther, perhaps beyond 83° N. lat. But we have <it th.

same time convinced ourselves that, even in autumn, fartlu i

progress is soon rendered impossible by impenetrable massc^s i f

broken ice. The voyage itself, moreover, at that season of tl *

year, in consequence of the cold, the darkness, and theboista-

ous winds, accompanied by snow-storms that are then pie\-

alent in the polar basin, and the heavy sea amidst th^

masses of drift-ice caused by these latter, is rendered ^o

dangerous that the risk to which the traveler exi>oses him-

self is far from being compensated by the meager pio'-] ft

of success. The idea itself of an open polar sea is e\idnit \

a mere hypothesis, destitute of all foundation in thcexpeiitiH^
which has already by very considerable sacrifices been gaim d

and the only way to approach the pole, which can be att( m\>h d

with any probability of success, is that proposed by th-

most celebrated arctic authorities of England, viz., that ot

—

after having passed the winter at the Seven Islands, or at Smith

Sound—continuing the journey toward the North on sl(d_^

in the spring.

Art. XXV.—Contributions from the Sheffield Laborato, ,

Yale College. No. XXI.—On the Meteoric Stone ivhith t

Bee. 5th, 1868, in Franklin Co., Alabama ; by Glo J

Brush.

In a letter addressed to the editors of this Journal, dated

Tuscumbia, Ala., Dec. 22d, 1868, Mr. Benjamin Fybas stated

that an aerolite weighing 1 lb. 9h oz. had fallen four mile^ «outh

of Frankfort, in Franklin Co., Ala., on the 5th of December.
Subsequently, through Mr. Pybas's influence, the btone ^^ci^

sent to me for examination. Mr. Pybas has taken great i

m collecting all the facts connected with the fall, as n\

seen by the following abstract from a letter received from hi'

March last.
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'' The meteorite fell Dec. 5tli, 1868, four miles south of Frank-
fort, the county town of Franklin County, Alabama. The
country around Frankfort is broken and hilly, being the termi-
nation of the western branch of the Cumberland Mountains.
Frankfort is sixteen miles southeast of Tuscumbia.

P. M., the afternoon being cloudy and c

harsh, roaring noise up in the air. Three distinct reports were
heard

; at first these were supposed to be cannon, but the noise

immediately changed into a series of bursting sounds, like a
great fire blazing and crackling through the air. It appeared
to pass from the north toward the south. Immediately after
the first sound or roaring had passed over, another was heard
coming from the same direction, like the whizzing of a bomb-
shell as it cuts through the air, making a loud humming noise.

I gazed intently in the direction of the noise and found that
something was coming downward at a rapid rate. I looked,
with my hand up, standing in a dodging position, for fear of
Its striking me, until I saw it strike some willow sapplings
about seventy or eighty yards from where I was and fall thence
to the ground. Upon going to the spot I found a strange look-
ing rock, nearly buried in the ground and still warm,'
"Major Slass, editor of " the Alabamian and Times" in this

place, has taken considerable trouble to collect all the informa-
tion he could on the subject. He says, ' that the noise was
heard for several miles around, before 'the final explosion. It

burst, apparently, over the heads of twenty men, who were at
work felling wood, one and a quarter miles from Mr. Hooper's
house. One piece appeared to go southeast, another southwest,
and the third northwest. There were afterward heard the re-

ports resembling the bursting of shells. One piece was heard
to fall some distance from Mr. Hooper's, making a loud, crash-
ing noise and frightening a lot of hogs near by.'

"The reports resembling artillery were plainly heard for

twenty or twenty-five miles east and west of Frankfort, and
from fifteen to twenty north. I have no information as to the

south. Mr. Hooper deserves much credit for noting the partic-

ulars of the fall, and for sending the meteorite for analysis

and description. He refused with scorn, money offers that

niust have been tempting to a person of limited income, pre-

ferring the advancement of science to dollars and cents.
" In a personal interview, he told me that he was sitting by

a five with his familv when he heard the first noise. He m-
stantly arose and walked forty or fiftv yards from the house be-
fore the meteorite fell. His sister, Miss Hooper, living near,
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called to her brother to ' run quickly, the house is on fire

—

don't you hear it ?' Mr. H. thinks it was three or four min-
utes from the first noise until its fall. The place where it

struck the ground is a partially decomposed conglomerate,

mixed with vegetable mould. The fracture was made by strik-

ing a fragment of limestone rock."

When received by me the meteoric stone weighed 615 grams.

The crust was entire with the exception of a small corner, al-

though the whole mass seemed to have a fresh fracture running
through it. The weight of the entire meteorite could not have

been over 650 grams. The accompanying cut will serve to

give some idea of its general outline ; it is drawn half th

tual size of the stone. The coating has a very brilliant hi

as bright as if newly varnished, strongly resembling thct

the Stannern, Petersburg, Tenn., and"Bishopville stont^ i

seems to have been in a condition of viscid fusion as ^ho\\

by the ridges on the edges represented by the white lines. T n

crust was so thin in some parts that fragments of olivine to .

be distinguished through it.

On the fractured surface, as seen by the naked eye, it prt ^'

a pseudo-porphyritic structure, having a gray ground
black, green, white and dark gray spots upon ii. A c i

microscopic, mineralogical, and blowpipe examination «

different parts was made, with the following results : 1

black mineral was coal-black, brightly lustrous and bli_

magnetic
; B.B. difBcultly fusible and became more ma_n

on treating with the fluxes it reacted for chromium and
It proved to be chromite. 2. The white mineral fused \s i i

i
•

ficulty to a transparent glass, reacted for silica and ^' ^

lime. I could not determine whether it was chladnite oi

thite
; it seemed too difficultly fusible for labradorito. 3. A

lowish green mineral passing into yellow and also appai
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shading into dark gray ; this was fusible with difficulty on the
edges and became magnetic on heating ; the green mineral ap-
peared to be olivine, but the gray had also the same pyrognos-
tic characters, while in physical characters it cannot be distin-

guislfed from Haidinger's Piddingtonite, found in the Shalka
meteoric stone. 4. The lens revealed brilliant points with me-
tallic luster, which on examination proved to be sulphid of iron

(troilite). 5. One or two delicate black veins were observed
with the glass which were at first supposed to be schreibersite,

but I was unable to detach enough for a blowpipe test, and a
careful qualitative examination showed no traces of phosphorus.
6. On pulverizing several grams of the stone I found a few
flakes of niccoliferous iron, amounting in all to a few hundredths
of one per cent of the mass.
The specific gravity of the stone in four determinations gave

3-35, 3-33, 3-31, 3-26, the mean being 3-31.

An attempt was made to separate the different silicates by
the action of chlorhydric acid. It was found, however, that
only about 26 per cent of the mass was soluble in acids, and
the bases in the acid solution and in the insoluble portion were
the same, save that the insoluble contained all the chromite. A
complete analysis of the meteorite was made by fusion with.

carbonate of soda with a small amount of nitrate of soda to ef-

fect the oxydation of the chromium and the sulphids and me-
tallic substances present. The alkalies were determined by
Smith's method. The results of the analysis, commenced by
myself but completed by Mr. Wm. G. Mixter, were as follows :

Silica, 51-33 26-37'

Alumina, 8-05 3-75

Ferrous oxvd. 13'TO

The chromic oxyd corresponds to 0-62 per cent chromite, and
the sulphur to 0-63 troilite.

From this composition it would appear that the mass is

piobably made up of uni- and bi-silicates. In a preliminary

qualitative-quantitative analysis I found that more lime was
contained in the acid solution than in the portion undecom-
Posed by acid, while with the magnesia the larger amount re-
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mained in the insoluble residue. The silicate decomposed by

acids containing lime is most probably either anorthite, labrado-

rite or a lime-olivine. The large portion of magnesia and iron

insoluble in acid indicates the presence of a pyroxenic mineral.

Further investigation is needed to fully establish the specific

character of the constituent minerals of this meteorite, although

we are justified in concluding that it contains an olivine, a py-

roxenic mineral and a feldspar, besides chromite, troilite and a

very small amount of niccoliferous iron. I think by sacrificing

a large portion of this stone that its constituent minerals could

be mechanically separated from each other by careful se-

lection with the aid of a magnifier, and their specific characters

accurately determined by analysis. At present I do not feel

at liberty to undertake this, but hope at some future time to

return to the study of this problem.
In general physical characters this meteorite very much re-

sembles the Petersburg, Tenn., meteoric stone anlayzed and

described by Prof. J. Lawrence Smith.* It has the same lus-

trous coating, and the constituent minerals are very much the

same in character. It seems to belong to the class of meteor-

ites that Prof. Gr. Rosef calls Howardite, and which he de-

scribes as being granular mixtures of olivine, with a white silicate

(anorthite ?) and a small amount of chromite and niccoliierous

iron. This class, according to Eose, includes the stones* from

Loutalox, Bialystok, Massing, Nobleborough and Mallygaum.
I take pleasure in expressing my thanks to Mr. Hooper lor

his generosity in placing the stone at my disposal for examma-
nation, and to Mr. Pybas for his great interest in furnishing

the data connected with its fall.

Sheffield Laboratory of Tale College, May, 1869.

Art. XXVI,—Contributions to Zoology from the Museum "J

Yale College. No. 111.—Descriptions of some neiv Albi-
can Phyllopod Crustacea ;% by A. E. Veerill.

Artemia Leach.

This interesting genus is remarkable for its habit of living:

and flourishing best in very saline and alkaline waters, such

as the natural salt lakes of Egypt, Utah, etc., and the artificial

brines formed by the evapoiation of sea-water by exposure

to the heat of the sun, as in England, France, and the ^^ tst

>, Salem, Mass., Aug., 1869.
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The species first made known, A. salina Leach {Cancer sali-

nus Linn.), was first described by Schlosser,* who found it in
great profusion in the brines of Lymington, England. Linne
indicates it also from the salt lakes of Siberia (perhaps a dis-

tinct species) and probably the same as that observed by Pal-
lasf in great numbers in the Great Schimelee. More recently
it has been described from the salterns of southern France, at
Montpellier, etc.J The genus has been found also in the Lakes
Goumphidich, Amaruh and Bedah in Egypt, which are re-

ported to be both very saline and alkaline, their bottoms being
" covered with a layer of crystals of carbonate of soda, sul-

phate of soda, and common salt," while the density of the wa-
ter is stated at 1-255, The Egyptian species appears not to

have been described as yet.§ In the Antilles A. Guildingi
Thompson occurs.

||
A. Mulhausenii Edw. (Fischer sp.) is

found in Lake Loak in the Crimea.^ A few years ago Prof.

Silliman presented to the museum of Yale College a number
of specimens of a new species, A. Monica V., which he collected
in Mono Lake, California, where it occurs in great abundance
associated with the larvse of EpTiydra/^-' The water of this

lake is very dense, and not only very saline, but also so alka-
line that it is said to be used for removing grease from clothing.
I have been unable, however, to find any reliable analysis of
this water. It is said to contain, also, biborate of soda. Prof.

Silliman informs me that the genus also occurs in Little Salt

Lake. It occurs in great abundance in Great Salt Lake,
Utah, as I am informed by Prof D. C. Eaton, who ob-

* Obsorvation. pcriodiques sur la physique, riiistoire naturelle et les beaux-arts,
par Ga.itiL-r, 1 ToC, (v,-ith fi-ures). An extruc: from this is republished in Annals ties

omy .ioveiopmeut. ii'ab'it.s etc," of Artemia salina by M. Joly, illnstratcd by t-.vo

^nd 2 ; \\. Baird. Nat Hist, of the 1

ftif,'uros very irood. but the specimens
re en differentes provinces de l'empir«

n-iU, Proceedings B.

'Hirly referred to E
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tained specimens there during the present summer, hut tliesn

have not yet come to hand. The water of Great Salt Lab-

has usually been described by travelers as destitute of all !;'•.

but according to Prof. Eaton it contains not only an abui;»lii.i •

of Artemtce, but also various other small animals, insect l;u\,'j.

etc. The density of the water is stated at 1-170°, but doubrl,-^-

varies much according to the season,* It yields, accord i ul: ri

Dr. Gale, over 22 per cent of solid matter,! ^^^^Q the Syracu-'

Saline, one of the richest natural brines in the United Sta'' -.

contains but 19*16 per cent.| A few weeks ago Mr. Oscar 1 lar-

ger discovered another new species, A. gracilis V., near }>i".v

Haven under very peculiar circumstances. On the long woovleu

bridge across West river and the extensive salt marsh on tIk-

West Haven side, are placed large wooden tubs filled with wnr.r

from various pools on the marsh, to be used in case of tin',

By long exposure to the sun and air the water in these beomp
concentrated and thus furnishes suitable stations for thi> ia[id

increase of Artemice. On examining the tubs the first of Au-
gust I found eight of them partly filled with water, in >ix uf

which the Artemice were found in abundance, though nn'ii'

numerous in one than in any of the others. In one iv}>. ^"^

which the water had a decidedly milky appearance, they ^^ •

'>

so abundant that hundreds could be obtained in a few mii u ~

The water in some of the other tub? containing them ^^>.

reddish or brownish hue, or about the color of w-eak '.

two no Artemise could be seen, and in these the water a|

to have been more recently renewed. Search was made ;

pools from which the water had been taken, but no Ar
were found, though doubtless from these places the progi n

"

of those inhabiting the tubs must have been taken. It i-
[
" -

bable that in the pools they exist in very small numbers, 1'' !--

kept in check partly by various small fishes and other enyinit -

and partly by the unfavorable character of the water, while in the

tubs the density of the water is more favorable for their rapid

increase, and unfavorable or fatal to their enemies.§ The water

Sulphate of soda,
Chlorid of magnesiui

; For analyses of seyeral of these brines, see Dana's Srsl

3 The density of the water in two of the tubs containing i
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from the tubs, when examined with a high power of the micro-
scope, was found to be filled with immense numbers of infusoria

of various kinds, such as monads, vibrios, and bacteria, most
of which were so small as to be distinguishable only as moving
points with a } inch objective.

In the salterns of France the Artemice are associated with
immense numbers of a monad, usually bright red in color,

which has been named Monas Dunalii by Joly, who attributes
to it the red color which the brine assumes just before ciystal-

"

Hzation,* as well as the red color observed in the Artemice,
which doubtless feed upon it, as well as upon various other
living infusoria, and dead animal and vegetable matter of vari-

ous kinds.f The Monas Dunalii appears in abundance in the
water having the density most favorable for Artemia, but in-
creases in far greater proportion in the still denser, nearly or
quite saturated brine in which Artemia does not live. The
observations of Payen and Joly show that the A. salina of
France can exist in waters varying in density from 4° to 20°
Baume, but that they flourish best in those that have a density
of 10" to 15°.X According to Kackett those of Lymington do
not live in the water which is undergoing the first stage of con-t stage (

centration, but only in the pans of concentrated brine, contain-
ing about " a quarter of a pound of salt to the pint."

Our A. gracilis can exist without apparent inconvenience
when the water in which they occur is diluted with an equal
bulk of fresh water as well as when it is much concentrated
by evaporation. The water in which they were found varies in

density from 1-060 to 1-065.

.
The genus is characterized by having eleven pair of four-

jointed branchial " feet " or fins along the sides of the body,
the middle ones being longest. Each joint of the " feet" bears
flat branchial appendages, ciliated by sharp set», as in the other

genera of the family. The abdomen is slender, six-jointed, the
last joint long, terminated by two small^j
each bearing six to ten plumose s

""'

raent bears the external sexual organs of the male, and a short,

dilated, ovigerous pouch in the female. In the male the head
tears in front a pair of large, three-jointed hooks or clasping
organs, each of which has on the inner side of its basal joint a

* Resercliea sur la Coloration en rouge des Marais Salans ilediterraneens, par
^I- Joly. Annals des Sciences naturelles, 2e ser., t. 13, 1840, p. 266.

. t Acoonling to M. Joly, op. cit. p. 262, a beetle, Hydroporus salinus Joly, also

ml.ai.its the salterns, where the water has a density of 6° or 7° Baum6, and

_J.
1° to 20° Baume is equivalent to a density of about 1 02 to 1-16; 10° to 15°

— I 075 t,) 1-117. A brine having a density of 1-020, which is nearly that of sea-

^\'!itv.T. contains about 2-766 per cent of salt; one of 1-160 contains 21-219 per
^^'--^t; one of 1-075 about 10279 per cent; 1-117 about 15-794 per cent.
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small, rounded, appendage ; a pair of slender antennae just

back of these, terminated by two or three minute seta? : a

pair of pedunculated compound eyes, and a dark spot on the

middle of the head, which is the remains of the single eye ^f

the young. The mouth below is provided with a broad labrum,

a pair of mandibles, two pairs of jaws, and a pair of lateral

papillee. In the female the head lacks the stout claspers, which

are replaced by a pair of comparatively small, simple, horu-

shaped organs.

Artemia gracilis Verrill, sp. nov.

Body slender, in the male about '3 of an inch long, in the

female -4. Claspers of the male relatively long and powerful,

first joint thickened, with a distinct angle at the articulation

on the outside and a short, rounded, nearly semicircular i>ro-

cess on the inside near the base, about its own diameter from

the base ; second joint broad, flattened, continuous with the

third joint, strongly curved, outline nearly regularly convex on

the outside, until near the middle it suddenly bends inward

forming an obtuse angle, beyond which the outline is concave

to the last articulation, where it becomes again convex, forui' -

on the last joint a slight, rounded angle, the inner eh:

neai'ly straight, or but slightly concave, to the last articulai

where there is a slight but distinct angle; last joint triangiil^r.

longer than broad, tapering to the acute, slightly excurved

point. Antennae slender, elongated, reaching beyond the first

articulation of the claspers, tenninal setee minute. Abdomen
slender, smooth, the terminal lobes small, longer than broad,

broadly rounded at the end, slightly constricted at the base

inside, each bearing usually 7 or 9 plumose seise, the central

ones much the longest. Ovigerous pouch of the female, whLU

seen from below, flask-shaped, the neck extending backward

and downward, short, thick, subcylindrical toward the end. i:

body of the "flask" short, thick, swollen laterally, br.

than long, the sides terminating outwardly in a small, tri;

lar, sharp tooth, sometimes showing a minute spine.

pouch is generally filled with numerous large, brownish
Color generally reddish, flesh-color, or light greenish,

lucent, the males usually lighter, greenish white, the

tines generally showing through as a dark reddish or p
median line ; eyes very dark brown, or black ; ovaries

whitish, along each side of the abdomen.
An adult male gives the following measurements :

Distance between eyes l-Slmf"; breadth of head '76
;

of eye-stalks -62
; length of first joint of the claspers

breadth -72
; breadth of its appendage -18 ; length of
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and third joints from outer edge of first articulation to the tip

2-48; greatest breadth 'Q^
) breadth at last articulation -72;

length of last joint 1-05
; length of last joint of abdomen, ex-

clusive of appendages, I'OO; its breadth -31; length of preced-
ing joint -42

; its breadth -37 ; length of terminal appendages
•21; breadth -096 ; length of longest setae 70.
Near New Haven, in tubs of water from salt marsh.

Artemia Monica Venill, sp. nov.

Form similar to that of the preceding species, but a little

larger and stouter. The largest female is IS""" (-52 of an inch)
long, the abdomen being 6"'™

; and 5""™ across the branchial feet

in their natural, partly extended position. The largest male
is H-5'"ra (-45 of an inch) long, the abdomen being Q^^. The
claspers of the male are relatively stouter, the hook or outer
two joints being much broader, more triangular, and less elonga-
ted. The inner edge of the first joint, as seen from below, is

regularly convex, bearing the appendage on its most convex part
and not so near the base as in ^. gracilis, the distance being
about twice the breadth of the organ, which is about as broad
as long and regularly rounded. At the articulation the outer
edge of the joint projects as a distinct angle. The second and
third joint together have a nearly triangular form, the breadth
heing about half the length ; the outer edge is regularly round-
ed, shorter than in the preceding ; it forms little more than a
right angle with the front edge, which is nearly straight or a
little concave, sometimes slightly convex at the last articulation,

but not forming a distinctImgle there ; the inner edge of the
hook is a little concave on the first joint, becoming convex at

the last articulation where there is a distinct but very obtuse
angle. The last joint is almost regularly triangular, about as

broad as long, tapering to an obtuse point, the inner edge be-
iiig a little convex. The antennae are very slender and do not
reach the first articulation of the chispers. The caudal append-
ages are smaller than in A. gracilis, and scarcely longer than
oroad, rounded at the end, terminated by nine or ten very slen-

der plumose set*. The egg-pouch of the female is broad flask-

shaped, strongly convex in the middle below, the sides not
forming such sharp angles as in J. gracilis.

The English specimens of A. salina, as figured by Baird,

difier from both the preceding species in having longer, more
curved, and sharper clasping hooks, and the basal appendage
naore elongated

; the egg-pouch, though badly figured, is of a

very difierent form. The French specimens, as figured by Joly,

appear like a distinct species, the egg-pouch being of a very

different form, and the caudal appendages very much longer and
^^ Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Yol. XLVIII, No. 143.—Sept., 1869.
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larger than in either of our species, while Baird's figure repre-

very small ; but his specimens appear

been smaller, and may have been immature, tor these species

begin to breed before they are halfgrown. Whether the French

species be distinct from the English can only be determined by

additional examinations, especially of the male, for the male of

the former appears not to have been figured hitherto.

Branchipus Shceffer.

Branchipus Shoefier, Elementa entomologica, 1766, (type,

B. ptsciformis^i?) B. stagnalis Linn. sp.).

Branchipus {pars) Lamarck ; Latreille ; Leach ; Edwards.

Chirocephalus (pars) Dana, (non Benedict-Prevost, 1803 ;

Jurine; Thompson; Baird).

Under the name of Branchipus at least four generic groups

have been confounded by various authors.

Branchipus should be restricted to the original species des-

cribed by Shcefier and the allied species, of which B. stagnalis

(Linn, sp.) is one, and if not identical with B. pisciformis,

as is generally supposed, must be closely allied.

As thus restricted the genus is characterized by the stout,

two-jointed claspers of the male, with or without a tooth near

the base of the hook, the basal joint being swollen ; by having

a pair of simple appendages resembling antennae between the

bases of the claspers in front ; by the large, thick, oval egg-

pouches of the female, and, apparently, by the structure of the

branchial organs. It includes B. stagnalis, B. spinosus Ecbv.,

B. vernalis Verrill, sp. nov., etc. Perhaps B. paludosus Mai-

ler also belongs here.

Branchinecta.—A group of species allied to these,—but des-

titute of all appendages between the bases of the claspers ot

the male, which are more slender and simple ; with a much

elongated egg-pouch, having lateral lobes at the base ;
a more

slender body, with more elongated branchial organs, the middle

ones longest; and having, in general appearance, a much strong-

er resemblance to Artemia,—probably constitutes another ge-

nus, but for the present we prefer to regard it as a subgenus ot

Branchipus.
For this group we propose the name Branchinecta. It in-

cludes two new arctic species, B. Grcenlandica and B. arctica,

and B.ferox (Edw. sp.) from near Odessa.

_
Heterobranchipus.—Dr.Loven* has described a singular spe-

cies, B. Cafer, which appears worthy to constitute a distinct

genus. It is remarkable on account of the very curious claspe'^

of the male, which are very long, three-jointed, flexuous, tu-

* KongL Vet. Akad. Handl, 1846, p. 433, tab. V.
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basal joint bearing a long cirrus externally and a lacerate tooth
on the inner side of the base, the outer joint bifid, the internal
part cirriform, the external one deeply bilobed. External male
organs very long, slender, curved, outer portion serrate on the
outer edge, with short setee on the inner edge ; egg-pouches
long, slender, slightly enlarged and beaked at the end ; bran-
chiaj of a peculiar structure ; front of head, between the clas-

pers, with a short bimucronate rostrum.
H. Cafer is from the marshes of Natal, South Africa.

Ohirocephalus Prevost, 1803.—This genus, established for

C. diaphanus, is evidently very distinct from all the preceding.
The typical species is large, stout, and remarkable for the
singular appendages between the claspers of the male, on the
front of the head. These consist of two long, ligulate, fleshy

processes, serrated on each side, which coil in a spiral beneath
the head, but when extended, as in copulation, reaching be-
yond the claspers ; attached to the outer side of each of these
are four long processes, strongly serrate on the inner edge, and
near the base another largo, broad, thin, subtriangular append-
age, its edges strongly serrate, especially in front, capable of
folding up like a fan when not in use. The claspers have a
much swollen basal joint, a strongly serrate tooth on the inside
of the base oi the second joint, which is beyond this slender
and regularly curved. Egg-pouch long-oval, large and thick

;

caudal appendages large ; male organs and branchiae peculiar.

0. diaphanus Prev., inhabits fresh water pools in France,

Switzerland, and England, It is well described and figured in

Baiid's British Entomostraca, p. 39, tab. in and iv.

Branchipus vernalis Verrill, sp. nov.

Form rather stout, large ; the full grown females are 23'"°'

(•^0 of an inch) long, the abdomen being 14"°^; and G'S'""'

wide across the branchial organs in their natural position
;

breadth of head across the eyes 4°'°'. A large male is 22""'

('86 of an inch) long, the body 12'°'°
; the breadth of head

across eyes 5'°'"
; the entire length of claspers 8'°'". The claspers

are very large and strong, the basal joint much swollen with a
soft integument, capable of retracting the basal portion of the

second joint into itself by involution of its outer edge ;
the

second joint is elongated, broad and stout at base, with an
angle on the outside, froni which it rapidly narrows by strongly

concave outlines on each edge, but most so on the outside
;

at the constricted portion, not far from the base, it bears a
large, strong, very prominent, crooked, bluntly pointed tooth,

which is directed inward and backward, not serrate on its

outer side
; beyond the tooth the rest of the joint is long and
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rather slender, curved outward and forward at base, having

just beyond the tooth on the inside a distinct but very obtuse

rounded angle, from which the outline slightly curves inward

to near the tip, which is a little dilated and recurved. The
basal portion, including the tooth, is retracted into the first

joint in some specimens. On the front of the head between

the basal joints of the claspers are two flat, short, lanceolate,

ligulate, fleshy processes, with finely serrate edges, usually coiled

down, but when extended scarcely more than half as long as

the basal joint of the claspers. Antennae small and very

slender, tapering, reaching a little beyond the eyes. Caudal
endages long, rather narrow, slightly swollen at base, grad-

' tapering to the acute tips, and bearing along the sides.

appen(

ually i

base, very numerous, long plumose setas. Egg-
rly as wide as long, slightly

ral lobe largest, sides extended

and largely adherent to the sides of the abdomen, length 4=''",

pouches short, broad-oval, nearly as wide as long, slight!

three-lobed posteriorly, the central L
' '

width 3-5. Body flesh color or pale red, the intestine darker

red or greenish.

A large male gives the following measurements : length of

first joint of claspers 4-62™'°; diameter 2-40; length of second

joint 4'14 ; breadth at base 1-90
; at tooth 72 ; in middle '52

;

length of tooth '90
; its diameter -33

; length of caudal ap-

pendages 4 ; breadth at base -33
; in middle -20

;
length of

setae 2 ; length of antennge 3.

New Haven, in stagnant pools,—J. D. Dana, D. C. Eaton,

A. E. Verrill ; Salem, Mass., April 19, 1859, E. H. Wheatland,

C. Cooke (from Essex Institute) ; Cambridge, Mass., A. E.

Yerrill.

This species differs widely from all described species of

Europe, in the character of the claspers of the male_ and

their appendages. B. stagnalis has a pair of long setiform

oruans between the claspers, and a tooth on the outer

side of their second joint ; B. spinosiis resembles our species

somewhat in the frontal appendages between the claspers, but

lacks the conspicuous tooth at the base of their second joint.

The shape of the egg-pouch in our species is also charac-

This is doubtless the species referred to by Dr. Gould undef-
thename of Branchipus stagnalis/^ Dekayf copies the diag-

nosis of B. staynalis(?) from a foreign work, and gives a figure

of Chirocephalus diaphanus, copied apparently from Des-

marets, pi. 56, which is itself a copy.

* Invertebrata of Massachusetts, p. 839
f Natural History of New York, ' Zoology, Part I, Crustacea, p. 63, pi- ^'
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spring, often in great
1 quiet pools. I have never seen it later than the

middle of May. yet since the individuals seen in early spring
are full-grown, it might, doubtless, be found also in autumn.

Branchipus (Branchinecta) arcticus Verrill, sp. nov.
Branchipus paludosus Packard, Invertebrate Fauna of Labrador, in Mem. Bos-

ton Soc. Natural History, i, p. 295, {non Miillor).

Form slender, body short, abdomen elongated. A full sized
male is 20-""' (-80 of an inch) long, exclusive of the claspers,
the abdomen being 13'°'"; the breadth between the eyes 3™'°. A
female 20«>" long, with the abdomen 12"'™, has an egg-pouch
6'2 long. Branchial " feet" slender, elongated, the middle ones
longest, 4 to 5^"° long when extended. Claspers of the male
rather long and slender ; the basal joint is but little swollen,
elongated, regularly curved, with a small tooth or prominent
angle at the articulation on the inside, and on the inner side a
row of numerous small, distinct, sharp teeth, extending from the
articulation about halfway to the base, and arranged somewhat
obliquely

; second joint slender, regularly curved, tapering to a
blunt point, the inner edge minutely serrulate. Front simply
curved, with no appendages. Antenna slender, scarcely more
than half the length of the basal joint of the claspers. La-
brum long and narrow, mandibles stout, strongly curved, bluntly
pointed. Caudal appendages slender lanceolate, rather small,
with long slender seta?. Egg-pouch much elongated, slender,

subcylindrical, beaked or slightly bilobed at the end, the upper
or dorsal lobe longest, its basal portion with two small rounded
lateral lobes.

A large male gives the following measurements ; breadth be-
tween outer extremity of eyes 3-46'"'"

;
diameter of eyes '66

;

length of basal joint oi claspers 1-66 ; breadth '71 ; length of

second joint 1-29; breadth at its base -46; width of mandibles
at middle m ; length of caudal appendages M ;

breadth at

'^ase -16
; length of longest set* -84 to l""-.

.
Color of preserved specimens pale reddish, with dark green

intestine. Labrador, at "Indian Tickle" on the north shore of

Invuctoke Inlet, abundant in a pool of fresh water,—Dr. A. S.

Packard.

branchipus {Branchinecta) Groenlandicus Verrill, sp. nov.

A little stouter than the last ; the largest male is 17'°°' long

exclusive of claspers, the abdomen being 10°^, including caudal

appendages. Claspers similar to those oiB. arcticus but more
elongated, the basal joint less curved, and the second joint

^on^^'er, less regularly curved, tapering more quickly at base and
consequently more attenuated beyond the middle and with mor^
slender tips, which are nearly straight. The tooth on the m-
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side of the lirst joint is rather more prominent, but the row of

teeth along the inside is similar. Caudal appendages stouter,

tapering more rapidly. External male organs slender, curved

outward, swollen at base. The largest female is not mature

and the egg-pouch contains no eggs; it is small, slender, elon-

gated, subcylindrical, beaked at the end.

The largest male gives the following measurements : breadth

between eyes 3-20'""; length of basal joint of claspers 2-81;

breadth -95 ; length of second joint 2*24 ; its breadth at base

•76
; length of caudal appendages -86

; width at base "24

;

length of setse -76.

Greenland,—Dr. Chr. Lutken, (from the University Zoologi-

cal Museum, Copenhagen.)

Of this species I have seen but four specimens, which were

sent to Dr. A. S. Packard by Dr. Lutken under the name of

B. paludosus Midler. The latter appears to be quite distinct,

to judge from the figures; it is represented as having appenda-

ges between the claspers, and very slender, linear, caudal ap-

pendages. In the form of the egg-pouch, and the serration of

the first joint of the claspers it is similar.

This species is very closely allied to B. arcticus, and when a

larger series of specimens can be examined it may prove to be

only a local variety, but the specimens studied show differences

that seems to warrant their separation.

Art. XXVII.—0?i the Leskyite of Chester Co., Penn., cmd its

relations to the Ephesite of the Emery formation near Eplie-

sus, Asia Minor; by J. Lawrence Smith.

Several years ago a small amount of mineral from Chester

Co., Penn., was handed to me for examination by Dr. Isaac

Lea of Philadelphia. The specimen was too impure to

warrant any conclusion upon analysis. Its character and

associates, however, led me to suppose that it was the same

mineral described by me as associated with the emery of Asia

Minor and to which I gave the name Ephesite. In the mean
time Dr. Lea described his mineral as a new species, calling it

Lesleyite ; and in a recent number of the American Journal

of Science, S. P. Sharpies has given an analysis of it, that at

once brought to my recollection my original opinion that it

was close to Ephesite, and on recurring to my examination ot

this mineral, making due allowance of the impurities contained

in it, the opinion was confirmed.
I then obtained from Dr. Lea another specimen of his mineral

and proceeded to analyze both it and the Ephesite for mutual

comparison. Much labor was bestowed in selecting the pi^re
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mineral from each, the greater jjart of a day having been consum-
ed in procuring the necessary quantity for analysis. They are
similar in their associations and identical in color and luster,

and general physical properties. They are both very difficult

to decompose by carbonate of soda, even when aided with caus-
tic potash ; so that in both analyses the silica obtained was
fll^ed a second time and much alumina separated from it.

My original description of the mineral will be found under
Enicrv', in this Journal, II, vol. x, 1850, as follows:

" It is of a pearly white color, and lameUar in structure
;

cleavage difficult. It scratches glass easily, and has a sp. gr.

of from 3-15 to 3-20. Heated before the blowpipe it becomes
milk-white but does not fuse. At first sight it might betaken
for white disthene. It is decomposed with great difficulty by
carbonate of soda even with the addition of a little caustic
soda."

_
The Lesleyite has identically the same properties. On analy-

sis the two minerals were found to be composed as follows

:

Ephesite. Lesleyite.

Silica _.. 30-70 31-18

Alumina 55-67 55'00

Ume 2-55 0-45

Soda 5-52 1-20

Potash 1-10 7-28

Water . .. 4-91 4-SO

The alkalies in the two varieties are reversed, the Ephesite
containing principally soda, and the Lesleyite potash.

^
This close relation oi the two minerals is an interesting

^act us regards the associate minerals of corundum found in

different parts of the world.
In regard to the reddish variety of Lesleyite examined by

Ruepper, the analysis cannot be considered as giving very satis-

lactory results, for the mineral may have been impure,_and the

<hfficulty in decomposing by the soda fusion may give very

erroneous results in a silica determination.

Louisville, Ky., August, 1869.

Art. XXVIII.—0;i the Origin of the Comets of 1812 and 1846

IV ; by Prof. Daniel Kikkwood.

The comet of 1812 was discovered by Pons on the 20th of
•luly, and continued to be observed till about the last of Sep-
t«;nil)er. It became visible to the naked eye shortly after its

diMjjvery, its tail attaining a length of more than 2°.
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The fourth comet of 1846 was discovered by DeVico, at the

Collegio Romano, on the 20th of February, and continued visible

about 10 weeks. The elements of these comets are as follows:

The wonderful similarity of these elements, except in the lon-

gitude of the ascending node, is at once apparent. It will also

be noticed that the longitude of the descending node of the lat-

ter is very nearly coincident with that of the ascending node of

the former. These remarkable coincidences are presented to

the eye in the following diagram, where the dotted ellipse rep-

resents the orbit of the comet of 1812, and the continuous curve,

that of the comet of 1846.

It is infinitely im-
probable that these

coincidences should
be accidental : they
point, undoubtedly
to a common origin

of tlie two bodies.

The theory ofcom-
ets now generally

accepted is that they
,

enter the solar sys-

tem ab extra, move
in parabolas or hy-
perbolas around the
sun, and, if undis-
turbed by the plan-
ets, pass off beyond
the limits of our sys-
tem to be seen no
inore. Ifin their mo-
tion, however, they
approach very near
any of the larger

planets, their direc-

tion is changed by
planetary perturba-
tions

; their orbits being sometimes transformed into ellipses.

The new orbits of such bodies would pass very nearly through

the points at which their greatest perturbation occurred :
and
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accordingly we find that the aphelia of a large proportion of
the periodic comets are near the orbits of the major planets.
" I admit," says M. Hoek, " that the orbits of comets are by
nature parabolas or hyperbolas, and that in the cases when el-

liptical orbits are met with, these are occasioned by planetary
attractions, or derive their character from the uncertainty of
our observations. To allow the contrary would be to admit
some comets as permanent members of our planetary system,
to which they ought to have belonged since its origin, and so
to assert the simultaneous birth of that system and of these
comets. As for me I attribute to these a primitive wandering
character.

_
Traveling through space they move from one star

to another in order to leave it again, provided they do not meet
any obstacle that may force them to remain in its vicinity.

Such an obstacle was Jupiter, in the neighborhood of our sun,
for the comets of Lexell and Brorsen, and probably for the
greater part of periodical comets ; the other part "of which
may be indebted for their elliptical orbits to the attractions of
Saturn and the remaining planets.

" Generally then, comets come to us from some star or
other. The attraction of our sun modifies their orbit, as had
been done already by each star through whose sphere of attrac-
tion they had passed. We can put the question if they come
as single bodies or united in systems. This is the point 1 have
undertaken to investigate. Since some time already 1 had felt

the truth of the following thesis :—
." There are systems of comets in space that are broken up
% the attraction of our sun, and whose members attain, as
isolated bodies, the vicinity of the Earth during a course of
several years "'^

In the researches here referred to it has been shown by
^I. Hoek that the comets of 1860, III, 1863, I, and 1863, VI,
hjrinL'd a group in space previous to their entrance into our
^vst<-m. The same fact has also been demonstrated in regard
t't other comets which need not here be specified. Now, the

^•'inots of 1812 and 1846 IV. have their aphelions very near
th.r orbit of Neptune, and hence the original parabolas in which
th* y moved were probably transformed into ellipses by the per-

t'lrliations of that planet. Before entering the solar domain
tliry were doubtless members of a cometary system. Passing

^'ptune near the same time, and at some distance from each
"tht'r, their different relative positions with regard to the dis-

turljing body may account for the slight differences in the ele-

^''<'ats of their orbits.
^U ivhat epoch did they enter the solar system .?—The mean

between the longitudes of the aphelia of the two comets is

* Monthly N-Qtices, vol. ixv, p. 243.
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271° 41'. Neptune had this longitude in 1775 ; the comet of

1812, in 1777 ; and that of 1846, in 1809. Now, with the

known period of Neptune and the periods of the comets as de-

termined by Encke and Peirce, we find (neglecting perturba-

tions) that

—

Neptune was in longitude 271° 41' in the year 694 B. 0.;

the comet of 1812, " " " 696 "

1846, IV.

«

« " 696 "

It seems, therefore, that the three bodies were very nearly to-

gether about 695 years before the Christian era. It is conse-

quently not improbable that the elliptical form of the two

comentary orbits dates from this epoch.

Bloomington, Indiana, June ITth, 1869.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. On the Blue Color of the Sky, the Polarization of Skylight,

and 071 the Polarization of Light by Cloudy matter generally;

by JoHx Ttndall, LL.D,, F.R.S.—Since the communication of

my brief abstract " On a new Series of Chemical Reactions pro-

duced by Light," the experiments upon this subject have been con-

tinued, and the number of the substances thus acted on considera-

bly augmented. New relations have also been established be-

tween mixed vapors when subjected to the action of light.

I now beg to draw the attention of the Royal Society to t^o

questions glanced at incidentally in the abstract referred to,—the

blue color of the sky, and the polarization of skylight. Reserv-

ing the historic treatment of the subject for a more fitting occa-

sion, I would merely mention now that these questions constitute,

in the opinion of our mosfeminent authorities, the two great stand-

ing enigmas of meteorology. Indeed it was the interest manitest-

ed in them by Sir John Hersehel, in a letter of singular specula-

tive power, that caused me to enter upon the consideration of these

questions so soon.
The apparatus with which I work consists, as already stated to

the Society, of a glass tube about a yard in length, and from 2^ to

3 inches internal diameter. The vapor to be examined is introdu-

ced into this tube in the manner described in my last abstract, and

upon It the condensed beam of the electric lamp is permitted to

act until the neutrality or the activity of the substance has been

declared.

It has hitherto been my aim to render the chemical action of

light upon vapoi-8 visible. For this purpose substances have been

chosen, one at least of whose products of decomposition under

light shall have a boiling-point so high that as soon as the sub-

stance is formed it shall be preeipitated. By graduating the quan-

tity of the vapor, this precipitation may be rendered of any de-
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gree of fineness, forming particles distinguishable by the naked
eye, or particles which are probably far beyond the reach of our
highest microscopic powers.

I have no reason to doubt that particles may be thus obtained
whose diameters constitute but a very small fraction of the length
of a wave of violet light.

In all cases when the vapors of the liquids employed are suffi-

ciently attenuated, no matter what the liquid may be, the visible
action commences with the formation of a blue cloud. I would
guard myself at the outset against all misconception as to the use
of this term. The blue cloud to which I here refer is totally invis-
ible in ordinary daylight. To be seen, it requires to be surround-
ed by darkness, it only being illuminated by a powerful beam of
light. This blue cloud differs in many important particulars from
the finest ordinary clouds, and might justly have assigned to it an
intermediate position between these clouds and true cloudless vapor.
With this explanation, the term "cloud," or "incipient cloud,"

as I propose to employ it, cannot, I think, be misunderstood.
1 had been endeavoring to decompose carbonic acid gas by light.

A faint bluish cloud, due it may be, or it may not be, to the resi-
due of some vapor previously employed, was' formed in the exper-
imental tube. On looking across this cloud through a Nicol's
pnsm, the line of vision being horizontal, it was found that when
the short diagonal of the prism was vertical, the quantity of light
reaching the eye was greater than when the long diagonal was

d, the quantity of light reaching the eye when the axis

prism was perpendicular to the axis of the illuminating
was greater than when the axes of the crystal and of the
were parallel to each other.
' was the result all round the experimental tube. Causing

3 quantity of light that
cd the eye was in all its

'

'illographic axis was paral
tity of light transmitted by the crystal was a

» the illuminated bluish cloud, theretbre, pola;

ged, the direction of maximum polarization

1 plates of selenite or of quartz, placed between the Nicol
e bluish cloud, displayed the colors of polarized light, these

being most vivid whe'n the line of vision was at right angles

experimental tube. The plate of selenite usually employed
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was a circle, thinnest at the center, and augmenting uniformly in

thickness from the center outward. When placed in its proper

position between the Nicol and the cloud, it exhibited a system of

manner described. It may, however, be greatly improved upon

r proper substances, and by the application in |n-op-

• quantities of the substances chosen. Benzol, bisulphid of i

by the choice of proper

3 of amyl, nitrite of butyl, iodid of allyl, iodid of iso-

propyl, and many other substances may be employed, ^ '" "^'^

f butyl as illustrative of the means adopted to secure

the best result with reference to the present question.

And here it may be mentioned that a vapor, wliich when alone,

or mixed with air''in the experimental tube, resists the action of

light, or shows but a feeble result of this action, may, by phieing

it in proximity with another gas or vapor, be caused to exhibit

under light vigorous, if not violent action. The case is similar to

that of carbonic acid gas, which diffused in the atmosphere resists

the decomposing action of solar light, but when placed in conti-

guity with the chlorophyl in the leaves of plants, has its molecules

shaken asunder.

Dry air was permitted to bubble through the liquid nitrite of

butyl until the experimental tube, which had been previously ex-

hausted, was filled "svith the mixed air and vapor. The visible

action of light upon the mixture after fifteen minutes' exposure

was slight. The tube was afterwards filled with half an atmos-

phere of the mixed air and vapor, and another half atmosphere ot

air which had been permitted to bubble through fresh commercial

hydrochloric acid. On sending the beam through this mixture,

the action paused barely sufficiently long to show that at the mo-

ment of commencement the tube was optically empty. But the

pause amounted only to a small fraction of a second, a dense clivaa

being immediately precipitated upon the beam which traversed

the mixture.

This cloud began blue^ but the advance to whiteness was so rai'i'l

as almost to justify the application of the term instantaneous.

The dense cloud, looked at perpendicularly to its axis, showed

scarcely any signs of polarization. Looked at obliquely the polar-

ization was strong.
The experimental tube being again cleansed and exhausted, the

mixed air and nitrite-of-butyl vapor was permitted to enter it until

the associated mercury column was depressed yV of ^^^ "^''^^-

other words, the air and vapor, united, exercised a pressure ii'^t

exceeding ^^^ of an atmosphere. Air passed through a solution

of hydrochloric acid was then added till the mercury column w:ij

depressed three inches. The condensed beam of the electric ws^^^

passed for some time in darkness through this mixture. There wa^

absolutely nothing within the tube competent to scatter the liLitit.

Soon, however, a superbly blue cloud was formed along tlie traetv

of the beam, and it continued blue sufficiently long to permit <'

Its thorough examination. The light discharged from the clou-
1

a



or? obtained by lookinrr at it normally were exceedingly brilliant.

TJio direction of maximum polarization was distinctly at right
angles to the illuminating beam. This continued to be the case as
long a^ the cloud maintained a decided blue color, and even for
some time afler the pure blue had changed to whitish blue. But
as tlie light continued to act the cloud became coarser and whiter,
particularly at its center, where it at length ceased to discharge
polarized light in the direction of the perpendicular, while it con-
tinued to do so at both its ends.
But the cloud which had thus ceased to polarize the light emit-

ted normally, showed \ivid selenite colors when looked at oblique-
ly. The direction of maximum polarization changed with the tex-
ture of the cloud. This point shall receive further illustration sub-
bequently.

-V blue, equally rich and more durable, was obtained by employ-
ing the nitrite ol-butyl vapor in a still more attenuated condition.
Now the instance here cited is rtprfsentative. In all cases, and
with all substance, the cloud formed at the commencement, when
til' pnupltuted particles are sufficiently fine, is hh't, and it can be
ni

1 1( tm di^pla_\ .1 c'(;]«)!- ii\aling that of the jmrest Italian sky.
Ill 11 ( iv(^^ inMi>'(>\( r, iliis fine blue cloud polarizes jtcrftcthj the

' 'II \\}ii<'li liliiiuiii.Mti". it, the direction of j)olarization euclo'jing
'

^
'I'ilc nl' 9o w ith the a\i^ of the illuminating beam.

- I Nioeiliii^Iy interc'-tinij to observe both the perfection and

|'l'»ciran(e the liulit from a \ividly illuminated incipient

l"oki(l at hoii/ontally, i'- ab^^ohitely quenched by a Nicol's

tlK I l)v the followiiKj exi)eri-

nu'iit N, embrace the entire beam

mental tube. A tew bubbles ot air carried through the liquid

mtrito of butvl were introduced into the tube, and they were fol-

lowed by about 3 inches (measured by the mercurial gauge) of air

) large to polarize the blue, polarize per-. ^, "^ seems to prove tliat particl
fectly Uj;ht of lower refrangibilitj.
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which had been passed through aqueous hydrochloric acid. Sending
the polarized beam through the tube, I placed myself in front of it,

my eye being on a level with its axis, my assistant, Mr. Cottrell,

occupying a similar position behind the tube. The short diagonal
" '

i large Nicol was in the first instance vertical, the plane of

:ion of the eme "

'
' ' ' " '

'

' '

the light continued t

ssistant and myself
nd rich when looked at from the positions mentioned, utterli/ a

assistant and myself was slowly formed. But this cloud, so deep
1 at from the posit'

appeared when looked at vertically/ dowivward^
ward. Reflection from the cloud was not possible in these direc-

tions. When the large Nicol was slowly turned round its axis,

the eye of the observer being on the level of the beam, and the

line of vision perpendicular to it, entire extinction of the light

emitted horizontally occurred where the longer diagonal of the

large Nicol was vertical. But now a vivid blue cloud was seen

when looked at downward or upward. This truly fine experi-

ment was first definitely suggested by a remark addressed to me
in a letter by Prof Stokes.

Now, as regards the polarization of skylight, the greatest stum-

bling block has hitherto been that, in accordance with the law of

Brewster, which makes the index of refraction the tangent of the

polarizing angle, the reflection which produces perfect polarization

would require to be made in air upon air; and indeed this led

many of our most eminent men, Brewster himself among the num-
ber, to entertain the idea of molecular reflection. I have, liowev-

er, operated upon substances of widely ditferent refractive indices,

and therefore of very different polarizing angles as ordinarily de-

fined, but the polarization of the beam by the incipient cloud has
.!...„ ^- ^ '-"• ' ' absolutely independent of the pohM-

? angle.

idition, and it rests with the undulatory theory to explain why.

Whenever the precipitated particles are sufficiently fine, no matter

what the substance forming the particles may be, the direction of

maximum polarization is at right angles to the illuminating beam,

the polarizing angle for matter in this condition being invariably

450 This I consider to be a point of capital importance with ret-

erence to the present question.*
That water-particles, if they could be obtained in this exceeding-

ly fine state of division, would produce the same effect^, doe-^ not

admit of reasonable doubt. And that they must exist in thi^

^

* The difficulty referred to above is thus expressed bj Sir John ner~o: —

something. The question is on what? Were the angle of miiximum pol:;;!;:

76° we should look to water or ice as the reflecting body, however inconee...
^

the existence in a cloudless atmosphere, and a hot summer's day of unevaporatcu

molecules (particles?) of water. But though we were once of this opinion, cart-

that therefore whatever be the body on which the light has been reflected if i'^'",

larized by a single reflection, the polarizing angle must be 45^, and the in'i'-^s^
' ''

refraction, which is the tangent of that anrfe. unitr: in other words, the re:.ec-



dition in the higher regions of the atmosphere is, I think, certain.
At all events, no other assumption than this is necessary to com-
pletely account for the firmamental blue and the polarization of

Suppose our atmosphere surrounded by an envelope impervious
to light, but with an aperture on the sunward side through which
a parallel beam of solar light could enter and traverse the atmos-
phere. Surrounded on all sides by air not directly illuminated,
the track of such a beam through the air would resemble that of
the parallel beam of the electric lamp through an incipient cloud.
The sunbeam would be blue, and it would discharge laterally light
in precisely the same condition as that discharged by the incipient
cloud. In fact the azure revealed by such a beam would be to all

mtents and purposes that which I have called a "blue cloud."t
But, as regards the polarization of the sky, we know that not

only IS the direction of maximum polarization at right angles to
the track of the solar beams, but that at certain angular distances,
probably variable ones, from the sun, '' neutral points," or points
of no polarization, exist, on both sides of which the .planes of at-
mospheric polarization are at right angles to each other.

I have made various observations upon this subject which I re-
serve for the present ; but pending the more complete examination
pt the question, the following facts and observations bearing upon
It are submitted to the Royal Society.
The parallel beam employed in these experiments tracked its

way through the laboratory air exactly as sun-beams are seen to
do m the dusty air of London. I have reason to believe that a
great portion of the matter thus floating in the laboratory air con-
sists of organic germs, which are capable of impaiting a percepti-
bly bluish tint to the air. This air showed, though far^less vividly,
all the ertects of polarization obtained with the incipient clouds.
The light discharged laterally from the track of the illuminating
beam was polarized, though not perfectly, the direction of maxi-
nauxn polarization being at right angles to the beam.
The horizontal column of air thus illuminated was 18 feet long,

and could therefore be looked at very obliquely without any disr

turbance from a solid envelope. At all points of the beam through-

, if small enough, will produce both the color and the polai

"s the existence of small T,
'

' ' "^

s of our atmosphere i

J verified by the foregoing results
-
-—•r""'^" "1 Hsylight] is considered," writes this

more it will be found beset with difficulties, and its ^^i,^c.^c...^y.^ ,, ^^^ ^
wm probably be found to cany with it that of the blue color of the sky itf

na of the great quantity of light it actually does send down to us." "We n

W !!^' ^°0'" ^« adds, " that it is only where the purity of the sky is most ab..-
Wte that the polarization is developed in its highest degree, and that where there

DliS°
^^'ghtest perceptible tendency to cirrus it is materiaUy impaired." This ap-
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> entire length the light emitted normally was in the

entire beam when the line of vision was perpendicular to its length.

I then placed myself near the end of the beam as it issued from

the electric lamp, and looking through the Nicol and selenite more

and more obliquely at the beam, observed the colors fading until

they disappeared. Augmenting the obliquity the colors appeared

once more, bui they were now complementary to theformer ones.

Hence this beam, like the sky, exhibited its neutral point, at op-" -....--.- . w
posite sides of which the light was polarized in plai

angles to each other.

Thinking that the

caused in some way by the vaporor
had a battery and an electric lamp carried to a room at the top of

the Royal Institution. The track of the beam was seen very line-

ly in the air of this room, a length of 14 or 15 feet being attaina-

ble. This beam exhibited all the eftects observed with tl>e beam
in the laboratory. Even the uncondensed electric light fulling on

the floating matter showed, though faintly, the effects of polariza-

Wien the air was so sifted as to entirely remove th risMefwt-

tion communicated to the Paris Academy in 1860, by I'rofe^^or

Govi, of Turin.f His observations on the light of comets IkuI Ifl

M. Govi to examine a beam of light sent through a room in ^\lii^'li

was diffused the smoke of incense. He also operated on tohsicco

smoke. His first brief communication stated the fact of polariza-

tion by such smoke, but in his second communication he announ-

ced the discovery of a neutral point in the beam, at tlic o])p*>-i'^^'

sides of which the light was polarized in planes at right angles to

each other.

But unlike my observations on the laboratory air, and nnHkc tho

action of the sky, the direction of maximum polarization m »l.

Govt's experiment enclosed a very small angle witli tlic avis oi tnc

illuminating beam. The question was left in this condition, aii'l »

orr, „^f „^„^o that M. Govi or any other investigator ha^:; p ir-n'-'-

gave me i

'' I hope to try Alpine air next summer.
I"
Comptea Rendus, tome li, pp. 360 and (



nation of these questions led to the following new and
rkahle results :—the laboratory being well filled with the
s of incense, and sufficient time being allowed for their uni-

diifusion, the electric beam was sent through the smoke.
1 the track of the beam polarized light was discharged, but

1 polarization, instead of being along the

'> of the beam, and a line drawn from the neutral point t

observer's eye, measured in the first instance 66°.

The windows of the laboratory were now opened for some min-
utes, a portion of the incense' smoke being permitted to escape.
On again darkening the room and turning on the beam, the line of

vision to the neutral point was found to enclose with the axis of
the beam an angle of 63°.

The windows were again opened for a few minutes, more of the
smoke being permitted to escape. Measured as before, the angle
referred to was found to be 54".

This process was repeated three additional times ; the neutral
pohit was found to recede lower and lower down the beam, the
angle between a line drawn from the eye to the neutral point and
the axis of the beam falling

' ' '" - - .
-^o .„o .

.

-,

b observation 2 feet 2 inches.

5th " 3 " 7 "

6th " 4 " 6 "

At the end of this series of experiments, the direction of maxi-
mum polarization had again become normal to the beam.
The laboratory was next filled with the fumes of gunpowder.

In five successive experiments, corresponding to five different den-

sities of the gimpowder smoke, the angles enclosed between the
line of vision to the neutral point and the axis of the beam were
63% 50°, 47°, 42°, and 38° respectively.

After the clouds of gunpowder had cleared away the laboratory

^as filled with the fumes of common resin, rendcn-ed so dense as to

be very irritating to my lungs. Tiie direction of maximum polar-

ization enclosed in this"case an angle of 12% or thereabouts, with
the axis of the beam. Looked at, as in the former instances, from
a position near the electric lamp, //o jteutn/l point was obsei-ved

throughout the entire extent of the beam.

i. Vol. XLVIII, No. 143.-SEfT., l^;a
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When this beam was looked at normally through the selenite

and Nicol, the ring system, though not brilliant, was distinct.

Keeping the eye upon the plate of selenite and the line of vision

normal, the windows were opened, the blinds remaining undrawn.

The resinous fumes slowly diminished, and as they did so the ring

system became paler. It finally disappeared. Continuing to look

along the perpendicular, the rings revived, but now the colors were

complementary to the former ones. The n&utral point hadpassed
me in its motion down the beam consequent upon the attenuation

of thefumes of resin.

In the fumes of chlorid of ammonium substantially the same

results were obtained as those just described. Sufficient I thmk
has been here stated to illustrate the variability of the position of

the neutral point. The explanation of the results will probably

give new work to the undulatory theory.*

Before quitting the question of the reversal of the polarization

by cloudy matter, I will make one or two additional observations.

Some of the clouds formed in the experiments on the chemical

action of light are astonishing as to foi-m. The experimental tube

is often divided into segments of dense cloud, separated from each

other by nodes of liner matter. Looked at normally, as many as

four reversals of the plane of polarization have been found in the

tube in passing from node to segment, and from segment to node.

With the fumes dittused in the laboratory, on the contrary, there

was no change in the polarization along the normal, for here the

necessary ditferences of cloud-texture did not exist.

Furthei". By a puff of tobacco smoke or of condensed steam

eftects are produced. For example, let the ring system observed

in the common air be brought to its maximum strength, and then

let an attenuated cloud of chlorid of ammonium be thrown into

the beam at the point looked at ; the ring system flashes oiit with

lented brilliancy, and the character of the polarization re-

5 unchanged. This is also the case when phosphorus or sai-

led underneath the beam, so as to cause the fine p-irij'

phoric acid or of sulphur to rise into the light, y^ ith

iumes the brilliancy of the colors is exceedingly mtcn-

sitied
; but in none of these cases is there any change in the cJiar-

acter of the polarization.
But when a putf of aqueous cloud, or of the fumes of hydro-

chloric acid, hydriodic acid, or nitric acid is thrown into the beam,

there is a complete reversal of the selenite tints. Each of these

olarization 90^ On these and kiiKi'f'*

1 progress,f

eles of pho
the sulphur

llfi

ulieate a change from polarization
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The idea that the color of the sky is due to the action of finely
divided matter, rendering the atmosphere a turbid medium, throuo-h
which we look at the darkness of space, dates as far back as Leo-
nardo da VmcL Newton conceived the color to be due to exceed-
ingly small water particles acting as thin plates. Goethe's experi-
ments m connexion with this subject are well known and exceed-
mgly instructive. One very striking observation of Goethe's re-
lerred to what is technicaUy called " chill " by painters, which is
due no doubt to extremely fine varnish particles interposed be-
tweenthe eye and a dark background. Clausius, in two very able
memoirs, endeavored to connect the colors of the sky with sus-
pended water-vesicles, and to show that the important observations
ot J^ orbes on condensing steam could also be thus accounted for.
Jiruecke s experiments on precipitated mastic v/ere referred to inmy last abstract. Ilelmholtz has' ascribed the blueness of the eyes
to the action of suspended particles. In an article written nearly
nine years ago by myself, the colors of the peat smoke of the cab-
ins oiKillarney* and the colors of the sky were referred to one
and the same cause, while a chapter of the " Glaciers of the Alps,"
pubhshed m 1860, is also devoted to this question. Roscoe, in
connection with his truly beautiful experiments on the photograph-
ic power of sky-light, has also given various instances of the pro-
duction of color by suspended particles. In the foregoing experi-
mentK the azure was produced in air, and e hibited a depth and
purity far surpassing any thing that I hav
hquids. Its polarization, moreover, w&sp

In his experiments on fluorescence, Proi
naily to separate the light reflected from the motes suspended in
his liquids, the action of which he named " false dispersion," from
the fluorescent light of the same liquids, which he ascribed to
true dispersion." In fact it is hardlv possibly to obtain a liquid

ythout motes, which polarize by reflection the liglit falling upon
tnem, truly dispersed light being unpolarized. At p. 5;J(f of his
celebrated memoir "On the Change of the Kefrangibility of
Light," Prof. Stokes adduces some significant facts, and makes
some noteworthy remarks, which bear upon our present subject.

1^1
e notices more particularly a specimen of plate glass which, seen

by reflected light, exhibited a blue which was exceedingly like an
eflect of fluorescence, but which, when properly examined, was
lound to be an instance of false dispersion. " It often struck me,"
he writes, " while engaged in these observ-ations, that Avhen the
beam had a continuous appearance, the polarization was more near-

ly
perfect than when it was sparklinir, so as to force on the mind

the conviction that it arose merely from motes.f Indeed in the

l^argedjjmaUj fr"om bSng'lea?^ ifHyc^SS^^ The Sue ^smoke' froni the
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former case the polarization has often appeared perfect, or all but

peifect. It is possible that this may in some measure have been

due to the circumstance, that when a given quantity of light is

diminished in a given ratio, the illumination is perceived yath. more
difficulty when the light is diifused uniformly, than when it is

spread over the same space, but collected into specks. Be this as

it may, there was at least no tendency observed toward polaiiza-

tion in a plane perpendicular to the plane of reflection, when the

suspended particles became finer, and therefore the beam more

Through the courtesy of its owner, I have been permitted to see

and to experiment with the piece of plate glass above referred to.

Placed in front of the electric lamp, whether edgeways or trans-

versely, it discharges bluish polarized light laterally, the color

being by no means a bad imitation of the blue of the sky.

Prof. Stokes considers that this deportment may be invoked to

decide the question of the direction of the vibrations of polarized

light. On this point 1 would say, if it can be demonstrated that

I the particles are small in comparison to the length c

•etiected by such pa
'

be perpendicular to the vibrations of the incident light ; i

of light, the vibrations of a ray reflected by such particles (

suredly the experiments recorded in the foreg( ^
decide the question in favor of Fresnel's assumption.
As stated above, almost all liquids have motes in them sufficient-

ly numerous to polarize sensibly the light, and very beautiful

efiects may be obtained by simple artificial devices. When, for

example, a cell of distilled water is placed in front of the electric

lamp, and a slice of the beam permitted to pass through it, scarce-

ly any polarized light is discharged, and scarcely any color produ-

ced with a plate of selenite. But while the beam is passing

through it, if a bit of soap be agitated in the water above the

beam, the moment the infinitesimal particles reach the beam the

liquid sends forth laterally almost perfectly polarized light; and if

the selenite be employed, vivid colors flash into existence. A still

more brilliant result is obtained with mastic dissolved in a great

excess of alcohol.

The selenite rings constitute an extremely delicate test as to the

quantity of motes in a liquid. Commencing with distilled water,

for example, a thickish beam of light is necessary to make the }^<>

larization of its motes sensible. A much thinner beam suffices for

common water ; while with Briicke's precipitated mastic, a beam
too thin to produce any sensible effect with most other liquids, suf-

fices to bring out vividly the selenite colors.—Proc. Boy. Soc,

xvii, 223, Jan., 1869.

2. A^ofe on the Formation and Phenomena of Clouds; by Jonx
Ttxdall.—It is well known that when a receiver filled with ordm-

ary undricd air is exhausted, a cloudiness, due to the precipitation

of the aqueous vapor diffused in the air, is produced by the first

}iP T^nr^-ir. T+ ?„ „. -night bc expected, possible to

s of other liquids than



Tn the course of the oxporimcnts on the chemical action of lii^ht

vJiicli have been already communicated in abstract to the Koyal
Society, I had frequent' occasion to observe tlie precipitation" of
-iirh flouds in the experimental tubes en)i)loyed ; indeed several
<l;ivs at a time have been devoted solely to the generation and ex-
amination of clouds formed by the sudden dilatation of the air in
tlie exi)crimental tubes.
The clouds were generated in two ways ; one mode consisted in

opening the passage between the filled experimental tube and the
ail-pump, and then simply dilating the air by working the })ump.
In the other, the experimental tube was connected with a vessel of
suitable size, the passage between which atul the ex])eriniental tube
^'ould be closed by a stopcock. This ves-^el -vvas lirst exliausted

;

<'ii turning the cock the air rushed from the experimental tube into
tlie vessel, the precipitation of a cloud within the tube being !

diM-s of tlie air-pumj) itself w
Tt was round i)ossil)le, by shuttmg ott" the resici

vapor after each act of preci])itation, and agahi c

cylinders of the pump, to obtain with some substan
out relilliiig the experimental tube, fifteen or iwe

thus ])recipitated differedlie Clouds thus ])recipitated differed from

iiaen and sur])rising brilliancy, iiiis dint'rence oi

rsc, to be referred to the different reflective en-

rticles of the clouds,'which were produced by sub-

different refractive indices.

igreesofsta-I'literent clouds, moreover, possess very dmercnt degree
•'ility

; some melt away rajndly, while otliers linger for mi
file experimental tube, resting 'upon its bottom as they dissolve
hke a heap of snow. The particles of other clonds are trailed
through the experimental tube as if they were moving through a

'rent clouds caused
-iously done into the
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dron, but also on the relation of the density of the vapor to that

of its liquid. If the vapor were light, and the liquid heavy,

other things being equal, the cloud-particle would be smaller than
if the vapor were heavy and the liquid light. There would evi-

dently lie more shrinkage in the one case than in the other ; these

considerations were found valid throughout the experiment. The
case of toluol may be taken as representative of a great number
of others. The specific gravity of this liquid is 0-85, that of water
being unity; the specific gravity of its vapor is 3*26, that of

aqueous vapor being 0-6. Now, as the size of the cloud-particle

is directly proportional to the specific gravity of the vapor,

and inversely proportional to the specific gravity of the liquid, an

easy calculation proves that, assuming the size of the vapor
polyhedra in both cases to be the same, the size of the particle of

toluol cloud must be more than six times that of the particle of

aqueous cloud. It is probably impossible to test this question with
numerical accuracy ; but the comparative coarseness of the toluol

cloud is strikingly manifest to the naked eye. The case is, as I

have said, representative.

In fact, aqueous vapor is without a parallel in these particulars

;

it is not only the lightest of all vapors, in the common accepta-

tion of that term, but the lightest of all gases except hydrogen
I „ :„ m^

^jj-g circumstance the soft and tender beauty of

.atmosphere is mainly to be ascribed.

which they shed when spherical is conthmous : but clouds may
also be precipitated in solid flakes ; and then the incessant spark-

ling of the cloud shows that its particles are plates, and not

spheres. Some portions of the same cloud may be composed of

spherical particles, others of flakes, the difierence being at once

manifested through the calmness of the one poition of the cloud,

and the uneasiness of the other. The sparkling of such flakes

reminded me of the plates of mica ia the river Rhone at its

- ^ -
'-

' shone upon by a strong

II. GEOLOGY.

1. Artesian Well at Tei-re Haute, Ind. ; in a letter from Prof.

. GuYOT to J. D. Dana.—I have received, through the kindness
' Rev. George Momson of Terre Haute, Indiana, the following

n-y interesting record of the boring of an Artesian Well at that

ace, made under the direction and at the expense of Channcey
ose, Esq. This gentleman deserves the thanks of the geologists

r liaving earned the work to that extent of minuteness with a

•ecial view to be useful to science. The knowledge of the nature

i<l succession of strata down to the depth where the geolo.u'i^t

IS no possible access, is of itself of considerable hitei-L-st.
^

1 1'^'

due oi, the record would be much enhanced if accompanu'* i oj

me fossils, wliich would enable the geologist to establish the

^ries of fthe regular series of formations.



know tliat it i^ next to impossible to get any of real \alue for the

The temperature of the water at the bottom oi tin- ^\cll, taken

with Valfer<liu's thermometer or some other kind ot relial>le -tll-

regibtering instrument, would be of great intere-st i"nr cstabii^-hinii

the rate of increa-.e of the terrestrial temperature downward,
Ab this can still be done I trubt ihe opi)ort unity will not be lost to

furnisli the science of the globe with one more fact relating to

that important question.

Record of the Borinq of the White Sulphur Ai tesian Well at Ttrre Ilaufe Indiana.

made under the direction and at the expense of Chaunceij Rose, Esq, oj Ttne

«and and gravel, flr^t .1

SoapstoW
'

E^-"---"---"-

Brown iimeatoue,

Sr-. :::::::::

^^wpbtoac,

I'lre eiiV."' "

i^X^tone^.T

Black .hale,..'
Fire clav.

I^ire clav,..

^^E^.
?ire clay, :......:'...

lard gray s

Vhite grit «

lo^v of wL.to sulphur
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2. Prof. W. P. SJiimper's work on Vegetable Paleontology*
This work may be considered as a complement to Prof. Picte

Paleontology. But it i

' ?te plan, containing n
but also those of species, with critical remarks

-pa

plcte plan, containing not only the distinctive

: genera and species adinitted by this justly

Xo book of this kind has ever been more needed than this

admirable treatise ; it fills a gap in scientific literature. Since the

publication of the Genera et Speciesplantarurn fossilium of Unger
in 1850, vegetable paleontology has rapidly progressed and the

number of species has nearly quadrupled. Moreover, Unger,
adopting generally the published species without critically exam-
ining them, has given in his work merely brief descriptions which
are of little advantage to the student who has not in his possession

the publications of the original authors ; while Prof. Shimper, in the

preparation of his work, has examined and compared from original

authors all the species admitted by them, and even has, at a great

cost of time and labor, visited the more extensive collections of

fossil plants of Europe in order to examine and compare the speci-

mens on which the species were established.
AYe have moreover in Prof Shimper's book, not only diagnoses

of the genera and species which after examination have been

found worth preserving, but also a great number of illustrations of

the genera and the more interesting species described by the author.

The study of any branch of Natural History necessitates the use

of a number of special works. But every branch is represented

by treatises exposing its most essential characters, and serving' as

points of departure for the student, and at the same time as points

of reference for the learned. Botanical paleontology has had no

such treatise ; and it is hence easily understood why Prof Shimp-

er's work is so gladly welcomed by European savants and why it

should be equally well received by American paleontologists.

For it contains the description of most of our American well

ascertained species of fossil plants, and fills a want greatly felt

among us, wliere the study of botanical paleontology"is discour-

aged if not prevented by the total want of books on the subject.

The plan adopted by Prof Shimper is as follows : After the

nitroduction and general remarks, the first part has a chapter

giving a historical review of the subject; another on the state

of preservation of fossil plants ; then one on the distribution oi

fossil plants according to the geological formations; on the princi-

ples to be followed in the determination of the fossil remains ot

plants
;
on the change perceivable in the vegetable kingdom smce

Its first appearance until our actual epoch. Then follows a general

review of the flora of various ages ; a chapter on vegetable paleon-

tology in its application to the climatology of the old world, and

another on its application to geology. This, with a general classi-

* Traite de Paleontologie Vegetale, 2 vols., large 8to, with an atlas of 100 plates
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fication of the stratified formations forms the first part of the book
in 12o pages.

I lie second and essential part contains the descriptions of genera
;uiil !=[)eoies. In tlie first volume we have the cryptogams from
the Fungi to the Filices inclusive. The third volume will con-
tain, after the comi)letion of the descriptions in a third part, a synop-
tical tahle of the various floras, indicathig the order of their chrono-
logical succession and their mode of distribution in the various
formationsto which they belong; and, in the fourth part, a biblio-

graphical index of vegetable paleontology from the beginning of
the century to tlie present time.*

^
Tt A\ o\dd bo ])ossible to criticize some of the opinions of the

tiou of our American species. But Prof, whimper has come to
his general conclusions from a peculiar point of view sustained by
an immense array of facts, in whose examination we cannot follow
him, and the few omissions and errors of descriptions remarked in
his book will certainly be corrected at the end of the work. We

therefore to thank the author for the benefit his admira-
ical science, especially in

fossil plants and of books

hie treatise will confer upon paleontological science, especially

ollections of fossil plants and of
'

',^'i^\^'ibject are unattainable.
i'voi; Shimper's treatise is vvritten in French, in an elegant style,

iiuli tliough concise, is clear and easily understood. Only the
Helioses of his genera and species are in Latin. l.

y Ou the Pfojslc^d C\nm', of the MutU>„ „/ iih„ h r. : U James

\ surface th.i

; with dirten

..led if the di^ph:
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to be etfeeted by the weiccht of the ice alone. In the case of the

Mer de GLace at the Tacul, the shearing-force of the ice must not

exceed 1*3 193 lb. per unit surface of one square inch, if that gla-

cier descends merely by its weight, at the rate observed by Pro-

fessor Tyndall. From experiments which he has made, he finds

that the actual shearing-force of ice per unit surface is about 75

lbs. Consequently he concludes it is impossible that the motion

of the glacier can be due to its weight alone ; there must be some

other force in addition to the weight impelling the ice forward.

And he calculates that the amount of work performed by this un-

known force is thirty-four times the amount performed by the

weight of the glacier.

This is a most important conclusion. It is quite decisive against

iived opinion regarding the descent of glaciers

: although it is thus demonstrated that glaciers cannot de-

scend by means of their weight alone in the manner generally

supposed, still, I venture to think that, notwithstanding the de-

monstration, gravitation after all may be the only force moving
the ice.

The correctness of the above conclusion, that the weight of the

ice is not a sufficient cause, depends upon the truth of a certam

element taken for granted in the reasoning, viz : that the shearing-

force of the molecules of the ice remains constant. If this force

remains constant, then Canon Moseley's conclusion is undoubtedly

correct, but not otherwise ; for if a molecule should lose its shear-

ing-force, though it were but for a moment, if no obstacle stood

in front of the molecule, it would descend in virtue of its weight.

The fact that the shearing-force of a mass of ice is found to be

constant does not prove that the same is the case in regard to the

individual molecules. If we take a mass of molecules in the ag-

gregate, the shearing-force of the mass taken thus collectively mav
remain absolutely constant, while at the same time each individual

molecule may be suffering repeated momentary losses of shearing-

force. This is so obvious as to require no further elucidation.

The whole matter, therefore, resolves itself into this one quest i«>n,

as to whether or not the shearing-force of a crystalline moloeule

of ice remains constant. In the case of ordinary solid bodies \\(^

have no reason to conclude that the shearing-force ot the mole-

cules ever disappears, but in regard to ice it is very difteieut.

If we analyze the process by which heat is conducted throu^u

ice, we shall find that we have reason to believe that while a mole-

cule of ice is in the act of transmittinq the energy received {say/'-oin

afre), it loses for the moment its shearingforce if the ternperahire

of the ice be not under 32° F. If we apply heat to the end ot a

bar of iron, the molecules at the surface of the end have then

temperatures raised. Molecule A at the surface, whose temiienv

ture has been raised, instantly commences to transfer to B :\}"|''

tion of the energy received. The tendency of this process i^ to

lower the temperature of A and raise the temperature of b- ^
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tlien, Avith its temperature raised, begins to transfer the energy to
C. TIk' rc'>ult horo is the same ; Blends to f;ill in temperature,
aiul C to rise. This process goes on from molecule to molecule
until tlie opposite end of the bar is reached. Here in this case the
oiu'i-n-y or lu':U ;n)plied to the end of the bar is transmitted from
niolccule (() molecule under the form of heat or temperature. The
eiuT<j;y :ip[»liiMl to the bar does not change its character ^ it jyasses
ri'j/if (ilo'if/ I'rota molecule to molecule under the form of heat or
ten\p, ratlin. Ihit the nature of the process must be wholly differ-
ent if the transference takes place through a bar of ice at the tem-
peratuff of 32^ Suppose Ave apply the heat of the fire to the end
of the l)ar ot ice at 32°, the molecules of the ice cannot possibly
havr tlieir temperatures raised in the least degree. How, then,
•'.in iMolocule A take on, under the form of heat, the energy re-
»H'i\( (1 from the fire witliout being heated or having its teioptra-

<.ni!iMf ;K'ee])( of the eiiergv from ^V under the form of heat ; it

I'^'i-l vcceiAe it un.ler Mmio otlier form. The same mu>t hold
("luilly tnuM.f iill llic otlier molecules till we reach the op]K)Mte

That i\ios;iy't]u'.ner-y then

tiH'nu>n;e,rtIhJva!J:dl.'^e^^

Ix^bymelthig.^ Th<.-_]



the cMK'r<ry from A, tho molecule A instantly assumes tlie crystal-

line i'onn.' B is now melted; and when C accei)ts of tlie oiuTiry

goes on from molecule to molecule till the energy is transmitted

through to the opposite side and the ice is left in its original solid

state. This is the rationale of P^iraday's property of rogelatioii.

This is no more theory or hypothesis ; it is a necessarv conse-

quence from known facts. We know that ice at 82° cannot take

on energy from a heated body without melting ; and we know
also ('(luaily well that a slah of ice at 32°, notwitlistanding tliis,

mitted through it. This proves tliat every molecule resumes its

crystalline fn-ni the moment alter tlie energy is transferred o\er

to'tlie a<ljoinin- mok.-uh..
_

'

ment that it rs^umes tlie thiid stiite is coni])letely freed fronisliear-

aiiy im]>ediment. All that the molecule requires is ^imjjly room

with the adjoining molecule below, it wouhl not descend miless it

could push that molecule before it, which it probably would not

be able to do. But the molecule actually has room ni which to

advance; for in passing from the solid to the liquid state its \o!-

umo is diminished by about xV? an<^ it consequently can de-ceiid.

True, when it again assumes the solid form it will Vcgain its for-

mer volume; but the question is, will it go back to its old ]>osi-

tion ? If we examine the matter thoroughfy we shall find that it

cannot. If there were only this one molecule affected by tho lieat,

this molecule would certainly not descend ; but all the molecuk^
are similarly affected, although not all at the same monienr ot

Let us observe what takes place, say at the lower end of tlie ui.»-

cier. The molecule A at the lower end, say, of the surface, rec^ i\l-

heat from the sun's rays; it melts, and in melting not only lo^^ - i^"'

below where it was l)efore. If B has not alread

tional sup])ly which it will receive from the soli(

melt it. The momuit th.ii W 1> •roMu..s lluid it w
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he ice aloncf which meltin": t

crs. Take, for ex

say,
4°

"to 8° in the bed of the glricicr. The'lnolecules on the slope
of 8° will descend more rapidly than those above on the f?lope of
4°. A state of tension will therefore be induced at the point
where the change of inclination occurs. The ice on tlie :.l<)i)e of
°° " '"

I to pull after it the mass of the glacier moAing more
slowly on the f

will sna of the i

This theory exi)laiiis also wJiy a glacier rno\es at a greater rate

the glacier is greater during the fonner season than during the lat-

ter, the molecules will pass oftener into the liquid state.

As regards the denuding power of glaciers, I may observe that,
though a glacier descends molecule by molecule, it will ifrind the
rocky bed over w^hich it moves as eife'ctually as it wouhfdo did it

slide down in a rigid mass in the way jrenerally suj)j)G<cd ; for the
grinding-cffect is produced not by the ice of the glacier, but by
the stones, sand, and other materials forced along^under it. But
if all the resistances opposing the descent of a glacier, intciial and
external, are overcome by the mere weight of the ice aloru". it can
be proved that in the case of one dcscendimr with a irivL-n vchKity

ri'Vu^'I'/ualVy

1 enerirv^together with the weight of the glacier, be

ccounrtor the motion. But tlie mechanical energy

: required to push the glacier forward; gravitation
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alone, a^ -wo liave seen, will Miffiee. Besides, heat enteriiii-- ice

couM not ]»i-oaiu-e a mechanical ].res.nre that would mo\e tlu' ola-

Tnie, lleat'' no 'doiibt ' de't rm' ^'Ma" cry^ttdline' Itructiav ''l!f 'the

^in<r\h)ui k-o'to wate'r,' diH-irnM-. in ^<,lunK'.

"

4. Oh sohu lirptiHo)! r,,„an>,^; hy Prof. Copk, (Proo. Am.
Phil. Soc, xi, mO'-The tb-il Nvhieh Prot. Cope exhil.ited wa'^the

pytho.i. He explained varioii- peeuliarities of its >tnietui-e, a- tin-

other, the -uspen^ion of the ()-(piadnitum at the e\1ivrnity ol a

il\^"lo\>xi"lah^^^^^^^ trom'V>'-oinu-l!^\'he ehanu-ters of a^^'iirje 'laW

r^esio-auroi<l from Kan-a^ discovered by Wni. E. Webb, of

Topeka, wiiich po>>.es<ed deoi)ly biconcave vertebne, and anchy-

losed neural arches, with tlio zygai)0])hyse^ directe<l after the man-

belong to the true Sauroptervrjia, and not to the Sti'e])to-aiwia, of

whieir Elasmosauru'^ was the tyjx'. S(.'veral distal cauduN were

anchylo-ed, without chevron bone-, and of dei)re--ed form, lAhilo

lati)niuiJs, from the great relati\e stoutness of the i)addle."

?dia '

^

in Monmouth (

lOM-d to tl

fourteen,

each otiiej

peeuliam:

10 former, in length ab.

The confluence of the
•, and with the tibia, l,e

.-, and one only met vv il

of tVie" Vil'

astraualoH

alreadv a^

hadb.;n.
filUMlNNilh

i^Sz^tli
hall' laru-e r than the type ^jM'cii

"'r's./'Ct:p,:':f!;:r;j.
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torn. The rock composing .almost tlic oi

and lionihlendo iii crystals, dlssemifintf-l tliroulrh a dark

a niore rapid and thorough docompobitioii than 14)011 the soutlnvard,

01; ice side ; tJiis is owing probably to its cxi)OMin' to the trade
^\iii(N. It is also more blutf, and the mountain sides more ju'C-

cii>itous, a feature common to the northern and eastern, portions of
almost all of tlie Windward Islands, particularly those helong-

The sulphur deposit is located on the northern part of the Wand

Ijctween these points the sulphur stratum can be traced, vary-
ing from lo to :a) feet in thickness. Kear "Flat Toint" its eleva-
tion i>< probably not more than 4.5 feet ahove the sea level, while at
or near "All to far Ridge" it lias an elevation of about 200 feet

III. ASTRONOMY.
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The award of tliese prizes will be subject to the following regu-

lations :

1. The prize will be given only for the first eight comets dis-

covered in each of the three years named, and only for sucli

comets as are telescopic at time of discovery, that is, invisible to

the naked eye. The comet must not have been before seen by an-

other observer, and must be one whose appearance could not se-

curely be predicted.

2. The discovery must be communicated immediately and with-

out Avaiting for further observations, to the Imperial Academy of

Sciences, by telegraph if practicable ; and otherwise by the earliest

post. The Academy undertakes to transmit the news immedi-

ately to other observatories.

3. The time and place of discovery with the plan and course of

the comet must be given as exactly as possible with the first no-

tice. This first notice is to be supplemented by such later obser-

vations as may be made.
4. If the discovery should be confirmed by other observers the

prize will not be awarded unless the observations of the discoverer

suftice for the determination of the orbit.

5. The prizes will be awarded in the general meeting of the

Academy held at the end of May of each year. In case "the first

notice of a discovery arrives between the first of January and the

end of May, the final award of the prize will be deferred till the

[ May in the following ye:

"or the p:6. Application for the prize must be made to the Academy
within five months from the time of the arrival of the first notice.

Later applications will not be considered.
1. The Imperial Academy will procure the decision of the per-

manent astronomers of the Observatory at Vienna as to the ful-

filment of the conditions in Nos. 1, 3, and 4.

2. On the Phenomena of Light, Heat, and Sound accompany-
ing the fall of Meteorites ; by W. Ritteb y. Haidingek, For.

Mem. R.S., &c.—A particular incident caused me to return to some

portions of my earlier studies in regard to meteors and iiKte-

It was the fall of a meteorite at Kakowa on the 19th of ^f
;

•

1858, that first induced me to bestow some more attention .
;

department of physical science. A report on the subject 1

before our Imperial Academy of Vienna on the Tth of Jan
1859. On the same day also I gave the first list of tlie mettorius

formmg the meteorite collection in our Imperial Mineralogical

Museum. A series of reports on meteorites followed, as well as a

number of catalogues of meteorites, in accordance witli the groAV-

ing riches of the collection, embracing from 137 to 236 numbers

of localities preserved up to the date of July 1, 1867.
But the studies relating to the recent fall of Ausson on the 9tii

of December, 1858, and^he ancient fall of the meteoric iron ot

Hraschina, near Agram, on the 26th of May, 1751, others
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1S53, St. Denis-Westrem, 1855, Nebraska, found 1866, but partic-
ularly some studies relating to meteorites of Stannern, 1858, and
of that most remarkable meteoric iron from Tula, discovered in
1856 by Auerbach, all of them within the period of 1851 to 1860,
and then the fall of New Concord, 1860, and of Parnallee, 1857,
hiul forcibly called upon me to draw up, as it were, a general rule
of the nature and succession of events which probably might have
tixken place in the history of their existence, though in each par-
ticular case only fragments of that history came to our notice.
A general survey of this kind I had the honor to lay before our

Imperial Academy on the 14th of March, 1861, "On the nature of
Meteorites, relating to their composition and the phenomena of
their fall."* I felt, it is true, that I had rather too boldly ventured
to transgress the limits of my former studies; but at the same
time, led on by the high interest connected with the subject, I
wished to gain some more publicity for it. As to England, I was
most kindly and effectively patronized by that energetic promoter
of meteoritic science, my most honored friend Mr. R. P. Greg.
He laid a notice of mine before the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, held that year at Manchester, and ac-
eomj)anied it with several considerations of his own ;f then, also,
he kindly had the pages of the Philosophical Magazine opened for
me, and presented me with an edition of separate copies of a me-
inoir on the subject—nearly a translation, by my honored friend
Count A. F. Marchall, of my original communication to our Acad-

At the Meeting of German naturalists and physicia
my honored friend Dr. Otto Buchner kindly called
ot the friends of this department of natural science to my nu
moir, which had been favorably mentioned in the reports.
A note of mine, containing the leading views of my paper.'

was likewise laid by my honored friend M. Elie de Beaumont bt
fore the Paris Academic des Sciences in their Meeting of Septoni
ot'i- 9th, 1861, while I also sent a French translation by my e.\

feileut friend Count Marchall, together with a copy of my ori<2

^ince that time, up to this day, I had frequently, in neve ti

t bpeyer.

simgsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der \V

laturw. Classe, 1861, Band xliii. Abth. ii. S. 389-42c

Planet, by W. Haidinger, Hun. Memb. R.S.L. & E. ,

ation on the Origin 'and Fall of Aerolites, by E. P. ( f.g1"'S

smb. K.S.L. & E. ; and PhilosopMcal Magazin

._. . de leur mode de formation. Lettre de M. Ilaid
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?r to these le.'ulini: |»;iiKi>, aiul to Mipport the aIous Mliichtliov

jiitiiim'.]. Theivforo I luul every reason to be a-^tonisluMl A\hon

rea<l, in .a recent a\ ork on nieteorites by M. Stuni-^Ia^ 3Ieiuiiu',*

itherto remained without evplaiiation. Thus tlie reason ot tlie

xplo^ions, and particuhirlv of the repeated explosions, tliat of

ic runiblinirs, tb-it of the Ineande^cenoe, are still -ibvoluteh un-

nown-'t
r.ut I hid stdl moie iciH.n to he astoni'.hed ^^hu^ I fonnd M

as Kpiescntm- i ..untihi id\ in< . (ompiud with the stittmcnts

of U Mdiniti mdth m ot M Diubict hmiscll m In. h^t me-
nion on the Ouiuil I dl t ^(ltlul A[ Dmbiei n«n M Akuniei

But Ibelie\cl im fidtilli,^ a <

on tlK-( sublets t(.^(thu, ni om

itulll ' IhccnI. n .uu.nu . untc
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itliat the hoat of tlio niotooiitesis d

h, being J

this position T had long ago advancoTl that it inus
necessary result, while the rectilinear mo\eniont of
was in the way of being checktHl, of part of tlio

been expended in producing a rotatorv inolion pc
the direction of the course.

^
Tliis I di«"l in pMiiicul;

on the meteoric iron of Ilrasohina, on the 14rh of Ap
on an ae.olite from Stannern on the 22nd of :\r:u,

compared with the snccc-s. i\'e i)eri()<K of 'nro.n-e-s in

neuoMUas T proposed th

J.
Singleorau-ulonicM-ate

<>-l.)be.

2.Thefr!.u\\un^t.7il:in-t-ledbythereMstanecofatuK
n-ess'lhronu-htheatnio^phi

cit^"ii^hr3i';:.t:'n>(:i;io .ensues, and a melte.lcrus
4. The n-hite-hot ecunpre. sed air i. spread out in

a fireball, eWd up behind and enclosing the fragnie

ments,andaxaeuuni-spMce.

- Op. cd
, p 8.
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But above all, two reports of the fall of 30th January, 1868,

near Pultusk, both of them kindly presented to me by then- re-

spective authors, bore ample testimony in favor of a number of

my theses, and enlarged them by deeper and more accurate inves-

tigation beyond what I formerly proposed.

These are the memoir " On the Course of the Pultusk Meteor-

ite,"* by Professor J. G, Galle in Breslau, 'and another, " On the

Meteorites of Pultusk,"f by Professor G. vom Rath, in Bonn.
In both of them the most evident proofs are given of the actu-

ality of a swarm, consisting of a xerj great number of distinct

aerolites, ha^dng entered our atmosphere.
The course of the Pultusk meteor, according to M. Galle, met

the horizontal line under an angle of 44 degrees at the place of

dispersion, at a height of 25 '25 English miles, or 5^ German miles.

After its movement was checked, and the force of it expended in

the development of light and heat, how would it have been pos-

sible that, as it would follow from M. Daubree's supposition, the

great mass of the meteor should have risen again and left our at-

mosphere to continue its cosmical orbit? Nor could such be the

case with the Knyahinya meteor, which pounced upon our earth

almost from the zenith of the place, the course making an angle

only of 6 degrees with the perpendicular. But even the Orgueil

meteor moved in a direction meeting the horizontal line at the

point of dispersion under an angle of about 11° 26', from which

position it certainly could not rise again higher up into the atmos-

phere, and still less leave it altogether.
I availed myselfof the circumstance that I had been gratified

by several honored friends with a number of important publica-

tions closely connected with the subject, to quote some appropri-

ate passages. I would refer especially to that grand ' Atlas ol

Charts of Meteor-tracks,' by Messrs. R. P. Greg and A. S. Her-

schel,J together with the " Reports of Luminous Meteors for the

years 1865 and 1866-1867,"§ and to the recent memoir by M. G.

V. Schiaparelli on the astronomical theory of falling stars,| kuidly

* Ueber die Bahn des am 30. Januar 1868 beobacMeten und bei Pultusk im

Konigreiche Polen als Steinregen medergefallenen Meteors durch die Atmosphare.

Yom Professor Dr. C. G. Galle, Direktor der Sternwarte zu Breslau. Vorgetragen

am 4. Miirz u. s w. Besonderer Abdruck aus den Abhandlungen der Schlesischen

Gesellschaft fiir vaterliindische Cultur. Breslau, 1868.

t Ueber die Meteoriten voa Pultusk im Konigreiche Polen gefallen am 30. Jan-

uar 1868. Ton Dr. G. vom Rath. Mit einer Tafel. Besonders abgednickt au3

"i^ Festschrift der Niederrheinischen Gessellsehaft fiir Natur- u '
"-"— "

atalogue of Observation o ,

345 to 1866, &c.' Prepared for the Luminous-Meteors C"-"-" " ^
- ~. Herschel.

zum 50 jiihrigen Jubilaum der Universitat E

he British Meteorological Society; Robert P. Greg, F.G.S.; E. T

S. ; and Alexander Herschel, B.A. From the Report of the Bn
for the Advancement of Science for 1866- The same for lS66-i

te e rifles-sioni intomo alia teori astronomica delle Stelle Cadenti.

c 'Memorie di Matematica e di Fisica della Societa Italiona delle

la Anton Mario Lorgna,' ser. 3, tome 1, parte 1, p. 153, Firenze, ]



sent to me by the late lamented Matteucci. Schiaparelli holds
forth that in shooting stars " the vis viva, while the meteoric mat-
ter is dispersed in the atmosphere, is completely destroyed by be-
ing transformed into heat and light."* From Mr. A. S. Herschel's
observations with the spectroscope, we learn that the condition of
the August meteors is exactly that of a flame of gas in a Bunsen's
burner freely charged with the vapor of burning sodium, or of the
flame of a spirit-lamp newly trimmed and largely dosed with a
supply of moistened salt (op. cit., y. 146). The idea of a diminu-
tive fireball containing the solid mass, although diminutive itself,

surrounded by a luminous gaseous case, including a vacuum, till

the force of the movement is spent in heat and light, may not be
considered inadequate to the subject.
In a most interesting memoir entitled " Contributions to the

Knowledge of Falling Stars,"! by Dr. Edmond Weiss, of Vienna,
that able astronomer (the representative, together with Dr. Oppol-^^at auie astronomer ^tne representative, together with Ur. Uppol
zer and Lieut. Reziha, of the Austrian Navy, of our Austrian ex
pedition for the eclipse of 18th of August at Aden, where they
were so hospitably welcomed and kindly supported by the Gover-
nor-General, J. Russel, in behalf of the British Government, along
with the Korth-German expedition, composed of Drs. Vogel,
fntsche, Zenker, and Thiele) considers among other subjects the
influence of the earth's

"
' "

liavo entered it with an independent force of at least from 4^ to 7
^ii2:Iish miles (1 to 1| geographical miles).
My original design was only to offer some appropriate remarks

on the subject of the phenomena of light, heat, and sound gener-
ated in and accompanying the arrival of meteorites on the earth
through our terrestrial atmosphere; but the different departments
oi natural science referring to meteors and meteorites are of so
mamfold a nature, that I frequently was obliged to advert to some
or them in regard to which I should rather have kept more on the
K'servo. But the whole range of meteor- and meteorite-science,
continually enlarging, more ' and more clearly presents itself in
^1' •<o four grand sections:—1st, the original formation of meteor-
''

-
;
2nd, their movement through cosmic space; 3rd, their ar-

' through the atmosphere ujxm our earth; and, 4th, the stud-

-tituted on the objects themselves, which tall into our hands
'; preserved in our museums. To the tliird of these sections

'•at my particular attention was directed.

—

Froe. Boy. Soc,
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ing the early jiart of 1867, I made mimerou.s ol>ser\nt

trustworthy indications of stellar heat in the ease of the t

Pollux, and liegulus, though I Avas not able to make i

tative estimate of their (ah)ntic power.
After describing tlie modi' of making his observatio

The mean of a number of observations of Sirius, whi
differ greatly from eacli other, gives a deflection of

In one observation Arcturus deflected the needle S'' in ] 5 uiin

The observations of the full nioon were not accordant. Oi

night a sensible eflect was shown by the needle; but at aii<

It shouhl be stated that several times anomalous indioa

The results are not strictly comparable, as it is not certain

the sensitiveness of the galvanometer was exactly the same i

the observations, still it was probably not greatly diflereiit.

might be of value, in coTinexion with the spectra of their lijil

Iiclp us to determine tlie condition of the matter from whul

light was emitted in different stars.

4. The Total Eclipse of Anr/ust Y, 1869.—Few astronoi

phenomena have ])robablv ever called out a more thoroughl

g:nnzed sy^tem of ob^.erva'tion than that arranged for the n

States at Behring's Straits, in about the 65th degree of latii

and longitude 90' west of Washington, while it left our sho

the latitude of 34° and the meridian of Washington it^eit

traversed a central belt of well-populated territory, yet there >

to have been scarcely a town of any considerable magnitude n

the entire line which was not garrisoned by observers bavin-

Pl)ecial astronomical problem in view.
An appropriation was made by Congress, at its last so-:

carrying out a series of observations "under the direction

Superintendent of the Nautical Almanac, and Prof. Coffin

ceeded, by the liberal aid of the Navy Department an<l t

generous and extensive facilities contributed by some of tn--



nitudG, variety and thoroughness seems large beyond all propor-
tion to the sum placed at his disposal. Three cities in Iowa, Bur-
lington, JMount Pleasant and Ottumwa, were occupied by astro-
nomical, photographic and physical observers under his direction,
and special obsei-vers, provided with telescopes and insti-uments for
detei-mining geographical position, were sent by him to the North
and South, to fix the limits of the belt of total obscuration.
The Navy Department, besides making other provisions, sent ob-

servers to the western shore of Behring^'s Straits ; and the War
Department detailed Dr. Curtis, to make special photographic ob-
servations at Des Moines, Iowa.
The Coast Survey established parties on the Taken river in Alas-

ka, at Des Moines in Iowa, Springfield in Illinois, and Abingdon in
West Virginia, and perhaps at still other stations,—that at Spring-
field being amply pro^dded with photographic observers and appa-

3Iost of the principal observatories likewise organized expedi-
tions of greater or less magnitude. From Washington, the seve-
ral observers arranged independent series of investigations, stellar,

spectroscopic, physical and meteorological. From Cambridge a
-arge party went to Shelbyville, Ky., with large photographic out-
fit and spectroscopic equipments. From Albany a similar party
^ent to JIattoon, Illinois ; others from Clinton and Chicago went
to Des Moines, from Cincinnati to Sioux City ; and the number of
private astronomers who established themselves along the central
hue, mth telescopes and other apparatus of investigation, must

I? been exceedingly large.'"^
' lays preceding had been unpromising, and

isheartening ; but the efforts of the astron-
omers were at last rewarded by a day of almost cloudless serenity,
"^'ith an atmosphere much more transparent than usual, in conse-
quence of the copious rains ; and so far as we have heard, the sky
was favorable every where, unless a slight haze at Des Moines
lormed an exception.

It is of course too early, as we go to press, to give any general
account of the results, which in most cases are not yet elaborated
by the observers ; but some matters of interest have been already
made known.
The beginning and end of the eclipse seem to have been observ-

ed a few seconds later, and the beginning and end of the totality
about fifteen seconds later than the predictions of the American
-> autical Almanac. As regards the exact position of the central
|ine, and of the limits of the total belt, we have as yet insufficient

information to determine the degree of accordance with computa-
tion. There can be no doubt that materials have been collected

capable of improvino- the adopted values of the moon's diameter
and horizontal paralkx.

'Jne of the most interesting results is the introduction of a new
and accvu-ate method of determining the time of first contact, by
ol'sorving with a spectroscope the gradual occultation of the bright
li*'<?s of tlie chromosphere. This we owe to Prof. Young, of Dart-
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mouth College, who formed one of Prof. Coffin's Nautical Alma-
nac party at Burlington. By keeping the center of the slit dhect-

ed to the point at which the contact is to take place, the ohserver

is forewarned of the approach of the moon's limb, by the shorten-

ing of the bright lines belonging to the chromosphere. The line

C is well adapted to this purpo'se, and is seen to grow steadily

shorter until it is totally extinguished. The moment of disappear-

ance of the last bright ray is of course that of the first contact,

which is thus observed with the same care and accuracy as any
other appulsive phenomenon. Although the first contact, as deter-

mined m this way by Prof. Young, was noted some five seconds

before its recognition by any other observer, it w^as subsequently

found by Prof. Mayer to accord within a small portion of a second

with the time as determined by measurement of a series of photo-

during the totalitv. ^.,^^^ ^^^^^^^yjr,,,^^^^ uw ^^-r, .^j., ^, x^^.._i_- ,

1350±20, 14V4, 2080, 2602±2, 2796 of Kirchhoff's scale, and the

line h. (The lines h were seen elsewhere, but this region was not

scrutinized by Prof. Young.) Of those named, the 1st, 6th, 8th

and 9th are the hydrogen" lines «, (?, y, d, respectively ; the 2d is

I line ; the 7th was also

Ofthese Prof Young
tuberances ; but the 5th certainly, and the 3d and 4th probably,

the corona only, remaining visible when the image of the protu-

berances was moved away from the slit, and the other lines disap-

peared. He also finds that certainly one of the lines in the coro-

na-spectrum, (1474), and probably two others are coincident with

auroral lines seen by Prof. Winlock at Cambridge, and reported in

the last No. of this Journal.
Prof Harkness, of Washington Observatory, observed at Des

^Vloines the spectra of five protuberances, no two of which gave

the same lines. In the corona spectrum he found no absorptive lines,

and but one bright line.

Measures of the protuberances were made by Prof. Rogers, at

Bes Moines, who foimd the largest to be nearly a minute and a

half high, and observed a peculiar honeycombed or celUdar appear-

ance in all of them.
Special search was made for intra-!\Iercurial planets by Prof

A ewcomb, at Des Moines, accordincr to the plan susitrested by hun

nearly 2°, provided with occulting discs a
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neither of these observers nor any others engaged in similar re-
search, found any indications of planets nearer than Mercury.
The photographic observations were very numerous and success-

ful. At Burlington eight impressions are reported to have been
taken during totality, by the Nautical Almanac party, and several
by the parties at Des Moines, Springfield and Shelbyville. The
total number during the partial taken must have been many hun-
dreds.

^ ^

In our next issue we hope to give more accurate and complete
accounts, together with original reports. G.

IV. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Eighteenth Meeting of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, held in Salem, 3fassachusetts, Aug. 18-
26, 1869.—The Salem meeting of the American Association, under
the Presidency of J. M. Fostee of Chicago, was well attended from
all parts of the country. About two hundred and fifty old mem-
bers from a distance recorded their names as in attendance, and
over one hundred and fifty new members were elected. The num-
ber of communications entered upon the daily programmes of the
standing Committee was about one hundred and fifty, a full list of
the titles of which is appended. The range of these papers was
considerable, and it was found expedient to have sub-sections on
Archeology and Microscopy, to facilitate the disposal of papers
wliicli could not be reached in the other sections.
The recent total eclipse of the sun, (Aug. 7th), was naturally a

prominent subject of interest. The astronomers were present in
considerable force, and the whole of Monday, the 23d, was devo-
ted in Section A to the discussion of this subject. For a notice
of the main points of interest then brought out, reference may be

1}^ the preceding article on this subject.
The dedication of the Peabody Academy of Science, on Wed-

nesday, the 18th of August, was an occasion of interest, worthy to
occupy the attention of the Association at its opening session.
Ihis Institution was founded at Salem in the year 1 867, by the munif-
icence of George Peabody, with the design of promoting the
study of science in his native county of Essex. The first Annual
Keport of the Trustees of this Academy, made in January, 18G9,
shows that it is already fully organized, with an able coi-ps of offi-

cers and a well ordered museum, library, &c., and the activity of
Its Director and Curators is evident not only in the extent and fine

condition of the collections but in the zeal and ability wiih which
the various publications of the Academy are conducted. Advan-
tage was taken of the present occasion to make the formal trans-
fer of the building of the 3Iuseum to the Trustees, and its deliv-
ery and acceptance by the Director, F. W. Putnam. In an elo-

quent address the President of tlie Academy, William C. Endi-
C"rr, Esq., gave the history of the Museum from its foundation, in

;8()1, as the East India Man
, .

" _ "
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knoTTii by its Proceedings, Bulletin aud Historical Collections, is

now incorporated \dtli the Peabody Academy of Science.

The address of Dr. B. A. Gould, the retiring President of the

Association, was given on Friday evening, (Aug. 20). His theme

was the Position of Men of Science in America, and it was treated

in his usTial felicitous manner.
Every thing which a hearty good will and an intelligent appre-

ciation of science could do was done to promote the happiness and

forward the plans of the Association and its members, alike by the

city authorities of Salem, the various scientific bodies, and private

individuals. The weather was delightful, and every oppoi-tunity

was embraced for excursions in the neighborhood by land and

water. On Saturday the whole Association were the guests of the

city government of Salem, on an excursion by steamboat through the

bay of Salem and the waters of Boston harbor, visiting the famous

Light House built by General Totten on Minott's Ledge, eighteen

miles from land, in a situation as perilous and ditficult as the

famous Eddystone Light ;—Fort Warren, notorious as the unwil-

ling home of many prisoners of eminence during the late war,—
and Nahant, where ample provisions were made for the entertain-

ment of the numerous guests in pavilions and along the shores.

The sessions closed with a field day, under the auspices of the

Local Committee and the members of the Peabody Academy.
The Association stands adjourned to meet on the first Wednes-

day in August, 1870, at Troy, New York, under the Presidency

of William Chauvexet, of St. Louis LTniversity.

The following is a list of the papers read at the meeting.*

1. Section A. Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry.

3 Total Eclipse of Au,?., 1869 ; B. Peirge.
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: Rods ; J. BcsriEE.

Fision of the Boston Dry ]

On the velocity of the Electric CuTcnt over Tele;?raph Wires;
On the Tui.a Eulip'se of Augn^^t 7th: G. W. Houoii.

icrmoiiiorer to delerriiine the period of Soljr Rotation; P. E.

: Theory of the Comrwsition of Forces; F. ^Y. Buwv.lll.

Vvcliromelcr; S. D TiLLiriv.

^ on the Solar Eclipse at Montreal, by Dr. C. Smvllwood,
ken ],y Wm. Notman. Coriumimcated by B. Edwards
obscrvin^r contacts at a Solar Eclipse by the Spectroscope;

L '0 Si)ectrum of tlie Solar Prominences and

^

Tlie Solar Eclipse, and the Outlines of the (

Elemental Fibres, ill,i.tratPdbV models; 11 F U
-Re!narkableca«eofF Pipes in

The Tl.crmodvnan.ic^

J»^so.en.there.denceofthce.istence of a b

Tlie imperfect Whitenc^sofSno^v; J.I
loiLijrhtHousellh

C;!iemieal and Mech.ulical Mean', as a Pi
on Railway Cars • J F

Tlio La^' <,f Aec-ide.:

^^A^new^nuthodofRt > of a G.

re,r.le.r
'aiii^ of re!Suce''''>.rG"i\iiME^F"^" '

TiEF^- of mac!

Tlio reactive Force of

On the c-on.iruction of throe Map'' of En rope, Frai

^X'^^^f^--zitiia viMv 10 the dj

particles or parts

. ,
France and North A

F. Fout
*
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Photographing ohjects of natural size without a Camera ; T. Gaffield.

Laws of Trade ; E. B. Elliot.

The Proper Monetary Unit; J. F. Holton.
On the Abolition of Months; J. F. Holtojt.

The Numerical Method of Criticism; T. M, Coan.

2. Sectiok B. Geology and Natnral History.

Comparison of the Coral Faunae of the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts of th

nus of Darien, as bearing on the supposed former connection between tl

Dceans ; A. E. Yeeeill.

;he Bay of Fundy ; A. E. Yerrill.
American Phyllopod Crustacea; A. E. Yebrill.
Physical Geography and Geology of Brazil ; Ch. F. Habtt.
On Brazilian Drift ; Ch. F. Haett.
The Homologies and general structural relations of the Polyzoa ; A. Hta
Observations on a New Genus of Polyzoa ; A. Hyatt.
New Species of Fishes obtained by Prof Orton in the valleys of the M

andNapo; T.Gill.

e age and relations of the Metaraorphic Ro(
G. F. Matthew and L. "W. Bailey.
} Raritan Clays of New Jersey ; J. S. Newbe
me recent Geological changes in Northeast
G.E. Stuntz)

; J S. Newberry.

On some points in the Geology of North Carolina; "W. C. EIeek.
Description of a New Species of Chiton ; Wm. Peescott.
Laws of Mountain Formations ; J. S. Grimes.
Notice of Fossils from Table Mountain, California; W. P. Blake.
Preliminary notice of the Laraellibranchiates of the Upper Helderberg, Hamil-

;on and Chemung Groups ; J. Hall.
Note on a phas^e in the reproduction of a Confervaceous Alga belonging to the

jenus (Edogonium ; A. M. Edwards.
On the Classification of the Diurnal Lepidoptera ; S. H. Scuddeh.
The Morphology of the Abdominal Appendages of Butterflies; S. H. Scudder.

The value of the characters drawn from the external Armature of Lepidopte-

ous LarvjE ; S. H. Scuddee.
A Classification of the Eggs of Butterflies ; S. H. Scudder.
Two new genera of Extinct Cetacea; E D. Cope.
On Embryonic characters in American Salamanders : E. D. Cope.

s of Brachiopods ; E. S. Morse.
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Plumage of Terns, by Miss Grace Anna Lewis; F. W. Putnam.
Geology and Physical Geography of a part of the coast of Maine ; J. Johnston.
On the Valley of the Amazon ; J. Ortos.
Distribution of Coal, Iron and the Precious Metals in China ; A. S. BiCKmore.
On the Non-fossiliferous Rocks of New England; N. T. True.
On Surface Changes in Maine indicating the length of time since the close of

the Quaternary Period ; N". T. True.

torted pebbles in conglomerates
; G. L. Vose.

On the Plasticity of Pebbles and Rocks; W. P. Blake.
Hints on the Stratigraphy of the Paleozoic Rdcks of Yermont; J. B. Perrt.
Summary of results of a late Geological Reconnoissanee of Louisiana; E. W.

Hilgard.
Geology of Venezuela

; R. P. Stevens.
The Rocky Mountain Alpine Region; C. C. Parry.
On Norite or Labradorite Rock; T. Sterrt Hunt.
On the Geology of Northeastern America ; T. S. Hunt.

'

St. Lawrence Valley;

On the relations of the Geology of Ohio to that of the adjoining States ; J. S.

Trend of the Rocky Mountain Range north of latitude 60°, and its influence on
Faunal Distribution ;Wh.Dall.
On new species of Fishes obtained by Prof. Orton in the Valleys of the Mar-

anon and Napo ; T. Gill.

3. Sub-Sectio^t C. Archeology and Ethnology.

Indian Migrations. In four sections : Sec. 1. Physical Geography of North
America, with reference to natural Highways ; and means of Natural Subsistence

tent of Indian Agriculture. Sec. 3. Migrations of Roving and partially Village
Indians, deduced from languages, traditions, and known migrations. Sec. 4. JJi-

grations of Village Indians, as deduced from the same sources ; L. H. Morgan.
A conjectural explanation of the uses of the Embankments of the Mound

Builders; L. H. Morgan.
Discovery of the remains of the Horse among the Ancient Ruins of Central

America; 0. C. Marsu.
Physical Geography among the Aborigines of North America; N. T. True.
On the Arrowheads of the American Indians and Aborigmes. Illustrated by

specimens
; John A. Warder.

Exhibition of a few interesting implements collected by R. "W. Haskins from

Observations orf the Languages of South America and the Classification of the

Indian Nations thereof; P. G.^Bliss.
The Constitution of man as modified
On the Botocudos of Brazil; Ch- F.
Tlie Ainos, or Hairy Men of Yesso, Saghalien and the Kurile Islands; A. S.

BiCKMORE.
Evidences of high antiquity in the Kjcekkenmcedden Deposits of New England

;

E. S. Morse.

4, Sub-Sectiok D. Microscopy.

Kote on a phase in the Reproduction of a Confervaceous Alga belonging to the

On the resolution of Microscopic Test Objects ; A. M. Edwards.
Some remarks on the Infusorial Deposits of North America; A. M. Edwards.
On Cleaning Guanos so as to obtain the Microscopic Organisms in them ; A.
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2. Lorije TreM in AHstr<(h'<t.—On this subject the go\eninient

nstValiai), and ('^})0('ially tlie Victorian, trees, has hecorne the sub-

ct ot" elusfr iiivei-tigatioii, jsinee of late—part ieuhivly through the

vy^tein. Some astoundiiio; data, sui)ported by
actual

"'''"
Peml

ously known was a Kurri-Encaltiptiifi yKmuih/pt

-100 feet hioh. Into the hollow' trunk of tliis Karri, three

it di'>m(>untiiig. At tlie de.^ire of the writer of those panes
ueller), ^\v. I), l^ogle meaMired a fallen tree of Eacalyphis
'lixri, in tlie deep rece>^ses of Daudenong (Victoria), and ob-

for it tlie length of 420 feet, with proportionate width

;

Mr. G. Klein took the measurement of a eucalyptus on the

^pur, ten miles distant from Healesville, 480 teet higli. . . .

jt at all likely that in these isolated hj<piiries chance has led

really highest trees, which the most secluded and the lea^t

ble sj)ots may still conceal. It seems, liowever, almost he-

ii^pute tliat the trees of Australia ri\al in len<j;th, though

ada
,
to about 45o'feet'. .
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. Thl
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lius rocojrnizcd his Pcrvices to science. As a paleontologist
a hiirh rank, as liis numerous published contributions amply
lie has been in a declining state of health for about a yt'ar,

suffered from hemoi-rhage of the lungs. A few weeks since
ed for Xew Orleans with a view of benefitting his health, and
board the ill-fated steamer Kuth when destroyed by fire, and
to walk a long distance, the exertion ])roved too much for

ciati (1 frame." He went on to Xew Orleans, and returned to
is two weeks ago last ^Monday ; from which time he passed
•apid decline, being conscious from the first that he could

enn^vlviHiln, on the 24th

V, in"liis4mh year. His

1- maternal grandfather, .Air. (ietz, well known a> an inventor,
id the maker of delicate scales used in the Philadelphia mint. His
ther afterward moved to Cincinnati, and while livinsr then> Dr.
lMimar<l graduated at Oxfonl, Ohio ; returning to Philadelijhia, he
ent through one course in the medical college of that city. Ilis

tlu'r then moved to Louisville, Kentuckv, where young iShumard
>nij)lcted his medical studies in 1846. *He thei) pract iced for a

I'l'moved to Louisville, Avhere he devoted liis le*i-ure to the study
^ the fossils and shells in the adjacent count rv. His collection of
'r.iTiif. Tr.rv,«;,w, „-.,., „;„;*,..! !.„ c:„ r-i.^-i,^.. t ,/^>ii o,,.i i],. Kd^ard

It work on the Geolo:

then appointed by :

,
for ^UIich h'ehad b

It in 1846. He remai

published reports c

!
K.->,tu.-ky;; which aboiuKlcd in oriu-inal obM.r\ati.ms an<l ma.le

.Injs!>0^'Hr.''.Shumardl^'il>\i^^^^^^^^ Dr. John Kyan^ to aid

''i<li he prepared' the paleontological re])ort. Ile'spcnt eighteen
'"iith-^ in Oregon and returned to Louisvdle m 1 852, where he oc-

'.'l'i<'d nearly a year in makinir out the n-].oi}. ,,n p;!..,. ,<M]r.._ry for

•-^ brother, Dr. George Gct7 "^^
' ' ' '

' ''"'"r

^M't. H. R.Marcv. intheL'-l
J'-' 1^-5:^ Dr. Shumard can

1.1 Pah
Prof Swallo

connoissance of almost the eulirc euateru and middle
]
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tions of that State, and had just got his specimens collected and
arranged, when the war broke out, and he returned to St, Louis.

In the survey of Texas he found within the limits of that State

the most complete series of geological formations 1

'^'
' ' " i Union, ranging as they do from t

the latest tertiary, and presenting an aggregate
ny State in the Union, ranging as they do from the oldest

j

ozoic strata, to the latest tertiary, and presenting ;

thickness, estimated at not less than ten thousand i

ceeded in rescuing his library from Austin at the end of the war,

but never returned to prosecute the survey. His extensive collec-

tion of specimens is at the Bonham Female Seminary, where it was
his intention to have it arranged and labeled under his supervision

for the benefit of the people of St. Louis.

Doctor Shumard leaves a wife, and two daughters, one nine and

survey of Ireland, and Professor of Geology in the Royal College

of Science, died at Dublin on the 29th of July last, aged 58 years.

We cite the following notice of this able geologist from the Athe-

naeum of August 14th.

Joseph Beete Jukes was an Englishman. For the last nineteen

years he had been on the Irish Surveys. Prof. Jukes graduated at

St. John's College, Cambridge, in 1 836. He studied geology under

Sedgwicke, of whom he was a favorite pupil. After he left college

he sailed to and explored the north coast of Australia on board H.H.
S. Fly, to which he was appointed as Naturalist. Subsequently

he surveyed the island of Newfoundland. After his return from

that country he joined the English survey under Sir _H. De La

Beche, when Mr. Jukes examined some of the most intricate parts

of the geology of North Wales. Later he minutely worked out

the South Staffordshire coal-field, and wrote a description of it,

which was published among the Memoirs of the Geologi'^ol ^"i*-

vey. In 1850 Prof. Jukes was appomted to the directoi^hip of

the lush branch of the Sur\e), and in 185 3 was elected a Fellow

of the Ro> al Society. The book by ^v hich his name i» best kno^\ n

IS his ' btudtntS Manual of Geologj ' llis stjle as a v, ritci !- \ i-"-

bv ni'ture A\a^ open, sti'iu'htfoi \\ai<l xnd upiight. As a ftcia i^ 'I

ogist tew could suipi>>s Inni , in i inoinctit gia«;ping the k( \ t) i

counti\, and bciui,^ abk to c\pl un what otheis had puz/kd <
\n

for months. None tould geiieiali/e is he could, at the smit tiniL

he did not despise da uU He woiked out each spot of couiiti\

with minuttne^s L ndei his acute supeiMsion the igncou- i^tk-

led up and cl issihcd , and it hi> lift 'i ^

been -piled fur

knowkd-c<>t ^'

AMthoui bntl

the gcoloir}

a^ the solutions



V. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGRAPHY.

1. MacUmry andprocesses of the Industrial Arts, and Apparor
tus of the Exact Sciences ; by Fkedeeick A. P. Barnard, LL.D.,
IJ. States Commissioner, Paris Universal Exposition, ISCV. Wash-
ington: Government Printing Office, 1869. 8vo, pp. 669.—This
is an extremely valuable memoir upon a great number of impor-
tant topics connected with the Industrial Arts and the applications
of mechanical and physical principles, as these were illustrated in
the French Exhibition of 1867. These are considered in a system-
atic and exhaustive manner, in fourteen chapters, of which the
general headings are : I. The relation of invention to industrial
progress, pp. 1-25; H. Motors, pp. 25-127; III. Transmission of
force, pp. 128-150; lY. Accumulation of force, pp. 151-161; V.
Measure of force, pp. 162-168 ; VI Direct applications of force,

pp. 169-218
; VII. Meters for liquids and gas; Boiler feeders, pp.

219-236
; VEIL Machines and mechanical apparatus designed for

special purposes, pp. 237-280 ; IX. Processes and products, pp.
281-332

; X. Diving and Respiratory apparatus, pp. 332-346 ; XL
Improvements in the application of cold, pp. 346-360 ; XII. Arti-
ficial production of cold, pp. 361-402; XIII. Light-house illumin-
ation, pp. 403-416

; XIV. Printing and the graphic arts, pp. 417-
468. Under each of these general heads we find grouped a great
number of most interesting and important matters, about many of
which it is impossible to find elsewhere, if at all, so clear and ex-
act statements. The mere enumeration of the topics thus discuss-
ed would fill several pages of this Journal.
^The just claims of American skill and science are fully stated,

With occasional reclamations, among which we are glad to find
Tinder chapter XII, a fuU recognition of Prof. Alexander C. Twi-
ring's American lee Machine of 1850, wliich is unquestionably tlie

progenitor of all similar machines, and which has been most shame-
lessly pirated and appropriated by European inventors. Tn con-

much merit and importance, and of which the soundness auu cuni-
nicrcial value had been so fully demonstrated, both theoretically
•iiid experimentally, should, through tlie apathy or timidity of cap-
italists, have been permitted to be nes^lected in the country in
^vhich it originated, till foreign enterprize had seized upon it, and
developed it into a great industry."

Ihis Report is illustrated by well-executed wood cuts of the
niost important forms of apparatus discovered, 154 in number, and
^^_correctly and handsomely printed, under the supervision of Prof.

^^ • P. Blake, charged with editing the Reports of the United
"States Commissioners of the Paris Exposition of 1867.

2. Proceedings of the American Association for the Advance-
(^cience. Seventeenth Meeting, tieia

,1868. Cambridge: Published by Joi

8vo.—This volume, elegantly printed 'at the Essex Inst

ess, embraces twenty-six papers on mathematics, physic

JR. ScL—Sbcond Sbbibs, Vol. XLVni, No. 143.-aEFr., 1869.



and chemistry, and twelve papers on natural history, forming

together only about one-fourth part of the papers communicated

Inaugural Report of the Director of the Cincinnati Observatory, 30th June,

1868. Annual Report of the Director, 1st May, 1869. 48 pp. 8vo.

First Annual Report of the Trustees of the Peabody Academy of Science.

January, 1869. 104 pp. 8vo. Salem. 1869.

First Annual Report upon the Geology and Mineralogy of the State of New^

Hampshire ; by 0. H. Hitchcock, State Geologist and Hall Professor of Geology

and Mineralogy in Dartmouth College. 36 pp. 8vo.

Prodromus of a study of N. A. Presh-water Algse, by Dr. H. C. "Wood, Jr.

(Proc. Phil. Soc. Philad., vol. xi.) 23 pp. 8vo.

Nature: An illustrated Journal of Science. This new scientific journal, a

weekly of 24 pp., the first No. of which is to appear m October, has among its

Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sci., Philadelphia, Nos. 3 t

868.—p. 153, Variations of Epiga^a repens; T. Meehan.—-p
Luzula campestris; T. Meehan.—p. 157, Fresh-water origin of certain deposits o

153, Variations of Epiga^a repens; T. Meehan.—^. 166, Moncecism o

impestris; r. i/ee/jaw.—p. 157, Fresh-v
Sands and Clays in west New Jersey ; E. D. Cope.—

E. D. Cope.—p. 1 60, Descriptions of sevt
North Carolina ; I. Lea.—-p. 161, Descriptioi "

Unionidte from
Lower Cretaceous Formation of New Jersey; /. Lea.
Natural Order Iiliace«, as represented in the Flora o
Cal.; A. Wood.—p. 174, Notice of some Vertebrate 1

Texas; J. Leidy.—Tp. 177, Indication of Elotherium in California; J. Leidy.-

p. 177, Notice of Reptilian Remains from Nevada; J. Leidy.—^. 178, Notice o

Vertebrate Remains from the West Indian Is.; J. Leid]/.—^. 181, Remarks oi

Leaves of Coniferse ; T. Meehan—p. 183, Mitchella repens, a dioecious plant; ^

Meehan.—I). 184, Second contribution to the History of the Vertebrata of tli(

Miocene period of the U. S.; E. D. Cope.—^. 195, Notice of some remams o

Horses; J. Leidy.—p. 196, Notice of some extinct Cetaceans; J. Leidy.—v- 1^'

Remarks on a jaw fragment of Megalosaurus ; J. Leidy.—p. 200, Remarks or

Conosaurus of Gibbes; J. Leidy.—p. 203, The Crocodilian genua Perosuchus

E. D. Cope.—p. 205, Notice of American species of Ptychodus ; J. Leidy.--V

208, Synopsis of the Extinct Batrachia of North America; E. D. Cope.—p. 2-.1

Agaphelus, a genua of toothlesa Cetacea; E. D. Cope.—p. 227, Occurrence o

Cupriferous Ores in Texas; F. A. Genth.—p. 229, Notice of some Americai

Leeches; J. Leidy.—p. 230, Notice of some remains of extinct Pachyderms; J

Leidy.—p. 233, Some Cretaceous Reptilia; E. D. Cope.—p. 242, The Origm o
"- - " - - - - "umandPinus; T. Meehan.

-

Genera; E. D. Cope.—p. L . ,,

p. 305, Sixth Contribution to the Herpetology of Tropical'America ;
E. D-

Cope.—p. 313, Observations on some extinct Reptiles; E. D. Cope.-p. i^^-

Fruiting of Wisteria; T. Meehan.—p. 315, Notice of extinct Insectivora from

Dakota; J. Leidy.—p. 316, Observations on Reptnes of the Old World, Art- -

•

" " '^-- - — " in the Structure and Habits of the

Birds; G. K Lau
inhabiting the U. S.; J.LLe C:
tco; J. L. Le Conte.—p. 373, Sp
inhabiting America north of Me.\

Meek & .
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—

Historical and Geographical Notes on the earliest
[^'scoveries in America; by Henry Stevens of Vermont,

'^.A., etc., 4 Trafalgar Square, London.

EXPLANATORY.

February last the writer was asked bj his brother, Mr.

i

Stevens of New York, President of the Tehuantepec Eail-
^ 'Ompany, to contribute to his forthcoming book on Tehu-

1
'c, an Historical Introduction on the earliest discoveries

America, and on the routes of commerce of the Old World,
tracing their changes, especially so far as they had any direct
bearing on his project of Interoceanic Communication by way
of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. The writer accepted the op-
portunity, not expecting perhaps so much to aid the enteiprise
as to give shape and expression to certain ideas that had for
years been floating and growing in his mind respecting the en-
tanglement, in our earliest charts, of the northeast coast lines of
Asia and North America, and the confusion growing out of it,

ip the early history, geography, and chronology of the new Con-
tinent. In reprinting that paper here, with considerable revi-
sion and emendation, necessary to harmonize it, he finds it con-
'^enient to throw the chief additional matter into an explanatory
preface, rather than rewrite the whole.

-Recently vast stores of material of American history have
oeen brought to light. Old books and maps have turned up.
bibliography has become an exact science. Documents are
scrutinized anew, as they never were before. New histor-
ical books have been written, old ones revived, annotated, edited
ana reproduced, to such an extent that half an American his-
^M. JoTO. Scl-Second Series, Vol. XLVIII, No. 144.-Nov., 1869.
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torian's labor, before he begins bis narrative, consists in clear-

ing away tbe rubbish of his predecessors, and in reconciling

conflicting authorities. There is something manifestly wrong
in this, for the honest Muse of History is not such a muddler.

Truth is not so obscured in the other coast lines of this hemi-

In 1793 appeared the first volume of Muiios' great work.

The death of the author prevented its continuation. His man-

uscripts and his mantle fell to Seiior ISTavarrete, who published

in 1825 his first two volumes on the voyages of Columbus,

though the learned compiler had been diligently at work in of-

ficial and private archives since 1789, under the patronage of

the Spanish government Then followed in quick succession,

in 1828, a translation into French of Navarrete's volumes, with

3al Society

the world

I London The History of

Maritime Discovery^ followed and cut to pieces the next year

by Biddle's Memoir of Sebastian Cabot, which in turn was

roughly handled in 1832 in Tytler's Historical View of the

Northern Coasts of America. Finally in 1835-1839, after loug

and gigantic research, appeared Humboldt's Examen Critique^ a

digest of all that had preceded it respecting the causes that led

to the discovery of the New World ; the facts and dates of the

voyages of Columbus, Vespucci, and others ; the earliest charts,

etc. This incomparable work was a masterly survey of the

whole field of early American geography, and though unfinished

has been the parent ofinnumerable minor productions. The large

marine chart of the World by Juan de la Cosa, discovered by

Humboldt in 1832, was here used for the first time, and was in

many respects the great philosopher's grand card. More re-

cently the labors of Kuntsmann in Munich, of Santarem and

Jomard in Paris, of Ghillany in Nuremberg, of Eawdon Brown
in Tenice, of Bergenroth in Sjjain, have brought to light valu-

able original material illustrative of maritime discovery prior

to 1492, as well as of the voyages of Columbus, Vespucci, the

Cabots, Behaim, and others. Still more recently many subjects

of great interest and importance pertaining to our earhest ge-

ogi-aphy have been elaborated by Messrs. LaSagra, Lelewel,

D'Avezac, Vamhagen, Major, Peschel, Bancroft, Helps, Park-

man, B. Smith, Murphy, Lenox, Asher, Hale, Bead, Deane, and

not least by Brevoort, until one is ready to exclaim of the old voy-

agers, Are their ways past finding out? Yet there still exists

the old entanglement in the American and Asiatic coast hues

and the old confusion in our primitive annals and geography-

A new summing up of North American discovery has a[J-

peared in a magnum opus published in April of this year by
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the Maine Historical Society, nominally the History of the Dis-

I work

the Maine Historical Society, nominally the History of the Dis-
covery of Maine, but really the history of the discovery of
the whole eastern coast of North America. This learned work

paper on the/owr voyages of John and Sebastian Cabot, by M.
D'Avezac of Paris, in which the distinguished French geog-
raplier, on several important points, expresses views precisely
opposite to those of Dr. Kohl. Both of course cannot be right,
but this affords an apt illustration of the present confused con-
dition of our geogi-aphy. However, whether in all respects the
Maine volnme will stand the test of criticism or not, the Histor-
ical Society of Maine is deserving of high commendation for

" boldly and so honestly put forth this expensive f

whole question is now brought down to date and set up between
two boards for public view and judgment. No geographer has

g yet done the work better, and the only wonder is that Dr.
-K-ohl could have done so much and so well, even from his point
*^^jiew, in the short time allowed him. But

—

Still the writer does not find his cravings for true and exact
history satisfied. Eternal may, perhaps, and probably, are the
menials of Fiction, seldom of History. Another method of
treating our ancient records, he has thought, might possibly
throw new light on the old geographical puzzles that have come
do\ni to us from and before the Great Discoverer, and reveal the
^'^^- 'rhe truth is that the history of the early voyages is so

^(^'nuddled by recent writers (and the newly discovered old ma-
Is seem onlv to add to the confusion) that nothing short of

,^ ,. ... . . , ^ -, .....r.._-..^^f fj^^^

ill enable
overhauling of first principles, and resifting of facts,

^iiuc'l by rigid chronology and compound scrutiny, will enable
'^-^ to take clear observations, to ascertain our bearings and show
^-i whither we have drifted these four hundred years. The
yritcr does not pretend that he is competent to do this himself,
tijoii<rh he owns to the consumption of no little midnight petro-
'« ini in trying to read old records by the new light. He has

ted, after many years of bibkographical study, to sxep

3 shoes of the old navigators, pilots and cosmographers,

^ they saw, beginning fifty years before, and coming down
a century after Columbus, taking up the sequence of

as they occurred, and excluding rigidly all subsequent
ny. In the following paper he has given a rapid sketch

of his observations from this point of view. A few of
' ^' sufiiciently startling if true, but require, no doubt,
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furtlier elucidation and a full declaration of authorities. These,

when space is more abundant. Meanwhile the reader is invited

to study well the accompanying photo-lithographic facsimiles

of some of the oldest and most important maps ajad charts per-

taining to our coasts. It is not permitted to every one to see

and touch the precious originals, scattered and secluded as they

are, in various public and private repositories, throughout Europe

and America. Kot three persons exist probably who have seen

them all. The copies here given, imperfect as they are, speak

clearly to the eye, and will doubtless repay careful examination,

though a few explanations may aid the reader in understanding

And firsts The Portolano, or marine chart of Juan de la Cosa,

made by him at Puerto de Santa Maria, near Cadiz, in 1500

[Plate I]. The original, bought at a public sale in Paris about

twenty years ago, for the Queen of Spain, against the writer,

for 4020 francs, is now preserved in the Eoyal Library at Mad-
rid. It is on oxhide, five feet nine inches long, by three feet

two inches wide, cut square off at the tail, a little beyond the

Ganges and Golden Chersonesus, so as to be attached to a rol-

ler
; and rounded at the back of the neck, so as to be tied with

a ribbon when rolled up after the manner of ancient portolani.

The whole world is laid down, including the entire 360 degrees

of longitude, on a given scale of fifteen Spanish leagues to a

degree. The chart is well drawn, in colors and heightened with

gold, altogether a work of art of considerable pretention. It

is acknowledged by competent judges, to be the earliest, the

most important and the most authentic geographical monument
relating to the western discoveries that has come down to us.

It was not discovered until after Munos, Navarrete, Irving, Biddle

and Tytler had written their works, and hence Humboldt used it

constantly and with effect in his Examen Critique, as well as in his

supplemental chapter prefixed to Ghillany's Martin Behaim in

1853. A full sized facsimile was published by M. Jomard, on

three double elephant folio sheets, some fifteen years ago. Of

the western sheet, or third, not colored, the accompanying re-

duced facsimile is taken. La Sagra, Lelewel, Ghillany, Kohl
and others have used it extensively and described it. All ge-

ographers admit its importance, but many raise objections

greatly diminishing its authority. These objections have hith-

erto been deemed unanswerable. They are : First, That Cuba
is represented as an island in the year 1500, and is misshaped

at the western extremity by curving to the south so as to form

a kind of gulf, when in fact it was not ascertained to be an

island till Ocampo circumnavigated it in 1508, and found it to

extend considerably farther to1;he west than La Cosa's, and hav-

ing no such curve. Second, that the American coast line ex-

tending from a point west of Cuba to the Mar descubierta por

Yngleses gives no proper idea of the Gulf of Mexico, Flonda,
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New York, Cape Cod and other strongly marked coasts, in fact
is mere guess work. Third, that the discoveries of the Cabots
and Cortereals are not properly laid down, and that the coast line
does not resemble that from Cape Kace westward. And fourth,
that ''the map has no indication of the degrees of latitude

"

(Kohl p. 152) and longitude.
These four objections answered, Juan de la Cosa is vindicated,

""asCo-
tCuba

o - .
.,rofl494

. 't< !• Columbus, in his second voyage, had sent home from His-

I
t'ufJa (hi-^^ Zipangu or Japan) the larger part of his fleet un-

^Vutonio de Torres, he resolved with three caravels and
11 eighty men, to go on an exploring expedition along the
i. ^ide of Cuba (which he for sometime persisted in naming
!Ki) supposing it to be continental, or that part of Asia near

'
1 Miui. This little fleet reached Cuba on the last day of April

"' :i ])ohit named Cabo de Fundabril, fii*st called by Columbus
^'a!'o Alpha and Omega, the point where the West ends
:iii'l the East begins. Proceeding westward they touched at
'' '!iv places, the names of most of which, laid down by La
' -

'. can readily be recognized in the narratives of the Cura
'"- Palacios "and Peter Martyr, as well as in later maps.
-" names are Cabo de Cruz, Cabo del Serpienta, Fumos, Cabo

-
' iin, ]\fangni, Mont, Bienbaso, &c. At length they came to a

"' in the coast to the southwest. This place Columbus
' ' 'U'd Cabo de Bienespera, or Cape of Good Hope, a guiding
p'^iut leading him on toward the Golden Chersonesus, the

l">urne of his hopes. Here on the 12th of June, 1494, Colum-
biH. being compelled to turn back from shortness of provisions,

caused his captains, his pilots, his master of charts, and all his

sailors to sign a dt^claration under oath, that they believed Cuba
t(^ bo ]-)art of the Continent of Asia, near Mangi ; and Juan de
la Co^a added the further particulars that he never saw and
never heard tell of any island 835 leagues long, and hence he
believed Cuba to be in Asia. A little further on to the south-

southwest, amid shoals and islands, picking his way and grazing
the sands, Columbus reached another place which he named Evan-
gelista. Here, from the mast head, one might see coasts to the

north, the Bay of Cortes and the Cayos de Indios to the west,

and land to the southwest and south, the whole, with islands

and keys, appearing continuous so as to form a gulf of consid-

erable extent studded with islets. This body ofVater Colum-
bns mistook for the Gulf of Ganges !

" Ind'ise Gangetidis con-

tmentem earn esse plagam contendit Colonus," wrote Peter Mar-
tjr to Cardinal Bernardino, August, 1495, on the authority of
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a letter to him from Columbus himself. This place -was*the

farthest point touched in the expedition, "hanc ultimam exist-

emati continentis oram quam ille [Columbus] attigit, vocavit

Evangelistam," again wrote P. Martyr. The Admiral longed to

go on down the coast, double the Golden Chersonesus, visit

Calicut and Arabia, and so return to Spain, ever going west,

but necessity compelled him, the next day, to set his face to-

ward Hispaiaiola. Here then is the key of this mystery, the pa-

rent of a hundred geographical blunders, in later maps. Evan-
gelista is on the west side of the Isle of Pines, the Cape of Good
Hope is on Cuba to the N.N.E. near Batabano, and a dash of

green paint, the conventional color for terra incognita in old por-

tolani, marks a "cut-off" and completes the Gulf of Ganges I

This simple cut-off shows that all beyond was unknown. Three
days more, had Columbus persevered toward the west, would
have brought him to the end of Cuba, and dispelled all his

grand visions of the Province of Mangi, and the incomparable
riches of the Grand Kahn of Cathay. Cuba is then here not

an island, but is merely cut off in the usual way by La Cosa
himself who was there with the Admiral, and who laid down
the track of the whole expedition with marvellous truthfulness.*

The answer to the second objection, as to the American coast

* Ruypch, seven years later (PL 2, No. 3) understood this perfectly, and in Ma
Continental Cuba marked this cut-off more distinctly. He has prescn'ed tlie "Gulf
of Gansres," but has dissrui^pd some of the names of places. Cape S<-raphin %vhere

(who probably never saw

Latro de Loro of Ruysch b

of Cuba, becomes C. del n

the'SiisSs
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line from the west of Cuba to Bacalaos is simply that La Cosa
intended that line for Asia. In 1500 neither he nor anybody
else suspected or dreamed of an intervening Continent. La Cosa
projected a map of the whole world, the Eastern Asia of Marco
Polo and Sir John Mandeville included. Cutting his map off
at the Golden Chersonesus, beyond the Ganges, so as to attach
it to a roller, how else could he complete Asia and the 360 de-
gress of longitude but by the line he drew on the other side of
the globe ? Asia and America are not loth laid down. Which
IS omitted ? If this line be the unknown new Continent, what
has he done with the well known part of the old Continent?
Furthermore, where are Zipangu and the islands of the Eastern
Archipelago described by Marco Polo and so ardently sought by
Columbus? If Cuba be Zaiton or Mangi, surely" Hispaniola
must be Zipangu [PL 2, No. 8]. How else could Columbus
reason ? Let it be borne in mind that there is great similarity
m the coasts of Eastern Asia and America. From all this it is

apparent that La Cosa and his map are not responsible for erro-
neous conclusions drawn by modem geographers.
The third objection, respecting the coast line of the Cabots

and the Cortereals, from Cape Eace westward, may be met by
the fact that La Cosa has laid down no such line. Cape Eace is

m latitude 46° 40'. and Cape Sable in Nova Scotia, is 43° 24',

La Cosa's coast line in the north, marked by five English flags,

begins at latitude 53° N., that is the Straits of Belle Isle, and
extends very nearly west to the meridian of the Yirgin Islands.
It is, in short, the northern coast of the Gulfof St. Lawrence, pret-
ty accurately depicted. Of course it is to be understood that
the Cabots in 1497, as well as La Cosa in 1500, supposed this

coast to be in Eastern Asia. This chart carefully compared with
Sebastian Cabot's map of 1544 [PI. 4, No. 1,] and studied with
the new material lately brought to light by Mr. Eawdon Brown
[n Venice, and Mr. Bergenroth in Madri'd, will, it is believed,

harmonize well, as contemporary documents, and throw into the

shade the loose gossip, long after date, reported by Butrigarius
and Peter Martyr. The words Mar descuhierta par Yngleses,

instead of liar Oceanus, show it to be a sea or giilf and not the
open ocean. If the reader will lay down on La Cosa's chart

Newfoundland, Cape Briton Island, Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick in their proper latitudes and longitudes, he wiU
doubtless be surprised at the result, espeeiallT when he com-
pares it with the map of F. G. in Hakluyt's 'Peter Martyr of
1587 [PI. 3, No. 1]. The discoveries of the Cortereals could
not have been known by La Cosa in 1500.
'^Q fourth objection is answered by simply looking for a mo-

n^ent at the original map, or at M. Jomard's facsimile, and not at

the imperfect ones generally in use. The indications of lati-

tude and longitude are abundant, and there is a good scale both
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at tlie top and the bottom of the chart. The equator is gi\^n,

and tlie tropic of Cancer, 23^°, and guiding lines or parallels pass

through the Straits of Gibralter 36°, and Paris 48° 40'. These
fixetl points, with the scale, will help the reader to the latitude of
any other pla(!e. Longitude can be determined in a similar wuv.
The eclipse th.it took place ia Sept , 1494, immediately after his return t<- 11^-

pauiola from Cuba, was a most importaut event for Oolumbn«, because ir on .Lied

him to determine the longitude of his di^ooveriea. He found that the mid. lie wf

marks this distance to l)e about 6^°, sumeiently near, coiisiderinj? the nnHJ..- of
measuring time then, before Copernicus had commanded the sun to stand ntill.

Columbus' mistakes in latitude are difficult to be accounted for. but they do not

in tlie south, as laid down by Lti Cosa.
Now if these objections are fairly answered. La Cosa not only emerges cleared

the early annals of America. It tells posterity, as' it is told nowhere else so truth-

fully, of Columbus, his discoveries and his inist-ikes, and depicts m honest lines

jiist how fur the (Jreat Explorer groped his wav blindfolded toward the west.
The Amencan historian has no longer any difficulty in tracing tlie track of

continenfcil or Asiatic Cuba. He sees how the Asiatic lines grew' in the map of
Ruyseh of 150S, while tho^e of La Cosa remained the same • how al^o in the maps of
Bernard Sylvanus in 1511, of the gymnasium of St. Die in 151.S, of the Margarita
Phdosophica in 1515, of Apian and Schoner in 1520, of Bordono in 1521, of

maKers, it is not to be wondered at that the discoveries of Balboa, of Magella

the cognoscntl of the Congress of Badajos. Before 1520 the Portuguese bogi
comprehend better the longitude of the Moluccas and other of their possessior

doibt
^"^

first "tran<-e -nie^^es^were recor-led IS to the ex ent and direc ion of the

,
by Schc^^er and others, but after

t.^r^
of Cortes

artcd projection of Orontius Fine n July. 153 1 [Plate 3, Xo ?and4].
n describing hia own newlv improved globe ii

south of the

]5:i2, exactlv describes

The South Sea was represented a
orward to Racnlaos. One ciui readUy see how aU this grew
ee how, by slow degrees, their false Asia reced
year, as the west.m coast of Anie ica and thee stern coast of

by Spmish, English. French and R «sian navig tors, till the -ear 1727,

trait was opened by Behring. and A ica be«ime di

the writer's intention to trv and trac t explora-

e entire coast of the United Strifes, Sa^foHh^^^
nged by Capt. John Smith before 16 f he had

Tbo l{(.v I r. Leonard W >ods, late

of B(U'doiu'Sege,'"Cs'L the anvil as alreadv
Society's next volume, an oriifina unpublishe l^m-amS^^ Kirf\ard

nf the highest historical and geog aphical inte
discourse concerning the greato neeessitie and n -ties that

grow to this Realme of Englande ;lS;.j;;j;*^^>}intheyerel58.i,b;mchardellackhui ... at the r

alter Raleigh before the com.vnge home of his two Barkes [from Virginia]" .«

^

"JI
•

l'

,™"''"'"^"P*' C'^nsisting of .'^Lxt.r-three large closely ^'^i^*^" 'jj^
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"rical and Geographical Mtes, 1453—1530; by Henky
^ lKVEns, of Yermont, F.S.A., etc., Trafalgar Square, London.

A retrospect of four centuries, with a rapid glance at tlie

I'l-o-roris of modem discovery, exploration and invention, will
l)ri)hably serve as an appropriate introduction to our projected
>chonie of Interoceanic Communication by means of tlie Teliu-
aiJtoj)ec Railway, and sliow that the time is near at hand for its

accDiiiplishment Let us, therefore, go back for a moment, and
survey the little old world and its inhabitants as they appeared
about the middle of the fifteenth century. According to Ptol-
emy, the best recognized authority, whose geography had stood
the test of thirteen hundred years, the then known world was
a strip of some seventy degrees wide, mostly north of the equa-
tor, with Cadiz on the west, and farthest India or Cathay on the
east, lying ])ctwcen the frozen and burning zones, both impassa-
ble by man, Tlie inhabitants, as far as known in Europe, were
Christians and Mohamedans, the one sect about half the age of
the otlter. Christendom, the elder, that once held considerable
portions of Asia and Africa, had been driven back inch by inch,
iii ---||ite of the Crusades, even from the Holy Land, the place of
ii^ l)irth, up into the northwest corner of Europe; and both in
'amis and people was outnumbered six to one by the followers
^f Maliomet For seven hundred years the fairest provinces of
Si>ain acknowledged the sway of the Moors, and the Mediter-
ranean, from Jarta to the Grates of Hercules, was under their

control. The crescent was constantly encroaching on the cross

;

"R'hile Christendom, schismatic, dismayed, demoralized and dis-

lieartened, seemed almost incapable of further resistance.

India beyond the Granges, from the days of Moses, Alexan-
^^* ''. :!iid Aristotle, to say nothing of the geographers Pompo-
}i"^- Mela, Strabo and Ptolemy, was deemed the land of prom-
^;"- the abode of luxury, the source of wealth, and the home of

apices
; but the routes of commerce thither, via Yenice and

"i, by the Red Sea, Egypt, the Nile, Arabia, Asia Minor,
! 5 lack and Caspian Seas, through Persia and Tartary, were
• V one being closed to Christians. The profits of the over-

<';trrying trade were mostly in the hands of the Arabians,

V " nihorited it from the Romans; but Memphis, Thebes, and
•--ir.), that flourished by it, had declined as it fell oif, and yielded
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to Alexandria nearer the sea. Finally, in 1453, Constantino-

ple, the Christian city of Constantine, fell into the hands of the

Turks, and with it the commerce of tke Black Sea and the Bos-

phorus, the last of the old trading routes from the East to the

West Christendom for a time was disconsolate, and could only
" pray for the contention of the Turks." The whole of the car-

rying trade passed into the hands of middle men or agents, who
passed goods without news, and India became more a land of

mystery than ever ; but this apparent misfortune proved to be

the beginning of a new and brighter era.

The learned Christians of Constantinople, with nothing but

their heads and their books, fled in exile into Italy, and became
its schoolmasters. At once began there the revival of learning,

which soon extended throughout the West. " Westward the

course of empire takes its way." The Medici family of Italy,

at Yenice and Florence, welcomed these learned Grreeks, and

bought their precious manuscripts of ancient lore. The gun-

powder of Europe had already silenced the Greek Fire of Asia.

On the Ehine the young printing press was just giving forth its

first sheets. The compass and the astrolabe, recent inventions,

began now to give confidence to mariners and teach them that,

though the old paths of trade overland were closed, they might

venture on new ones over sea. In 1453, in western Europe

there was no tea, no cofi"ee, no tobacco, no Indian com, no po-

tatoes ; and many of the necessities of our day were not even

known as luxuries. Though the Crusades had failed in their

immediate objects, they had exposed the secrets of the India

trade, and the vast revenues of the eastern cities. The manu-

script travels of Marco Polo and Sir John Mandeville had found

their way into the hands of thinking men. Venice was already

waning, preparatory to 3delding its trade to Portugal, the then

most rising and active meantime power. Prince Henry the Nav-

igator had still ten years to live to carry out his great schemes

of discovery and exploration of the western coast of Afnca.

stood alone. At the early age of fifteen he had a successful

brush with the Moors at Ceuta, opposite Gibraltar ; and by 141»

had crept down the coast of AMca to Cape Nun, lat. 28 40

,

the southern boundary of Morocco. In 1434 his captains doub-

led Cape Boyador, and seven years after obtained from Fope

Martin Y. a grant to the crown of Portugal of all he should dis-

cover from this cape to the Indies. In 1442 Rio del Oro was

reached, and gold and negro slaves brought back. These were

two real stimulants to Portuguese discovery, avarice, pride, an

wealth, though the conversion of the inficlels to Christianity,

was, no doubt, a strong additional motive power. The remtro-

duction of negro slavery, and the part it soon played in com-
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merce and the \vorld's progress, may be ascribed to Prince Hen-
ry. He encouraged the traffic, which, with the love of gold
and the hatred of the Moors, aroused his countrymen to 1

'

and insured the promotion of discovery, in so much that
by the time of the fall of Constantinople, his captains had
reached Cape Verde, lat 14° 45' N., probably a few degrees be-
yond, and had exploded the old theory of a boiling belt about
the equator.

In all ages there had been a prevailing notion that one might
sail round Africa ; but when once it was demonstrated that Por-
tuguese sailors could cross the equator and survive, Prince
Henry's vague idea of reaching the land of spi - - •

was confirmee *' " ' ' -
and training

of the fall of Constantinople, Italy and Portugal had reached that
turn for adventure and enterprise, which spread like wildfire
throughout the other states of Europe, and caused the entire
revolution in the commerce of the worid.

In 1453, Columbus was a lad of six years at Genoa, Vespucci
of two at Florence and John Cabot a youth at Venice. The
new learning at once took deep root When these three Italian
boys became men, behold how changed ! The sciences oi mathe-
matics, astronomy, and navigation had grown with their growth,
and developed with marvelous rapidity. The press had spread
broadcast the learning of the ancients. The secrets of the earth
were inquired into and revealed. Many islands of the Atlantic
had been discovered and described, and sailors knew the coasts
of Europe and Africa from Iceland to Cape Verde. But above
all, the knowledge of the sphericity of our earth was no longer
confined to philosophers. Alexander had told Aristotle what
he knew of the East, and Aristotle had written down that there
was but a small space of sea between Spain and the eastern
coast of Asia. Strabo had said that nothing stood in the way
01 a westerly passage from Spain to India but the great breadth
of the Atlantic Ocean ; but Seneca said this sea might be passed

jj
a few days with favorable winds. Pomponius Mela and

Macrobius put in like testimony, with certain diflficulties about
passing burning zones, and the earth being shaned like an e^g
floating in water. All these opinions were renashed and di-

gested by Ptolemy of Alexandria, in the second century, who
nrst properly reduced the globe into ZQO degrees of latitude and
jongitude. In latitude he was as correct as he was incorrect in

f18 longitude. Roger Bacon, an Englishman, again summar-
^ed these theories in his Opus Majus, in the thirteenth century

;

^?o in the fifteenth century, Pierre d'Ailly, a Frenchman, re-

newed the whole question, bringing togetlier the opinions of
fbe ancient writers named, as well as the fathers of the church,
including modem philosophers, travelers, and theologians, es-
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pecially Eoger Bacon, Marco Polo, and Gerson, and gave to the

world liis well-known Imago Mundi. This celebrated work, fin-

ished in 1-ilO, was afterward the guide, companion and friend

of Columbus. The learned author was for three years Provost

of the ancient Ecclesiastical College of St. Die in Lorraine, away
up in the Vosges Mountains, in the remotest comer of France.

This was on the very spot where, nearly a century later, in the

G-ymnasium within the same precincts, a confraternity of some
half dozen earnest students, lovers of geography, of whom the

poet Mathias Ringman was the soul, in a little work called Cos-

mographice Introduction printed there in the kalends of May, 1507,

suggested that the Mundus Novus of Vespucci should be named
America, after a man, inasmuch as Europe and Asia had been
named after women. Thus a little mountain town of France
first gave aid and comfort to Columbus and afterwards a name
to the New World.
As early as 1474, Paul Toscanelli, a learned physician of Flor-

ence, sent to Columbus a Chart made after the narrative of Mar-

co Polo, and was in correspondence with him on these very

subjects, showing that even then the plans of Columbus were

maturing. In 1478, the great geographical work of Ptolemy,
with the twenty-seven beautiful copper plate maps, was printed

at Rome, and about the same time many other of the ancient

historians, poets, philosophers, mathematicians, and astronomers

saw the light. The Imago Mundi was printed at Louvain, in

1483, and there still exists at Seville, Columbus' own copy, with

manuscript notes said to be his, discovered and described about

forty years ago by our countryman, Washington Irving.

Meanwhile, the work of discovery and exploration was ear-

nestly pursued by the Portuguese. In 1454 Prince Henry se-

cured the services of Cadamosto, an intelligent Venetian, well

acquainted with the trade of the Mediterranean and the East,

and sent him down the coast of Africa, where he reduced the

explorations and the trade to order, and pushed southward the

discoveries to the Cape Verde Islands by 1460, the year of Hen-

ry's death. By 1462 Pedro de Cintra had crept down the coast

to some 300 miles beyond Sierra Leone. In 1463 Gibraltar

was captured by Spain from the Moors. Kings Alphonso and

John continued the African discoveries with so much energy

that, after Diogo Cam's passing Congo in 1484, the bold captam,

Bartholomew Bias, reached the Cape of Good Hope, and looked

beyond it in 1487, thus completing with marvelous perseverance

an exploration of some six thousand miles of coast line in sev-

enty years. Ba^rtholomew Columbus was in this last expedition.

ifeanwhile King John had sent overland through Egypt 1 e-

dro de Covilham, to India and Eastern Africa to gain in{<>r:iui-

tion and report. In 1487 he reported that he had visited < > r

Goa, Calicut, etc., and had seen pepper and ginger, and : '
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of cloves and cinnamon. He visited the eastern coast of Africa,
went down as far as Sofala, and returning northward, sent a
message to King John that he had learned for certain that if
Dias should pursue his course round Africa he would reach
India over the Eastern Ocean via Sofala. This theoretical dis-

covery of Covilham exactly coincided with the practical one of
Dias.

All these events were but leading up to the grandest discovery
the world ever knew, but it is difhcult to trace the precise origin
and the gradual development of the plans of Columbus. We
know, however, that at the early age of fourteen he went to sea,

educated with small knowledge of Latin and less Greek ; and
in 1474, at the age of twenty-seven, was in correspondence with
Toscanelli, and became the father of Diego, the boy for whom,
some ten years later, he begged a night's lodging at the Convent
of La Eabida. By the year 1487, when the mystery of a path
to India around Africa was solved, he had not only completely
worked out his great idea of sailing West to find the East ; but
had offered his servdces in carrying it out, first to his native city,

Genoa, without success, and had two years before brought it

to Spain from Portugal where his proposals had been openly
spumed and ridiculed, but treacherously though unsuccessfully
tested._ It is tolerably certain that much of his time had been
spent in active and practical maritime service, for he had been
down the coast of Africa as far as El Mina ; had resided at
Porto Santo, one of the out-lying Portuguese islands of the At-
lantic, the daughter of whose first governor had become his wife

;

had visited England and Iceland, and was acquainted with the
whole of the Mediterranean. His brother Bartholemew had
been a chart-maker at Lisbon, and was his advocate at the court
of Henry VIL
We know from the wiitings of his son Ferdinand that Colum-

bus was both a practical and a learned mathematican as well as

navigator. He had read probably aU the compilations named
above, and his own experience, together with what he had learned
from the Portuguese, had enabled him, with his Marco Polo in
his pocket, to sift all the vague and contradictory notions of the
ancients as to the Antipodes and the shape of our earth, as well
as to cypher out a theory of his own. For seven long years,

after being worn out and disgusted elsewhere, he danced attend-

ance on the Spanish court, with no fortune but his idea ; some-
times threadbare and barefooted, ever pressing his suit, never
flagging in his confidence, questioned and ridiculed by com-
inissions of geographers and scientific men, without ever being
able to penetrate the conservative ignorance of the learned and
courtly, or, as he complained, to convince any one man how it

^aa possible to sail west to reach the East But Time was
working for him then, as it is now for Interoceanic Communi-
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The fortietli year from the fall of Constantinople, the forty-

fifth of the age of Columbus, witnessed the death of Lorenzo
de Medici ; but other suns were rising. Copernicus, in the far

north, was in his twentieth year; Erasmus, his twenty-fifth;

Cortez, his seventh ; and Luther, his tenth. Martin Behaim, the

old geographer of the Azores, aged sixty-two, was home on a

visit to his native city of Nuremberg, from which the tide of

commerce was ebbing. Here, in 1492, he made his famous globe

of the whole world, as if to lay down upon it all the knowledge

witnessed the expulsion of the Moors from Spain, the opening
of the Mediterranean, and the discovery of America. Moham-
edanism received its first check, and Christendom received a

New World. These three Italian boys had become men. When
Columbus had balanced his egg for Spain, it was easy for Ves-

pucci and the Cabots to do it for Portugal and England. Italy,

whose noble sons did this in foreign service, never acquired a

foot of the newly discovered lands for herself, yet how much of

the honor was and stiU is hers.

In 1493, within three months from the return of Columbus,
Alexander VI, a Spaniard, a Pope of not a year's standing,

wishing to reward Ferdinand and Isabella, for their struggles

in expeUing the Moors, divided our globe into two parts, by a

line of demarcation passing from pole to pole, one hundred
leagues west of the Azores and Cape Verde islands, giving to

Spain all she should discover within 180^ to the west of it,

leaving to Portugal all her Afirican discoveries and the Indies

for 180^ east of it But poor Portugal, that had been strug-
-"--; seventy years in the dark in her circuitous route t~

^-^'^

round Africa, jealous of the new short cut of Columbus, which

had been offered to her and refused, protested against the

position of this meridian. It was finally settled in the treaty

of Tordesillas, of June, 1494, with the Pope's approval, that

the line should stand at three hundred and seventy leagues

west of the Azores. Had the King of Portugal's geographer
and pilots advised him to contend for a line farther east instead

of farther west, he would have received within his half the

Moluccas and the other Spiceries. As some compensation for

this geographical blunder, however, he secured a foothold m
Brazil. Both nations were now running a race of discoverv of

India by divers routes. By India is here meant all the East

beyond the Ganges, including China, Cathay, Mangi, Japan,

and the Spice Islands. The acquisitions of the Spaniards were

named the West Indies, while those of the Portugese were

called the East Indies.

Never was great discovery n
Letter of Christopher Columbus, t
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respecting the Islands of India beyond the Ganges lately discov-

ered,'' dated February, 1493. Columbus thought his success
complete. He aimed at Zipangu, or Japan, and to his dying
day in 1506, believed that he had found it nearly where his cal-

culations had placed it, but never was man more mistaken, and
never did mistake produce greater results. Believing our earth
to be a globe, Columbus reasoned correctly that by sailing west
he would come to the East of Marco Polo, but from want of
knowledge of longitude, he, like everybody else, from Ptolemy
down, was vastly deceived as to the size of the globe. From
Cadiz to the Granges the distance had been computed from the
days of Alexander at about 180°, or half round the globe.

From the Ganges to the Corea and Cathay, and thence to

Zipangu fifteen hundred miles more, the distance was also

exaggerated by Marco Polo. So that, still going east, the dis-

tance from Zipangu to Cadiz was calculated to be about equal
to the space from Palos to Saint Domingo. Upon this error in

longitude hung no doubt the problem of circumnavigating the
globe, for had Columbus suspected the real distance to Japan
by the west, he would never probably have ventured to pene-
trate the "sea of darkness," or have found sailors bold enough
to accompany him. The actual distance from San Francisco to
Hong Kong is nearly one-third more than Columbus had reck-
oned it from Spain to Japan.
The sensation produced throughout Europe by this discov-

ery of a short and direct route to India was great, but for

nearly forty years nobody suspected the truth. The simple
letter of Columbus in various editions, in prose and verse, was
about all that was published for ten years, but the intelligence

gave a new impulse to maritime discovery and commercial
enterprise. Columbus, with full honors, sailed in 1493, with a
well equipped fleet to explore his Eastern Archipelago. He
returned to Spain in June, 1496. Juan de la Cosa, author of
the world-renowned portolano of 1500, went with him as Master
of Charts in this second voyage. They proceeded directly to

Dominica, one of the Windward Islands, thence to Porto Kico,

St. Domingo, south side of Cuba, Jamaica, &c.

^ The Portuguese now redoubled their energies, and in 1497-98,

"^yasco da Gama, just ten years after Bias' discovery of the Cape,

circumnavigated Africa and reached Calicut The same year
John Cabot under a Patent of Henry YII, dated March 6,

1496, in trying for a short cut to Cathay by the northwest, dis-

covered certain islands, probably in the GuK of St Lawrence,
aud took possession, supposing them to be off China, and
erected conjointly the flags of England and Venice, on the 24th
"''

-^nne, 1497. The next year Sebastian Cabot, under a supple-

'-llicense dated Feb. 3,1498, sailed again with the view
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of planting a colony and promoting trade, but no contemporary-

account of the voyage being known, it is difficult to extract any
reliable information of this failure irom the confused gossiping

reports that have come down to us. The discoveries of 1497
were in 1498 reported to the kings of Spain by their vigilant

ambassador in London, with the intimation that he had seen

John Cabot's chart, and would send home a copy of it. What
steps followed it is difficult now to trace, but the result appears

to be that Henry VII, never following up ihe discoveries after

1498, Sebastain Cabot remained quietly at home till after the

death of Henry, when in 1512 he took service under the king

of Spain, permitting his English and Venetian rights of dis-

covery and plantation to lapse. Thus ended the first English

and Venetian attempts to reach Cathay by the northwest.

On the 30th of May, 1498, in his third voyage, Columbus
first touched the continent of America in Venezuela, though
some contend that Vespucci had anticipated him by nearly one

year. The natives called it Paria, and Columbus reasoned him-

self into the behef that it was Paradise, whence our first parents

had been driven. In 1499, Vicente Yanez Pinzon and Alonzo
de Ojeda, private traders, with the latter of whom was Vespucci
on his second voyage, visited Brazil under Spanish flags ; and
in 1500 Brazil was discovered accidentally (?) by Cabral, in

that great fleet which the success of Gama had called forth.

He was blown out of his course on his way to India, and took

possession for the Portuguese. Portugal thus gained undis-

puted possession of Eastern Brazil by rule of ignorance of

longitude, claiming it as hers because it was east of the line of

demarcation. All the science of Spain at that time could not

disprove this, and therefore Pinzon abandoned it to the Portu-

guese. The same year the Portuguese hearing of the voyages

of the Cabots, and probably suspecting irreverence in the

English for Papal bull lines of demarcation, sent Gaspar Cor-

tereal to follow in their track, who returned in the fall of 1500.

Between May 15 and the 8th of October, 1501, a second voyage

with two ships was made by Gaspar Cortereal, and laborers

(slaves) brought back to Lisbon, but Gaspar himself never

returned. A third voyage was undertaken by Miguel Cortereal

fi-om Lisbon to the northwest the 10th of May, 1502, in search

of his brother, but no tidings ever came back. Then the kmg
dispatched two more vessels to cruise in search of the missmg
ones, but they returned without any trace of the lost brothers,

and thus ended the Portuguese attempts to reach Cathay by

the northwest.

In 1501 New Granada, Darien, and Panama were taken pos-

session of for the Spanish by Bastides, and in 1501-2 Vespucci

explored the coast of Brazil for the Portuguese, it is said, as far

as 50^ S. lat, within two or three degrees of the strait, and m
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1502 there was written an account of his expedition, wliicli was
soon after printed, under the title of Mundus Novus. The
years 1502 to 1504 were occupied by Columbus in his fourth
and last voyage, in which he was accompanied by his brother
Bartholomew, and his son Ferdinando who afterwards WTote a
life of his father. He explored the coasts of Central America
from Truxillo in Honduras to Darien, still looking for the
G-anges and inquiring for the home of the Grand Kahn. An
account of this voyage, coming down to July 7, 1503, was
printed at Venice in 1505.
In 1502 Yalentim Fernandez, a Gei-man, attached to the

household of the ex-queen of Portugal, edited and printed at
Lisbon a collection of voyages in the Portuguese language,
comprising Marco Polo, Nicolo Conti, Santo Stephano, &c.,

with a view of stirring up the people to a more lively interest

in the commerce and navigation of the Indies. The success of
Columbus and the Cabots is referred to, and the speedy return
of Cortereal from the north, from his second voyage, is expected
This magnificent foho volume, the first important book (not
biblical) printed in Portugal, must have had a powerful effect

in drawing popular attention to the land of spices. It was the
first collection of voyages printed in the vernacular tongue, and
could be read by all the unlearned who had a penny to ventura
It was translated into Spanish, and printed at Seville in 1503.
No rarer books are now known to geographers. In May, 1507,
the four voyages of Vespucci were pubhshed for the first time
together, in Latin, at St. Die, in France, as before stated, as an
appendage to a little work on cosmography, a science which
now began to assume new and starthng importance.

,
On the third of November, the same year, there was pub-

lished in Italian, at Vicenza, a most important collection of

voyages under the title. Countries newly discovered^ and the New
World of Alhericus Vespmci, containing accounts of the voy-
ages of Cadamosto to Cape Verde, in 1454-5 ; of de Cmtra to

Senegal, in 1462 ; of Vasco da Gama, in 1497-1500 ; of Cabral,

in 1500-1 ; of Columbus (three voyages) 1492-1498 ; of Alonzo
N'egro and the Pinzons ; of Vespucci (four voyages) ; of Cor-

tereal, &c. This work was the next year, 1508, printed in Latin
and German.
All these new geographical works hitherto printed, it will be

perceived, pointed to the same thing, enlightenment of the

puhiic as to India beyond the Ganges, and how to go and trade

! In 1508, for the first time in print, all these discov-

-*-re collected and laid down in a beautiful copper-plate

'V Johann Euysch, a German who had probably* visited

ventanua saya "Joannes vero Ruisch Gemanus GeograpLorum meo

MMmcula usi sumus, dixit, se navigasae ab Albionia australi parte; et tamdiu

• ' -JuL-B. Sci.-Second Sebies, Vol. XLVIU, No. 144.-Nov., 1869.
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the new found islands with the Cabots, and knew well what he
3 doing. It appears in the Ptolemy of 1508, published at

Rome, accompanied by A new Description of the World, and the

new Navigation of the Ocean from Lisbon to India^ hy Marcvs
Beneventanus. A careful study of this map and its descriptive

text, if we exclude all subsequent publications, and
the world as seen by the geographers of that day, will greatly

Trinidad westward, i:

subsequently, su
of the mainlanc

been printed. Second, the Mundiis Novm of Yespucci, being

the eastern coast of South America from Darien to Upper Pat-

agonia, one vast Island with an unknown background. The
authority for this was what has since been called Yespucci's

"Third Letter," first printed at the end of 1502, or probably

early in 1503. And third, the discoveries of the Cabots and

the Cortereals in the north, represented by them as part of the

mainland of Asia. This portion of the map is only Marco
Polo's description of Cathay extended considerably to the

northeast, and modified by the experience, probably, of Ruysch
himself, and the information he gathered from the Bristol men,

when he was with them in 1497-8 and the discoveries of the

Cortereals.*
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Columbus had placed his discoveries in the Indian Archipel-
ago bejond the Ganges, and the world accepted the names he
gave to the separate islands. No new general name was required.
The discoveries of the Cabots and the Cortereals being also in

being indeed eastern Asia. The vord Cuba, instead of Juana, the name given by
Columbus, and the fact that it is represented as an island have been strenuously
objected to by geographers, but both these objections will be answered in another
place. [See preliminary preface.]

^

La Cosa perished in Ojeda's mad expedition in Dec, 1509. He was a clever fel-

of the new lands than did Columbus hunself. Indeed, of aU others, liys^eter
Martyrm 1514, his charts were the most esteemed. His knowledge and experience

exploring expeditions, either as Master of Charts or commander, with Columbus,
Ojeda, Vespucci, and Bastides, and had visited repeatedly the entire coast, from Paria
to Uraba, and thence on his own account, north to the middle of Yucatan, as well as

~" "
''

Archipelago. When with Bastides, in 1501-2,

probably, 1 " " "

., La Cosa was sent to Lisbon to remonstrate against

Nothing daunted^ the next year, 1505-6, h.

pedition of his own to Uraba and Panama, and on anothe
On the 11th of November, 1509, he embarked with Ojeda fi

ished soon after. From this it will be seen that he might bi

trom June to October, 1500 ; from September, 1502 to 1504

:o touch up Ms great chart of

•ds Uriba, Darien and Panama made from

t probable that the chart had passed out of

re beyond his reach for retouching ? There

Ihe fac-similes (greatly reduced in size) given by Humboldt, Ghillany, Lelewel, Kohl
and others, are in many respects defective, and tend to mislead the student, inasmuch
as the coloring, and the Knes of latitude and longitude are left out Some names are

?ether. Only the western sheet or third, is given (except by Humboldt). But it

should not be forgotten that the chart is intended to represent, on a plain, the entire
t-'lolte as far as known in 1500. There is a broad green border above and beyond the
^^ancres, showing that the northeast ofAsia is terra incognita. But La Cosa had the
sawe authorities up to the Polisacus river and bay, in latitude 52'' north that Behaim
fiad for his globe made in 1492. Hence the two works agree remarkably well, but
La (Josa, taking advantage of the seven years progress m geography, has attempted

ward, beyond the PoUsacus river and bay, through the kingdoms of Gog and Ma-
?o.ar, and thence by a dream line connecting Asia with the discoveries of the Cabots
and the Cortereals. The Polisanchiu river of Fra Mauro in 1457 is the Polisacus
of Ruysch and the Ptolemies of 1511, 1613, 1535, and 1540. These and the Po-
saeus of Schoner, the Puluisangu of Ortelius, and Pulisangu m later maps, are
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the East, were so recognized as they placed them, and required

no new general name, but their names of particular localities,

such as Terra Nova and Bacalaos, were adopted. But as to the

New World described by Vespucci, the case is difFerent. This

large country was undoubtedly^ new, and as his was the first de-

scription of it printed, his friends of the Yosges Mountains,

lovers of geography, sought very properly, in 1507, to compli-

ment him by giving it, instead, the beautiful name A]vrERiCA.

This was done without the knowledge of Vespucci, and was

never intended to interfere with the just rights and claims of

Columbus. The truth is, there was then no other book in ])rint

describing Brazil but Vespucci's very simple and interesting let-

ter, written (but in what language it is doubtful) probably im-

mediately after his return in September, 1502. He g:a-e the

country he described no name, but the translator into Luiin en-

tled his little tract Mundus Novus. But time wore on, and the

mistakes of the geographers, as well as those of Columbus and

Vespucci, are made apparent*

Cosa, and on Dr. Kohl'a fac-simile the important words, Mar descubierta por Vng-

leses, are placed too low down and half an inch too far west, thua conveying the

idea that the English had discovered Mangi.
In short, La Cosa's coast Une, from Cuba to the first flagstaff, was iutcnd-'d for

ateur geographers from the times of Hylacomilus, Apianus, Schoner, Lauroiif

Orontius Fine, and Muenster, to the present day, and no doubt will continue

til geographers look more carefully into the chronology and bibliography (

subjects. "With these explanations this map is perfectly intelligible, and is

cilable with other good maps made since the discovery of the Pacific in 151;

to ieave Cuba on his left, is sunply absurd, c

rage would have landed him near Cincinnati.

I also the discoveries of the Cortereals. The remark c

Martyr, in 1515 (after their eyes were opened to the size and shape of tli

by the discovery of the Pacific) about Cabot's reaching on the American c<

latitude of Gibraltar, and finding himself then on a meridian of longitude far

1 by "Walter Lud, and printed a

I 1507, entitled Speculi OrUs Bedar . _ .

Yespucci, and explaining the true state of afiau^. The book is now in

Museum. The writer, after unsuccessful endeavors for two years to

America, at the end of March, 1864, had the great satisfaction of caUinj

tion of his friend, R. H. Major, Esq., to it, and pointing out to him the p
ferring to the Vespucci books. How weU Mr. Major has used these m
exceUent paper on the Manuscript Map of Leonardo da Vinci, printed ii

mlogia and his admirable Life of Prince Henry the Navigator, abunda
The next year the writer caUed Monsieur Harrisse's attention to it, and
Am. Vet it appears, under No. 49.
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In 1505-6 northwestern Honduras and Yucatan were seen by
Soils and Plnzon, and in 1508 Juana (hencefortli called Cuba)
was circumnavigated by Ocampo, tlius dispelling the doubt about
Its being Zipangu, or part of the main land of Asia. It was
found to be a long, narrow island, extending east and west, and
not north and south, like Zipangu. A strange confusion now
began to seize the Grerman geographers of Strasburg and Vienna.
They made Cuba an island, and called it Isabella, and then
transferred all the names from Isabella to a mainland, named
usually, Terra de Cuba, connecting it with Paria (sometimes
with and sometimes without a narrow strait) standing bolt up-
right, and extending to 45"" north latitude, with a point like
Florida, and a gulf to the west of it. This was still supposed
to be part of Asia, the Florida-like projection being the Corea,
and thegulf, the sinus Grangeticum, but in reality existed only
in the imaginations of the geographers, like Antilla and San
Brandan. It holds on their maps about twenty names, some of
which are found on Ruysch's large island or main land west of
Spagnola, and all of which are found on early maps, especially
on a Portuguese portalano compiled bv Lelewel under date of
1501-4. It is in the Ptolemy of WIS,"extending up to 45° with
the three-mouthed Ganges and the Gulf of Ganges, while on the
globe of Schoner, of 1520, it reaches 51°, and is separated from
Zipangu by five or six degrees of Balboa's newly discovered
South Sea which by a strange guess is carried due north to the
pole. Off to the northeast, in its proper latitude and longitude,
most of these maps have Terra de Corte Real as a large island,

extending probably as far as the Cabots and the Cortereals dis-

"vered—that is, as far west as the meridian of Porto Rico.
" '0 maps have it Terra de Cuba, others Paria; and one, in

^fargarita PhilosopMca of 1515, from a misreading of Colum-
• - lirst letter, Zoana Mela. This fancy continent grew in size

J'i' nearly a quarter of a century, and was hard to get rid of,

uiit the explorations of Ayllon, Cortez, Gomez, Verranzo, Car-
t'-er. and others, finally drove it from our geographies.

In 1513 Florida, up to Chicora, was explored by Ponce de
f-eon, but it is now certain that it had been discovered two or
three years before, probably by private adventurers, but perhaps
^'.v Ocampo in his return voyage in 1508. At all events, it ap-

pears correctly laid down in''the excellent map of Peter Mart\T
{'^"ited at Seville April 11th, 1511, under the designation, Ma
'^'; B-r,neni. This map, exhibiting an unbroken coast line from
'

'-"^ Santa Cruz, in Brazil, to the middle of Yucatan, with
'

' "f continental lines from Florida northward and westward,
• '!ie due north of Yucatan, if studied by the light of Peter

\^ 'Vr's tenth book of his second decade, dated December, 1514,
'>viil foreshadow an approaching eclipse of Spanish enterprise in
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Tliere is little doubt that, at the time of the publication of

this most important map, the author was still under the belief

that all these new main lands somehow pertained to the conti-

nent of Asia. It is true, he inforais us that some philosophers,

and he leaves us to infer that he was one of them, had their sus-

picions that Columbus was mistaken in his opinion of its being

Cathay, that the globe was larger than Columbus supposed, and
that he had not really reached the antipodes, or the kingdom of

the Grand Khan. But when Columbus, in his fourth voyage,

brought home some poppinjays, and exhibited their brilliant

plumage at the court, the good old gossipping letter-writer ac-
n -, . 1 .-. . . .1 . T.- .

.j^^^ ^^^^ g^^j^ ^^^^.

i only from the East Hence, probably c

tms map tne Imes west of Beimeni and north of Yucatan a

dream lines from Marco Polo. Indeed, Peter Martyr says, i

3 first decade, finished in 1510 and printed shortly after, that

all these provinces of Paria, Cariena, Canehiet, Cuquibacoa,
Uraba, Veragua, and others, are supposed to pertain to the con-

tinent of India. Florida and Beimini forgotten by Marco Polo,

and left out of his report ! Shade of Sebastian Cabot

!

In 1511 Cuba was settled under favorable auspices, and with

Diego Velasquez as governor over well-to-do colonists, it became
the base of operations for extensive explorations. On the 8th

of February, 1517, Francisco Hernandez de Cordova, accom-

panied by Bernal Diaz del Castillo, he of the True History, and

Antonio Alaminos as pilot, who as a boy had sailed with Colum-
bus, set out on an exploring expedition to the west, to look for

trade, gold, and the long-sought passage to the land of promise.

He went by Cape Catoche, the bay of Campeche, as far as Cham-
poton, and returned. The next year, 1518, on the 5th of April,

Juan de Grijalva set out on the same route, with a better fleet

and fuller instructions, accompanied by Bernal Diaz, Pedro de

Alvarado, and the ever faithful Palinurus, Alaminos. They
visited Cozumel, Cape Catoche, Campeche, Eio Tabasco, Poton-

chan, and named the country New Spain, They went as far as

Panuco. Alvarado was sent back with the sick and heaps ot

gold, but Grijalva himself did not return to Cuba till the 15th

of November. The journal of this important expedition, kept

by the chaplain, Diez, was first published in Italian by Zorzi, at

Venice in 1520, as an appendage to the lUn&rario of Varthema.
Three days after Grijalva's return, Hernando Cortez, on the

18th of November, 1518, with the instructions in his pocket,

which the governor sought in vain to recall after the return and

favorable report of Alvarado, embarked on that most wonder-

fal expedit

Cuba for C(

L of modem history, but he did :

' Cozumel till the 10th of February, 1519. He followed

the courses of Cordova and Grijalva till he reached Vera Cru^

From thence he ascended the Grand Plateau, and what followed
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is known to all the world. In Ms Second Eelation, dated 80th
October, 1520, Cortes sent to the Emperor a map of the entire
Gulf of Mexico, well laid down, which was printed for the first

time in 1624, at Augsburg, where Charles Y. had resided. This
map was incorporated into Orontius Fine's celebrated map of
the world dated Julj, 1531, which, compared with the account
of Hegelian's voyage, and the third and fourth Eelations of
Cortes, led the great geographer and astronomer of Nuremburg,
Schoner, the next year, 1582, to completely change his mind as
to the extent of the South Sea, and place it almost entirely
south of the equator, extending Asia to the north of it from the
Ganges to Bacalaos, or Newfoundland. On this map of Cortes
are the names of all the places at which he touched from Yuca-
tan along the coast as far as Yera Cruz. These are, in order,

Santo Anton, Roca ?artida, Rio de Grijalva, Rio de la Palma,
Rio de dos botas, Caribes, Santo Andres, Rio de Cocuqualquo,
Roca partida, Rio de Yanderas, Rio de Alvarado, P. de Sant
Juan, Seville, Almera, and San Pedro. The Rio de Cocuqual-
quo was surveyed for many miles, probably with the hope of
finding an opening to the South Sea. In Fine's map of 1531
most oi" Cortes' names are indiscriminately mixed up with those
of Marco Polo. [PL iii. No. 3 and 4.]

In 1519, Francisco Garay, theGovemor of Jamaica, dispatched
Alonzo Alvarez de Pineda to explore the keys and coasts of
Florida, but owing to the reefs and contrary winds, he directed

his way round by the northwest coast by Mobile Bay, and the

Mississippi river to Yera Cruz, thus completing a full and care-

ful survey of the Gulf of Mexico. But still the disappointing
i;c r>ort to the home government of old Spain was—no thorough-
f- 1>". Here was the eclipse. Portugal had gained a strong foot-

liold of eight hundred miles on the coast of Brazil in conse-

qufMiee of removing the Line westward. In this way Spam be-

<:uiie hemmed in between two lines of demarcation, the one the

^'''-i'.'lth of the Pope, the other the Cordilleras of the new herni-

al 'Jhtc, the one about as impassible as the other, to the Spanish

Tluis all these three fields of discovery had by degrees crept

into one vast continent, extending from the Arctic to the Ant-
arric Circles, and, instead of being India, the land of fabulous

tivasnres, it was an impassable barrier to the approach thither

''>" rite western route. In 1513, when Yespucci had been in his

gr;!.v(. a year, and Columbus seven, Nunez de Balboa firet saw
ti^o Pacific Ocean (for many years called the South Sea) from
^lic mountain tops of Panama, and soon after navigators began
t'> r^-alize that the land of spices was beyond another ocean, even
^i-' T.- vast than the Atlantic itself. The beautiful name America
now began to swallow up the conjunctives, to spread itself
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eventually all over tlie new hemispliere, by tlie same law that

made the Libya of the Eomans succumb to its younger and
more beautifully named daughter, Africa.
But Spain, mth her new Emperor, her Fonsecas, her Corteses,

her Pizarros, her Almagros, her Don Quixotes, her affluent mis
eries, her newly awakened thirst for gold, her Christian zeal,

and her jealous rivalry for possession of the Spiceries, was not

the power to bend or break. She redoubled her energies, made
laws for the regulation of her half of the world, and pious and
unscrupulous as they were, systematized her efforts. She would

through her half by the way (

America, and by the same rule she felt a delicacy in using their

in foreign countries manifested no such scruples.

In 1512 or earlier, Sebastian Cabot was seduced from Eng-
land, and induced to take service, with his experience, in Spain

;

and the same year Juan de Solis, exploring the coast of South
America, discovered Eio de la Plata. In 1515 he was again sent

thither with a view of finding a passage to the South Sea, and
thence to the Moluccas. This expedition returned soon after

in consequence of the death of Solis, but it led the way to a

successful one in 1519, under Magellan, a disaffected Portuguese
gentleman who had served his country for five years in the

Indies under Albuquerque, and understood well the secrets of

the Eastern trade. In 1517, conjointly with his geographical

and astronomical friend, Euy Falerio, another unrequited Por-

tuguese, he offered his services to the Spanish court. At the

same time these two friends proposed not only to prove that the

Moluccas were within the Spanish lines of demarcation, but to

discover a passage thither difi'erent from that used by the Por-

tuguese. Their schemes were listened to, adopted and carried

out. The Straits of Magellan were discovered, the broad South

Sea was crossed, the Ladrones and the Phillipines were inspected,

the Moluccas were passed through, the Cape of Good Hope was

doubled on the homeward vovage. and the globe was circum-

navigated, all in less than three years, from 1519 to 1522. Ma-
gellan lost his life, and only one of his five ships returned to

tell the marvelous story. The magnitude of the enterprise was

equalled only by the magnitude of the results. The globe for

the first time began to assume its true character and size m the

mmds of men, and the minds of men began soon to grasp and

utilize the results of this circumnavigation for the enlargement

of trade and commerce, and for the benefit of geography, as-

tronomy, mathematics, and the other sciences. This wonderful

story, is it not told in a thousand books? The Spanish eclipse

was now passed, and America not long after stood boldly out

as an independent hemisphere.
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Meanwhile tlie Spaniards were timidly tempting their new
ocean. The South Sea shores of Darien, Panama, and Yeragua
were explored in 1515 to 1517, as they had been a few years be-
fore on the north side, with a view of finding a water communi-
cation from ocean to ocean. Estevan Gomez, another decoyed
Portuguese pilot in the service of Spain, who went with Magel-
lan in 1519 as far as the Straits and there discreditably deserted
him, returning to Spain in 1521, reported that, though a strait

had been found by the admiral, it was too remote and too dan-
gerous for use. It was resolved, therefore, to seek for the sup-
posed isthmian j)assage by a more thorough examination of the
coasts of the Pacific. Accordingly, in 1522, four vessels hav-
ing been built at Panama, Avila and the pilot Nino set out to
explore the coast from the Bay of San Miguel to the Gulf of
Fonseca, expecting to find at the latter place a passage by water
through to tlie Gulf of Honduras.
The same year Cortes, after having subjected the mighty bar-

baric empire of Montezuma, extending from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, with characteristic energy set himself to work exploring
to find a natural water passage, or to make an artificial ona
He ordered four ships to be built at Zacatula, two for direct
trade to the Moluccas, and two to search for the strait. The
m-age to the Moluccas was postponed, but the search for the
^ti'ait was ])rosecuted so vigorously that, between the expedi-
te' nw of Avila and his own, every inlet was explored between
<;'!i'iia. in latitude 18^° North, and the Bay of San Miguel, a
'''-;;nK'o of above 2,500 miles of coast line, but of course with-

"1'^ tiuding any passage. The following year, 1523, Cortes is
"''

" 1 T<
) have dispatched five small vessels to reconnoitre the coasts

''"ill Florida northward, to seek for the passage connecting the
'" " ' "'(\ins. His plan was to send another fleet up the western

-f tliat they might meet somewhere north of the German
I'her's fancy continent, or sail round it. Of course they

' ''24:, Pizarro and Almagro, the future conquerors of Peru,

1 leir approaches thither from Panama, carrying with them
- the impossible instructions to seek out the hidden pas-

-;* while they were looking for trade and searching for gold
-f'he Portuguese in India and the Spiceries, as well as at home,

L'.u- -(Hnng the inevitable conflict approaching, were thoroughly
^^""ii-od to the importance of maintaining their rights. They
'•]' "ily asserted them, and pronounced this trade with the Mo-
""'"J^ by the Spanish an encroachment on their prior discoveries

: nl jMissession, as well as a violation of the Papal Compact of
^-^in. and prepared themselves energetically for defense and of-

^V'^c- On the other hand, the Spaniards as openly declared
^'i^it Magellan's fleet carried the first Christians to the Moluccas,
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under the protection of Charles V. Besides this, the Spaniards

claimed that the Moluccas were within the Spanish half, and

were therefore doubly theirs. Accordingly great preparations

were made to dispatch a fleet of six new ships to the Moluccas,

to establish and protect trade. The Council of the Indies ad-

vised the Emperor to maintain this fleet there, and to take the

Spiceries into his own hands, and carry on commerce and nav-

igation thither through his own exclusive channels, either by
the strait recently discovered by Magellan, or by some hidden

one which miist soon be disclosed (if any reliance could be

placed on the geographers) in a more direct line through some

one of the Isthmuses ; or, failing that, by opening communica-
tion from the coast of the Pacific.

Matters thus waxing hot. King John of Portugal begged

Charles Y. to delay dispatching his new fleet until the disputed

points could be discussed and settled. Charles, who boasted

that he had rather be right than rich, consented, and the ships

were staid. These two Christian princes, who owned all the

newly discovered and to be discovered parts of the whole world

between them by deed of gift of the Pope, agreed to meet m
Congress at Badajos by their representatives, to discuss and set-

tle all matters in dispute about the division of their patrimony,

and to define and stake out their lands and waters, both parties

agreeing to abide by the decision of the Congress.
.

Accordingly, in the early spring of 1524, up went to this lit-

tle border town four-and-twenty wise men, or thereabouts, chosen

by each prince. They comprised the first judges, lawyers, math-

ematicians, astronomers, cosmographers, navigators and pilots

of the land, among whose names were many honored now as

then—such as Fernando Columbus, Sebastian Cabot, Estevan

Gomez, Diego Ribero, etc. They were empowered to send lor

persons and papers, and did in reality have before them pilots,

Papal bulls, treaties, royal grants and patents, log books, maps,

charts, globes, itineraries, astronomical tables, the fathers ot

the church, ancient geographies and modem geographers, na\a-

gators with their compasses, quadrants, astrolabes, mathemati-

cal instruments, etc. For two months they fenced, cyphered,

debated, argued, protested, discussed, grumbled, quarreled and

almost fought, yet they could agree upon nothing.
Whereas in the treaty of 1494 the Portuguese claimed tne

right of placing the line farther west than 370 leagues from t^e

Cape Verde Islands, while the Spaniards contended rather to

" ^^"-^ ' - - riginal bull, both parties

-i modify arguments or
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right) contended for the very opposite to their former arguments.
The line, however, had been fixed on and approved bj the Pope
in 1494, and therefore could not be altered by them. But as
there were 150 miles between the most easterly and most west-
erly of the Cape Yerde Islands, they discussed angrily as to
which island the line should pass through, each party knowing
that every mile the line was moved here to the east or west, it

would necessarily have to be moved just so much at the anti-
podes, the real field in dispute.
The debates and proceedings of this Congress, as reported by

Peter Martyr, Oviedo, and Gomara, are very amusing, but no
regular joint decision could be reached, the Portuguese declin-
ing to subscribe to the verdict of the Spaniards, inasmuch as it

deprived them of the Moluccas. So each party published and
proclaimed its own decision, after the Congress broke up in con-
fusion on the last day of May, 1524. It was, however, tacitly
understood that the Moluccas fell to Spain, while Brazil, to the
extent of two hundred leagues from Cape St. Augustine, fell to
the Portuguese. The calculation of longitude was the pms as-
tnorum of the Congress, the very problem that had deceived
Columbus and other experienced navigators a quarter of a cen-
tury before. At this time let it be remembered, no geographer
had given any hint of the fan-like shape of North America, but
all maps represent it as a narrow strip of land, like that from
Panama to Tehuantepec, with the South Sea itself narrow run-
iimg up to the west of it
However, much good resulted from this first geographical

Congress. The extent and breadth of the Pacific were appre-
ciated, and the influence of the Congress was soon after seen in
the greatly improved maps, globes,^and charts. Many doubt-
ful points in geography and navigation were cleared up on both
sides of the globe, and the latitude and longitude of many places
were defined. Indeed, on the new maps after this, all the dis-

f<>\<'nes actually made, up to 1524, were tolerably well laid
ji'>\'. u. hut there was a deal of imposition left in the imaginary
I'lu ^ of those parts of the North American coast which had not
^^

'

'^
1 »een explored, that is, between Florida and Nova Scotia.

t iifvc false lines were still used by the pilots of both Spain and
1 oitugal, probably with a view of blinding the eyes of each
fHlu J-, or leading astray the outside barbarians of England,
t ^mce, and Holland, who, though children of the Father, and
J-'i^ni to trade and adventure, had no share in the Papal gratu-

11" • The fact that all the coasts of South America, Panama,
'^" 'iiairua, Honduras, Yucatan, the Gulf of Mexico, and Flor-
"' -i- well as of the Pacific shores from the Gulf of San Mig-

'
' CoUma, that had been surveyed by the Spaniards up to

le. were well laid down, both as to latitude and longitude,
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proves almost to a certainty that tlie indefinite coast line of the

United States was still imaginary, if not Asiatic. Indeed, the

old wood-cut maps of 1513 and 1522 of the German geographers,

with their ideal continent, Terra de Cuba, did service, without

alteration in the Ptolemies, for a quarter of a century later.

The return of Magellan's ship Victoria in 1522 aroused the

spirit of public and private enterprise throughout Spain.

Innumerable schemes for developing commerce with the Orient,

and making further explorations, were proposed and discussed.

Every pilot, whether amateur or practical, had his card of the

shortest route to the Indies. Of these schemes no less than

six in 1523 and 1524 were adopted by the government, and
promoted wholly or in part by public funds; viz., that of

Cortes, of Loaysa, of Gomez, "of Ayllon, of Cabot, and of

Saavedra. The impending conflict with Portugal called to-

gether the Congress of Badajos. That being over by the 1st

of June, 1524, and resulting practically in favor of Spain,

these several plans were matured as fast as practicable.

Cortes, the first and most active, had no sooner conquered
Mexico and clenched his conquest than he began his explora-

tion of the coasts of the Pacific. Without delay he sent

Alvarado and other captains to the south and southeast, to

bring into subjection the chiefs of the Province of Oaxaca and
what is now called the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, and, shortly

after, proceeded thither himself
Ships were built on the Pacific side, but with many of the

materials carted over from the Coatzacoalcos Eiver. All the

details of this scheme, from the 15th of May, 1522, to the 15th

of October, 1524, are recorded in Cortes' Fourth Eelation to

the Emperor, printed at Toledo, October 20th, 1525. Tliis Re-

lation in Spain, with the reports of Alvarado and Godoy at-

tached, gave still another impulse to the new speculations and

enterprises, as it showed not only the practicability, but the

Srobabilitv of opening by artificial means a direct route to the

>rient in a low latitude and good climate. Cortes was clear-

headed and far-sighted enough to see that lines of commerce
must be straight lines, and that the curves of the capes in high

latitudes are only temporary matters of necessity. Indeed, so

sanguine was Cortes on these points, that he planted his per-

sonal hopes and private fortune on and near this isthmus, as

likely to become the Old World's highway for Oriental com-

merce. All the lands and private estates selected for hmwelt

and his posterity, and confirmed to him in 1529 by the Empe-

ror, were located here in the Valley of Oaxaca, and near Tehuan-

tepec. He was ennobled in 1529, taking his title, Marquis del

Valle, from his possessions chosen here. To this day thev are

called the Cortes Estates, or the Marquisanas. He and ai-
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kinsman, Saavedra, had vast schemes for opening communica-
tion, hj means of a ship canal or Eoman road, for the transpor-
tation of merchandise brought hither from the Moluccas and
other parts of the East for passage or transhipment to Spain.
How unexpectedly this rational scheme was thwarted will ap-
pear farther on.

At the end of 1524 or earlj in 1525, Estevan Gomez, the pi-

lot who had been in the East, had started with Magellan and
deserted him, a delegate to the Congi-ess of Badajos, was the
first to get oft" from Spain. He had boasted that he could find
a passage to Cathaj and the Spice Islands by the north, as Ma-
gellan had done by the south. He must have seen at Badajos,
if not before, the maps of Ruysch, with the continent west of

xtending to 35° north, and the Hylacomylus map of

,
carrying the same ideal continent up to lat. 46°, ending

with Cape Mar del Oceano, just above Euysch's Cape Helicon
(probably named from the rumored fountains of Florida). Pe-
ter Martyr's map of 1511, and Cortes' map of 1520, printed in
March, 1524, together with the knowledge that Ponce de Leon,
in 1513, and Ayllon, in 1520, had explored the coast of Flori-
da up to 33° 40', a little above Charleston ; and it being known
that Ayllon had another commission in his pocket, dated June
12, 1523, to explore still further north of Florida ; and his own
commission being to find a strait between Florida and Barcala-
os

; these considerations make it certain that Gomez' field of
search lay between 35° and 45", or between Norfolk and Cape
Sable, where, as Peter Martyr expresses it, " he found pleasant
ajid profitable countries agreeable with our parallels." Very
little is known about this unimportant expedition, and no au-
thentic maps or papers have come down to us. The contemjjo-

f'^uy historians give no prominence to it, and very few facts about
i^- Indeed from what is at present known, it is very difficult

to tell whether Gomez sailed up or down the coast, or both, or
at what points he touched. So little information did he bring
back, that it would not now be a matter worth discussing if the
results of the voyage had not been so enormously exaggerated
by recent writers.
Let it be borne in mind that Gomez sailed with only a single

caravel of fifty tons, with perhaps a dozen men, in the dead of

L Coruna, in lat. 43°, thewinter, from Coruna, in lat. 43°, the government contribution
toward the cost of the fit-out being only 750 ducats, returning
in November, 1525, after an absence of about ten months, with
some Indian slaves, whom he had kidnapped against a recent
law of Spain and the positive instructions of the Emperor, and
you have the whole story. Oviedo, writing in 1526, says that
Qe sailed to the northern parts and found a great part of land
continuate from that which is called Baealaos, taking his course
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toward the west to 40° and 41°, from whence he brought certain

Indians. Would an intelligent pilot sail north with such a

craft in winter? Might not New England be the "great part

"

of land next to Bacalaos ; and might not the fine tall natives

of Ehode Island have been kidnapped, part being taken to Cu-
ba for sale, the rest taken to Toledo, thus consuming the ten

months, without having gone north of Cape Cod ? Peter Mar-
tyr says, writing also in 1526 :

" He, neither finding the strait

Cathay, which he promised, returned back withir

rera, who wrote three quarters of a century later, is hardly more
favorable to this explorer.

The reader is referred, by recent writers, to the manuscript
map of Ribero of 1529, now preserved at "Weimar, for the re-

sult of Gromez' voyage. But the intelligent reader will see

with half an eye that this is a partizan map, and intentionally

deceptive in the coast line between 33° 40' and 50° N. The
discoveries of the English are thrown into Greenland, and called

Labrador, while Bacalaos is given to the Portuguese, and cut

off by the line of demarcation. All the rest of the coast is

closed up under the names of Gomez and Ayllon, and so given

to Spain. There is no room left for the discoveries of Veraz-

' for the French in 1524. The Spaniards knew of his yoj-

'can be

reasonably said of the voyage of Gomez is, that it exploded the

ideal continent of the German geographers, and, connecting the

explorations of Ayllon with New England, showed that the

coast of North America trended continually eastward, so as

probably to connect it with the discoveries of the Cabots, and

thus make the whole coast west of the Line Spanish.

Lucas Vasquez Ayllon, a lawyer, a Senator in Hispaniola,

and a man of position, immediately after the survey of the en-

tire Gulf of Mexico under Grijalva and Cortes, sent an expedi-

tion up the coast of Florida in 1520, as far as Chicora, explor-

ing beyond the limit of Ponce de Leon, as far, probably, as

Cape Fear, seeking for the passage to Cathay. He found a fine

country, but to Asia no thoroughfare. The next year he re-

turned to Spain, and was, according to Peter Martyr, in behalf

of the Regency of Hispaniola "a long time suitor [to the Coun-

cil of the Indies] to have leave to depart again into those coun-

tries, to build a colony there." At length, after the return of

Magellan's ship Victoria with its glorious news, the Council

granted his request, and articles of agreement were signed the

12th of June, 1523, giving him permission, at his o^vn expense,

to fit out as many vessels as he pleased for the purpose of plant-
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ing "his proposed colony, but the usual instructions were inserted
in his grant, to explore all inlets and islands with a view of
finding a passage to Cathaj. This license, given by Navarrete,
permitted him to explore as far as 800 leagues to the north of
Hispaniola. He returned to Hispaniola, built there six fine
vessels, and, after many delays, sailed with them and above 500
men and nearly 100 horses, in July, 1526. He went as far
north as lat 33° 40', found no strait, and met with nothing but
misfortunes. The 18th of October Ayllon died, and soon after
the few survivors, about 150 out of the 500, returned to His-
paniola, the expedition being a dead failure. Thus ended the
attempt to plant a colony near the mouth of Cape Fear Eiver,
and tlius ended the Spanish attempts to penetrate to the East
by the way of the North. Both Gomez and Ayllon had found

,
i'^^ 'jold, and no strait, and even the trees and animals they re-

!t"d were common in Europe; whereat old Martyr exclaims,
liio south ! to the south ! for the great and exceeding riches

" ".' oquinoxial ; they that seek riches must not go unto the

^
1 and frozen north." The whole story is comprehended in

Martyr's sentence. North America, by the Spaniards, was never
"

' • - - •

.gg2£^ ^^^ ^^g regarded only
a richer, older and better

) shut it up by a coast line
west of tlie line of demarcation, so that other nations might be
deterred from finding a northern passage to India.
The Emperor, considering the verdict of the Congress of

Badajos in his favor, lost no time in dispatching his new fleet of
six sail and 450 men by the Straits of Magellan, from Coruna,
on the 24th of July, 1525, under the command of Loaysa, to
''''<^ ^toluccas and the Spice Islands, with the view, first, to suc-
'-"r the men left there by Magellan's fleet, and then to establish
•'1 .u'nvernment bureau and to protect its commerce. The Straits

;^'''re passed, and four of the six ships reached the Moluccas

;

;

'1
'
the story of their long, long sufferings is too long to be told

^^.In April, 1526, Sebastian Cabot, who had for years been the
'
' 't ^lajor of Spain—said, however, to have been a better cos-

''- phcr than pilot—after long and ample preparations atSe-

siiled for the Moluccas via the Straits of Magellan, with
"li -equipped ships, for the purpose of reinforcing and as-

- ihc expedition of Loaysa. This expedition was another

iihire. For some unaccountable reason, Cabot did not
It prudent to try the Straits of Magellan, but attempted
; a passage through the Rio de la Plata. He penetrated
'•'' the interior of Paraguay, explored many large rivers

suffered manv hardships, 1

inally, after four years oi

returned without any favorable resulta

U pro\
1 sRips, and finally, after four years of toil and disap-
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Cortes was kept informed of these several expeditions, with

a request from the Emperor tliat lie would cooperate with, tliem

at the Moluccas, by sending a fleet from the western coast of

Mexico. Accordingly he caused three ships to be built on the

Pacific, and dispatched them, with 110 men and thirty pieces of

artillery, under command of his kinsman, Saavedra, from some
port of Southern Mexico, probably Tehuantepec, Huatulco, or

Acapulco, on the 31st of October, 1527. This fleet met that of

Loaysa in the Moluccas, cooperated with it, found the Portu-

guese strong and resolute, by no means disposed to abandon the

islands, fought them separately, and fought them together for

months, nay, for years, never hearing a word from home, being

cruelly neglected, yet loyal and true, till reduced to a handful,

some few of the survivors, long after Loaysa and Saavedra had
died, as well as most of the sub-ofl&cers, found their way home
after twelve years of unspeakable hardships. Thus all these

six hopeful expeditions brought nothing but disappointment.

The Straits of Magellan were found so dangerous and remote,

that old Peter, had he lived, would no doubt have again ex-

claimed as before, " To the north ! to the north ! they that seek

riches must not go to the dangerous and frozen south 1"

As early as 1526 or 1527, before the extent of these failures

was known, it became apparent, if the commerce of the East

was to flourish, it must be by some more direct communication.
These great difaculties of the extreme North and South deter-

mined the Spaniards to explore the Isthmuses yet more thor-

ougly. All the five routes from Darien to Tehuantepec, were

spoken of then as now, with the view of constructing immediate-

ly a canal, road, or portage, deeming it safer and cheaper to tran-

ship goods, than to carry them round by the Strait. " There are

mountains it is true," exclaimed the old historian, " but Spanish

hands, and Spanish enterprise can overcome them." But no Span-

ish hands could overcome the impolitic blunders of the Emperor.

There is little doubt that inter-oceanic communication would

have been opened in 1529 or 1530, by means of a ship canal or

a turnpike across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, had not the Em-
peror, who was greatly in want of money, defeated all the

schemes against the advice of the Council of the Indies, by pawn-

ing in the treaty of Saragossa to the King of Portugal who had

j ust married his sister, the Moluccas for 350,000 ducats. So t^^'^

trade of the Moluccas passing for a time out of the hands of t

Spaniards, there was no immediate pressure for the completion

of this gTeat work. The opportunity then lost of securing an

exclusive transit was never recovered by Spain, but it is reserved

to us of to-day to make the Isthmus of Tehuantepec the world s

highway. H. s.
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Art. XXX.

—

Summary of Results of a late Geological Eeconnois-
sance of Louisiana; by EuGENE W. HiLGARD, of the Univer-
sity of Mississippi.

The geological reconnoissance of a large portion of West
Louisiana, tlie results of whicli I propose briefly to discuss, was
made under the auspices of tbe New Orleans Academy of Sci-
ences. The means required for outfit and traveling expenses
were provided partly by subscription (chiefly among the mem-
bers of the Academy), partly by an appropriation, made in fur-

therance of the object in view, by the Board of Immigration for
the State of Louisiana. The time at my disposal for the pur-
pose was, unfortunately, limited to thirty days ; but in view of
the presumable close correspondence of the formations of Louis-
iana to those of Mississippi, previously well known to me, as
well as the information already in my possession as the result
of a previous exploration made under the auspices of the Smith-
sonian Institution, I was led to anticipate that even a rapid re-

connoissance would enable me to determine with sufficient pre-
cision, the chief characteristics and geographical outlines of the
formations. I was accompanied and materially assisted by Dr.
J. K. Walker, of New Orleans, a Fellow of the Academy, and
^^r. Scott Miller, of the same city, who volunteered to take

: ^e of the pack mule needed to carry specimens. The en-
' iistance traversed on horseback was 626 miles, and the
fe was so chosen as to cross the presumable strike of the

--"uia, as often as possible, while touching the most important
;:uown points of interest. Passing by the interesting chain of
islands previously examined by me (Petite Anse, Cote Blanche,
etc.), the party proceeded from New Iberia on the Teche via

Opelousas to Bayou Chicot, where the border of the older form-
ations was reached; thence west to the Calcasieu river, down
tliat stream to Lake Charles and the sulphur and petroleum
wells on the West Fork of the Calcasieu river; thence north
t" Sabine Town, Texas, thence via Manny to Mansfield, La.,

j'-'ir-e crossing Eed river at Coushatta Chute Landing to the

- on Saline bayou, and thence via Winfield to_ Harrison-
' 'U the Washita river, where, after some excursions in the

' >rhood, the expedition terminated.

ile the presumption as to a general arrangement of the for-

is in bands, more or less parallel to the Gulf coast, proved

-abstantially correct, yet in consequence of local deflec-

md dilferences presently to be discussed, the section ob-

: im the route just recited was less complete than I had
Tr h ;-!;, TH'vprthpless, served to develop pretty fully the

- J u.. Vol. XLVIII, No. 144.-Nov., 1869.
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main features of the geology of the whole of Louisiana. The
unexplored territory will probably, before the end of the season,

^^eyed by Profs. Lockett and Hopkins, of the

I made for the purpose by the last legislature.

Before proceeding to details it may be well to recall, briefly,

the results communicated at the last meeting, of my examina-

tion of the formations of Lower Louisiana. I then stated that

the southern outline of the main body of the Orange Sand or

southern Drift, extends but little south of the limit of the

Grand Gulf group, the latest (fresh-water) Tertiary of the Gulf

coast; that, nevertheless, in the direction in which the main
pebble-stream, coincident with the axis of lowest depression of

the Mississippi valley would strike the Gulf, we find a chain of

elevations, formed, apparently, by a nucleus of outliers of the

Orange Sand materials, surrounded and overlaid by those of the

succeeding swamp, lagoon and estuary formation, which from
its prominent development at Port Hudson, I have designated

as the Port Hudson group ; its geological horizon lying between
that of the Orange Sand, and the Loess or Bluff formation. I

also stated that the deposits of this age extended at least from

the Sabine Kiver to Mobile Bay. In fact, I then suspected, and
am now confirmed in the opinion, that most if not all the de-

5 provisionally thrown together under the head of " Coast

ene," on my
lents of the Port ] ^ ^

The Part Hudson group.—East of the Mississippi river, the

country underlaid by this group,of deposits is level or gently

undulating, with a gentle slope S.S.E. ; the more fertile portions

timbered with oak, while on the whole there is probably a pre-

dominance of Long-leaved Pine woods, at times degenerating

(as in the coast region of Mississippi) into the wet and sterile

" Pine meadow " uplands, where the Pine and Cypress grow

side by side, greatly damaged by their mutual concessions as to

habitat*
West of the Mississippi, the topographical features are on the

whole similar ; but instead of being wooded, the surface is al-

most altogether occupied by prairies, from the Bayou Tt-ehe to

the Calcasieu river, and from the marshes of the Gulf coast to

an undulating line laid, in a W.S.W. direction, through Ville

Plate in St. Landry parish. In correspondence with the V^^^J^
east of the river, the general slope here appears to be S.S. \V •»

the Port Hudson bluff having its counterpart in those which,

abutting upon the bayou Cocodrie below and above Opelousas,

have given to verv level regions the seemingly inappropnate

names of "CoteGelee" and "Grand Coteau des Opelousas ,

which are descriptive of the appearance when first approached

* Miss. Rep., p. 368.
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by water, rather than of the nature of the country itself As
may be supposed under the circumstances, outcrops are exceed-
ingly scarce throughout the prairie region. The wells are shal-
low, remaining usually within the limits of the upper (silt and
loam) strata of the Port Hudson profile ; since fetid, undrink-
able water is obtained at greater depths, in dark colored clays
with fossil wood. Nearer the coast, however, marine beds with
oysters, "clams" (6^wa^/toofo7i) and gasteropods are also struck
not uncommonly, both near the surface and at greater depths,
from the Calcasieu to the Pascagoula river. I have been unable
to detect any regular stratigraphical relations between these ma-
rine beds and the cypress swamp deposits ; they appear to be
coordinate and substantially coeval, denoting the coexistence
of littoral cypress swamps, marshes, lagoons and estuaries

;
just

such as would naturally result from a gradual depression of the
present coast
The thickness of this formation near the coast seems to be

very considerable. In one of the bored wells on the West Fork
of Calcasieu, the materials of the Orange Sand were struck at

160, in the other at 354 feet (see profile below). If such is the
thickness of the Port Hudson strata at a distance from any great
channel, it cannot be surprising that, in the well bored at New
Orleans, in the main channel of the Mississippi valley, it should
not have been passed through at 630 feet Nor is it surpnsing
that, in that great continental depression, marine strata should pre-
vail almost exclusively, when it is considered that at one epoch of
the period of slow depression, the swamp formation extended
as high as near Memphis on the Mississippi, and Shreveport on

The banks of Eed river in the lake country above Nachito-
fhcs (and, according to reliable information, at least as high as

^>ure\eport), as seen at low water, consist of materials scarcely

lii-tinguishable from those forming the profile of the sea-face

i^tCOte Blanche.*
There are alternations, every few feet, of stiff red, blue, green

"r brown clays, with sand or reddish loam; often containing
' -ireous concretions, sometimes even well preserved fresh-wa-
-' ''lis; as well as successive generations of cypress stumps.
"

• present time, neither the material nor the arrangement
' Red river deposits present any similarity to these strata,

're than do the modem Mississippi deposits to those of Port
- 'ii; while their thickness, regularity and continuity oyer

"-«' areas, as well as the rarity of stratification lines, distin-

-''"li them from the comparatively limited cypress swamp
'"I'^'-its of the present time.

'lie prairies of South Louisiana, underlaid by the PortHud-
::i"(tup, embrace, especially in their southern and eastern

* Proceed. Am. Assoc, Chicago meeting, 1868, p. 32t.
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portion, the most fertile uplands of the state ; the region adjoin-

ing the Bayou T^che having, in times past, received and de-

served the title of the "G-arden of Louisiana" ; not inferior in

fertility to the bottom lands, and in point of health and comfort

much preferable to the latter. From their exposure to the sea-

breeze, their summer temperature is much less oppressive and
injurious to health, than is the case on the prairies of the North-

west ; while their bland winter relieves the inconvenience arising;

from scarcity of wood. Belts of timber, however, border all the

streams ; and rapidly growing hedges of the Cherokee rose ob-

viate, in a great measure, the necessity for costly wooden fences.

Yet the greater portion of this preeminently agricultural re-

gion is now merely a range for herds of cattle. West of the

Mentau waters, cattle-raising is almost the only occupation of

the inhabitants, except near the coast ; the white " crawfishy
"

soil, dotted with clumps of pine, being mostly unfit for cultiva-

tion—yet very far from being the dreary marsh, accessible only

on stilts or in canoes, and peopled by alligators, which our

maps represent as covering most of Calcasieu.
The Orange Sand Formation.—I have heretofore stated

that this important series of deposits, seems, .west of the Mis-

sissippi, to skirt the southern border of the highlands of Arkan-
sas, and to be extensively represented in Louisiana, The lat-

ter presumption I have found abundantly verified, since it is

as characteristically developed in the latter State, as in the cor-

responding portion of Mississippi. Outside of the river bot-

toms and adjoining "hommock" flats, and of the prairies of

the Port Hudson group, just described, it appears on all the

hiU lands, especially on the higher ridges ; which are, as usual,

capped by rocky knolls of ferruginous sandstone, while slaty

fragments of the same strew the slopes. A description of its

general features in Louisiana would be, in every respect, a mere

repetition of that already given in my Mississippi Report, and

other papers since published.* I have, however, to add some

facts concerning its general distribution, both horizontally and

vertically.

My own observations on this formation have been confined

chiefly to the great delta-shaped mass which covers Missis-

sippi, Louisiana, and a portion of the states of Tennessee, Ala-

bama and Arkansas, which bears such obvious relations to the

great embayment whose axis is now occupied by the Mississippi

river below Cairo, but which was already impressed upon the
J.Z ^ •

ante-cretaceous times. Tuomeyf and myself,?

ournal, May, 1866; ibid, Nov., 1866. ibid, Jan. 1

1 Report on the Geo
'

: Mississippi Report, 1860,
i
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however, have early suggested the probable equivalence of these
beds with the detrital deywsits of the southern Atlantic States,
and the universality, in North America at least, of the cause
which produced them. No one as yet, has taken up the sub-
ject in those States ; much as we hear of the Northern Drift,
the very existence of the Southern Drift has thus far been
studiously ignored in all text-books. Yet it determines the
character of the surface, not only of the greater part of five

States, above mentioned, and of an important belt along the
Atlantic coast, but I have now traced it in its characteristic

development, across the Sabine river into Texas, and from scat-
tered observations partly contained in United States and Texas
geological reports, partly communicated verbally, I am satisfied

that it forms an important feature of the geology of Texas, at
least as far south as the Colorado riVer, and from the escarp-
ments of the Llano Estacado to the Gulf of Mexico. How
much farther it may follow the outline of the Gulf—what part,
if any, it plays in the Tierra Caliente of Mexico, must hereafter
be determined. At all events, its wide distribution alone as-
signs it a most important place among the formations of the
Southwest, and this importance is greatly enhanced by its

hypsometrical relations, as I have lately observed them.
I have stated in previous papers, that the depression of the

lower Mississippi valley during the " Champlain " epoch can-
not have been less than 400 feet below its present level—prob-
a^^ly, taking into account the depth of water required for the
d'position of the materials of the Loess of Louisiana, it must
be estimated at fully 450 feet at least. This supposes that the

Jie],ression commenced from a horizon near the present tide

level. But it will be £een by reference to the profile of the

Calcasieu bored wells, that in one of them, the Orange Sand
had not been passed through at 450 feet below tide level, and
n* ar that depth it still contained pebbles requiring for their

transjiortation a considerable velocity of current. The some-
^"!iat startling, but inevitable conclusion is, that if the sea
^ " ^ ^ " " then as now, the ChilJ coast has '" ''"'"

uffered ad
dred feet (perhaps

The Mississippi river at the present time transports only

^^nd
; and were we to construct a general surface level from

the northern lake countrv to the hills of the Gulf border, the
lall of water flowing on the surface would still be inadequate
to accomplish much more than this. But the nature, both of
"ie surface on which the Orange Sand was deposited, and of
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the deposits themselves, prove the action, especially at first, of

violent currents, capable of transporting pebbles of several

pounds weight, hundreds of miles from their original site.* It

follows (always provided that the ocean level remained sensibly

constant) that the 900 feet change of level, at the mouths of

the Mississippi, must have been accompanied by a considerably

greater change near its head, one which would more than suf-

fice, at the present time, to establish water communication be-

tween the Gulf of Mexico on one hand, and the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, as well as (through the ancient channel described,

at the Chicago meeting of the Association, by Gen. G. K.
Warren) with Hudson's Bay and the Arctic basin on the other

;

sufficiently great to explain the glaciation of the continent, as

well as the succeeding fresh-water flood, whose efiects are no

less prominent in the southwestern portion of the North
American continent, than those of the glaciers are in the north-

ern. And it seems probable that the detailed study of this

formation and of its relations to preceding and succeeding de-

posits, over its wide area of occurrence, is likely to give more

important information concerning the geological events imme-
diately preceding our present epoch, than can be gathered from

the local accidents of ancient beaches. For while the presence

of the latter irrefragably proves a positive, their absence fails

to prove a negative. Unless absolute continuity is proven, the

30 feet beaches of southern New England cannot be taken as

evidence that at Montreal the depression was greater in propor-

tion to the present elevation of its highest beach ; or that the

(minimum) depression of 450 feet did not extend to the Atlan-

tic coast : any more than that highest beach itself can be taken

as the mark of maximum depression. Under the rigor of an

arctic climate especially, many circumstances might concur to

prevent the formation of beach lines, or cause their removal

subsequent to deposition. If we assume the glacial epoch to

have resulted chiefly or wholly from an uprising of the land,

(and perhaps of the sea-bottom also) in northern latitudes, the

wide distribution of its effects there points to a universality

and uniformity of cause, quite analogous to that which seems

to obtain in reference to the southern or Stratified Drift, from

the Susquehanna to the Colorado of Texas ; and (as regards

the maximum of reported change of level) from the Gulf ot

Mexico to the Arctic coast. It is permissible to infer, that

these great events were not confined to the Atlantic slope ;
and

that the auriferous gravel beds of California are, in all proba-

bility, the strict equivalents of the " Orange Sand " of Missis-

sippi ; while the period of time required to cover the pebble

* See Mississippi Rep., I860, pp. 13, 26. et al.
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streams of Louisiana with many hundred feet of swamp and
marsh deposits, may well embrace the successive lava streams
now overlyincT the gravel of California.

The Grand Gulf group.—The materials of this formation
characterize, more or less, the portion of Louisiana lying north-
ward of the prairies of the Port Hudson era, up to a line laid
in a W.S.W. direction, through Cloutierville on Red river :

where, at the foot of elevated ridges consisting of Grand Gulf
sandstones and claystones, the limestones and marls of the
Vicksburg Eocene Tertiary begin to prevail.
The features of the Grand Gulf group in Louisiana are al-

most absolutely identical with those prevailing in Mississippi.'*
In the more southerly portion of its area of occurrence, its ma-
terials are hard, intractable blue, green or gray, massy clays or
clayey sands, appearing chiefly in the beds of streams, and
thickly overlaid by the deposits of the Orange Sand ; to whose
lower portion it has communicated its clayey character, result-
ing in the formation of excellent potter's clay. On the higher
ndges, the ferruginous sandstone of the Orange Sand prevails
largely and characteristically.

Farther northward, however, as in Mississippi, gray or white,
mostly soft and somewhat clayey, sandstones, alternating with
siliceous claystones of various degrees of induration, and gray,
sometimes lignitic, but mostly massy clays, themselves consti-
tute the ridges, forming rather barren soils, on which the long-
leaved pine and coarse grasses alone can find sufiicient nutri-
ment. Yet even here, wherever a particularly prominent ridge
or knol] is seen, it is sure to consist oi an outlier oi Orange
Sand, perched on a plateau of Grand Gulf rock and capped by
a ledge of ferruginous sandstone.
As regards the general arrangement of the strata, they

doubtless dip slightly to the southward ; though it is difficult

to observe this in any one outcrop. Probably the dip is but
slightly greater than that ot the average surface of the country,
for I have found nothing to indicate that the sand and clay-

stones which form the ridges on the northern border of the for-

P'ltion, underlie the clays found on the southern edge. My
inipression is that the former have either never been formed in
tlie latter r<-gion, or else have been subsequently removed.

^ % hopes of finding, in the reported limestone deposits on
^'i(; territory of this group, a clue to its position in the Tertiary
seriesjf have been disappointed. The limestone of St. Landry
nr,^,.^..

t(j jjg ^ Cretaceous outlier : while that
" "'

arrisonburg, capping the highest hilltops of Sicily Island,

Report, 1860, p. 147
;
this Journal, Jan , 1867, p. 39.

il, Jan , 1869, p. 9.This Journal, [
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consists of the gnarled and knotted concretions characterizing

the Bluff formation ("Loess-puppets"), which contain the He-
lices usual in that group. Faint and usually irrecognizable im-

pressions of leaves sometimes occur, as is the case in Missis-

sippi ; but in the present condition of phyto-palieontology,

little can be hoped for from that slender source. In its strati-

graphical, lithological and structural characters, i t differs widely

all the other tertiary deposits of the Southwest ''

slight dip

gin. Wh{
alone proving it to be of comparatively modern (

may be the precise epoch of its formation, t

event could not have been i

shallowing of the G-ulf. The regularity, as well as the uni-

formity of composition of the strata, from the Escambia river

to the Colorado of Texas, alone seems to forbid its being con-

sidered, like the Port Hudson deposits, as the representative of

a period of swamp and estuarian formations on the border of a

marine basin, I have heretofore suggested,* that nothing short

of a temporary cutting off of the Mexican gulf from the At-
lantic seems capable of accounting for the existenoe of the

Grand Gulf strata ; and this impression has been nowise weak-

ened by a more extended acquaintance with this remarkable

formation.

While the territory of the Grand Gulf group is on the whole

perhaps the least fertile portion of Louisiana, (as is likewise

the case in Mississippi), there are some notable exceptions to

this rule, in regions where a calcareous clay stratumf comes so

near the surface as to contribute to the formation of the soil on

the hillsides and in the bottoms. Such is the case on the up-

per bayou Anacoco (in the " Anacoco prairie " region) as weU

as in the southern portion of Sicily Island, near Harrisonburg

on the Washita. Whether the Avoyelles prairie belongs to

the same category, I have been unable to ascertain ;
but Irom

its position it seems likely tha< such is the case.

This white clay marl, the building stones occurring ui the

northern portion of the formation, the potter's clays above re-

ferred to, and a pure white and exceedingly refractory, seun-in-

durate white pipe-clay, occurring near the edge of the Vicks-

burg rocks in Catahoula parish, constitute the practically use-

ful materials of this group in Louisiana ; where on the whole,

it yields much fewer waters impregnated with noxious salts,

than is the case in Mississippi.^ ,

The Vickshurg flrrowp.—The territory underlaid by the rocks

* This Jour. Jan., 1861, p. 41.

f Probably the same as that which appears on Pearl river, in Manou Co., >.'?3-.

at " Barnes' White Bluff," and has been used as a fertilizer (Mississippi Report,
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of this division of the Eocene Tertii
thirty miles wide, crossing the state

north of the Grand Gulf group.
The features of the Vicksburg grou}>, where it is crossed by

the Washita, seem to agree closely with those given in my
general section (p. 140 of the Mississippi Keport of 1860).
According to the observations of my companion, Dr. Walker
(who determined the line between this and the Grand Gulf
group, on the Washita), lumps of Orbitoides limestone at the
loot of the Grand Gulf sandstone ridges, are the first evidence
o# the change of formation. Thence northward, lignito-gyp-
seous clays are reported for some distance, while about six
mdes below Columbia, according to information from residents,
there are limestone hills with small shell prairies and marl
beds.

^

Northward of Columbia, calcareous strata corresponding to
the Jackson group do not seem to occur on the Washita until
we reach "about fifty miles (by water) south of Monroe,"
the locality from which Dr. Harlan obtained the vertebra? of
Zeuglodon described by him in 1832.* Thus far, the section
of the marine Tertiary on the Washita corresponds very well
to that on Yazoo and Pearl rivers, in Mississi})pi ; oniy the in-
tervening lignitic stratum, which forms the base of the Yicks-
turg bluff, is more extensively developed on the first mentioned
Btr^^am.

On the Sabine river, too, the I'pper portion of the profile is

pretty correctly reproduced. At the base of the Grand Gulf
rocks we find, on the bayou Taureau, a seam of shell limestone
With Vicksburg fossils. We then pass over ligiiito-gypseous

strata to Sabine Town, Texas, where we see about seventy feet

of these, overlying ledges of blue fossiliferous limestone alter-

nating every two or three feet with what would be greensand
marl like that of Vicksburg, had not the lime of the numerous
shells of which it contains casts, been remove.! by subsequent

(iissolution. So far as I have seen, the usual leading f )t^sils of

\ icksburg are wanting here ; while the greater sandiness of the

^'i/i ''rials, as well as the prevalence of shallow-sea bivalves, in-

t's their deposition in shallower water. As we pruceed

Uward from Sabine Town, lignitic clays and lignite alone

ate, and sometimes altogether replace, the limestone

- s, whicli themselves become poorer in fossils, as we ap-

1
'
'Heh the northern edge of the formation.

^
Beyond, we again enter upon lignitic territory, which thence-

tV^ih cuntinues with unbroken uniformity, so far as the Ter-
tiary is concerned, to the Arkansas line.

* Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, vol. iv, N. S.
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From my own observations farther east, as well as fVoni in-

formation obtained from others, it seems that tliere is a grad-

ual increase of the lignitic clay facies in the Vicksburg strata,

as we advance westward from the Washita. The Casatche

Hills below Natchitoches are described as consisting of alter-

nating limestone and marl strata, capped by Orange Sand
knolls ; while the '^ Grande Ecore " on Red river, a few miles

above Natchitoches, exhibits only dark laminated clay and
sand. In the flat region between Dugdemona and Bed rivers,

where I recrossed the Vicksburg territory, there is but Uttle

chance for observation ; but about the middle of the belt, cm
the heads of Bear creek, semi-indurate marls wdth Orb itaides,

Pecten Poulsoni and Ostrea Vicksburgensis, are abundant ; as

well as farther east, the nodular Orbitoides limestone, at the

base of the Grand Gulf rocks.

The Mansfield group.—In Mississippi the stages of the ma-
rine Tertiary are separated by lignitic clay strata ; in Alabama,
on the contrary, they are directly superimposed upon each

other.* The lignitic bands gradually increase in thickness as

we advance westward, but the territory underlaid by them in

Mississippi is generally too limited, and the development of

the strata too slight, to necessitate their designation by a spe-

cial name. At Vicksburg, nevertheless, the thickness of the

lignitiferous stratum intervening between the Vicksburg and

Jackson groups, is not less than 35 to 40 feet, and it underlies a

district several miles in width, on the Yazoo bluif.

In western Louisiana, as already stated, none but lignitife-

rous strata of Tertiary age, occur north of the Vicksburg group,

as far north as Shreveport, and so far as I have been able to

ascertain, up to the Arkansas line. In fact, the only locality

in Louisiana known to me as distinctly of Jackson age, is that

already mentioned as the source of Zeuglodon bones, described

by Dr. Harlan, about half way between Columbia and Monroe,

on the Washita. Nor does the main body of the marine Ter-

tiary seem to extend any farther west in Arkansas, the outcrops

mentioned by Dr. Owen being chiefly on Washita and Sabine

rivers, in about the same longitude ; to the westward of which

excepting an outlier of Tertiary limestone in Clark county, the

Tertiary epoch seems to be, in both states, represented by hg-

nitiferous, fresh or brackish-water deposits. Nevertheless, the

characteristic marine fossils of the Jackson group, according

to Buckleyt occur abundantly in (southeastern ?) Texas.

Very probably, the equivalents in time of all the marine

groups exist in the lignitic Tertiary of Arkansas, Louisiana

. Report on the Texas Geol. Survey, 1866.
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and Mississippi, their change of character denoting a change in
the depth (and consequently in the character) of the waters in
which they were deposited. It will be extremely difficult to
define the portions correfeponding to each of the various marine
epochs ; meanwhile, I propose to designate as the Mansfield
group, that portion which, from its geographical position and
general uniformity of materials, seems to be the equivalent of
the lower portion of the Vicksburg bluff. It is very character-
istically developed near Mansfield, La., and there j)resents a
feature foreign to the other lignitic groups I have investigated,
viz : a ledge, f to 2 feet thick, of an impure, laminated lime-
stone with numerous, but mostly fragmentary, impressions of
lignitized stems and leaves, A narrow {^ to -J- in. wide) band
of this rock seems to extend from Mansfield as far as Siireve-

port, appearing mostly a few feet below the hilltops. Bluish-
gray, clayey sands and mouse-colored laminated clays are the
predominant materials, with which lignite beds are frequently
associated

; and near these, well preserved impressions of leaves
are not uncommonly found. The surface of the territory' occu-
pied by this group is undulating, sometimes (on the rivers)

hilly ; and as usual, the higher ridges are everywhere capped
l)y the Orange Sand, whose ferruginous solutions have fre-

quently metamorphosed the subjacent Tertiary material into

ferruginous shale or sandstone ; at the same time forming
above the line of contact large deposits of concretionary Brown
iron ore,* containing from 40 to 60 per cent of hydrous per-

oxyd, which will doubtless in time become of considerable

practical importance.

, Numerous and extensive lignite beds exist in northern Lou-
isiana, the economical importance of which is already beginning
to be appreciated.
The limestones of the Vicksburg group at many points yield

"xcellent lime, while the more impure varieties possess :'-

arge amount of glauconite they
f'T agricultural purposes. Good
abound. These calcareous matt
in an agricultural point of view, because the soils of the terri-

tory, both of the Vicksburg and Mansfield groups have in gen-

eral a foundation of pretty stiff red clay, derived from the lig-

nitic clays, upon which stimulation produces a great and last-

ing effect. This red subsoil may almost be considers charac-

teristic of the uplands of northern Louisiana ;
which are very

^ir frum being " Pine Woods," in the sense in which the ex-

pression is understood east of the Mississippi ; especially where
the Vicksburg rocks underlie.

* Mississippi Report, 1860, pp. 23, 24.
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The Cretaceous outliers, presently to be mentioned, furnish

limestone containing only 1 to 1*5 per cent of impurities, and
are sometimes chemically pure carbonate.

The Salines of North Louisiana.—One of the most striking

features of North Louisiana is the occurrence of salt springs

and licks, usually accompanied by outcrops of limestone, which
appear sporadically, but usually near the water courses, mainly

near the head of Lake Bisteneau and on the waters of Saline

bayou, in the parishes of Bossier, Bienville and Winn.
Brines of considerable strength and purity are obtained in

these licks by sinking shallow wells or pits, usually to the depth

of 14 to 20 feet. Sometimes brine is obtained in sand, without

striking any rock ; most frequently, a bed of limestone is en-

countered, sometimes compact, more frequently coarsely and
incoherently crystalline, consisting of more or less horizontal

bands or aggregates of white, yellow or black calcareous spar.

Beneath this rock, of a few feet thickness, a bed of white or

gray granular gypsum of 12 to 20 inches thickness, frequently

appears, and beneath this the brine is reached, in a sandy layer.

At several points deep borings have been made in these licks,

from 200 to as many as 1,100 feet, whereby an increased and, in

some cases, an artesian supply of brine has been obtained.

The precise records of these borings have been lost ; but inone

case at least the pile of borings, in others tradition, testifies

that calcareous or gypseous materials were met with all the

way. This fact coupled with the lithological character of the

latter (which is foreign to all the Tertiary groups known to

me), and a "find" of several individuals of Exogyra costata

and Gryphcea Pitcheri in the rubbish of one pit, suggests that

we have here, not local Tertiary basins, but rather the peaks

of a Cretaceous ridge, projecting through thelignitic Tertiary

j

whose lithological characters agree closely with those doscribed

by Dr. Owen as characterizing a portion of the Cretaceinis oi

Arkansas, and equally corresponding to those observed on the

upper Red River, near Fort Washita, by Dr. G. G-. Shuraard.''

_
Tlie highly crystalline, non-fossiliferous, horizontally banded

limestone which characterizes most of these saline outliers, re-

appears independently farther south, in the shape of limestone

ridges elevated perhaps a hundred feet above the drainage oi

the couutry
; as near Winfield, and on Saline Bayou below

Drake's Salt Works.
It will be obsei-ved that the general trend of the body of

these outliers is about S.E. and N.W. A continuation of this

line strikes the main body of the Cretaceous of Arkansas, in

Hempstead county, on the one hand ; on the other, a body ol

* Marcy's Exploration of Red river, p. 195.
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i of precisely similar character, near Chicotville in St.
Landry parish, La., on the territory of the Grand Gulf group,
whirh in the absence of other evidence, I had previously re-
ferred to the latter (see above). Its absolute lithological iden-
tity with the limestones of Northern Louisiana, as well as the
incongruity with all other materials heretofore observed in the
Grand Gulf or other Tertiary deposits, leave little room for
doubt that here, within 70 miles of the Gulf coast, we have
another Cretaceous summit rising out of the Tertiary. And if
we follow still farther the general line of trend, southeastward,
we light upon the group of Five Islands, and notably the rock-
salt deposit of Petite Anse.

It is perhaps too early to discuss the question, whether the
latter coincidence is accidental, or whether this ancient Creta-
ceous ridge thus forming the " backbone " of Louisiana, has
caused, not only the shallowing of the older Eocene sea into
marshes and lagoons, but also the eastward deflection of the
lower Mississippi, and explains the simultaneous existence of
salt both in North and South Louisiana. If rock-salt, however,
should be found to form any part of the Cretaceous rocks of the
southwest, a Cretaceous outlier at Petite Anse would be scarce-
ly more strange than the limestone outcrop near Chicotville.
The presumption is still farther strengthened by the phenom-
ena observed in the wells bored near the West Fork of Calcasieu
river, about twelve miles west of Lake Charles in Calcasieu
parish.

The Artesian wells of Calcasieu.—These are located on two
small islands in the (fresh-water) marsh which forms the head
of bayou Choupique, a small tributary of the main Calcasieu
river. It was long known that on one of these islands there

existed " tar springs " which had formed an asphaltum pave-
ment on a portion of the surface, and continuallv evolved com-
bustible gas ; and not long after the close of the war, boring

operations were commenced there by the " Louisiana Petroleum
and Coal Oil Co.," whose auger had, at the time of my visit,

reached a depth of 1,230 feet.

Another bore has been commenced on an island about 700
yards to the westward ; the work, now carried on by Dr. Kirk-
man of Lake Charles, has reached a depth of 450 feet. The
following is a comparative profile of both wells.

The data for the following profile are derived, for position

and thickness, from the statements of the well-borers ; the ma-
t'rials are given from samples of the borings picked from the

pile by them in my presence, and I have every reason to think
that the facts are faithfully represented.

Aa regards the interpretation of the formations penetrated,
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Wells, westfork of Calcasieu river.

Louisiana Oil Ce.'a Well. Forma

Depth 1^ M..„W.. Depth Thick Materials.

»

s^eSr^s-i
160

layers of sand soaked
wfth petroleum. «l

Sandjpipeclaj, 4 ft.

n3

Loose sand and gravel

138 to 163 ft. very peb
bly; 153 to 173 ft. finerm

343 10
^^-7^^^^^ clay

11
383

40
Blue,jady^nodul^^^^^^^

460
60

Soft, white, crystalline,

tube driven through. '

M3
100 Pure crystalline sulphur.

1

690

147 About i sulphur.

...Sulphur^edat650ft

- ^nul!S"coa''rsTlyc^^^
MHnCgra^sh'orwhite.

5

there can of course be no doubt as to the identity of the Port

Hudson and Orange Sand groups. It is interesting to note,

that here as elsewhere the Orange Sand rests on a deeply denu-

ded surface, and has itself suffered subsequent denudation ; as

is evidenced by its relative levels in the two bores. The pebbles

are of the usual character ; chiefly chert and siliceous sand-

stones, still showing impressions of paleeozoic fossils ; the largest

observed weigh about five ounces.
While Kirkman's well has chanced upon a vaUey of denuda-

tion, the Company^s well has struck a ridge whose summit has

resisted denudation by the aid of a cap of hard clay shale, m
which, besides, there was a layer of sandstone. As soon as this

was penetrated there was a violent rush of combustible gas,

and water mixed with petroleum. The amount of the latter

however, never exceeded a few barrels a day, even when the

pump was used ; and great difficulty was experienced in pene-

i
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trating the stratum of loosely piled, disjointed, rounded lumps
of blue limestone, which kept tumbling in from the sides. This
is evidently the oil-bearing stratum, and (reports to the con-
trary notwithstanding) I am satisfied that no fresh supply of
oil was found aiter reaching the underlying white limestone.
The rare shells contained in the blue rock are too ill-pre-

served to allow of specific determinations ; but their very state
of preservation, no less than the peculiar lithological character
of the rock, suggests at once the correspondence to the base of
the Sabine Town bluff ; which is, moreover, corroborated by the
comparative chemical and microscopic analysis. The lignitic

nature of the intervening beds, as well as the occurrence of
asphalt in the Vicksburg limestone of Mississippi, are sugges-

^ tive with reference to the oil-bearing feature. The overlying
clay stratum likewise coincides.

As to the underlying white limestone, it is a material utterly
foreign to any of the Tertiary groups of the Southwest, while
coinciding precisely with some of the limestone of the saliferous

cretaceous outliers of North Louisiana ; here again, chemical
as well as microscopic characters coincide as strikingly as they
differ from those of the blue oil-bearing rock.

For the immense sulphur bed underlying, we have no direct

precedent, unless it be the occurrence of a sulphur-bearing earth
in the gypsum formation on Delaware creek, on the southern
border of the Llano Estacado, observed by Capt. Pope.* But
the interstratification of sulphur and gypsum in the lower bed
proves the closeness of their mutual relation, while the enormous
thickness of the underlying gypsum bed recalls at once the
great gypsum formation of the upper Bed river, and the Llano
Estacado

; faintly represented by the gypsum beds of North
-Louisiana, and Arkansas.
The age of the great gypsum formation has been the subject

of much discussion. It has always seemed to me that the great

extent of the area over which the Cretaceous beds and under-

^-^^^S gypsum are known to be coextensive, went far to prove

that they belonged substantially to the same epoch. What-
ever weight mav attach to this argument is greatly enhanced
when we find the crystalline limestone and underlying gypsum

appearing in northern Louisiana, but actually accom-

ich other beneath the waters of the Gulf of Mexico.

„ the volcanic agencies which even now so frequently

disturb that great basin, have been instrumental in reducing
the sulphur, distilling the petroleum, and crystallizing the rock

southern Louisiana, may be more profitably discussed

r82d parallel;

r/eihi"
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when more extensive excavations shall have given us an oppor-

tunity of closer inspection of the facts. As regards the sulphur

bed, it seems strange that no such opportunity is as yet fore-

shadowed in the near future ; although in my view, its practi-

cal importance can hardly he over-estimated. Its development

requires, it is true, large capital and the best of engineering re-

sources, in view of the depth, and peculiar difficulties of drain-

age and ventilation. But who that knows the part sulphuric

acid plays in modern civilization, the monopoly enjoyed by Si-

cilian sulphur, the burdens naturally and artificially imposed

upon its production in that island, and the inferiority of the

acid prepared from pyrites, can fail to appreciate the intrinsic

importance of a bed of pure sulphur some 135 feet thick, lying

at a depth less than half of that at which some coal mines

»

are profitably worked in Pennsylvania ; and within ten miles of

ocean navigation ! The very gangue of the mineral—gypsum
—is of sufficient value in agriculture and the arts, to bear ship-

ment for thousands of miles, within the country. Nor indeed,

is it likely that beds of such magnitude should be confined to

a hmited area, and not be accessible at more advantageous

locations.

As regards the prospect of obtaining petroleum in paying

quantities, the inconsiderable thickness of the Vicksburg rocks,

and the obvious fact that they are traversed by valleys of de-

nudation, are very unfavorable omens.
The water now flows from the Company's well at the rate of

65 gallons per minute ; rises 12 feet above the surface. It is a

saturated solution of sulphuretted hydrogen, with a little gyp-

sum and common salt. This stream flows chiefly from the sur-

face of the sulphur bed. Boring operations at this well have

been suspended, and a company is now being formed with a

special view to mining the sulphur.

Abt. ^'K.'Kl.—Gontrihutions from the Laboratoty of the

Lehigh University. No. 2.

—

On certain compounds of Chro-

mium with Iron ; by J. Haynes H. Corbin.

Percy, in his work on iron and steel (p. 186), describes seve-

ral crystalline compounds of chromium with iron prepared and

analyzed by Mr, Smith under his direction.

These compounds contained respectively the chromium per-

centages of 4-24, 27-07, 54-63, and 76-58, corresponding tn the

formulae Fe, ,€r, FegCr, Fe€r and Fe^r,. The experinu-nts

pursuance of the investigations c



who found an alloy of the formula Fe^Cr, containing 17 per
cent of chromium, and another containing as much as 60 per
ei nt of this element. Berthier, Faraday and Stodart observ-
ed that the addition of 1 per cent of chromium to steel com-
uiunicated to this compound great hardness and the quality of
acquiring a beautiful damask by the action of dilute acids.

Boussingault has lately published (Ohem. News, vol. xvii, p.
267, Eng, ed.) the analysis of a chromiferous wrought iron
from Central America, containing 1-95 per cent chromium and
4-40 of combined carbon, which he obtained by a new method
proposed by himself, viz : dissolving the powdered iron in a so-
lution of corrosive sublimate.
The American Tool Steel Company of Brooklyn has been

, engaged in preparing alloys of chromium with steel upon a
manufacturing scale. They placed a number of specimens of
the various compounds in the hands of Dr. Charles M. Weth-
erill of this University, under whose instruction I have made
the following examination of certain of them in the laboratory
of the Lehigh University.
The specimens analyzed consist of:
1. Chrome iron ore from the neighborhood of Baltimore.
2. A specimen of chromiferous cast iron obtained by the re-

duction of 1.

3. Turnings of No. 1 steel prepared by use of 2.

1. The chrome ore possessed the ordinary character of the
mineral, and analyzed by the method of Dr. Genth, gave the
following percentage result

:

Silica 2-12

Chromic oxyd --- - -40-'79

Alumina 4*20

Ferrous oxyd 44-48

Manganous oxyd trace

Lime.. .
2-32

Magnesia'". 5-21

Phosphoric acid .trace

-. The chromium cast iron is a very hard silver-white metal;

^il'parcntly a mass of interlacing crystal needles. Hardness of

^'Idspar, but very brittle and of density 7"25. It is attacked
yith great difficulty by the different acids and was brought
'iito solution for analysis by fusion with potassic bisulphate.

<^^" attempting to decompose it by means of the battery, only

^ I'firtial decomposition ensued ; the skeleton of carbon which
'' 'lained contained a good deal of undissolved and crystalline

" -hjisii. 8ci.-Second*Sbbies, Vol. XLVIII, No. 144.-Not., 1869.
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metal. The process of Boussingault, already referred to, was

used for the determination of the carbon. Although this pro-

cess worked satisfiactorily with Boussingault, whose compouDfl

contained a small percentage of chromium, it failed with me
to fully decompose this specimen, which contains more than 26

per cent of that metal.

The carbon was weighed as €0^ in a potash bulb. The
compound yielded by the analysis :

Iron ....70-18* 70-12 70-23

Chromium 26-25

Aluminum -26 ...

Calcium 2-16

Magnesium -58

Silicon trace

Carbon l-(i9

Phosphorus none
Sulphur none

101-12

By eliminating carbon and supposing the small percentage

of other metals than iron and chromium to be replaced by iron,

the analysis yields almost exactly the formula Fe^-Gr, ;
which

is intermediate between 2 and 3 of Smith's compounds alluded

to in the beginning of this article. Since the proportion of

carbon in white cast iron varies from 3'5 to 5-75 per cent, this

specimen is peculiar in having a much lower percentage of that

element.

3. The chrome steel is a compound possessing some peculiar

properties, a marked one being that of assuming a highly crys-

talline structure and cracking badly when tempered at the

usual heat for tempering steel ; but at a low red heat,_a pro-

duct of very fine grain is the result. Another property is, that

it may be submitted to considerable torsion without breaking.

A bar twenty-four inches in length and one half inch square,

was twisted while cold by two men at the end of a po^'^.^^^^l

lever two and one half feet in length, until the lever described

three complete circles. The twisted bar was now bent m the

shape of an ellipse until the ends touched : on examination no

injury to the steel could be detected, as it appeared to possess

the same properties after as before the operation. The steel is

very hard. The hardness of a tempered specimen is equal tc

that of quartz, and that of an untempered specimen to that oi

feldspar. The density of the tempered specimen is 7-79 ana

that of the untempered one 7-8. The density of the latter,
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liowever, had been raised by its having been struck with a ham-
mer. Its fracture is white, conchoidal, and very fine in struc-
ture. Like ordinary steel it is attacked readily by chlorhydric
acid,_evolving f tid hydrogen and forming an oily scum. On
treating the polished steel, both tempered and untempered,
with dilute and strong acids, no damask could be obtained.
The analysis gave :

Iron 95-92 95-27

Chromium 1-66 2-22

Phosphoms...... '. trace

Sulp}uir trace

101-62

The carbon was determined as in 2. In analysis 1 the iron,
chromium and aluminum were determined from an aliquot
part of the oxyds precipitated together, by the addition of am-
Dionia

; while in the second analysis the iron was separated as
siilphi(i, the chromium and aluminum being held in solution
'•y iuklition of tartaric acid to the alkaline solution. On com-
l»inii^- t}i\n specimen with one quoted by Berthier, (Percy, p.
^^~) containing about the same percentage of chromium, it ih

'' ii;.(l that his s])ecimen by treatment with dilute acid yielded
'^ ^>' -lutiful damask, while this does not ; from which one would
t'HKlude that there is a more thorough incorporation of the
|'ii"niium throughout the entire mass in this compound,
^^'"lUht ab(»ut by the process of manufacture, than in Ber-
ini.v's. This wouhl lead to a more uniformly hard, and prob-

^'>h' harder, steel, f)n account of there being no interstices be-
twcii crystals of iron and chromium, which, together with the
<";u 1). ,n produced the damask in Berthier's specimen. It would
-' 'HI that tlie properties of tliis steel are not due to the replace-
'^i"ut of carbon by chromium as is thought by the manufactu-

e chromiu:

Qpound as
' carbon to be within the limits for producing

'<l quality of steel.

'e extraordinary properties possessed by the chromium
, inay, in a great measure, be attributed to the uniform
ibution of a hard uncrystalline alloy of iron and chromium
i-b the mass of steel—so homogeneous, in fact, does this

uiid appear to be, that there is no veined structure or
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damask to be noticed when treated with dilute acid. The al-

most total absence of the deteriorating elements, phosphorus,

sulphur and silicon, has probably much to do with the quality

of this steel ; for the manner in which it may be twisted when
cold, and heated to whiteness without " burning," forged and
welded, presents an anomaly in the behavior of steel.

Aet. li':L'KIl.—Contri'butions from the Laboratory of the Lehigh

University. No. 11.

—

Examination of a supposed Hercynite
;

by Clarence A. "Wolle.

The mineral Herc3mite is known only by an analysis of Quad-

rat (Ann. Ch. Pharm., Iv, 357.) A mineral very much resem-

bling it was discovered by Prof. W. T. Roepper, who kindly

gave me the specimen for the following investigation, which was
made in the Laboratory of the Lehigh University under the di-

rection of Dr. Chas. M. Wetherill. The locality is near Peeks-

Mil, N. Y., and Prof Roepper, who visited the spot, describes

tlie mineral as occurring in large isolated masses in syenitic

The supposed hercynite is intimately mixed with magnetite,

from which it may be freed by digesting the fine powder with

hydrochloric acid. It remains unaltered by this i

appears, under the microscope, as a transparent greenish crys-

talline mineral which, when fused with carbonate of soda, is not

decomposed. The crystals were boiled with a solution of car-

bonate of soda to remove silica.

The mineral thus treated when examined under the micro-

scope shows traces of octahedral cleavage and crystallization.

It is vitreous on surfaces of fracture, but otherwise possesses

a dull luster. The color is greenish to leek-green, becoming

greener and lighter when powdered ; to the naked eye it is not

transparent. Hardness 7*5
; specific gravity 3-58 ;

not magnetic.

Before the blowpipe it shows the following reactions r—l-

Alone infusible. 2. With carbonate of soda bead it remams

undissolved and floats about like silica in a microcosmic salt bead,

and on withdrawing from the flame is first green and finally on

cooling turns gray. 3. With borax bead, a yellow-green glass

which on cooling assumes on olive-green color. 4. "W^'ith n^i-

crocosmic salt, dissolves completely, and forms a gi-eenish-yello^v

glass, which, when cold, is colorless.

The qualitative analysis shows AUO3, Fe^Og and MgO to be

its constituents. 0-8036 gram of the'dried substance was taken,

according to Rose and Quadrat, and fused with about fiveto >!>>

times its weight of bisulphate of potassa in a platinum crucible
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for a considerable time, thereby evolving SO^. After a perfect
fusion the mass when cold was dissolved in water made slightly
acid with HCl, and from this solution the Al^O ^ and FegOj
precipitated with NH^O and finally separated by KO, and
treated as usual. TheFe^Og after being incinerated weighed
•236^ gram,=29 -40 per cent, and the Al.O, weighed '4885
gram, =60-79 per cent.

The MgO in the filtrate fi^om the first precipitate of Al^O 3 and
Fe^Oj was precipitated as phosphate with phosphate of soda,
and weighed, after incineration, -2863 grm. = 1032 grm. MgO
=12 "84 per cent. The results of the analysis therefore yield

—

Fe.Og = 29-40 per c

12-84 "

60-79 "^1,03

103-03

The iron does not all exist as FeO, for such constitution would
give the oxvgen ratio of EO : E^Oa as 1 : 2'557 instead of

1 : 3. The hardness and insolubility in acids of this mineral
show that it is a spinel. Part of the Fe must therefore exist

as FCgOg. A calculation of this Fe^Og in such a manner as

would give the oxygen ratio 1 : 3 will yield the following per-

centage composition

:

*1 ¥»e i'e STg

60-79 5-26 21-74 12.84 = 100-63

and calculating from the formula

—

(i%+i5'e) + )i|3tl + ^V^e),

^ve obtain the following percentage composition, which agrees

^ell with the above analysis

:

*i Pe *^e %
60-45 4-94 22-25 12-36 = 100

An analysis of a spinel from Tunaberg, by Erdman, gave the

following results :—

Slg 13-03 3Pe 23-46 » 62-95 = 99-44.

From the above analyses and remarks, it will therefore be

seen that the mineral is a magnesia-iron spinel, with part of the

edbyFe^O
Hercynite 2

the AI3O3 replaced by Fe 3 3^ and it may be regarded as

mediate between Hercynite and Ceylonite.
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Art. XXXIU.— Contributions from the Laboratory of the Shef
field Scientific School, Yale College. No. XXIL— Oji the prox-

imate Composition of several varieties of American Maize ;* by
W. O. Atwater, JPLD.

The four varieties of Indian corn analyzed are as follows

:

A. Early Button Corn.—An early variety, yellow in color,

twelve rowed, kernels ratlier small. Ears medium size. One
of the most common varieties of early com in New England.

B. Tlie common Yellow Corn of New England and the east-

ern Stiites, also called Canada Corn.—Eight rowed, kernels and
ears of good size.

C. King Philip Corn, sometimes called Rhode Island Corn.—
Brown-red color, eight rowed, ears and kernels often quite large.

D. StoivelTs Evergreen Sweet Coim.—Specimens are sold un-

der this name, having twelve and sixteen rows, ears sliort and
thick.

Preparation for analysis.—The corn was gi'ound in an ordina-

ry drug-mill. The mill was carefully cleaned by grinding corn

therein until the meal came through clean in appearance. For

the ash-determinations, a portion of each sort was coarsely

crushed in the mill. Another portion was then ground quite

fine for the other investigations, in which the result could not

be appreciably affected by an amount of impurity from the

mill, not detectable by the eye. Considerable care was taken

to insure a thorough mixture of the material, it having been

noticed on cleaning the mill before the grinding of each speci-

men that a portion of the finely divided substance adhered to

the interior, which portion it was feared might come from the

softer and more easily pulverized part of the kernels. In a

number of cases it was found necessary to grind the meal still

finer with sand in a porcelain mortar. "The specimens for anal-

ysis were all ground at the same time, and set aside for use ni

well closed bottles.

Determination of water.—The accurate estimation of hygro-

? 'opic water is often attended with difficulties, owing to tlic ex-

ne slowness with which the last traces of water disappear,

'1 as to the fact that, from long continued heating there re-

^ -!i f>xydation of fatty matters"and an alteration and loss

Ac the suggestion of Prof Johnson, use has been made ot

the Bimsen pump, and the following method adopted, l)}" vhuii

the above difficulties have been obviated, to a great extent.

One or two grams of the verv finely di\dded material are

weighed off*, and quickly transferred to a dry round-bottoiaiMl

* Graduatino: Thesis presented to the Faculty of Philosophy and the An^. ^ -

College, July, 1869.
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glass flask, of about 75 c. c. capacity. The flask is then closed
with a perforated rubT3er stopper, which has been previously
boiled in caustic soda, and is itself closed with a glass rodf.

This is allowed to stand in the balance for a time, and is then
weighed with a similar flask as counterpoise. The stopper is

then removed and the flask is partially immersed in boiling wa-
ter and allowed to remain for an hour. The stopper is now in-

serted, the_ glass rod being replaced by a glass tube, bent at right
angles, which connects with the Bunsen pump. The exhaustion
by means of the latter is made as complete as possible, and the
boflmg continued for half an hour or an hour. With the prop-
er precautions, an hour's boiling with the flask open, and the
same under exhaustion, suffice to bring the flask and its con-
tents to a constant weight.
During the last boiling, moisture is apt to condense in the

tube. I have found it well to expel this by heat, or still bet-
ter, to replace the wet tube with a dry one. A tube, with the
horizontal f-- - "'^ " .. ^ .-.

• x.

is of course
as possible, otherwise a number of hours may"be required
the completion of the process.
After the drying is finished, the tube is removed from the

stopper, the glass rod inserted, and the flask set aside in the
balance for half an hour or more. The rod is then removed,
for a moment, to allow access of air to the interior, and again
inserted, when the whole is weighed. The difference of the
two weighings is the loss of water. The results accord closely
as seen from the subjoined figures.

'•) 8-08 10-54 10-51 9-78
,

9-80 10-75 10-98

luid been kept for some months in a very dry atmosphere.
* liers w ere in tlie same hygroscopic condition as when
lom the &ccd-<tore.

I niinatkm of Ash.—For this purpose two methods have
'11 ployed. lx\ each, two, or more generally, three grams

'il were used. Bv the first, the meal was ignited for from
'> *' to twenty hours"at a low heat in a porcelain capsule over

n^t'U lamp."' Bv this means the com was without difficul-

ii-nod to a light grav or nearly pure white ash. The dif-

[0(> between the weights of the light gray and of the white
- '[uitc inconsiderable—two trials giving less than half a

' tlie second method the meal was charred, first at a quite

'ud then at a somewhat higher heat, for a little time after

npyreamatic odors had disappeared. It was then boiled

^s'ater and filtered. The filtrate was evaporated to dry-
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ness, and gently ignited, while the filter with its contents was
incinerated at a much higher heat, and the residue weighed

with that of the filtrate.

I append results of experiments by the two methods.

A 1. 2d method, per cent, 1-52
} ^^^ ^'^

A 9 u u u u
T
.-o [ Soluble, 1-03

^ ^- -^ ^-^
f
Insoluble, -49

A 3, 1st " " " 1-56

A avei-age of four others, 1-52

Bl. 5

B2. «^ " u
. 1-30|-Xbie, ^29

B 3. 1st " " " 1-30

B4 " " " " 1-36

As intimated above, the amount of carbon left unconsumed
in direct incineration, with a low and long continued heat, is

very tiifling ; and the comparative results above given confirra

the observation of Strecker, that there is no loss of alkali-

chlorids in this process.* The ash thus obtained is free from

carbonic acid The amounts of soluble and insoluble ash cor-

respond very closely with the amou.nts of soluble and insol-

uble ingredients, as calculated from the average of the best

analyses.

Here follow the ash-determinations made in case of A and B
by the second method above described, and in case of C and D
by the first

1-52 1-52 1-31 1-30 1-61 lo8 187 l^i

Determmation of Fat, c&c.f—This substance was estimated by

the use of Storch's apparatus,:]: which has proved to be very

convenient The ground com was triturated with pure quartz

sand previous to extraction. Pure ether was the solvent used.

Corks, if employed for connectors, need to be purified by pre-

t According to Hoppe Seyler, (Med. Chem. Unters., i, 162), a sample of ma

examined by him, yielded

Saponifiable fat and yeUow pigment

\ A^modification of the "Extracteur" of Pajen; Fres. Zei
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liminary treatment. Ordinary cotton batting will also need pu-
rification. A portion of that whicli I used, when dried at 100°
C. and treated with ether, gave 0-9 per cent of a fatty substance,
which on cooling had the appearance of tallow or stearine.
Great care and considerable time are required to remove the
last traces of ether and moisture from the fat and the flask con-
taining it, before weighing. I have always used, in weighing,

6-76 5-58 442 441 4-52 4-38 7-57 7-75

L. Lenz (Henneberg's Jahresbericht, 1866-7, p. 151), has
published examinations of six varieties of maize, in which he
finds a small proportion of fat in the endosperm and a

percentage in the chit {keiine), and expresses the opinion that
the fat found in the endosperm really belonged to portions of
the chit which escaped separation. To test this supposition, I
have made the following experiment

:

A number of kernels of common yellow com, B, were taken,
the interior soft portion of each kernel carefully cut and scraped
out, and the two portions weighed.

Weight of outer hard portion, endosperm, 30-211 grm. 76'43
" " inner soft " embryo with some
endosperm, 9-321 grm. 23-57

Total, ..39-532 grm. 100-00

The former portion was ground and the amount of water and
fat determined as above, with the following result :

Fat,!"-'---."--'.'-.'----'--------- 1-37 " "

'

I^enz found in the endosperm of the maize examined by him
from 0-75 to 1-96 per cent of fat, the mean of his six results

"^^as 1 -32 per cent. The water-content of the endosperm he an-

alyzed was less than the above, viz : from 9 to 10 per cent. The
larger percentage of moisture in my sample was due to the fact

tliat the corn had been standing for some time, and was like-

^vise ground in a very damp air. It appears then that while the

endosperm is very mach poorer in fat than the chit, it is never-

^lieless not entirely free from this material. The ether-extract
from the endosperm had much the same appearance as that from
^lie entire kernel obtained in the ordinary estimations.

^termination of Albuminoids.—The "amount of nitrogen*

* The nitrogen determinations gave the following figures:



\nis estimated hj combustion witli soda

aulti plied by 6 '25, was taken for the amoi

Here follow the results

:

9-56 9-62 9-75 9-69 11-75 12-00 11-00 11-19

Determination of Cellulose.—The cellulose was estimated by
alternate extraction with diluted acid and alkali (Peligot's meth-

od), after Henneberg's directions, (Versuchs-stationen, vi, 497).

As is well known, the methods for cellulose estimation are not

entirely accurate, and the results here given are probably soine-

Another trial, no doubt less accurate, from the fact that the

aterial was allowed to stand for some time in the liquid pre-

ous to each decantation, gave

And a trial upon the material left from an unsatisfactory at-

tempt to estimate starch, by Dragendorffs method, described in

Johnson's " How Crops Grow," p. 6Q, gave after extracting starch

with dilute chlorhydric acid

—

1-03 1-34 1-78

Determination of Aqueous Extract, Gum and Sugar.—Four

grams of finely ground material were treated with cold wa-^

ter in a beaker for two hours, and then filtered with the ui'l ot

the Bunsen pump. The whole operation required three or ti»nr

hours for completion. In the case of the sweet com it v. as

found necessary to make the solution of known bulk, and t;ike

aliquot parts of the first portion of the filtrate for the osriina-

tions, as the filter became, after a time, so clogged as to forbid

the passage of the solution, even when under pressure. " l^c

filtrate was divided into four equal portions, each representing

The recent inyestijrations of Ritthausen, Jour. f. Prakt. Chem., cvi, p. 4S3.
?^^^^

Cmglutin, and contains 17-72 per cent of nitrogen, but as it forms but 0-5 per cent
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one gram of meal. The first portion was ovaporatod to dryness
m a ])lalinu]ii capsule, weighed, ignited. Aveighed again, and the
didevence reckoned as aqueous extract, asli-free. From the last
weight was ^uLlracted the weight of the cai)«ule and the differ-
ence was reckoned as ash. The results are ah follows :

A. B. C. D.
Aq. ext. ash-frco, '7-22 7-14 V'85 16'28
Ash, .' -74 -88 -68 -97

Total aq. ext 7-96 8-02 8-rj3 17-25

When examined ciualitativelv, the extract gave with iodine a
blue tmt, indicative of the pre^sence of a small amount of >tarch,
and wlien ignitc([ in a glass tube with soda-lime, yielded a slight
reaction for ammonia, showing that there was a"" small amount
oi a]])uminoid 7uatlers likewise present
In (n'cry instance the solution was somewhat turbid, from

presence of a ti-ace of suspended fat (?) This was especially
true in case of the sweet corn. On boiling, a white substance,
F^bably a coagulated albuminoid, separated from the solution.
J he (juantitv was however very small, and its estimation was
not attempted. Stepf gives the amount of albumin in the
maize he examined at 0-62 per cent
The researches of von Bibra* indicate the absence of dextrin

from the cereal grains, a conclusion which is quite in accordance

^ 'h'l'cd the aqueous extract to consist of sugar and gum exciu-

^-';J.\.
so far as its non-nitrogenous ingredients ai'C concerned.

1 lie second portion of the aqueous solution wa< also evapo-
' •' d to dryness at near 100° C, treated with alcohol o'l GO per
1" ^' c^'ut, filtered, the filtrate evaporated to dryness, and th(M'es-

' I " Treaterl as before. The following results were obtained:

A. B. C. D.

\'i-^<>l\oflinfilcoh()l (i'Po 7*20 5-53 11-53

I'Pobable 'thattiie'alcohol"

B tlic albuminoi
ence is to be i)la

ion of the aquc

,
as described in

ciitirated snbox^

S and the sngar"

.0-27 0-00

>f Onpere.nt
1 was il-^ di->

Fresenius' qiir

d of copper a

was reckoned r

2-;^

iJI'li

iNo
tlie

s"gh

Susarand „„,. percent.

C.ii.

nu, by difference, ...4-22 2-:U', i-80

'.ut of ti le cut short my vorkatthis p int, a

*DioGorrokk.arUn ,rulda.Bro,l,i>a..n^.
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The complete (mean) analyses stand as follows, taking the

sugar and gum as estimated

ing starch by diiference

th Fehling's solution and reckon-

Water, .

.

Albuminoi

Starch, _.

Fat,
Cellulose,

Ash,

Albuminoids,

.

Starch,"- -----

the proximate ele-

In these analyses the percentage of water and ash alone cau

be regarded as quite correct. Tlic percentage of albuminoids

must be considered as a close approxhnation to the truth. The

5 given for " sugar " and " gum " (aqueous extract) are±igur(

) soluble albr

—the " amiduline " of F. Schulze
The cellulose is much lower than
Thus Poggiale, Payen and Polsen
and 14-9 to 204 per cent of tiber. That these hgu:

roneous must be concluded from simple ocular investigation.

Fresenius, using Peligot's method obtained 1 "58 j)er cent. Bd)ni

rejects Peligot's method as yielding

amylogcn " of Jesse

^ respect"--'"
'•^-

little « lulose,

?d by the German Agr
ISIS wixmn recent years indicate that its results do not varA

widely from the truth. The error in the percentage of starcu

(insoluble), which is determined by difference, cannot probabij

exceed 2 or 3 per c
—

"

those of J. H.
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Salisbury, Trans. N. Y. State Ag. Soc, 1848, p. 678, and those
of C. T. Jackson, U. S. Patent Office Eeport, 1857, p. 160, and
Geology of New Hampshire, pp. 256 et seq. These investiga-
tions, the former of which, especially, was quite extended, were
unfortunately made for the most part by methods too imperfect
to yield valuable results. I append an analysis by Salisbury-,

above report, p. 779, of " Yellow Corn," the same variety as B
of the present article, also one of " Ehode Island Sweet CJom,"
same report, p. 784.

Water,. n-18
"

10^22

Albumen, __. 6-46 13-00

Zein or gluten, 7-32 3-68

ar and

Dextrin or gum, 6-28 12-32

Starch, ._ _. 42-03 15-16

Oil, 4-35 9-92

Fiber, 9*36 12-80

Matter separated from
fiber by weak solution

of potash, -44 -24

Ash, , not given not given

100-06 100-78

The following is an analysis by Jackson, Patent Office Ee
857, p. 161, of King Philip Corn.

Water, 10-0

Gluten or zein, 5-0

Casein and albumen, 2-0

Dextrine and glucose,. 1*5

Cellulose,

.

Undeterm:

Vs seen above, Dr. Salisbury found in Sweet Corn 12-32 per
t of dextrin or gum and 13-00 per cent of albumen, and in

article referred to attributes the shrivelling of the kernels

'ae loss of water in the drying of these bodies. It cannot

'l''>ubted that the estimations were erroneous.
u '• The G-eoIogy of New Hampshire," page 259, Dr. Jack-

reports the amount of oil in different varieties of com as

\'ing from 6 to 11 percent, the latter amount being found in

Ciiiada Com (B of this paper). In the same article, p. 257,
-Uitcs that the oil in this variety as in several others, is con-
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fined cliiefly to the endosperm, wliereas Lenz and myself find

it nearly all in the chit. On page 258 Dr. Jackson " is nhh^ to

prove that the popping of com" is due entirely to the drconi-

position of the oil and the formation of carbnretted hydr(\ucn

gas. But it is a matter of experience that sweet corn whicii is

remarkable for its large content of oil, expands only v(>ry slight-

ly in "popping," On page 257, Dr. Jackson mentions ' a bcan-

tiful and new application of chemistry " by which the use of

qualitative tests, "iodine," "sulphate of ammonia," &;c., "we
may easily cause any grain to point out the extent {)nd jirccise

limits of each of its ingredients and by the eye we can form a

pretty correct estimate of their relative proportions in ditlcrcnt

seeds." It would be ungracious to notice these statements, were
it not that they are frequently quoted as a part of our standard

knowledge on this subject.

It will be seen from my analyses that the three first vnri(^ties

of corn which are quite similar in general appearance and in the

consistency and structure of the kernel, are almost identical in

composition, while the sweet com is much poorer in starch and
richer in sugar and gum as well as in fat. I hope to h:ive an

opportunity in the future of extending my investigations in

this direction so as to accomplish more perfect separations iind

also to examine a large number of varieties of American juaize.

Art. XXXIV.

—

On the Magnetite in the mica of Pennshury,

Pa., in reply to Prof. G. Rose ; by James D. Dana and

George J. Brush.

] . Note by J. D. Dana.

Professor Rose, of Berlin, in a paper published in the Pro-

ceedingg of the Eoyal Academy at Berlin (Monatsberichte fiir

1869, p. 339), has pronounced the statement in my Mineralogy

ip. 150), that the markings in the Pennsbury mica arc due to

thin films of magnetite, an error, and has instead called the

mineral hematite. The first reference of the species to magne-
tite was made by Prof. Brush, and I therefore leave it to him
to mention the observations upon which the conclusion was

based. They" afibrd full proof, I feel assured, that the mineral

irt not hematite, and make it scarcely less certain that it is

magnetite.

Professor Kose's arguments are mostly opinions rather than

facts or demonstrations. He infers from his havin<^ seen very

minute grains of magnetite, even those obtained in blowpipe re-

ductions, which were not transparent, that the excessively thui

transparent crystalline films in the mica are not magnetite.
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H' infers, from his having observed scales and markings of he-
ate in some micas, that those of the mica in question are
iiably hematite. Finkener having, at Professor Eose's re-
-r, examined the Pennshury mineral and found in it pio-

xvil of iron, he infers that this protoxyd is an accidental in-
uncdient, as is true in the case of some hematites, and not evi-
lu^ice that the species is magnetite. Eammelsberg thinking
he has reason to believe that the oxyd of iron coloring green
bottle glass is magnetite, the inference is drawn that magnetite
if transparent would be green, and hence the mineral by its

Ijiownish shades shows that it is not magnetite. Such evi-

dence has not great scientific value.

The seemingly decisive fact brought forward, to which the
above inferences are added, relates to the color of the mineral.
In my Mineralogy the films are said to vary from " colorless to

pale smoky brown and black." Professor Kose states that, be-
sides having these colors, it is also sometimes red and yellow.
This was, from the first, observed to be true by Profissor
Brush and myself. But it was further seen by us that the red
and yellow colors were always a result of alteration ; and we
are sure that ii Professor Eose had examined the hundreds of
specimens that have been at our disposal, he would not have
failed to detect this. He argues from the occasional red color

which he observed that the mineral is not niagn^:tite, but he-
matite

; when in fact the range of colors from colorless to

black proves just the reverse, or at least that the species is not

hematite.

In applying the term dendrite to these markings I had refer-

ence to the dendriticforms they generally present,, and not to

the time or mode of origin, on which latter point I held the

same view with that sustained by Professor Eose.

2. Note by G. J. Brush.

The following are the observations which led me to believe

that the mineral imbedded in the Pennshury mica in dendritic

forms is magnetite, and which force me still to the sf me con-

clusion contrary to the opinion of Professor Eose.

1. From an examination of several hundred specimens it

apiK-ared that the mineral was black and opaque where sufii-

'ieutly thick ; that this color shaded into dark brown ; and this

J -led gradually into a delicate smoky hue, still retaining the

"^"11 color, becoming finally almost colorless.
' Wherever the mineral had been exposed to alteration, espe-

> toward the edges of the crystals of mica, it was sometimes

^*'d to a bright red or yellow color. A large number of

mens, however, showed no evidence of alteration.
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3. I found that the mineral was powerfully magnetic, so

much so, that a thin film would rise to the magnet, carrying

with it a load of mica many times its weight. I also found that

where thefilm of mineral was red or yellow it was destitute of

magneticproperties.
4. I determined by blowpipe tests that the mineral was an

oxyd of iron yielding no reaction for titanium.

5. On heating the blackish brown mineral to redness out of

contact of air it retained its color, but heated with access of

air it became red. I also found that when the yellow mineral

was heated it became red.

From these observations I concluded that the yellow mineral

w^as hydrated oxyd of iron ; that the red substance was sesqui-

oxyd of iron (hematite) ; and that the mineral varying from
colorless to smoky and blackish-brown was magnetic oxyd of

iron, or in other words magnetite; and further, that wherever the

specimens were red this was due to oxydation, and the conse-

quent formation of hematite ; and where they were yellow it

was due to hydration as well as oxydation.
I have made a careful reexamination of a large number of

specimens and have not only confirmed my former observations

but have foimd that the red mineral when rubbed on white

porcelain gives a red streak, the yellow mineral an ochre yellow

streak, while the blackish brown mineral gives a black streak.

This is additional evidence that the red mineral is hematite,

the yellow mineral hydrated oxyd of iron, and that the mag-

netic mineral is in all probability magnetite.

Art. XXXV.—On the probable origin of Albertite and allied

minerals ; by S. F. PeckhaM.

In a paper read at the meeting of the National Academy of

Science last August,* I expressed the opinion, that solid bit-

umens occurring in veins of large extent, of which the Alhert-

ite is an example, had not been formed by the inspissation ot

petroleum, but were the product of a very gradual distillation

of bituminous minerals at a minimum temperature resulting

from their metamorphosis. In the same paper I showed that

petroleums containing paraffine and very little nitrogen, nte

those of Pennsylvania, were not rendered more dense by oxyda-

tion, but by inspissation.

In 1863 Mr. J. P. Lesley expressed the opinion in reference

to Grahamite, that, " there seems to be no escape from tiit

conclusion, that the substance filling the vertical vein is a pro-

* Proc. Am. Phil. Soc, i, 457.
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duct of the gradual oxjdation of coal-oil once filling the open
fissure/' and further, that " it is not impossible that the lower

5 of the fissure are still filled with liquid oil."*

1865 in a report made upon Grahamite, Prof. Henry
Wurtz states, that the general aspect of the mass, as well as
all the results of a minute examination of the accompanying
phenomena, lead irresistibly to the conclusion that we have
here a fissure filled by an exudation, in a pasty condition, of a
resinoid substance derived from, or formed by some metamor-
phosis of unknown fossil matter, contained in deep seated

of
Maine, said, " The Albert Coal" (Albertite) " was originally

in a liquid state, was injected into vertical fissures, and sub-
sequently hardened into a substance resembling jet.":|:

The same year Prof. Hind, of New Brunswick, endeavors to

show that Albertite is an inspissated or hardened petroleum."§
In 1868 Prof. Wurtz says, " no doubt can now be held,

that the Albertite vein was formed by the injection of a fluid

or pasty mass of matter into a fissure or crack in the rocks
;

that is, in the same way that a dike of volcanic trap or lava is

formcd."|j

In the recent edition of his System of Mineralogy (1868)
Prof. Dana says, " Grahamite occurs in West Virginia, * *

filling a fissure (shrinkage fissure), * "^ and supposed to be
like the Albertite, an oxygenated petroleum."
At the time I ventured the opinion that Albertite was not

-
-

"— -spapers

by Pron

who refers to these papers and then statesjhe opinion

majority of observ * " -^ ^t-- "'-

iiiu testimony <.____
and note some of the difficulties which appear in the accept-

ance of such a theory.
It appears to me that all true veins of bitumen occurring m

the older strata of West Virginia, New York, Canada and
New Brunswick may be referred to a common origin. The
asphaltuju veins of Cuba may or may not be more nearly allied

to a hitherto undescribed vein, occurring upon the coast of

an inspissated petroleum, I had not seen Prof. Wurtz'
His views, however, do not appear to be endorsed

•iournal, II, :

inquiry ii

. Rep. on the Geology o
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Southern California, of which I shall speak hereafter. To
this also, without doubt, are more nearly allied certain veins

said to occur in Miocene sandstones near the junction of the

White and Green rivers, Colorado.*

All observers agree that the veins first mentioned are true

cutting veins, at, or nearly at, right angles to the planes of

the strata which they intersect. In most instances the enclos-

ing rocks present evidences of metamorphosis, in others they

are unaltered, and in others still the metamorphosis has ol)l it-

erated the planes of stratification, the rocks becoming crystal-

line. It is further their unanimous opinion that the mass was

injected, and from below upward ; also that the mass was m
either a fluid or semi-fluid condition. Prof. Hitchcock believes

that the Albertite has been injected at two distinct periods.

He also describes " horses" or enclosed pieces of the wall rock,

as common in the vein. Prof. Wurtz describes one of these

masses as occurring in the Grahamite, but a few feet below the

cavity from which it fell. The vein of Albertite has been

mined to the depth of a thousand feet without diminishing in

thickness ; it forms the crown of an anticlinal, the walls press-

ing against it with sufficient force to granulate the mineral,

and crush large sticks of timber as they close behind the miners.

In all these veins the lines of demarcation between the " veins"

and " country" are clearly drawn, there being no intervening

mass of rock more or less' completely saturated with bitumen.f

Tiie thickening of petroleum to a solid mass, by either evap-

oration or oxydation, or both combined, is an exceedingly t^lo^v

process. Even in California, where the change takes place most

rapidly, months if not years are required to cause the oil to

become asphaltum, even when it is spread out in a thin pellicle

and exposed freely to the atmosphere and an unclouded sun.

Neither Grahamite nor Albertite could have been derived from

oil like those of California, becoming dense from decomposition,

as they both yield paraffine, but must have been derived, if de-

rived from petroleum at all, from the more stable class repre-

sented by those of Pennsylvania which thicken by evaporation,

or from an oil partaking of the characters oi those of both

regions.

the Albertite, what held the walls asunder while

the oxydation was in process of completion—a process whicH

* Annual of Scientific Discovery, 1866-7, p. 257. Proc. Bos. Soc. Nat. Hist

.

I resembled Albertite ; they are not therefore a
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after a solid pellicle was once formed would go on more and
more slowly as it proceeded downward ? What held the masses
of wall rock suspended but a few feet below the cavity from
which they fell, while the oxydation was in process ? What
has become of the remainder of which these enormous masses
are only the residue ]

Is the hypothesis of their derivation from petroleum more
acceptable, if it be admitted that the substance entered the
fissure in a semi-solid condition ? The fissure opened and was
filled. The filling could not be gradual by infiltration, else

the same questions arise respecting the wall rock and the
" horses." The oxydation must then have been completed at

a depth of more than a thousand feet below the surface.

Through what agency could the oxydation have been effected
at that depth ? In California, petroleums were found changed
by oxydation at a depth of nearly five hundred feet; the change
however was only slight ; they were still fluids. The strata
too, In that region are very much broken and porous, wherever
the oils are oxydized beneath the surface. If the veins were
filled by a residue from the evaporation of petroleum, the

evaporation must have taken place at a great depth by internal

heat—certainly not by tbe sun's rays. What then became of
the lighter portion, amounting to from ninety to ninety-five

per cent.? Did the formation contain fissures into which the

vapors arose and were condensed ? If such is the case why is

not Hillsborough Co., New Brunswick, one of the richest petro-

leum regions in the world ? Is it probable that so vast a

quantity would have escaped so as to leave only traces at pres-

ent ? In Canada and New York such veins are remote from
springs of petroleum, and are usually, if not always, found in

metamorphic strata.

This hypothesis presupposes a subterranean sea of petroleum.

"fhe quantity must have been vast or the fissure could not have

been at once filled with the residue. Its accumulation must
have been finished before the distillation began, as it could not

have been fed from above downward, as hydrostatic pressure

constantly forces oil toward the surface ;
neither could it have

teen fed laterally for the same reason ;
nor could it have been

fed from beneath, unless we suppose the mass to represent one

product in a system of fractional condensation. Distillation

commences
; if the cavity were hermetically sealed, enormous

pressure is generated, and a corresponding increase of tempera-

ture required for further distillation. The pressure increases

until the crust of the earth is ruptured, and from ninety to

ninety-five per cent escapes as vapor, leaving a perfectly homo-
geneous mass which is forced by the collapse into the fissure,
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and solidifies on cooling. If the cavity were not sealed, and
the temperature gradually decreased toward the surface, frac-

tional condensation in the crevices of the rocks must he the

result, the heavier portions succeeding the lighter as the descent

was made. This latter supposition makes no provision for the

ruptured crust and filling of the fissure, nor for the absence of

petroleum in the immediate vicinity, of every degree of density.

The first hypothesis—that the veins Avere ever filled with

liquid petroleum—appears to me to be impossible ; the second

—that they were filled with the material in its present form, a

residue from the distillation of petroleum—may be possible

but not probable.

The hypothesis first announced by Prof. Wurtz, is at every

step in strict conformity with well-known facts, and it is sur-

prising that it should have escaped the attention of geologists

and chemists for so long a time. It is remarkable, that Prof
Lesley should have cited the fact that quartz veins cut injected

veins of bitumen in the state of New York, as proof of the

aqueous origin of the quartz, and not have ascribed the origin

of the bitumen to the same cause, acting upon different mate-

rials.* Mr. Vanuxem thus speaks of these minerals :
" The

anthracite of this rock, from its appearance in the form of

drops or buttons, and as before noticed, proves that its previous

nature was bituminous, its own being infusible ; and shows the

heat not dry but humid, to which the greater part of the rock

had been subjected, and which readily accounts for the numer-

ous siliceous and other products which are common to it.^f

It is a fact well known to technologists in coal-oil, that the

lower the temperature at which coals or shales are distilled, and

the more slowly the process is conducted, the more dense and

copious will be the product. So far is an excess of heat to be

avoided, that the most improved methods reject the upright re-

torts which necessitate sufficient pressure to throw the vi^}u)l^^

into the worm, and apply the heat at the upper surface with a

downward draft, by which the products of combustion are made
to pass through the mass to be distilled, and bear away all tht-

volatile products at the lowest possible temperature. Al^o

when the substance to be distilled melts at a temperature bt'h'W

the point at which distillation commences, the use of sufnT-

heated steam not only increases the quantity of the dibtiihur

but also its density. This fact is proved most conclusivt'ly, by

a comparison of the results first obtained in the manufacture

of Albertite itself, with the results of the latest and most im-

proved process.

* Loc. cit. (note.)

t Geology of New York, Pt. Ill, by L. Vanuxem. p. 34
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It only becomes necessary, therefore, to subject pyroschists
like the Albert shales, rich in bituminous matter, to metamor-
phic action through the agency of aqueous vapor, and the dis-

tillation of the volatile matter at the lowest possible tempera-
ture becomes a necessity. As time always enters as an element

to the operations of nature in sufficient; quantity, all the con-
ins would be present requisite to the production of the
-t copious and dense distillate which such materials were

•ilile of furnishing. It is impossible to conceive of the
iiii^tainorphosis of such rocks, containing large cavities in com-
paratively free communication with the surface, without pro-

ducing such a result. Without such free communication,
pressure and consequently a higher temperature would produce
more or less volatile liquids and naphtha springs would be the
result. Humboldt speaks of having observed metamorphic
rocks near Cumana containing bitumen, and not far distant he
also saw naphtha floating upon the sea, into which streams of
liot water were injected from subterranean springs, in such quan-
':^v as to raise its temperature preceptibly.* In one of the

ut numbers of this Journal, the results are given of an anal-
^ of a specimen of mica schist from Sweden containing

inien.f According to Dr. Taylor the rocks enclosing the

, udtum veins in Cuba are metamorphic slate. The Albert

i';il<»sf)rming the wall-rock of the vein of Alhertite are meta-
iU'»vphosed. The rocks in which veins of bitumen occur in

X 'w York and Canada are metamorphic, in many instances

liaving- been subjected to a secondary action, Avhich has ren-

dered the rocks crystalline, and expelled nearly all of the vol-

atile matter, leaving but little more than coke, resembling an-

thracite.l Quartz veins have cut the vein of bitumen during
fhis secondary action. Masses oi melted bitiimen, have iormed.

the nucleus around which quartz or calcite began to crystallize,

and afterward in cooling hardened in botryoidal masses upon
the crystals. In a few instances minute drops or irregular

fragments, became entangled in the crystals themselves. The
idea that petroleum has been inspissated from the center of a

geode of quartz, or from an hermitically sealed cavity of cal-

careous rock, is'opposed to all that is known in reference to

that substance. The bitumen had ceased to be petroleum be-

fore the rocks enclosing it assumed their present form. If the

Albert shales were subjected to such action as would render

^!i crystalline, it is probable that all the phenomena witnessed
>' w York and Canada, would there be observed on agigan-

ale. The fact that the rocks enclosing the Grahamite are
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unaltered, is no proof that they are unaltered at

which the bitumen originated.

Prof, Wurtz mentions two facts as ohserved

with the Grahmite, which renders the supposition impossible,

that the fissure was ever filled with a liquid. They are, first,

the occurrence of " horses," and second, the fact that the porous

wall-rock of sandstone is not penetrated by the bitumen. The
occurence of " horses " is equally conclusive proof that the in-

jection did not take place into a previously formed fissure. The
determination of the cause which produced the fissure is not

essential : its position in reference to the subterranean pool of

melted bitumen was no doubt determined by the pressure ex-

erted by compressed gaseous hydrocarbons, which accompanied

the melted mass. The injection was no doubt caused by the

collapse of the subterranean chamber, and partial expulsion of

its contents.

The occurrence ofasphaltumat La Goleta, (Hill's Eanch) a

few miles west of Santa Barbara on the coast ol Southern Cal-

ifornia, is noticed by Prof. Whitney. The wood cuts which

accompany this notice, however, are on too limited a scale, to

convey an adequate impression of the position and relation of

the different masses to each other.*

An injected vein of asphaltic sand occurs here, which appears

to the eye to be pure asphaltum, but it really contains nearly

fifty per cent of sand. It bears no resemblance to Albertite m
its appearance, composition, or in its probable origin. The

injection of the vein, however, no doubt took place in a man-

ner strictly analogous to the injection of the Albertite. The

mass of the former is very small in comparison to that of the

latter, and this fact, together with the limited area over which

the forces have been exerted, renders a study of the phenomena

much more exhaustive and satisfactory.

The vein occurs in a slight indentation of the coast, caused

by the wearing down of a bluff between two rocky promonto-

ries. The bluff at this point is about sixty feet in height above

high water, the sand of the shelving beach beneath it, covenng

the upturned edges of the oil shales, but a few feet in depth.

Irregular masses of asphaltum protrude above the water tor

some distance from the shore, and several irregular veins, some

in an horizontal as well as perpendicular position, project from

the bluff with here and there lenticular masses of small extent.

From thtt masses last mentioned a sort of talus decends, con-

necting them with the shales below. The largest vein stands

perpendicularly and at right angles with the face of the blutt.

It cuts the bluff from the base to the summit, and is wedge-

* Rep. GeoL Surv. CaL, Geol. I, 132.
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shaped, thinning out from two and a half feet in thickness
at the bottom to six inches at the top.

The bluff is composed of semi-indurated Post-pliocene sand-
stone. The strata are so slightly curved as to appeiir horizon-
tal for short distances. A recent deposit a few feet in th ickness
forms the soil of the plain above. These sandstones rest un-
conformably upon the edges of the oil shales, which are inclined
at an angle of seventy or eighty degrees. From a careful study
of the positions of the several masses, it is evident, that since

the several veins were filled, not only has the sea advanced a
long distance inland, but the entire coast line at this point, has
experienced a very considerable elevation. Within the memory
of those now living in the vicinity, the bluff extended a con-
siderable distance beyond its present verge, the erosion taking
place as marked by the uncovering of the large vein, at the rate

of about two and one half feet per year. The elevation of the
coast line at a recent geological date, is proved by the presence, a
short distance farther west, of old beach lines nearly on a level

with the present summit of the bluff. On the borders of this an-

cient beach irregular masses of asphaltic sand are found, min-
jjled with the shells of bivalves, now found off the same coast.

The occurrence of these masses indicates that the springs which
yield the maltha, which has been observed floating on the sea

this vicinity for the last hundred years, projected their pro-

duct into the sea at the time when this beach

tha now, as then, becomes dens ,

I the beach, where it is rolled ani

The maltha now, as then, becomes dense upon e:

dmi3

sand, instead of being projected into the sea.

Tiie exact method by which this saturation took place is per-

haps beyond conjecture, but the inference that it took place be-

neath the superincumbent mass which then formed the bluff,

cannot be avoided. It is equally obvious that the asphaltic

mass entered the fissures in a pasty condition ;
and also that

it entered from beneath. The effects of the disturbance which

produced the injection, could not at the time of my visit, be

traced below the Post-pliocene formation. This disturbance

seemed to have proceeded from a focus about a quarter of a

mile from the present beach, and to have lifted and torn asun-

der the more recent deposit of sixty feet in thickness, which,

falling back upon the yielding mass of asphaltum, caught and

h*^ld a large portion of it in its fissur(/s.

While the matter in which the mass of bitumen collected

has not necessarily any direct bearing upon the question of its

subsequent injection, the subject is still of much interest.
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T wenty-five miles east of this point, upon the coast, an equally-

interesting and unusual deposit of asphaltic sand occurs. In
this instance, the sand is spread out horizontally over a very

wide area (many hundreds of acres), and uniformly, about
twenty feet in thicknes, so far as is known. This stratum of

asphaltic sand lies uncomformahly upon the upturned edges of

the oil shales, from which the tarry maltha exudes and gradu-

ally saturates the sand. Judging from a section of both shales

and sand, which appears for nearly a raile along the coast, the

saturating process is still in progress.

We have only to suppose this process to take place beneath

sixty feet of semi-indurated sandstone, instead of ten feet of

sand and soil, and we have the action whicb preceded the injec-

tion of tbe vein just described. Again, we have only to ima-
letamorphosis of deep-seated bituminous strata, pro-

L distillate a thousand or more feet beneath Silurian or

Devonian rocks, which gathered in their crevices, and we can

readily account tor the gathering of the mass of Grahamite or

Albertite previous to injection. An earthquake, shrinkage, or

the expansive force of pent up gasses, may have caused an up-
heaval and fracture of the superincumbent mass. It makes no

diiieience whether the fractured mass were a thousand, five

hundred, sixty or ten feet in thickness, in either case when it

fell, it would force a part of the plastic mass into the fissures

and hold it there.

At this time only specific names have been given to those bi-

tuminous minerals occurring in veins, which are evidently de-

rived from the metamorphosis of bituminous strata. They
possess many properties in common, and are essentially unlike

the true asphalts, which are derived from petroleum. I think

it was Dr. Taylor, of Philadelphia, who several years since

proposed the name of " Meta-Asphalt " as a generic name for

minerals of this class.

Washington and Jefferson College, "Washington, Pa., July ett, 1869.

gme a m.
ducing a

Art. XXXYI.—Ore a new method ofohserving^ contacts at the

Sun's limh, and other spectroscopic observations dtiring the

recent Eclipse; by Prof. C. A. Young, of Dartmouth Col-

lege.

Our party was one of those organized, and subsidized by

Prof. J. H. C. Coffin, Superintendent of the Nautical Almanac ;

and the one which was so fortunate as to enjoy his personal

presence and supervision.
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Our station was at Burlington, Iowa, a few miles north of /

the central line, where the duration of the totality was 2 min-
utes and 50 seconds. The air was perfectly clear^ without cloud
or haze

;
tbe thermometer during the Eclipse ranged from 76°

to 67°, and the barometer from 30™-140 to 30-065. The wind
was from the N.W., hut very gentle.

The spectroscopic combination employed, was compiled for
the occasion from various instruments belonging to Dartmouth
College, and differed so much in the relative proportion and ar-

rangement of its parts from those hitherto used, that a brief
description is perhaps neccessary.
The telescope which formed the solar image was a comet-

seeker by Merz & Son, of 4 inches ajjerture and 30 inches focal
length. An ordinary Huyghenian eye-piece enlarged the image
so that when it fell upon the slit of the spectroscope at a dis-
tanceof 5 inches, it was 2i inches in diameter. The use of an

the limb at the slit, an adjustment of great importance. The
^spectroscope proper had telescopes of 2^ inches aperture and
l|j^ focal length (by Alvan Clark). The eye telescope was pro-
vuhnl with an eye-piece magnifying 18 times, and a wiic mi-
crorueter. constructed from a reading microscope, for d._terinin-

mg the position of any new lines in the spectrum by referring
them to those already known. This, although a very accurate
method, was too slow to be well adapted to eclipse observations,
hut was the only arrangement I could construct with the time
and means at my command.
The collimator had a slit \ of an inch long and of a.ijusiable

Width. It, was provided with a small jmsm, which culd be
turned up so as to throw into half the slit light from an electric

spark formed between platinum electrodes by a sma^l induction
coil and Leyden jar.

It also carried a thin brass disc about 21 inches in tliaineter,

placed in trout of the slit, with a hole of i of an inch in the

center. This disc was covered with white paper and graduated
into sectors of 10° by lines radiating from the center. This

graduated screen, upon which the image of the sun was clearly

visible even during the totality, answered the purpose of a
«nfler, and its graduation furnished the means of determining
^vithin less than 3° the position of any object observed on the

sun's limb, or of bringing any desired portion of the limb to

the slit.

The spectrum was formed by a train of 5 prisms of 45° each,

^th faces 21 by 31 inches. Thev gave a dispersion of about
18^ between A and H, with a total deviation of about 165^ for

the D line. The box which contained them was so coniM-cted
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by a link with the arm which carried the eye-telescope, that

whenever the latter was moved by its tangent-screw along the

spectrum the prism box would turn through an angle just half

as great. Thus the prisms were kept in the position of best

definition for whatever lines were in the middle of the field of

view, the extent of which was sufficient to embrace D and E
together.

The telescope and spectroscope proper were firmly secured to

a wooden framework, and this was mounted equatorially, with

slow motion screws in both right ascension and declination. Fig.

1 gives an idea of the appearance of the whole.

iomet-seeker; C, collimator of
itinum electrodes; S, graduatec
X ; E, eye telescope ; T, tangeni r telescope across

The spectrum was about If inches broad (referred to a dis-

tance of 10 inches) and about 45 long. It showed all the Imes

on Kirchhofi's maps of the spectrum ; such lines as the nickel

line between D, and D^ being perfectly distinct.

I had seen with the instrument before the eclipse the follow-

ing six bright lines at the sun's limb, viz : C, 1017-5 K. (near

D) ; 1474 K. (near E); F; 2796 K. (near G); and h :
on two

occasions also I had seen a 7th line at* or near 660 K. a little

below C. The line 1474 K. was discovered by me on the 9th ot

July, and I do not knoio that it was seen by any one else betOTe

the eclipse, though quite possibly it is the new line reported by

Kayet on the 7th of June, the position of which I have never

seen stated. P. S. It was discovered by Lockyer on June 6th.

The scale of my instrument was referred to that of Kirchhott

by repeated and closely accordant measures of 42 intervals be-

* Possibly this may be the ' fainter red flash' already described by Mr. Lockyer.

to which Lieut. Herschel alludes in a letter to Mr. Huggins published m the :^pi-
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tween important lines, covering the whole length of the spec-
trum from A to Gr. Above Gr, Angstrom's map was made the
basis.

In order to observe the first contact I had provided myself
with a solar eye-piece which could be used upon the comet-
seeker without disturbincr the spectroscope ; but about half an
hour before the totality the idea presented itself that a more
accurate result could be obtained by means of the spectroscope
than in any other way—thus :

Suppose that by means of the tangent screws and the posi-
tion lines on the screen-disc, that part of the sun's limb at
which the contact is to take place is brought across the center
of the slit and kept there by the slow motion.
Under ordinary circumstances, if the eye-telescope is di-

rected upon the C line, the appearance will be what I have
loughly represented in fig. 2. The spectrum will be divided

into two portions by a longitudinal line of demarcation. One
tajf of it, formed by the disc of the sun itself, will be intensely

bright
; the other half formed mainly by the illuminated air

near the sun's limb, comparatively dark. Most of the s}>ectral

lines will extend across both portions alike ; not ho the line.

^ brilliant needle of scarlet fight projects into the dusky spec-

trum from the end of the dark line in the briglit portion of the

spectrum (at the point marked m,) formed by the light from the

hydrogen i u the solar. chromosphere. The lei: gtli of tli is needle

m my instrument usually ranges from i to V of an inch, even
when the slit is not near any prominence. (The whole width of
the spectrum, ]| inches, was found, with the eye-])iece used on
the comet-seeker, equivalent to 1' 55' of arc, whence the thick-

ness of the chromospliere is easily deduced ; it seems to vary
from 3000 to 8000 miles commonly).
Now it is evident that as the m'oon approaches the sun she

^nst first eclipse this chromospliere, and the observer can de-
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termine the instant of contact by noticing the extinction of the

bright needle.

Similar remarks ajiply to F, or any other line of the chromo-
spheie spectrum, but C is incomparably the best to observe.

Having arranged my instrument therefore, with the com-
puted point of contact across the center of the slit, I had the

unspeakable gratification of seeing everything take place as ex-

pected. First, a full half minute before the time of contact,

the sharp point of the needle was truncated by the dark edge

of the moon, then it grew steadily shorter, (not less hriHiant

what remained of it) until finally its last spark vanislied, the C
line became exactly like its neighbors, and the contact was ef-

fected.

The observation was as easy and definite as that of the tran-

sit of a moderately slow star, (i Urste Miiioris for instance. I

am confident the observation may be relied upon witliin a trac-

tion of a second, although it was from 5 to 15 s -on.U ciilier

than tlie time assigned by any of the other observers. I am
informed by Professor Mayer, however, who had charge of tli

'

photographic operations of our party that it agrees within one

thiid of a second with the time deduced from a prebmiu.uy
measurement of a photograph taken about 15 seconds aftei- llie

contact was announced.
With an instrument of sufficient dispersive power, the slit

might be opened somewhat widely, and placed taiujeni to the

sun's limb. In this case a slight error in the estimated ]>oint

of contact would not interfere with the accuracy of the ohser-

I wish to call attention to the applicability of this method

at the coming transits of Venus. It is not possible, perhaps to

predict just how great will be the eflfect of her atmosj)h(^re :
Imt

it is difficult to see in what respects this method wdl suffer ironi

it more than any other. It certainly presents this great adxan-

tage, that the observer will perceive and watch the ]danet'.- ap-

proach long before the instant to be observed, and thus have all

the benefit of preparatio
It seems likely also that the instant of inteimal contact wdl

be more easily seized with the spectroscope than with any other

mstrument. Instead of the rupture of a black li^•ament, it

ought to show the sudden formation of a brilliant line riinuinu^

the whole length of a before dusky spectrum, a pheiionicnun

much more striking than the other.
While the moon was advancing upon the sun, special atten-

tion was paid to the appearance of the spectrum lines near her

limb. They came up to the edge perfectly siuare and straiizM,

even when the limb made an angle of only 5^ or 6 wi'h tlie
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slit ; and the longitudinal line of demarcation, before referred
to, between the brilliant and dusky portions of the spectrum
was hard and sharp, in striking contrast with the effect of the
snu's limb, which under similar circumstances always gives a
boundary more or less hazy and indefinite, and this to a degree
continually changing from minute to minute. This contrast
was beautifully exhibited a few seconds before the totality when
the limbs of both sun and moon were on the spectrum together,
the width of the visible portion of the sun having become less

than the length of the slit. It was at first thought that this

appearance was decisive against the existence of a lunar atmos-
phere however rare : but a little couMideration shows that on
the other hand it is, if anything, favorable, being a simple
consequence of that brightening of the sun's disc near the
moon's limb, which is so beautifully evident upon the photo-
graphs

; and which is most easily accounted for by admitting
a slight refraction suffered by that portion of the sunlight
which grazes the moon. Possibly, however, it may yet be ex-
plained as a case of simple inflection of light.

Before the eclipse begau, the existence of prominences on the
limb of the sun had been ascertained in the following positions,

(reckoning from the north point through the east). A large
but faint one near +90°, a small but bright one at +146° (the

photographs show tivo here), a long low one at —70% very near
the point of first contact, and an enormous and very bright one
at —130", with several others of small elevation but consider-
able length on different parts of the Hmb.
At the beginning of the totality the slit was upon the prom-

inences at +146°
; the eye telescope upon C. As soon as to-

tality commenced this line blazed out magnificently, but from
the small extent of th@ prominence did not reach across the

spectrum. No line appeared below 0, nor any between C and D.
The orange line, which for convenience I will call D 3, (101 7.5K)
was beautifully bright, but no longer than C. Between it and
the next prominent line were two faint lines, situated by
estimation at 1250±20 and 1350±20 of Kirchhoff's scale.

Then came the 1474 K line, which was very bright, though by
no means equal to C and D., ; but attention was immediately
arrested by the fact that, unlike them, it extended clear across

the spectrum, and on moving the slit away from the protuber-

ance it persisted, while D3, visible in the edge of the field, dis-

appeared. Thus it was evident that* this line belonged, not to

t^e spectrum of the protuberance, but to that of the corona.

* On two or three occasions previously I had been very much surprised at not
being able to detect this line in the spectrum of unusuaUy bright prominences. On

the other chromosphere lines, usually far more brilliant, were almost invisible.
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My impression, but I do not feel at all sure of it, is that the

two faint lines between it and D3, behaved in the same manner,

and are also corona lines.'"'

I may as well confess that my uncertain memory here is due

to the fact that just at this time, while my assistant was hand-

ing me the lantern with which to read the micrometer head, I

looked over my shoulder for an instant, and beheld the most

beautiful and impressive spectacle upon which my eyes have

ever rested. It could not have been for five seconds, but the ef-

fect was so overwhelming as to drive away all certain recollec-

tion of what I had just seen. What I have recorded I recall

from my notes taken down by my assistant.

By this time the moon had advanced so far that it became
necessary to shift the slit to the great prominence on the oppo-

site side of the sun. While my assistant was doing this I sup-

pose I must, in the excitement of the moment, have run my eye-

piece over the region of the magnesium lines (b), and thrown

them out of the field before he had brought any thing upon the

slit. At any rate I saw nothing of these lines, which were ev-

ident enough to several other observers, and can think of no

other way to account for their having escaped me.
The F line in the spectrum of the great protuberance was

absolutely glorious, broad at the base and tapering upward,

crookedly, as Lockyer has before often observed. Next ap-

peared a new line,t about as bright as 1474, at 2602±2 of

Kirchhoff 's scale. Its position was carefully determined by mi-

crometrical reference to the next line, 2796 K (Hydrogen 7)

which was very bright

—

h was also seen, very clear but hardly

brilliant. In all I saw 9 bright lines.

A faint continuous spectrum, without any traces of dark

* A careful examination of the photographs, especially No. 2 of the Buriinpton

114.-4). Thej
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nes in it, was also visible, evidently due to the corona. Its

njht, tested by a tourmaline applied next the eye, proved to

3 very strongly polarized in a plane passing through the cen-
ir of the sun. I am not sure, however, but that this polariza-

^=3fiP

absence of dark lines. Figure 3 exhibits the position of the
lines seen by me, and I have also added the magnesium lines.

My observations decide nothing as to specific difierences be-

tween the different protuberances, since from the smallness of
my field of view, I was obliged to observe a portion of the

spectrum on one of the prominences and the rest on another.

I had just completed the measurement of 2602 when the to-

tality ended. This line disappeared instantly, but 2796 was
nearly a minute in resuming its usual faintness. I cannot de-

scribe the sensation of surprise and chagrin, of wasted oppor-
tunity, personal imbecility, and complete exhaustion which
overwhelmed me when the sunlight burst out. Many other

observers I believe shared in it.

Having for some time entertained the idea that there might
possibly be some connection between the Aurora Borealis and
the Solar Corona, immediately after the eclipse I examined
Angstrom's map, in which he lays down one bright line in the

Aurora spectrum. It plainly did not coincide with 1474, But
on my return home I found in the July number of this Jour-

nal the positions of five lines observed by Professor Winlock in

the spectrum of the Aurora. In numbers of Huggins's scale

they are given as follows, viz : 1280 (brightest), 1400, 1550,

1680 and 2640. Now from the data given in Professor Gibbs's

recent articles on ' wave lengths by the method of comparison,'

'tt'e easily find, with a probable error of not more than 2 or 3

divisions, that H 1280 = K 1247 ; H 1400 = K 1351 ; and
H 1550 = K 1473. I observed in the corona spectrum K 1250,

K 1350 and K 1474. These coincidences are certainly very re-

markable, especially the last. The positions of the faint lines

(K 1250 and 1350) being only estimations, very little weight
can of course be given them. But as to the position of 1474
in the corona spectrum there cannot be the least doubt. It
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is the reversal of a well marked though not prominent line just

below E, put down as iron by both Kirchoff and Angstrom,

though not given by Huggins. Whether the position of the

apparently coincident Aurora line is as well settled I am not

yet certain, but hope to b'e able to ascertain before very long

by a direct comparison between the spectrum of the Aurora

and that of the electric spark from iron electrodes. At pres-

ent it seems pretty likely that the spectra of the corona and

the aurora borealis are identical with only such differences in

the intensity of their lines as we might naturally expect, and

that very probably the identity extends to the essential nature

of the phenomena themselves.

Should it turn out that this line in the aurora does actually

coincide with 1474, it will be of interest to inquire whether we

are to admit the existence of iron vapor in and above our at-

mosphere, or whether in the spectrum of iron this line owes its

presence to some foreign substance,—probably some occluded

gas as yet unknown, and perhaps standing in relation to the

magnetic powers of that metal.

Hanover, N. H., Sept. 13, 1869.

The above article comprise* the substance of two papers read

at the last meeting of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science at Salem.

Art. XXXVII.—A^ofes on the Geology of Western Texas and of

Chihuahua, Mexico ; by James P. Kimball, Ph.D.

The road from San Antonio, Texas, to Presidio del Norte on

the Eio Grande, by way of Fort Clark, Camp Stockton and

Fort Davis, traverses the elevated Cretaceous table-land of west-

ern Texas which incidentally has been described in the reports

of several government expeditions. Following this road, a

belt of country reaching some fifty miles on either side of the

30" parallel comes under observation. As far westward as the

Limpia Mts. there is a gradual acclivity of the surfeice, which

at short intervals is channeled by water courses, causing nu-

merous valleys bounded by bold ascarpments of the Cretaceous

limestone strata. The approximately level attitude of this

formation gives rise to the mesa-top as seen from the valleys,

while the mesas themselves, thus separated, rise successive!}

from an altitude at San Antonio of 579 feet above the sea to

4688 feet at the head of the Limpia. In the case of the v.iae

valleys, the streams have repeatedly changed their beds, most

of which are dry except in times of heavy rain. The grassy
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le-lands all liave a basin configuration, there being toward
: . center a depressed portion usually containing drainage

r. From the Limpia Mts. to the Kio Grande there is a
i!ial descent—the altitude of Presidio del Norte being 2779

;:.: but, unlike the eastern slope of the divide thus formed by
tiie Limpia Mts. or Sierra Diavolo, between the Eio Grande and
Pecos basins, the declining surface has no conformability with
tlie stratification.

Orographically, it is true that the Limpia Mts., as described
by Mr. Arthur Schott, form a part of a great dividing range
between the Pecos and Upper Eio Grande, including the Gua-
daloupe and Sacramento mountains to the north, and the con-
tinuation south of the Lunpia Mts. to form not however the
Sierra Eica Mts. in Chihuahua, but the Sierra del Carmen, a
range farther to the east, and through which the Eio Grande
passes farther down near Presidio de San Yincente. My own
observations do not justify the assertion that this range is

characterized by igmous rocks, nor the inference that it is an
axis of elevation.* At least on the Presidio del Norte road,

the evidence of specimens that Prof. &all asserted the igneous
nature of the Limpia range. These he characterizes as com-
pact quartz, "derived doubtless," he says, "from the gelatinous
silica produced by volcanic waters, reddish brown porphyry
and a coarse granitic aggregate of which adularia forms a
large parff
However it may be in the case of the Guadaloupe and Sac-

ramento mountains to the north, the Limpia Mts. near the 31st

parallel are, as I shall proceed to explain, the last easterly de-

velopment of what appears to be a metamorphic zone next over-

lying Cretaceous fossiliferous limestone, and probably included

within the Cretaceous series, and known in Mexico as cantera

;

and quite overspreading a large portion of the state of Chihua-

hua—that portion, at least, to the north of the 28" parallel, and
as far west as the Grand Sierras. Within this area it is the sur-

face formation of the eastern slope of the Cordilleras, except

where local elevations have lifted, or erosion has bared, lower

rocks. I traced it west beyond Cusihuiriachic whose altitude,

determined by Dr. Wislizenus, is only 2181 feet less than that

of the Cumbres de Jesus Maria—reputed to be the culminating

point of the north Mexican Cordilleras (8375 ft.):|: The peak

* Mex. Bound. Surv., i, Pt. n, p. 4. + Ibid, p. 107

X Pedro Garcia Conde : Ensayo Estadistico sobre el Estado de Chihuahua. Chi-

huiriachic as' 2362 varas 06564 'ft.) above^the sea; while the Cerro de Cuiteco is

stated by Esmond to be the culminating point of the high Sierras.

Am. Joub. Sci.-Secoxd Sebies, Vol. XLVHI, No. 144.-Not., 1869.
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of Cusihuiriachic, rising 1,643 feet above the village, and which
is made up of this formation, thus exhibits its development
so high up the Grrand Sierras, as to leave a difference of less

than 439 feet of summit altitude between the point where my
observations ceased, and the highest point in the Cordilleras of

this latitude, 100 miles farther west, which a bad state of the

road rendered it impracticable to reach. Its continuation this

whole distance indeed, is reported to me as a fact by Mr. John
Potts of Chihuahua; as well as by Mr. W. S. Keyes of San
Francisco, who entered the sierras from the Pacific side. The
late Mr. A. Esmond described a series of what he distinguished

as volcanic rocks, disposed in beds, and overspreading the

Cretaceous argillaceous shales represented at Arivechi in

Sonora, and which he found " extending from the Gulf of

California, up to the very summit of the Sierra." The litholog-

ical characters and position of these rocks, briefly indicated in

the valuable account of his explorations, prepared by Prof
Whitney, bear numerous striking analogies to the so-called

cantera of the eastern slope.*

Near Hackbeny Ponds, Texas, (about 261-° W. long. Wash.)
where the rocks which form the body of the Limpia Mts. are

first seen on the Presidio del Norte road, the configuration of

the country suddenly changes, the arid Cretaceous table land

east of that point giving way to grassy plains, bounded by

rugged rocks. The gray Cretaceous limestone here passes out

of sight, and is covered with a reddish brown, hard, coini):iot

rock, presenting the anomalous condition of a dense quartz

matrix, colored by brown oxyd of iron, apparently votfeUJsyatli^c

itself, but containing minute translucent orthoclasic crystals ;
and

minute irregularly shaped cavities filled with crystalline quartz,

and coated with brown oxyd of iron which sometimes colors the

quartz segregations. Thus we have the characters, not of a

porphyry, but what may be called a porphyritic quartzite. It

occurs in strata, which are gently undulating, and which rise

toward the west by accumulation rather than by elevation, and

thus form the Limpia Mts. WHd Eose Pass, by which the

road crosses the moimtains, and which maialv follows the

eroded valley of the Limpia, a tributary of the Pecos, presents

bold escarpments of this rock softer than where at first seen,
\
nd

weathering excessively. This weathering or disintegrating action,

due to the ferruginous character of this rock, goes far to produce

its peculiar topography throughout its wide development No-

where to gTeater advantage can it be witnessed than in this

pass, where the faces of the bluffs are weathered into massive

columns, reaching in many cases from their base to top, and,

* Notice of Geolos^eal Explorations in Northern Mexico made during the years

1863-65. Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., iii. (Extract, p. 5).
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ore or less perfect, fluting tlieir whole surface which is of
dark ochreous color. A similar effect is to be seen in the

I uifs back of Fort Davis. The lithological characteristics above
)ted here likewise prevail, but the rock is still softer than in
^ild Eose Pass, and its sedimentary character more positive.

Merritt in th

t advantage. Here the i

proves an earthy, or soft, fine-grained, alumino-silicious aggre-
gate, containing scattered grains of quartz and minute crystals
of pyrites. It is of light reddish and gray tints, quarries soft,

and hardens on exposure. Of this material the officers' and
otiier quarters are built. Thus, within a short interval, we find
the same formation presenting the two lithological extremes,
between which in its wider development it affords numerous
varieties. The softer variety has all the characteristics of the
cantera, of which the better structures of Chihuahua are built,

and luhich isfound in all parts of the state under conditions simi-
lar to its occurrence at Fort Davis. Hence I have adopted the
Mexican term, and, as common, applied it to the whole forma-
tion. In this connection I may venture to mention, without
attempting at present to support, the impression which these and
correlative facts have forced upon me, namely, that the meta-
morphism of this formation consists of chemical and molecular
changes under the influence of the atmosphere and percolating
waters, and that the range of alteration will be found to be lim-
ited to the exposed portions.

The relation of the cantera at Fort Davis to the underlying '

Cretaceous limestone is rendered clear by the fact that a quarry
for the supply of a lime-kiln has been opened by Gen. Merritt

just below the level of the plain.

The disintegration of the surface formation seems to depend
on the degree that it is ferruginous—the broadest plains and
thickest soil always being found at the base of ochreous colored

cliffs or ridges. This is best illustrated west of the Kio Grande.

But bv contrast with the neighboring topography of the lime-

stone table-land such phenomena near Fort, Davis are unusually

marked—especially the distribution of the detritus of ferrugin-

ous rocks, and the'' action of rainvrater in the leveling of ex-

pansive valleys, or the great gTassy plains of this section, and
causing the obliteration of fonner channels, scored out before

the water-system had been altered by changes in level of the

whole eastern slope of the Sierra Madre. By the rapid drain-

age of the skirting highlands in heavy rains, the plain is sud-

denly flooded by a sheet of water which, in its subsidence,

carries with it toward the depressed or middle portion the fine

sediments. These are continually being renewed, while the
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plain is widened, by the disintegration of the bordering rocks.

G-en. Merritt relates that the parade ground of the post is some-
times suddenly flooded to the depth of a foot, the water subsid-

ing almost as quickly as it comes. The gardens of the post re-

quire protection against the loss of their soil by such floods.

Leaving Fort Davis to the north, the road in a few miles begins

to desend into the Eio Grande basin, passing through a succes-

sion of wide champaign valleys skirted by table-land, capped
with the cantera of a greenish tinge, as if colored by a silicate

of iron—the ochreous coloration, and columnar weathering dis-

"Fort Davis. The prevailin;^

toward the northeast, and hence the

going southwest, is continually getting deeper in the geological

section. Passing the water-hole of San Estevan at the base of

a cliff of cantera, here also a porphyritic quartzite, a conglomerate
is seen in the gullies. This is probably a cemented rubble com-
mon in Chihuahua at the base of the cantera, the cementing mate-

rial, a carbonate, appearing to be derived from soluble ingredi-

ents in superincumbent strata which often are vesicular on
weathering. Before reaching the Alamos the road has passed

below the cantera, the lower portions proving very ferruginous

and coarse grained. It disintegrates greatly—hills in all stages

of dissolution being seen to have been composed of it Between
the Alamos and Presidio del Norte the road comes down to

limestone, in some places saccharoidal and fossiliferous. Some
twelve miles from the river, the valley proper of the Kio

Grande is reached. In it five or six terraces of gravely

material, varying from 20 to 100 feet in height, may be

counted on either side. The town of Presidio del Norte is

situated on the last one of the west side, or that nearest the

present flood-plain of the river. Its altitude, according to the

Mexican Boundary Survey, is 2,779 feet. The true valley of

the Eio Grande here is from twenty to twenty-five miles wide,

its western boundary—the limestone bluffs of the Sierra de

las Cuestas.

This range is the continuation to the north of the Sierra

Rica. At the base of this range near Kugal, which is twenty

miles from Presidio del Norte on the Chihuahaa road, and there-^

fore incorrectly laid down on Fleury's map, are good exposures of

heavy bedded calcareo-aluminous sandstone, dipping 15' N. vV-

—intercalated with impure calcareous shales. The former is

exceedingly fossiliferous, furnishing the following Cretficeous,

forms known in Texas: Exogyra plicata, Scalaria Texana,

Natica Texana, Lima Wacoensis, together with species of Ostrea,

Inoceramus, Caprina and Ammonites, and fish teeth. The Sierra

Rica is made up of (1) lower calcareous shales and fissile slates

:

(2) blue limestone containing Inoceramus ; (3) upper fissile cal-

i
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careous shales
; (4) arenaceous limestone, also <

ramus, and probably the continuation of the more sandy beds
seen at Nugal. This fossiliferous series is conformably capped
ou the highest mountains by a hard reddish rock of a bedded
structure, and forming mesa or flat tops. It is characterized by
a granular or aggregated quartz matrix, densely filled with
rounded orthoclasic amygdules. Although thus conforming to
the qualitative type of the crystalline cantera, and occupying its

constant position with reference to the fossiliferous series, this

rock forms a marked deviation from its common appearance.
Local dips in the Sierra Rica are variable, though a prevailing
one to the S.W. seems to be marked within the range of my
observations, which were limited to a brief stay on account of the
presence of hostile Apaches. The Sierra Rica lode, in which the
mine of the same name has been opened to a depth of some
400 feet, is encased in the fossiliferous series, its highest outcrop
being on the crest of a prong from which the summit quartzose
rock of the neighboring mountains has been denuded. The
lode has yielded rich sulphurets of silver, associated with sul-

phurets of the base metals, in a quartz veinstone enclosing
breccia from the walls.

On passing out of the Rio Grrande valley the acclivity of the
surface again becomes appreciable. The Chihuahua road
crosses the limestone range by the Cuesta de Gato, a depression
in it some four miles beyond the Mula,* thirty-six miles from
Presidio del Norte.
Here the limestone is pure, blue and brittle, with a con-

choidal fracture. From this elevated pass the road descends

immediately to the Jornada—a great barren plain with a basin

configuration, but without water or visible water-courses, and
bounded by the mountains as indicated on Fleury's map. In the

neighborhood of the road, it is covered with fine limestone

detritus, overspread with a thin deposit of silt. The range of

mountains to the west, including the Cuchillo parado, and the

Sierra del Chupadores, rises some450 feet above it.
_

This range

elevates the same limestone series as the Sierra Rica. But it

consists mainly of heavy-bedded white and gi-ay limestone, tlie

^pper shales only coming occasionally to view in the road-bed,

on entering and leaving the Jornada.

Passing round the base of the Chupadores, over a sbght

divide into another, smaller champaign valley beyond, a reddish

diluvium is met with, some four miles north of the Gallma
pass, the source of which is immediately traced to the develop-

ment again here of the ferruginous summit rock (cantera) which

comes in by the sudden pitch to the east of the underlying

hmestone in the gap, and caps apparently all the mountains to

* Incorrectly laid down on Fleury's map.
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Mastenas, while the limestone range west has undergone no
change of aspect. The same stratigTaphical conditions prevail

all the way to the Conchos. To the east of the road is seen a

prominent development of the ferruginous cantera, while west

the Choreras range, including the Amaragosa Mts., preserves

the limestone series in heights of 400 to 600 feet. Within the

range of the development of the cantera the usual remnants of

hills in advanced stages of degradation are seen—a circumstance

already indicated as common to this foi-mation, and as going

far to produce the peculiar conformation of the surface through-

out its development.
The difference between the vegetation of the limestone soil and

that resulting from the disintegration of the ferruginous cantera,

is here marked the same as in the neighborhood of the Limpia
Mts., Texas. The former produces the mesgwite shrub, together

with the mesquite variety of grass, while the latter is covered

with gramma grass, and is destitute of mesquite.
The Conchos river flows close to the base, and seems to

occupy an anticlinal axis, of what I have designated as the

Choreras and limestone range, which extends from near Julimes

N.E. to Presidio del Norte. Under the additional erosive

influence of its two affluents—the Kio Sacramento, which joins

it at San Diego, and the Eosales at Julimes—great expanse has

been given to the bottom of the Conchos. From the Choreras,

east, to the Santa Eulalia range, west, it is some twenty-five

miles broad. It is covered with a fine, and somewhat ferru-

ginous, calcareous alluvium, which, thoroughly irrigated, is

under high cultivation..' It contains several populous towns,

and a number of fine ranches. Fuel from the root of the

mesquite is yet comparatively abundant. The limestone bluffs

of the Choreras are the most westerly prominent outliers of the

Cretaceous fossiliferous limestone, yet bosses of the same forma-

tion along the prolongation of the same axis of elevation, occur

at intervals in the sub-structure of mountains for some seventy

miles farther—as near CaiTetas and in the Sierra de Magistral.

The famous silver mines of Santa Eulalia are in the midst

of the long narrow N". and S. range, of the same name which

bounds the great outspread of the Conchos bottom near

Julimes, an intermediate range which marks its valley below

having been here obhterated. In the body of the range, the

limestone has given way to the cantera, except in the mining

district of some five square miles, where on a prolongation, us

above mentioned, of the Choreras axis, a single boss elevate?

with quaquaversal dips, the limestone again. The limestone.

the same as at Sierra Eica, is the seat of the silver deposits,
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which are of an irregular description, and probably unique.
These will be described in a future number of this Journal
Suilice it to notice at present the frequent occurrence in the
-iher-bearing beds, of Eadiolites, Pecten, Inoceramus, and a char-
;tLteristic mesozoic coral. All along the limestone range mineral
deposits are known. In the Chenati Mts.—its prolongation
into Texas—argentiferous galena and stibnite occur. The
Cuchillo parado and the Choreras are both reputed mineral
localities, as likewise the Sierra de Magistral, as its name

In the Dolores pass, by which the road crosses the Santa Eu-
ialia range, no limestone occurs, the elevations being entirely of
fxtntera of various tints, and distinctly stratiiied. The cemented
rubble, to which allusion has been made, is seen in this pass,
varying from a coarse to a fine breccia. Such deposits are found
tliroug]iout central Chihuahua under the diluvium of the plains,
and in low places among the mountains. In some places it is

indurated, and in this condition might easily be mistaken for a
regular, instead of a recent deposit, and be thought to enter in-

to the stratification which it never does.

From the Conchos to Concepcion the mountains and river
system are approximately north and south. And the same
may be said of the whole eastern slope of the Cordilleras all the
way to the Eio Grande, except where the presence of limestone
elevations has served to modify the uniform topography of the
cantera. This uniformity consists in the succession of naiTow
and continuous north and south ridges with foot hills, separat-
ing broad and, longitudinally, remarkably eontiniKius xnlleys.

The whole surface, thus characterized, ' '
' st,

while the mountains gain somewhat in ' vs

m breadth in the same direction. Si: ou
quite to the summit of the Cordillera,^ is

thus almost insensibly reached. The tci - -
'!

- i"«>r

this reason seldom heard in Chihuahua. The \'.esteni sl<)|)e in

Sonora is rugged and steep.

The cantera of the mountains, while conforming to one qual-

itative type is presented under various conditions of color, ag-

gregation and structure. Though generally occurring in pretty

level beds, it is much jointed, and sometimes exhibits oblitjue

cleavages so continuous as to resemble stratification under a high
<lip. Such an appearance is produced in the range directly east

of the city of Chihuahua, where the Sacramento river passes

through it. The champaign valleys, which are filled with the

detritus of the more ferruginous cantera, generally contain, west
of Chihuahua up toward the humid belt, small running streams,

or shallow lakes, which fit them for cultivation. Some of these

valleys are over a hundred miles in length.
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Between tlie city of CMhuahua and El Paso del Norte the

physical and lithological features of the cantera still prevail.

The road lies over the plain of Encenillas—one of the typical

valleys above described, extending, together with its bordering

mountains, within twenty miles of the Rio Grrande where lime-

stone hills are again met with, forming the bluffs of the valley.

This limestone seems to bear the same relation to the cantera as

the Cretaceous beds at Presidio del Norte below. Hence I must
take exception to the determination of this hmestone by Br.

Wislizenus as Silurian, especially as this was upon the inade-

quate evidence of an " injured and imperfect " coral which he
refers to Calamopore^ and a bivalve shell of the genus Pterinea.

I did not stop to collect fossils at this locality, no question hav-

ing been present to my mind on the spot as to its equivalency

with the Cretaceous as elsewhere observed, and as I was not then

acquainted with Dr. Wislizenus's report.* The discrepancy be-

tween the lithological terms employed by Dr. Wislizenus and
myself proceed from a difference of observation and reasoning.

The cantera^ (which term I have employed for short) whose
characteristic and varying quahties have been detailed, and
which has been described as a surface metamorphic forma-

tion, horizontally bedded and comparatively undisturbed,

attaining a thickness of over 1700 feet, where found with-

in the range of my observation least reduced by denudation (at

Cusihuiriachic), and overspreading the middle and northeastern

part of Chihuahua, and probably also the western part, Dr.

Wislizenus designated generally as porphyry, and sometimes as

granitic, and again as trachytic. That what he thus terms is

really the so-called cantera, under its various aspects, is clear

from his specifying the building stone used in the city of Chi-

huahua, from which I have taken its local name, as white por-

phyry, as well as from the fact that he distinguished as granitic

and porphyritic its continuation on either side of the El Paso

road. He similarly characterized the rock which forms the

mountains of Cusihuiriachic, seventy-nine miles west of the city

of Chihuahua. Thus it will be seen that in this respect our

observations agree as to the extent and identity of the mountain
formation, but that we differ as to its origin and lithological char-

acter. The orographic features of the country as phenomena of

denudation have not been noticed by this traveler. And the

determination of the limestone twelve miles N.E. of Chihuahua
(Santa Eulalia) as Silurian upon the insufficient e\ndence of a

simple specimen, received at second hand, containing "some
chambers of an Orihoceras" cannot be accepted in the light of

Senate Doc, Misc. 5
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the significant evidence above brouglit forward to prove the
Cretaceous age of the same limestone. In the geological sketch
given by Dr. Wislizenus, the formations are laid down accord-
ing to his description.*

The number of Cretaceous fossils collected by myself west
of Presidio del Norte, quite disproves the position of Dr. Parry,
viz., that the " natural boundaries of this basin (near Presidio
del Norte) consist of irregular mountain ranges composed prin-
cipally of carboniferous limestone similar to that seen above "

(near El Paso.)t But Dr. Parry in this matter seems to follow
Prof Hall who referred the limestone of this section to the car-

boniferous exclusively on the ground of the lithological analogy
with the Carboniferous limestone in numerous western localities,

of a simple specimen from the rapids of the Eio Grande, in
which no fossils could be recognized.:}: With regard to the
" compact and vesicular lavas, and volcanic and friable breccias,

etc.," thus termed by Prof Hall, in the collection of Dr. PaiTy,
it is proper to suggest the former to be referable to the cantera
in some of its aspects of coloration, aggregation, and weathering,
and the latter to be the cemented rubble above noticed. The
limestone back of Presidio del Norte, unmistakably. Cretaceous,
is brought to the surface by the Conchos axis of elevation,

wliich fs so prominent till cut through at the bend of that

river, and which does not finally expire for yet a distance
of some seventy miles to the southwest. Topographically as

well as stratigraphically, this is the lowest part of the state

which I visited, and the' only part I found either not overspread

with, or bearing on its heights, the cantera, which even along
the easterly development of this axis, it will be understood, has

disa-noeared bnt frnm a, narrow belt.

the summit of the Cordilleras, has an important bearing upon t

occurrence of Texas Cretaceous fauna in Sonora, where they

were found by the late Mr. Eemond. Prof Gabb, to whom we
owe this identification, calls attention to the discovery as gomg
to show a " water communication between the great Cretaceous

sea that covered so much of what is now the central portions of

our continent, on the one side, and the Pacific,_on the other."

The recognition of the Cretaceous near Arivechi in Sonora, ac-

cording to Mr. G-abb, proved only the second reported locality

equivocal Silurian

See an

1 Bound. Siirv.'

?^'"™-^„^^te.J
, 1858, pp. i
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of its occurrence in the whole area of Mexico, the other being
in the State of PueWa.*

So important a discovery as the occurrence of rich silver de-

posits in the fossiliferoiiSj as well as the metamorphic Cretaceous

of Chihuahua, cannot adequately be treated within the scope of

a general article ;
and I therefore reserve for a subsequent num-

ber of this Journal, descriptions of the interesting silver mining
localities of Santa Eulalia, Cusihuiricahic and Cieneguilla, of

which incidental mention has already been made.f Although
the metamorphic Cretaceous is, through the labors of the Geo-
logical Survey of California, well known in numerous localities

in the Coast Ranges, as a seat of gold deposits ; and the Juras-

sic, east of the High Sierras within the territory of the United
States, as a seat of silver deposits, the instances above given (tf

the unequivocal fossiliferous Cretaceous, as well as a probable
metamorphic and later zone of the same series, as sources of sil-

ver, ores, are the first in North America yet reported. The only
parallel occurrence yet brought to light, so far as I am aware, is

in Chili, where according to Mr. Remond, calcareous fossiliferous

Cretaceous strata cany silver deposits, evidently much in the

same way as at Santa Eulalia.:}:

New York, Aug. 10, 1869.

Aet. XXXVIII.— Contributions to Zoology from th£ Museum of
Yale College. No. lY.—Abstract of a Notice of the Crustacea

collected hy Prof C F. Hartt, on the coast of Brazil in 1867

;

by SiD^'EY I. Smith.

The paper of which the following is a short abstract, was
printed during July and August, in the second volume of the

Transactions of the Connecticut Academy, but the whole
edition, excepting a few copies of the first two signatures which
had been distributed, was destroyed by fire in September last.

During the delay consequent to the reprinting of the Transac-

tions, this article seemed desirable.
The collection, although quite small, is of interest from the

large proportion which it contains of species heretofore known
only from Florida or the West Indies. The following is a list

of the species with the localities at which they were collected

by Prof. Hartt.

sw'iif'r*
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Milnia bicornuta Stimp.—Eeefs of the Abrollios.
Mithraculus coronatm Stimj). ~ " "

Mithrax hispidus Edw.— " "

Xantho denticulata White.— " "

Chlorodius Floridanus Gibbes.— " "

Panopeus politus Sm;th (Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. xii,

p. 282, 1869
; Trans. Conn. Acad., vol. ii, p. 3, plate i, fig. 4).—

Reefs of the Abrolhos.
Panopeus Harttii Smith (Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. xii,

p. 280
;
Trans. Conn. Acad., vol. ii, p. 6, plate i, fig. 6).—Reefs

of the Abrolhos.
Mriphia gonagra Edw.—Reefs of the Abrolhos.
Callinectes Dance ^miXh. {Tv&nQ. Conn. Acad., vol. i, p. 7

;

Liipa diacantha Dana ; non Lnpa diacantha Edw., nee Calli;

nectes diacantha Stimp.).—Pernambuco and Bahia.
CalUnectes ornatus Ordway.—Caravellas, Province of Bahia.
Callinectes larvatus Ordway.—Bahia.

(rnniopsis crtientatus De Haan.—Reefs of the Abrolhos.
'

'ruptograpsus cirripes Smith (Trans. Conn. Acad., vol. ii,

i 1
. i»late i, fig. 3).—Rio de Janeiro (Coll. Peabody Acad. Sci.)

1 ii iri species difiers from the C. angulatits Dana, heretofore
I -- only known species of the genus, in having the front as
-t'on ii-om above nearly straight instead of deeply bilobed, in
the much greater breadth of the carapax between the outer or-

Intal teeth—the ratio of this breadth to the breadth of the
carapax being 1:143, while in C. angidatus it is 1:1-68,—and in

jiaving the posterior legs densely ciliated. Length of carapax
m a^male, 31 0'"™ ; breadth of carapax, 35-6"'™.

Uca cordata (Cancer cordatus Linn.)—Bahia.

Carrliosoma qiiadratxim Saussure.—Pernambuco.
iJrnrrudki AntilJpv^;^ Stimp.—Reefs of the Abrolhos.

- ;ir.—Caravellas, Province of BaL
'//'/> Stimp.—Caravellas River.

imsis Stimp.—Reefs of the Abrolhos.

:ialis Fabr.—Bahia.

the figures and descriptions of that species, m having the

> between the spines of the carapax tuberculose and hairy

d of smooth, the third pair of thoracic legs extending

d the second instead of the second being longer than the

and the trausverse sulcus of the third abdominal segment
iipted in the middle. In the posterior thoracic legs of
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the female, the dactylus is short and armed on the posterior

side of the base, with a stout process which closes against a

similar process from the extremity of the propodus, both pro-

cesses being hairy on the outside, and having horny spoon-

shaped tips.—Pernambuco.
Alpheus heterochelis Say.—Reefs of the Abrolhos.

PalcEmon Jamaicensis Olivier.—Penedo, Rio Sao Francisco.

Palcemon forceps Edw.—Mouth of the Para.

Pakemon ensicuhis Smith (Trans. Conn. Acad., vol. ii, p. 26,

plate i, fig. 2.—Para.)
Rostrum very long, strongly curved downward for the basal

half of its length, the terminal half very slender, nearly straight,

but strongly inclined upward, armed above with nine to twelve

short teeth of which seven or eight are on the basal portion,

and the others near the tip, and below with eight to twelve teeth.

Second pair of thoracic legs in the male very long and quite

slender, in full grown specimens, the merus" reaching beyond
the tip of the antennal scale, and all the segments to the base

of the fingers closely beset with short spinules ; hands cylind-

rical, not swollen, the fingers slender and sparsely clothed with

short, downy pubescence ; in the females and young the second

pair of legs smaller and much less spinulose. Penultimate

segment of the abdomen long and narrow, the length above

being twice as great as the breadth ; terminal segment narrow

and tapering regularly to a very slender and acute point.

Length, Q5 to lOO""".

PeneijLs Brasiliensis Latr.—Bahia.
Xiphopeneus Smith, gen. nov., (Trans. Conn. Acad., voL ii,

p. 27).

Carapax much as in Peneus, but the rostrum very long and

slender, and the gastro-hepatic sulcus scarcely perceptible, while

the cervical and branchio-cardiac sulci are distinct. Lamelli-

form appendages on the inside of the peduncle of the antennulae

very small, not expanded over the eye as in Peneus ;
anten-

nulary flagella very long and slender, the upper ones much
stouter and longer than the lower. Antennae, maxillipeds and

the three anterior pairs of thoracic legs nearly as in Penexis.

Fourth and fifth pairs of legs very long, the terminal segments

very slender and flagelliform.

Xiphopeneus Harttii^miXh (Trans. Conn. Acad., vol ii, p. 28,

plate i, fig. 1.)—Caravellas, Province of Bahia.

Rostrum as loi^ as, or considerably longer than the carapax,

wholly unarmed below, but the basal portion with a thm

carina abo\'e, which extends back upon the carapax and is

armed with six sharp teeth, the terminal portion is sub-

cylindrical, unarmed, and tapers to a very slender point far m
front of the antennal scales. Upper flagellum of antennuia
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about three times as long as the carapax ; lower flagellum very
slender and half as long as the upper. Thoracic legs of the
first pair reaching to the middle of the propodus of the exter-
nal maxillipeds, slender, beset with stiff' hairs along the edges,
and the basis armed with a spine on the inside near the articu-
lation with the ischium ; second and third pairs of legs succes-
sively a little longer, smooth and unarmed ; legs of the fourth
and fifth pairs smooth and unaraied, all the segments, except
the coxal and basal very slender and very much prolonged, the
terminal segments being fully as slender as the terminal por-
tions of the flagella of the antennulse.

Gonodactyltts chiragra Latr.—Eeefs of the Abrolhos, Cara-
vellas.

Of the 32 species in the foregoing list, 21 are new to the
fauna of Brazil; of these 21 species, 6 are described as new,
and the remaining 15 are all species previously known from the
West Indies or Florida. The 11 species in Prof Hartt's collec-

tion which were previously known from Brazil are all, with the
exception of CaUinecies Danm^ now known from the Caribbean

The account of Prof Hartt's collection is followed by a list

of the described species of JBrazilian Podophthalmia with their

geographical distribution. One hundred and five species are

enumerated but the actual number of described species is prob-
ably somewhat less, as several are admitted on questionable
authority and some others will doubtless prove to be synomyms.
In this list the following changes in nomenclature are intro-

duced :

—

Achelous ASfe5«3=Neptunus Sebffi A. Edw.
Eucratopsis is proposed as a new genus for the reception of

Eucrate crassimamis Dana, Stimpson, in Boston Journal Kat.
Hist, vol. vii, p. 588, having shown from an examination of

specimens of Eucrate crenatus that De Haan's genus has the male
organs, or verges, arising from the coxae of the posterior legs and
therefore belongs to the Carcinoplacidce of Edwards, while in E.

<^assimanus the verges are sternal. The genus thus constituted

appears to be nearest allied to Speocarcimis Stimpson (Annals
Lye. Nat. Hist., New York, vol. vii, p. 59), but it is quite dis-

tinct in the larger orbits, the approximation of the inner mar-
gins of the external maxillipeds, and in the much greater

narrowness of the posterior part of the sternum.

Trichodactyltis {?) Cunmnghami= Uca Cunninghami Bate.

Pachygrapsus rugulosus=LQtogr2i^QX\B rugulosus Edw.
Petrolisthes ?eporwws=Porcellana leporina Heller.

PetroUsthes Brasiliensis, sp. nov=Porcellana Boscii ? Dana
{non Savigny).
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Art. XXXIX.

—

Notice of some new Mosasauroid Reptiles from
the Greensand of New Jersey ; by O, C. Marsh, Professor of

Paleontology in Yale College.

A STRIKING difference between tlie reptilian fauna of the

Cretaceous of Europe and America is the prevalence in the

former of remains oi Ichthyosaurus and Plesiosaurus, which here

appear to be entirely wanting ; while the Mosasauroids, a group
comparatively rare in the Old World, replace them in this coun-

try, and are abundantly represented by several genera, and
numerous species. Eecent explorations in the Cretaceous de-

posits of the Atlantic border, and in the region west of the

Mississippi have resulted in the discovery of many new forms

of this peculiar type of reptilian life, and furnished material for

a more satisfactory study of its structure and affinities, which
have so long remained in doubt. The investigations already

made by Professors Leidy, Cope, and others have removed many
uncertainties in regard to the true nature of these reptiles, and
disclosed affinities with other groups, before unsuspected. The
interesting remains of Mosasaurus and its allies, which are briefly

characterized in the present paper, promise to throw much ad-

ditional light on this subject, and will be described in full, with

illustrations, at an early day.

Mosasaurus princeps Marsh, sp. nov.

This species is indicated by the most important parts of n -skel-

eton which is perhaps the largest hitherto found in this coniiTry,

as when entire the animal was probably not less than sevfiiiy-

five feet in length. The remains are in an excellent slntc of

preservation, and among them are the greater portion of the

skull, with the maxillary teeth; one perfect quadrate bone; one

mandible, nearly complete, with many of the teeth, and tlie

posterior portion of the other; about twenty vertebroe, and ^^ev-

eral bones of the extremities.

The teeth are smooth or very slightly facetted, and much
curved inward and backward, especially in the posterior part of

the jaws. The external pedicle of the crown is short, and its sur-

face very concave. The dorsal vertebrae are very cylindrical :
the

caudals slightly flattened below, and furnished with anchyl():^ed

chevron bones. The ribs preserved are most of them cy li ndrical

and slender like those of serpents, but are not hoJh>w. Some of

the smaller ones, apparently from the posterior dorsal region, are

flattened transversely, and have the articular head nearly round,

and slightly convex. The suspensorium of the quadrate bone is

clasped by the prootic above, and the exoccipital below, and the

squamosal forms the greater part of the glenoid cavity. The
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firticukr faces of the right subarticular and splenial bones are
li'inplete, and indicate that the pecuhar joint in the lower jaw,

: raeteristic of the Mosasaiiroids, was, in this species, more
:t[ited for vertical, than for lateral motion, although the latter

;is to some extent possible.

This species appears to be readily distinguished from those
already known, with the exception, perhaps, of J/osasaztn^s macc-
intas of Cope, which has not yet been fully described. So far

as it has been defined, however, it presents marked differences
from the present species, particularly in the quadrate bone, one
of the most characteristic portions of the skeleton. In M. prin-
ceps, the proximal end of the quadrate forms an open sigmoid,
the process at the angle over the great ala is much smaller than
that of the external angle, and the knob just within the meatus
of the ear is very prominent. There is also a large foramen
near the medial line, a little below the center, which is not given
in Prof Cope's figure of the quadrate of 3£ jnaxirrms* The left

quadrate of the present specimen is eight inches in length, four
and two-thirds inches in breadth from the outer side of the pit

near the meatus to the edge of the great ala, and five inches
across the articular face of the distal extremity.
The geological position of these remains was in the fii-st or

lower bed of Cretaceous greensand, or Marl. They were all

found together in July last near Hornerstown, Monmouth coun-
ty, Kew Jersey, during the excavation of a ditch by the well

known Cream' Ridge Marl Company, and, with most of the speci-

mens described below, were presented to the Peabody Museum
of Yale College by John G. Meirs, Esq., in behalf of the Corn-

liberality in preserving such valuable specimens,^ and render-

ing them available for investigation.

Mosasaurus Copeanus Marsh, sp. nov.

The remains which at present represent this species are por-

tions of a skull with some of the maxillar}- teeth, and part of

the corresponding lower jaws, including the anterior extremity

of the left ramus, and the articular surface of the left splenial

bone. They indicate one of the smallest Mosasauroids yet dis-

covered, and one very distinct from any hitherto known. The
teeth are slender, compressed, considerably curved, and deeply

facetted. They are veiy pointed, and a sharp ridge, without

denticulations, divides the outer from the inner surfaces. The
enamel of the crown is remarkably smooth, and quite unlike

the usual corrugated dental surfoces of the larger Mosasauroids.

The dimensions of a very perfect tooth from near the middle of

the left lower jaw are as^follows:

—

* Transactiona of Am. PhUosophical Soc., vol. xiv, pi. xi, fig. 7, 1869.
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Length of crown and osseous support, 1 inch, 11* lines.

Length of crown alone, 1 0*5 "

Antero-posterior diameter of crown at

hase, 5-25 «

Transverse diameter of crown at base, 4* "

The fang-like supports of all the teeth are more firmly coos-

sified with the jaws than is usually the case in this family, and
most of them contain excavations for the successional teeth.

On the outer* superior edge of the lower jaws there is a row of

pits, round or oval in outline, and alternating with the teeth.

In most instances one is situated outside and a little in front of

each tooth, and those in the anterior portions of the jaws are

deeper than those farther back. They evidently have been ex-

cavated by the maxillary teeth, and are adapted for their recep-

tion, like the similar cavities in the jaws of crocodiles. Slight

depressions, corresponding to these in position, may be seen in

the jaws of some of the larger species of Mosasaurus, and the

unusual depth of the pits in the present specimen is probably

due to the more pointed character of the teeth.

Among the pieces of the skull preserved, is part of a symet-

rical bone, about seven inches in length, which formed the supe-

rior, medial portion of the face in front of the orbits. Although
no sutures are visible, it is evidently composed of the nasal bone,

and portions of the attached premaxillary and frontal bones.

Its upper surface is very peculiar in form, and is doubtless quite

characteristic of the species. It is slightly concave in front

where broken oif, flat at its narrowest part between the nasal

openings, convex as it becomes broader a little farther back, next

flat with regular beveled edges at its greatest width between the

apertures, and finally very convex as it again expands before

coalescing with the medial frontal. This fragment indicates that

the nasal bone was very slender, and, like the premaxillary, un-

di\dded ; that the superior nasal openings on either side were

long and narrow, and that the central line of the face immedi-

ately behind them was marked by a low rounded ridge.

This species will be easily distinguished from the Mosasau-

roids hitherto described, with the possible exception of the

Holcodus accutidens of Gibbes,* which was founded on specimens

including teeth of Eyposaurus, and a single dental crowB

apparently similar in size and general appearance to the teeth

here described. The latter, however, appear to all have the

crovra more unequally divided by the acute edges, and they also

have facets at the base of the inner surface in place of the strong

striaj which suggested the generic name Holcodus.

The present remains indicate an animal about twenty-five teet

in length. They are from the lower Cretaceous greensand bed
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Mosasavrus Meirsii Mai-sh, sp. nov.

Tills species is indicated by the crown of a single tooth which
^v;i.< tound in the lowest Marl bed, near Homerstown, New Jer-
- •

. It evidently belonged to a Mosasauroid reptile of mode-
-ize, but appears to differ from the teeth of any yet described

' ing more pointed, and in having the sides very deeply fa-

n
.

1

1, or grooved. It resembles strongly the teeth of Mosasau-
. -o ('upeanvs, but is more compressed, the enamel of the crown
more corrugated, the cutting edges are minutely denticulated,
and it evidently belonged to a much larger animal. The crow^n
is an inch and five lines in length, and eight lines in antero-pos-
terior diameter at the base. The facets fade away before reach-
mg the apex, which is nearly smooth.

This tooth is apparently too large for either of the species of
Halisaurus described below, the remains of which were found in
the same immediate vicinity, but it may possibly belong to

Ma.crosaurus Icevis, or If. vah'dus, the teeth of which are unknown.
In the absence of anj' evidence on this point, it may veiy appro-
priately be named for the discoverer, Mr. John Gr. Meirs, who has
rescued for science so much valuable material relating to

Mosasaurus and its contemporaries.

Halisaurus^ platyspondylus Marsh, gen. et sp. nov.
Macrosaurus platyspondylus Marsh, American Association of Science, Salem Meeting,

This genus is especially characterized by the great depression
of the centra of the vertebrae, which gives the articular ball and
cup a very transverse elliptical outline, exceeding in this respect

apparently those of any other Reptilia. The vertebrae, so far as

known, are also elongate, and without the zygosphenal and
zjgantral articulation. In the anterior part of the series the
cup is deep, thin lipped, and more concave transversely than
yertically. In outline it is somewhat concave, and its face

is directed slightly downward The neural arch rests upon the

anterior three-fourths of the centrum, and the spine is of medium
height. The neural canal is a broad vertical oval. The diapo-

pliyses have a general resemblance to those of Mosasaurus, but
in the anterior part of the vertebral series are more compressed,
and extend forward and downward, projecting below the infe-

rior surface of the centrum, like the corresponding pedunculate

processes in some of the serpents. The Ophidian affinities of
this genus appear to be further indicated by the hypapophysis,
which in the posterior cervicals, at least, is" wedge-shaped, and

* -ATiC, the sea, and aavpoc, a lizard.
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descends vertically from the posterior part of the centrum, re-

sembling strongly the hypapophyses of the medial trunk verte-

brse of the constricting snakes, especially the Eocene PakcopMs,

which may, perhaps, yet prove to be a descendant of some of

the Mosasauroids. The present genus appears to have its near-

est allies in Macrosaurus and Clidasies, especially the former,

which has, however, the dorsal vertebrae more or less compressed.

From the latter genus it may readilj be distinguished by the

absence of the zygosphenal articulation.

The remains on which the species is founded consist of a

posterior cervical, and an anterior dorsal vertebra; the right

splenial bone with its concave articular face, and a small por-

tion of the base of the skull. A coracoid found near these

specimens probably belonged to the same animal, although it is

smaller than the other parts of the skeleton would apparently

indicate, and differs considerably in form and proportions from

the corresponding bone in both Macrosaurus and CUdastes. The
splenial bone differs from that of Mosasaurm in the form of its

articular face, and in being more overlapped in front of the

joint by the dentary. The dimensions of the posterior cervical

vertebra are as follows :

—

Length of centrum below, i

Transverse diameter of articular cup,_. ]

Vertical diameter of articular cup,
Distance from center of cup to middle of

lateral edge,. _ _

Length of diapophyses below lower mar-
gin of cup,

Length of hypapophysis below lower
margin of ball,

The dorsal vertebra has no trace of a hypapophysis
lower surface of the centrum is remarkably flat. The anterior

downward prolongation of the diapophyses still project below

the centrum, but they have become obtuse processes, partially

separated from the more vertical portion of the diapophyses by a

notch. The following are the more important dimensions ot

this vertebra :

—

nches, 6 lines.

Length of centrum below,
Transverse diameter of cup,
Vertical diameter of cup,
Width of neural canal below, .

.

Width between extremities of j

Length of diapophyses below lower sur-

face of centrum,. 2*

These remains, which were recently discovered by Mr. Meirs

1 the lower Cretaceous Marl bed at Homerstown, New Jei-sey.
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inaicate an animal about thirty feet in length. If the coraeoid
f'Hind near them belongs to the same skeleton, the body was re-
markably slender, and the fore limbs possessed comparatively

Halisaurus fraternus Marsh, sp. nov.

Tins species is established on an anterior dorsal and two pos-
terior dorsal vertebrae, found not far from each other, and prob-
ably part of the same series. They are about the same size as
those just described, and have many points of resemblance to
them, but differ in having the centra less depressed and less
elongate. The anterior dorsal has the zygapophyses less ex-
panded, and their articular faces more nearly vertical than the
corresponding parts in the previous species. It has also indica-
tions of a small hypapophysis, which in form and position re-

sembles somewhat that of Mosasaurus. The neural spine is

compressed, of moderate height, and directed slightly forward.
The posterior dorsals have the centra considerably less depressed
than the anterior dorsals, and the neural arch rests upon the an-
terior two-thirds of the centrum. The diapophyses pass off"

horizontally, their upper flat surfaces being nearly in the same
plane as the floor of the neural canal. At their extremities
there is an articular face which is subtriangular. These verte-
brae are all much more depressed than those of Macrosaurns
IcBvis Owen, or M. validus Cope, and indicate an animal smaller
than either of those species, probably twenty-five or thirty feet
in length. The remains were found at Homerstown, New Jer-
sey, by Mr. Meirs, at the same locality as those described above.

Yale CoUege, New Haven, Conn., Oct. 20th, 1869.

^RT. XL. — Descripiion of a new and gigantic fossil Serpent

{Dinophis grandis), from the Tertiary of New Jersey; by Pro-
fessor 0. C. Maksh of Yale College.

The earliest remains of Ophidia both in Europe and this coun-
try have been found in the Eocene, and nearly all the species

from strata older than the Post Pliocene appear to be more or
less related to the constricting serpents. Eemains of this char-

acter are not uncommon in European rocks, but in this country
two species only, one founded on a single vertebra, have been
tiescribed hitherto, and both of these were discovered in the Ter-
tiary greensand of New Jersey. An interesting specimen from
the same formation, recently presented to the Museum of Yale
College, indicates a third species, much larger than either of the
others, in fact superior in size to any known fossil ophidian, and
not surpassed by the largest of modern serpents.
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This species is represented by a single dorsal vertebra, some-

what injured, but with the neural arch well preserved. The
general form of the centrum is elongate, and considerably com-
pressed behind the middle. The articular cup and ball are sub-

triangular ovate, and their faces are much more nearly vertical

than is usual in ophidian vertebrae, the cup looking but very

slightly downward. The neural arch is elevated, and massive.

The neural canal is broader than high, and its floor depressed

posteriorly, with indications of a slight medial epapophysis. The
sides of the canal are marked by a sharp longitudinal ridge,

which, in connection with the arched roof above, gives a trifoli-

ate outline to a transverse section of the opening, as in some
species of Python. The floor of the neural canal is somewhat
below the plane of the anterior zygapophyses. The zygosphene

is much elevated, and its summit concave. It is narrower

than the articular cup, a feature which appears to be pecidiar to

fossil serpents alone. Its anterior surface is deeply excavated,

and the lateral margins extend from the base downward and
outward to the superior edge of the cup, thus continuing the

sides of the neural canal forward. The zygantrum is compara-

tively shallow, and has its greatest depth on the medial line.

Its base extends downward and backward until directly over

the superior margin of the ball, protecting also from above the

neural canal posteriorly. The neural spine is muc!li compressed,

triangular in outline at its base, and does not extend to the an-

terior margin of the zygosphene. The base of the neural arch is

strengthened by a thick rounded ridge, which unites the z\'gap-

oyphyses on each side. It begins below the plane o

zygapophysi
physis abov(

,
and ascending slightly, joins the posterior z

' cfaci ^ " " "hysis above the articular face. Kemnants of two hypajioiMiv-

ses connected by a prominent ridge exist, and show that the an-

terior process was much the smaller, and its base somewhat sep-

arated from the margin of the cup.

The principal dimensions of this vertebra, which is apparently

an anterior dorsal, are as follows :

—

Length of centrum from edge of cup to

convexity of ball, - 14-25 lines.

Transverse diameter of cup, 9-10 "

Vertical diameter of cup, I'o
"

Distance from top of zygosphene to
lower margin of cup, 13-25 "

Vertical diameter of ball, V-25 "

Width of neural canal in front, 3 •'75 "

Height of neural canal in front, . - 2-5 "

The present species is quite distinct from Pakw/Jii-'^ haln/aru's

Cope, which somewhat resembles it in size. The original speci-

men on which the latter species was founded is now in the Mu-
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seiiin of Yale College, and a comparison shows that the centrum
is much more depressed, the cup and ball more transverse, and
tht' ridge uniting the zjgapophj^ses narrower in proportion, and
les^ rounded. From the vertebrae of PalceopMs littoralis Cope,
ivhich it most nearly resembles in general form, outline of cup,
and liypapophvses, the present specimen differs especially, judg-
ing ii-om the description and figures,* in having the plane of the
anterior zygapophjses above the floor of the neural canal, and
tlie ridge between the zygapophjses not parallel with the cen-
trum. The zj-gosphene is also more elevated, and the top of
til e neural canal more rounded in front. The bulk of the present
vertebra is, moreover, at least three times that of PalctopMs hali-

danus, and five or six times that of P. littoralis. It is also con-
siderably larger than any vertebra described by Professor Owen
m his valuable Memoir on the Tertiary Ophidia of England,t
as ^Yell as quite distinct from any of the species there defined.
The present specimen is evidently identical generically with

the two species already described by Professor Cope, but in com-
paring these various remains with typical specimens and figures of
the species placed by Professor Owen in his genus Palceophis, sev-
eral marked difterences between the two groups will be observed,
whicli would seem to justify their separation. For the reception
of the American species, therefore, the genus DinophisX is pro-
posed. Among the most apparent differences between this genus
and Palceophis^ to which it is closely related, are the following :

—

The base of the neural spine in Dinophis is not coextensive with
the supporting arch, but rises a short distance back of the ante-

rior margin of the zygosphene, as in the existing Python. The
ridge connecting the anterior and posterior zygapophyses is much
more developed, and its continuous crest more rounded. The
sloping sides of the arch above the neural canal are more deeply
concave, and an obtuse ridge separates the concavity from the a

terior zygapophvsial notch. The neural canal has a sharp lon-

gitudinal ridge on each side, which gives its transvers "'

trifoliate outline, as in Python. The zygosphene is i

vated anterioriy. and its summit is concave. The zygapophyses
are more extended outwardly, and the hypapophysial ridge is

niore prominent.
The vertebra here described would indicate an animal not

less than thirty feet in lenath, probably a sea-serpent allied to

^he Boas of the present era!^ In view of its superior size, the

.species may appropriately be named Dinophis grandis. This

interesting "specimen was" found in the Eocene greensand, near

.* Proc. Acad, of Nat Sci. PhQad., 1868, p. 234, and Trans. Am. PhU. Soc., voL

+ Piileontoloprieai Society of London, 1850.
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Shark Eiver, Monmouth county, New Jersey, and was presented

to the Peabody Museum of Yale College by Dr. W. S. Kimball,

of Eatontown in that state.

A synopsis of the known American species of fossil Oplwlia

will at present, in accordance with the above determinations,

stand as follows :

—

Family BOIDiE. ?

Genus Dinophis Marsh.

Dinopkis littoralis (Cope).

PalcBophis littoralis Cope. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1868,

p. 147 and 234. Also Trans. Am. PMl. See, vol. xiv, 1869, plate

V, fig. 1.

Dinophis halidanus (Cope).

PalceopMs halidanus Cope. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1 868,

p. 234. Also Trans. Am. PhiL Soc, vol. xiv, 1869, plate v, fig. 2.

Dinophis grandis Marsh,

Am. Journal of Science, 2nd Series, vol. xlviii, 1869, p. 397.

The occurrence of closely related species of large serpents in

the same geological formation in Europe and America, just after

the total disappearance in each country of Mosasaurus and its

allies, which show such marked ophidian affinities, is a fact of

peculiar interest, in view of the not improbable origin of the

former type ; and the intermediate forms, which recent discov-

eries have led paleontologists familiar with these groups to

confidently anticipate, will doubtless at no distant day reward

explorations in the proper geological horizon.

Tale CoUege, New Haven, Conn., Oct. 25tli, 1869.

I WRITE to communicate the discovery made here on Satur-

day night, of a planet, the 109th of the asteroid group. It i3

in the constellation of Pisces, more properly in the following

position

:

1869, Oct 9, 13h Sim 58^ Hamilton College mean time. A.

R=Oh 56'n 2-60^ Decl.= +9° 37' 10-6".

Its motion in declination is almost nothing ;
that in right as-

cension over a minute per day. In brightness it equals a star

of the 10th magnitude.

Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton CoUege, Clinton, N. Y^Oct. 11th, 1869.
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Ohstrvatlons on- thepmtuberayices of the Sun.—Zolln^e h
nuiiiiciitcd totho lioyiil Society of Scioiioi's of Saxony the i

^ of olis('r\:itioiis of the solar protul)er:nK-cs made by j

i observed ivith great shiirpiies

iber of figures of much interest

>-'iii s <li^c wlu'iv it c'onvs])oii(ls -with the other images, while at a
ui\ .itvr <listaiu'e tht- liiuT details are lost. Zolliier infers from this
^itliii- that the rays fn uliieh the yelIo\r image is duo proceed from
t u;h sp.'t'ilieally hi-avitT than hydroo-en and, therefore, occupying

^'u-i- of tlu- bv<ln)o-(ii near the siiii-ice of tlie suti determines the
^"ii^^iou (.f tlie vMh.w ravs in (niestion. The author remarks that
ilic n-d protulKTa rices, as seen by his method, for the most part

'^oine execptions'j' in certain casGs the phenomena resemble those
;>f eniptioiis of volcanoes or of hot springs. Z<)llner suggests that

protuberanees as in the case of a total eclipse. Tn e.MM-lu^i.m the
author mentions another observation of great iutin-t. On the
27th June the slit of the spectroscope Avas made to approach a part
of the sun's di:,c where the spectral lines of thf protuln ranee s

utesabovo Ih'e s'uuV'dge th.'"who!r luioth of thr stu-rtrnm uas
cros^^ed by bright linear' tla-lus. Th. ^>' t^a-lu > e\t( nd* d ov< r tlie

aaul at'ono'poinl of th^sun'sl duv uiat ' it'Mi^e.'r' arif'tl,. ubole
^pectrnm were crossed bv the straight paths of rapi<lly follo^-jng

<'l<H'trie diseharir^.s. This phenonu'non would l)e explained by the

'•i^suinpiion tha7 small intensely ignited bodies are moving near
Ihe sun's snrfaco and sending out rays of all nfrangibilities. As
the images pass rapidlv before the ""slit of the sprctroseope they
^iveu spectrum with 'flashing lines.— /'(^/r/- -'"''-^ cxxxvii, 6i>4,

-^o. 8, 18G9. ^v. o.

2. On a method of viewing the solar jyroi>n'm-))ces ic'thottt an
€dij)se.~-Mr. IIi'(j«i.vs has also given a nu'thod of observing a so-

}ar prominence with a spectroscope. Tliis method consists in plac-
ing a narrow slit behind the train of prisms before the objrct -hiss
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of tlie observing telescope. This slit limited the light entering the

telescope to that of the refrangibility of the part of the spectrum
near C. The slit of the spectroscope was then inclined sufficiently

to admit the form of the prominence to be seen. The spectrum
became then so impure that the prominence could not be distin-

guished. A piece of deep ruby glass was then introduced so as to

absorb light of all refrangibilities differing much from that of C.

The prominence was then distinctly seen. When the sky is very

clear the colored glass may be dispensed with.

—

Proceedings of the

Royal Society, Ko. 109, 1869. w. g.

3. Researches on gaseous spectra in relation to the physical con-

stitution of the Sun, Stars and Nebulm.—Fraj^klan-d and LocK-
YEK have entered upon a special study of the spectra of several

gases and vapors, with a view to throw light on the discoveries re-

cently made bearing upon the physical constitution of the sun.

In the first place, as regards hydrogen, the authors have as yet

failed to detect any line in the hydrogen spectrum correspoiHliiig

to the yellow line near D, (which might bo conveniently denoted

by d. w. G.), but the experiments are not yet complete. The
thickening of the line F proves to be due to pressure and not ap-

preciably, if at all, to temperature per se. The authors believe

that there is ample evidence that in the higher prominences the

gaseous medium is in a state of excessive tenuitv, and tliat at the

lower surface of the chromosphere itself the pressure is very far

below the pressure of the earth's atmosphere. As the bright line

d does not appear reversed in the solar spectrum, it follows that,

assuming the line to be a hydrogen line, the selective absorption

of the chromosphere is not sufficient to reverse it. Frankland and

Lockyer remark that the facts observed lead to important moditi-

cations of the received theory of the physical constitution of the

sun—that proposed by Kirchhoff. According to this theory the

photosphere is either solid or liquid, and is surrounded by an atnio;'-

phere composed of the gases and vapors of the substances incan-

descent in the photosphere. Instead of this we find that tlic outer

atmosphere consists nuiinlv of hvdrogen and that the photospluTO

is cloudy or gaseous or both. Thus it has bcm <lio\\ n that a pit-

eous condition of the photosphere is con-^i^h-nt with it^- cniitinuou-'

spectrum; that the spectrum of the ]>lii)ro^-])lK ri' <-<>nt;iin- bndit

lines when the limb is observed, indi<'atiiiu- an ontir on-'ious >hi'U ;

that a sun spot is a region of greater absorption, and that <H(a-i<>n-

ally photospheric matter app'cars to be injected into thf chromo-

sphere. These facts seem to .show that th.- ^.h-etive al.M.iption

sphere. Other and m ore'

I. The Fraun hofer
Strom, whicli is .lue t(

the tubes, we employ. wit
may be looked i[ipon t

temperature. .Vs the

reversed in the spectrum
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chioinospherc, A\hin cool tiiougli to dbsorl), is still of a relatively

II Tido ccituu conditions of temper iture and pre ssure, the
\ n ((Muplicattd ^p(ctiuin oi h\ drojjc n i'> u duc( d in om iii^ru-
I'luit to one Inu m the green eoiresponding to F in the solar

ni The equally complicated bpectrum oi mtiot,en issmnliily
Kdueible to one hnght line in the gieeii, ^\lth tiaces of othei more
u fi nigiole flint Iiiie>s.

I\ rio.n a mivtuu of the two gl^eb ^\e ha\e obt lined a com-
l^iiiitionol th( ^pcftri ,n <iu. stion, the rehitue biillunex of the
t^^o '.ii<,h^ ^leui lims ^ n^m^ ^uth the amount of e uli j^ispus-

\ \y\ lenioMuo the exptiimuitd tube i httlc fu(.1urn\iy
fion, the .1.1 ot the .p(a.o^(e)p , tlu combnud ^peet. i uhiied to
niir mdlllMu. icdmcdtotlutuobnuhthmt.

^^

\r Bv uducu.i, th. tcnip iitmc dl spc(tros(opu eMduue of

Ihe uithoi. 1,ifer thit tlu tei

hmth It of oui I md th .t th.
lOU"; ( )mmuiiie itiontheauthoi.

ted into th.
lo not the simeluiirht

linovt tlu 10, l)ut b^ 1^ n
^hontlu .puk, ^m.idetopi^.m
im scp XI ited m

nd from pok
'iiminmitl
topoh,but

sumption th It tlu mi-sof tlu i}.m iption t ilu m»1 i< ' i i tl'* I'lx'to-

^P5uu uulthitthis mdtlu ehiorno^lhiu ei^ruut. th Tiiu it-

movph(reol tlu snn--/^?06. o/ Mr ii'o/A// ^ \ ^ m J-S,

4 <y., ^/e phi/^ical con-tiinfxui <{f t/u ^>r, - ?n i (U i id-

tlns^rrltoM Jhimis uul])\ hurl (ommuiiu ti u to u \( 1 my
of NunctsMr Lo<k.i. hi. m^ n i s.H,^n^^ ci l,..<-lMni-

t.'x-ol tS suutromMhichMc cMrut th( folhnMi.- t .l>]t .h<m-
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D Feb. 28,1869.

1989-5 Kirchhoff's scale, Mareli 14, 1869.

2031-2 " " Julys, 1869.

Magnesium.

b 1,2,3,4, Feb. 21, 1869.

Iron 1474, June 6, 1869.

A brilliant ray 1529-5, July 5, "

? 1567-5, March 6,
"

? 1613-8, June 6, "

Iron 1867-0, June 26, "

A brilliant line 1871-5, " "

? 2003-4'. " "

? Baud or lines 2054-0, July 5, "

-^Comptes Renclus, Ixix, 121. w. g.

5. On the ultra violet jSpeetra.—MASCAnT has examined the spec-

tra of metals with special reference to lines beyond H, employing

photography as a means of recording his observations. In this

manner he has detected more than 100 new coincidences of iron

and solar lines, in addition to the 450 observed by Angstrom in the

visible spectrum. Xo coincidences could be observed with certain-

ty for cadmium, though six very intense rays appeared also to exist

in the solar spectrum. Mascart further calls attention to the oc-

currence, in diiferent parts of the spectram, of similar groups of

Iine> \)elono-ing to the same element. Thus he observed in 1863

that Hie six principal rays of sodium observed by Wolf and Diacon

are all .loable, and that 'the two rays of each group are at about

thi' -ante distance as those of D. Magnesium, as is well known,

givv^ the group of 3 rays b. In the ultra violet spectrum of the

saiiK' metal there are two other remarkable groups. One, situa-

ted near L, can be seen by the eye without difficulty. It consists

of 3 i-avh disposed in the same manner and at about the same dis-

tances ab the three lines in b. These rays also exist in the solar

spectrum. The other group is situated between P and Q and is

also found in the solar spectrum. It has the same form as b but

the rays are rather more widely separated. The wave lengths ot

the least refrangible rays in *the three groups are respectively

518-L>, 386-4 and 333-5. The author thinks that this repetition ol

thf -ame phenomenon in different parts of the spectrum cannot be

the result of chance, but depend on the molecular constitution of

th.' luminous ga^.— Comptes Jiendus, Ixix, 337. ^^'- c^- .

0. On the speetnmi of the Aurora B&realis.—lu our notice of

the sp..etral lines of the aurora borealis of April 15, 1869, given

on p. 123 of vol. xlviii of this Journal, it is stated that 5 lines

were seen. For 5 we should read 7, the places on Mr. Huggins
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provious elongation. If we assume tliat the volume added to the

win' is represented by both the elongation and contraction the
Jiiohility of the palladium particles being determined by the first

entrance of the hydrogen, the volume of the hydrogen in the alloy

will rise from 4-G8 per cent to 9-36 percent and the" density of hy-

drogenium will fall from 1 "TOH to 0'854, according to the Tiew cal-

culation. In another experiment the density was foimd to be O'SY'i.

Tlu' alloys of palladium with other metals are also found to absorb
h\(ln>gen when the second metal does not much exceed one half

ol" theinixture. The alloys all expand by the absorption and af-

terward coTitract but only to the original length of the wire. The
following table gives the' results of the author's determinations of

the density of hydrogenium as deduced from different alloys:

AVhen united with palladium alone, 0-854 to 0-872
" " and platinum, 0-7401 to 0-T545
" " " irold, 0-711 to 0-715
" " " silver, 0-7^7 to 0-742

The mean of tliese numbers is 0-733 whicii mav be accepted
provisionally as the approximate density of hydrogenium.— A'oo.

of the lioyal Society., vol. xvii, p. 510.
'

w. g.

9. On the properties offluohydric acid.—We extract froni an

extended memoir by Mr. "
(t. Gore, the following account of the

properties of pure fluohydric acid, as obtained by heating perfect-

ly dry fluolivdrate of fluorid of potashimn in a platinum retort.

The pure acid at lo'S^ C. is a colorless mobile liquid; its density

is a most dangerous substance to handle, requiring the utnio^^t care.

ure is completely excluded.

—

Proc. lioy(d Sorltty wii, p. 2.")t).

10. On a new mode offormation of the nitro-priiti.-'ids.—When
potassic cvanid is added to a solution of a fern>us salt an orange

colored precipitate, as is well known, is formed. Stiideler linds that

this precipitate has the formula I^'^CyJC, and that with potassic

nitrite it vields, on Ixnlincf, potassic 'nitro-pru>'^ide, ammonia and

ferric oxyd. The equation' representing tlie reaction is here—

Fe,Cy,K-|-Xe2K=FeO-fFe(XO)Cy,K2.
The ammonia in this cise results from the action of the ferrous

oxvd upon i)otassic nitrite, and is, therefore, with ferric oxyd to

be regarded as a si'con<lary product. After a careful discussion of

formula for sodic nitro-pnisside is correct ; and it therefore contains

nitroxyl (XO) and not (XO,) as others, and in particular Iladosv,

Sid maintained. Stadeler agrees with Plavfair in deriving the

nitro-prussides from a hitherto unknown ferrocyanhydnc aci<l

FeC\v6ll2 which may be tenned superferrid-cyanhydric aci<l. Tlio

potassic salt of this acid appears to be formed by the action of
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tiirrlK-r investigation of tlie subject.—^«'/?. der Chenrle it. Phar-

11. Researcfies on Vcmadiurn.—KosroE has continued his fine
imc^tiijjation of the compounds of vantidimn and in the second
part of Ills paper describes vanadium itself and three of its chlo-
rid><. \'ariadie tetrachh)rid is a dark reddish l>rown vohitile li<juid
ol)tained ulun metallic vanadium or the mono-nitrid is Imnied in

- I
S''

(.'., i> <l(M'omposed on l)oiling and even at ordinary temperatures
nito trielilorid and free chlorine. Water decomposes the tetra-
chlorid into chlorhydric acid and a blue solution of the tetroxyd
y2<"^4- The tetrachlorid does not combine with bromine. Vana-
dic triehlorid crystallizes in beautiful peach blossom colored scales
closely resembling chromic ses(iuichlorid. It is not volatile in hy-
drogen, but first loses an atom of chlorine, forming the dichlorid,
and aftcr\vard, at a higher temperature, loses all its chlorine, leav-
nig tfie metal as a gray lustrous powder. It is very livgroscopio
ami deliiiuesces to a brown liquid. The density of the triehlorid
is 8-00 at I

8° i\ A'anadic dichlorid is also a solid, crystallizing in

bright apple-green micaceous plates. Tt is extreiiu'ly hygroscopic
;

that of hVpmaliadou"!^ !icid arnVbiral-hino- >tr"iuTv b
v

'ivjlution'!

Metallic C-anadimn, prepaivd h^ ivduci.iu- th.' .Jiciilond in liv.lro-

gOM at a red lu-at, i^ a brilliant 'crv>talli.ic nu'lallir mass haxing a
bright siher-while lustre. It does m)t oxydize or tarnish hi the

When healed^uicklv in ovygen if burns \ i\ idly foniiing the pent-

pcrhaps \'.,0, then the bhick trioxvd, tlu' blue tetroxyd and tiiial-

}y the penfoxyd. The density of the metal at lo° C. is 5-5
; it is

insoluble in liot or cold chlorhydric acid; strong sulphuric aci<l

dissolves it on heatinir, gi\ing a vellow solution; lluohydric acid

dissolves it slowlv with evoluti(m' of liydrogen ;
nitric acid of all

strengths acts violently, evolving red fuin<'S and yielding a blue

solution. Metallic vanadium burns when heated in a current of

chlorine forming the tetrachlorid; heated in a current of nitro-

gen tlie raono-ni'trid is formed.— CAe//i/m/ Seios, vol. xx, 37, 38.

12. On a new apparatus for the measnre of the thn-mlo txjmn-
sion of solids.—Froi. J. Mvu.v.Ji ha^ made an ap].lication of Pog-

of solids. The apparatus used for the purpose is described in full,

-indthe details c

'

" ''
'"" ~" "

'
"~ """

gn'Qn.—Poffg. Ann.,
A-ote.~Jt is not a

the fact that the abc
principle or in applic

-of\Va.shington,b.C.,a
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in adjusting the compensation of a pendulum. It is however first

mentioned in print in Prof. Bache's reports on Weights and Meas-
ures for 1846 and 1848, and fully described and figured in the re-

port for 1856. It is referred to as having been used to compare
the measuring bars for the base-lines in the Coast Survey Report
for 1847 and again more particularly in that for 1854, in which the

base-measuring apparatus is described and figured. The actual

publication from wliich according to established usage the inven-

tion of Mr. Saxton must date is 1856. It is scarcely necessary to

say that this note is not intended to dispute Prof. Mtiller's origin-

ality and independence in the invention, but only to assert the

prior claims of another. w. G,

13. On a new Acid of Sulphur.—Some years ago Schonbein no-

ticed that when an aqueous solution of sulphurous acid is acted upon
by zinc for a few moments, it becomes yellow in color, and acquires

the property of decolorizing energetically solutions of indigo and
litmus. He supposed ozone to be in some way formed, and to

act as the bleaching agent. This interesting reaction has been
recently studied by Schutzexp.ergee, who argued that since the

indigo and litmus solutions, thus bleached, regained their color on
exposiire to the air, the decolorization must be due to a reduction

rather than to an oxydation; and since the liquid possessed its

acti\dty even after separation from the zinc, the effect could not

be due to a simultaneous action of the acid and zinc, but must
result from the production of some new and energetic reducing

body, which it would be possible to isolate. His preliminary

xperiments showed him : 1st, that the formati(
ulphite takes place only after the bleaching power has passed its

2d, that cupric sulphate gives with the yellow reduc-

ing liquid, a precipitate of cuprous-hydrid, which, when the Cj-j^-

salt is in excess is mixed with metallic copper ; 3d, that salts of

silver and mercury are likewise reduced by this reagent ; 4th, that

the maximimi decolorizing power of the liquid, measured by means
of a titred potassic permanganate solution is one and a half times

that of the sulphurous acid solution, before putting in the zinc

;

5th, that the zinc may be replaced by iron, by manganese, or by
magnesium with the same results ; and 6th, that no hydrogen is

set free during the solution of the zinc in the acid. He observed

further, that the effect is immensely increased when a concentrated

solution of hydro-sodic sulphite (bisulphite of sodium) is used

in place of sulphurous acid, the zinc being in the form of turn-

ings, and the mixture being artificially cooled, the entire opera-

tion being conducted out of contact with the air. In half an

hour the reaction is finished, and crystals of sodio-zincic sul-

phite are deposited. The decanted liquid instantly bleaclies

blue litmus paper, which, on exposure to the air, regains its

color, becoming red. By contact with the air, the liquid also

loses its properties, and then contains only sodio-zineic sulphite

and hydro-sodic sulphite. The zinc turnings left after the decanta-

tion, become heated to 55° or 60° C. by the oxydation of the
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sensibly hot. The strong attract^.. „. .... ...„ ..^..j .^. ^^^^^x.
is tiius very evident. The following is Schtitzenberger's method
for isolating the compound thus active: about half a liter of the
active liquid just described, is poured into a ilask of two liters

cai>acity, two-thirds tilled with strong alcohol, which is then
tightly corked. At first, a crystalline deposit is thrown down,
composed of the double sulphite mixed Avith the new product.
The clear alcoholic liquid is decanted into a flask, which it should
completely fill ; this is well closed, and placed in a cool room. In
a short time it becomes almost a solid mass of fine colorless needles.
These are thrown upon a cloth and rapidly expressed ; the solid mat-
ter thus retained, though small in amount, is the active substance,
tlie expressed liquid being entirely inactive. Since this crystalline
mass heats at once on exposure to the air, it must be immediately
placed in the vacuum of an air-pump. On drying, the crystals fall

into a white powder permanent in the air, which is soluble in
water and dilute alcohol, but insoluble in strong alcohol. It con-
tains a trace of zinc, e\ddently from admixture with sodio-zincic
J^uljihite, since the impurity may be removed by recrystallization.
After oxydation, the powder consists only of hydro-sodic sulphite.

Before oxydation its solution decolorizes strongly sulphate of
indigo and litmus, precipitates cuprous hydrid from the sulphate,
;iii<l metaUic silver from the nitrate. It has a hot taste, recalling

that of hydro-sodic sulphite. Dried in a vacumn and heated in a
tube, it gives oil a little water, sulphur, and sulphurous oxyd, and
leaves a residue of sodic sulphate and sulphid. The numbers
obtained, on an analysis agree very closely with those given by
hydro-sodic sulphite.* And Schiitzenberger believes "that the

evolution of water and sulphur during the calcination of the dry
salt, shows that this body contains feebly-combined hydrogen which
acts as if it were nascent, and thus makes the body active. He
maintains that the compound obtained above, is the soda salt of a
peculiar acid analogous to hypophosphorous, less oxygenated than

sulphurous, and writes its formula ^^^ I O, that of hydro-sodic

sulphite being ||^^" I Oj-f Of course the corresponding acid

^'Vould be ^^^ j. e. It is much less stable than its sodic salt,

and its formation by the action of the sulphurous acid upon zinc

18 as follows

:

(H2Se3)2+Zn=Zn SOa+SOaHO-i-IIsO.
* [The original statement is : " L'analyse de ces cristaux sees a donne des nombres

qui se rapprochent beaucoup de ceux que donnerait le bisulfite anhrdre ^e^souda^

confirm the formula, and look for a qualification of the analytical statement

t [By an evident misprint, this formula is given twice as g.^^ j
0, and once it ia

raUed " bisul/afe de sodium "I So also zincic sulphite is twice printed (SO.), Zn,

instead of SOaZn
; and this error uncorrected, ritiates both the equations in which
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Tho acid mav also 1)

iu-id, (1 molJculc ill

omnov-naiow li.iui.l
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/itli the doocroc of ooiloontvation of the solutions with which it is

. |. uv<l, and alM, will, the runount of carbonate present in them;
IhaUous oxyd paper appears to be more

w. tothoo^^.li/.Inu. ac-tion of ozone than iodid of starch pa-
. -1-lh, tlic inoiv or h'-s deep (•<)k)ration of the thallium papers
.rtainMi.n(>f th( - preseru'e of ozone only when they are able

uroblue; 5th, within the conditions now
i\Mi, thaUou'.oxyt]].apers may be u^ed to detect with certainty

nci' of o/one, even in the midst of a stronj^ly

.tr„.;.atmo.phe;-ertlleir emplovnient, however, ^hould be limited
> ^i.nple contirmation s of the presence (>f ozone, and not extended
> a <h'termination o^:' the amount of active oxv£C<'» present.

—

i^'H-Soc. <;/.., ir,xi,_210, March, 1869. '^ G. F. n.

15. n the })reparati
usivo (lemand for a c

on of conceiitrateJ lodhydric acuL-ThQ ex-

oi>centratod solution of iodhydric acid in the
ihoratory partioularl.y as a rcducincf agent in organic research,

luce<l VktIkk to make some experiments upoi
I'fcparatiori. lie employed the usual method, acting upon red
I'lio^phonis by iodine in presence of moisture, the oj)erati()n being
(•<Hiductod in a tubulated retort whose neck was prolonged by a
ivcurved tube, so that the gas as evolved, could be made to pass
into a bottle coTitaining distilled water and kept cold by ice. As
t'> the relation between the amounts of phosphorus an<l iodine
u-<'<l, Vigior tin<ls that for every 1 part of phosphorus, 20 parts of
i"'1iue and 15 parts of water areVequired. An excess of iodine does
no liartn; but if the phosphorus be used in a less proportion than
this, tlio phosphorous acid formed from the action of water upon
the phospliorous iodid, breaks up under the influence of the heat
into phosphoric acid and phosphine, PH^, which phosphine unites

I^fl^I, 'which condenses in beautiful crystals in the cooler ]>arts of

\vater to keep it cool, the necc'ssary quantity of pho-phorus, iodine

cliarge, the partially i

place of ^yafer. In c

I'l^UH'd on a sand-batl
ucid <^',i^.—BnU. ,Soc. Ch., It, xi, 125, Feb., 1869.

16. A ?ieir series of Plntinxm Compos,ch-
^tuditvl the action of stannous chlorid upon the s;

Ifc tin. Is tliat when a freshly prepared solution o

How, then briL'ht

o be opaque. If
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quired for every one of the platinic chlorid. If sufficient acid

be present, the fluid remains clear, even on dilution with water.

After standing twelve hours in a well closed vessel, the dark
brown fluid is cautiously neutralized with ammonia, when there

separates a voluminous dark brown, almost black, precipitate, leav-

ing the supernatant fluid colorless. The reaction of the tin salt

upon the platinic oxyd, Schneider gives thus

:

(Pte2)2+(SnO)6==Ptjje+(Sn203)3

i the above precipitate as a compound of the stannoso-

^d with a hypo-platinous oxyd, containing only half as

en as the platinous compound. That such a stage of

dation exists, he proves by finding that a platinum solution,

uced by sulphurous acid to the platinous condition, affords the
- 1 n precipitate on the addition- of stannous chlorid and

with ammonia. On drying this dark brown precipitate

over sulphuric acid, it appears as a brilliant brittle mass, easily

rubbed to a black-brown powder. On heating in the air, it at first

loses some water, but then undergoes no alteration by heating to

redness. Heated in a stream of hydrogen, water is given off, and

a mixture of metallic tin and platinum'is left. In composition it

varies slightly, according to the strength of the solutions employ-

ed. A carefully prepared specimen aiforded on analysis 29*10 Pt,

57-05Sn, 13-85 0; the above formula, PtaSngOjo, ' ~"

cent Pt, 56 Sn, and 13 of O, '— =-

der suggests that this

of Cassius, and proposes for it the name stanno-platiuuua

nate. If it be treated while still moist with a very dilute f

hydrate solution, the greater part of the stannic oxyd is taken x

w'ith'toda^da, always
analyses gave its composition as follows : 50'0 per cent of Pt,

29-3 of Sn, 6-0 of Na, and 13-5 of O, leading to the formula Nag

PtgSngOe, a sodio-platinous stannate. From the stanno-platinous

stannate as a starting point, a series of interesting compounds

has been made.—Po^y^. Ann., cxxxvi, 105, January 27th, 1869.

17. Potassio-platinic oxymlphoplatinostannate.—On fusing to-

gether an intimate mixture of 4 parts stanno-platinous stannate, 6

parts pure potassic carbonate, and 8 to 10 parts of sulphur in a

covered crucible, and treating the cooled mass with water, the

greater part dissolves, giving an intense brown solution, while

there remains a cochineal-red crystalline powder, which may be

obtained pure by washing with water, in which it is insoluble.

Similar crystals are obtained by fusing the stannate with liver ot

sulphur, or by fusing together 6 parts spongy platinum, 3 parts

stannic sulphid, 12 parts potassic carbonate, and 12 parts sulphur,

and then extracting with water. Under the microscope the crys-

tals are very beautiful, being six-sided tables, dark garnet-red m
color, and having an almost metallic luster. Treated with hydro-

chloric acid, the color of the powder changes to gray, the potas-
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'oing romovc<l :is ohlorid ; no evolution of gas takes place.
coiitat-t with tlie air, it may ha heated to redness without

. On analvsis it yielded • Pt .',9-47, Sn 11-86, K 7-76, S

jjretty tully (he deeoin])o^itioM.s observed, and from them

des that the rational foi-mula is I
^ H^

\\ \
.

Pt— jPt—Kg—Sn—Pt
lar eoni])ound of sodium has also been prepared. Analo-
odic's of the series the author promises to describe in a
eommuiiieation.

—

IM(L G. f. b.

0,i Poto.Hsir ami Sodlc M/ii/latcs.—When any one of the
irjetals acts upon ak-ohol there is formed a body called an
k'. If sodium be the metal used, crystals are after a time
1 which hiive hitherto been supposed to be pure sodic ethy-
it which according to Geuther and Scheitz, are really a
mid of this body with alcohol. Wanklyn has re-examined
I'-tancc and finds it to be composed of one molecule of so-

ylalr and three of alcohol, Naie^IIJO, {n{<^^11 ,)e) ^. It
t 100 ('. witliout decomposition, and remains colorless so
^ tiu' ail- is excluded, a very slight exposure to the atmos-
urning it brosv n. It is scarcely- soluble in ether, more solu-

i mixture of acetic other and ether. On heating this com-
iu an oil bath to 190' or 205' C, the alcohol is completely
<1 and pure sodic ethylate i> left, as was proved on analysis,

sodium being found caustic. Absolute sodic ethylate is a

ether. It is nearlv insoluble in ether and mav be heated

(<^\.njxa 'e(€2Ti,e).

10. Ou a n.^o rwlU-al, Ethule..-so<U>n.. ...I U. y mh.-
_>^AVKLYX has subsequently more thoroughly in\ t-fiL;at. a the

loonier of sodic butyrate mentioned above. lie i^ inclined to re-

gard absolute sodic ethylate as the hydrate of a new radical which
lio culls ethylene-sodium. He therefore writes its formula

U ^2 I4) ^^ ' )'
I

0^ jj,^^ believes that by the action of a componnd

*^ther upon it, its hydrogen is replaced by the acid radical ; so that
for example, on treatment with acetic ether it gives ethylene-sodic

acetate, iW'^%. \ O. The radical itself has not been obtained

free, owing to the many difficulties in the way. In regard to its
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ion, Wanklyn prefers the formula ((€,IIO'X:i

ni<l tl.e

been prepared by Wanklyn.

—

Phil. M<kj.^ IV, wwii, iVo, ^rnicli,

1869.
.

o. w n.

20. Oyi some Afctijl compovuds of the Carhohydratis.—'^i in i-

ZENRERGER and ^AUDix liavc piiblislied the results of some inler-

cstins,- researches upon the carbohydrates. When cellulose, either

in the form of cotton-wool or Swedish filtenn<T pajx-r, i^ heated to

180^ in close vc^^els with my to ei^dit tinier its weisjrht of acetic

oxyd (anhydrid)it dissolves to a thick syrup, ^vhich, \s\wn iK)ured

Il3^)3'^5'' These flocks are insoluble in water, alcohol and ether,

cellulose by alkaline so'lution>. No liiuher acet^l compouiid can

The authors therefore conclude that^-i'llulose

Thev formed also mono-acet\l and di-acet\

not able to obtain then, free from each other.'

i's a triatomic alcoho

'1 cellulose but A\ei

Starch, whcT.heate
to 140° in presence of an excess of acetic ox%.

but does not <]issoh e. On washing? the residi

amorplious mass is oi)taiued, which is insoluble in water, alcohol, an

acetir anJ, and is not blued by iodine. It^ compoMtion i"^ ^\n^
(©2 1130)305, and it is decomposed by alkalies, viddino: ihe starch

acrain. If howe\er, the mixture be* heated t() lOo , the porous

precipitates a white amorphous substance, insolubh' in ^^atcr, al-

cohol, and ether, but soluble in (luetic oriel, and isomeric Avith the

former. When acted upon by alkalies, it is converted into devtnn ;

it is therefore tri-acetyl dextrin. Neither starch nor dextrin ^vill

li-uelicallv, but t(

)heat fhem ^^ ith

trose (irrape
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milk '.lu 11 ) xKo (li N ,l\c^ ^\htll liextcd with ace

\ftci:,,.i„^Mhc lb At f u tz:r^^^^^^i^'^S^l,

.ttlKscmUustm,- a Avith the
U Ot till (0^^tltUt on "of

^

he's'VoZl' AV hu liSa' ll s i(,i 1 k)ng
MC lldd All thtvc diitc^ lus-ituiiUdcUu
^^l I.vdiid ^,11,, ^ (liucth i.om I st^tn u id alcohol
ri.COH), Ais^'i cohol,

dehxd xlcohoK (foi cxampU, the ilcohol CII3—<>II
| ^{p

when

sot fieo fiom its wtll known icctic cthci CH,—f H i r'^J!"S2)

u„, p>.. in, .xtci uil IK hi.t .nh.drid,€,II,|f^„)^

Ills S

nun

oV't
U U.l lk.h<ls I

K ,1 UK Ml U 1

l^t, t\\o mokcu

Muu (kxtioM) As the ^on^ilMo^of

e:!!:^!^!hr<!:d:i?!n!?^.d'"K
'. Vitill in k' ^^'u('/Vwo u.ult's n! i\ t ik(

c.iiiiv t _itlui lost thc^wtti M(Mnig

nthis (ISC tho aidnd

ailk . U£?u, etc , 01 2 1, the nuluuk (f wild m iv be txkcn

oni si.urU inokcul 'ot 1 Vt> dl MiM, tluH tlH t.lUUl

Ic^hn 1 €eTr ) , this 1 tud llul - t 11 nmno

(on)3
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21. On the relation of Amykne to oil of Turjyentitie.—BAVT^B.

and Verso>s^ have succeeded in obtaining from rutylene bromid,
by treatment with an alcoholic solution of potassic hydrate, a con-

siderable quantity of a fluid having a boiling point between 156°

and 160°, and yielding on analysis the formula €!joH,g, They no-

ticed that both diamylene and rutylene, but especially the former,

absorb oxygen readily from the air, under precisely the same con-

ditions as does oil of turpentine. Hence from this cause, as well

as from the formation oi compound ethers by the action of the al-

kaline solution, it was somewhat difficult to obtain a pure product.

The new hydrocarbon G^qB.^^ is a clear and brilliant liquid, pos-

sessing an odor strongly recalling that of oil of turpentine, which
is especially noticeable after a short exposure to the air. It burns
with a bright but smoky flame. Cooled to 17° C. the first drops
of bromine let fall upon it combine directly without evolution of
hydrobromic acid ; but a larger quantity acts violently, evolving
this gas abundantly. Iodine acts similarly, but less actively. Ni-
tric acid oxydizes it violently, and fuming sulphuric acid dissolves

it with a deep brown color. Aqueous, as well as gaseous hydro-
chloric acid, combines directly with it even in the cold, giving
after treatment, a colorless liquid boiling at about 180°, and hav-
ing the composition (€,(jH^g),HCl. No direct union with water
could be effected. The authors believe this hydrocarbon to be
identical with terebene.—J5er. Ak. Wien, Iviii. Zeitschr. Chem.,
II, V, 402, July 3, 1869. Am. Ch. Pharm., cli, 52. G. f. b.

22. On theproducts of the oxydation ofParaffin.—Gili. and Meu-
SEL have succeeded in oxydizing paraffin and in studying the pro-

ducts. The paraffin was recrystallized from £% and then fused at

60°. Sulphuric and hydrochloric acids, even when concentrated,

were without action upon it. Bromine in sunlight did not unite

directly with it, but formed a substitution product. Hypochlo-
rous acid had no effect on it. The authors place it therefore in

the marsh gas series, rather than the ethylene series. Oxydation
with chromic acid gave a large quantity of cerotic and acetic acids,

with other members of the fatty acid series. Nitric acid gave
cerotic acid, but also acetic, butyric, valeric, and aMianthic acids,

in the distillate, and a mixture of succinic and anchoic acids in the

retort.—^ Chem. Soc.^ vi, 466, Nov., 1808. Zeitschr. (Jhon.. H,
V, 65, Feb., 1869. o. F. «.

1. Geology of Tennessee, by James M. Safford, A.M., Ph.D.,

State Geologist, Prof. Nat. Sci. in Cumberland University, Leb-

anon, Tennessee. Published by authority of the General Assembly.

550 pp. 8vo, with a geological map of the State and several litho-

nhic plates of fossils. Nashville, 1869.—In 185o, Prof. Saf-

published his first and only biennial Keport on the Geology
of the State, under the title of A G-eological Beronnoissanct of

the State of Tennessee. His labors were continued during several
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-uteoeding years, and he was prepared for a final report just be-
fore the breaking out of the recent war. He has since continued
his investigations, and has, at last, issued the volume, as here
announced. Prof. SalFord is a faithful observer and able geolo-
gist. He has had under study a region unsurpassed for interest
in the country, for its position between the north and south.

;, and the great variety of its formations, especially
make it geologically a keystone State. Although there
ork yet to be done over the great s

ness to the survey, the volume is one of gi
merely to the State but to all interested in the geology of the con-
tinent. The author describes first the physical geography of the
State, in which respect there are some remarkable features ; and
then passes to the geological structure and the successive forma-
tions; the minerals (including ores), and rocks, of special use; and
finally the soils and agricultural features. On the question of the
age of the " Orange Sands" he differs from Prof, Hilgard, who has
an article on the subject on a preceding page of this volume, drawn
from extensive examinations of the deposit over regions farther to
the south. The plates contain figures of fifteen " new species" of
fossil shells and corals, besides others described by Roemer, and
several fossil leaves determined and part of them named by Les-
quereux. The geological map of the State, which adds greatly
to the value of this excellent report, is nearly three and a half
feet long with a breadth (from north to south) of about nine
inches, and is handsomely and efFectively colored.

2. Geoloqlval Snrvey of Ohio.—The State Geological Corps of
Ohio, Prof. J. S. Newberry, chief geologist, Prof. E. B. An-
drews, Prof. Edward Orton, Hon. John H. Klippart and Mr. G.
R. Gilbert, assistants, and Prof. T. G. Wormley, chemist, held a
meeting on the 5th of October last for comparing and combining
the results of the summer's work, and the day was occupied in

this and in opening and examining the numerous packages of spe-

cimens forwarded to headquarters^ during the summer.
_

The survey was commenced on the first of June, with the fol-

lowing oriranization. Prof J. S. Newberry, chief geologist ; Prof.

E. B. An'drews, Prof. Edward Orton and J. H. "Klippart, Esq.,

assistant geologists.
In addition to these officers, appointed by the Legislature, ten

additional assistants have been constantly employed on the su^^-ey

during the last three months. Of these, all but two were volun-

teers, receiving only the payment of their traveling expenses for

their services. The surveying party was di\aded into four detach-

ments to whom different districts were assigned. Of these, two,

operating in the northern half of the state, were under the imme-
<^i;ite supervision of the chief geologist ; another, under Prof An-
drews in the southeastern quarter, and still another under Prof.

^'I'ton in the southwestern quarter of the State.

'Jhf first dutv assio-ned to the surveying party was to trace

<^'it the geo^rraphical extent of the different formations, so that an
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ade, and to gather material for

settling the much debated questions of the relations of the rocks

of Ohio to those of adjoining States. This part of the work is

practically done. An accurate geological map, on a large scale

has been made, the doubtful questions in the geology of Ohio defi-

nitely settled, and a large amount of interesting material gathered

illustrative of our ancient flora and fauna, as well as of our min-

eral resources—coal, iron, salt, peat, gypsum, clay, water-lime, etc.

The detailed examination of the State by counties has also been
begun and careful surveys of Washington and Perry counties

have been made, or are in progress, by Prof Orton, and of Cuya-
hoga and Erie counties by Prof Newberry and his assistants.

The specimens already collected, filling more than fifty boxes,

will form the commencement of a museum of economic and scien-

tific geology in this city. Sets of specimens are also collected for

to the Legisla-

! in January next. Including, as it will, the records of the

present half year's work and the result of twenty years geologi-

cal study and collection in Ohio by Prof N"., it cannot fail to con-

tain much interesting and valuable matter. For this report fifty

plates are already drawn, and more than one hundred analyses of

our useful minerals made at the private cost of the chief geologist.

This report will also include special reports on the geology of cer-

tain counties, and of regions of peculiar importance as mining and
manufacturing.— 0/a'o State Journal, Oct. 6.

The results which have already been obtained prove the connec-

tion and equivalence of the Waverly with the Vespertine of Rog-
ers, thus showing that the Waverly is Lower Carboniferous, and
settling this vexed question.

3. Earthquake in New England.—On the morning (about 6

o'clock) of Friday the 22nd of October last, an earthquake was
felt over New England from Connecticut northeastward to Elaine,

and beyond over New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. It was slight

at New Haven and noticed by but few. But at St. John, N, B.,

the shock was severe, lasted about twenty seconds, and was pre-

ceded by a rumblina: noise. It is stated that houses were shaken,

and many left them^from alarm. At Fredericton and other places

in New Brunswick, chimneys were thrown down and the walls of

houses cracked. In Nova Scotia, it was felt in Halifax, Annapolis

and Kentville.

4. Synthetic Experiments relative to Meteorites; by M. Dau-
BRKE.—Prof Daubr^e has published several papers on the origin

of meteorites as illustrated by experiments for the production ot

the same material in its different meteoric conditions, and has em-

bodied his views in a work of 68 pages, published at Pans m
1 868.* The results are of the highest importance to geology as

* Experiences svnthetiques relatives aiix Meteoritea; rapprochemeuts aiisquelsces

experiences conduisent, par M. A. Daulsrt*, Meinbre de i'lnstitut, Inspecteur ben.
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them to Leptogorgia, including tlie first species, Z
' ieh may be retjarded as most typi ' " '

KoUiker spicula from the oricrinal

which may be regarded as most typical. Having received from

ral otlier species in the Paris Museum, I have found that L. vim-
inalis of Edw. and Haime is a Litigorgia. The same is true of

their 4th species, L. rosea ; the 7th, L. Webbiana ; 8th, Z. vim-
inea; llth, X. virgulata ; 13th, i. virgea. Their 3d and 10th
species belong to our Gorgonia: G. miniacea (Esp. orig.) and G.
sanguinea (Lamk. orig.). Tlie 9th is an Eckinogorgia [E. <mran-
tiaca) and Gorgonia Sasappo Pallas belongs also to Echinogorgia;
the 12th, L Boryana, appears from the spicula to be a Gorgo-
nella. Although it might be better, on some accounts, to dismem-
ber such a group and drop its name from the system, yet a close

adherence to the laws of priority seems to require that the

name should be so restricted as to include the first or typical

species and congenic forms, and thus be retained in a modified
sense. Adopting this view the genus, as modified, becomes equiv-

alent to our Litigorgia.
As thus constituted it will include all Gorgonidce having a horny

axis ; thin coenenchyma, finely granulous at the surface and com-
posed of very small warty spicula in the form of longer and shorter

iouble-spindles, usually mingled with more or less numerous small

heads and double heads; the polyp-spicula long and slender, sim-he polyp-spicula long and slender,

pie, with few warts. The cells are usually arranged
rows or bands, and may be either flat or more or less elevated c

The following species of which I have personally examined tl

spicula, and probably several others not yet seen by me, a

pear to belong to this genus.

A.—Dichotomous'y or arborescently branched : branches usually numerous, mo
or less elongated, often virgate, sometimes sub-pinnate.

L. viminatis E. and H. Mediterranean and Canary Isles.

X. rosea (Lam.) E. and H. Loc, (?). Perhaps a variety of tl

X. Webbiana E. and IL* Canary Isles.

X. virgulata E. and H. (4-X. viminea). North Florida to Caj

Ilatteras.

X. teres Yerrill. " Bay of New York."
X. virgea E. and U. Antilles.
X. Floridana V., sp. nov. Florida.
X. Esperi V.

(
G. violaeea Esper, non Pall.) V. West Indies (?

X. festiva V. (Pterogorgia festiva Duch. and M.). Antille

Perhaps the same as preceding.

* The spicula fromthe original specimens of this and the two preceding specif

and /.. rosea agree most nearly, and both are a little stouter than those of .
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L. clavata V. (Lopho<^or<jiii olavuta Horn, Proc. rhil. Acac
1860, p. 2;i:<). Locaiity unknown.

L. <(lha (Ducli and jM.) Vevrill. (Litigorgia l^vis Y.,loc. cit

L.fiAlh VorriU (Litigoroiu V. op. cif.). Bay of Panama.
L. rlgkhi VorriU, Bulletin M. C. Z., 1 HiU. San SaU ador to Caji

A n/spidata Verrill, 1865. Zoiritos, I'eru, to Cape St. Lucai
L. Caryi Verrill (Litigorilia iucova V., Trai.s. Conn. Aca<l.,

p. 404, 1st ed., tion GoryoHia facotm Val.). Xt-ar San Fraiici^cc
L. F, ruana VorriU (Liti-oroja, op. cit ). Callao.
L. ra/^yW/./m V. (Lili-oroia, op cit). L.^wer California.
L. .w„. unh m (l^por) \>rn]l. (? GorgonoUa sarmontosa K an

L <'nHfa V. (Lopho^'oroia o-ista 3Iob ). Africa.
i-f\'l, ,jt the -umrrut of difctiiut ^fr^K .

L fnu,r,aa VotriU ((loi-onia iMnniciM Val., E. andH.). Ura/il
liio Janeiro (U. S. Expl Kvp.)

/. nrn,iutn V. (Gor-onia niini Ua Val., E and II.). Antilles

Z .-ounthiHW (GorL^onia ranuilus Val., K and JI.). Zorrito^
Peru, to Aca]uilco.

J- P'unatdX. (G. pinnataLinn,,od. x). Gaboon. Wt-^r A frici.

^' rofiimpa (EUi-) V. (Lophoi^ororia palma E. an<l If,, ni>i>

.1 Pallas). Capo of Good Hope.

•>rce V. (Litigorgia Flone V., oj). cit.). Pearl Islands, Bay

l^nxa (PaUa^) X. (Ptoro-oro-ia potechizan'* E and H. (?)

Wurhis Verrill (Uhipi

itos, Peru, to (iulf of

an V. (Kliipidoyorui

if/nssizu' V. {Lititrorsria
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Jj. media ^

Cape St.

L. arenata V. (Rhipidogorgia arenata Val., Edw. and 11.). New
Zealand.
The following species, which Dr. Kolliker refers to his first sec-

tion of the genus Gorgonia, ])rol)al)ly belong to Leptogorgia, as

modified, but T have not examined them.

G. umhella Esp. (Rhipidogorgia E. ajid H.).

G. venusta Dana (Rhipidocroro-ia E. and II.).

G. ventalina Linn. (Rhipi<l()irorgia H and IL).

G. cauUcnlus K. (dorua^nella Val., Leptogorgia E. and IT.).

G. snngidnolcnta Esp. {non Pallas) ; Koll.,^ Icones, taf xviii,

fig. 2;>9, (V (r. petechizans Pallas).

Two syteeies des(M-ibe<l by Duohas^aing and Michelotti, L.flari-
da and Gorgonin ohlif<u are probably additional species.

Leptogorgia hebts Yerrill, sp. nov.
Corallum branching in o\k> plane, subdichotmous. The jnain

trunk is rather stout, upright, giving off rather stout branches
from each side subpiiinately, at (Ustances of "25 to "40 of an inch

;

the larger branches are somewhat rigi<l, tapering, dichotomously
or subpiiinately divided, mostly secund. The terminal brauchlets

are from one to four inches long, ascending, somewhat rigid. Cells

small, arranged in lateral bands, apparcntlv slightly raised, but the

specimen is too much rubbed to show clearlv'the character of the

surface. Axis black in the trunk and main branches, dark amber-
C(^lor and translucent in the small branches, rigid and tapering to the

ti[)S. Ctenenchyma bright deep red. lleiu^ht inches ;
breadth 5;

diameter of axis of trunk MO; of larger branches -OG of an inch.

S])icula bright red, remarkably short and stout ; the longer double-

spindles are stout, oblong-ovai, blunt, usually with two" whorls of

large warts on each half, the smaller whorl nearly terminal ; stouter

spicula scarcely shorter, much thicker, broad oVal, each end usu-

ally having two close whorls and a terminal cluster of large rough
waits. Tiu' lono-er double-spindles measure -lOS""" by •048""", M 03

by -036, -OO'i bv^'-048, '084 by -040; the stouter ones '108 by '060,

•096 by -OtiO, -090 by -048.

Key AVest, Florida,—Maj. E. B. Hunt. This is yery di-^tinct

from all other Atlantic species known to me, by the yery stout,

obtuse spicula.

Leptogorgia pumicea Yerrill {Gorgonia pumicea Val., Edw.

Corallum much branched, tlie branches slender, irregularly sub-

pinnate ; terminal brauchlets yery slender, '5 to 1 inch \o\\%,

scarcely tapering. Verruca) prominent, rather large, rounded,

perforated at summit by the small oyal or oblong <'ell, arranged

alternately in two rows' on each side of the branches, givinir them

Height 6 or 8 indies'^ <Uameter of branches -06 to -08 ; of i)ranch-
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^I'iciila (loop red
; the longer double-?] )iiu]les acute at the ends,

with about tliree whorls of crowded warts on each half; stouter
ones shorter and thicker, obtuse, usually with two crowded whorls
and a terminal cluster of Avarts on each' half The longer double-
spindles measure •120""" by 1)48, -120 by '042, -108 by -Oim, -096
by -042, -096 by '030 ; tlie stouter ones -084 by -048, -078 by -042,

•072 by -035. '

J{io Janeiro,—U. S. Exploring Expedition.
Leptogonfia Floridana V., sp. noy., (L, purpurea Verrill, iJul-

..:_ ^. .. ., „. -'-,«o/ikllas).

pocially on the large branches. Axis blackish in the main branches,
horn-yellow, translucent, slender and flexible in the branchlets.
Color generally brick-red, or dull dark red, sonietinics purplish.
Height 1.5 inches; breadths; diameter of larger branches -10 to
•12 of an inch; of branchlets in middle -08 to -10; of their axis
02 to -OS. Spicula deep red and yellowish red ; longer doublc-
spiudles slender, acute, with throe or four well separated whorls of
small, not very (dose warts; stouter ones shorter, broader, and less

^''•iitc, with fewer and more crowded whorls of warts ; many small,
si,.,,,],,,, spicula have but one or two distant whorls of warts on

' lialf The longer double-si)indles measure •132"""' by -048, -132

K -120 by -048, -120 by -042, -120 by -036, -108 by "048, "096

^2 ; the stouter ones '096 by -048, -090 by -048, -079 by -042,

' I'y -030; the small ones "060 by -030, -054 by -030, -054 by

I Reefs.—G.
;embles L.
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ing witli the small

double-heads also o
mostly remarkably i

The longer double-spindles measure -108"^" by -036, -092 by -042,

•084 by -036, -079 by -036 ; the stouter ones "084 by -048, '079 by
•042, -072 by -042, -072 by ^054 ; double-heads "054 by ^042, '042

by -042, -030 by -030
;
polyp-spicula -192 by •036, -168 by -012, -132

by -024, -132 by -018, -120 by -012.

Locality unknown. (Coll. Phil. Academy.)
Eugorgia aurantiaca Y. (E. Mexicana V., this Journal, xlv, |).

The Leptogorgia
Echinogorgia, therefore there is no longer any i

present species should not take the same specific name, which ap-

pears to be the earliest one published.
We have recently rec(

"

mens from the Gulf of <

GoRGONiA Linn. (sens. mod.). == Gorgonia (pars) and Pterogoi
gia (pars) Ehr. ; Pterogorgia (pars) Dana; Leptogorgia (pars),

Khipidogorgia (pars), Pterogorgia (pars), Xiphigorgia, Phyllogor-

gia, and Hymenogorgia Edw. and Haime.
It has become necessary to restrict this genus to those species

having small double-spindles, mingled with small bracket-shaped

or crescent-shaped spicula, corresponding to Dr. Kolliker's second

section of Grorgonia, as suggested by me in a former article

(Trans. Conn. Acad., i, p. 386, 1868).

As thus limited the species known to me may be arranged thus

:

A.—Flabelliform, branches reticulated and coalescent, with open meshes, (Ehi-

pidogorgia).

G.flahellumlAxm. Bermudas; Florida; West Lidies.

G. occatoria (Val.) V. Guadaloupe.

B.—Plumose or panicled ; the branches regularly pinnate, usually long and slen-

der, with the cells in rows along the sides, (typical Pterogorgia).

G, acerosa Pallas. {G. setosa Linn., Ed. xii). Bermudas;

Florida ; West Indies.

G. tnrgida (Ehr.) V. Florida; Burraudas; West Indies.

G. Americana Gm. (P. ElUsiana E. and H.). Florida; West

G. Sloanei (?) (E. and H.) V. West Indies.

G. setosa (? Linn, pars, non Esper). West Indies.

C.—Flabelliform ; the branches bipinnate, sparingly coalescent, flattened.

G. hipinnata V. (Pterogorgia bipinnata V., Bulletin M. C. Z.,p.

37, 1864). Cumana, Ven.
D.—Dichotomous, with elongated, slender branches.

G. miniacea Esper. (Leptogorgia miniacea E. and H,

G. «««€//« V.(= Gorgonia ceratophyta Esper, tab. xix, non Lmn.

?iec Pallas). Perhaps young.
G. gracilis V. (Pterogorgia, Trans. Conn. Acad., vol. i, p. 35^'

1868). Abrolhos Reefs, Brazil
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G. sanguinea Lam. (Leptogorgia sauguinea (pars) E. and R).
Locality unknown.

E.—Dichotomous, often fasciculate ; the branches ascending ; with the coenen-
ehyma developed laterally into marginal wings, thus producing flat or triquetral
branches, with the cells in rows along the edges, (Xiplugorgia).

G. anceps Pallas. Florida ; West Indies.
G. Guadahipensis (Duch. and Mich.) V. Guadaloupe.
G. citrina Esper. Flori-da ; Bahamas ; St. Thomas.
G.pumila V. (=X. Americana D. and M., SupL, p. 113, Tab.,

2, fig. 6, non G. Americana Gmel.). Perhaps a variety of the pre-
ceding. Antilles.

F.—FoHaceous, the branches slender, not reticulated, but the ccenenchyma lat-
erally developed into broad, frond-like forms, (Hymenogorgia).

G. quercifolia Ehr, West Indies ; Guadaloupe, etc.

G.—Flabellifonn and foliaceous, the branches reticulated and coalescent, but tlie

meshes closed by the lateral development of the coenenchyma, (PhyUogorgia).

G. dilatata Esper. Bahia, Brazil.

G. foliata (Val.) V. Guadaloupe.
Several other described species of Gorgonidas, which I have not

seen, appear to belong to this genus, judging from external char-

EuKiOELLA Verrill, gen. nov.
Gorgonia (pars) Pallas and subsequent authors, {non Linn. Syst.

Nat, ed. x); Eunicea (pars) Ehrenberg; Gorgonia (pars) Dana;
Gorgonia (pars) Edw. and Haime ; Kolliker.

Coenenchyma thin or moderately thick, composed chiefly of small
'""- "^ ble-spindles, but having a c"-"*^ '

perpeni

w^hich often have one or two whorls of fine spinules toward the
T end. Cells scattered, either raised on prominent verrueae or
etly flat. Longitudinal ducts nearly equal, in a circle around
xis. Color, usually white. (Type Gorgonia verrucosa Pallas),

the work of Edwards and Haime the name, Gorgonia, is ap-

to a group of 14 nominal species, of which 5 belong to this

s. Their 1st species is JIuricea vatricosa Koll. ; the 2nd ap-

^ to include a Muricea and an Echinogorgia; the 6th is The-
" Swiftia exserta; the Vth, 8th and 9th are Leptogarg'

warty double-spindles, but having a distinct external layer of very
small, peculiar, club-shaped spicula perpendicular t '

exserta; the Vth, 8th and 9th are J^ptogorgim; wmie
..__.- 11th also, do not belong to this genus. One of the

ipal characters of their genus (prominent cells) excludes seve-

true species of Eunicella. Moreover the genus appears to be-

ng properly in the Pleoiauridm, and to be closely allied to Euni-

« and JPlexaura in structure. The forms of the spicula are the

incipal characters for distinguishing it from Eunicea, for certain

jeeies {G. palma, G. papillosa) often have a thicker coenen-

chyma than some species of Eunicea. It must, consequently, be
restricted.

icea, and restricted Gar-

group having G. JtabeUum as its type.

Finally, no species of this genus was known to Linne when he

first established the genus, Gorgonia (Syat. Nat., ed. x), in which

excluded from the family, GorgonidcB, ai

Ehrenberg united this group with Ew
gonia to a group having G. flabellum as
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id G.flahellum and other well IcnoA

For these reasons I have been led to apply
group.

"/

Good Hop>

work,* which, indeed, seems to be the

only alternative, if we adopt the generally accepted laws of prior-

ity.

As thus defined this genus corresponds with Dr. KoUiker's third

section of Gorgonia.
The species which I have personally examined are as follows

:

A.—More or less fiabelliform, much branched; cells prominent,

Eunicella ven-ucosa (Pallas) Y. Mediterranean.

jE venosa (VaL ; E. and H.) Y. Algeria; Madeira.

JE suhtilis (Val. ; E. and H.) Y. Algeria.

K tenuis V. (sp. nov.). West Indies. (?)

B.—^Branches dichotomous, elongated, slender ; cells prominent or flat.

JEJ. gramifiea (Lam.) V. Mediterranean; Naples.
JEJ. Bertolonii (Lamx.) Y. Mediterranean.
E. crinita (Yal) Y. Archipelago Bizagos, Africa.

C.—Low, fructicose, branches short and stout ; cells prominent.

E. papulosa (Esper) Y. Cape of Good Hope.

D.—Palmate, branches flattened, elongated; cells scarcely prominent.

; palma Y.f (G. palma Pallas ; G. albicans Koll). Cape of
' Hope.
ilcella tenuis^ sp. nov.

Somewhat fiabelliform, a foot or more high, densely branched,

the ultimate branches subpinnate, giving rise to short alternating

branchlets, about -25 of an inch apart. These are about -3 to -6 of

an inch long, and -05 in diameter, exclusive of the verrucje, with the

tips dilated and bilobed. The verruca are small, but prominent,

conical, on the branchlets unequal, alternating on the opposite sides,

about their own diameters apart ; height of the largest about '05,

diameter -03 or -04. Color white. The larger double-spindles are

slender, acute, with a wide median space, each half covered with

rather distant, small, conical warts, those nearer the center larger

and in whorls, the rest scattered, decreasing in size to the ends

;

clubs very small, short, rather broad, the large end flattened, otten

winged o'r triquetral, triuncate or slightly rounded, usually with

two or three slight teeth or serrations on each edge, but these are

often wanting, the small end surrounded by a close whorl ot very

small, rough warts, and terminated by one to three small points

or papillre. The longer double spindles measure •196"'"' by "048,

•196 by -036, '184 by -048, -184 by -036, •172 by ^048, -172 by -036;

the clubs -072 by •036, ^072 by •OSO, •066 by •036, •OeO by '042,

•060 by -036.

West Indies (?). (Mus. Tale College and PhiL Acad.).

The spicula of this species do not approach very nearly those oi

* Trans. Conn. Acad., i, p. 386, April, 1868.

t Pallas' description applies to this species, and not to Leptogonjui flammea.



any other, except E. subtilis, which, however, has considerably
smaller and more warty spindles.

If the locality be correct, it is remarkable as the only American
species of a genus very common on tlie opposite coasts of the At-
lantic.

Psammogorglafucom V. (Oorgonia fiicosa Val., Voy. dc la Ve-
nus, PI. 15 bis, IS 10; Plexaura fucosa, Edw. and Haimc, CoralL,
p. 154, non Verrill). The spicula from the original example of this

species show that it is very distinct from the species ' ^ "

hitherto referred to it {Lepto(jorg'm. Caryi). It appears, judging
from the spicula, to be a Paaxunoqorgia^ allied to F. teres, but quite
distinct. The iiguro represents 'it as 10 im-hcs hi<vh and 9 broad,
with the branches about "lo of an inch tliick, ..,. .

Several steins arise from one base, as is usual in P. arhns^oda, the
' largest trunk being half an inch in diameter. The branches are
irregularly dichotomous, the divisions being -5 to 2 inches apart

;

the tinal l)ranchlets are stout, scarcely tapering, obtuse or clavate
at the ends, often crooked, -6 to 1 inch long, -I::! to -18 of an inch in
4i;itiieter. Cells small, oblong or oval, flat on the branches, slightly

them are various forms of spin-

indk'S, d(niblo-heads, heads, and stout wurl v clubs,

:'egular forms. The stout double-spin^lles, which are

clusUT, in other cases the whorls become crowded and

fornis pass into larsie, stout " double-heads," in which the

rounded and deiiselv covered with rough warts.

ous spicula lack the naked median space and are densely

vith large rough warts, some of these are short and

in the form of ifeads ; others are longer, tapering at both

luh-shaped. The polyp

quite regularly to both

small Avkrts. The large double-spindles

156 by -000, '150 by '072, -144 by -084,

wy long, slender spindles, tapermg quite regi

-heads -132 by -OW), -IZ'l l)v '090, Miue by -084

;

V -084, -048 by -048; the stout spirulles -150 by •

'•120 bv -072; the clubs -144 by -084, '144 by •

; the polvp-spicula -150 by -030, MoO by -024,

by •0'_'4.

-\'oyage of the Venus.
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Echinogorgia aurantiaca Verrill (=Plexaura aurantiaca VaL;
Leptogorgia aurantiaca E. and II., Corall. i, p. 165).
The spicula of this species show that it is an Echinogorgia, pretty

nearly allied to E. sasappo. The spicula are yellow, mostly large,
broad, flattened clubs, or scale-clubs, the smaller end often acute,
sometimes blunt, covered with rough warts, the large end usually
terminating in one or more broad, flat, irregular, rounded scales,
which are often lobed, or even subdivided into sharp, lacerate spin-
ules. With these are many more or less regular four-branched
crosses, with rather slender, acute, warty branches ; and various
forms of irregular, often branched, warty spindles, and compound

The clubs and scale-clubs resemble those of E. sasappo figured
by Dr. Kolliker in his Icones Histiologica?, Taf. xviii, tigs. 9,j and
9,3. The scale-clubs measure -290""" by •216'"'", -288 by "204, -288

by -156, -264 by -192, -260 by -168, -240 by -156, -216 by -156, -192

by -132, -192 by '084, -ISO by -084; the crosses -240 by -192, -180

by -156, -144 by -120, •120 by -098
; the iiTegular spindles -336 by

072, -288 by "084, -252 by -084.

Callao, Peru. Mus. Paris.
Thesea gemmata, sp. nov.
Corallum flabelliibrm_, much branched ; branches long, slender,

seldom coalescent. The trunk is roundish, moderately st

right, giving ofi" from each side at dist£
numerous very long, flexible, spreading branches, which in turn
give rise to numerous secondary branches and branchlets arranged
subpinnately, at distances of about half an inch. The terminal
branchlets are from two to five inches long, very slender, flexible,

covered with a thin coenenchyma, and bearing large, prominent
verruca, arranged alternately on opposite sides, at distances of

about -20 to "2b of an inch
; two verrucaj are usually terminal, pro-

ducing a broad flattened tip, as in many other Gorgonians. The
verrucas are swollen at the base, the edge divided into eight trian-

gular lobes at summit, surmounted by a subconical mass of spicula

belonging to the basal portion of the contracted tentacles, which
seem to have been incapable of retraction within the cells. Coe-

nenchyma thin and friable, and like the verrucse composed mostly
of rather slender spindle shaped spicula, with a superficial layer of

very small spicula, giving the surface a granulous appearance under
a lens. Axis nearly smooth, with numerous very fine striations,

black in the trunk and larger branches, brownish and setiform in

the branchlets. Coenenchyma and verrucas Avhite.
Height 17 inches; breadth 12; diameter of trunk -18; of larger

branches -10 to -12; of branchlets -03 to '04; of verrucas at base

composed of long, slender, rather acute spindles, with small, dis-

tant, conical spinules; the superficial layer is composed of small,

short, warty double-spindles, double-heads, heads, and oblong spi-

cula with two whorls of conical warts toward the center. The

rately stout, up-
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le-spindles are obtuse and usually bear one whorl and a large
nal cluster of rough warts on each end. The spicula of the
cles are long, mostly curved or crooked, distantly warted spin-
\vhich are generally shorter and thicker than those of the cce-
ivma, and bear smaller and more distant spindles,
r larger spindles of the coenenchvma measure •984"™ by
% -840 by -096, "720 by -108, "720 by '060, -696 by -096, '696
jO, -684 by -108, '672 by '072, "648 by '066, '600 by '072; the
ilouble-heads and double-spindles of the surface -108 by -048,
ly -048, -084 by '048, -072 by -042; the small oblong spicula
l)y -048, -096 by '048, -092 by -042, -090 by '036 ; the heads
)y -060. The larger spinules from the tentacles -840 by -ogK,

by -108, -624 by '108, -624 by -096, '540 by -108,
' -- -096, -408 by -096.

tdies,—J. Alexander Moore. The specimen
« :is obtained in deep water by a fisherman. Attached to it was a
tiiic Astrophyton ccecilia Lutk.
This species resembles in external characters Gorgonia exserta,

a^ figured by Ellis and Solander, which Duch. and Michelotti
r* for to their Swiftia exserta, but it has more prominent verrucae.
Its spicula are very different from those of Thesea Gruadalupensis
I>. and M., and Swiftia exserta. The " Gorgonia Bichardii" D.
^iid 31., Corall. Antilles, Tab. iy, fig. 1 {non Lamouroux), bears
Some resemblance to it in external appearance, but has stouter
branches and more cylindrical verruca?. The latter may, quite
probably, be an alhed species of Thesea.

2. N'ote on Hyponome Sarsii, a recent Cystidean; by S. Lov'en.*
—The general appearance of this very remarkable Echinoderm is

that of a small starfish or a Euryalid. It has a disk, convex on
the ventral surface, flattened on the dorsal, and five short and
broad rays ; each of these is divided into two short dichotomous
branches, terminating in four very short rounded lobes. As in
the recent genera, Antedon and Pentacrinus, a large, conical, pro-

boscis-like funnel rises in one of the interradial spaces of the vent-
ral surface of the disk ; and from a point situated a little before
the center of the same surface five narrow channels, protected by
marginal scales, radiate and, bifurcating thrice, run out on the
rays and their branches, giving off short branchlets to certain

saeculate protuberances placed at regular distances. Xo piiiimJiC.

On the protuberances and on the rays the channels are open ; but
upon the disk, between their first bifurcation and their common
starting-point, their marginal scales close over them, forming a

"^ault, so that the five channels are converted into covered ducts,

converging into a common subcentral aperture, concealed beneath
the integument, and not visible from the outside. In the covered
P;irts of the channels I found masses, consisting of microscopic

<^'rustaeea, larval bivalves, and other remains of the food of the
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animal, apparently taken through the ends and open parts of the

channels, and on its way, through their covered parts, to the con-

cealed mouth. On the rays, near their tips, are seen some few
pores, perhaps indicating the existence of retractile organs. The
ventral surface is clothed with rather small, thick-set, irregular

whitish scales, among which, in certain places, some six or seven

bifurcations this scaly covering of the ventral surface extends

back on to the dorsal surface, ending there with great regularity

in triangular spaces pointing to the center of the disk. The
remainder of the dorsal surface of the disk and the rays, which,

by this arrangement, assumes the form of a regular star with five

broad dichotomous rays, is clothed with a soft and smooth
brownish skin. There is no trace of a calyx. In the center of

the even dorsal face of the disk is seen a somewhat pentagonal

space studded with minute pores.

To have the channels on the disk converted into tunnel-like

passages leading to a mouth concealed beneath the integument is

a peculiarity hitherto not observed in any recent Crinoid ; but it

is, as shown by Professor Huxley and Mr. Billings, a characteristic

of the palaeozoic Crinoids and Cystideans. The absence of any
indication of a calyx at once excludes Hyponome from the former.

Among the Cystideans it recalls the genus Agelacrinites,^
-'

Vanuxem, by the depressed form of the boi^

and the flatness of the dorsal surface, devoxv. ^. ^..j 1,

stem or peduncle, and also by the absence of pectinated rhombs
and of pinnulae. Branchlets running from the channels to eaccu-

late protuberances are found also in the genus Glyptocystites of

Billings and Glyptosphoerites of Johannes Miiller; and bifur-

cations of the channels are met with in Sphcerocystites and Cal-

locystites of Hall. Lastly, the genus Hyponome shares with the

surviving type of the Crinoidea the radiated form of the body

and the simply conical unprotected funnel.

The specimen described is from Cape York, Torres Strait.

—

Annals and 3Iagazme of Rat. Hist., Sept., 1869.

3. mw Localities of Artemia ; by A. E. Verkill.—At the

late meeting of the American Association at Salem, Prof. Agassiz

stated that he had observed an Artemia (probably A. gradlis A .)

several years ago in the salines on Cape Cod, During the meet-

ing Dr G. H. Perkins found a fine colony of A. gracilis in a tub

of sea-water on the bridge of the Eastern R. R. across Charles

River at Charlestown, near Boston. I have recently received

specimens with Dipterous larvae from Great Salt Lake, tlirougii

S. A. Briggs, Esq., and others from Prof. D. C. Eaton collected by

Mr. Sereno Watson. They belong to a new species, more ik aily

allied to ^1. gracilis than to A. Monica. The males have laroer

and more acute claspers than even in A. gracilis ; the secontl ynnt

is broader and very strongly angled outwardly, and between the

angle and the point the outline is decidedly concave. I inupo^c

to call it Artemia fertilis.
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^
4. AdJiVtinnita fuJhhtorhim Ophluridarum, Part III; by Cim.

Fii Li rivi \, (Vi.k'iisk SoNk. Skr., 5 Jvtukke, iiaturvid. ojf matlie-
iihiti-k At;i. 8 IJ. ]r, 4to, 109 pp. Copeiihai^en, 1869).—This im-
porf.iuf uorkn.ritains tea critical ivnd Woscriptive essays on vari-
olic -enciM una .pccics of Ophiurians, including many new forms.

?'onera and species; and bv a reMiine, in French, of the whole
work. The tenth es^ay contains a critical review of the various
genera of fossil Ophiunans hitherto <lescribed.

The new genera are as follows : Opiiioxephtiiys (type, 0. Ihn-
i'^ola nov., St. Thomas); OpinoxEMA (type, (). intrieata nov., St.

Thomas); Ophiocoxis {ty\^c, Pcetitiurayorbesii ReWer); Opiiiop-
-vMMrs(type, Ophiopeza Yoldii Lutk.^; Ophioch^ta (type, O.

'
< nov., Feejecs); AsrKKovroui'ii v (type, .1. Sh-euHtrxpii nov.,

'•., with'un<livided arnis; 7)im[i\i;v. iin \ i- restricted to ().

tlu- s;mK' specie's. The West Indian specie

0,<fi!<,tfirix riolorea, is separated as a iie\

I-iit'i. Two species of this ir«'nus, 0. < rh>

'!"!"'r",.,ac>dara fd. Ch.) are described frc

•">. ^ i///(y >../'.-i of the PohjpA <n)d Ccral'i of ffi* .\<>,f/i /'cC'j

to October. 1860.)—'fhi'* tinal part includes .U-scriptions ot the

Acrinians obtained by the expedition, and also a supplement con-



taining corrections and additions to the previous parts, together

with geographical lists of all the species. The following new
genera and species are described : Halocampa Stimpsonii, Cape
of Good Hope ; Actinia f timida^ Hong Kong ; Parakthea
(type P. minuta, Bonin Is.); P. armaia, Hong Kong; Phellia

inequalis, Bonin Is,; Phellia arctica, Arctic Ocean ; Cereus jStitnp-

sonii. Cape of Good Hope ; Cereits Sinensis, Hong Kong ; Sagar-
tia ? Paguri, China Sea ; Sagartia lineata. Hong Kong ; Bimodes
Japonica, Island of Jesso ; Phtsactis (type, P. multicolor Stimp.

sp., Hong Kong); Anthopleura jSHmpsonii, Hong Kong ; Amphi-
ACTis (type, A. orientcdis nov., Bonin Is.); Biscostomafungiforme,
Bonin Is.; Homactis (tyi)e, H. rxqncola nov., Hong Kong);
Stephanactis (type, S. Indica nov., Gaspar Straits).—In the Sup-
plement: Euplexaura (tjpe, E. Oapensis nov., Cape of Good
Hope); Madrepora vncrophthalma. Loo Choo Is.; Montipora
licJienoides, Loo Choo Is.; M. exesa, Gaspar Straits; 31. patida,

Hawaiian Is.; Turbinaria c?^'cAo#o//l' a, unknown ; Pocillipora gra-

cilis. Loo Choo Is.; P, Dance, Feejees ; P. aspera; P. nohilis; and
P. frondosa, Hawaiian Islands. In addition to these many other

species previously known only by imperfect or very brief descrip-

tions are described at length, and many changes have been made
in their nomenclature.

6. Review of the Corals and Polyps of the West Coast of
America; by A. E. Veerill. (From the Transactions of the

Connecticut Academy, Vol. I, New Haven ; February and March,
1869).—The signatures containing the Order, Actinaria, were pub-
lished and partially distributed during February and March, 1869.

Owing to the late fire by which the entire edition of the incom-
plete volumes of the Transactions was destroyed, with the excep-

tion of author's copies previously distributed, the publication of

the balance of this memoir will be considerably delayed. On the

west coast the three suborders of Acttis^akia {Actinacea, Zoan-
thacea and Antipathacea) are represented. In the sub-family,

Phyllactina;, we have described Oulactis concinnata; Loj^hacti

ornata (gen. et sp. nov.); Asteractis Bradleyi (gen. et sp. nov.).

Of the family Actinidae, we find in the sub-family, Bunodina', />«-

nodes cnientata Gosse; P. papillosa V. (Lesson); B. pluviaX.
(Drayton); B. oceUata Y. (Lesson); Urticina crassicornis Ehr.;

Eoactis artemisia V. (gen. nov., type, Actinia artemisia Drayton);
E, {?) xanthogrammicn; Cladactis grandis V. (gen. et sp. nov.);

Cystiactis Et/douzi; Anthopleura Doxoiiwoy.', Phymactis clema-

tis; P. florida .-—in the sub-family, Sagartinffi, are Metridiurn

fimbriatum V.; Jf. reticidatitm ; Actinia {?) Mertensii Brandt;
Cereus Fuegiensis V. (Couthouy); Calliactis variegata (gen. et

sp. nov., type of genus, C. decorata Drayton sp.) ; Sagartia

impatiens Gosse; S. li?ieolataY. (^^^ijton); S. crispata nox.; b.

carcinophila nov.; S. PanametiHa nov.; S. Bradleyi nov.; S.

nivea Y. {= Actinia nivea Lesson, nonS. nivea Gosse=:*S^. Gossei

Y.)S. Lesso7iii Y. {-Actinia hicolor Lesson, non Lesueur);

S, {?) Peruviana Y. (Lesson); S. {?) nymphvea Y. (Drayton);



S. {/) rub ^s-V. (Drayton) .V.'//^.,.-/ •< pdmnla^. nd H.; JV. Dray-
tonil E. a ul IL; a: {/) < /.//w.sv.s. \ 1 tlie sub-family,
Phcllina3, PhoUv / nov.: P. '{/) rxbe'^s nov ', P. Pannmensis
nov.; P. irrfl'-ft ^^ :—in the sab- aniily, Actini nse. Paractis (?)
nobilis no v^: /i)>> r^'/;.s- />,--> \f<rnX. -en/et sp. no '.) Paget Sound;
Anacti.p V/.^ EI r. (Le^^. u). The Miborder, Z<
presented by M, V. />,.. ^^ (T.eConte) M. HifkJa nov.

;

™lv;'no
^'.'/^///^ urn His nov.; G.

'., (tlu '/ ba'vin'i bee 1 fir^t employed
fortgenu
.liould be

of Ac leph.by MeC.-ea'l -, Ephoaathn. Gray(<.nended)
Substit ute<l for t). The AxTIPATH4rF are represented

!i- vel nn\ M,y,l P.iuamc ^.v-.s^ nov. M< rtfipora fra.josa
hi nov.) from ' California" is als > deseribed.
All the new SI 'cies of Vctinians exeei)L Epia th proHfera, arc

from the Panam an Faun a. Epm ntere-tino: form,
mn-irkal) e for p lateral' budli
tlu- eoluni ., whi 1> appeal "to'blH-ome free when .dirquite'^mail,
thouo-h fu ^^itl.m( ith. disk and tentacle^.

7. 77>. DnW-r '7/f.s o/'A ;/-f/<J»?^ })v Wm. TI.Kt)-
WARDS,

(^\nieric ""su-iety^' Pbi ul^lphia, A],ril,

res, profu>:elv illiislratin'j the following specie-^ : Argyn-
Behr., CoUlis Lurythcwc i?oi<=d., C. Kefirrnj.fiu Kdw. -p.

fHn (hitorio Kdw., T. >.trHjosfr FFarris, TJniCHUh Wd'/^-

ining specie^' of P/^i-is^ Xtophar.ia, Xatkalis, A-nthoearis,

'!(Jr)/(is. Tlie execution of the plates is admirable, v.

R^nnaiKs „f the Bearer i?> Mw Jersey; by 3IvsoxC.
(In a letter to one of the p]ditor'5).—1 take the occa'5i<m

cent discovery of a very inte resting and novel fact to

nmunicate v\i'th vou. It i«!the linding of a genuine leaver

on the very top and near the brink of the Pali'^ades. Tlie

the meadow is about 175 paces from the " steej> rocks,"

\S T suppose, about r,00 feet above tide water in the Ilud-

•. and wliich rises so abruptly, that a stone may in some
• thrown from tlie top into the water.

- gnawed oif by beavers were found by workmen, gettmg

iip-muck on thc'land of Mr. Charles Xordhoff, and \u the

lis residence. The trench in which they were fomid (6

below tlie surface) is about 10 feet deep, and thou<j:h

n the midst of the severest drought we had had for

flowed into i

'. fislH)ond"withiii ten rods 'of the stecj) rock-, filled up

h of two or

the surfaf

ntained a constant supply of wa
fish-pond, within ten rods of the

to the depth of two or three feet, wit

e and elseulwre ah-nu' tlm top of the Palisade^

il)nndant supply. The lieavers must have had

The si/c of the meadow is not more than four
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or live acres ; the depth of the peat variable and uncertain ; the

bottom of the basin where exposed consists of a fine sandy hard-

pan with some small boulders and masses of trap, and the trap-rock

in place is occasionally denuded.
To appearance there is an abundance of water along this whole

range, which cannot be accounted for by the rainfall, and yet it is

isolated by miles of intervening hills and valleys from equally high
land. Permanent springs little influenced by the season, or by
abundance or dearth of rain are not rare on the western slope of the

Palisades, and they are found on- some of the highest points ; one
quite noted one is near Crumm's Rock, the highest point.

IV. ASTRONOMY.

1. Observations on the Eclipse of August, ISQQ ; by Prof. J.

WiNLOCiv. (Communicated through Dr. Wolcott Gibbs, for this

Journal).—In the observations of the solar eclipse of August Yth,

made at Shelbyville, Kentucky, a spectroscope of two flint gla
"^

'
" — ' " to the one described 1

„„ , , , ,
part II,) was used. It w

attached to an excellent equatorial telescope by Merz of 1^ inches

prisms by Troughton & Simms
Mr. Hugffins, (PIluggins, (Phil. Trans., 1864, part ii,) was used.

aperture and 9| feet focal length. The chromosphere was carefully

examined both before and after the eclipse ; only three lines could

be seen : C, one near D, and F. During totality only the brightest

protuberance on the lower limb of the sun was examined carefully.

In the short time occupied in getting into this, nothing was seen

but a faint continuous spectrum ; but since the observing telescope

took in only a small part of the spectrum at once, nothing con-

clusive can be inferred from the observation as to the non-exist-

ence of bright lines in the corona.
During totality eleven bright lines were seen. Besides the three

described above, there was a short line at or very near E, the

three lines of b were bright and very sharp, and there were four

lines above F, Although these lines were very bright on a dark

ground, all of them but the three seen before the eclipse disap-

peared instantly on the first burst of sunlight, and the same point

m the sun's disk was examined with great care after totality with-

out finding any of the lines but those above described.
The photograph of the corona taken at Shelbyville shows a flat-

tening at the extremities of the sun's axis, and an elevation about

the equatorial region. The appearance can be explained by the

hypothesis that it is a photographic view of the sun's atmosphere,

and the form is that which it would assume from the sun's rotation

about its axis, with its upper surface disturbed by the protuberances

or flames below, and by large waves which are to be expected in

such an atmosphere.
2. Relations to the Corona of the aureole visible in the phofo^

graphs of the total eclipse.—Dr. B. A. Gould in a letter to Prot.

3Iorton, published in the Journal of the Franklin Institute for Oct.
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two or three bright ones. Its striae are spiral rather than radial,

and its light is unpolarized. The sky adjoining it, however,
reflecting light from the earth, shows strong signs of polarization."

4. Jldeors during the Eclipse.—Prot C. F. Himes in his report

speaks thus of certain phenomena (Jour. Frank. Inst, p. 219):
" During the progress of the eclipse, Mr. Zentmayer, who examined
the ground glass of the camera from time to time to notice the po-

sition of the image of the sun, called my attention to an appearance

of small luniinous bodies like meteors crossing the dark image of

the moon from cusp to cusp. Subsequently, they were seen to

pass over the ground glass from outside of the field on to the image
of the sun, where of course they were lost, always coming from the

same side. We were led bv this circumstance to regard them as

most likely to be optical illusions, perhaps insects with transparent

wings or bodies, but the fact that other observers report a shower
of meteors between the moon and the earth, which seemed to be,

as far as I can gather from a hasty description, identical in appear-

ance with tlie objects noticed by us, our observation may be of

considerable value, especially as Mr, Zentmayer, who saw most of

them, is disposed not to regard them as optical illusions, since

they must liave been caused by objects not less than 2,000 feet dis-

5. Prof, flayer's report of the Eclipse.—Vrot A. M. Mayer
and five assistants were stationed by Dr. Morton at Burlington.

His full report of instruments, of methods, of work done and of

results, is given in the Journal of the Franklin Institute for Octo-

ber. They took 41 photographs, five of them during the totality.

From these photographs numerous measurements of the promi-

nences and of the various phenomena of the eclipse have been

made for comparison with results from other observers and. photo-

graphs. In his closing section, he points out " the peculiar value

of photography in the observations of the transits of Venus."
6. Radiation of heat from the Jf/oow.—The present Earl of

Rosse is worthily emploving the telescope constructed and so well

used bv his father. He has"recently made a series of experiments

upon Lunar radiant heat (Proc. Uoy. Soc, 112) with a view of de-

terminin<i in what proportion the moon's heat consists of (1) that

cominff from tlie interior of tlie moon which will not vary with

the phase; (2) tliat which falls from the sun on the moon's

surface, an-l i« at once reflected regularly and irregularly; and

(:5l tliat whi<'h falliuL'- from the sun on the moon's surface, is ab-

sorbed, r;iive^ the tenqti-rature of the moon's surface, and is after-

ward r;i<liated a< heat («f h)w refrangibility.
Hi. results su-ge.t to him that the law of variation of the

moon's heat will probablv be found not to differ much from that ot

the moon's light. It therefore follows that not more than a small

portion of the moon's heat can come from the first of the three

sources named.
Also, the greater part of the moon's heat which reaches the

earth appears to have been first absorbed by the lunar surface.
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1. Collections of the Mitii,e Jlifttork-fd Soeirti/, Vol. L—Ifavii
given up so muob* spaeo in this ninnbor of tlx' Jo.irniil to tliciJc

graphical and Ilistoricnl \otcs of Mr. Sk^ncms, \s e .l.-iiv to c:

ps transcribed are tlio

llv!' i)r. ""l^o

At the s„.,-„H.<ti(>n of Dr. Wo.mIs. y\, D'Avc/a
•iterated his wdl known opinions on the Cah-t^
^ the vohnne. The entire jniblication i. a --.:)

^<>t(' of .Maine, to Dr. Woods, an<l to Mr. \Vi
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i's Historical and Geographical Notes on the earliest

in America, Art. XIX, p. '297.—The foUowing are the

of the maps illustrating this article :

—

dentali, canata da duo carte da nouicare fatte in Sibilia da li piloti della Maie.^ta

doubt Diego Columbus and Ribero whose ori>:iual charts of 1521 and 1529, or

can portions of which have beea extracted and published by Dr. Kohl,
STo. 3 Part of the Uxiversalior Cogniti Okeis Tabul.a. by John Riiysch.

Published in the Ptolemy of 1508.

Plate III.

S"©. 1. Map of the New Hemisphere by F. G. Size of the original, dedicated

to H:ikluyt, and issued in his edition of Peter Martyr's Eiglit Decades, Paris.

dated 1584. Drake's landing in California is recorded under the date of 1580.

S"o. 2. HiTNTER'a Globe dated 154-2, three continents terminating alike in the

Soutliern Ocean. Paria takes the place of Terra de Cuba and is separated from

duced from the original in the Paris edition of the Novus Orbis of 1532.

^o. 4. Part of the above mentioned Globe of Orostius Fine of July, 1531,

reduced to Mercator's Projection. The best authorities seem to have been used

by Fine in compiling this map, but he has so misread them that his production

is the culmination of absurdities Yet the best geographers and mathemati-

cians of his day agree with him. Schoner's Opusculum Geographicum, 4°, 1532,

though intended as descriptions of his own new and improved globes made at

Projection the writer is indebted to his friend Mr. J. 0. Brevoort, of Brooklyn,

who on all occasions has liberally opened to the writer his geographical treas-

Tehcantepec Railwat Company's Chart of the World on Mercator'a Projection:

allowing the lines of railway with its connections of steamships and sailmg ves-

sels, with the prominent parts of the world.

^
3. British Association.—The meeting of the British Associa-

tion was held at Exeter, commencing Aug. 1st ; on the evening oi

the same day Prof. Stokes, the President of the meeting, delivered

his inaugural address. The next meeting will be held at Liver-

pool under the Presidency of Prof Huxley. Prof Stokes closes

his excellent address with the following paragraphs.
"But do the laws of chemical affinity, to which, as I have en-

deavored to infer, living beings, whether vegetable or animal, are

in absolute subjection, together with those of capillary attraction,
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of diffusion, and so forth, account for the formation of an or<rani

structure, as distin<>:uished from the elaboration of the cheTiiic;

hich it is composed ? IS'o more, it stems to m

drofren to form water, though the pond liable matter' SOT nitiT.g 18

subject tt) the 1 iws of motion durinj; the act of union ins t as well
as before and after. In the various^pi-ocesses of crv>tallization, of
precipitation, ai d so forth, which we witne- in dead matter, I can-
not see the faintest shadow of an appr< ich to the formation of an

re, still less to the wc nderful series of changes
which are concc rned m the i^rowth am nnnetuation of even the
lowliest plant. Admitting to the full as hi.irfih probable tliough

rz?s demonstrated, the applicaliilitv to lis in- .ei.ursof

have been ascertained ^ ith reference to dead mat-
ter, I feel const aincd, at the same time to admit the exi

a iisysterious so netJd),(, lung beyond

-

-a something sui r/exivis.

wliicli I rc-ard not as balancinLr and suspending the

1 and thi-ough the

ordinary
plu ^ical InVs, but as workini? with then tn to the
utt.unmeut of i designed end.

- What this . onietfling which we call life may be is a profound
nivHery. We <now not how many lin .s in the chain of seconda-
ry causation ,u. wet remain behind: > e know not how f<.w. It

would be prcM. ;.ptuons indeed to ass.m e in any case tha we had
already reaohe. the last link, and to ch rge with irrevereiice a fel-

low worker w}i< attempted to pu-^h his nvestigations yet X1Zfurther back. }n the other hand, if a thick darkness e

alMH,ond,we lave no riirht to assume It to be impossible that we
c}>ed e\ en the last link of tlie chain ; a sta. e wliere

further pru..-res can only refer tht highest
la. at ^lhich u e l^toppedTrthe'S of^ xn Ahnightv Po^ er. To

M. the coutrarv'as a matter of nee .s>ity is, T>racticall

the First Cause of all to an inHiiite distance from us. The
^uy, how ver,bet^^een what i. cl earlv known and what is

! in impcnctrable darkness is not o •dinarily thus sin
T'-Lt

diseerned forms of links of the chai

Jut the general principle is not all

-ly trace the depende
trace it, but let us take heed that

we forget not the First Cause, n<H

roofs of de-ignwhic|h, in the stud 'ofo o'ani/Adl

•oui the phenomena of life we pa^

e..i<.n still more profoundly mv St

ethat ^^omayhin•che deahn- v

...ndinu- those of mere life in so.

cend. ns I h:i\e endeavored to in

ccular attractions, or a^ the hius

I transcend tho^o of mere mecli:i

do but little to aid us here, sine

ri'<')us

.e'^.u

er,'tl

of d

e'tiie

tho^e of

We ca

u-nomena

oJ'^d

instrumt
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research is itself the object of investigation. It can but enlighten
us as to the depth of our ignorance, and lead us to look to a high-
er aid for that which most nearly concerns our well-being."

4. On the altitude of I^earsarge Mountains, in New Hamp-
shire ; by J. R. Eastiiax, Prof. Math., XJ. S. Observatory, Wash-
ington. (Communicated for this Journal, Oct. 7, 1869).—Finding
that the altitude of " Kearsarge " mountain in Merrimack Co.,
K. H., as given by various authorities, ranged from 2,000 to 3,500
feet, I made in Sept., 1868, a careful measurement of its height
above the roadbed of the Northern railroad in the town of

The

a two-rod surveyor's chain, which was carefully tested before
after the measurements. For a base line I selected a portion of
the road-bed, 2255-66 feet long, in that portion of the town known
as "Andover_ Plain." The western end of the base was 11-55

south of, and in a line perpendicular to the central line of the
noi-thern rail of the main track, at a point 27-39343 from the
southern terminus of the railroad in Concord, N. H. The eastern
end of the base was 12-21 feet north ofthe center of the northern rail.

The angle of elevation of the highest point of the peak above
the western station was found to be 4° 29' 42", which value coincided
with the observations at the eastern station made for a check.
With these data and the horizontal angles measured at the two

stations, the altitude of the highest point of the mountain above
the western station was found, when corrected for height of instru-

ment, curvature and refraction, to be 2111-22. From the railroad

surveys I found that the western end of the base was 379-35 feet

above the tei-minus of the road in Concord, and from the railroad

surveys between Concord and Boston, and Concord and Ports-

mouth, the Concord terminus of the Northern road was found to

be 23(3-0 feet above mean half tide.

We make, therefore, the height of the moimtain 2726-57 feet

above the sea level.

This mountain is an isolated peak, and has already become
historic from the fact that it was the namesake of the U. S.

steamer that sunk the " Alabama."
5. Artijicial Ice.—The Louisiana Ice Manufacturing Co. at

Jefterson City near New Orieans, have in operation six machines

calculated to produce twelve tons each of solid ice in twenty-four
hours

; and with which some sixty tons a day are actually made.
H. C. Millaudon, Esq., the President of the Company, announces,

as we find in a New Orleans paper, under date of June 14th last,

that the company had become the owner by purchase of the

rights of Prof. Twining for their territory in Lousiana, and "is at

present working under two combined patents of A. C. Twinnig ot

New Haven, Ct., and Armand Carre, of Paris, France." We have

had occasion to allude in a previous number of this Journal to the

ice machine of Prof. Twining, as being the undoubted progenitor
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of all tlie nmchines operated in this manufacture in diflerent places
and countries of the world.

6.
_
The occurrence of Laurite ami Diamonds in the notice

Platimiin of Oreffon. (A communication from Prof. Woeiileii
to Dr. C. F. Chandler, dated Gottingen, July iJ2d.)—In the native
platinum from Oregon, for ^s hich 1 am indi-hled to you, 1 have found
the new mineral composed of sulphid of ruthenium and sul])]iid of
osmium, which I disoovercd in the Borneo platinum, and to which
I gave the name of Lauritc.
The crystals are very small, but hy magnifying them fifty diam-

eters it was pohsible to distinguish them by their peculiar luster

^( parate the cry^tals of Laurite from the other minerals present, a
• luantity of the entire ore was subjected to chemical examination.
The platlmim and gold were dissolved by a(pia regia. The chro-

mic iron was separated as nuich as possible by fusion with bisul-

l>liale of potassa, and subsequent treatment with dilute hydro-
cLluiic acid. The silica was e\i)elled by treatment with hydrofluo-
I'ic ;{!!(! siil]iluiric acids. Tlie resitlue was tlien throughly'wa^hed.
On exaiinning tiie material thus purified, under the microscope,

which h:ul hardly been attacked by the hydrofluoric acid.

The niivture was then placed in a glass bulb tube, and ignited
in a curri'iit of hydrogen entirely free from sulphuretted hydrogen.
The formation of sulphuretted hydrogen began as soon as the Inilb

elsewhere shown* that it is a peculiar property of this otherwise

'I'lhcultly decomposed mineral, to give up all its sulphur on igni-

'''I residue was then treated with liydrochloric acid to remove
But although hydrogi'ii was evolved on the application of

•id, tile solution contained merely a trace of iron. On add-

ii.monia to It, a white precipitate' was obtained, which by ig-

• ore thuslreed from the iron and tin was then treated with

i 1 cgia, when it yielded a brown solution, in which chlorid of

"lium precipitated a small quantity of black double chlorid

I porcelain crucible. There
f chlorid of ammonium, and ignited

crucible with hydrate

characteristic orantji'-colored solution of rutheniate

id leaviii*; a very small quantity of oxyd of iridiuE

nitric acid to the solution, a black precpitate of o

im was produced, and, at the same time was perceiv

ce odor of ruthenic aci<l, and later, the characteristi

'. acid.

* Ann. Chem. Pharm., cxsxix, 116.
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In a subsequent communication, dated Gottingen, Aug. 8, Prof,

"Woehler continues : On examining under the microscope the min-

eral powder which had been freed from platinum, gold, chromic

, and from which the ruthenium,

fidlbeautifid hyacinth (

(m pari
.

.

had been removed by aqua regia, besides many grains of
•

-I crystals, colorless and trans-

3 observed, but besides these,

5 resembling rounded^ diamond crystals were detected. To
re really diamonds, a gram
I of pure oxygen gas to con-

D the carbon into^carbonic acid. The powder was placed in a

freshly ignited platinum boat, in a new porcelain tube, which had
previously been ignited while oxygen was passed through it to

destroy any dust that it might contain. On igniting the powder
and conducting the stream of gas through baryta water, a strong

cloudiness was at once produced, but the precipitate soon began
to assume a brown color, and a black deposit, probably of oxyd
of ruthenium, was deposited in the tube. On pouring hydrochlo-

ric acid into the tube, tlie precipitate was disolved with a visible

evolution of gas, which, conducted into baryta water, produced a

I am satisfied, therefore, that besides the laurite, iridosmine,

chromic iron, hyacinth, etc., the Oregon platinum contains micro-

scopic crystals of diamonds.— C/?e?«. News (Am. ed.), Nov., 1869.

1. Minerals and a copy of Elliots Indian Bible of 1680, he-

longing to the late Henry R. Schoolcraft,for sale.—By letter from
Mrs. Schoolcraft, just received, we learn that Mr. Schoolcraft's cab-

inet was valued by him previous to the war, at a thousand dollars

;

it is offered now for five hundred. A manuscript catalogue of the

minerals accompanies them. There is a copy ot Elliot's Indian

Bible, which is strongly bound in calf. Besides this work, there

are books and tracts in various Indian languages, to be disposed of,

and also original letters, as avitographs, written to Mr. Schoolcraft

by prominent literary men from 1809 to 1864.

Inquiries may be addressed to Mrs. Mary II. Schoolcraft, 256 F
street, (between l-Stlx and 14th sts.) Washington, D. C.

8. Correctio7i.—ll\\G biographical notice of the late Dr. Shu-

mard in our last number, received by us from Dr. Litton and at-

tributed to him, was not written by him. It is from the editorial

colums of the ''Missouri Republican."

Death of George Feabody.—This distinguished philanthropist

and patron of science died in London at midnight of Nov. 4th, 1 869,

having recently returned from the United States suffering under

severe disability, the gradual breaking up of a vigorous constitu-

tion. Mr. Peabody was bom at Danvers, Massachusetts, on the

18th of February, 1795, and was at his death within three months

of the completion of his 15th year. Mr. Peabody was in the

strictest sense of the term the architect of his own fortunes. Com-
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Hit iicing at the early age of eleven years his
a life of strict economy, probity and great

great and varied experiences i

tor. His family, one of the oldest and most honorable in'jSTew
England, descended from Francis Peabody (Paybody), who was
born at Leicestershire, England, in 1614, and who came to Amer-
ica in 1635 and settled in the town of Topsfield, Massachusetts.
Thomas Peabody, the father of the great banker, was the fourth gen-
eration from the eldest of six sons of Francis. At the early age of
nineteen years Mr. Peabody was the head of a commercial firm of
which Elisha Kiggs was the senior and capitalist, and having re-

moved from Washington to Baltimore in ] 81 5 his management se-
cured such success that branch houses were estabhshed in New
York and Philadelphia. In 1829 the retirement of Mr. Kiggs left

Mr. Peabody the head of the house, and during several visits to
Europe he conducted with entire success important negotiations
for his adopted State of Maryland. For these services he steadily
refused all compensation, but he could not dechne the unf

'

the Assembly "for his generous devotion to the i

and honor of Maryland"—conveyed to him by the Gov
" " ' ;ude of the people. In l»37 JJ

I London, where he continued

solving his connection with that firm he estabhshed his well known
banking house, designed as he said to be " an American house—

a

center of American news—and an agreeable place for his Ameri-
can friends visiting London." From this date Mr. Peabody ap-

pears as the exponent in Great Britain of American interests, sus-

taining the national and state finances by liberal purchases ofAmer-
cau securities, and by his personal integrity and uprightness restor-

ing confidence in the national faith. Thousands of Americans who
visited London during the Great Exposition in 1851 will recall his

timely generosity in sustaining the good name of America by dis-

charging the costs of the arrangement of the American department
left in a helpless condition by the failure of Congress to t

appropriation for its needs ; and Mr. Peabody's banquets, given i

singular contrast to the very simple retiracy_ of his private life i

London, were the centers of reunion and enjoyment to all his fe

>^y citizens who were made known t

"^Vhen again Congress failed to make any appropriation for the

nie Expedition in search of Franklin, Mr. Henry Grinnell having

!i-Mished the vessel, Mr. Peabody placed ten thousand dollars at

It <lisposal of the managers of the expedition, which enabled

itui to carry out that important search.

The first of Mr. Peabody's remarkable series of public benetac-

^>iis was the gift of 120,000, in 1852, to his native town of Dan-
-t^i on the occasion of the celebration of the two hundredth anni-

•rsarv of its foundation, for the purpose of building a public
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Library and Institute. This gift he subsequently enlarged to an
endowment of $300,000.

After an absence of twenty years, in 1857 Mr. Peabody revisited

the United States, an honored guest, but with characteristic mod-
esty declining all public demonstration except one in his native town
of Danvers. During this visit he laid the foundation of the noble

endowment bestowed upon his adopted city of Baltimore, by the

gift of $500,000, which sum he has since enlarged to $1,000,000,

to famish a free public library, and an Institute for courses of lec-

tures, an academy of music, and gallei*y of art.

Returning to London in the same year he began that noble

foundation for the benefit of the poor of London, which has placed

him at the head of the public benefactors of Gr<

las piacea

has^sUce
> £350,000, left wfthout restriction except that it should

be kept free from sectarian or partisan management. Already
several fine squares have been covered in diiFerent parts of London
with dwellings for the poor, combining fca

Peabody's letter of endoTVTnent. "" '"

of regard, orders of knighthood he firmly declined, accepting only

an autograph letter of thanks from the Queen of England, accom-
panied by a miniature portrait of herself, set in diamonds and
bearing on its golden case the inscription, " Presented to George
Peabody, Esq., the benefactor of the poor of London." These me-

morials of noble deeds are deposited in the Peabody Institute at

Peabody, Mass.
In 1866 he again revisited the United States that he might with

his own hand bestow still more princely gifts. During that

memorable visit he gave $25,000 to the Phillips Academy, at

Andover; $16,000 to the Newburyport Library; $100,000 to

build a church as a monument to the memory of his mother,

in Georgetown, Mass.; $16,000 to a library in the same town;

$140,000 to the Academy of Science at Salem ; $5,000 to the li-

brary at Thetford, Vt., where he spent a year with his grandfather

when a boy; $20,000 to the Massachusetts Historical Society;

$150,000 to found a Professorship and Museum of American Arch-

aeology at Cambridge ; the same sum for a Museum of Natural His-

tory at Yale College ; the last $500,000 of the fund already men-

tioned for the Peabody Institute at Baltimore; $20,000 to the

Maryland Historical Society; $25,000 to the Kenyon College,

Ohio ; and $15,000 for a library at Georgetown, D. C. ; besides the

crowning donation of $1,500,000 to build up the cause of educa-

tion in the Southern States of this Union, to assist schools and

popular education without distinction of race or color. This

endowment was increased during his last visit the past summer
by an addition of one million of dollars, making a fund of $2,600,000

for this most catholic object of popular education.

During his last visit he also gave a liberal donation to Washing-

ton University in Virginia, besides distributing, it is said, $1,500,000

among the members of his own family. Mr. Peabody never mar-
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ried. The aggregate of the donations bestowed in his Kfetime by
this most noble man is more than ten millions of dollars. Not the
least remarkable or praise-worthy part of these unexampled endow-
ments is seen in the fact that Mr. Peabody had at once the good
sense and moral courage to be his own executor

!

VI. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGEAPHY.

the Central Parle, Nexc York, for the year ending December 31,
1808. 8vo, pp. 164.—This beautifully printed and well illustrated

document sets foi-th the present condition and plans of one of the
most renowned of public Parks. It is a hopeful evidence of pro-

gress in the right direction, that the Commissioners recognize the
growing demands made by the public for museums and collections

in natural history, that these educational elements are receiving
some share of attention, in connection with, and as elements of, the
Park. Mr. Waterhouse Hawkins, well known for his spirited res-

torations of extinct animals at the Sydenham palace, near London,
has been engaged durmg the past year or more in the same direc-

tion in the Central Park The Appendix to this report contains a
well written article on the educational department of the Park, to-

gether with the correspondence between the Comptroller, Mr.
Green, and Mr. Hawkins, and the Report of the latter on the pro-

gress of the fossil restorations undertaken by him ; and particularly

a description of the restored skeleton of the great herbivorous

saurian, Iladrosaurus Foulkii (Leidy), allied to the Iguanodon of

the Wealdon of Sussex. The Hadrosauriis occurs in the Cretace-

ous marls of New Jersey, and the remains from which the restored

skeleton are in part composed were discovered at Haddonfield, Cam-
<len Co., New Jersey, five miles from Philadelphia, in the autumn of

1S5S. Mr. Hawkins, after a careful and minute study of the bones
"1' the original specimen in the collections of the Academy of Nat-

'ual Sciences in Philadelphia, proceeded to model them all, and
tlien to set up the restored original in the Halls of tlie Academy
Mt Ills individual expense, as a contribution to the collections of

tiieir museum. The restored skeleton of Iladrosaurus measures

-0 feet in length, and stands on its hinder extremities and tail 13

f^ ct 3 inches high. The great disproportion between the fore and

l-ack parts of the body of JIadrosaurus, led Prof. Leidy to sus-

pect that the animal ordinarily assumed a position like that oi the

Kangaroo, sustaming itself like a tripod, on its enormous hinder

ext remities and powerful tail. This position, favorable to browsmg
on trees which grew along the shores of the sea, upon which the

anitnal lived, is adopted for that of the skeleton in Mr. Hawkms s

n ration.
' From the moulds made by him in Philadelphia, Mr.

; prepa« I model of the restored animal for the

„_ ^^ .^ the first of a group of animals of the f(

ds of the American continent, which Mr. Hawkins has u

I to reproduce for the Central Park.
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It appears from the catalogues in the Appendix, that living ani-

mals in considerable numbers have been presented to the Commis-
sioners of Central Park, from various parts of the world, and these

to a considerable extent have been preserved and are now living

in the grounds. We understand also that an extensive museum
has been projected and the first steps taken toward its establishment.

The park will thus become a means of national entertainment and
of instruction, in fact a great center of knowledge for the people.

2. Report on the Filtration of River Waters, for the supply of
Cities, as practiced in Europe, made to the Board of Water Com-
missioners of the City of St. Louis, by James P. Kiekwood, Civil

Engineer. Published by permission of the Board. 1 78 pp. 4to.

Illustrated by thirty engravings. New York, 1 869. (D. Van Nos-
trand, publisher, 23 Murray St. London, Triibner & Co.)—Fully
one half the bulk of this volume is made up by the numerous well

engraved plates, most of them double, giving in plan and sec-

tions the various methods adopted in Great Britain and Continen-
tal Europe for the filtration on a great scale of the waters used
for metropolitan supply. The plans adopted as the result of Mr.
Kirkwood's studies, and after an inspection of the best European
methods, for the city of St. Louis, are also given. This is an im-

portant subject, deeply concerning the health and welfare of all

metropolitan communities, and it is nowhere of greater importance
than throughout the whole internal drainage system of the

United States, upon all the afiluents of the Mississippi river, where
the only adequate supply is by pumping water from rivers which
are at all times more or less turbid and are periodically liable to

floods which surcharge them with mud and slowly settling sedi-

Mr. Kirkwood's system for St. Louis embraces both subsiding

or settling reservoirs, reservoirs for unfiltered water after the

great bulk offoreign matter has been removed by standing for twen-

ty-four hours in the settling reservoirs, and finally wells and con-

duits for the filtered water. The agents used for filtration are of

the simplest description. The filter beds are formed as follows,

commencing above, viz

:

Fine washed sand, 18 inches.

Coarse sand, 12 "

Gravel, pea size, 12 "

mitsize, 12 "

Broken stones, 24 «

Drain pipe, 12 '*

Puddle bottom.

The rate of filtration through such a series of beds is found to

be 75 imperial gallons per day for each square foot of filtering

surface exposed, or half a cubic foot per hour. The size of the fil-

ter beds proposed for St. Louis lias been assumed to be 260 by 150

feet, i^ivino; an area of 37,440 square feet, yielding at the rate above

named 3,360,847 United States gallons in twentv-four liours. To
supply 12,000,000 U. S. gallons dailv required bv St. Louis, five
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filter*? of this sort arc required, leavino^ one always out of use for
cleaiiiiio- the surfaee of the filter l)ea of the aecumiilated sediments.

Mr. Kirk wood's re^earcho^ extended not only to the -reat works
of Lund. HI, York, Liveri)Ool, Edinbur-h and Dublin, but he also
studied (hose of Ifaniburi^h, Altona, Berlin, Tours, A.K^ers,

T/,e prof/ress and oon<>

>f I)r._ Sniitl

researelic's t
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ments of this extended subject so full of interest as well to scien-

tists as to those engaged in technical pursviits. A greater degree

of fullness also upon some sections of the topics discussed would
have been highly acceptable and a much better reference to the

text of the literature of many subjects would have given the re-

port additional value. The very full and detailed plans for an ex-

tensive sulphuric acid works given by Dr. Smith supply a want
which many technical chemists will be glad to have supplied, es-

pecially what relates to the pyrites furnaces.

The mteresting chapter on Illuminating Gas gives us some im-

portant data I'especting the Paris system, but leaves us hungry
for more. So in the chapter on oxygen, hydrogen and other ele-

ments, it is satisfactory to know that Dr. Smith has " no doubt of

the ultimate success" of Tessie du Motay's process for the indus-

trial production of oxygen from manganate of soda ; but this

confession of faith is sustained by no details, and we are left

without any further information accessible to most American
readers, as to the practical operation of Tessie's method than come
to us from the rose-colored statement of the promoters of his patent.

Technists will glean from the perusal of Dr. Smith's report num-
erous important hints and suggestions which cannot fail to attract
""""' " ' Qulate inquiry.

1869.—During the late war, the Surgeon General's

office at Washington accumulated vast stores of statistics in the

reports returned by the medical staff of the army, and amassed
an unequaled museum of specimens illustrative of injuries and
diseases. The office is discharging an obvious duty, and at the

same time rendering a great service to medical science, in the use

which it is making of tliis invaluable material.
" Circular No. 2" of the Surgeon General's office for the current

nportant monographs issued fluring

iry, oy ^^sst. k!>urg. ana J3vt. i^t. «^oi. ^.Tcorge a. ^h^, ^"^
IS a complete and exhaustive study of that interesting surgical

topic. Like its predecessors from the same pen, it shows the marks

of unwearied labor, and of an intelligent and discriminating use
1 from the same pen, it shows the n

an intelligent and discriminating

careless or ignorant hands might pre

snare and a delusion.
This report and several other of the recent issues from the same

Bureau, notably the great " Catalogue of the Army Medical Mu-
seum," are worthy of mention for the beauty of their mechanical

execution ; some of the best specimens of American wood engrav-

ing are to be found in their pages. ^
f. b.

6. Fownes's Chetnistry : A 'Manual of Elementary Chexusfri/,

Theoretical and Practical; by George Foavxes, t.K.S.^ From
the tenth revised and corrected edition, edited bv George Bridges
M.D., Prof of Chemistry in the Philad. College of Pharmacy ;

U ith

197 illustrations. 357 pp. 12mo. Philadelphia, 1869. (H. C. Lea.)—
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The Lon-lon edition of tins populii and c\ccllent mdnudl, from
which thi> VtiKiK III rcpiint i«< taken, w\^ edited b> H Bence
Jone'? uilIknM Witts m 1 hbS, wlio haAc re ^\lltttn dmost entnely
the ni_jmu clKnii--tr\ arxl tlu (liiptci on cherim al ])hilosophy,

work 111 \p! uriiri^- (.Ik itonuc 'wcii^ht^ iiid not ition ahnost uni

1 [iiiMi liow \ii to irn( to tilt \\oik d finiihai look to its taily
iiuiid- ^\ ith tti in> of ^\]iom it dtsiutdlv holdb i hiy-h place
unon^ (.!( iiu III u \ hooks on chcini^tiv. Its (ompaiiti\( fullness
of d( I III Hid irtrui il '^im])luit\ ot st\Ie undei it con\cnient dnd

esi)C(idh niodKal students, A\hik foi the pnipoMS ot a drill

book m (] is>, loom in-tinction, it^ vu\ fullntss ,s i hu to its u^e
fiiln vs toi thit])nipose In the hinds of m txpi 1 1 te ichei, how-
i\e! who IS niastcj of the seienee, it is an idmii ible hook, and

in ills so to the student \v iio A\ishefe faithtully to levuw the
t*. i( luncTS of the chemical lectin e lOom

7 W'^cubach's JMcchanics AManualoftheMnhftmisofFn-
fl> It I ing and of the Gonstnufion of ^Tachints^ with an Intro-
d>' f ,n to the CaJfuJi'^, i\^vs\\ «1 i- i tt \t hook foi Technical

(t< 'ns ]y^ni\\i\l^Z\^ !>h D "
o'lu i h'n ,i nh 'in M'iofes-.or at

thi ii.N.I M,„Hi \ id(iM\ ir Ji. 1mi, nujulti ot the Impe
lid V(,KinN o' Null..- I "M l\uvhn,,it. In thut aoI-

ume. \(,|,nm Fii^t- Mm ou ti. il MMhinu. u .(I. 00_M\.>.)d cuts

mtlKtcM r, in-^lit( Uion tlu fo.ntl. uuni- „tt,] u.d nnp.oMd
Germ 1,1 edition h\ I (klo n ( (.\* \M Minin, I luin. i r 57b

PpBvo Ntn Yoik'HTi' (I) ^ niNn.t, ,Ml)-\n 1 MLiishtMn-.

th("u<Mk 'ly,'.
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twelve hundred pages each. Though too extensive, perhaps, and
difficult, for many besides special students and professional engin-

eers, it will still, we hope, meet with such favor as tc

the enterprising publishers for undertaking to plac

country this invaluable Thesaurus of Theoretical :

Mechanics.
8. On a Method of predicting by graphical consi

cultations of Stars hy the 3Ioon, and solar Eclipses, fo
place, together with more rigorous methods of reduct

accurate Calculation of Longitude ; by P'eancis Cea^tmer Pen-
rose, F.R.AS. 50 pp. folio, with three plates and sets of skel-

eton forms. 1866. Macmillan & Co.—The title of this volume ex-

plains very well its scope. It is designed to furnish the amateur
astronomer, the sailor, and the traveler with such facilities as will

make the use of occultations for the determination of longitude easy

Three charts contain scales of use in the graphical c

and fourteen tables are added to facilitate the reductions. Ten or

fifteen minutes of labor in making the extracts, completing the

computations, and working upon the chart, suffices to bring out for

any given latitude and longitude, a prediction differing not more
than three minutes from the truth.

9. Smithsonian Report for 1 868.—Prof Henry here reviews
the explorations of the continent which have been in recent pro-

gress, some of which have received assistance from the Smithso-

nian Institution. He dwells particularly on the efforts going forward
in the country toward the collection of specimens in archeology
and ethnology, and mentions also the work done under the direc-

tion or auspices of the Institution in natural science and meteorol-

ogy, and for the enlargement of the National library. The list of

"Smithsonian meteorological stations and observers from 1849 to

1868," which follows, occupies 34 pages. The "General Appen-
dix " containing important papers, mostly translated from foreign

journals, covers 340 pages of the Report, and gives it great scien-

tific value. Among them are memoirs of Cuvier, Oersted, Schon-

bein, Encke and Eaton Hodgkinson ; memoirs on the mechanical

theory of heat, by J. Muller; Radiation, by Tyndall ; Synthetic

experiments, relative to meteorites by Daubree ; catalogue of me-

teorites of the Yale College collection ; on the electric resonance

of mountains : experiments on Aneroid barometers at the Kew
Observatory; and many others.

10. Synopsis of
^

North America}
American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, August,
Part 1, 4to, with 12 plates.—The author regards the Batrachia

and Reptilia as distinct classes. The latter" he divides into the

orders: Ichthyopterygia, Archosaiiria, Testudinata, Pterosauria

Lacertilia, Pythonomorpha, Ophidia. The prominent structural

features are well expressed in his synopsis. The present part m-

cludesthe Batrachia, tlie Ichthyopterygia, and that portion of
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Archosanria included in Savropterygia, Streptosmtria, TfiecocJon-
tia, CrocoiliUa, Dinosauria. Two recent species of CrocodiUa,
Perosuchu.'tfuscus, and Osteolannis tetmspes Cope, are redescribed

tant general results of liis invest i_t!::itions of extinct Pveptilia: 1st,
that thelJ/'jiosanria ])resent a graduated series of approximations
to the birds, and possess some peculiarities in common with that
ck^s, standinjij between it and the Crocodllla; 2nd, that serpents
exist in the Eocene formations of this country; 3rd, tliat the 67*^-

lydra type was greatly developed during the American Cretaceous,
and tliat all the supp.^sed marine turtles described from it, are
really of tlio first Tuimed group ; 4th, that the l^eptilia of the
Aim'ricau Tria'-sic are of the lielodon type; 5th, the di'<covery of
the t-h;ir;u'ters of tlic order Python07norpha\ 6th, the discovery of
the characters of tlio order Htreptosaitria; 7tli, the development
of the characters of numerous members of the Batrachian sub-
order Jljrrosmiria in the United States.
The illustrations accompanying this memoir are profuse and

1 1
.

Built till of the Museum of Comparative Zoology. Xo. 9,

—

' '' */ hiary lit-port on the Hchini and /Star-tishes dredged in deep
f"f>r€<n Cuba and the Florida Reefs, 'by L. F. de Pourtales,

ilogue of the Echini; II, On the young stages of Echini;
'' iliymetrical and geographical distribution; IV, List of the

-
'• " 10.— Prclint in ary Ee}>ort on Ophiuridce and Astrophytid'v

;

:; I'-^iv.l by TiiEonoKK LvMAX.—I, (General remarks; II, Descrip-
"

•' "f lu'w Ljenera and species, with critical remarks.
• " 1 1,— List of tht Crinoids obtained on the Coasts of JFlor-

'f Cuba bi/the United States Coa,4 Surrey Gidf Streain
' 'if ions, in ISOT, 1808, 18G9 ; by L. F. de Pourtalks.

1 •-',

—

List of ILdothnridoR from the Deep-sea dredgings of
' -tid States Coast Survey;'hj L. F, de Pocktalks.—These

'" iioTic*' in tliis number! They c

the di'.tribution of the species in depth and gei)graphically. The
"''-trvations of 3Ir. Atrassiz on the structure and development of

Tuiiiurous vounrr Echini are particularly important, v.

l-i. fh,' Aead(nn/, o mouthhf record of Literature, Learning,
Si'i,,„u' (i„dArt.— nw first number of this new London monthly,
•^ quarto of i^s. pp^ ^\.i< issued by the publi-her, Joim ^Nlurr.iy, on
the 1 nth of ( )('tober. It proniises'to be a journal of fair and l(>:irned

^'-viral <l(partments. Price 6d ; or stamped, 7d.

1 ^. Xiitur,
, a 11 VfA7v illustrated Journal <f Science. Published

j-y Macmillan &^ Co., 'London. No, 1, Xovember 4th. 22 pp.,



science, as the title indicates, and advocating the views of Darwin.
It includes among its contributors many of the most eminent
men of science in Great Britain, and promises to be an able and
spirited journal. The first number opens fittingly with the aphor-

isms on nature by Goethe, translated by Huxley. Then follows

an article on the fertilization of winter-flowering plants, containing

new results, as a sequel to Mr. Darwin's observations, by A. W.
Bennett. Other subjects are—the recent eclipse of the sun, by J.

Lockyer ; Science-teaching in schools ; the late Professor Graham

;

Triassic Dinosauria, (under which, Mr. Huxley gives good reason

for regai-ding the Thecondontosaurs as true Dinosaurs, and adopts

Prof. Cope's conclusions that the Bathygnathus of Prince Edward's
Island is Dinosaurian); others, on a few topics in chemistry and
physics, besides notices of new works, and of the Proceedings of

some prominent Societies.

AUgemeine Musiklelire. Ein Hulfsbuch fiir Lehrer und Lernende in jedem
Zweige musikaliacher Untenveisung ; von Adolf Bernhard Marx. 8th edition,

pp. 436, 8vo. Leipzig, 1869. (Breitkopf S

Des Tortues Fossiles conserves dans le

Musees; par F. C. Winckler. 152 pp., 8vo,

Die Vegetationsverhatnisse von Croatien; von 1

Wien, 1868.

Melanges Orthopte'rologiques; par Henri de Saussure, II Fascicule. 145 pp.

4to, 2 plates. Geneve et Bale, 1869.
Uber Thai- nnd See- Bildung. Beitrage zum Verstiindniss der Oberflache der

Schweiz; von Prof. L. Rlitimeyer. 96 pp., 4to. Basel* 1869.
Archives du Musee Teyler. VoL I, Fasc. 4. Harlem, 1868. YoL II, Fasc. 1,

his important memoirs on the Bryozoa, published in the years 1864 to 1867, in an

octavo volume. They are illustrated by many beautiful plates.

Journal Acad. Nat. Sci., Philadelphia. Vol. VI, Part 4.—p. 303, Xew ITni-

onidx, Melanidffi, etc., chiefly of the United States; /. Lea.—p. 345, An Attempt

J. B. Davis.—p. 369, On Brevoortia; A. Wood.
Proceedings American Philosophical Soc. Vol. XI, No. 81.—p. '>, Inilian

Sculpture; Boyd.—p. 4, The Mava Language ; Brinton.—p. 15. Mylo<lon annecteus;

'. D. Cope.—p. 16, Cretaceous Tortoises; E. D. Cope.—p. 17, Philadelphia Lite

r Spots; D. Kirkwood.—p. 103, Cosmical Relations of Light to Gravity;

:hase.—p. 107, Boring Records in the Anthracite Basin; P. W. Scheahr.—l
Lurora of April 15.—p. 113, Rain Curves; P. E. Chase.—p. 114, The Ai

Vocabulary of Shultz; Brinton.—p. 117, New Mosasauroid Reptile; E. D. 0.

I. 118, Human Osteology; ff. Allen.

Proceedings Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., VoL XH.—p. 1, Annual Report.—
'he Crocodile in Florida; J. Wyman.—p. 78, On a Chick with Supernun
.egs; E. Coiies.—p. 83, American Lepidoptera, Geometridaj; C. S. Minot.—y. -

r„,. -rr
--s Proserpina; C. P. Whitney.—p. 86, Observations on the Mars

_ a Cyclopean Pif
^"'

Beaver Dams; A. Agassiz.—p. 104, on the Habi
'Notice of a Cyclopean Pig;

On a New Species of Pedipes from
. Fauna of New Haven, part I, Cej
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TRANSACTION'S AMERICAN KnTOMOI.OGICAL POCTrTT. Yol. IT. ISTOS. 2, 3.—p. 115,
3n the Synonoiny. etc., of certain Fp(ci>'s of Aiiiericuu Lt-pidoptora: A. R. Groie.—

floiith AVcslem V irprinia : G. U. Horn.—p. \V>. X^-w !-pi.cit- of rolci.pterH from

-p. 299. Biolosrical Xntos on Piptora; li.

' Orthoplera; X U. ticuddcr.—p. 307. Stri

Api>EXi)ix. Alite h/ Prof, Yoing to his paper. Art. XXXVI,

lly tlu- same Uhf of llie t<])ectro^rope whidi I have .U-icribt-d in

? fore(r<>h»ir article.

It js unnecessary to say that until to-day T was not aware of

Hanover, Nov. 16, 1869.
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